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PEE FACE

In the Life of Christ I endeavoured, to tlie best of my
power, to furnish, in the form of a narrative, such a

commentary upon the Grospels as should bring to bear

the most valuable results of modern research. By
studying every line and word of the Evangelists with

close and reverent attention; by seeking for the most

genuine readings and the most accurate translations ; by

visiting the scenes in the midst of which our Lord had

moved; by endeavouring to form a conception at once

true and vivid of the circumstances of the age in which

He lived, and the daily conditions of religious thought

and national custom by which He was surrounded—

I

thought that, while calling attention in large to His

Divine Nature as the Incarnate Son of God, I might be

enabled to set forth in clear outline the teaching and the

actions of that human life which He lived for our

example, and of that death which He died for us men
and for our salvation.

In that work it was no small part of my object to

enable readers to study the Gospels with a fuller under-

standing of their significance, and with a more intense'

impression of their reality and truth. In the present

volume I have undertaken a similar task for the Acts of
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the Apostles and the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul. My
first desire throughout has been to render some assistance

towards the study of that large portion of the New
Testament which is occupied with the labours and

writings of the Apostle of the Gentiles ; to show the

grandeur of the work and example of one who was

indeed a " vessel of election ;
" and to bring his cha-

racter and history to bear on the due comprehension of

those Epistles, which have bequeathed to all subsequent

ages an inestimable legacy of wisdom and knowledge.

In order to accomplish this task, I can conscientiously

say that I have used my best diligence and care.

Circumstances have precluded me from carrying out my
original intention of actually visiting the countries in

which St. Paul laboui-ed; and to do this was the less

necessary because abundant descriptions of them may be

found in the works of many recent travellers. This

branch of the subject has been amply illustrated in the

well-known volumes of Messrs. Conybeare and Howson,

and Mr. Thomas Lewin. To those admirable works all

students of St. Paul must be largely indebted, and I

need not say that my own book is not intended in any

way to come into competition with theirs. It has

been written in great measure with a different purpose,

as well as from a different point of view. My chief

object has been to give a definite, accurate, and intelli-

gible impression of St. Paul's teaching; of the con-

troversies in which he was ennfao-ed : of the circumstances

which educed his statements of doctrine and practice ; of

the inmost heart of his theology in each of its phases ; of

his Epistles as a whole, and of each Epistle in particular
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as complete and perfect in itself. The task is, I tliink,

more necessary than might be generally supposed. In our

custom of studying the Bible year after year in separate

texts and isolated chapters, we are but too apt to lose sight

of what the Bible is as a whole, and even of the special

significance of its separate books. I thought, then, that

if I could in any degree render eacli of the Epistles

more thoroughly familiar, either in their general aspect

or in their special particulars, I should be rendering some

service—^however humble—to the Church of God.

With this object it would have been useless merely

to re-translate the Epistles. To do this, and to append

notes to the more difficult expressions, would have been

a very old, and a comparatively easy task. But to make

the Epistles an integral part of the life—to put the

reader in the position of those to whom the Epistles

were first read in the infant communities of Macedonia

and Proconsular Asia—was a method at once less

frequently attempted, and more immediately necessary.

I wish, above all to make the Epistles comprehen-

sible and real. X)n this account I bave ' constantly

deviated from the English version. Of the merits of

that version, its incomparable force and melody, it would

be impossible to speak witb too mucb reverence, and it

only requires the removal of errors which were inevitable

to the age in which it was executed, to make it as nearly

perfect as any work of man can be. But our very

familiarity with it is often a barrier to our due under-

standing of many
r
passages ; for "words," it has been

truly said, " when often repeated, do ossify the very

organs of intelligence." My object in translating with-

A 2
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out reference to the honoured phrases of our English

Bible has expressly been, not only to correct where

correction was required, but also to brighten the edge

of expressions which time has dulled, and to reproduce,

as closely as possible, the exact force and form of the

original, even in those roughnesses, turns of expression,

and unfinished clauses which are rightly modified in

versions intended for public reading. To aim in these

renderings at rhythm or grace of style has been far from

my intention. I have simply tried to adopt the best

reading, to give its due force to each expression, tense,

and particle, and to represent as exactly as is at all com-

patible with English idiom what St. Paul meant in the

very way in which he said it.

With the same object, I have avoided wearying the

reader with those interminable discussions of often unim-

portant minutiae—those endless refutations of impossible

hypotheses—those exhaustive catalogues of untenable,

explanations which encumber so many of our Biblical

commentaries. Both as to readings, renderings, and ex-

planations I have given at least a definite conclusion,

and indicated as briefly and comprehensively as possible

the grounds on which it is formed.

In excluding the enumeration of transient opinions,

I have also avoided the embarrassing multiplication of

needless references. When any German book has been

well translated I have referred to the translation of it

by its English title, and I have excluded in every way

the mere semblance of research. In this work, as in

the Life of Christ, I have made large use of illustra-

tions from Hebrew literature. The Talmud is becoming
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better known every day ; the Mislina is open to the

study of every scholar in the magnificent work of

Surenhusius ; and the most important treatises of the

Gemara—such as the Berachoth and the AbJioda Zara—
are now accessible to all, in French and German transla-

tions of great learning and accuracy. I have diligently

searched the works of various Jewish scholars, such as

Jost, Gratz, Schwab, Weill, Eabbinowicz, Deutsch,

Derenbourg, Munk, and others; but I have had two

great advantages—first, in the very full collection of

passages from every portion of the Talmud, by Mr. P.

J. Hershon, in his Talmudic Commentaries on Genesis

and Exodus—an English translation of the former of

which is now in the press—and, secondly, in the fact that

every single Talmudic reference in the following pages

has been carefully verified by a learned Jewish clergy-

man—the Eev. M. Wolkenberg, formerly a missionary

to the Jews in Bulgaria. All scholars are aware that

references to the Gemara are in general of a most in-

accurate and uncertain character, but I have reason to

hope that, apart, it may be, from a few accidental errata,

every Hebraic reference in the following pages may be

received with absolute reliance.

The most pleasant part of my task remains. It is

to offer my heartfelt thanks to the many friends who

have helped me to revise the following pages, or have

given me the benefit of their kind suggestions. To

one friend in particular—Mr. C. J. Monro, late Fellow

of Trin. Coll., Cambridge—I owe the first expression of

my sincerest gratitude. To the Rev. J. LI. Davies and the

Eev. Prof. Plumptre I am indebted for an amount of-
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labour and trouble sucli as it can be tlie happiness of

few authors to receive from scholars at once so com-

petent and so fully occupied b}^ public and private duties.

From the Very Eev. the Dean of Westminster ; from

Mr. Walter Leaf, Tell, of Trin. Coll., Cambridge, my
friend and former pupil ; from the Eev. J. E. Kempe,

Eector of St. James's, Piccadilly ; from Mr, E. Garnett,

of the British Museum ; and from my valued col-

leagues in the parish of St. Margaret's, the Eev. H. H.

Montgomery and the Eev. J. S. Northcote, I have

received valuable advice, or kind assistance in the

laborious task of correcting the proof-sheets. The

Bishop of Durham had kindly looked over the first few

pages, and but for his elevation to his present high

position, I might have derived still further benefit from

his wide learning and invariable kindness. If my book

fail to achieve the purposes for which it was written, I

shall at least have enjoyed the long weeks of labour

spent in the closest study of the Word of God, and

next to this I shall value the remembrance that I

received from so many friends, a self-sacrificing kindness

which I had so little right to expect, and am so little

able to repay.

I desire also to express my best obligations to my
Publishers, and the gentlemen connected with their firm,

who have spared no labour in seeing these volumes

through the press.

After having received such ungrudging aid it would

be ungrateful to dwell on the disadvantages in the

midst of which this book has been written. I have

done my best under the circumstances in which a task
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of sucli dimensions was alone possible ; and tliougli I

have fallen far short of my own ideal—though I am
deeply conscious of the many necessary imj)erfections of

my work—though it is hardly possible that I should

have escaped errors in a book involving so many hundreds

of references, and necessitating the examination of so many

critical and exegetical questions—I still hope that these

volumes will be accepted as furnishing another part of a

humble but faithful endeavour to enable those who read

them to acquire a more thorough knowledge of a large

portion of the Word of God.

F. W. FAEEAE.
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THE

Life and Work of St. Paul

Book J.

THE TEAINING OF THE APOSTLE.

CHAPTEE I.

INTRODUCTORY.

^K6vos fKKoji^s fJ.01 ecrrlv ovtos.—AcTS ix. 15.

Of the twelve men wliom Jesus chose to be His com-

panions and heralds during the brief years of His earthly

ministry, two alone can be said to have stamped upon

the infant Church the impress of their own individuality.

These two were John and Simon. Our Lord Himself,

by the titles which He gave them, indicated the distinc-

tions of their character, and the pre-eminence of their gifts.

John was called a Son of Thunder; Simon was to be

knowTi to all ages as Kephas, or Peter, the Apostle of

the Foundation stone. ^ To Peter was granted the honour

of authoritatively admitting the first uncircumcised

Grentile, on equal terms, into the brotherhood of Christ,

and he has ever been regarded as the main pillar of the

early Church.^ John, on the other hand, is the Apostle

of Love, the favourite Apostle of the Mystic, the chosen

Evangelist of those whose inward adoration rises above the

level of outward forms. Peter as the first to recognise

1 1 Pet. ii. 4-8. » GaL u. 9.
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tlie Eternal Christ, John as the chosen friend of the

living- Jesus, are the two of that first order of Apostles

whose names appear to human eyes to shine with the

brightest lustre upon those twelve precious stones, which

are the foundations of the New .Jerusalem.^

Yet there was another, to whom was entrusted a

wider, a more fruitful, a more laborious mission; who

was to found more numerous churches, to endure intenser

sufferings, to attract to the fold of Christ a vaster mul-

titude of followers. On the broad shoulders of St. Peter

rested, at first, the support and defence of the new Society;

3^et his endurance was not tested so terribly as that of him

on whom fell daily the "care of all the churches.'-' St.

John was the last survivor of the Apostles, and he barely

escaped sharing with his brother the glory of being one

of the earliest martyrs; yet even his life of long exile

and hea^^ tribulations was a far less awful trial than

that of him who counted it but a light, and momentary

affliction to " die daily," to be " in deaths oft." ^ A third

type of the Apostolate was necessary. Besides the

Apostle of Catholicity and the Apostle of Love, the

Church of Christ needed also " the Apostle of Progress."

In truth it is hardly possible to exaggerate the

extent, the permanence, the vast importance, of those

services which were rendered to Christianity by Paul of

Tarsus. It would have been no mean boast for the most

heroic worker that he had toiled more abundantly than

such toilers as the Apostles. It would have been a suffi-

cient claim to eternal gratitude to have preached from

Jerusalem to Illyricum, from Illyricum to Eome, and, it

may be, even to Spain, the Gospel which gave new life to

a weary and outworn world. Yet these are, perhaps, the

least permanent of the benefits which mankind has reaped

^ Rev. xxi. 14. « i Cor. xv. 31 ; 2 Cor. xi. 23.
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from his life and genias. For it is in liis Epistles—easnal

as was the origin of some of them—that we find the

earliest utterances of that Christian literature to which

the world is indebted for its richest treasures of poetry and

eloquence, of moral wisdom and spiritual consolation. It

is to his intellect, fired by the love and illuminated by

the Spirit of his Lord, that we owe the first systematic

statement, in their mutual connection and inter-depen-

dence, of the great truths of that Mystery of Grodliness

which had been hidden from the ages, but was revealed in

the Gospel of the Christ. It is to his undaunted determi-

nation, his clear vision, his moral loftiness that we are

indebted for the emancipation of religion from the intoler-

able yoke of legal observances—the cutting asunder of the

living body of Christianity from the heavy corpse of an

abrogated Levitism.^ It was he alone who was Grod's

appointed instrument to render possible the universal

spread of Christianity, and to lay deep in the hearts

of European churches the solid bases of Christendom.

As the Apostle of the Gentiles he was pre-eminently and

necessarily the Apostle of freedom, of culture, of the un-

derstanding
;
yet he has, If possible, a higher glory than

all this, in the fact that he too, more than any other, is

the Apostle who made clear to the religious consciousness

of mankind the " justification by faith" which springs

from the mystic union of the soul with Christ—the

Apostle who has both brought home to numberless Chris-

tians in all ages the sense of their owtl helplessness, and

pointed them most convincingly to the blessedness and

the universality of that redemption which their Saviour

wrought. And hence whenever the faith of Christ has

been most dimmed in the hearts of men, whenever its pure

fiires have seemed in greatest danger of being stifled, as in

» Gal. iv. 9; Rom. A^ii. 3. (Heb. vii. 18.)

B 2
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the fifteenth century—under the dead ashes of sensuality,

or quenched, as in the eighteenth century, by the chilKng

blasts of scepticism, it is mostly by the influence of his

writings that religious life has been revived.^ It was one

of his searching moral precepts—"Let us walk honestly,

as in the day ; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in

chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying "

—

which became to St. Augustine a guiding star out of the

night of deadly moral aberrations.^ It was his prevailing

doctrine of free deliverance through the merits of Christ

which, as it had worked in the spirit of Paul himself

to shatter the bonds of Jewish formalism, worked once

more in the soul of Luther to burst the gates of brass,

and break the bars of iron in sunder with which the

Papacy had imprisoned for so many centuries the souls

which Grod made free.

It has happened not unfrequently in the providence

of Grod that the destroyer of a creed or system has been

bred and trained in the inmost bosom of the system

which he was destined to shake or to destroy. Sakya

Mouni had been brought up in Brahminism ; Luther had

taken the vows of an Augustinian ; Pascal had been

trained as a Jesuit; Spinoza was a Jew; Wesley and

Whitefield were clergymen of the Church of England. It

was not otherwise with St. Paul. The victorious enemy

of heathen philosophy and heathen worship had passed his

boyhood amid the heathen surroundings of a philosophic

city. The deadliest antagonist of Judaic exclusiveness

was by birth a Hebrew of the Hebrews. The dealer

of the death-wound to the spu'it of Pharisaism was a

Pharisee, a son of Pharisees ;^ had been brought up from

' See Neander, Planting, E.T., p. 78.

.2 Aug. Confess, viii. 12—18 ; Kreukol, Paulus der Ap. d. Heiden, p. 1.

3 Acts xxiii. 6 (Phil. iii. 5). The true reading, vlhs ^api<raiojv (n, A, B, G,

Syr., Vulg.) ; he was a Pharisee of the third generation, Tpt<papi(ra7os.
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his youfh at Jerusalem at the feet of GamaHel ;^ had been

taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the

fathers ; had lived " after the most straitest sect " of the

Jewish service.^ As his work differed in many respects

from that of the other Apostles, so his training was

wholly unlike theirs. Their earliest years had been

spent in the villages of Gennesareth and the fisher-huts

on the shores of the Sea of Galilee ; his in the crowded

ghetto of a Pagan capital. They, with few exceptions,

were men neither of commanding genius nor strongly

marked characteristics ; he was a man of intense indi-

viduality and marvellous intellectual power. They were

"unlearned and ignorant," untrained in the technicalities,

inexperienced in the methods, which passed among the

Jews for theologic learning ; he had sat as a " disciple of

the wise "^ at the feet of the most eminent of the Eabbis,

and had been selected as the inquisitorial agent of Priests

and Sanhedrists because he surpassed his contemporaries

in burning zeal for the traditions of the schools.*

This is the man whose career will best enable us to

understand the Dawn of Christianity upon the darkness

alike of Jew and Gentile; the man who loosed Christianity

from the cerements of Judaism, and inspired the world

of Paganism with joy and hope. The study of his life

will leave upon our minds a fuller conception of the

extreme nobleness of the man, and of the truths which

he lived and died to teach. And we must consider

that life, as far as possible, without traditional bias,

and with the determination to see it as it appeared

to his contemporaries, as it appeared to Paul himself.

* Acts xxli. 3 ; xxvi. 4.

2 Acts xxvi. 5. ef>r](rK(ia is rather " cult," "external service," than " religion."

^ The C3n TDbn^ of whose praises and privileges the Talmud is full.

* Gal. i. 14, irpofKoirrov iv r^ 'lovSatfffJi^ {i-6; in Jewish observances), iiirtp,

K.T.X., iripta(TOT€pa)s ^rjXaiTTjs, /c.t.A.
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" For if lie was a Paul," says St. Cliiysostom, " lie also

was a man,"—nay, more than this, his very infirmities

enhanced his greatness. He stands infinitely above the

need of indiscriminate panegyric. If we describe him

as exempt from all human weakness—if we look at his

actions as though it were irreverence to suppose that they

ever fell short of his own ideal—we not only describe an

impossible character, but we contradict his own reiterated

testimonies. It is not a sinless example which we are

now called upon to contemplate, but the life of one who,

in deep sincerity, called himseK " the chief of sinners ;

"

it is the career of one w^hose ordinary life (Bm) was

human, not divine—human in its impetuosity, human in

its sensibilities, human, perhaps, in some of its concessions

and accommodations; but whose inner life (^w')) was truly

divine in so far as it manifested the workings of the Spirit,

in so far as it w^as dead to the world, and hid with Christ

in Grod.^ It is utterly alien to the purpose and manner of

Scripture to present to us any of our fellow-men in the

light of faultless heroes or unapproachable demi-gods. The

notion that it is irreverent to suppose a flaw in the conduct

of an Apostle is one of those instances of "false humility'*

which degrade Scripture under pretence of honouring it,

and substitute a dead letter-worshiJD for a living docility.

From idealised presentments of the lives of our fellow-

servants,^ there would be but little for us to learn ; but

we do learn the greatest and most important of all lessons

when we mark in a struggling soul the triumph of the grace

of God—when we see a man, weak like ourselves, tempted

like ourselves, erring like ourselves, enabled by the force of

a sacred purpose to conquer temptation, to trample on

selfishness, to rear even upon sins and failures the super-

1 Bios, vita quam vivimus ; (ur), vita qua vivimus. (Gal. ii. 20.)

> Eev. xix. ]0.
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structure of a great and holy life,—to build (as it were) "the

cities of Judah out of the ruined fortresses of Samaria." ^

It may seem strange if I say that we know the heart

of St. Paul to its inmost depths. It is true that, besides

a few scattered remnants of ecclesiastical tradition, we

have but two sources whence to derive his history

—

the Acts of the Apostles, and the Epistles of Paul him-

self ; and the day has gone by when we could at once,

and without further inquiry, assume that both of these

sources, in the fullest extent, were absolutely and equally

to be relied on. Since Baur wrote his Paulus, and Zeller

his AjpostelgescldcUte, it has become impossible to make use

of the Acts of the Apostles, and the thirteen Epistles

commonly attributed to St. Paul, without some justifica-

tion of the grounds upon which their genuineness is

established. To do this exhaustively would require a

separate volume, and the work has been already done, and

is being done by abler hands than mine. All that is here

necessary is to say that I should in no instance make use of

any statement in those Epistles of which the genuineness

can still be regarded as fairly disputable, if I did not hope

to state some of the reasons which appear sufficient to

justify my doing so; and that if in any cases the genuine-

ness or proper superscription of any Epistle, or part of an

Epistle, seems to me to be a matter of uncertainty, I

shall feel no hesitation in expressing such an opinion.

Of the Acts of the Apostles I shall have various oppor-

tunities to speak incidentally, and, without entering on

any separate defence of the book against the assaults of

modern critics, I will at present only express my con-

viction that, even if we admit that it was " an ancient

Eirenicon," intended to check the strife of parties by

showing that there had been no irreconcilable opposition

* Bossuet (1 Kings xv. 22). Acts xiv. 15.
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betAveen the views and ordinances of St. Peter and St.

Paul ;—even if we concede the ob\TLOus principle that

whenever there appears to be any contradiction between

the Acts and the Epistles, the authority of the latter

must be considered paramount ;—nay, even if we acknow-

ledge that subjective and artificial considerations may

have had some influence in the form and construction

of the book ;—yet the Acts of the Apostles is in all its

main outlines a genuine and trustworthy history. Let

it be granted that in the Acts we have a picture of

essential unity between the followers of the Judaic and

the Pauline schools of thought, which we might con-

jecture from the Epistles to have been less harmonious

and undistm-bed ; let it be granted that in the Acts we

more than once see Paul acting in a way which from the

Epistles we should a priori have deemed unlikely. Even

these concessions are fairly disputable; yet in granting them

we only say what is in itself sufficiently obvious, that both

records are confessedly fragmentary. They are fragmen-

tary, of course, because neither of them even professes to

give us any continuous narrative of the Apostle's life.

That life is—roughly speaking

—

oxAj known to us at

intervals during its central and later period, between the

years A.D. 36 and A.D. QQ. It is like a manuscript of

which the beginning and the end are irrecoverably lost.

It is like one of those rivers which spring from unknown

sources, and sink into the ground before they have reached

the sea. But more than this, how incomplete is our

knowledge even of that portion of which these records and

notices remain ! Of this fact we can have no more over-

whelming proof than we may derive from reading that

" Iliad of woes," the famous passage of the Second Epistle

to the Corinthians, where, driven against his will by the

calumnies of his enemies to an appearance of boastfulness
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of which the very notion was abhorrent to him, he is

forced to write a summary sketch of what he had done and

suffered.^ That enumeration is given long- before the end

of his career, and yet of the specific outrages and dangers

there mentioned no less than eleven are not once alluded,

to in the Acts, though many others are there mentioned:

which were subsequent to that sad enumeration. Not one,

for instance, of the five scourgings with Jewish thongs is

referred to by St. Luke ; one only of the three beatings

with Eoman rods; not one of the three shipwrecks, though

a later one is so elaborately detailed ; no allusion to the

night and day in the deep ; two only of what St. Clement

tells us were seven imprisonments.^ There are even whole

classes of perils to which the writer of the Acts, though

he was certainly at one time a companion of St. Paul,

makes no allusion whatever—as, for instance, the perils of

rivers, the perils of robbers, the perils in the wilderness,

the perils among false brethren, the hunger, the thirst, the

fasting, the cold, the nakedness. And these, which are

thus passed over without notice in the Acts, are in the

Epistles mentioned only so cursorily, so generally, so un-

chronologically, that scarcely one of them can be dwelt

upon and assigned with certainty to its due order of

succession in St. Paul's biography. If this, then, is the

case, who can pretend that in such a life there is not room

for a series of events and actions—even for an exhibition

of phases of character—in the narrative, which neither did

nor could find place in the letters ; and for events and

features of character in the letters which find no reflection

in the narrative? For of those letters how many are

preserved ? Thirteen only—even if all the thirteen be

^ 2 Cor. xi. 24—33, written about A.D. 57, nearly ten years before his

death.

^ eTTTCtKij Siffna (popea-us (Ep. 1 ad Cor. 5).
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indisputably genuine—out of a mucli larger multitude

which he must undoubtedly have written.^ And of these

thirteen some are separated from others by great intervals

of time ; some contain scarcely a single particular which

can be made to bear on a consecutive biography; and not

one is preserved which gives us the earlier stage of his

views and experiences before he had set foot on European

soil. It is, then, idle to assume 'that either of our sources

must be rejected as untrustworthy because it presents us

with fresh aspects of a myriad-sided character; or that

events in the narrative must be condemned as scarcely

honest inventions because they present no prima facie

accordance with what we might otherwise have expected

from brief and scattered letters out of the multiplex

correspondence of a varied life. If there were anything

in the Acts which appeared to me irreconcilable with

the certain indications of the Epistles, I should feel

no hesitation in rejecting it. But most, if not all, of

the objections urged against the credibility of the

Acts appear to me—for reasons to be hereafter given

—

both frivolous and untenable. If there are any passages

in that book which have been represented as throwing a

shade of inconsistency over the character of the great

Apostle, there is no such instance which, however in-

terpreted, does not find its support and justification in

his own undoubted works. If men of great learning,

eminence, and acuteness had not assumed the contrary, it

might have seemed superfluous to say that the records of

history, and the experiences of daily life, furnish us with

abundant instances of lives narrated with perfect honesty,

though they have been presented from opposite points of

view ; and of events which appear to be contradictory

1 I do not reckon the Epistle to the Hebrews, believing it to be the work

of Apolloa.
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only because the point of reconcilement between them has

been forgotten. Further than this, the points of contact

between the Acts and the Epistles are numberless, and

it must suffice, once for all, to refer to Paley's HorcB

PauUnce in proof that even the undesigned coincidences

may be counted by scores. To furnish a separate refuta-

tion of all the objections which have been brought against

the credibility of the Acts of the Apostles, would be a

tedious and interminable task; but the actual narrative

of the following pages should exhibit a decisive answer

to them, unless it can be shown that it fails to combine

the separate data, or that the attempt to combine thein

has led to incongruous and impossible results.

I believe, then, that we have enough, and more than

enough, still left to us to show what manner of life Paul

lived, and what manner of man he was. A biography

sketched in outline is often more true and more useful

than one that occupies itself with minute detail. We
do not in reality know more of a great man because

we happen to know the petty circumstances which made
up his daily existence, or because a mistaken admiration

has handed down to posterity the promiscuous common-
places of his ordinary correspondence. We know a man
truly when we know him at his greatest and his best ; w^e

realise his significance for ourselves and for the world when
we see him in the noblest activity of his career, on the

loftiest summit, and in the fullest glory of his life.

There are lives which may be instructive from their

very littleness, and it may be well that the biographers of

such lives should enter into detail. But of the best and
greatest it may be emphatically asserted that to know
more about them would only be to know less of them. It

is quite possible that if, in the case of one so sensitive

and so impetuous as St. Paul, a minute and servile record
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had preserved for us every liasty expression, every fugitive

note, every momentary fall below the loftiest standard, the

small souls which ever rejoice at seeing the noblest of their

race degraded, even for an instant, to the same dead level

as themselves, might have found some things over which

to glory. That such must have been the result we may
infer from the energy and sincerity of self-condemnation

with which the Apostle recognises his own imperfections.

But such miserable records, even had they been entirely

truthful, would only have obscured for us the true Paul

—Paul as he stands in the light of history ; Paul as he is

preserved for us in the records of Christianity ; Paul ener-

getic as Peter, and contemplative as John ; Paul the hero

of unselfishness ; Paul the mighty champion of spiritual

freedom; Paul a greater preacher than Chrysostom, a

greater missionary than Xavier, a greater reformer than

Luther, a greater theologian than St. Thomas of Aqui-

num ; Paul the inspired Apostle of the Grentiles, the slave

of the Lord Jesus Christ.



CHAPTER II.

BOYHOOD IN A HEATHEN CITY.

OvK aa-fiiiov ir6\(c»s itoAIttjs-—ACTS xxi. 39.

Though we cannot state with perfect accuracy tlie date

either of the birth or death of the great Apostle of the

Grentiles, both may be inferred within narrow limits.

When he is first mentioned, on the occasion of Stephen's

martyrdom, he is called a young man,^ and when he wrote

the Epistle to Philemon he calls himself Paul the aged.^

Now, although the words veavia<} and Trpecr/SuT??? were used

vaguely in ancient times, and though the exact limits of

*' youth" and "age " were as indeterminate then as they

have ever been, yet, since we learn that immediately after

the death of Stephen, Saul was intrusted with a most im-

portant mission, and was, in all probability, a member of

the Sanhedrin, he must at that time have been a man of

thirty. Now, the martyrdom of Stephen probably took

place early in A.D. 37, and the Epistle to Philemon was

written about A.D. 63. At the latter period, therefore,

he would have been less than sixty years old, and this

may seem too young to claim the title of "the aged.'*

But "age" is a very relative term, and one who had

^ Acts -vii. 58.

2 Pliilem., Terse 9. It should, indeed, be mentioned that whether we read

Kpiff^vT-qs or irpeffpfvriis, the meaning may be, " Paul an ambassador, ay, and

now even a chained ambassador, of Jesus Christ." Compare the fine anti-

thesis, virtp ov Trpfcrfiivco iv aXxxrn, " I am an ambassador in fetters " (Eph. vi. 20).

The tone of his later writings is, however, that of an old man.
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been scourged, and laslied, and stoned, and imprisoned,

and shipwrecked—one who, for so many years, besides the

heavy burden of mental anguish and responsibility, had

been " scorched by the heat of Sirius and tossed by the

violence of Euroclydon,"^ might well have felt himself an

old and outworn man when he wrote from his Eoman
prison at the age of threescore years. ^ It is, therefore,

tolerably certain that he was born during the first ten

years of our era, and probable that he w^as born about

A.D. 3. Since, then, our received Dionysian era is now
known to be four years too early, the birth of Christ's

greatest follower happened in the same decade as that of

our Lord Himself.^

But all the circumstances which surrounded the cradle

and infancy of the infant Saul were widely different from

those amid which his Lord had grown to boyhood. It

was in an obscure and lonely village of Palestine, amid

surroundings almost exclusively Judaic, that Jesus " grew

in wisdom, and stature and favour with Grod and man;"
but Saul passed his earliest years in the famous capital of

a Roman province, and must have recalled, with his first

conscious reminiscences, the language and customs of the

Pagan world.

There is no sufficient reason to doubt the entire

accuracy of the expression " bom in Tarsus," which is attri-

buted to St. Paul in his Hebrew speech to the infuriated

' Jer. Taylor.

2 Roger Bacon calls himself " scnem," apparently at fifty-three, and Sir

Walter Scott speaks of himself as a " grey old man " at fifty-five. (See Light-

foot, Colossians, p. 404.) According to Philo a man was veaviai between

twenty-one and twenty-eight ; but his distinctions are purely artificial. It

seems that a man might be called ueaulas and even vtaviuKos till forty. (Xen.

Mem. i. 2, 35 ; Kriiger, Vit. Xen. 12.)

3 These dates agree fairly with the statement of the Pseudo-Clirysostom

{Orat. Encom. in Pet. et Paul., 0pp. viii., ed. Moiitfauconl, that he had been for

thirty-five years a servant of Christ, and was martyred at the ago of sixty-

eight.
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multitude from tlie steps of tlie Tower of Antonia.^ To
assert that the speeches in the Acts could not have at-

tained to verbal exactness may be true of some of them,

but, on the other hand, those who on such grounds as

these disparage the work of St. Luke, as a mere " treatise

with an object," must bear in mind that it would, in this

point of view, have been far more to the purpose if he

had made St. Paul assert that he was born in a Jewish

town. We must, therefore, reject the curious and twice-

repeated assertion of St. Jerome,^ that the Apostle was

born at Giscala,^ and had been taken to Tarsus by his

parents when they left their native city, in consequence

of its devastation by the Romans. The assertion is indeed

discredited because it is mixed up with what appears to be

a flagrant anachronism as to the date at which Giscala

was destroyed."* It is, however, worthy of attention. St.

Jerome, from his thorough familiarity with the Holy
Land, in which he spent so many years of his life, has

preserved for us several authentic fragments of .tradition,

and we may feel sure that he would not arbitrarily have

set aside a general belief founded upon a distinct state-

ment in the Acts of the Apostles. If in this matter

1 Acts xxii. 3.

' Jer. de Viris Ulustr. 5 :
" De tribu Benjamin et oppido Judaeae Giscalis

fiiit, quo a Romanis capto, cum parentibus suis Tarsixm Ciliciae commigravit."

It has been again and again asserted that St. Jerome rejects or discredits this

tradition in his Commentary on Philemon {0pp. iv. 454), where he says that

some understood the term "my fellow-prisoner" to mean that Epaphras
had been taken captive at Giscala at the same time as Paixl, and had been

settled in Colossse. Even Neander {Planting, p. 79) follows this current

error, on the ground that Jerome says, "Quis sit Epaphras concaptivus Pauli

talem fabidam accepimus." But that fabula does not here mean " false

account," as he translates it, is sufficiently proved by the fact that St. Jerome
continues, "Quod si ita est, possumus et Epaphram illo tempore captum
Buspicari, quo captus est Paulus," &c.

3 Giscala, now El-Jish, was the last place in Galilee that held out against

the Romans. (Jos. B. J. ii. 20, § 6 ; iv. 2, §§ 1—5.)

* It was taken A.D. 67.
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pure invention had been at work, it is almost inconceiv-

able that any one should have singled out for distinction

so insignificant a spot as Giscala, which is not once men-

tioned in the Bible, and which acquired its sole notoriety

from its connexion with the zealot Judas. ^ We may,

therefore, fairly assume that the tradition mentioned by

St. Jerome is so far true that the parents or grand-

parents of St. Paul had been Gralilseans and had, from

some cause or other—though it cannot have been the

cause which the tradition assigned—been compelled to

migrate from Griscala to the busy capital of Pagan

Cilicia.

If this be the case, it helps, as St. Jerome himself points

out, to explain another difficulty. St. Paul, on every possible

occasion, assumes and glories in the title not only of " an

Israelite,"^ which may be regarded as a " name of honour,"

but also of " a Hebrew"—" a Hebrew of the Hebrews."*

Now certainly, in its proper and technical sense, the word

"Hebrew" is the direct opposite of "Hellenist,"^ and

St. Paul, if brought up at Tarsus, could only strictly be

regarded as a Jew of the Dispersion—a Jew of that vast

body who, even when they were not ignorant of Hebrew

—

as even the most learned of them sometimes were—still

spoke Greek as their native tongue.^ It may, of course,

be said that St. Paul uses the word Hebrew only in its

general sense, and that he meant to imply by it that he

was not a Hellenist to the same extent that, for instance,

even so learned and eminent a Jew as Philo was, who,

1 Jos. B.J. vi. 21, § 1 ; Vit. 10. He caUs it UoMxyr,.

2 John i. 47 ; Acts xiii. 16 ; Rom. ix. 4
3 2Cor. xi. 22; Phil, iii.5.

* See Acts vi. 1, and infra, p. 125.

* ** Parentum conditionem adolescentulum Paulum secntum, et sic posse

stare illud, quod de se ipso testatiir, ' Hebraei sunt p' et ego, &c., quae iUum

Judaeum magis indicant, quam Tarsensem " (Jer.).
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with all his great ability, did not know either the Biblical

Hebrew or the Aramaic vernacular, which was still called

by that name.-^ Perhaps St. Paul spoke Aramaic with

equal or greater fluency than he spoke Greek itself;^

and his knowledge of Hebrew may be inferred from his

custom of sometimes reverting to the Hebrew scriptures

in the original when the LXX. version was less suitable

to his purpose. It is an interesting, though undesigned,^

confirmation of this fact, that the Divine Vision on the

road to Damascus spoke to him, at the suj)reme moment
of his life, in the language which was evidently the

language of his own inmost thoughts. As one, there-

fore, to whom the Hebrew of that day was a sort of

mother-tongue, and the Hebrew of the Bible an acquired

language, St. Paul might call himself a Hebrew, though

technically speaking he was also a Hellenist ; and the

term would be still more precise and cogent if his parents

and forefathers had, almost till the time of his birth, been /

Palestinian Jews.

The Tarsus in which St. Paul was born was very

different from the dirty, squalid, and ruinous Mohammedan
city which still bears the name and stands upon the site.

The natural features of the city, indeed, remain unchanged

:

the fertile plain still surrounds it ; the snowy mountains

of the chain of Taurus still look down on it ; the bright

swift stream of the Cydnus still refreshes it.^ But with

these scenes of beauty and majesty we are the less con-

^ Philo's ignorance of Hebrew is generally admitted.

2 Acts xxi. 40 : Tp 'EjSpafSi StaXfKTcp—i.e., of course, the Syi-iac. These
Jews of Palestine would for the most part be able to understand the Bible,

if not in the original Hebrew, at auy rate through the aid of a paraphrast.

3 E.g., in 1 Cor. iil 19; 2 Cor. viii. 15; 2 Tim. ii. 19. Whether there

existed any Volksbibel of extracts besides the LXX. I will not discuss. See
Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. xviii. (1875), p. 118.

• The Cydnus no longer, however, flows through Tersoos as it did (Strabo,

xiv. 5 ; Plin. H. N. vi. 22 ; Beaufort's Karamania, 271 sq.).

C
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cerned, because they seem to have had no influence over

the mind of the youthful SauL We can well imagine

how, in a nature differently constituted, they would have

been like a continual inspiration ; how they would have

melted into the very imagery of his thoughts ; how, again

and again, in crowded cities and foul prisons, theywould have

"Flashed upon that inward eye
' Wliich is tlie bliss of solitude."

The scenes in which the whole life of David had been

spent were far less majestic, as well as far less varied,

than many of those in which the lot of St. Paul was

cast; yet the Psalms of David are a very handbook of

poetic description, while in the Epistles of St. Paul we

only breathe the air of cities and synagogues. He alludes

indeed, to the Temple not made with hands, but never

to its mountain pillars, and but once to its nightl}^ stars.^

To David the whole visible universe is but one vast House

of Grod, in which, like angelic ministrants, the lire and

hail, snow and vapour, wind and storm, fulfil His word.

With St. Paul—though he, too, is well aware that "the

invisible things of Him from the creation of the world

are clearly visible, being apprehended by the things that

He hath made, even His eternal power and divinity "

—

yet to him this was an indisputable axiom, not a con-

viction constantly renewed with admiration and delight.

There are few writers who, to judge solely from their

writings, seem to have been less moved by the beauties

of the external world. Though he had sailed again and

again across the blue Mediterranean, and must have been

familiar with the beauty of those Isles of Greece

—

" "Where burning Sappho loved and sung,

"Where grew the arts of war and peace,

Where Delos I'ose, and Phoebus sprung;"

' Acts xvii. 24) ; 1 Cor. xv. 41.
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tliougli lie liad again and again traversed the pine-clad

gorges of the Asian hills, and seen Ida, and Olympus,

and Parnassus, in all their majesty; though his life had

been endangered in mountain torrents and stormy waves,

and he must have often wandered as a child along the

banks of his native stream, to see the place where it roars

in cataracts over its rocky course—his soul was so entirely

absorbed in the mighty moral and spiritual truths which it

was his great mission to proclaim, that not by one verse,

scarcely even by a single expression, in all his letters, does

he indicate the faintest gleam of delight or wonder in the

glories of Nature. There is, indeed, an exquisite passage

in his speech at Lystra on the goodness of "the living

Grod, which made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all

things that are therein," and " left not Himself without

witness, in that He did good, and gave us rain from heaven,

and fruitful seasons, fdling our hearts with food and glad-

ness."^ But in this case Barnabas had some share in the

address, which even if it do not, as has been conjectured,^

refer to the fragment of some choral song, is yet, in tone

and substance, directly analogous to passages of the Old

Testament.^ And apart from this allusion, I cannot find

a single word which shows that Paul had even the smallest

susceptibility for the works of Nature. There are souls

in which the burning heat of some transfusing purpose

calcines every other thought, every other desire, every

other admiration ; and St. Paul's was one. His life was

absorbingly, if not solely and exclusively, the spiritual

life—the life which is utterly dead to every other

interest of the groaning and travailing creation, the

life hid with Christ in God. He sees the universe of

God only as it is reflected in the heart and life of man.

1 Acts xiv. 17. 2 By ]y[r. Humphry, ad loc.

3 Job V. 10; Ps. civ. 15, cxlvii. 8, 9.

c 2
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It is true—as Humboldt has sho^vn in his Cosmos—
that what is called the sentimental love of Nature is a

modern rather than an ancient feeling.^ In St. Paul,

however, this indifference to the outer world is neither

due to his antiquity nor to his Semitic birth, but solely

to his individual character. The poetry of the Old Testa-

ment is full of the tenderness and life of the pastures

of Palestine. In the discourses and conversations of

our Lord we find frequent allusions to the loveliness of

the flowers, the joyous carelessness of birds, the shifting

winds, the red glow of morning and evening clouds.

St. Paul's inobservance of these things—for the total

absence of the remotest allusion to them by way of even

passing illustration amounts to a proof that they did not

deeply stir his heart—was doubtless due to the expulsive

power and paramount importance of other thoughts. It

may, however, have been due also to that early training

which made him more familiar with crowded assemblies

and thronged bazaars than with the sights and sounds of

Nature.^ It is at any rate remarkable that the only

elaborate illustration which he draws from Nature, turns

not on a natural phenomenon but on an artificial process,

and that even this process—if not absolutely unknown

1 Compare the surprise expressed by the Athenian youth at Socrates'

description of the lovely scene at the beginning of the Phaedrus, § 10,

Su 8^ 76 S) 0av/j.d(ne ctToirctfTOTcJs tjs (palvti. There is an admirable chapter on this

subject in Friedliinder, Sittengesch. Rovis. vii. 5, § 3. The reader vnH recall

the analogous cases of St. Bernard riding all day along the Lake of Geneva,

and asking in the evening where it was ; of Cal-vin showing no trace of delight

in the beauties of Switzerland; and of Whitefield, who seems not to have

borrowed a single impression or illustration from his thirteen voyages

across the Atlantic and his travels from Georgia to Boston.
2 " For I was bred,

In the great city, pent 'mid cloisters dim,

And saw nought lovely save the sky and stars.''

Coleridge,
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to the ancients—was the exact opposite of the one most

commonly adopted.'^

But if St. Paul derived no traceable influence from

the scenery with which Tarsus is surrounded, if no

voices from the neighbouring mountains or the neigh-

bouring sea mingled with the many and varied tones of

his impassioned utterance, other results of this pro-

vidential training may be easily observed, both in his

language and in his life.

The very position of Tarsus made it a centre of com-:

mercial enterprise and political power. Situated on a

navigable stream by which it communicatedwith the eastern-

most bay of the Mediterranean, and lying on a fruitful

plain under that pass over the Taurus which was known
as " the Cilician gates," while by the Amanid and Syrian

gates it communicated with Syria, it was so necessary as a

central emporium that even the error of its having em-

braced the side of Antony in the civil war hardly disturbed

its fame and prosperity.^ It was here that Cleopatra held

^ I allude to the famous illustration of the wild olive graft (Rom. xi.

16—25). St. Paul's argument requires that a wild slip should have been

budded upon a fruitful tree—viz., the aypttXaios of heathendom on the 4\ala. of

Judaism. But it is scarcely needful to remark that this is never done, but the

reverse—namely, the grafting of a fruitful scion on a wild stock. The olive

shoot would be grafted on the oleaster, not the oleaster on the ohve (Aug. in

Ps. Ixxii.). It is true that St. Paul here cares solely for the general analogy,

and would have been entirely indifferent to its non-accordance with the ordinary

method of iyKei>Tpia-fj.6s. Indeed, as he says that it is iropa (i>v(riy (xi. 24), it seems

needless to show that this kind of gi-afting was ever really practised. Tet the

illustration would, under these circumstances, hardly have been used by a

writer more familiar with the facts of Nature. The notion that St. Paul alluded

to the much rarer African custom of grafting oleaster (or Ethiopic olive) on
olive, to strengthen the latter {ci. Plin. H. N. xvii. 18 ; Colum. De re Bust. v. 9;

PaUadius; &e.), is most unlikely, if only for the reason that it destroys the whole
force of the trutli whicln he is desiring to inculcate. {See Ewbank, ii. 112

;

Tholuck, Rom. 617 ; Meyer, 343.^ He may have known the proverb, aicapiro-

repov aypieXaiov. See, however, a somewhat different view in Thomson, Land
and Booh, p. 53.

2 Tarsus resisted the party of Brutus and Cassius, but was conquered by
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that famous meeting with the Eoman Triumvir which

Shakspeare has immortalised, when she rowed up the

silver Cydnus, and

" Tlie barge she sat in like a burnished throne

Burnt on the water ; the poop was beaten gold,

Purple the sails, and so perfumed that

The winds were love-sick with them."

Yet it continued to flourish under the rule of Augustus,

and enjoyed the distinction of being both a capital and a

free city

—

lihera and immunis. It was from Tarsus that

the vast masses of timber, hewn in the forests of Taurus,

were floated down the river to the Mediterranean dock-

yards ; it was here that the vessels were unladen which

brought to Asia the treasures of Europe ; it was here

that much of the wealth of Asia Minor was accumulated

before it was despatched to Greece and Italy. On the

coins of the city she is represented as seated amid bales

of various merchandise. The bright and busy life of the

streets and markets must have been the earliest scenes

which attracted the notice of the youthful Saul. The

dishonesty which he had witnessed in its trade may have

suggested to him his metaphors of "huckstering" and
" adulterating" the word of life ;-^ and he may have borrowed

a metaphor from the names and marks of the owners

stamped upon the goods which lay upon the quays,^ and

from the earnest-money paid by the purchasers.^ It may
even have been the assembly of the free city which made

him more readily adopt from the Septuagint that name

Lucius Rufus, B.C. 43, and many Tarsians were sold as slaves to pay the fine

of 1,500 talents which he inflicted on the city. (Appian, Bell. Civ. iv. 64.)

lapffos . . TTo^ avrois tuv it6\€wu a^tokoywToiTii] /iiiTp6iro\is ova-a (Jos. Alltt. i. 6, § 1).

^ 2 Cor. ii. 17, KairriKevovTes ; iv. 2, SoAovvTfS.

2 Ei)h. i. 13 ; iv. 30, f(r<ppdyiae7)Tf.

» 2 Cor. i. 22, a^pa^iiv.
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of Ecclesia for the Cliurcli of Christ's elect of which his

Epistles fui'nish the earliest instances.^

It was his birth at Tarsus which also determined the

trade in which, during so many days and nights of toil

and self-denial, the Apostle earned his daily bread. The

staple manufacture of the city was the weaving, first into

ropes, then into tent-covers and garments, of the hair

which was supplied in boundless quantities by the goat

flocks of the Taurus.^ As the making of these cilicia was

unskilled labour of the commonest sort, the trade of tent-

maker^ was one both lightly esteemed and miserably paid.

It must not, however, be inferred from this that the family

of St. Paul were people of low position. The learning of

a trade was a duty enjoined by the Eabbis on the parents

of every Jewish boy.^ The wisdom of the rule became

apparent in the case of Paul,* as doubtless of hundreds

besides, when the changes and chances of life compelled

him to earn his own livelihood by manual labour. It is

^
"^JP^ 1 Kings xii. 2 (LXX.) The word " Clmrcli," in its more technical

modern sense (as in Eph. and Col.), is developed out of the simpler meaning

of congregation iu St. Paul's earlier Epistles.

2 See PhUo, Be Victim. 836; Plin. H. N. v. 32.

' (TKTji/oTTotbj, Actsxviii. 3; (r/crjj'oppd(/)os, Ps. Chrys. Orat. Encon. [Opp. \in. 8,

Montfauc). When Chrysostom callsliima ffKVTOT6fj.os, "leather-cutter" {Horn.

iv. 3, p. 864, on 2 Tim. ii.), this can hardly be correct, because such a trade

would not be favoured by strict Pharisees. On the use of cilicium for tents

see Yeget. Milit. iv. 6; Serv. ad Virg. Georg. iii. 313. It served for many
other purposes, as garden rugs, mantelets, shoes, and beds. (Colum. xii. 46 ;

Liv. xxxviii. 7; Mart. xiv. 140; Jer. Up. 108.) To handle the " olentis harba

mariti " coidd not have been a pleasant trade. It was " bought from the

shepherds of Taurus, and sold to Greek shippers of the Levant." To this

day cilice means hair-cloth iu French.

* On this subject see my Life of Christ, i. p. 82, n. Gamaliel himself

was the author of the celebrated aphorism, that " learning of any kind

(mm ta, i.e., even the advanced study of the Law) unaccompanied by a trade

ends in nothing, and leads to sin " {Pirlce Abhuth, ii. 2). R. Judah said truly

that "labour honours the labourer " {Nedarim, f. 49, 2) ; R. Meir said, " Let a

man always teach his son pure and easy trades" (Toseft. in Kidcl. f. 82, 1)

;

R. Judah says, that not to teach one's son a trade is like teaching him robbery
{Kiddushin, f. 30, 2).
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clear, from the education provided for Paul by his parents,

that they could little indeed have conjectured how abso-

lutely their son would be reduced to depend on a toil so

miserable and so unremunerative.^ Bat though we see

how much he felt the burden of the wretched labour by

which he determined to earn his own bread rather than

trespass on the charity of his converts,^ yet it had one

advantage in being so absolutely mechanical as to leave the

thoughts entirely free. While he plaited the black, strong-

scented goat's hair, he might be soaring in thought to the

inmost heaven, or holding high converse with Apollos or

Aquila, with Luke or Timothy, on the loftiest themes

which can engage the mind of man.

Before considering further the influence exercised by

his birthplace on the future fortunes of St. Paul, we must

pause to inquire what can be discovered about his imme-

diate family. It musl be admitted that we can ascertain

but little. Their possession, by whatever means, of the

Eoman citizenship—the mere fact of their leaving Pales-

tine, perhaps only a short time before Paul's birth, to

become units in the vast multitude of the Jews of the

Dispersion—the fact, too, that so many of St. Paul's

"kinsmen" bear Greek and Latin names,^ and lived in

Rome or in Ephesus,* might, at first sight, lead us to sup-

pose that his whole family were of Hellenising tendencies.

On the other hand, we know nothing of the reasons which

1 The reason why he was taught this particular trade may have been

purely local. Possibly his father had been taught the same trade as a boy.

" A man should not change his trade, nor that of his father," says R. Yochanan;

for it is said, " Hiram of Tyre was a widow's son, . . . and his father was . . .

a worker in brass " (1 Kings vii. 13, 14) ; Erechin, f. 16, 2.

2 1 Thess. ii. 6, 9 ; 2 Tliess. iii. 8 ; 1 Cor. ix. 12, 15.

3 Rom. xvi. 7 ; Andronicus, Junia, or perhaps Juuias (=Junianus) ; 11,

Herodion ; 21, Lucius, Jason, Sosipater {a-vyy^vtis).

* See infra, ad loc, for the question whether ch. xvi. is a genuine portion

of the Epistle to the Romans.
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may have compelled them to leave Palestine, and we

have only the vaguest conjectures as to their possession

of the franchise. Even if it be certain that av-jyeveh

means "kinsmen" in our sense of the word, and not,

as Olshausen thinks, " fellow-countrymen," ^ it was so

common for Jews to have a second name, which they

adopted during their residence in heathen countries,

that Andronicus and the others, whom he salutes in the

last chapter of the Epistle to the Eomans, may all have

been genuine Hebrews. The real name of Jason, for

instance, may have been- Jesus, just as the real name of

Paul was Saul.^ However this may be, the thorough

Hebraism of the family appears in many ways. Paul's

father and grandfather had been Pharisees,^ and were,

therefore, most strict observers of the Mosaic law. They

had so httle forgotten their extraction from the tribe of

Benjamin—one of the two tribes which had remained

faithful to the covenant—that they called their son Saul,*

partly perhaps because the name, like Thesetetus, means

"asked" (of Grod), and partly because it was the name of

that unfortunate hero-king of their native tribe, whose sad

fate seems for many ages to have rendered his very name
unpopular.^ They sent him, probably not later than the age

of thirteen, to be trained at the feet of Gamahel. They
seem to have had a married daughter in Jerusalem, whose

son, on one memorable occasion, saved Paul's life.^ Though

' As in Eom. ix. 3.

2 "When a Greek or Roman name bore any resemblance in sound to a Jewish
one, it was obviously convenient for the Jew to make so slight a change. Thus
Dosthai became Dositheus ; Tarphon, Tryphon ; Eliakim, Alkimos, &c.

3 Acts xxiii. 6. " "j^w^N Shaul.

' It is found as a Hebrew name in the Pentateuch (Gen. xxxvi. 37

;

xlvi. 10 ; Ex. vi. 15 ; Numb. xx^d. 13) ; but after the death of King Saul it

does not occur till the time of the Apostle, and again later in Josephus

iAntt. XX. 9, 4 ; B. J. ii. 17, 4 ; Krenkel, Paulus, p. 217).

* Acts xxiii. 16.
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they must have ordinarily used the Septuagint version of

the Bible, from which the great majority of the Apostle's

quotations are taken,^ and from which nearly his whole

theological phraseology is derived, they yet trained him to

use Aramaic as his native tongue, and to read the Scriptures

—an accomplishment not possessed by many learned Jewish

Hellenists—in their own venerable original Hebrew.^

That St. Paul was a " Hebraist " in the fullest sense of

the word is clear from almost every verse of his Epistles.

He reckons time by the Hebrew calendar. He makes

constant allusion to Jewish customs, Jewish laws, and

Jewish festivals. His metaphors and turns of expres-

sion are derived with great frequency from that quiet

family life for which the Jews have been in all ages dis-

tinguished. Though he writes in Greek, it is not by any

means in the Greek of the schools,^ or the Greek which,

in spite of its occasional antitheses and paronomasias,

would have' been found tolerable by the rhetoricians of his

native city. The famous critic Longinus does indeed, if

the passage be genuine, praise him as the master of a

dogmatic style ; but certainly a Tarsian professor or a

philosopher of Athens would have been inclined to ridicule

his Hebraic peculiarities, awkward anakolutha, harshly-

mingled metaphors, strange forms, and irregular construc-

tions.'* St. Jerome, criticising the ov KarevdpK'qaa v/xcav of

1 There are about 278 quotations from the Old Testament in the New. Of
these 53 are identical in the Hebrew, Septuagint, and New Testament; in

10 tlie Septuagint is correctly altered ; in 76 it is altered incorrectly

—

i.e., into

greater divergence from the Hebrew ; in 37 it is accepted where it differs from

the Hebrew ; in 99 all three differ ; and there are 3 doubtful allusions. (See

Turpie, The Old Testament in the Neio, p. 267, and passim.)

^ Y. supra, p. 16.

^ Among numerous explanations of the tttjX/kojs yp(ififia<Tiv of Gal. vi. 11,

one is that his Greek letters were so iU-formed, from want of practice, as to

look almost laughable.

* See infra, Excursus I., "The Style of St. Paul;" and Excursus IL,
" Rhetoric of St. Paul."
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2 Cor. xi. 9, xii. 13—wliicli in our version is rendered,

*• I was not burdensome to you," but appears to mean

literally, " I did not benumb you "—speaks of tlie

numerous cilicisms of his style ; and it is probable that

such there were, though they can hardly be detected with

certainty by a modern reader.^ For though Tarsus w^as

a city of advanced culture, Cilicia was as intellectually

barbarous as it was morally despicable. The proper

language of Cilicia was a dialect of Phoenician,^ and the

Greek spoken by some of the cities was so faulty as

to have originated the term " solecism," which has been

perpetuated in all languages to indicate impossible

constructions.^

The residence of a Jew in a foreign city might, of

course, tend to undermine his national religion, and make

him indifferent to his hereditary customs. It might,

however, produce an effect directly the reverse of this.

There had been abundant instances of Hellenistic Jews

who Helleuised in matters far more serious than the

language which they spoke; but, on the other hand, the

Jews, as a nation, have ever shown an almost miraculous

vitality, and so far from being denationalised by a home

^ " Multa sunt verba, quibus juxta morem urbis et provinciae suae, fami-

liarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus exempli gratia pauca pouenda sunt."

He refers to KarevapK-rjcra (2 Cor. xi. 9), virb avepcairivris r]nepas (1 Cor. iv. 3), aud
Kara^palStvtTO) (Col. ii. 18) ; and adds, " Quibus, et aliis multis, usque hodie

utuntur Cilices " (Jer. Ep. ad Algas, qu. 10). Wetstein, however, adduces

anovapKcia), from Plut. De Liber. Edtic. p. 8, and vapKaw occurs in the LXX.
(Gen. xxxii. 25, 32; Job xxxiii. 19) aud in Jos. Antt. viii. 8, § 5; vdpKj) is the

torpedo or gymnotus. Since KaravapKaw is only found in Hippocrates, Dr.

Plumptre thinks it may have been a medical word in A'ogue in the schools of

Tarsus. Gregory of Nyssa, on 1 Cor. xv. 28, quotes iKevwa-ev (Phil, ii, 7),

bfjLeipojxtvoi (1 Thess. ii. 8), irepirepeufToi (1 Cor. xiii. 4), ipiBelas (Rom. ii. 8), &c.,

as instances of St, Paul's autocracy over words.

2 See Hdt. i. 74, vii. 91 ; Xen. Anab. b. ii. 26.

' 'So\oiKL(Tfj.6s. See Strabo, p. 663 ; Diog. Laert. i 51. But the derivation

£rom Soli is not certain.
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among the lieathen, have only been confirmed in the in-

tensity of their patriotism and their faith. We know
that this had been the case with that numerous and

important body, the Jews of Tarsus. In this respect

they differed considerably from the Jews of Alexandria.

They could not have been exempt from that hatred which

has through so many ages wronged and dishonoured their

noble race, and which was already virulent among the

Eomans of that day. All that we hear about them

shows that the Cilician Jews were as capable as any

of their brethren of repaying hate with double hatred,

and scorn with double scorn. They would be all the more

likely to do so from the condition of things around them.

The belief in Paganism was more firmly rooted in the

provinces than in Italy, and was specially vigorous in

Tarsus—in this respect no unfitting burial-place for

Julian the Apostate. No ages are worse, no places more

corrupt, than those that draw the iridescent film of

an intellectual culture over the deep stagnancy of moral

degradation. And this was the condition of Tarsus.

The seat of a celebrated school of letters, it was at the

same time the metropolis of a province so low in universal

estimation that it was counted among the rpia Kormra KuKLo-ra

—the three most villainous k's of antiquity, Kappadokia,

Kjlikia, and Krete. What religion there was at this period

had chiefly assumed an orgiastic and oriental character, and

the popular faith of many even in Eome was a strange

mixture of Greek, Eoman, Egyptian, Phrygian, Phoenician,

and Jewish elements. The wild, fanatical enthusiasms of

the Eastern cults shook with new sensations of mad sen-

suality and weird superstition the feeble and jaded despair

of Aryan Paganism. The Tarsian idolatry was composed of

these mingled elements. There, in Plutarch's time, a gene-

ration after St. Paul, the sword of Apollo, miraculously pre-
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served from decay and rust, was still displayed. Hermes
Eriounios, or the luck-bringer, still appears, purse in hand,

upon their coins, ^sculapius was still believed to mani-

fest his power and presence in the neighbouring JEgvs}

But the traditional founder of the city was the Assyrian,

Sardanapalus, whose semi-historical existence was confused,

in the then syncretism of Pagan worship, with various

representatives of the sun-god—the Asiatic Sandan, the

Phoenician Baal, and the Grecian Hercules. The gross

allusiveness and origin of this w-orship, its connection

with the very types and ideals of luxurious effeminacy,

unbounded gluttony, and brutal licence, were quite suffi-

cient to awake the indignant loathing of each true-hearted

Jew ; and these revolts of natural antipathy in the hearts

of a people in whom true religion has ever been united

with personal purity would be intensified with patriotic

disgust when they saw that, at the main festival of this

degraded cult the effeminate Sardanapalus and the mascu-

line Semiramis—each equally detestable—were worshipped

with rites which externally resembled the pure and thank-

ful rejoicings of the Peast of Tabernacles. St. Paul must
have witnessed this festival. He must have seen at

Anchiale the most defiant symbol of cynical contentment

with all which is merely animal in the statue of Sarda-

napalus, represented as snapping his fingers while he

uttered the sentiment engraved upon the pedestal

—

" Eat, drink, enjoy thyself; the rest is nothing." ^

The result which such spectacles and such sentiments

1 De Def. Orae. 41; Hausrath, pp. 7—9. See, too, Phitarch, Trepl

5ei(rj5a(;uoi'ia5 Koi adeSritTos, ii. ; Neancler, Ch. Hist. i. 15 sq.

2 Strabo, xiv. 4 ; Athen. xii. p. 529 ; Cic. Tusc. Bisp. v. 35. Hausrath, p. 7,

finds a reminiscence of this in 1 Cor, xv. 32, which may, however, have been
quite as probably derived from the wide-spread fable of the Epicurean fly

dying in the honey-pot, koI fiffipwKa koX vivwKo. koX \4\ovixai «&;' airoedvu ovSeif
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had left upon his mind, had not been one of tolerance, or

of blunted sensibility to the horror of evil. They had

inspired, on. the one hand, an overpowering sense of

disgust; on the other, an overwhelming con\dction,

deepened by subsequent observation, that mental per-

versity leads to, and is in its turn aggravated by, moral

degradation ; that error in the intellect involves an ulti-

mate error in the life and in the will ; that the darkening

of the understanding is inevitably associated with the

darkening of the soul and spirit, and that out of such

darkness spring the hidden things which degrade im-

moral lives. He who would know what was the aspect

of Paganism to one who had seen it from his childhood

upwards in its characteristic developments, must read that

most terrible passage of all Scripture, in which the full

blaze of scorching sunlight burns with its fiercest flame

of indignation upon the pollutions of Pagan wickedness.

Under that glare of holy wrath we see Paganism in all

its unnatural deformity. No halo of imagination sur-

rounds it, no gleam of fanc}^ plays over its glittering

corruption. We see it as it was. Far other may be

its aspect when the glamour of Hellenic grace is flung

over it, when " the lunar beam of Plato's genius " or the

meteoric wit of Aristophanes light up, as by enchantment,

its revolting sorceries. But he who would truly judge

of it—he who would see it as it shall s6em when there

shall fall on it a ray out of God's eternity, must ^dew

it as it appeared to the penetrating glance of a pure

and enlightened eye. St. Paul, furnished by inward chas-

tity with a diviner moly, a more potent Jiaemony, than

those of Homer's and Milton's song—unmoved, untempted,

unbewitched, unterrified—sees in this painted Circe no

laughing maiden, no bright-eyed daughter of the sun,

but a foul and baleful harlot; and, seizing her by the hair,
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stamps deep upon her leprous forehead the burning titles

of her shame. Henceforth she may go for all time

throughout the world a branded sorceress. All may read

that festering stigma; none can henceforth deceive the

nations into regrets for the vanished graces of a world

which knew not God.^

But besides this unmitigated horror inspired by the

lowest aspect of heathen life, St. Paul derived from his

early insight into its character his deep conviction that

earthly knowledge has no necessary connection with

heavenly wisdom. If we may trust the romance of the

sophist Philostratus, and if he is not merely appropriating

the sentiments which he had derived from Christianity,

the youthful Apollonius of Tyana, who was afterwards held

up as a kind of heathen parallel to Christ, was studying

under the orator Euthydemus at Tarsus at the very time

when it must also have been the residence of the youthful

Paul ;
^ and even Apollonius, at the age of thirteen, was so

struck with the contrast between the professed wisdom of

the city and its miserable morality, that he obtained leave

from his father to remove to Mgse, and so pursue his

studies at a more serious and religious place .^ The picture

drawn, so long afterwards, by Philostratus, of the luxury,

the buffoonery, the petulance, the dandyism, the gossip, of

the life at Tarsus, as a serious boy-philosopher is supposed

to have witnessed it, might have no historical value if it

were not confirmed in every particular by the sober carra-

tive of the contemporary Strabo. "So great," he says, " is

the zeal of the inhabitants for philosophy and all other

encyclic training, that they have surpassed even Athens and

1 V. infra, on Rom. i. 18—32.
2 Pliilostrat. Vit. Apoll i. 7.

' 'O Se rhv fxtv Si5d(TKa\ny e^xeTO rh 8^ T^y iriKeus ^6os droirSf re ^7erT0 koJ ov

Xpr)(TThv f/xrptAotTocprjirai. Tpv((>rjs re yap ov5a,uov fiaWov airTOvrut, (TK(i)irr6Tai re Koi

ifipicTTal TrdvTes (Pliilostr. Vit. Apollon, i. p. 8, cLap. 7, ed. Olear. 1709).
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Alexandria, and every other place one could mention in

which philological and philosophical schools have arisen."^

The state of affairs resulting from the social atmosphere

which he proceeds to describe is as amusing as it is des-

picable. It gives us a glimpse of the professorial world

in days of Pagan decadence ; of a professorial world, not

such as it now is, and often has been, in our Ensrlish and

German Universities, where Christian brotherhood and

mutual esteem have taken the place of wretched rivalism,

and where good and learned men devote their lives to
*' gazing on the bright countenance of truth in the mild

and dewy air of delightful studies," but as it was also in the

days of the Poggios, Filelfos, and Politians of the Eenais-

sance—cliques of jealous savans, narrow, selfish, unscrupu-

lous, base, sceptical, impure—bursting with gossip, scandal,

and spite. " The thrones " of these little *' academic gods'*

were as mutually hostile and as universally degraded as

those of the Olympian deities, in which it was, perhaps, a

happy thing that they had ceased to believe. One illus-

trious professor cheated the State by stealing oil ; another

avenged himself on an opponent by epigrams; another by a

nocturnal bespattering of his house; and rhetorical jealousies

often ended in bloody quarrels. On this unedifying spec-

tacle of littleness in great places the people in general looked

with admiring eyes, and discussed the petty discords of

these squabbling sophists as though they were matters

of historical importance.^ We can well imagine how un-

utterably frivolous this apotheosis of pedantism would

appear to a serious-minded and faithful Jew ; and it may
have been his Tarsian reminiscences which added emphasis

1 Strabo, xiv. 4, pp. 672, 673. Seo, too, Xen. Anah. i. 2, 23; Plin. v. 22;

Q. Curt. iii. 5, 1. The Stoics, Atlienodoriis, tutor of Augustus, and Nestor,

tutor of Tiberius, lived at Tarsus ; and others are mentioned.

^ TloTatJ.6s Tf avTohs Sto/S/Sei KvSvoi, ^ vapaKaQrivr ai, K&dairep ruv opyiduv ol vypot,

(Philostr. ubi sujpr.).
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to St. Paul's reiterated warnings—that the wise men of

heathendom, " alleging themselves to be wise, became

fools ;
" that " they became vain in their disputings, and

their unintelligent heart was darkened;"^ that "the wisdom

of this world is folly in the sight of God, for it is written,

He who graspeth the wise in their own craftiness." And
again, "the Lord knoweth the reasonings of the wise that

they are vain."^ But while he thus confirms his tenet,

according to his usual custom, by Scriptural quotations

from Job and the Psalms, and elsewhere from Isaiah and

Jeremiah,^ he reiterates again and again from his own ex-

perience that the Greeks seek tifter wisdom and regard the

Cross as foolishness, yet that the foolishness of God is wiser

than men, and the weakness of God stronger than men,

and that God hath chosen the foolish things of the world

to confound the wise, and the base things of the world

to confound the mighty; and that when, in the wisdom of

God, the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God
by " the foolishness of the proclamation"^—for in his strong

irony he loves and glories in the antitheses of his oppo-

nent's choosing—"by the foolishness ofthe thing preached"

to save them that believe.^ If the boasted wisdom of

the Greek and Eoman world was such as the young Saul

had seen, if their very type of senselessness and foolish-

ness was that which the converted Paul believed, then

Paul at leaslr—so he says in his passionate and scornful

irony—^would choose for ever to be on the side of, to cast

in his lot with, to be gladly numbered among, the idiots

and the fools.

1 Rom. i. 21, 22.

2 1 Cor. iii. 18—20.
^ Job T, 13 ; Ps. xciv. 11 ; Is. xxix. 14 ; xxxiii. 18 ; xliv. 25 ; Jer. viii. 9

;

1 Cor. i. 18—27.
* 1 Cor. i. 21, Sio T7)s fjicoplas rod K7]pvyjji.aTos.

» 1 Cor. i. 18 25j ii. 14 j iii. 19; iv. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 16, 19.

D
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« He who hath felt the Spirit of the Highest

Cannot confound, or doubt Him, or defy

;

Yea, with one voice, O world, though thou deniest,

Stand thou on that side—for on this am I !

"

St. Paul, then, was to the very heart a Jew—a Jew in

culture, a Jew in sympathy, a Jew in nationality, a Jew in

faith. His temperament was in no sense what we ordina-

rily regard as a poetic temperament; yet when we re-

member how all the poetry which existed in the moral

depths of his nature was sustained by the rhythms and

imagery, as his soul itself was sustained by the thoughts

and hopes, of his national literature—when we consider

how the star of Abraham had seemed to shine on his

cradle in a heathen land, and his boyhood in the dim

streets of unhallowed Tarsus to gain freshness and sweet-

ness "from the waving and rustling of the oak of

Mamre "^—we can understand that though in Christ

there is neither Jew nor Greek, neither circumcision nor

uncircumcision, but a new creation,^ yet for no earthly

possession would he have bartered his connection with

the chosen race. In his Epistle to the Eomans he

speaks in almost the very language of the Talmudist:

"Israel hath sinned (Josh. vii. 11), but although he hath

sinned," said Eabbi Abba bar Zavda, " he is still Israel.

Hence the proverb—A myrtle among nettles is still called

a myrtle."^ And when we read the numerous passages in

which he vaunts his participation in the hopes of Israel,

his claim to be a fruitful branch in the rich olive of

Jewish life ; when we hear him speak of their adoption,

their Shechinah, their covenants, their Law, their worship,

their promises, their Fathers, their oracles of Grod, their

' Hausrath, p. 20.

8 KriiTts, Gal. vi. 15; iii. 28.

• Sanhedrin, f. 44, 1. Rom. iiL 2; ix., passim.
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claim of kinsmansliip with the humanity of Christ,^ we
can understand to the full the intense ejaculation of his

patriotic fervour, when— in language which has ever been

the stumbling-block of religious selfishness, but which

surpasses the noblest utterances of heroic self-devotion

—

he declares that he could wish himself accursed from

Christ^ for his brethren, his kinsmen, according to the

flesh. ^ The valiant spirit of the Jews of Tarsus sent them

in hundreds to die, sword in hand, amid the carnage of

captured Jerusalem, and to shed their last blood to slake,

if might be, the very embers of the conflagration which

destroyed the Temple of their love. The same patriotism

burned in the spirit, the same blood flowed in the veins,

not only of Saul the Pharisee, but of Paul the prisoner of

the Lord.

It will be seen from all that we have said that we
wholly disagree with those who have made it their

favourite thesis to maintain for St. Paul the early acqui-

sition of an advanced Hellenic culture. His style and

his dialectic method have been appealed to in order to

support this view.^ His st3'le, however, is that of a man
who wrote in a peculiar and provincial Grreek, but thought

^ Rom. ix. 1—5 ; X. 1 ; xi. 1.

^ Rom. ix. 3.

^ Any one wlio wishes to see the contortions of a narrow exegesis struggling

to extricate itself out of a plain meaning, which is too noble for its compre-
hension, may see specimens of it in commentaries upon this text. This, alas

!

is only one instance of the spirit which so often makes the reading of an
ordinary varionim Pauline commentary one of the most tedious, bewilder-

ing, and unprofitable of employments. Strange that, with the example of

Christ before their eyes, many erudite Christian commentators should know
so little of the sublimity of unselfishness as to force us to look to the parallels

of a Moses—nay, even of a Dauton—in order that we may be able to conceive

of the true nobleness of a Paul ! But there are cases in which he who would
obtain from the Avritings of St. Paul their true, and often quite simple and
transparent, meaning, must tear away with unsparing hand the accumulated
cobwebs of centuries of error.

* See Schaff, Hist, of And. Christianity, I 68.

D 2
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in Syriac ; and liis dialectical method is purely Eabbinic. As
for his deep knowledge of heathen life, we may be sure that

it was not derived from books, but from the fatal wickedness

of which he had been a daily witness. A Jew in a heathen

city needed no books to reveal to him the " depths of

Satan." In this respect how startling a revelation to the

modern world was the indisputable evidence of the ruins of

Pompeii ! Who would have expected to find the infamies of

the Dead Sea cities paraded with such infinite shamelessness

in every street of a little provincial town ? What innocent

snow could ever hide the guilty front of a life so unspeak-

ably abominable? Could an3^thiDg short of the earthquake

have engulfed it, or of the volcano have burnt it up?

And if Pompeii was like this, we may judge, from the

works of Aristophanes and Athenseus, of Juvenal and

Martial, of Petronius and Apuleius, of Strato and Meleager

—which may be regarded as the '"pieces justificatives " of

St. Paul's estimate of heathendom—what Tarsus and

Ephesus, what Corinth and Miletus, were likely to have

been. In days and countries when the darkness w^as so

deep that the very deeds of darkness did not need to hide

themselves—in days and cities where the worst vilenesses

of idolatry were trumpeted in its streets, and sculptured

in its market-places, and consecrated in its worship, and

stamped upon its coins—did Paul need Greek study to tell

him the characteristics of a godless civilisation ? The

notion of Baumgarten that, after his conversion, St. Paul

earnestly studied Greek literature at Tarsus, with a view

to his mission among the heathen—or that the " books
"

and parchments which he asked to be sent to him from

the house of Carj^us at Troas,^ were of this description—is

as precarious as the fancy that his parents sent him to be

educated at Jerusalem in order to counteract the com-

1 2 Tim. iv. 13.
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mencing sorcery exercised over his imagination by

Hellenic studies. Gamaliel, it is true, was one of the few

Eabbis who took the liberal and enlightened view about

the permissibility of the Chokmah Jovanith, or " wisdom

of the Greeks "—one of the few who held the desirability

of not wholly , dissevering the white ialltth of Shem from

the stained pallium of Japhet.^ But, on the one hand,

neither would Gamaliel have had that false toleration

which seems to think that " the ointment of the apothe-

cary " is valueless without " the fly which causeth it to

stink ;
" and, on the other hand, if Gamaliel had allowed

his pupils to handle such books, or such parts of books, as

dwelt on the darker side of Paganism, Paul was not the

kind of pupil who would, for a moment, have availed

himself of such "ruinous edification."^ The Jews were

so scrupulous, that some of them held concerning books of

their own hagiographa—such, for instance, as the Book of

Esther—-that they were dubious reading. They would

not allow their youth even to open the Song of Solomon

1 See L'lfe of Christ, Exc. IV. vol. ii. 461. The study of Greek literature by the

House of Gamaliel is said to have been connived at by the Rabbis, on the plea

that they needed a knowledge of Greek in civil and diplomatic intercourse on

behalf of their countrymen (see Etheridge, JTeft. Lit. p. 45). Rabban Shimon Ben
Gamaliel is said to have remarked that there were 1,000 children in his father's

house, of whom 500 studied the law, and 500 the wisdom of the Greeks, and that

of these all but two perished [in the rebellion of Bar-chocba ?] {Babha Kama,
f. 83, 1). The author of the celebrated comparison, that "because the two sons of

Noah, Shem and Japliet, united to cover with one garment their father's naked-

ness, Shem obtained the fringed garment (talUth), and Japhet the philosopher's

garment {imllmm), which ought to be united again," was R. Jochanan Ben
Napuchah [Miilr. Bahbah, Gen. xxxvi. ; Jer. Sotah, ad f. ; Selden, De Synedi:

ii. 9, 2 ; Biscoe, p. 60). On the other hand, the narrower Rabbis identified Greek

leai'ning with Egyptian tliaumaturgy ; and when R. Elicser Ben Dama asked

liis uncle, R. Ismael, whether one might not learn Greek knowledge after

having studied the entire law, R. Ismael quoted in reply Josh. i. 8, and said,

"Go and find a moment wliieh is neither day nor night, and then abandon

yourself in it to Greek knowledge" {Mcnachoth, 99, 2).

^ 1 Cor. viii. 10, v a-wfiST^a-is avruv acrOivovs ovtos oiKoSojurjO^creTat eis rb Tck

u5u\6dvTa io-Qifiv. Buiiiosa aedificatio, Calv. ad loc.
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before the age of twentj-one. Nothing, therefore, can be

more certain than that " a Pharisee of Pharisees," even

though his boyhood were spent in heathen Tarsus, would

not have been allowed to read—barely even allowed to

know the existence of—any but the sweetest and soundest

portions of Greek letters, if even these. ^ But who that

has read St. Paul can believe that he had ever studied

Homer, or iEscliylus, or Sophocles ? If he had done

so, would there—in a writer who often " thinks in

quotations "—have been no toucli or trace of any re-

miniscence of, or allusion to, epic or tragic poetry in

epistles written at Athens and at Corinth, and beside

the very tumuli of Ajax and Acliilles ? Had Paul been

a reader of Aristotle, would he have argued in the style

wliich he adopts in the Ej)istles to the Galatians and the

Eomans ?^ Had he been a reader of Plato, would the

fifteenth chapter of the first Epistle to the Corinthians

have carried in it not the most remotely faint aliusion to

the splendid guesses of the Phaedo ? Nothing can be more

clear than that he had never been subjected to a classic

trainincT. His Greek is not the Greek of the Atticists, nor

his rhetoric the rhetoric of the schools, nor his logic the

logic of the philosophers. It is doubtful whether the in-

comparable energy and individuality of his style and of his

* See Sota, 49, 6 ; and the strong condemnalion of all Gentile books by

R. Akibha, Bab. Sanhedr. 90, a. (Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Eeils. i. 114; Pliilo, ii.

350; Gratz, iii. 502; Derenbourg, Palest. 114.) In Yadmjim, iv. 6, the

Sadducees complain of some Pharisees for holding that the Books of Eccle-

siastes and Canticles " defile the hands," whUe '" the books of Homeros " do not.

The comment appended to this remark shows, however, the most astoundhig

ignorance. The two Rabbis (in loco) take " Meros " to be the proper name,

preceded by the article, and deriving Meros from rasas, to destroy, make

the poems of Homer into books wliicli cavil against the Law and are doomed

to destruction ! GriUz denies that crvon is Homer.
2 " Melius hacc sibi conveuissent," says Fritzsclie, in alluding to one of

St. Paul's antinomies, "si Apostolus Aristotelis non Gamalielis alumnus

fuisset."
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reasoning would not have been merely enfeebled and con-

ventionalised if be bad gone tbrongb any prolonged course

of tbe only training wbicb tbe Sopbists of Tarsus could

bave given liim.^

1 See Excursus I., " The Style of St. Paul ;" Excursus II., "Rhetoric of

St. Paul ;

" and Excursus III., " The Classic Quotations and Allusions of

St. Paul."' I may sum up the conclusion of those essays by statir.g that

St. Paul had but a slight acquaintance with Greek literature, but that he had
very probably attended some elementary classes in Tarsus, in wbich he had
gained a tincture of Greek rhetoric, and possibly even of Stoic principles.



CHAPTEE III.

THE SCHOOL OF THE RABBI.

'HKovffaTe yhp riiv e'/u^i/ ava(rTpo<pi)v irore eV 'lovSuCff/j.<^, on . . , irpo€Konrov ii> Tip

'lovSal'fffj.cli virip iroWohs iTwqKiKi^Tas eV t(L y4i/€i fiov.— GrAL. i. 13, 14.

" Let thy house be a i^lace of resort for the -wise, and cover thyself with the

dust of their feet, and driuk their words with thirstiness."

—

Pirlce Ahhoth, i. 4.

" The world was created for the sake of the Thorah."

—

Nedarim, 32, 1.

" Whoever is busied in the law for its own sake is worth the whole world,"

—Perek R. Meir, 1,

So far, then, we have attempted to trace in detail, by

the aid of St. Paul's own writings, the degree and the

character of those influences which were exercised upon

his mind by the early years which he spent at Tarsus,

modified or deepened as they must have been by long in-

tercourse with heathens, and with converts from heathen-

dom, in later years. And already we have seen abundant

reason to believe that the impressions which he received

from Hellenism were comparatively superficial and fugitive,

while those of his Hebraic training and nationality worked

deep among the very bases of his life. It is this Hebraic

side of his character, so important to any understanding

of his life and writings, that we must now endeavour to

trace and estimate.

That St. Paul was a Eoman citizen, that he could go

through the world and say in his own defence, Avhen

needful or possible, Civis Momanus sum, is stated so dis-

tinctly, and under circumstances so manifestly probable,

that the fact stands above all doubt. There are, indeed,

some difficulties about it which induce many German

theologians quietly to deny its truth, and attribute
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the statement to a desire on tlie part of tlie author of

the Acts "to recommend St. Paul to the Eomans as a

native Eoman," or "to remove the reproach that the

originators of Christendom had been enemies of the

Roman State." It is true that, if St. Paul was a free-

born Roman citizen, his legal rights as established by

the Lex Porcia^ must, according to his own statement,

have been eight times violated at the time when he wrote

the Second Epistle to the Corinthians -^ while a ninfh vio-

lation of those rights was only prevented by his direct

appeal. Five of these, however, were Jewish scourgings,

and what we have already said, as well as what we shall

say hereafter, may well lead us to suppose that, as against

the Jews, St. Paul would have purposely abstained from

putting forward a claim which, from the mouth of a

Jew, would have been regarded as an odious sign that

he was willing to make a personal advantage of his

country's subjection. The Jewish authorities possessed

the power to scourge, and it is only too sadly probable

that Saul himself, when he was their agent, had been the

cause of its infliction on other Christians. If so, he would

have felt a strong additional reason for abstaining from

the plea which would have exempted him from the

authority of his countrymen; and we may see in this

abstention a fresh and, so far as I am aware, a hitherto

unnoticed trait of his natural nobleness. As to the Roman
scourgings, it is clear that the author of the Acts, though

well aware of the privileges which Roman citizenship

entailed, was also aware that, on turbulent occasions

and in remote places, the plea might be summarily set

aside in the case of those who were too weak or too

^ "Porcia lex -\4rgas ab omnium eivium Romanorum corpore amovet"

(Cie. fro Rah. 3 ; Liv. x. 9).

2 When ho was about fifty-three years old.
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obscure to support it. If under the full glare of publi-

city in Sicily, and when the rights of the " Civitas

"

were rare, a Verres could contemptuously ignore them

to an extent much more revolting to the Eoman
sense of dignity than scourging was—then very little

difficulty remains in reconciling St. Paul's expression,

" Thrice was I beaten with rods." Avith the claim

which he put forth to the praetors of Philippi and to

the chiliarch at Jerusalem. How St. Paul's father or

grandfather obtained the highly-prized distinction we

have no means of ascertaining. It certainly did not

belong to any one as a citizen of Tarsus, for, if so,

Lysias at Jerusalem, knowing that St. Paul came from

Tarsus, would have known that he had also the rights

of a Eoman. But Tarsus was not a Golonia or a Muni-

cipium, but only an Urhs Libera ; and this privilege, be-

stowed upon it by Augustus, did not involve any claim to

the Civitas. The franchise may either have been purchased

by Paul's father, or obtained as a reward for some services

of which no trace remains.^ When Cassius punished

Tarsus by a heavy fine for having embraced the side of

Antony, it is said that many Tarsians were sold as slaves

in order to pay the money ; and one conjecture is that

St. Paul's father, in his early days, may have been one of

these, and may have been first emancipated and then pre-

sented with the Civitas during a residence at Rome. The

conjecture is just possible, but nothing more.

At any rate, this Roman citizenship is not in

any way inconsistent with his constant claim to the

purest Jewish descent; nor did it appreciably affect his

' See for such means of acquiring it, Suet. Aug. 47 ; Jos. B. J. ii. 14 ; Acts

xxii. 28. The possession of citizcnshij) had to be proved by a " diploma," and

Claudius i)unishcd a false assumption of it with death. (Suet. Claud. 25;

Calig. 28 ; Nero, 12 ; Epictet. Diifsert. iii. 24.)
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character. The father of Saul may have been glad

that he possessed an inalienable right, transmissible to

his son, which would protect him in many of those

perils which were only too possible in such times

;

but it made no difference in the training which he

gave to the young Saul, or in the destiny which he

marked out for him. That training, as we can clearly

see, was the ordinary training of every Jewish boy.

** The prejudices of the Pharisaic house," it has -been

said, " surrounded his cradle ; his Judaism grew like the

mustard-tree in the Gospel, and intolerance, fanaticism,

national hatred, pride, and other passions, built their nests

among its branches." ^ At the age of five he would begin

to study the Bible with his parents at home ; and even

earlier than this he would doubtless have learnt the

Shema^ and the Hallel (Psalms cxiii.—cxviii.) in whole

or in part. At six he would go to his " vineyard," as the

later Eabbis called their schools. At ten he would begin to

study those earlier and simpler developments of the oral

law, which were afterwards collected in the Mishna. At
thirteen he would, by a sort of " confirmation," become a

"Son of the Commandment."^ At fifteen he would be

trained in yet more minute and burdensome halachbth,

analogous to those which ultimately filled the vast mass

of the Gemara. At twenty, or earlier, like every orthodox

Jew, he would marry. During many years he would be

ranked among the "pupils of the wise,"* and be mainly

occupied with "the traditions of the Pathers."*

' Hausrath, p. 19.

2 Strictly Deut. vi. 4—9 ; but also xi. 13—27 ; Num. xv. 37—41.
' Bar Mitsvah.

* Pirlce Abhoth, v. 21. See too Dr. Giusburg's excellent article on
" Education " in Kitto'a Bihl. Cyel.

* PirJce Abhoth, i. 1. The two favourite words of the Pharisees were
i,KplPfta and ra traTpia eOn. See Acts xxvi. 5 ; xxii. 3; Jos. B. J. ii. 8, 14 ; i. 5,

2; Antt. xiii. 10, 6; xvii. 2, ad fin.
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It was in studies and liabits like these that the young

Saul of Tarsus grew up to the age of thirteen, which

v/as the age at which a Jewish boy, if he were destined

for the position of a Eabbi, entered the school of some

great master. The master among whose pupils Saul

was enrolled w^as the famous Eabban Gramaliel, a son of

Eabban Simeon, and a grandson of Hillel, " a doctor

of the law had in reputation among all the people."^

There were only seven of the Eabbis to whom the Jews

ofave the title of Eabban, and three of these were Gama-

liels of this family, who each in turn rose to the high

distinction of Nasi, or President of the School. Gama-

liel I., like his grandfather Hillel, held the somewhat

anomalous position of a liberal Pharisee. A Pharisee in

heartfelt zeal for the traditions of his fathers,^ he yet

had none of the narrow exclusiveness which characterised

Shammai, the rival of his grandfather, and the hard school

which Shammai had founded. His liberality of intellect

showed itself in the permission of Pagan literature

;

his largeness of heart in the tolerance which breathes

through his speech before the Sanhedrin. There is

no authority for the tradition that he was a secret

Christian,^ but we see from the numerous notices of him

in the Talmud, and from the sayings there ascribed

to him, that he was a man of exactly the character

1 Acts V. 34, xxii. 3. See Griitz, Gesch. d. Jticlen, iii. 274.

2 I have noticed farther on (see Excursus Y.) the difficulty of being siire

which of the Gamaliels is referred to when the name occurs in the Talmud. This,

however, is less important, since they were all of the same school, and entirely

faithful to Mosaism. We may see the utter change which subsequently took

place in St. Paul's views if we compare Rom. xiv. 5, Col. ii. 16, Gal. iv. 10, with

the following anecdote :
—" Rabban Gamaliel's ass happened to be laden with

honey, and it was found dead one Sabbath evening, because he had been un-

wilHng to unload it on that day " {Shabbath, f. 154, c. 2).

3 Becogn. Clem. i. 65 j Phot. Cod. 171, p. 199; Thilo, Cod. Ajpocr. p. 501

(Meyer ad Acts v. 34).
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which we should infer from the hrief notice of him

and of his sentiments in the Acts of the Apostles.

In hoth sources alike we see a humane, thoughtful,

high-minded, and religious man—a man of sufficient

culture to elevate him above vulgar passions, and of

sufficient wisdom to see, to state, and to act upon the

broad principles that hasty judgments are dangerously

liable to error ; that there is a strength and majesty in

truth which needs no aid from persecution ; that a light

from heaven falls upon the destinies of man, and that by

that light God " shows all things in the slow history of

their ripening."

At the feet of this eminent Sanhedrist sat Saul of

Tarsus in all probability for many years ;^ and though for

a time the burning zeal of his temperament may have

carried him to excesses of intolerance in which he was

untrue to the best traditions of his school, yet, since the

sunlight of the grace of God ripened in his soul the latent

seeds of all that was wise and tender, we may believe that

some of those germs of charity had been implanted in his

heart by his eminent teacher. So far from seeing any

improbability in the statement that St. Paul had been

a scholar of Gamaliel, it seems to me that it throws a

flood of light on the character and opinions of the Apostle.

With the exception of Hillel, there is no one of the Jewish

Rabbis, so far as we see them in the light of history,

whose virtues made him better suited to be the teacher of a

Saul, than Hillel's grandson. We must bear in mind that

the dark side of Pharisaism which is brought before us

in the Gospels—the common and current Pharisaism, half

1 Acts xxii. 3. The Jewish Rabbis sat on lofty chairs, and their pupils sat

at their feet, either on the ground or on benches. There is no sufficient

ground for the tradition that up till the time of Gamaliel's death it had been

the custom for the pupils to stand, (2 Kings ii 3, iv. 38 j Bab, Sanhedr.

vil 2 i Biscoe, p, 77.)
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hypocritical, half mechanical, and wholly selfish, which

justly incurred the blighting flash of Christ's denunciation

—was not the only aspect which Pharisaism could wear.

When we speak of Pharisaism we mean obedience petri-

fied into formalism, religion degraded into ritual, morals

cankered by casuistry ; we mean the triumph and per-

petuity of all the worst and weakest elements in religious

party-spirit. But there were Pharisees and Pharisees.

The New Testament furnishes us with a favourable pic-

ture of the candour and wisdom of a Nicodemus and a

Gamaliel. In the Talmud, among many other stately

figures who walk in a peace and righteousness worthy of

the race which sprang from Abraham, we see the lovable

and noble characters of a Hillel, of a Simeon, of a

Chaja, of a Juda " the Holy." It was when he thought

of such as these, that, even long after his conver-

sion, Paul could exclaim before the Sanhedrin with no

sense of shame or contradiction—" Men and brethren, I

am a Pharisee, a son of Pharisees." He would be the

more able to make this appeal because, at that moment, he

was expressly referring to the resurrection of the dead,

which has been too sweepingly characterised as "the

one doctrine which Paul the Apostle borrowed from Saul

the Pharisee."

It is both interesting, and for the study of St. Paul's

Epistles most deeply important, to trace the influence

of these years upon his character and intellect. Much
that he learnt during earty manhood continued to be,

till the last, an essential part of his knowledge and ex-

perience. To the day of his death he neither denied nor

underrated the advantages of the Jew ; and first among

those advantages he placed the possession of " the oracles

of God."^ He had begun the study of these Scriptures

* Rom. iii. 2.
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at tlie age of six, and to tliem, and tlie elucidations

of tliem which had been gathered during many centuries

in the schools of Judaism, he had devoted the most stu-

dious years of his life. The effects of that study are more

or less traceable in every Epistle which he wrote ; they

are specially remarkable in those which, like the Epistle

to the Eomans, were in whole or in part addressed to

Churches in which Jewish converts were numerous or

predominant.

His profound knowledge of the Old Testament Scrip-

tures shows how great had been his familiarity with them

from earliest childhood. From the Pentateuch, from the

Prophets, and above all from the Psalter, he not only

quotes repeatedly, advancing at each step of the argument

from quotation to quotation, as though without these his

argument, which is often in reality quite independent of

them, would lack authority; but he also quotes, as is

evident, from memory, and often into one brief quota-

tion weaves the verbal reminiscences of several passages.^

Like all Hellenistic Jews, he uses the Greek version of

the LXX., but he had an advantage over most Hellenists

in that knowledge of the original Hebrew which some-

times stands him in good stead. Yet though he can

refer to the original when occasion requires, the LXX.
was to him as much " the Bible " as our English version

is to us ; and, as is the case with many Christian writers,

he knew it so well that his sentences are constantly

moulded by its rhythm, and his thoughts incessantly

coloured by its expressions.

And the controversial use which he makes of it is very

remarkable. It often seems at first sight to be wholl}^ in-

dependent of the context. It often seems to read between

1 E.g., Rom. i. 24, iii. 6, iv. 17, ix. 33, x. 18, xi. 8 ; 1 Cor. vi., 2 ix. 7,

XY. 45 ; &c
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the lines. ^ It often seems to consider tlie mere words of

a writer as of conclusive authority entirely apart from their

original application.^ It seems to regard the word and

letter of Scripture as full of divine mysterious oracles,

which might not only be cited in matters of doctrine, but

even to illustrate the simplest matters of contemporary

fact.^ It attaches consequences of the deepest importance

to what an ordinary reader might regard as a mere gram-

matical expression.* But if the general conception of

this style of argumentation was due to Paul's long

training in Eabbinic principles of exegesis, it should not

be forgotten that while these principles often modified

the form of his expressions, they cannot in any single

instance be said to have furnished the essential matter

of his thoughts. It was quite inevitable that one who

had undergone the elaborate training of a Rabbi—one

who, to full manhood, had never dreamt that any training

could be superior to it—would not instantly unlearn the

reiterated lessons of so many years. Nor was it in any

way necessary to the interests of religious truth that he

should do so. The sort of traditional culture in the

explanation of Scripture which he learnt at the feet of

Gamaliel was not only of extreme value in all his contro-

versies with the Jews, but also enriched his style, and lent

fresh vividness to his arguments, without enfeebling his

judgment or mystifying his opinions. The ingenuity of

1 Rom. ii. 24, iii. 10—18, ix. 15 ; 1 Cor. x. 1—4 ; Gal. iv. 21^31 ; &c. This

is the essence of the later Kabbala, with its ParcZes—namely, Tesliat, " expla-

nation;" Hemes, " hint
; " Derus/i, "homily;" and /SocZ, "mystery." Yet in

St. Paul there is not a trace of the metliods (Geneth) of Gematria, Notarikon,

or Themourah, -which the Jews applied very early to Old Testament exegesis.

I have fully explained these terms in a paper on " Rabbinic Exegesis,"

Expositor, May, 1877.

2 1 Cor. xiv. 21 ; Rom. x. 6—9 ; 1 Cor. xv. 45

3 See Rom. x. 15—21.
* Gal. iii. 16
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the Jewisli Rabbi never for one moment overpowers the

vigorous sense and illuminated intellect of the Christian

teacher. Although St. Paul's method of handling Scrip-

ture, undoubtedly, in its general features, resembles and

recalls the method which reigns throughout the Talmud,

yet the practical force, the inspired wisdom, the clear

intuition, of the great Apostle, preserve him from that

extravagant abuse of numerical, kabbalistic, esoteric, and

impossibly inferential minutiae which make anything

mean anything—from all attempt to emulate the re-

markable exegetical feats of those letter-worshipping

Eabbis who prided themselves on suspending dogmatic

mountains by textual hairs. He shared, doubtless, in

the views of the later Jewish schools—the Tanaim and

Amoraim—on the nature of inspiration. These views,

which we find also in Philo, made the words of Scrip-

ture CO-extensive and identical with the words of God,

and in the clumsy and feeble hands of the more fanatical

Talmudists often attached to the dead letter an im-

portance which stifled or destroyed the living sense. But
as this extreme and mechanical literalism—this claim to

absolute infallibility even in accidental details and passing

allusions—this superstitious adoration of the letters and

vocables of Scripture as though they were the articulate

vocables and immediate autograph of God—finds no en-

couragement in any part of Scripture, and very direct

discouragement in more than one of the utterances of

Christ, so there is not a single passage in which any

approach to it is dogmatically stated in the writings of

St. Paul.^ ^^J, more—the very point of his specific

• 2 Tim. iii. 16 is no exception ; even if eeSnvevffTos be there regarded as a
predicate, notliing would be more extravagant than to rest on that single

adjective the vast hypothesis of literal dictation (see infra, ad loc). On
this great subject of inspiration I have stated what I believe to be the

Catholic faith fully and clearly in the Bible Educator, i. 190 sq.

E
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difference from the Jiidseo-Christians was his denial of

the permanent validity of the entire scheme of legislation

which it was the immediate object of the Pentateuch to

record. If it be asserted that St. Paul deals with the Old

Testament in the manner of a Eabbi, let it be said in

answer that he uses it to emancipate the souls which

Judaism enslaved ; and that he deduces from it, not the

Kabbala and the Talmud—" a philosophy for dreamers

and a code for mummies " ^—but the main ideas of the

Grospel of the grace of God.

It will be easy for any thoughtful and unprejudiced

reader of St. Paul's Epistles to verify and illustrate for

himself the Apostle's use of Scripture. He adopts the

current mode of citation, but he ennobles and enlightens it.^

That he did not consider the method universally Applicable

is clear from its omission in^ those of his Epistles which

were intended in the main for Gentile Christians,'^ as also

in his speeches to heathen assemblies. But to the Jews

he would naturally address a style of argument which was

in entire accordance with their own method of dialectics.

Many of the truths which he demonstrates by other con-

siderations may have seemed to him to acquire additional

authority from their assonance with certain expressions of

Scripture. We cannot, indeed, be sure in some instances

how fiir St. Paul meant his quotation for an argument, and

how far he used it as a mere illustrative formula. Thus,

we feel no hesitation in admitting the cogency of his proof

of the fact that both Jews and Gentiles were guilty in God's

sight ; but we should not consider the language of David

about his enemies in the fourteenth and fifty-third Psalms,

still less his strong expressions " all " and " no, not one,"

1 Reuss, Theol. Chret i. 268 and 408—421.
« See Jowett, Romans, i. 353—362.
' There are no Scriptural quotations in 1, 2 Tliess., Pliil., CoL
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as adding any great additional force to the general argu-

ment. It is probable that a Jew would have done so

;

and St. Paul, as a Jew trained in this method of Scrip-

tural application, may have done so too. But what

has been called his " inspired Targum " of the Old

Testament does not bind us to the mystic method of

Old Testament commentary. As the Jews were more

likely to adopt any conclusion which was expressed

for them in the words of Scripture, St. Paul, having

undergone the same training, naturally enwove into his

style—though only when he wrote to them—this

particular method of Scriptural illustration. To them

an argument of this kind would be an argumentum ex

concessis. To us its argumentative force would be much
smaller, because it does not appeal to us, as to him and to

his readers, with all the force of familiar reasoning. So

far from thinking this a subject for regret, we may, on

the contrary, be heartily thankful for an insight which

could give explicitness to deeply latent truths, and find in an

observation of minor importance, like that of Habakkuk,

that " the soul of the proud man is not upright, but

the just man shall live by his steadfastness " ^

—

i.e., that

the Chaldeans should enjoy no stable prosperity, but that

the Jews, here ideally represented as " the upright man,"

Should, because of their fidelity, live secure—the depth of

power and meaning which we attach to that palmary

truth of the Pauline theology that " the just shall live by

his faith.''
^

A similar but more remarkable instance of this appa-

rent subordination of the historic context in the illustrative

1 Hal-), ii. 4. (Heb. in:io>?^?, by his trustworthiness.) See Lightfoot ad,

Gal. iii. 11, and p. 149.

' Gal. iii. 11 ; Rom. i. 17; also in Hcb. x. 38. St. Paul omits the fi-ov of

the LXX., which is not in the Hebrew.

E 2
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application of prophetic words is found in 1 Cor. xiv. 21.

St. Pan! is there speaking of the gift of tongues, and speak-

ing of it with entire disparagement in comparison with the

loftier gift of prophecy, i.e., of impassioned and spiritual

teaching. In support of this disparaging estimate, and as

a proof that the tongues, being mainly meant as a sign

to unbelievers, ought only to be used sparingly and under

definite limitations in the congregations of the faithful,

he quotes from Isaiah xxviii. 11^ the verse—which he does

not in this instance borrow from the LXX. version—" JFith

men of other toirpies and oilier lijjs toillIspeak unto this people,

and yet for all that will they not hear me, saith the Lord."

The whole meaning and context are, in the original, very-

interesting, and generally misunderstood. The passage

implies that since the drunken, shameless priests and

prophets, chose, in their hiccoughing scorn, to deride the

manner and method of the divine instruction which came

to them,^ God should address them in a wholly different

way, namely, by the Assyrians, who spake tongues which

they could not understand ; and yet even to that instruc-

tion—the stern and unintelligible utterance of foreign

victors—they should continue deaf. This passage, in a

manner quite alien from any which would be natural

to us, St. Paul embodied in a pre-eminently noble and

able argument, as though it illustrated, if it did not'

prove, his view as to the proper object and limitations

of those soliloquies of ecstatic spiritual emotion which

were known as Glossolalia, or " the Gift of Tongues."

One more instance, and that, perhaps, the most re-

^ The quotation is introduced with the formula, " It has been written in the

Law" a phrase which is sometimes applied to the entire Old Testament.

^ They ridiculed Isaiah's repetitions by saying they were all " bid and bid,

bid and bid, forbid and forbid, forbid and forbid," &c. {Tsav la-tsav, tsav

la-tsav, Icav la-lcav, Icav la-hav, &c., Heb.). (See an admirable paper on this

passage by Rov. S. Cox, Exioositor, i. p. 101).
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markable of all, will enable us better to understand a

peculiarity which was the natural result of years of

teaching. In Gal. iii. 16 he says, "Now the promises

were spoken to Abraham and to his seed. He saith not,

And to seeds, as applying to many, but, as applying to

one. And to thy seed—who is Christ." Certainly at

first sight we should say that an argument of immense

importance was here founded on the use of the Hebrew

word zerd in the singular,^ and its representative the

airepfxa of the LXX. ; and that the inference which

St. Paul deduces depends solely on the fact that the

plural, zeraim (cnrkpiiaTo), is not used ; and that, therefore,

the promise of Gen. xiii. 15 pointed from the first to a

special fulfilment in one of Abraham's descendants. This

prima facie view must, however, be erroneous, because

it is inconceivable that St. Paul—a good Hebraist and

a master of Hellenistic Greek—was unaware that the

plural zerahi, as in 1 Sam. viii. 15, Dan. i. 12, and

the title of the Talmudic treatise, could not by any pos-

sibility have been used in the original promise, because

it could only mean " various kinds of grain "—exactly

in the sense in which he himself uses spermata in

1 Cor. XV. 38^and that the Greek spermata, in the

sense of " offspring," would be nothing less than an

impossible barbarism. The argument, therefore—if it

be an argument at all, and not what the Eabbis would

have called a 8od, or "mystery"— does not, and cannot,

turn, as has been so unhesitatingly assumed, on the fact

that sperma is a singular noun, but on the fact that it is a

collective noun, and was deliberately used instead of "sons"

or "children;"^ and St. Paul declares that this collective

term was meant from the first to apply to Christ, as

elsewhere he applies it spiritually to the servants of

1 STJ 2 See Lightfoot, ad loc. p. 139.
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Christ. In the interpretation, then, of this word, St.

Paul reads between the lines of the original, and is

enabled to see in it deep meanings which are the true,

but not the primary ones. He does not say at once that

the promises to Abraham found in Christ—as in the

purpose of God it had always been intended that they

should find in Christ^—their highest and truest fulfil-

ment ; but, in a manner belonging peculiarly to the

Jewish style of exegesis, he illustrates this high truth

by the use of a collective noun in which he believes it to

have been mystically foreshadowed.^

This passage is admirably adapted to throw light on

the Apostle's use of the Old Testament. Eabbinic in

form, it was free in spirit. Though he does not disdain

either Amoraic or Alexandrian methods of dealing with

Scripture, St. Paul never falls into the follies or extrava-

gances of either. Treating the letter of Scripture with

intense respect, he yet made the literal sense of it bend

at will to the service of the spiritual consciousness.

On the dead letter of the Urim, which recorded the

names of lost tribes, he flashed a myotic ray, which made

them gleam forth into divine and hitherto undreamed-of

oracles. The actual words of the sacred writers became

but as the wheels and wings of the Cherubim, and

whithersoever the Spirit went they went. Nothing is

more natural, nothing more interesting, in the hands of

an inspired teacher nothing is more valuable, than this

^ As in Gen. iiL 15. The Jews coiild not deny the force of the argument,

for they interpreted Gen. iv. 25, &c., of the Messiah. But St. Jerome's remark,

" Galatis, quos paulo ante stultos dixerat, factus est stultus," as though the

Apostle had purposely used an " accommodation " argument, is founded on

wrong principles.

2 The purely illustrative character of the reference seems to be clear from

the different, yet no less spiritualised, sense given to the text in Rom. iv. 13,

16, 18 ; ix.8j Gal. iii. 28, 29.
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mode of application. We have not in St. Paul the frigid

spirit of Philonian allegory which to a great extent

depreciated the original and historic sense of Scripture,

and was chiefly bent on educing philosophic mysteries

from its living page ; nor have we a single instance of

Gematria or Notarikon, of Atbash or Albam, of Hillel's

middoth or Akibha's method of hanging legal decisions

on the horns of letters. Into these unreal mysticisms

and exegetical frivolities it was impossible that a man
should fall who was intensely earnest, and felt, in the vast

mass of what he wrote, that he had the Spirit of the

Lord. In no single instance does he make one of

these general quotations the demonstrative hcLsis of the

point which he is endeavoui'ing to impress. In every

instance he states the solid argument on which he rests

his conclusion, and only adduces Scripture by way of

sanction or support. And this is in exact accordance

with all that we know of his spiritual history—of the

genuineness of which it affords an unsuspected confirma-

tion. He had not arrived at any one of the truths of his

special gospel by the * road of ratiocination. They came

to him with the flash of intuitive conviction at the miracle

of his conversion, or in the gradual process of subsequent

psychological experience. We hear from his own lips that

he had not originally found these truths in Scripture, or

been led to them by inductive processes in the course of

Scripture study. He received them, as again and again he

tells us, by revelation direct from Christ. It was only

when God had taught him- the truth of them that he

became cognisant that they must be latent in the writings

of the Old Dispensation. When he was thus enlightened

to see that they existed in Scripture, he found that all

Scripture was full of them. When he knew that the

treasure lay hid in the field, he bought the whole field.
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to become its owner. When God had revealed to him

the doctrine of justification by faith, he saw—as we may
now see, but as none had seen before him—that it

existed implicit^ in the trustfulness of Abraham and-

the "life" and "faith" of Habakhuk. Given the

right, nay, the necessity, to spiritualise the meaning of

the Scriptures—and given the fact that this right was

assumed and practised by every teacher of the schools in

which Paul had been trained and to which his country-

men looked up, as it has been practised by every great

teacher since—we then possess the key to all such

passages as those to which I have referred ; and we also

see the cogency with which they would come home to the

minds of those for whom they were intended. In other

words, St. Paul, when speaking to Jews, Avas happily

able to address them, as it were, in their own dialect,

and it is a dialect from which Gentiles also have deep

lessons to learn.

It is yet another instance of the same method when

he points to the two wives of Abraham as types of

the Jewish and of the Christian covenant, and in the

struggles and jealousies of the two, ending in the ejection

of Agar, sees allegorically foreshadowed the triumph of

the new covenant over the old. In this allegory, by mar-

vellous interchange, the physical descendants of Sarah

become, in a spiritKcd point of view, the descendants

of Agar, and those who were Agar's children become

Sarah's true spiritual offspring. The inhabitants of the

Jerusalem that now is, though descended from Sarah and

Abraham, are foreshadowed for rejection under the type

of the offspring of Ishmael ; and the true children of

Abraham and Sarah are those alone Avho are so spiritually,

but of whom the vast majority were not of the chosen

seed. And the proof of this—if proof be in any case the
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right word for what perhaps St. Paul himself may only have

regarded as allegoric confirmation—is found in Isaiah liv.

1, where the prophet, addressing the New Jerusalem

which is to rise out of the ashes of her Bahylonian

ruin, calls to her as to a harren woman, and bids her to

rejoice as having many more children than she that hath

a husband. The Jews become metamorphosed into the

descendants of Agar, the Gentiles into the seed of Abra-

ham and heirs of the Promise.^

This very ranging in corresponding columns of type

and antitype, or of the actuall}^ existent and its ideal

counterpart—this Systoichia in which Agar, Ishmael, the

Old Covenant, the earthly Jerusalem, the unconverted

Jews, &c., in the one column, are respective counter-

parts of their spiritual opposites, Sarah, Isaac, the New
Covenant, the heavenly Jerusalem, the Christian Church,

&c., in the other column—is in itself a Eabbinic method

of setting forth a series of conceptions, and is, therefore,

another of the many traces of the influence of Eabbinic

training upon the mind of St. Paul. A part of the

system of the Eabbis was to regard the earth as

—

" But the sliadow of heaven, and things therein

Each to the other like more than on earth is thought."

This notion was especially applied to everything connected

^ Other specimens of exegesis accordant in result with the kilown views of

the Rabbis may be found in Rom. ix. 33 (compared with Is. viii. 14, xxviii. 16;

Luke ii. 34), since the Rabbis applied both the passages referred to—" the rock

of offence," and " the corner-stone "—to the Messiah ; and in 1 Cor. ix. 9, where

by a happy analogy (also found in Philo, De Victimas Offerentib us, 1) the pro-

hibition to muzzle the ox that treadeth out the com is applied to the duty

of maintaining miuisters (1 Cor. ix. 4, 11 ; Eph. iv. 8). The expressions in

Rom. V. 12; 1 Cor. xi. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 14; Gal. iii. 19; iv. 29, find parallels

in the Targums, &c. To these may be added various images and expressions

in 1 Cor. xv. 36 ; 2 Cor. xii. 2 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16. (See Immer, Neut. Theol. 210;

Krenkel, p. 218.)
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with tlie Holy People, and there was no event in the

wanderings of the wilderness which did not stand typi-

cally for matters of spiritual experience or heavenly

hope.^ This principle is expressly stated in the First

Epistle to the Corinthians,^ where, in exemplification of

it, not only is the manna made the type of the bread

of the Lord's Supper, but, by a much more remote

analogy, the passing through the waters of the Red Sea,

and the being guided by the pillar of cloud by day, is

described as "being baptised unto Moses in the cloud

and in the sea," and is made a prefigurement of Clmstian

baptism.^

But although St. Paul was a Hebrew by virtue of

his ancestry, and by virtue of the language which he

had learnt as his mother-tongue, and although he would

probably have rejected the appellation of " Hellenist,"

which is indeed never applied to him, yet his very

Hebraism had, in one most important respect, and one

which has very little attracted the attention of scholars,

an Hellenic bias and tinge. This is apparent in the

fact which I have already mentioned, that he was,

or at any rate that he became, to a marked extent,

in the technical language of the Jewish schools, an

Hagadist, not an Halachist.^ It needs but a glance at

the Mishna, and still more at the Gemara, to see that

the question which mainly occupied the thoughts and

interests of the Palestinian and Babylonian Rabbis, and

' " Quicquid evenit patribus signum filiis," &c. (Wetstein, and Schottgen

on 1 Cor. X. 11). (See Wisd. xi., xvi.—xviii.)

^ 1 Cor. X. 6. Tavra Se rvnoi 7)ixa>v iytv^Oriffav. On tlie manna ( = 0eros Ajyos),

compare Pliilo, De Leg, Alleg. iv. 56 ; on the rock ( = ffo<pia toD Qio), id. ii. 21.

^ So Greg. Naz. Orat 39, p. 688, Jer. Ep. ad Fahiol. and most commentators,

followed by the collect in our baptismal service, " figuring thereby thy holy

baptism." But observe that the typology is quite incidental, the moral lesson

paramount (1 Cor. x. 6, 11).

* See Excursus lY., " St. Paul a Hagadist."
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which almost constituted the entire education of their

scholars, was the HalacJia, or '" rule ;
" and if we compare

the Talmud with the Midrashim, we see at once that

some Jewish scholars devoted themselves to the Hagada

almost exclusively, and others to the Halacha, and that

the names frequent in the one region of Jewish litera-

ture are rarely found in the other. The two classes of

students despised each other. The Hagadist despised

the Halachist as a minute pedant, and was despised in

turn as an imaginative ignoramus. There was on the

part of some Rahbis a jealous dislike of teaching the

Hagadbth at all to any one who had not gone through

the laborious training of the Halacha. " I hold from

my ancestors," said R. Jonathan, in refusing to teach the

Hagada to R. Samlai, "that one ought not to teach

the Hagada either to a Babylonian or to a southern

Palestinian, because they are arrogant and ignorant."

The consequences of the mutual dis-esteem in which

each branch of students held the other was that the

Hagadists mainly occupied themselves with the Prophets,

and the Halachists with the Law. And hence the latter

became more and more Judaic, Pharisaic, Rabbinic. The

seven rules of Hillel became the thirteen rules of Ishmael,^

and the thii-ty-three of Akibha, and by the intervention

of these rules almost anything might be added to or

subtracted from the veritable Law.^ The letter of the

Law thus lost its comparative simplicity in boundless

complications, until the Talmud tells us how Akibha

was seen in a vision by the astonished Moses, drawing

* See Derenbourg', Palest, p. 397.

2 Even R. Ishmael, who shares with R. Akibha the title of Father of the

World, admits to having found three cases in which the Halacha was contrary

to the letter of the Pentateuch. It would not be difficult to discover very

many more.
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from every liorn of every letter whole bushels of de-

cisions.^ Meanwhile the Hagadists were deducing from

the utterances of the Prophets a spirit which almost

amonnted to contempt for Levitical minutiae ;
^ were de-

veloping the Messianic tradition, and furnishing a

powerful though often wholly unintentional assistance

to the logic of Christian exegesis. This was because

the Hagadists were grasping the spirit, while the Hala-

chists were blindly groping amid the crumbled frag-

ments of the letter. It is not wonderful that the

Jews got to be so jealous of the Hagada, as betraying

possible tendencies to the heresies of the mhiim—i.e.,

the Christians—that they imposed silence upon those

who used certain suspected hagadistic expressions, which

in themselves were perfectly harmless. " He who pro-

fanes holy things," says Eabbi Eliezer of Modin, in the

PirJce AbJioth, " who slights the festivals, who causes his

neighbour to blush in public, who breaks the covenant

of Abraham, and discovers explanations of the Law con-

trary to the Halacha, even if he knew the Law and his

works were good, would still lose his share in the life to

come."^

It is easy to understand from these interesting par-

ticulars that if the Hagada and the Halacha were alike

taught in the lecture-room of Gamaliel, St. Paul, whatever

may have been his original respect for and study of the

one, carried with him in mature j^ears no trace of such

studies, while he by no means despised the best parts of

the other, and, illuminated by the Holy Spirit of God,

found in the training with which it had furnished him

at least an occasional germ, or illustration, of those

1 Menaclwth, 29, 2.

2 Is. i. 11-15 ; Iviii. 5—7 ; Jer. vii. 21.

s Pirhe Abhuth, iii. 8; Griitz, iii. 79.
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Cliristian and Messianic arguments wliicli lie addressed

with such consummate force alike to the rigid Hebraists

and the most bigoted Hellenists in after years.^

* See Derenbonrg's Hist, de la Palestine d'apres les Tlialmuds (ch. xxi. and
xxiii.), wliich seems to me to throw a flood of light on the views and early

training of St. Paul.



CHAPTER IV.

SAUL THE PHARISEE.

ZijXojTTjy uirdpxoov twv irarpiKoiv fiov vapaSoffeaiv.—GaL. i. l4 ; AcTS xxii. 3.

Kara ttjv a/cpi/SetrTaTrjf a'tpeaiv ttjs Tj/J-fTipas Qp-qcrKtias efijcra ^apicraios.—AcTS

ssvi. 5.

If the gathered lore of the years between the ages of

thirteen and thirty-three has left, as it mnst inevitably

have left, unmistakable traces on the pages of St. Paul,

how much more must this be the case with all the moral

struggles, all the spiritual experiences, all those inward

battles which are not fought with earthly weapons, tlirough

which he must have passed during the long period in which
'•' he lived a Pharisee " ?

We know well the kind of life which lies hid behind

that expression. We know the minute and intense

scrupulosity of Sabbath observance wasting itself in all

those abJioth and folddth—those primary and derivative

rules and prohibitions, and inferences from rules and

prohibitions, and combinations of inferences from rules

and prohibitions, and cases of casuistry and conscience

arising out of the infinite possible variety of circumstances

to which those combinations of inference might apply

—

which had degraded the Sabbath from " a delight, holy of

the Lord and honourable," partly into an anxious and

pitiless burden, and parti}' into a network of contrivances

hypocritically designed, as it were, in the lowest spirit of

heathenism, to cheat the Deity with the mere semblance of
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accurate observance.^ We know the carefulness about the

colour of fringes, and the tying of tassels, and the lawful-

ness of meats and drinks. We know the tithings, at once

troublesome and ludicrous, of mint, anise, and cummin,

and the serio-comic questions as to whether in tithing the

seed it was obligatory also to tithe the stalk. We know
the double fasts of the week, and the triple prayers of the

day, and the triple visits to the Temple. We know
the elaborate strainings of the water and the wine, that

not even the carcase of an animalcula might defeat the

energy of Levitical anxiety. We know the constant

rinsings and scourings of brazen cups and pots and tables,

carried to so absurd an extreme that, on the occasion

of w^ashing the golden candelabrum of the Temple, the

Sadducees remarked that their Pharisaic rivals would wash

the Sun itself if they could get an opportunity. We
know the entire and laborious ablutions and bathings

of the whole person, with carefully tabulated ceremonies

and normal gesticulations, not for the laudable purpose

of personal cleanliness, but for the nervously strained

endeavour to avoid every possible and impossible chance of

contracting ceremonial uncleanness. We know how this

notion of perfect Levitical purity thrust itself with

irritating recurrence into every aspect and relation of

ordinary life, and led to the scornful avoidance of the very

contact and shadow of fellow-beings, who might after all

be purer and nobler than those who would not touch them

with the tassel of a garment's hem. We know the

obtrusive pra5^ers,^ the ostentatious almsgivings,^ the

broadened phylacteries,* the petty ritualisms,'^ the pro-

fessorial arrogance,^ the reckless proselytism,''' the greedy

1 See tlie rules about the mixtures {Erulhin), Life of Christ, i. 436, ii. 472.

2 Matt. vi. 5. 3 Matt. vi. 2. " Matt, xxiii. 5.

* Mark vii. 4—8. * John vii. 49. ' Matt, xxiii. 15.
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avarice,^ tlie liaughty assertion of pre-eminence,^ the ill-

concealed hypocrisy,^ which were often hidden under this

venerable assumption of superior holiness. And we know
all this quite as much, or more, from the admiring records

of the Talmud—which devotes one whole treatise to hand-

washings,* and another to the proper method of killing a

fowl,^ and another to the stalks of legumes ^—as from

the reiterated " woes " of Christ's denunciation.''' But
we may he sure that these extremes and degeneracies

of the Pharisaic aim would be as grievous and displeas-

ing to the youthful Saul as they were to all the noblest

Pharisees, and as they were to Christ Himself. Of the

seven kinds of Pharisees which the Talmud in various

places enumerates, we may be quite sure that Saul of

Tarsus would neither be a " bleeding " Pharisee, nor a

" mortar " Pharisee, nor a " Shecheinite " Pharisee, nor a

" timid " Pharisee, nor a " tumbling " Pharisee, nor a

** painted " Pharisee at all ; but that the only class of

Pharisee to which he, as a true and high-minded Israelite,

would have borne any shadow of resemblance, and that not

in a spirit of self-contentment, but in a spirit of almost

morbid and feverish anxiety to do all that was commanded,

would be the Tell-me-anything-more-to-do-and-I-will-do-it

Pharisee !^

And this type of character, which bears no remote re-

semblance to that of many of the devotees of the monastic

life—however erroneous it may be, however bitter must be

the pain by which it must be accompanied, however deep the

dissatisfaction which it must ultimately suffer—is very far

from being necessarily ignoble. It is indeed based on the

1 Luke XX. 47. ^ Luke xviii. 11. ^ Matt. xxii. 17.

* Yadayim. ^ Cholin. * Ozelcin.

"> See Schottgen, Hor. Hehr. pp. 7, 160, 204.

8 Jer. Berachoth, ix. 7, &c. See Life of Christ, vol. ii. p. 248, whero

these names are explained.
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enormous error that man can deserve heaven by care in ex-

ternal practices ; that he can win by quantitative goodness

his entrance into the kingdom of God ; that that kingdom

is meat and drink, not righteousness and peace and joy in

believing. Occasionally, by some flash of sudden con-

viction, one or two of the wisest Doctors of the Law
seem to have had some glimmering of the truth, that

it is not by works of righteousness, but only by Grod's

mercy, that man is saved. But the normal and all but

universal belief of the religious party among the Jews was

that, though of the 248 commands and 365 prohibitions

of the Mosaic Law some were " light " and some were
" heavy/' ^ yet that to one and all alike—not only in the

spirit but in the letter—not only in the actual letter, but

in the boundless inferences to which the letter might lead

when every grain of sense and meaning had been crushed

out of it under mountain loads of "decisions"—a rigidly

scrupulous obedience was due. This was what God
absolutely required. This, and this only, came up to the

true conception of the blameless righteousness of the Law.

And how much depended on it ! Nothing less than

recovered freedom, recovered empire, recovered pre-eminence

among the nations ; nothing less than the restoration of

their national independence in all its perfectness, of their

national worship in all its splendour ; nothing less than

the old fire upon the altar, the holy oil, the sacred ark,

the cloud of glory between the wings of the cherubim

;

nothing less, in short, than the final hopes which for many
centuries they and their fathers had most deeply cherished.

If but one person could only for one day keep the whole Law

^ See Li^e of Christ, ii. 239. All these distinctions were a part of the

Seyyac], the " hedge of the Law," which it was the one raison d'etre of

Rabbinism to construct. The object of all Jewish learning was to make a

mishmereth ("ordinance," Lev. xviii. 30) to God's mishmereth {Tebhamoth,

t 21, 1.)
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and not offend in one point—nay, if but one person could

but keep that one point of tlie Law which affected the due

observance of the Sabbath—then (so the Eabbis taught)

the troubles of Israel would be ended, and the Messiah at

last would come.^

And it was at nothing less than this that, with all the

intense ardour of his nature, Saul had aimed. It is doubt-

ful whether at this period the utter nullity of the Oral

Law could have dawned upon him. It sometimes dawned

even on the Rabbis through the dense fogs of sophistry

and self-importance, and even on theii' lips we sometimes

find the utterances of the Prophets that humility and

justice and mercy are better than sacrifice. " There was a

flute in the Temple," says the Talmud, " preserved from

the da3'-s of Moses ; it was smooth, thin, and formed of a

reed. At the command of the king it was overlaid with

gold, which ruined its sweetness of tone until the gold w^as

taken away. There were also a cymbal and a mortar,

which had become injured in course of time, and were

mended by workmen of Alexandria summoned by the

wise men ; but their usefulness was so completely destroyed

by this process, that it was necessary to restore them to

their former condition."^ Are not these things an

allegory ? Do they not imply that by overlaying the

written Law with what they called the gold, but wdiat

was in reality the dross and tinsel of tradition, the

Eabbis had destroyed or injured its beauty and useful-

ness ? But probabl}^ Saul had not realised this. To him

there was no distinction between the relative importance

of the Written and Oral, of the moral and ceremonial Law.

To every precept—and they were countless—obedience was

^ See Acts iii. 19, where onus hv is " in order that hai^ly," uot " when," as

in E. V. {Shabbath, f. 118, 6).

2 Eirechin, f . 10, 2.
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due. If it could be done, he would do it. If on him, on

his accuracy of observance, depended the coming of the

Messiah, then the Messiah should come. Were others

learned in all that concerned legal rectitude ? he would

be yet more learned. Were others scrupulous? he would

be yet more scrupulous. Surely God had left man free?-^

Surely He would not have demanded obedience to the Law
if that obedience were not possible ! All things pointed to

the close of one great aeon in the world's history, and the

dawn of another which should be the last. The very

heathen yearned for some deliverer, and felt that there

could be no other end to the physical misery and moral

death which had spread itself over their hollow societies.^

Deep midnight was brooding alike over the chosen people

and the Grentile world. From the East should break forth

a healing light, a purifying flame. Let Israel be true,

and God's promise would not fail.
*~^

And we know from his o^vn statements that if external

conformity were all—if obedience to the Law did not

mean obedience in all kinds of matters which escaped all

possibility of attention—if avoidance of its prohibitions

did not involve avoidance in matters which evaded the

reach of the human senses—then Saul was, touching

the righteousness of the Law, blameless, having lived

in all . good conscience towards God.^ Had he put the

question to the Great Master, " What shall I do to be

saved?" or been bidden to "keep the commandments," it

is certain that he would have been able to reply with the

youthful ruler, " All these have I kept from my youth,"

and—he might have added—"very much besides." And

^ The Rabbis said, " Everytbing is in the hands of heaven, except the fear

of heaven." " All things are ordained by God, but a man's actions are his

ovfn." (Barclay, Talmud, 18.)

2 Yirg. Eel. iv. Suet. Aug. 94 ; Vesp. 4.

» 2 Cor. xi. 22 ; Rom. xi. 1 ; Acts xxii. 3, xxiii. 1 6.

F 2
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yet we trace in his Epistles liow bitterly he felt the hollow-

ness of this outward obedience^iow awful and how bur-

densome had been to him "the curse of the Law." Even

moral obedience could not silence the voice of the con-

science, or satisfy the yearnings of the soul ; but these

infinitesimal Levitisms, what could they do ? Tormenting

questions would again and again arise. Of what use was

all this ? from what did the necessity of it spring ? to

what did the obedience to it lead ? Did God indeed care

for the exact size of a strip of parchment, or the par-

ticular number of lines in the texts which were upon it,

or the way in which the letters were formed, or the shape

of the box into which it was put, or the manner in which

that box was tied upon the forehead or the arm ?^ Was
it, indeed, a very important matter whether " between

the two evenings " meant, as the Samaritans believed, be-

tween sunset and darkness, or, as the Pharisees asserted,

between the beginning and end of sunset ? Was it a mat-

ter worth the discussion of two schools to decide whether

an egg laid on a festival might or might not be eaten r^

Were all these things indeed, and in themselves, impor-

tant ? And even if they were, would it be errors as to

these littlenesses that would really kindle the wrath of a

jealous God ? How did they contribute to the beauty of

holiness? in what way did they tend to fill the soul

with the mercy which was better than sacrifice, or to edu-

cate it, in that justice and humility, that patience and

purity, that peace and love, which, as some of the jDrophets

had found grace to see, were dearer to God than thousands

of rams and ten thousands of rivers of oil ? And behind

^ I have adduced abundant illustrations from Rabbinic writers of the ex-

travagant importance attached to minutiae in the construction of the two

phylacteries of the hand {Tephillin shel Yad) and of the head {Tejph. shel

Bosh), in the Expositor, 1877, No. xxvii.

* See Bitsah, 1 ad in.
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all these questions lay that yet deeper one which agitated

the schools of Jewish thought—the question whether,

after all, man could reach, or with all his efforts must

inevitably fail to reach, that standard of righteousness

which Grod and the Law required? And if indeed he

failed, what more had the Law to say to him than to

deliver its sentence of unreprieved condemnation and

indiscriminate death ?
^

Moreover, was there not mingled with all this nominal

adoration of the Law a deeply-seated hypocrisy, so deep

that it was in a great measure unconscious ? Even before

the days of Christ the Eabbis had learnt the art of

straining out gnats and swallowing camels. They had

long learnt to nullify what they professed to defend.

The ingenuity of Hillel was quite capable of getting

rid of any Mosaic regulation which had been found

practically burdensome. Pharisees and Sadducees alike

had managed to set aside in their own favour, by the

devices of the " mixtures," all that was disagreeable to

themselves in the Sabbath scrupulosity. The fundamen-

tal institution of the Sabbatic year had been stultified by

the mere legal fiction of the proshol. Teachers who were

on the high road to a casuistry which could construct

"rules" out of every saperfluous particle had found it

easy to win credit for ingenuity by elaborating pre-

scriptions to which Moses would have listened in mute

astonishment. If there be one thing more definitely laid

down in the Law than another it is the uncleanness of

creeping things, yet the Talmud assures us that " no one

is appointed a member of the Sanhedrin who does not

possess sufficient ingenuity to prove from the written Law
that a creeping thing is ceremonially clean; "^ and that

1 Eom. X. 5 ; Gal. iii. 10. « Sanhedr. f. 17, 1.
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there was an Tinimpeacliable disciple at Jabne wlio could

adduce one hundred and fifty arguments in favour of the

ceremonial cleanness of creeping things.^ Sophistry like

this was at work even in the days when the young stu-

dent of Tarsus sat at the feet of Gamaliel ; and can we
imagine any period of his life when he would not have

been wearied by a system at once so meaningless, so strin-

gent, and so insincere ? Could he fail to notice that they

"hugely violated what they trivially obeyed?
"

We may see from St. Paul's own words that these years

must have been very troubled years. Under the dignified

exterior of the Pharisee lay a wildly-beating heart; an

anxious brain throbbed with terrible questionings under

the broad phylactery. Saul as a Pharisee believed in

eternity, he believed in the resurrection, he believed in

angel and spirit, in voices and appearances, in dreaming

dreams and seeing visions. But in all this struggle to

achieve his own righteousness—this struggle so minutely

tormenting, so revoltingly burdensome—there seemed to

be no hope, no help, no enlightenment, no satisfaction, no

nobility—nothing but a possibly mitigated and yet

inevitable curse. God seemed silent to him, and heaven

closed. No vision dawned on his slumbering senses, no

voice sounded in his eager ear. The sense of sin oppressed

him ; the darkness of mystery hung over him ; he was

ever falling and falling, and no hand was held out to help

him ; he strove with all his soul to be obedient, and he

was obedient—and yet the Messiah did not come.

The experience of Saul of Tarsus was the heartrending

experience of all who have looked for peace elsewhere than

in the love of God. All that Luther suffered at Erfurdt

Saul must have suffered in Jerusalem ; and the record of

1 EruhMn, f. 13, 2.
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the early religious agonies and awakenment of the one is

the best commentary on the experience of the other.

That the life of Saul was free from flagrant transgressions

we see from his own bold appeals to his continuous

rectitude. He was not a convert from godlessness or

profligacy, like John Bunyan or John Newton. He
claims integrity when he is speaking of his life in

the aspect which it presented to his fellow-men, but he

is vehement in self-accusation when he thinks of that

life in the aspect which it presented to his God. He
found that no external legality could give him a clean

heart, or put a right spirit within him. He found that

servile obedience inspired no inward peace. He must

have yearned for some righteousness, could he but know
of it, which would be better than the righteousness of the

Scribes and Pharisees. The Jewish doctors had imagined

and had directed that if a man did not feel inclined to do

this or that, he should force himself to do it by a direct

vow. " Vows," said Eabbi Akibha,^ " are the enclosures

of holiness." But Saul the Pharisee, long before he

became Paul the Apostle, must have proved to the very

depth the hoUowness of this direction. Yows might be

the enclosures of formal practice ; they were not, and

could not be, the schooling of the disobedient soul ; they

could not give calm to that place in the human being

where meet the two seas of good and evil impulse^—to

the heart, which is the battle-field on which passionate

desire clashes into collision with positive command.

Even when twenty years of weariness, and wandering,

and struggle, and suffering, were over, we still catch in the

Epistles of St. Paul the mournful echoes of those days of

stress and storm—echoes as of the thunder when its fury

1 nittSn;?'? r:p oni?, Pirhe Ahlwtli, iii. lO.

' The Yetser tubh and the Yetser ha-rd of tlie Talmud.
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is over, and it is only sobbing far away among the distant

Mils. We bear tbose ecboes most of all in tbe Epistle to

tbe Eomans. We hear them when he talks of " the curse

of the law." We hear them when, in accents of deep

self-pity, he tells us of the struggle between the flesh and

the spirit ; between the law of sin in his members, and

that law of Grod which, though holy and just and good

and ordained to life, he found to be unto death. In the

days, indeed, when he thus writes, he had at last found

peace ; he had wrung from the lessons of his life the hard

experience that by the works of the law no man can be

justified in Grod's sight, but that, being justified by faith,

we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.

And though, gazing on his own personality, and seeing it

disintegrated by a miserable dualism, he still found a law

within him which warred against that inward delight

which he felt in the law of God—though groaning

in this body of weakness, he feels like one who is im-

prisoned in a body of death, he can still, in answer to the

question, " Who shall deliver me ? " exclaim with a burst

of trium^jh, " I thank God, through Jesus Christ our

Lord." '• But if the Apostle, after he has found Christ,

after he has learnt that " there is no condemnation to

them that are in Christ Jesus "^ still felt the power

and continuity of the inferior law striving to degrade

his life into that captivity to the law of sin from Avliich

Christ had set him free, through what hours of mental

anguish must he not have passed when he knew of no

other dealing of God with his soul than the impossible,

unsympathising, deathful commandment, " This do, and

thou shalt live !
" Could he " this do " ? And, if he could

• See Rom. vi., vii., viii., passim.
2 Rom. viii. 1. The rest of this verse in our E. V. is probably a gloss, or a

repetition, since it is not found in «, B, C, D, F, G.
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not, what hope, what help ? Was there any voice of pity

among the thunders of Sinai ? ^ Could the mere blood

of bulls and goats be any true propitiation for wilful

sins?

But though we can see the mental anguish through

which Saul passed in his days of Pharisaism, yet over

the events of that period a complete darkness falls ; and

there are only two questions, both of them deeply

interesting, which it may, perhaps, be in our power to

answer.

The first is, Did Saul in those days ever see the Lord

Jesus Christ ?

At first sight we might suppose that the question was

answered, and answered affirmatively, in 1 Cor. ix. 1, where

he asks, " Am I not an Apostle ? Have I not seen Jesus,

our Lord?" and still more in 2 Cor. v. 16, where he says,

" Yea, though we have known Christ after the flesh, yet

now henceforth know we Him no more." ^

But a little closer examination of these passages will

show that they do not necessarily involve any such mean-

ing. In the first of them, St. Paul cannot possibly be

alluding to any knowledge of Jesus before His crucifixion,

because such mere external sight, from the position of one

who disbelieved in Him, so far from being a confirmation

of any claim to be an Apostle, would rather have been a

reason for rejecting such a claim. It can only apply to

the appearance of Christ to him on the way to Damascus,

^ " That man that overtook yon," said Christian, "was Moses. He spareth

none, neither knoweth he how to show mercy to them that transgress his

law." (Pilgrim's Progress.)

^ el Kal iyvdoKafiev. It is perfectly true that «»' Kal (qucmiquam, "even
though," weun audi) in classical writers—though perhaps less markedly

in St. Paul—concedes a fact, whereas koX d {etiani si, "even if,") puts

an hypothesis; but the explanation here turns, not on the admitted

force of the particles, but on what is meant by "knowing Christ after

the flesh."
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or to some similar and subsequent revelation.^ The

meaning of tlie second passage is less obvious. St. Paul

has there been explaining the grounds of his Apostolate in

the constraining love of Christ for man. He has shown

how that love was manifested by His death for all, and

how the results of that death and resurrection are

intended so utterly to destroy the self-love of His children,

so totally to possess and to change their individuality,

that "if any man be in Christ he is a new creation."

And the Christ of whom he is here speaking is the

risen, glorified, triumphant Christ, in whom all things

are become new, because He has reconciled man to Grod.

Hence the Apostle will know no man, judge of no

man, in his mere human and earthly relations, but

only in his union with their risen Lord. The partisans

who used, and far more probably abused, the name of

James, to thrust their squabbling Judaism even into the

intercourse between a Paul and a Peter, and who sowed

the seeds of discord among the converts of the Churches

which St. Paul had founded, were constantly under-

rating the Apostolic dignity of Paul, because he had not

been an eye-witness of the human life of Christ. The

answer of the Apostle always was that he too knew Christ

by an immediate revelation, that " it had pleased God

io reveal His Son in him that he might preach Christ among

the Gentiles." ^ The day had been when he had known
" Christ according to the flesh "—^not indeed by direct

* Cf. Acts xviii. 9, xxii. 18 ; 2 Cor. xii. 1. The absence of such fer-

sonal references to Jesus in St. Paul's Epistles as we find in 1 Pet. ii. 21 sq.,

iii. 18 sq.; 1 John i. 1—confirms this view (Ewald, Gesch. vi. 389).

2 Gal. i. 16. I cannot agree with Dr. Lightfoot (following Jerome,

Erasmus, &c.) that eV ifxol means " a revelation made through Paul to others,"

as in ver. 24, 1 Tim. i. 16, and 2 Cor. xiii. 3 ; because, as a friend points out,

there is an exact parallelism of clauses between i. 11, 12 and 13—17, and

ii.TroKaXv'pai rhv vlbv avrov iv ifiol balances Si' airoKuXv^ius 'lr](Xov Xpiarov in ver. 12.
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personal intercourse witli Him in the days of His earthly

ministry, but by the view which he and others had taken

o£ Him. In his unconverted days he had regarded Him
as a viestth—an impostor who deceived the people, or at

the very best as a teacher who deceived himself. And
after his conversion he had not perhaps, at first, fully

learnt to apprehend the Plenitude of the glory of the

risen Christ as rising far above the conception of the Jewish

Messiah. All this was past. To apprehend by faith the

glorified Son of Grod was a far more blessed privilege

than to have known a living Messiah by earthly inter-

course. Even if he had known Christ as a living man,

that knowledge would have been less near, less imme-

diate, less intimate, less eternal, in its character, than the

closeness of community wherewith he now lived and

died in Him ; and although he had known Him first

only by false report, and then only with imperfect realisa-

tion as Jesus of Nazareth, the earthly and human concep-

tion had now passed away, and been replaced by the true

and spiritual belief. The Christ, therefore, whom now
he knew was no " Christ after the flesh," no Christ in the

days of His flesh, no Christ in any earthly relations, but

Chi'ist sitting for ever at the right hand of God. To have

seen the Lord Jesus with the eyes was of itself nothing

—it was nothing to boast of. Herod had seen Him, and

Annas, and Pilate, and many a coarse Jewish mendicant

and many a brutal Eoman soldier. But to have seen

Him with the eye of Faith— to have spiritually appre-

hended the glorified Eedeemer—that was indeed to be a

Chi'istian.

All the other passages which can at all be brought to

bear on the question support this view, and lead us to be-

lieve that St. Paul had either not seen at all, or at the

best barely seen, the Man Christ Jesus. Indeed, the
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question, "Who art Thou, Lord ?"^ preserved in all three

narratives of his conversion, seems distinctly to imply that

the personal appearance of the Lord was unknown to him,

and this is a view which is confirmed by the allusion to

the risen Christ in 1 Cor. xv. St. Paul there says that

to him, the least of the Apostles, and not meet to be called

an Apostle, Christ had appeared last of all, as to the

abortive-born of the Apostolic family.^ And, indeed, it is

inconceivable that Saul could in any real sense have seen

Jesus in His lifetime. That ineffaceable impression pro-

duced by His very aspect; that unspeakable personal

ascendency, which awed His worst enemies and troubled

the hard conscience of His Roman judge ; the ineffable

charm and power in the words of Him who spake as never

man spake, could not have appealed to him in vain. We
feel an unalterable conviction, not only that, if Saul had

seen Him., Paul would again and again have referred to

Him, but also that he would in that case have been saved

from the reminiscence which most of all tortured him in

after days—the undeniable reproach that he had persecuted

the Church of God. If, indeed, we could imagine that

Saul had seen Christ, and, having seen Him, had looked on

Him only with the bitter hatred and simulated scorn of

a Jerusalem Pharisee, then we may be certain that that

Holy Face which looked into the troubled dreams of Pilate's

wife—that the infinite sorrow in those eyes, of which one

glance broke the repentant heart of Peter—would have

recurred so often and so heartrendingly to Paul's remem-

brance, that his sin in persecuting the Christians would

have assumed an aspect of tenfold aggravation, from the

thought that in destroying and imprisoning them he had

1 Acts ix. 5 (xxii. 8, xxvi. 15). There is not the shadow of probability in

the notion of Ewald, that St. Paul was the young man clad in a sindon, of

Mark xiv. 52. ^ i Cor. xv. 9.
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yet more openly been crucifying the Son of God afresh,

and putting Him to an open shame. The intense impressi-

bility of Paul's mind appears most remarkably in the effect

exercised upon him by the dying rapture of St. Stephen.

The words of Stephen, though listened to at the time with

inward fury, not only lingered in his memory, but produced

an unmistakable influence on his writings. If this were

so with the speech of the youthful Hellenist, how infi-

nitely more would it have been so with the words which

subdued into admiration even the alien disposition of

Pharisaic emissaries ? Can we for a moment conceive that

Paul's Pharisaism would have lasted unconsumed amid the

white lightnings of that great and scathing denunciation

which Christ uttered in the Temple in the last week of His

ministry, and three days before His death ? Had St. Paul

heard one of these last discourses, had he seen one of those

miracles, had he mingled in one of those terrible and tragic

scenes to which he must have afterwards looked back as

events the most momentous in the entire course of human
history, is there any one who can for a moment imagine that

no personal reminiscence of such scenes would be visible,

even ever so faintly, through the transparent medium of

his writings ?

We may, then, regard it as certain that when the gloom

fell at mid-day over the awful sacrifice of Grolgotha, when
the people shouted their preference for the murderous

brigand, and yelled their execration of the Saviour whose

day all the noblest and holiest of their fathers had longed

to see, Saul was not at Jerusalem. Where, then, was

he? It is impossible to answer the question with any

certainty. He may have been at Tarsus, which, even after

his conversion, he regarded as his home.^ Or perhaps the

» Acta ix. 30, xi. 25 ; Gal. i. 21.
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explanation of liis absence may be seen in Gal. v. 11.

He there represents liimself as having once been a preacher

of circumcision. Now we know that one of the charac-

teristics of the then Pharisaism was an active zeal in

winning proselytes. "Ye compass sea and land," said

Christ to them, in burning words, " to make one proselyte

;

and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the

child of Gehenna than yourselves."^ The conversion

which changed Paul's deepest earlier convictions left

unchanged the natural impulse of his temperament.

Why may not the same impetuous zeal, the same rest-

less desire to be always preaching some truth and

doing some good work which marked him out as the

Apostle of the Gentiles,^ have worked in him also in these

earlier days, and made him, as he seems to imply, a mis-

sionary of Pharisaism? If so, he may have been absent

on some journey enjoined upon him by the party whose

servant, heart and soul, he was, during the brief visits to

Jerusalem which marked the three years' ministry of Christ

on earth.

2. The other question which arises is. Was Saul mar-

ried ? Had he the support of some loving heart during

the fiery struggles of his youth ? Amid the to-and-fro con-

tentions of spirit which resulted from an imperfect and'

unsatisfying creed, was there in the troubled sea of his

life one little island home where he could find refuge from

incessant thoughts ?

Little as we know of his domestic relations, little as

he cared to mingle mere private interests with the great

spiritual truths which occupy his soul, it seems to me
that we must answer this question in the affirmative. St.

Paul, who has been very freely charged with egotism, had

1 Matt, xxiii. 15. ' Gal. i. 16. (See Krenkel, p. 18.)
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not one particle of that egotism whicli consists in attaching

any importance to his personal surroundings. The cir-

cumstances of his individual life he would have looked

on as having no interest for any one but himself. When
he speaks of himself he does so always from one of two

reasons—from the necessity of maintaining against detrac-

tion his apostolic authority, or from the desire to utilise

for others his remarkable experience. The things that

happened to him, the blessings and privations of his

earthly condition, would have seemed matters of supreme

indifference, except in so far as they possessed a moral

significance, or had any bearing on the lessons which he

desired to teach.

It is, then, only indirectly that we can expect to find

an answer to the question as to his marriage. If, in-

deed, he was a member of the Sanhedrin, it follows that,

by the Jewish requirements for that position, he must

have been a married man. His official position will be

examined hereafter ; but, meanwhile, his marriage may be

inferred as probable from passages in his Epistles. In

1 Cor. ix. 5 he asks the Corinthians, " Have we not power

to lead about a sister, a wife, as well as other Apostles,

and as the brethren of the Lord, and Kephas?" This

passage is inconclusive, though it asserts his right both

to marry, and to take a wife with him in his missionary

journeys if he thought it expedient.-^ But from 1 Cor.

vii. 8 it seems a distinct inference that he classed him-

self among widowers; for, he says, "I say, therefore, to

the unmarried and widows, it is good for them if they

aUde (jjjeiviixnv) even as I." That by "the unmarried"

1 The notion that the " true yokefellow " {yv{](Tie (riCvy^) of Phil. iv. 3 has

any bearing on the question is an error as old as Clemens Alcxandrinus. (See

Strom, iii. 7 ; Ps. Ignat. ad Philad. 4, 'ils nhpov /col riauAoi; koI t&v Hwaiv

o,Tro(Tr6K<t>v rav yd/xois 6/jii\Tj<TdvT(i>y,)
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he here means " widowers "—for which there is no special

Greek word—seems clear, because he has been already

speaking, in the first seven verses of the chapter, to those

who have never been married.-^ To them he concedes, far

more freely than to the others, the privilege of marrying

if they considered it conducive to godliness, though, in

the present state of things, he mentions his own personal

predilection for celibacy, in the case of all who had the grace

of inward purity. And even apart from the interpretation

of this passage, the deep and fine insight of Luther had

drawn the conclusion that Paul knew by experience what

marriage was, from the wisdom and tenderness which

characterise his remarks respecting it. One who had

never been married could hardly have written on the

subject as he has done, nor could he have shown

the same profound sympathy with the needs of all,

and received from all the same ready confidence. To

derive any inference from the loving metaphors which

he draws from the nurture of little children ^ would

be more precarious. It is hardly possible that Paul

ever had a child who lived. Had this been the case,

his natural affection could hardly have denied itseli

some expression of the tender love which flows out

so freely towards his spiritual children. Timothy would

not have been so exclusively " his own true child

"

in the faith if he had had son or daughter of his own.

If we are right in the assumption that he was married,

* If 80, Chaucer is mistaken vcheii he says, " I wot wel the Apostle was a

mayd," i.e., irapBivos, Rev. xiv. 4 (Prologue to Wife of Bath's Tales). Yer. 7

does not militate against this view, because there ho is alluding, not to his

condition, but to the grace of continence. It is not true, as has been said, that

early tradition was unanimous in saying that he had never married. Ter-

tulliau (De 3Ionogam. 3) and Jerome {Ep. 22) says so ; but Origen is doubtful,

and Methodius {Conviv. 45), as well as Clemens Alex, and Ps. Ignatius

(v. siqira), say that he was a widower.

2 1 Cor. iii. 2, vii. 14, iv. 15; 1 Thess. ii 7; v. 3.
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it seems probable that it was for a short time only, and

that his wife had died.

But there is one more ground which has not, I think,

been noticed, which seems to me to render it extremely

probable that Saul, before the time of his conversion, had

been a married man. It is the extraordinary importance

attached by the majority of Jews in all ages to marriage

as a moral duty, nay, even a positive command, incumbent

on every man.-^ The Mishna fixes the age of marriage at

eighteen,^ and even seventeen was preferred. The Baby-

lonist Jews fixed it as early as fourteen.^ Marriage is,

in fact, the first of the 613 precepts. They derived

the duty partly from the command of Gen. i. 28, partly

from allusions to early marriage in the Old Testament

(Prov. ii. 17; v. 18), and partly from allegorising explana-

tions of passages like Eccl. xi. 6; Job v. 24.* The Eabbis

in all ages have laid it down as a stringent duty that

parents should marry their children young ;
^ and the

one or two who, hke Ben Azai, theoretically placed on a

higher level the duty of being more free from incumbrance

in order to study the Law, were exceptions to the almost

universal rule. But even these theorists were themselves

married men. If St. Paul had ever evinced the smallest

sympathy with the views of the Therapeutse and Essenes

^ "A Jew who has no wife is not a man" (Gen. v. 2, Yebhamoth, f. 63, 1).

2 Pirke Abhuth, v. 21.

^ God was supposed to curse all who at twenty were unmarried (Kiddushin,

29, 1; 30; Yebhamoth, 62, 63). (See Hamburger, Talmud. Worterb. s.v. Ehe,

Verheirathung ; Weill, La Morale du Judaisme, 49, seq^.) The precept is in-

ferred from " He called their name man (sing.)," and is found in the Rabbinic

digest Tur-Shulchan Aruch.
* See Ecclus. vii. 25 ; xlii. 9 ; cf . 1 Cor. vii. 36.

^ Early marriages are to this day the curse of the Jews in Eastern countries.

Sometimes gii-ls are married at ten, boys at fourteen (Frankl. Jeios in East,

ii. 18, 84). Not long ago a Jewish girl at Jerusalem, aged fourteen, when
asked in school why she was sad, replied that she had been three times

divorced.

G
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—if his discountenancing of marriage, iinder certain

immediate conditions, liad been tinged by any dnostic

fancies about its essential inferiority—we might have

come to a different conclusion. But he held no such

views either before or after his conversion ; ^ and cer-

tainly, if he lived unmarried as a Jerusalem Pharisee, his

case was entirely exceptional.

» 1 Cor. vii. 9, 36; 1 Tim. iv. 3j v. 14



CHAPTEE V.

ST. PETER AND THE FIRST PENTECOST.

"EKKpiTos ^v Tuv a.Ttoarr6Xwv, koX trrSfia rwv fiuOjjTwy, /col Kopv<j>^ rov X'>P'>^'~^

Chrys. In Joan. Horn. 88.

TltTpos 7] apx^ T^J opdoSo^las, d jj-fyas ttjs iKKKr]aias Upo<{>a.vT7)S'—Ps. ChEYS.
Orat. Encom. 9.

Whatever may have been the cause of Saul's absence

from Jerusalem during the brief period of the ministry of

Jesus, it is inevitable that, on his return, he must have

heard much respecting it. Tet all that he heard would be

exclusively from the point of view of the Pharisees, who
had so bitterly opposed His doctrines, and of the Saddu-

cees, who had so basely brought about His death. But

he would have abundant opportunities for seeing that the

Infant Church had not, as the Jews of Jerusalem had

hoped, been extinguished by the murder of its founder.

However much the news might fill him with astonish-

ment and indignation, he could not have been many days

in Jerusalem without receiving convincing proofs of the

energy of what he then regarded as a despicable sect.

Whence came this irresistible energy, this inextinguish-

able vitality ? The answer to that question is the history

of the Church and of the world.

For the death of Jesus had been followed by a suc-

cession of events, the effects of which will be felt to the

end of time—events which, by a spiritual power at once

astounding and indisputable, transformed a timid handful

.of ignorant and terror-stricken Apostles into teachers of

G 2
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unequalled grandeur, who became in God's hands the

instruments to regenerate the world.

The Eesurrection of Christ had scattered every cloud

from their saddened souls. The despair which, for a

moment, had followed the intense hope that this was He
who would redeem Israel, had been succeeded by a joyous

and unshaken conviction that Christ had risen from the

dead. In the light of that Eesurrection, all Scripture,

all history, all that they had seen and heard during the

ministry of Jesus, was illuminated and transfigured. And
though during the forty days between the Eesurrection

and the Ascension, the intercourse held with them by

their risen Lord was not continuous, but brief and in-

terrupted,^ yet—as St. Peter himself testifies, appealing,

in confirmation of his testimony, to the scattered Jews to

whom his Epistle is addressed—God had begotten them

again by the Eesurrection unto a lively hope, to an in-

heritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not

away.^ But besides this glorious truth, of which they felt

themselves to be the chosen witnesses,^ their Eisen Lord

had given them many promises and instructions, and

spoken to them about the things which concerned the

Kingdom of God. In His last address He had specially

bidden them to stay in Jerusalem, and there await the

outpouring of the Spirit of which they had alreadj^ heard.^

That promise was to be fulfilled to them, not only in-

dividually, but as a body, as a Church ; and it was to be

fulfilled in the same city in which they had witnessed His

^ Acts i. 3, 5i' rj/Mepwv reffffapaKovra oirravofievos avroTs. This is the Only

passage in Scripture which tells us the interval which elapsed between the

Resurrection and the Ascension.

2 1 Pet. i. 3, 4.

3 Acts ii. 32 ; iii. 15 ; iv. 33 ; v. 32 ; x. 40, 41 ; Luke xxiv. 48, &c. On this

fact St. Luke dwells repeatedly and emphatically. (See Meyer on Acts i. 22.)

* Acts i. 4 ; Luke xxiv. 49.
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uttermost humiliation. And they were assured that tliey

should not have long to wait. But though they knew that

they should be baptised wdth the Holy Ghost and with

fire " not many days hence," yet, for the exercise of their

faith and to keep them watchful, the exact time was not

defined.^

Then came the last walk towards Bethany, and that

solemn parting on the Mount of Olives, when their Lord

was taken away from them, and " a cloud received Him
out of their sight." But even in His last discourse He
had rendered clear to them their position and their duties.

When, with lingerings of old Messianic fancies, they had

asked Him whether He would at that time re-constitute^

the kingdom for Israel, He had quenched such material

longings by telling them that it was not for them to know
"the times or the seasons,"^ which the Father placed in

His own authority.* But though these secrets of Grod

were not to be revealed to them or to any living man, there

was a power which they should receive when the Holy

Ghost had fallen upon them—a power to be witnesses to

Christ, His sufferings, and His Resurrection, first in the

narrow limits of the Holy Land, then to all the world.

* Clirys. ad loc. " Numems dlerum non definitus exercebat fidem aposto-

lorum " (Bengel). The reading e«s t^j vevTeKoaT^s of D and the Sahidic version

is a mere gloss.

* Acts i. 6, aTroKa.9iard.vei5.

3 Acts i. 7, xp'^^'ows ^ Kaipouj, " periods or crises."

* The E.V. passes over the distinction between i^ovala here and ^ivajxn in

the next verse, and a neglect of this distinction has led Bengel and others to

understand ohx vfioiv ian in the sense that it was not yet their prerogative to

know these things (" quae apostolorum nondum erat nosse "—Beng.), but that

it should be so hereafter. That this, however, was not the error of our trans-

lators appears from their marginal gloss to Svva/j.is in ver. 8, " the power of the

Holy Ghost coming upon you." We shall see hereafter that St. Paul, in

common with all the early Christians (1 Thess. iv. 16, 17 ; 2 Thcss. ii. 8; Rom.
xiii. 12; 1 Cor. xvi. 22; Phil. iv. 5; 1 Pet. iv. 5 j James v. 8; Heb. x. 37),

hoped for the near return of Christ to earth.
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From the mountain slopes of Olivet tliey returned that

Sabbath-day's journey^ to Jerusalem, and at once assembled

in the upper chamber,^ which was so suitable a place for

their early gatherings. It was one of those large rooms

under the flat roof of Jewish houses, which, for its

privacy, was set apart for religious purposes ; and in the

poverty of these Galilsean Apostles, we can scarcely doubt

that it was the same room of which they had already availed

themselves for the Last Supper, and for those gatherings

on the "first day of the week,"^ at two of which Jesus had

appeared to them. Hallowed by these divine associations,

it seems to have been the ordinary place of sojourn of the

Apostles during the days of expectation.^ Here, at stated

hours of earnest prayer, they were joined by the mother of

Jesus ^ and the other holy women who had attended His

ministry ; as well as by His brethren, of whom one in

particular^ plays henceforth an important part in the

history of the Church. Hitherto these " brethren of the

Lord" had scarcely been numbered among those who
believed in Christ,^ or, if they had believed in Him, it had

only been in a secondary and material sense, as a human
Messiah. But now, as we might naturally conjecture, even

apart from tradition, they had been convinced and con-

verted by "the power of His Eesurrection." Even in

these earliest meetings of the whole Church of Christ at

Jerusalem it is interesting to see that, though the Apostles

' 2,000 cubits, between five and six furlongs, the distance between the

Tabernacle and the farthest part of the oami) (ef. Numb. xxxv. 5). This is the

only place in which it is alluded to in the N.T.
2 Not " an upper room," as in E.Y. It is probably the n»b», or topmost

room of the house, which is called wdiyiov in Mark xiv. 15.

3 John XX. 19, 20.

* Acts i. 13, ov f)(xav Karafifvoyrfs 3 T6 Ufrpos, k.t.X.

* Here last mentioned in the N.T.
^ James, the Lord's brother.

' Matt. xii. 46 : xiii. 55 ; Mark vi. 3; 1 Cor. xv. 7.
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were still Jews in tlieir religion, witli no otlier change as

yet beyond the belief in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of the

Living Grod,^ they yet suffered the women to meet with

them in prayer, not in any separate court, as in the Temple

services, not with di\dding partitions, as in the worship

of the synagogue,^ but in that equality of spiritual com-

munion, which was to develop hereafter into the glorious

doctrine that among Christ's redeemed " there is neither

Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is

neither male and female," but that, in Christ Jesus, all

are one.^

During the ten days which elapsed between the

Ascension and Pentecost, it was among the earliest

cares of the Apostles to fill up the vacancy which had

been caused in their number by the death of Judas.

This was done at a full conclave of the believers in

Jerusalem, who, in the absence of many of those five

hundred to whom Christ had appeared in Gralilee, num-
bered about one hundred and twenty. The terrible cir-

cumstances of the traitor's suicide, of which every varied

and shuddering tradition was full of horror, had left upon
their minds a deeper faith in God's immediate retribu-

tion upon guilt. He had fallen from his high charge

by transgression, and had gone to his own place.^ That

^ "The Cliiircli, so to speak, was but half born; the other half was still in

the womb of the synagogue. The followers of Jesus were under the guidance

of the Apostles, but continued to acknowledge the authority of the chair of

Moses in Jerusalem " (Dr. DoUinger, First Age, p. 43).

2 Jos. Antt. XV. 11, § 5 ; Philo, ii. 476.

3 Gal. iii. 28.

* Acts i. 25, els rhv rStrov rhv tBiov {al. d'lKaiov). This profound and reverent

euphemism is one of the many traces of the reticence with which the eai-ly

Church spoke of the fate of those who had departed. The reticence is all the

more remarkable if the word " place " be meant to bear allusive reference to

the same word in the earlier part of the text, where the true reading is

T6iroi' rrjs SiuKoylas (A, B, C, D), not K\ripov, as in E.Y. The origin of this
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his place should he supplied appeared reasonahle, hoth

because Jesus Himself had appointed twelve Apostles

—the ideal number of the tribes of Israel—and also

because Peter, and the Church generally, saw in Judas

the antitype of Ahitophel, and applying to him a pas-

sage of the 109th Psalm, they wished, now that his

habitation was desolate, that another should take his

office.^ The essential qualification for the new Apostle was

that he should have been a witness of the Eesurrection,

and should have companied with the disciples all the time

that the Lord Jesus went in and out among them. The

means taken for his appointment, being unique in the

New Testament, seem to result from the unique position

of the Church during the few days between the Ascen-

sion and the Descent of the Holy Ghost. As though

they felt that the swift power of intuitive discernment

was not yet theirs, they selected two, Joseph Barsabbas,

who in Grentile circles assumed the common surname of

Justus, and Matthias.^ They then, in accordance with

Old Testament analogies ^ and Jewish custom,* prayed to

striking expression may perhaps be the Rabbinic comments on Numb. xxiv. 25,

where " Balaam went to his own place " is explained to mean " to Gehenna."

Cf. Judg. ix. 55, ^^o^p^o\ and Targ. Eccles. vi. 6. ; v. Schottgen, p. 407 ; and of.

Clem. Rom. ad Cor. i. 5; Polyc. ad Fhil. 9; Ignat. ad Magnes. 5 (Meyer).

See too Dan. xii. 13.

* Ps. xli. 9; cix. 8. The alteration of the LXX. avTuiv into ahrov is a

good illustration of the free method of quotation and interpretation of the

Old Testament, which is universally adopted in the New. The 109th has

been called the Iscariotic Psalm.

2 Qf these nothing is known, imless it be true that they were among the

Seventy (Euseb. H. E. i. 12 ; Epiphan. Haer. i. 20) ; and that Joseph drank

poison unharmed (Papias ap. Euseb. H. E. iii. 39). On the imcertaiu derivation

of Barsabbas (so in «, A, B, E), see Light foot, Hor. Ilebr., ad loc. There is

a Judas Barsabbas in Acts xv. 22. Matthias is said to have been martyred

{Niceiili. ii. 60), and there were apocryphal writings connected with his name

(Euseb. H. E. iii. 23; Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 163).

3 Numb. xx\d. 55, 56; Josh. vii. 14; 1 Sam. x. 20; Prov. xvi. 33.

* Luke i. 9.
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God that He would appoint^ the one whom He chose.

The names were written on tablets and dropped into a

vessel. The vessel was shaken, and the name of Matthias

leapt out. He was accordingly reckoned among the twelve

Apostles.^

We are told nothing further respecting the events of

the ten days which elapsed between the Ascension and

Pentecost. With each of those days the yearning hope,

the keen expectation, must have grown more and more

intense, and most of all when the day of Pentecost had

dawned.^ It was the first day of the week, and the

fiftieth day after Nisan 16. The very circumstances of

the day would add to the vividness of their feelings.

The Pentecost was not only one of the three great

yearly feasts, and the Feast of Harvest, but it came to

be identified—and quite rightly—in Jewish consciousness

with the anniversary of the giving of the Law on Sinai.*

^ avdSei^ov, "appoint," not "show": Luke X. 1, ixera Si ravra ai/edei^ev d

Kvpios irepovs, f^SonTjKot^ra. Tlie word is peculiar in the N.T. to St. Luke. For
i^fXf^w, see Acts i. 2, tois a-jrocTToKois .... ovs e'leAc'laro. I need hardly notice

the strange view that the election of St. Matthias was a sheer mistake made
before the gift of the Spirit, and that Paul was in reality the destined tweKth
Apostle ! (Stier, Beden d. Apostl. i. 15.)

^ The method in which the lot was cast (see Lev, xvi. 8 ; Ezek. xxiv. 6) is not

certain, but the expression eSuKw, rather than e/3oA.oj/ K\-fipovs avrZis, goes against

the notion of their casting dice as in Luke xxiii. 34. " The loi fell on Matthias"
is a common idiom in all languages (Hom. II. v. 316 ; Od. E. 209 ; Ps. xxii. 18

;

Jon. i. 7, &c.; ut cujusque sors exciderat; Liv. xxi. 42). From the use of the

word KXripos in this passage, in ver. 17 and in Ariii. 21, xxvi. 18, is probably

derived the Latin clerus and our clergy, clerici, KXrjpos = rb av(rTr]fj.a twv SiaKSvuv

Ka] Trpfo-^vT^puiy. (Suid.) (Wordsworth, ad loc.)

3 This is the ob™us meaning of avixirKripovaQai, not "was di-awing near"

(cf. Eph. i. 10), or " had passed."

* It is true that this point is not adverted to by either Philo or Josephus.

The inference arises, however, so obviously fi'om the comparison of Ex. xii. 2;

xix. 1, that we can hardly suppose that it was wholly missed. (See Schottgen,

ad loc. ; Jer. E'p. ad Fahiolam, xii. ; Aug. c. Faustum, xxxii. 12; Maimon. Mor.
Kevoch. iii. 41.) The Simcath Thorah, or " Feast of the Joy of the Law," is

kept on the last day of the Feast of Tabernacles, when the last Haphtarah
from the Pentateuch is read.
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The mere fact that another solemn festival had come

round, and that at the last great festival their Lord had

been crucified in the sight of the assembled myriads

who thronged to the Passover, would be sufficient on this

solemn morning to absorb their minds with that over-

whelming anticipation which was the forecast of a change

in themselves and in the world's history—of a new and

eternal consecration to the service of a new law and the

work of a new life.

It was early morning. Before " the third hour of

the day " summoned them to the Temple for morning

prayer/ the believers, some hundred and twenty in

number, were gathered once more, according to their

custom, in the upper room. It has been imagined by

some that the great event of this first Whit-Sunday must

have taken place in the Temple. The word rendered

" house "^ might equally well mean a "chamber," and is

actually used by Josephus of the thirty small chambers

which were attached to the sides of Solomon's Temple,

with thirty more above them.^ But it is supremely im-

probable that the poor and suspected disciples should

have been able to command the use of such a room

;

and farther, it is certain that if, in the Herodian Temple,

these rooms were no larger than those in the Temple of

Solomon, the size of even the lower ones would have been

wholly inadequate for the accommodation of so large a

number. The meeting was probably one of those holy

and simple meals which were afterwards known among

Christians as the Agajice, or Love Feasts. It need hardly

be added that any moral significance which might attach

to the occurrence of the event in the Temple would be no

less striking if we think of the sign of a new era as having

^ i.e., 9 o'clock in tlie morniug (of. Lixke xxiv. 53 ; Acts ii. 46 ; iii. 1).

2 Acts ii. 2, oIkov, 8 Jos. Anit viii. 3, § 2.
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hallowed the common srteet and the common dwelling-

place ; as the visible inauguration of the days in which

neither on Zion nor on Gerizim alone were men to worship

the Father, but to worship Him eveiywhere in spirit and

in truth.-^

It is this inward significance of the event which con-

stitutes its sacredness and importance. Its awfulness

consists in its being the solemn beginning of the new
and final phase of Grod's deahngs with mankind. To
Abraham He gave a promise which was the germ of a

religion. When He called His people from Egypt He
gave them the Moral Law and that Levitical Law which

was to serve as a bulwark for the truths of the theocracy.

During the two thousand years of that Mosaic Dispen-

sation the Tabernacle and the Temple had been a visible

sign of His presence. Then, for the brief period of the

life of Christ on earth. He had tabernacled among men,

dwelling in a tent like ours and of the same material.^

That mortal body of Christ, in a sense far deeper than

could be true of any house built with hands, was a Temple

of God. Last of all. He who had given to mankind His

Son to dwell among them, gave His Spirit into then- very

hearts. More than this He could not give ; nearer than

this He could not be. Henceforth His Temple was to

be the mortal body of every baptised Christian, and His

Spirit was to prefer

" Before all temples tlie upright heart and pure."

He who believes this in all the fulness of its meaning,

he whose heart and conscience bear witness to its truth,

will consider in its true aspect the fulfilment of Christ's

promise in the effusion of His Spirit ; and regarding the

» John iv. 21—23.
' Archbishop Leighton, John i. 14, b \6yos erckpf iyevero Ka\ iffK^vuffev iv fifuv.
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outward wonder as the least marvellous part of tlie Day
of Pentecost, will not, as Neander says, be tempted to

explain the greater by the less, or "consider it strange

that the most wonderful event in the inner life of mankind

should be accompanied by extraordinary outward appear-

ances as sensible indications of its existence."
^

Suddenly, while their hearts burned within them with

such ardent zeal, and glowed with such enkindled hope

—

suddenly on the rapt and expectant assembly came the

sign that they had desired—the inspiration of Christ's

promised Presence in their hearts—the baptism with the

Holy Ghost and with fire—the transforming impulse of a

Spirit and a Power from on high—the eternal proof to

them, and through them, in unbroken succession, to all

who accept their word, that He who had been taken from

them into heaven was still with them, and would be with

them always to the end of the world.

It came from heaven with the sound as of a rushing

mighty wind, filling the whole house where they were

sitting, and with a semblance as of infolded flame,^

which, parting itself in every direction,^ played like a

tongue of lambent light over the head of every one of

them. It was not wind, but " a sound as of wind in its

rushing violence;" it was not fire, but something which

seemed to them like quivering tongues of a flame which

gleamed but did not burn—fit symbol of that Holy Spirit

which, like the wind, bloweth where it listeth, though we

know not whence it cometh or whither it goetli ; and, like

* Neander, p. 3,

^ Acts ii. 2, 3, So-Trep tti/otjs . . . Atrel irupbs. (Of. Luke iii. 22, LaX nepiffrephv ;

Ezek. i. 24; xliii. 2; 1 Kings xix. 11.)

' yKu>(T(Tai diaiji.epi(6jxeuai, not " cloven tongucs," as in the E.Y., though this

view of the word is said to have determined the symbolic shape of the Epis-

copal mitre. The expression " tongue of fire " is found also in Isa. v. 2i, but

there it is a devouring flame.
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the kindled fire of love, glowing on the holy altar of every

faithful heart, utters, not seldom, even from the stammering

lips of ignorance, the burning words of inspiration.

And that this first Pentecost marked an eternal

moment in the destiny of mankind, no reader of history

will surely deny. Undoubtedly in every age since then

the sons of God have, to an extent unknown before,

been taught by the Spirit of Grod. Undoubtedly since

then, to an extent unrealised before, we may know that

the Spirit of Christ dwelleth in us. Undoubtedly we
may enjoy a nearer sense of union with God in Christ

than was accorded to the saints of the Old Dispensation,

and a thankful certainty that we see the days which kings

and prophets desired to see and did not see them, and

hear the truths which they desired to hear and did not

hear them. And this New Dispensation began henceforth

in all its fulness. It was no exclusive consecration to a

separated priesthood, no isolated endowment of a narrow

Apostolate. It was the consecration of a whole Church

—its men, its women, its children—to be all of them
" a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,

a peculiar people
;

" it was an endowment, of which the

full free offer was meant ultimately to be extended to

all mankind. Each one of that hundred and twenty was

not the exceptional recipient of a blessing and witness

of a revelation, but the forerunner and representative of

myriads more. And this miracle was not merely transient,

but is continuously renewed. It is not a rushing sound

and gleaming light, seen perhaps only for a moment, but

it is a living energy and an unceasing inspiration. It is

not a visible symbol to a gathered handful of human souls

in the upper room of a Jewish house, but a vivifying wind

which shall henceforth breathe in all ages of the world's

history; a tide of light which is rolling, and shall roll,
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from shore to shore until the earth is full of the know-

ledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.

And if this be the aspect under which it is regarded,

the outward symbol sinks into subordinate importance.

They who hold the truths on which I have been dwelling

will not care to enter into the voluminous controversy as

to whether that which is described as audible and visible

was so in seeming only—whether the something which

sounded like wind, and the something which gleamed like

flame,^ were external realities, or whether they were but

subjective impressions, so vivid as to be identified with

the things themselves. When the whole soul is filled with

a spiritual light and a spiritual fire—when it seems to

echo, as in the Jewish legend of the great Lawgiver, with

the music of other worlds—when it is caught up into the

third heaven and hears words which it is not possible

for man to utter—when, to the farthest horizon of its

consciousness, it seems as it were filled with the " rush of

congregated wings "—when, to borrow the language of St.

Augustine, the natural life is dead, and the soul thrills,

under the glow of spiritual illumination, with a life which

is supernatural—what, to such a soul, is objective and

what is subjective ? To such questions the only answer

it cares to give is, " Whether in the body or out of the

body, I cannot tell. Grod knoweth."^

But when from these mysterious phenomena we

turn to the effects wrought by them in those for

whom they were manifested, we are dealing with things

more capable of being defined. Here, however, it is

necessary to distinguish between the immediate result

and the permanent inspiration. The former astounded a

^ Acts ii. 2, 3, Sxrirep . . . axrel.

2 " It did me much harm that I did not then know it was possible to see

anything otherwise than with the eyes of the body " (St. Teresa, Vida, vii. 11).
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multitude ; the latter revived a world. The former led

to an immediate conversion; the latter is the power

of a holy life. The former was a new and amazing out-

burst of strange emotion; the latter was the sustaining

influence which enables the soul to soar from earth

heavenwards in steady flight on the double wings of

Faith and Love.

Yet, though there be no manner of comparison between

the real importance of the transient phenomenon and the

continuous result, it is necessary to a true conception of

the age of the Apostles that we should understand what

is told us of the former. " And they were all immediately

filled," it is said, " with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak

with other tongues as the Spirit gave them to utter." ^

The prima facie aspect of the narrative which follows

—apart from the analogy of other Scriptures—has led

to the belief that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at

Pentecost was succeeded by an outburst of utterance, in

which a body of Gralilseans spoke a multitude of languages

which they had never learned; and this has led to the

inference that throughout their lives the Apostles pos-

sessed the power of speaking languages which they had

not acquired.^

* Acts ii. 4. \aXCiv, " to speak," as distiBguished from \lyuv, " to say,"

points rather to the actual articulations than to the thoughts which words

convey ; airocpdeyyecrdai, eloqiii, implies a brief forcible utterance. Neither erepal

nor yXwffo-ai throw light on the nature of the phenomena, except as referring

to Isa. xxviii. 11.

2 Against this view (which, with the contrast with Babel, &c., is not found,

I think, earlier than the Fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries), see Herder,

Die Gabc d. Sprache ; Bunsen, Hippol.u.. 12; Ewald, Gesch. Isr. \i. 110;

Neander, Planting, 13,14; Bo Wette, Einleit. 27—37 ; Hilgenfeld, Einleit.

275 ; Reuss, Hist. Apol. 50—55 ; Olshausen, ad loc. ; De Pressense, Trois

prerti. Siecles, i. 355; and almost every unbiassed modern commentator.

Meyer {ad loc.) goes so far as to say that "the sudden communication of

the gift of speaking in foreign languages is neither logically possible nor

psychologically and morally conceivable."
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But if we examine other passages where the same

phenomenon is alluded to or discussed, they will show us

that this view of the matter is at least questionable. In

Mark xvi. 17—waiving all argument as to the genuine-

ness of the passage—the word Kaival^^ " new," is omitted

in several uncials and versions ;
^ but if retained, it goes

against the common notion, for it points to strange

utterances, not to foreign languages. In the other places

of the Acts ^ where the gift of the Spirit is alluded to,

no hint is given of the use of unknown languages. In

fact, that view of the subject has chiefly been stereotyped

in the popular conception by the interpolation of the

word " unknoivn " in 1 Cor. xiv.^ The glossolalia, or

"speaking with a tongue," is connected with "prophesy-

ing"—that is, exalted preaching—and magnifying Grod.

The sole passage by which we can hope to understand it

is the section of the First Epistle to the Corinthians to

which I have just alluded.* It is impossible for any one

to examine that section carefully without beiug forced

to the conclusion that, at Corinth at any rate, the gift

of tongues had not the least connexion with foreign

languages. Of such a knowledge, if this single passage

of the Acts be not an exception, there is not the shadow

of a trace in Scripture. That this passage is not an

exception seems to be clear from the fact that St. Peter,

in rebutting the coarse insinuation that the phenomenon

was the result of drunkenness, does not so much as make

* C, L, A, Copt., Arm. Apart from these questions, the unlimited univer-

sality of the promise leads us to believe that our Lord here, as elsewhere, is

using the language of spiritual metaphor. Many a great missionary and

preacher has, in the highest sense, spoken " with new tongues " who has yet

found insuperable difficulty in the acquisition of foreign languages.

2 X. 46 ; xix. 6 (cf . xi. 15).

3 1 Cor. xiv. 4, 13, 14, 27.

< 1 Cor. xii.—xiv. 33.
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tlie most passiDg allusion to an evidence so unparalleled

;

and that the passage of Joel of which he sees the fulfil-

ment in the outpouring of Pentecost, does not contain the

remotest hint of foreign languages. Hence the flmcj that

this was the immediate result of Pentecost is unknown to

the first two centuries, and only sprang up when the

true tradition had heen obscured. The inference that

the gift of unlearnt languages was designed to help the

Apostles in their future preaching is one that unites

a mass of misconceptions. In the first place, such a

gift would be quite alien to that law of God's Provi-

dence which never bestows on man that which man
can acquire by his own unaided efforts. In the second

place, owing to the universal dissemination at that time

of Greek and Latin, there never was a period in which

such a gift would have been more absolutely needless. •'

In the third place, though all other miracles of the New
Testament found their continuance and their analogies,

for a time at any rate, after the death of the Apostles,

there is no existing allusion, or even early legend, which

has presumed the existence of this power.^ In the fourth

place, although Paul ' spoke with a tongue '^ more than all

his converts, it is clear from the narrative of what occurred

at Lycaonia, that at a most crucial moment he did not

understand the Lycaonian dialect. In the fifth place, early

"^ For instance, the whole multitude from fifteen countries which heard the

Apostles speak " in their own tongues " the wonderful works of God, yet all

understood the speech which St. Peter addressed to them in Greek. Hence
such a power of speaking unlearnt foreign languages woidd have been a
" Luxus-wiinder " (Immer, iVezii. T/ieoZ. 195). Far different was it with the

time glossolaly which in its controlled force involved a spiritual power of"

stirring to its inmost depths the heart of unbelief. (1 Cor. xiv. 22.)

2 Middleton, Mirac. Powers, 120. The passage of Irenseus {Haer. v. 6, 1)

usually quoted in favour of such a view, tells the other way, since the object

of the iravroSairal yXucTTai is there explained to be Tct Kpicpta Twv avQpi-nwf us.

<pai'€phi> 6.yeiv,

3 1 Cor. xiv. 18, yx<ia(xri (n, A, D, E, F, G).

H
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Christian tradition distinctly asserts tliat the Apostles did

not possess a supernatural knowledge of foreign tongues,

since Papias tells us that Mark accompanied St. Peter as

an " interpreter " (e/)/i7?yeyT^<?), and Jerome that Titus was

useful to St. Paul from his knowledge of Greek. ^ We
are, therefore, forced to look for some other aspect of

the utterance of that inspiration which accompanied the

heavenly signs of Pentecost. The mistaken explanation of

it has sprung from taking too literally St. Luke's dramatic

reproduction of the vague murmurs of a throng, who
mistook the nature of a gift of which they witnessed the

reality. I do not see how any thoughtful student who
has really considered the whole subject can avoid the con-

clusion of Neander, that "any foreign languages which were

spoken on this occasion were only something accidental,

and not the essential element of the language of the

Spirit." 2

In ancient times—especially before Origen—there

seems to have been an impression that only one language

was spoken, but that the miracle consisted in each hearer

imagining it to be his own native tongue.^ The explana-

tion is remarkable as showing an early impression that

the passage had been misunderstood. The modern view,

developed especially by Schneckenburger (following St.

1 Papias, op. Euseb. JSf. "E. iii. 30 ; cf . Iren. iii. 1 ; interpres. Tert. adv.

Marc. iv. 5.

^ Planting, 13, 14. I lave not touched on any modern analogies to these

spiritual manifestations, but agree witli the \\e\7 of Dr. Do] linger, who says

that they have occurred " in a lower sphere, and without any miraculous

endowment ... an unusual plienomeuon, but one completely within the

range of natural operations, which the gift of the Apostolic age came into to

exalt and ennoble it " {First Age of Church, 315).
3 Greg. Nyss. De Sjnr. Sand. Bp. Martensen, Christl. Dogm. 381;

Overbeck, Apg., p. 26, and many others. The often-repeated objection of

Gregory of Naziauzns (Orat. xliv.) that this is to transfer the miracle to the

hearers, lias no weight whatever. The efEect on the hearers was solely due to

the power of the new spiritual " tongue."
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Cj^prian and Erasmus), is tliat the " tongue " was, from

its own force and significance, intelligible equally to all

who heard it. That such a thing is possible may be

readily admitted, and it derives some probability from

many analogies in the history of the Church. The stories

of St. Bernard, St. Anthony of Padua, St. Vincent Ferrer,

St. Louis Bertrand, St. Francis Xavier, and others who are

said to have been endowed with the spiritual power of

swaying the passions, kindling the enthusiasm, or stirring

the penitence of vast multitudes whom they addressed in

a language unintelligible to the majority of the hearers,

are so far from being inventions, that any one who has

been present at the speech of a great orator, though

beyond the range of his voice, can readily understand the

nature and the intensity of the effect produced.^ But
neither of these theories taken alone seems adequate to

account for the language used by St. Peter and St. Paul.

Almost all the theories about the glossolalia are too

partial. The true view can only be discovered by a

combination of them. The belief that languages were

used which were unknown, or only partially known, or

which had only been pre^dously known to the speaker

;

that the tongue was a mystic, exalted, poetic, unusual

stjde of phraseology and utterance;^ that it was a dithy-

rambic outpouring of strange and rhythmic praise ; that

it was the impassioned use of ejaculatory words and

sentences of Hebrew Scripture; that it was a wild, un-

intelligible, inarticulate succession of sounds, which either

conveyed no impression to the ordinary hearer, or could

* See Chapters on Language, p. 63 ; Marsh, Lect. on Lang. 486—488; Cic.

de Orat. iii. 216.

2 r\M(Tffa sometimes means "an unusual expression " (Arist. Rhet. iii. 2, 14).

Cf. our " gloss," " glossology." See especially Bleek, Stiul. u. Krit. 1829.

" Lingiiam esse cum quis loquatur obscuras et mysticas significationes " (Aug,

de Gen. ad litt. xii. 8).

H 2
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only be interpreted by one whose special gift it was to

understand the rapt and ecstatic strain—none of these

views is correct separately, all may have some elements of

truth in their combination. This is the meaning of St.

Paul's expression " kinds of tongues." If we assume, as

must be assumed, that the glossolalia at Corinth and else-

where was identical with the glossolalia at Pentecost,

then we must interpret the narrative of St. Luke by the

full and earnest discussion of the subject—written, be it

remembered, at a far earlier period, and in immediate

contact with, and even experience of, the manifestation

—

by St. Paul. That the glossolaly at Corinth was not a

speaking in foreign languages is too clear to need proof.

St. Paul in speaking of it uses the analogies of the

clanging of a cymbal, the. booming of a gong,^ the

indistinct blare of a trumpet,^ the tuneless strains of

flute or harp.^ We learn that, apart from interpre-

tation, it was not for the edification of any but the

speaker ;* that even the speaker did not always under-

stand it;^ that it was sporadic in its recurrences;^ that

it was excited, inarticulate, astonishing,^ intended as a

sign to unbelievers rather than as an aid to believers, but

even on unbelievers liable, when not under due regulation,

to leave an impression of madness ;^ lastly, that, though

controllable by all who were truly and nobly under its in-

fluence, it often led to spurious and disorderly outbreaks.*

* 1 Cor. xiii. 1, X"^k2>s hx'^v, Klfxfiakov a\a\d(ov.

2 8, iav &5ti\ov (p(A>vi]v (roi\Tny^ S^. St. Cliiysostom uses language equally

disparaging of analogous outbreaks in Constautinoplo (Horn, in Ps. vi. 12

see Dr. Plumptre's interesting article in Smith's Diet, iii, ]560).

^ xiv. 7, S^ucoj T& iti|/uxa (paivriv SiSSvra, K.r.X., iav Sia(rTO\V "^ols <p66yyots /j.^ Stp.

* xiv. 2, ovK avOpuiTTOts \a\u. 4, eavrhv oiKo5o;Uej. Cf. 11. The proper

meaning of the words \a\e7i', yXuxxcra, <t>wv^, all point in this direction. In St.

Liike's phraseology the word for a language is not yXwcraa, but SiaAexTos.

^ xiv. 19. •' xiv. 27. ^ xiv. 2. " xiv. 23, ovk fpova-iv Sn nalffffOt;

9 xiv. 9, 11, 17, 20—23, 26-28, 33, 40.
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Any one wlio fairly ponders these indications can liardly

doubt that, when the consciousness of the new power came

over the assembled disciples, they did not speak as men
ordinarily speak. The voice they uttered was awful in its

range, in its tone, in its modulations, in its startling,

penetrating, almost appalling power ;-^ the words they

spoke were exalted, intense, passionate, full of mystic

significance ; the language they used was not their ordi-

nary and familiar tongue, but was Hebrew, or Greek, or

Latin, or Aramaic, or Persian, or Arabic, as some over-

powering and unconscious impulse of the moment might

direct ; the burden of their thoughts was the ejaculation

of rapture, of amazement, of thanksgiving, of prayer, of

empassioned psalm, of dithyrambic hymn ; their utterances

were addressed not to each other, but were like an in-

spired soliloquy of the soul with God. And among these

strange sounds of many voices, all simultaneously raised in

the accordance of ecstatic devotion,^ there were some which

none could rightly interpret, which rang on the air like the

voice of barbarous languages, and which, except to those

who uttered them, and who in uttering them felt carried

out of themselves, conveyed no definite significance beyond

the fact that they were reverberations of one and the

same ecstasy—echoes waked in different consciousnesses

by the same immense emotion. Such—as we gather from

the notices of St. Luke, St. Peter, and St. Paul—was the

" Gift of Tongues." And thus regarded, its strict accord-

^ So we infer from St. Paul's allusions, which find illustration in modem
analogies. Archd. Stopford describes the "unknown tongue" of the Irish

Revivalists in 1859 as " a sound such as I never heard before, unearthly and

unaccountable."

2 This simultaneity of utterance by people under the same impressions is

recorded several times in the Acts of the Apostles. It was evidently analogous

to, though not perhaps identical with " glossolalia "—the eloquence of religious

transport thrilling with rapture and conviction.
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ance with the known laws of ps^'^chology ^ furnishes us

with a fresh proof of the truthfulness of the history, and

shows us that . no sign of the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit could have been more natural, more evidential, or

more intense.

The city of Jerusalem at that moment was crowded

by a miscellaneous multitude of Jews and Proselytes.

It was inevitable that the awful sound ^ should arrest

the astonished attention, first of one, then of more,

lastly of a multitude of the inhabitants and passers-by.

The age—an age which was in keen expectation of some

divine event ; the day—the great anniversary of Pentecost

and of Sinai ; the hour—when people were already be-

ginning to throng the streets on their way to the Temple

service—would all tend to swell the numbers, and in-

tensify the feelings of the crowd. Up the steps which

led outside the house to the "upper room" they would

first begin to make their way in twos and threes, and

then to press in larger numbers, until their eagerness,

their obtrusion, their exclamations of fear, surprise, admi-

ration, insult, could not fail to break the spell. The
Church for the first time found itself face to face with

the world—a world loud in its expressions of perplexity,

through which broke the open language of hate and

scorn. That which fixed the attention of all the better

portion of the crowd was the fact that these " Galila^ans
"

were magnifying, in strange tongues, the mercies and

power of God. But most of the spectators were filled

^ Compare in the Old Testament tlie cases of Saul, &c. (1 Sam. x. 11

;

xviii. 10 ; xix. 23, 24). " C'est le laugage brulant et mysterieux de I'extase
"

(De Prcssense, i. 355).

^ In Acts ii. 6 the words yeyofifvyis 5e rrji ^ccvtjs Tovrrjy do not mean (as

in the E.V.) "now when this was noised abroad," but "when this sonnd

occurred " (cf. ^x"*) '^^^- 2 ; John iii. 8 ; Rev. vi. 1). It is evidently an allusion

to the Bath Kol. (See Herzog, Heal. Encycl., s.v.)
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with contempt at what seemed to them to be a wild

fanaticism. "These men," they jeeringly exclaimed,

"have been indulging too freely in the festivities of

Pentecost.^ They are drunk with sweet wine."^

It was the prevalence of this derisive comment which

forced upon the Apostles the necessity of immediate ex-

planation.^ "The spirits of the prophets," as St. Paul

says, with that masculine practical wisdom which in

him is found in such rare combination with burning

enthusiasm, " are subject unto the prophets."^ The

Apostles were at once able not only to calm their own
exaltation, but also, even at this intense moment, to hush

into absolute silence the overmastering emotion of their

brethren. They saw well that it would be fatal to

their position as witnesses to a divine revelation if any-

thing in their worship could, however insultingly, be

represented as the orgiastic exhibition of undisciplined

fervour. It was a duty to prove from the very first that

the Christian disciple offered no analogy to the fanatical

fakeer. Clearing the room of all intruders, making a

space for themselves at the top of the steps, where they

could speak in the name of the brethren to the surging

throng who filled the street, the Apostles came forward,

and Peter assumed the office of their spokesman. Stand-

ing in an attitude, and speaking in a tone, which

commanded attention,^ he first begged for serious atten-

tion, and told the crowd that their coarse suspicion

1 See Deut. xvi. 11.

2 y\(VKos cannot be " new wine," as in E.V., for Pentecost fell in June, and

the vintage was in August.
3 Acts ii. 15, ws uMfi's vnoXafjiPdvfTe. There is a slight excuse for this insult,

since spiritual emotion may produce effects similar to those which result

from intoxication (Eph. v. 18 ; 1 Sam. x. 10, 11 ; xviii. 10—Heh., " raved ").

Compare the German expression, " Ein Gott-trunkeuer Mann."
* 1 Cor. xiv. 32.

^ Acts ii. 14, aradeh . . . eirppe tV (pui/ijy.
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was refuted at once by the fact that it was but nine

o'clock. He then proceeded to explain to them that this

was the fulfilment of the prophecy of Joel that, among
other signs and portents of the last days, there should be

a special effusion of the Spirit of God, like that of which

they had witnessed the manifestations. It was the object

of the remainder of his speech to prove that this Spirit

had been outpoured by that same Jesus of Nazareth^

whom they had nailed to the cross, but whose resurrection

and deliverance from the throes of death were foreshadowed

in the Psalms of His glorious ancestor.

The power with which this speech came home to the

minds of the hearers ; the force and fearlessness with

which it was delivered by one who, not two months

before, had been frightened, by the mere question of a

curious girl, into the denial of his Lord ; the insight

into Scripture which it evinced in men who so recently

had shown themselves but ' fools and slow of heart

'

to believe all that the prophets had spoken concerning

Christ ;^ the three thousand who were at once baptised

into a profession of the new faith—were themselves the

most convincing proofs—proofs even more convincing

than rushing wind, and strange tongues, and lambent

flames—that now indeed the Promise of the Paraclete

had been fulfilled, and that a new ceon had begun in God's

dealings with the world.

1 Acts ii. 22, Na^wpalos, the Galilaean form of 'i^a.^tufoXos*

2 Luke xxiv. 25.



CHAPTER YI.

EARLY PERSECUTIONS.

«It fills the Church of God; it fiUs

The siuf111 world around
;

Ouly in stubborn hearts and wills

No place for it is found.''

—

Keble.

The life of tliese early Christians was tlie poetic childhood

of the Church in her earliest innocence. It was marked by
simplicity, by gladness, by worship, by brotherhood. At
home, and in their place of meeting, their lives were a per-

petual prayer, their meals a perpetual love-feast and a per-

petual eucharist. In the Temple they attended the public

services with unanimous zeal. In the first impulses of

fraternal joy many sold their possessions to contribute to

a common stock. The numbers of the little community

increased daily, and the mass of the people looked on them
not only with tolerance, but with admiration and esteem.

The events which followed all tended at first to

strengthen their position. The healing of the cripple

in Solomon's porch ; the bold speech of Peter afterwards
;

the unshaken constancy with which Peter and John faced

the fury of the Sadducees ; the manner in which all the

disciples accepted and even exulted in persecution, if it

came in the fulfilment of their duties ;
^ the power with

^ It is a very interesting fact that on the first summons of Peter and
John before the Hierarchs, they were dismissed, with threats, indeed, and
warnings, but unpunished, because the Council became convinced {icara\afi6ixevoi)

that they were "unlearned and ignorant men" (Acts iv. 13). Tlie words,

however, convey too contemptuous a notion to EngUsh readers. 'Aypafj-narot
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wliicli they witnessed to the resurrection of their Lord;

the beautiful spectacle of their unanimity ; the awful

suddenness with which Ananias and Sapphira had been

stricken down ; the signs and wonders which were wrought

by the power of faith ; the zeal and devotion which marked

their gatherings in Solomon's porch, caused a rapid advance

in the numbers and position of the Christian brothers.

As their influence increased, the hierarchic clique, which

at that time governed the body wliich still called itself

the Sanhedrin, grew more and more alarmed. In spite

of the populace, whose sympathy made it dangerous at

that time to meddle with the followers of Jesus, they at

last summoned the two leading Apostles before a solemn

conclave of the Sanhedrin and senate.^ Probably, as at

the earlier session, the whole priestly party were there

—

the crafty Annas, the worldly Caiaphas,^ the rich, unscru-

pulous, money-loving body of Kamhiths, and Phabis, and

Kantheras, and Boethusim,^ the Pharisaic doctors of the

law, with GamaHel at their head ; John, perhaps the cele-

simply means that their knowledge of Jewish culture was confined to the Holy
Scriptures; IdiwTai, that they had never studied in rabbinic schools. The
word Hecliot (j'SiwTrjs) occurs frequently in the Talmud, and expi'esses a position

far superior to that of the am-haarets. The Hediot is one who, though not a

frequenter of the schools, still pays deference to the authority of the Rabbis

;

the am-haarets is one who hates and despises that authority. Hillcl was dis-

tinguished for his forbearing condescension towards the ignorance of Hecliots

(Babha Metzia, f . 104, 1). Compare John vii. 15, " How knoweth this man
letters, having never learned ?"

^ " Populus sauior quam qui praesunt " (Bengel). Tlie use of the word

yepovcrta in Acts v. 21 is somewhat perplexing, because we know nothing of

any Jewish " senate " apart from the Sanhedrin, and because if y^povcrla be

taken in an etymological ratlier than a political sense, the Sanhedrin included

the elders (iv. 8; xxv. 15). It is impossible, in the obscurity of the subject, to

distinguish between the political and the Talmudic Sanhedrin. See Deren-

bourg {Palestine, 213), who thinks that Agrippa had been the first to introduce

Kabbis into the Sauhcdrin.
2 Both of these are mentioned as having been at the earlier meeting, and

we are probably intended to understand tliey were also present at this.

3 On these, see Life of Christ, ii., pp. 329—342.
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brated Jolmnan Ben Zakkai ;
^ Alexander, perliaps tlie

wealthy brother of the learned Philo;^ the same body

who had been present at those secret, guilty, tumultuous,

illegal meetings in which they handed over the Lord Jesus

to their Roman executioners—were again assembled, but

now with something of misgiving and terror, to make one

more supreme effort to stamp out the Galilsean heresy.

The Apostles, when first brought before the San-

hedrin, had been arrested in the evening by the

Captain of the Temple, and had been released with strong

threats, partly because the Sadducees affected to despise

them, but still more because they did not know how to

gainsay the miracle of the healing of the cripple. The

Apostles had then openly declared that they should be

compelled by the law of a higher duty to disregard these

threats, and they had continued to teach to increas-

ing thousands that doctrine of the resurrection which

filled the Sadducees with the greatest jealousy. It was

impossible to leave them unmolested in their career,

and by the High Priest's order they were thrust

into prison. The Sanhedrin met at dawn to try them;

but when they sent for them to the prison they found

that the Apostles were not there, but that, delivered by
" an angel of the Lord," they were calmly teaching in

the Temple. In the deepest perplexity, the Sanhedrists

once more despatched the Levitical officer to arrest them,

but this time without any violence, which might lead to

dangerous results. They offered no resistance, and were

once more placed where their Lord had once stood—in

the centre of that threatening semicircle of angry judges.

In reply to the High Priest's indignant reminder of the

warning they had received, St. Peter simply laid down the

1 Liglitfoot, Cent. Chor. iu Matt., cap. 15.

2 Jos. Antt. xviii. 8, S 1.
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principle that when our duty to man clashes with our

duty to God, it is Grod that must be obeyed.^ The High
Priest had said, " Ye want to bring upon us the blood

of this man." The words are an awful comment on the

defiant cry, " His blood be on us, and on our children."

Then the Sanhedrin had not been afraid of Jesus ; now
they were trembling at the vengeance which might yet be

brought on them by two of the despised disciples. The

phrase is also remarkable as furnishing the first instance

of that avoidance of the name of Christ which makes

the Talmud, in the very same terms, refer to Him most

frequently as Pelom^—"so and so." Peter did not

aggravate the Priests' alarm. He made no allusion to

the charge of an intended vengeance ; he only said that

the Apostles, and the Holy Spirit who wrought in them,

were witnesses to the resurrection and exaltation of Him
whom they had slain. At these words the Sanhedrin

ground their teeth with rage, and began to advise another

judicial murder, which would, on their own principles,

have rendered them execrable to their countrymen, as an

assembly given to deeds of blood.^ This disgrace was

averted by the words of one wise man among them. How
far the two Apostles were protected by the animosities

between the rival sects of Sadducees and Pharisees we do

not know, but it was certainly the speech of Gamaliel

which saved them from worse results than that scourging

by Jewish thongs—those forty stripes save one—which

they received, and in which they exulted.*

^ Of. Plat, Apol. 29. TTila-onai 5e Ge^ fxaWov f) vfuv. " It were better for me
to be called ' fool ' all the days of my life, than to be made wicked before

Ha-Mahom," i.e., God; literally "the Place" {Edioth, ch. v. 6).

2 In Spanish and Portuguese fnlano (through the Arabic). The designation

otho haish, " that man," is still more contemptuous, i©' (Yeshu) is used as the

contraction for siic, and is composed of the initial letters of an imprecation.

^ "The Sanhedrin is not to save, but to destroy life" {Sanhedr. 42 h). (See

Life of Christ, ii. 352, and infra, Excursus YII. * Deut xxv. 2.
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That speecli of Gamaliel was not unworthy of a grand-

son of Hillel—of one of those seven who alone w^on the

supreme title of Eabbanim^—of one who subsequently

became a President of the Sanhedrin. It has been

strangely misunderstood. The supposed anachronism of

thirty years in the reference to Theudas has led the school

of Baur to deny altogether the genuineness of the speech,

but it has yet to be proved that the allusion may not

have been perfectly correct. The notion that the speech

was due to a secret leaning in favour of Christianity,

and the tradition of the Clementine Recognitions, that

Gamaliel was in heart a Christian,^ have no shadow of

probability in their favour, since every allusion to him in

the Talmud shows that he lived and died a Pharisee.

Nor, again, is there the least ground for Schrader's in-

dignation against his supposed assertion of the principle

that the success of a religion is a sufficient test of its

truth. "We must remember that only the briefest outline

of his speech is given, and all that Gamaliel seems to

have meant was this
—

' Let these men alone at present.

As far as we can see, they are only the victims of a

harmless delusion. There is nothing seditious in their

practice, nothing subversive in their doctrines. Even if

there were we should have nothing to fear from them,

and no need to adopt violent measures of precaution.

Fanaticism and imposture are short-lived, even when
backed by popular insurrection ; but in the views of

these men there may be something more than at present

appears. Some germ of truth, some gleam of revelation,

may inspire their singular enthusiasm, and to fight

against this may be to fight against God.' Gamaliel's

1 All the Rabbans except Jolianan Ben Zakkai were descendanta of

Gamaliel.

2 Thilo, Cod. Apocr., p. 501.
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plea was not so mncli a plea for systematic tolerance as

for temporary caution.^ The day of open rupture between

Judaism and Christianity was indeed very near at hand,

but it had not yet arrived. His ad^dce is neither due to

the quiescence of Pharisaic fatalism, nor to a 'fallacious

laisser oiler view of the matter, which serves to show how
low the Jews had sunk in theology and political sagacity if

such was the counsel of their wisest.' ^ There was time,

Gamaliel thought, to wait and watch the development

of this new fraternity. To interfere with it might only

lead to a needless embroilment between the people and

the Sanhedrin. A little patience would save trouble, and

indicate the course which should be pursued. Gamaliel

was sufficiently clear-sighted to have observed that the

fire of a foolish fanaticism dies out if it be neglected, and

is only kindled into fury by premature opposition. Let

those who venture to arraign the principle of the wise

Rabbi remember that it is practically identical with the

utterance of Christ, " Every plant, which my heavenly

Father planted not, shall be plucked up by the roots."^

The advice was too sound, and the authority of the

speaker too weighty, to be altogether rejected. The

Priests and Eabbis, tortured already with guilty anxiety

as to the consequences of their judicial murder, renewed

their futile command to the Apostles to preach no more

in the name of Jesus, and scourging them for disobedience

' Too much has, perhaps, been made of the Ihv ^ 4^ kvepdnrwv as contrasted

with «.' 5^ €/£ @iov iirriu, w. 38, 39; cf. Gal. i. 8, 9—(Beng. iiiv
fj

si fit, con-

ditionaliter ; elf iartv si est, catogorice)—as though Gamaliel leaned to tlie latter

Adew—" wornach der gesetzte Zweite Fall als der dem Gamaliel wahrschein-

lichero erscheint" (Meyer). It merely means—'If it should be from men, as

results will show,' and, 'if, a case which I at present suppose, from God.'

(See Winer.)
2 Alford, following Schrader, Ber Aposiel Patihis.

2 See Matt. xv. 13. It was in this sense that Luther urged the advice of

Gamaliel upon the Elector of Treves.
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to their former injunctions, let tliem go. Neither in

public nor in private did the Apostles relax their exertions.

The gatherings still continued in Solomon's porch; the

agapce were still held in the houses of the brethren. So

far from being intimidated, the two Apostles only rejoiced

that they were counted worthy of the honour of being

dishonoured for the name of Him on whom they believed.

And here I must pause for a moment to make a

remark on the grounds which have led many modern critics

to reject the authority of the Acts of the Apostles, and to

set it down as a romance, written in the cause of recon-

ciliation between Judaising and Pauline Christians. My
object in these volumes is not controversial. It has been

my endeavour here, as in my Life of Christ, to diffuse as

widely as I can a clear knowledge of the Dawn of the

Christian Faith, and to explain as lucidly as is in my
power the bearing of its earliest documents. But I have

carefully studied the objections urged against the authen-

ticity and the statements of the New Testament writings

;

and I cannot forbear the expression of my astonishment

at the baselessness of many of the hypotheses which have

been accepted in their disparagement. Honesty of course

demands that v/e should admit the existence of an error

where such an error can be shown to exist ; but the same

honesty demands the rejection of all charges against the

accuracy of the sacred historian which rest on nothing

better than hostile prepossession. It seems to me that

writers like Baur and Zeller—in spite of their wide

learning and great literary acumen—often prove, by cap-

tious objections and by indifference to counter considera-

tions, the fundamental weakness of their own system.-^

^ See Baur, PaitZ. i. 35 ; Zeller, Die Ajoostelgesch., p. 134. Baur asserts that

Gamaliel could not have delivered the speech attributed to him because of

" the striking chronological error in the appeal to the example of Theudas."
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Hansrath altogetlier rejects the statement tliat Paul was
" brought up at the feet of Gamaliel," on the ground tliat

Paul calls himself "a zealot" for the traditions of tlie

fathers, and must therefore have belonged far rather to

the school of Shammai. He could not, according to this

And yet he does not offer any proof either that the Theudas here aUuded to

is identical with the Theudas of Josephus, or that Josephus must necessarily

be right and St. Luke necessarily -m-'ong. Zeller, while entering more fully

into the discussion, seems only to be struck by the resemblance between the

two impostors, without allowing for the ob\aous diifereuces in the accounts of

them ; and he attaches an extravagant importance to the silence of Josephus

about the unimportant movement of the earher fanatic to whom Gamaliel

is supposed to allude ; nor does he notice the possiliility, admitted even by a

Jewish writer (Jost, Gesch. d. Jud. ii. 76), that the Theudas of Gamaliel may
be the Simon, a slave of Herod, of Jos. Antt. xvii. 10, § 6 ; Tac. H. v. 9. On this

identification, see Sonntag, Stud. u. Krit., 1837, p. 622 ; and Hackett, ad loc.

Again, critics of the Tiibingen school point out the supposed absurdity of

believing that the Sanhedrin would admit " a notable miracle " and yet

punish the men who had performed it. But this is to reason from the stand-

point of modern times. The Jews have never denied the miracles of Jesus,

but they have not on that account believed in His mission. Just as a modern
Protestant, familiar with the peculiarities of nervous maladies, might accept

the narrative of wonderful cures performed at La Salette, without for a

moment admitting the reality of the vision which is supposed to have con-

secrated the place, so the Jews freely admitted the possibility of inconclusive

miracles, which they attributed generally to hishouf (i.e., thaumaturgy, miracles

wrought by unhallowed influence), or to V'TV nvnM, phaulasmagoria, or de-

ception of the eyes. (Derenbourg, Palest. 106, n. 3; 361, n. 1.) Thus they

allowed miraculous power to idols {Ahlioda Zara, f. 54, 2). There is a

Talmudic anecdote (perhaps a sort of allegory on Eccles. x. 8) which

exactly illustrates this very point. R. Eliezer ben Dama was bitten by

a serpent, and Jacob the min (i.e., Christian) offered to heal hitn in the

name of Jesus. " Ben Dama, it is forbidden
!

" said his uncle, R. Ismael.

"Let me do it," urged Jacob; " I will prove to you by the Law that it is

allowable." Before the argument was over the sick man died. " Happy Ben
Dama !

" exclaimed his uncle ;
" thou hast yielded thy soul in purity, without

violating a precept of the wise " {Ahlioda Zara, cf . 27, 6 ; 55, 1 ; Jer.

Shahhath, 14, 4).—Wlien St. Luke makes Gamaliel speak of "Judas of

Galilee," whereas Judas was born at Gamala, and commonly known as Judas

the Gaidonite {TavXavlTrjs ai/hp, Jos. Antt. xviii. 1, § 1), this trivial peculiarity

woidd unquestionably have been paraded by German critics as a proof of the

unhistorical character of the speech, but for the fortunate accident that

Josephus, with reference to the sphere of his activity, thrice calls him

6 r<x\t\a.7os {Antt. xviii. 1, § 6; xx. 5, § 2; B.J. ii. 8, § 1).
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writer, have been trained by a Eabbi who was remarkable

for his mildness and laxity. He accordingly assumes that

the author of the Acts only invents the relations between

St. Paul and Gamaliel in order to confer a sort of distinc-

tion upon the former, when the fame of Gamaliel the

Second, founder of the school of Jabne, kept alive, in

the second century, the fame of his grandfather, Gamaliel

the Elder. ^ Now of what value is a criticism which con-

temptuously, and I may even say calumniously, contra-

dicts a writer whose accuracy, in matters where it can be

thoroughly tested, receives striking confirmation from the

most opposite sources ? It would have been rightly con-

sidered a very trivial blot on St. Luke's accuracy if he

had fallen into some slight confusion about the enrolment

of Quirinus, the tetrarchy of Abilene, the Ethnarch under

Aretas, the Asiarchsof Ephesus, the "Prsetors" of Philippi,

the "Politarchs" of Thessalonica, the " Protos " of Malta, or

the question whether " Propraetor," or " Pro-consul," was,

in the numerous changes of those days, the exact official

title of the Eoman Governor of Cyprus or Corinth. On
several of these points he has been triumphantly charged

with ignorance and error ; and on all these points his

minute exactitude has been completely vindicated or

rendered extremely probable. In every historical allusion

—as, for instance, the characters of Gallio, Felix, Festus,

Agrippa 11. , Ananias, the famine in the days of Claudius,

the decree to expel Jews from Eome, the deatli of

Agrippa I., the rule of Aretas at Damascus, the Italian

band, &c.—he has been shown to be perfectly faithful

to facts. Are we to charge him with fraudulent

assertions about Paul's relation to Gamaliel on the

questionable supposition that, after reacliing the age of

1 Ha-zaken, as lie is usually called.
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manhood, the pupil deviated from his teacher's doctrines?^

Are we, on similar grounds, to charge Diogenes Laertius

with falsehood when he tells us that Antisthenes, the

Cynic, and Aristippus, the Cyrenaic, were both of them

pupils of Socrates ? A remarkable anecdote, which will

be quoted farther on, has recorded the terrible quarrel

between the parties of Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Joshua,

of whom the former is called a Shammaite, and the latter

a Hillelite -^ and yet both of them were pupils of the

same Rabbi, the celebrated Hillehte, R. Johanan Ben

Zaccai. Such instances might be indefinitely multiplied.

And if so, what becomes of Hausrath's criticism ? Like

many of the Tiibingen theories, it crumbles into dust.^

* Turning to Buddseus, Philos. Hehraeorum (1720), I find that he answered

this objection long ago. An interesting anecdote in Berachuth, f. 16, 2, shows

that the natural kindness of Gamaliel was too strong for the severity of his

own teaching.

2 Jer. Shabhath, i. 7.

^ See Excursus V. :
" Gamaliel and the School of Tubingen."



ST. STEPHEN AND THE HELLENISTa

CHAPTER VII.

THE DIASPORA: HEBRAISM AND HELLENISM.

" Tivov oijK tern fxiSlccs evpeiu T^y oiKovfifvris 8j ov irapaSeSeKrai tovto rh <pv\ov,

Mi^5' (sic) (iriKpaTiirai iiir aiirov.—StKABO, Op. Jos. Antt. xiv. 7, § 2. (Cf . Pllilo,

Leg. ad Gaium, xxxvi.)

The gradual cliange of relation between tlie Jews and tlie

Christians was an inevitable result of tbe widening boun-

daries of the Church, Among the early converts were

" Grecians," as well as " Hebrews," and this fact naturally

led to most important consequences, on which hinged the

historic future of the Christian Faith.

It is not too much to say that any real comprehension

of the work of St. Paul, and of the course of events in

the days after Christ must depend entirely on our in-

sight into the difference between these two classes of Jews.

And this is a point which has been so cursorily treated

that we must here pause while we endeavour to see it in

its proper light.

When the successive judgments, first of the Assyrian,

then of the Babylonian captivity, had broken all hopes of

secular power and all thoughts of secular pride in the

hearts of the Jews, a wholly different impulse was given

to the current of their life. Settled in the countries to

which they had been transplanted, allowed the full rights

I 2
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of citizenship, finding free icope for their individual

energies, they rapidly developed that remarkable genius

for commerce by which they have been characterised in

all succeeding ages. It was only a wretched handful

of the nation—compared by the Jewish writers to the

chaff of the wheat—who availed themselves of the free

permission of Cyrus, and subsequent kings of Persia, to

return to their native land.^ The remainder, although

they jealously preserved their nationality and their tradi-

tions, made their homes in every land to which they had

been drifted by the wave of conquest, and gradually

multiplying until, as Josephus tells us,^ they crowded

every corner of the habitable globe, formed that great and

remarkable body which continues to be known to this day

as " the Jews of the Dispersion." ^

This Dispersion of the Chosen People was one of

those three vast and world-wide events in which a

Christian cannot but see the hand of God so ordering the

course of history as to prepare the world for the Eevela-

tion of His Son. (i.) The immense field covered by the

1 Of tlie wliole nation only 42,360 returned ; and as the separate items of

the returning families given by Ezra and Nehemiah only amount to 30,000,

it was precariously conjectured by the Jews that the surplus consisted of

members of the ten tribes. As a body, however, the ton tribes were finally

and absolutely absorbed into the nations—not improbably of Semitic origin

—

among whom they were scattered (Jos. Antt xi. 5, § 2; 2 Esdr. xiii. 45).

Such expressions as rb SuSeKacpvXoy of James i. 1 ; Acts xxvi. 7, point rather to

past reminiscences, to patriotic yearnings, and to the sacredly- treasured genea-

logical records of a very few families, than to any demonstrable reality. Of

the priestly families only four courses out of the twenty-four returned (Ezr.

ii. 36—39).
2 Jos. Antt. xiv. 7, § 2.

3 The word is first found in this sense in Deut. xxviii. 25 ; Ps. cxlvii. 2,

" He shall gather together the outcasts ('01? ; LXX., tus biacnropai) of Israel."

It is also found in 2 Mace. i. 27, " Gather together those that are scattei'ed

from us, deliver them that serve among the heathen." They were originally

called Beni Galootha (Ezr. vi. 16.) In John vii. 35, rr]v Siaairopav twv "Ewiivui/

means the Jews scattered over the Greek world. The only other passages

where it occurs in the N.T. are Jamfes i. 1 : 1 Pet. i. 1.
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conquests of Alexander gave to the civilised world a

Unity of Language, without which it would have been,

humanly speaking, impossible for the earliest preachers to

have made known the good tidings in every land wdiich

they traversed, (ii.) The rise of the Eoman Empire created

a Political Unity which reflected in every direction the doc-

trines of the new faith, (iii.) The dispersion of the Jews

prepared vast multitudes of Greeks and Romans for the

Unity of a pure Morality and a monotheistic Faith. The
Gospel emanated from the capital of Judsea ; it was preached

in the tongue of Athens ; it was diffused through the empire

of Rome : the feet of its earliest missionaries traversed, from

the Euphrates to the Pillars of Hercules, the solid structure

of unde\^ating roads by which the Roman legionaries

—

" those massive hammers of the whole earth " ^ — had

made straight in the desert a highway for our God.

Semite and Aryan had been unconscious instruments in

the hands of God for the spread of a religion which, in

its first beginnings, both alike detested and despised.

The letters of Hebrew and Greek and Latin inscribed

above the cross were the prophetic and unconscious testi-

mony of three of the world's noblest languages to the

undying claims of Him who suffered to obliterate the

animosities of the nations which spoke them, and to unite

them all together in the one great Family of God.

This contact of Jew with Greek was fruitful of mo-

mentous consequences both to the Aryan and the Semitic

race. It is true that the enormous differences between

the morals, the habits, the tendencies, the religious

systems, the whole tone of mind and view of life in these

two great human families, inspired them with feelings of

mutual aversion and almost detestation. Out of the chaos

1 Sliairp, Mod. Culture.
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of struggling interests wliicli followed the death of

Alexander, there gradually emerged two great kingdoms,

the Eg3rptian and the Syrian, ruled respectively hy the

Ptolemies and the Seleucids. These dynasties had in-

herited the political conceptions of the great Macedonian

conqueror, and desired to produce a fusion of the hetero-

geneous elements included in their government. Both

alike turned their eyes to Palestine, which became

the theatre of their incessant contentions, and which

passed alternately under the sway of each. The Ptolemies

continuing the policy of Alexander, did their utmost to

promote the immigration of Jews into Egypt. The

Seleucids, both by force and by various political induce-

ments, settled them as largely as they could in their

western cities. Alike the Lagidse and the Seleucidae knew

the value of the Jews as quiet and order-loving citizens.

To the shores of the Mediterranean flocked an ever-

increasing multitude of Greek merchants and Greek

colonists. " The torrent of Greek immigration soon met

the torrent of Jewish emigration. Like two rivers which

poured their differently coloured waves into the same

basin without mixing with one another, these two peoples

cast themselves on the young Macedonian cities, and

there simultaneously established themselves without

intermixture, continually separated by the irrecon-

cilable diversity of their beliefs and customs, though con-

tinually flung into connexion by community of business

and by the uniform legislation which protected their

interests." ^

The effect of this on the Greek was less marked and

less memorable than its effect on the Jew. Judaism was

more Hellenised by the contact than Hellenism was

* Reuss, Thiol. Chret. I. i. 93 ; and in Herzog, Cyclop., s.v. " Hellenism."

On this isojDolity see Jos. c. Ap. ii. 4.
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Judaised. There can be no more striking proof of tliis

fact than the total loss by the " Sons of the Dispersion
"

of their own mother tongue. That the effects on the

Pagan world were less beneficial than might have been

anticipated was, in great measure, the fault of the Jews

themselves. That sort of obtrusive humility which so

often marks a race which has nothing to live on but its

memories, was mingled with an invincible prejudice, a

rooted self-esteem, an unconcealed antipathy to those of

alien race and religion, which, combined as it was with

commercial habits by no means always scrupulous, and a

success by no means always considerate, alienated into

disgust the very sympathies which it should have striven

to win. The language in which the Jews are spoken of

by the writers of the Empire—a language expressive

of detestation mingled with curiosity—sufficiently accounts

for the outbreaks of mob violence, from which in so many
ages they have been liable to suffer. These outbreaks, if

not connived at by the governing authorities, were too often

condoned. Yet, in sj^ite of this, the influence insensibly

exercised by the Jews over the heathen among whom they

lived was full of important consequences for Christianity.

" Victiy says Seneca, " victoribus leyes dederunt!' The
old Paganisin was, in intellectual circles, to a great extent

effete. Grreat Pan was dead. Except in remote country

districts, the gods of Olympus were idle names. In Eome
the terrors of Tartarus were themes for a schoolboy's

laughter. Religion had sunk into a state machinerj^^

The natural consequences followed. Those minds which

were too degraded to feel the need of a religion were

content to wallow, like natural brute beasts, in the Stygian

pool of a hideous immorality. Others became the votaries

• See Juv. ii. 149 ; Boissier, La Religion Romaine, i. 374—450 aud contra^

Friecllandor, Siitengesch. Roms. (wlio goes too far).
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of low foreign superstitions,-^ or the dupes of every variety

of designing charlatans. But not a few were attracted

into the shadow of the synagogue, and the majority of

these were women,^ who, restricted as was their influence,

yet could not fail to draw the attention of their domestic

circles to the belief which they had embraced. In every

considerable city of the Eoman Empire the service of the

synagogue was held in Greek, and these services were

perfectly open to any one who liked to be present at

them. Greek, too, became emphatically the language

of Christianity. Multitudes of early converts had been

Jewish proselytes before they became Christian disciples.

They passed from the synagogue of Hellenists into the

Church of Christ.

The influences exercised by the Disj^ersion on the Jews

themselves were, of course, too varied and multitudinous to

be summed up under one head
;
yet we may trace two con-

sequences which, century after century, worked in opposite

directions, but each of which was deeply marked. On the

one hand they became more faithful to their religion; on the

other more cosmopolitan in their views. Although they

made their home in the heathen countries to which they had

been removed by conquest, or had wandered in pursuit of

commerce, it must not be supposed that they were at all

1 Because these presented vaguer and more shado^vy concoptious of the

Divine, more possible to grasp than gross concrete images (see Hausrath,

Netit. Zeitg. ii. 76), and because Greek religion was too gay for a sick and
suffering world (Apul. Metam. xi. passim). See Cat. x. 26 ; Ov. F. iv. 309;

A. A. i. 78 ; Juv. vi. 489, 523 ; Tac. Ann. xvi. 6, &c.

2 The important pai-t played by these proselytes (who are also called

(refiS/xfuoi, eva-ePe7s, (vKafiels) may be seen in Acts x. 2 ; xiii. 43 ; xvi. 14, &e., and
passim. Owing to the painful and, to Hellenic imagination, revolting rite of

circumcision, women were more frequently converted to Judaism than men.

Josephus {B. J. ii., xx. 2) tells us that nearly all the women of Damascus had
adopted Judaism ; and even in the first century three celebrated Ra))bis were
sons of heathen mothers who had embraced the faith of Moses (Doreubourg,

Palest., p. 223).
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ready to forfeit their nationality or abandon tlielr

traditions. On the contrary, the great majority of them

dung to both with a more desperate tenacity. In the

destruction of their independence they had recognised the

retribution threatened in that long-neglected series of

prophecies which had rebuked them for their idolatries.

Of all polytheistic tendencies the Jew was cured for ever,

and as though to repair past centuries of rebellion and

indifference—as though to earn the fulfilment of that great

promise of an Anointed Deliverer which was the centre of

all their hopes—they devoted themselves with all the

ardour of their self-conscious pride to keep the minutest

observances of their Law and ritual. Their faithfulness

—

a complete contrast to their old apostasies—was due to

the work of the Sojjherhn, or Scribes. It was towards

Jerusalem that they worshipped ; it was to the Sanhedrin

of Jerusalem that they looked for legal decisions ; it

was from the Amoraim and Tanaim of Jerusalem that they

accepted all solutions of casuistical difficulties ; it was

from Jerusalem that were flashed the fire-signals which

announced over many lands the true date of the new
moons ; it was into the treasury of Jerusalem that they

poured, not only the stated Temple-tribute of half a

shekel, but gifts far more costly, which told of their

unshaken devotion to the church of their fathers. It was

in Jerusalem that they maintained a special synagogue,

and to Jerusalem that they made incessant pilgrimages.-^

The hatred, the suspicion, the contempt created in many
countries by the exclusiveness of their prejudices, the

peculiarity of their institutions, the jealousy of their

successes, only wedded them more fanatically to the

observance of their Levitical rules by giving a tinge of

1 See Philo, Legal. 36 ; in Flacc. 7 ; Jos. AnU. xvi. 6 ; xviii. 9, § 1

;

Cic. jpro i^Zacc. xxviii. ; Slickalim, 7, 4 ; Rosli Hashana, 2, 4.
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mart3"rdoin to the fulfilment of obligations. It became

with them a point of conscience to maintain the insti-

tutions which their heathen neighbours attacked with

every weapon of raillery and scorn. But these very

circumstances .tended to produce a marked degeneracy of

the religious spirit. The idolatry, which in old days

had fastened on the visible symbols of alien deities,

only assumed another form when concentrated on the

dead-letter of documents, and the minute ritualism of

service. Graduall}^ among vast masses of the Jewish

people, religion sank almost into fetichism. It lost all

power over the heart and conscience, all its tender love,

all its inspiring warmth, all its illuminating light. It

bound the nation hand and foot to the corpse of meaning-

less "traditions. Even the ethics of the Mosaic legislation

were perverted by a casuistry which was at once timid

in violating the letter, and audacious in superseding the

spirit. In the place of moral nobleness and genial bene-

volence, Judaism in its decadence bred only an incapacity

for spiritual insight, a self-satisfied orthodoxy, and an

ofifensive pride. It enlisted murder and falsity in defence

of ignorant Shibboleths and useless forms. The difference

between the ideal Jew of earlier and later times can only

be measured by the difference between the moral principles

of the Law and the .dry precedents of the Mishna—by
the difference which separates the Pentateuch from the

Talmud, the Book of Exodus from the Abhoda Zara.-^

But while it produced these results in many of the

Jewish communities, there were others, and there were

special individuals in all communities, in Avhom the

influence of heathen surroundings worked very dififerently.

There were many great and beautiful lessons to be learnt

1 "The author of the Pentateuch and the Tanaim moved in different

worlds of ideas " (Kuenen, iii. 291).
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from tlie better aspects of the heathen world. If there

was a o-race that radiated from Jerusalem, there were

also gifts which brightened Athens. The sense of

beauty—the exquisiteness of art—the largeness and clear-

ness of insight—the perfection of literary form which

characterised the Grreek of the age of Pericles, had left

the world an immortal heritage;, and Eome had her own

lessons to teach of dignity, and law, and endurance,

and colonisation, and justice. Commerce is eminently

cosmopolitan. The Jewish Captivity, with the events

which followed it, made the Jews a commercial people.

This innate tendency of the race had been curbed, first

by the Mosaic legislation,^ then by the influence of the

prophets. But when these restrictions had been provi-

dentially removed, the Jew flung himself with ardour

into a career from which he had been hitherto restrained.

So far from regarding as identical the notions of " mer-

chant " and " Canaanite,"^ the Eabbis soon began to sing

the praises of trade. " There can be no worse occupa-

tion than agriculture
!

" said E. Eleazar. " All the

fanning in the world will not make you so remunerative

as commerce," said Eabh^ as he saw a cornfield bowing

its golden ears under the summer breeze.* So easy is it

for a people to get over an archaic legislation if it stands

in the way of their interests or inclinations ! The Mosaic

1 Deut. xvi. 16, 17; Lev. xxv.; Ps. cvii. 23. See Jos. c. A-p. i. 12. The
cliapter begins witli the remark, ^^e?s rolvw oiire x'^P'^" olKov/jLev izapaMov ovr

tfiTTOpiais x^'^pof^fV, ouSe rals irphs &^\ovi Sia rovroiv iirtfit^iats. Mnilk (Palest., p.

393) makes some excellent remarks on this subject, showing that commerce

would not only have encouraged intercourse with the heathen, but would also

have disturbed the social equilibrium at which Moses aimed, so that it was

impossible as long as the Law was rigidly observed (Hos. xii. 8; Amos viii.

4—6, &c.).

2 Targum of Jonathan (Zech. xiv. 21).

3 Rabh was a contemporary of Rabbi (Judah the Holy), and was " Head of

the Captivity."

* Yebham6tJi, f. 63, 1.
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restrictions npon commerce were, of course, impracticable

in dealing A\atli Gentiles, and in material successes the

-Jews found something, at any rate, to make up to them

for the loss of political independence. The busy inter-

course of cities wrought a further change in their opinions.

They began to see that God never meant the nations of

the world to stand to each other in the position of

, frantic antagonism or jealous isolation. A Jerusalem

Eabbi, ignorant of everything in heaven and earth and

under the earth, except his own Halacha, might talk of

all the rest of the world promiscuously as an " elsewhere
"

of no importance; ^ but an educated Alexandrian Jew

would be well aware that the cliildren of heathen lands

had received from their Father's tenderness a share in

the distribution of His gifts. The silent and imperceptible

influences of life are often the most permanent, and no

amount of exclusiveness could entirely bhnd the more

intelligent sons of the Dispersion to the merits of a

richer civilisation. No Jewish boy familiar with the

sights and sounds of Tarsus or Antioch could remain

unaware that all wisdom was not exhausted in the trivial

discussions of the Eabbis ; that there was something

valuable to the human race in the Greek science which

Jewish nescience denounced as thaumaturgy ; that there

might be a better practice for the reasoning powers than

an interminable application of the MiddSfh of Hillel ; in

short, that the development of humanity involves larger

and diviner duties than a virulent championship of the

exclusive privileges of the Jew.^

1 nxVnS'in 'outside the land ' (Franld. Jews in the East, ii. 34!). Some-

thing like the French la-bas.

^ Many of the Rabbis regarded the Gentiles as little better than so much
fuel for the fires of Gehenna. R. Jose construes Isa. xxxiii. 12, " And the

peoples shall be a burning like lime." Rabh Bar Sliilo explained it " that they

should be burnt because of their neglect of ,the Law, which was written upon
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We might naturally have conjectured that these wider

sympathies would specially be awakened among those

Jews who were for the first time brought into close contact

with the great peoj)les of the Aryan race. That contact

was first eff'ected by the conquests of Alexander. He
settled 8,000 Jews in the Thebais, and the Jews formed

a third of the population of his new city of Alexandria.

Large numbers were brought from Palestine by Ptolemy

I., and they gradually spread from Egypt, not only over
*' the parts of Libya about Cyrene," but along the whole

Mediterranean coast of Africa.^ Seleucus Nicator, after

the battle of Ipsus, removed them by thousands from

Babylonia, to such cities as Antioch and Seleucia; and,

when their progress and prosperity were for a time shaken

by the senseless persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes, they

scattered themselves in every direction until there was

hardly a seaport or a commercial centre in Asia Minor,

Macedonia, Grreece, or the Islands of the ^gean, in which

Jewish communities were not to be found. The vast

majority of these Jewish settlers adopted the Greek lan-

guage, and forgot that Aramaic dialect which had been

since the Captivity the language of their nation.

It is to these Greek-speaking Jews that the term

Hellenist mainly and properly refers. In the New Testa-

ment there are two words, Hellen and Hellenistes, of which

the first is rendered " Greek," and the second " Grecian."

The word "Greek" is used as an antithesis either to

lime." (See the curious Hagadah in Sotah, f. 35, 2.) But the Hellenist would
soon learn to feel that

—

" All knowledge is not couch'd in Moses' Law,
The Pentateuch, or wliat the Prophets wrote ;

The Gentiles also know, and wi-ite, and teach

To admiration, taught by Nature's light."—MiLTON, Par. Reg. iv. 225.

1 See Philo, c. Fl. ii. 523 ; Jos. Anti. xvi. 7, § 2 ; Dr. Deutsch in Kitto's

Cycl., s.v. " Dispersion; " and Canon Westcott in Smith's Bible Diet.
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"barbarians" or to "Jews." In the first case it means

all nations which spoke the Greek language ;
^ in

the second case it is equivalent to "Gentiles."^ The

meaning of the word Hellenist or " Grecian " is wholly

different. As far as the form is concerned, it means, in

the first instance, one who " Grsecises " in language or

mode of life, and it points to a difference of training and

of circumstances, not to a difference of race.^ It is there-

fore reserved as the proper antithesis, not to "Jews,"—since

vast numbers of the Hellenists were Jews by birth,—but

to strict " Hebrews." The word occurs but twice in the

New Testament,* and in both cases is used of Jews who

had embraced Christianity but who spoke Greek and used

the Septuagint version of the Bible instead of the original

Hebrew or the Chaldaic Targum of any Interpreter.^

Now this Hellenism expressed many shades of differ-

^ See Acts xviii. 17 ; 1 Cor. i. 22, 23 ; Rom. i. 14. The emissaries of

Abgarus— if such they were

—

vrho applied to Phihp when they wished to see

Jesus were " Greeks," not " Grecians " (John xii. 20).

2 Rom. i. 16 ; ii. 9 ; iii. 9 ; 1 Cor. x. 32 ; Gal. ii. 3, &c. Tlius in 2 Mace,

iv. 13, 'EWrivKTixhs is equivalent to a.\\o<pvXi(Tfi6s ; and in iv. 10, 15 ; vi. 9, rk

EWriviicci. ^Atj means " Paganism ;

" and in Isa. ix. 12, " Philistines " is rendered

by the LXX. "KWrji/as-

3 Cf. Xen. Anab. vii. 3, 12.

• Acts vi. 1 ; ix. 29. In xi. 20 the true reading is "EWnvas.
^ Some of the Hebraisiug Hellenists hated even the Septuagint (Geiger,

Urschr, 419, 439; Zunz, Gottesd. Vort. 95). The various classes of Christians

may be tabulated as follows :

—

Christians.

!

Circumcised. Uncircumcised.

I \

Hebraists. Hellenists. " Proselytes of " Proselytes of Heathen

I

Righteousness." the Gate." Converts.
e.f/. Nicolas, e.ff. Cornelius, e.g. Trophimus,

I
Acts vi. 5. Acts X. 2. Acts xxi. 29.

Strict. Liberal. Judaic. Liberal.

e.£r. "Certain e..9. Peter, (Hala- (Haga-
from Acts xi. 3. chists). dists).

James," Acts ix. e.t/. PauL
Gal. ii. 12. 29.
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ence, and therefore the exact meaning of the word Hellenist

varies with the circumstances under which it is used. The
accident of language might make a man, technically speak-

ing, a Hellenist, when politically and theologically he was

a Hebrew; and this must have been the condition of those

Hellenists who disputed against the arguments of St. Paul

in his first visit to Jerusalem.^ On the other hand, the

name might imply that alienation from the system of

Judaism, which in some Jews extended into positive

apostasy, and into so deep a shame of their Jewish origin,

as to induce them, not only in the days of Jason and

Menelaus,^ but even under the Herods, to embrace the

practices of the Greeks, and even to obliterate the external

sign of their nationality.^ Others again, like the astute

Herodian princes, were hypocrites, who played fast and
loose with their religion, content to be scrupulous Jews at

Jerusalem, while they could be shameless heathen at

Berytus or Csesarea. But the vast majority of Hellenists

lay between these extremes. Contact with the world

had widened their intelligence and enabled them so far to

raise their heads out of the heavy fog of Jewish scholas-

ticism as to distinguish between that which was of eternal

and that which was but of transient significance. Far

away from Jerusalem, where alone it was possible to

observe the Levitical law, it was a natural result that

they came to regard outward symbols as merely valuable

1 Acts ix. 29.

2 See 2 Mace. iv. 13, seqci., " Now si;ch was the height of Greek fashions, and
increase of heathenish manners, through the exceeding profaneness of Jason,

that ungodly wretch, and no high pi iest, . . . that the priests, . . . despising
the temple, , . . hastened to be partakers of the unlawful allowance in the
place of exercise, after the game of Discus called them forth," &c. n»\mn ]v maVo,
" the abominable kingdom of Javan " is an expression which stereotype? ihe
hatred for Greek fashions.

3 eVio-TToff/tis (1 Cor. Tii. 18). Tlie condition of a ^^teo (1 Mace. i. 15; Jos.

Antt. xii. 5, § 1). (On Judaic Hellenism, see Ewald, Gesch. v. § ii. 4)
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for the sake of inward truths. To this class belonged the

wisest members of the Jewish Dispersion. It is to them

that we owe the Septuagint translation, the writings of

Philo and Josephus, and a large cycle of historical, poetic,

and apocr3^phal literature. Egypt was the main centre of

this Grrseco-Jewish activity, and many of the Jews of

Alexandria distinguished themselves in the art, the learn-

ing, and the accomplishments of the Greeks.^ It is hardly

to be wondered at that these more intellectual Jews were

not content with an infructuose Eabbinism. It is not

astonishing that they desired to represent the facts of

their history, and the institutions of their religion, in

such an aspect as should least waken the contempt of the

nations among whom they lived.^ But although this

might be done with perfect honesty, it tended, no doubt,

in some to the adoption of unauthorised additions to their

histor}^ and unauthorised explanations of their Scriptures

—in one word, to that style of exegesis which, since it

deduced anything out of anything, nullified the real sig-

nificance of the sacred records.^ Nor can we be surprised

^ Thus, an Ezckiel wrote a tragedy on Moses ; another, Philo, wi'ote an Epic

on Jerusalem; Theodotus, a tragedy on the Rape of Dina; Demetrius and

Eupolemos wrote secular history. The story of Susanna is a novelette. But

the feeling of stricter Jews was sternly opposed to these forms of literary

acti\-ity. In tlie letter of Aristeas wo are told that Theopompus was struck

with madness, and Theodektes with bliutlness, for oifences in this direction

(Hausrath, Neut. Zeitg. ii. 130).

2 Such was the main object of Josephus in his Antiquities.

3 The views of these liberal Hellenists may be seen represented in the works

of the pseudo-Aristeas, the pseudo-Aristobulus, and in the verses of Pho-

cylides (Kuenen, Religion of Israel, iii. 180). It was the aim of an entire

cycle of literature to prove that all Greek wisdom was derived from Jewish

sources, and the names of Orpheus and the Sibyl were frequently given to

Jewish forgeries and interpolations (Cl(;m. Alex. Strom, v. 4; Euseb. Praep.

Evang. vii. 14; viii. 10; xiii. 12). Bel and the Dragon, the Epistle of Jeremiah,

the letter of pseudo-Hcraclitus, &c., belong to this class of writings. See too

Wisd. of Solomon x.—xii.; Jos. c. Ap. ii. 39 ; Hausrath, N. Zeitgcsch. ii. 100, sq.

Josephus says that Pythagoras borrowed from Moses (c. Ap. i. 22).
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that tills Alexandrian theosopli}''—tliese allegoric interpre-

tations—this spirit of toleration for the Pagan systems

by which they were surrounded—were regarded by the

stricter Jews as an incipient revolt from Mosaism thinly

disguised under a hybrid phraseology.^ Hence arose the

the antagonism between advanced Hellenists and the

Hebrews, whose whole patriotic existence had concentrated

itself upon the Mosaic and Oral Law. The severance

between the two elements became wider and wider as

the Jews watched the manner in which Christianity spread

in the Grentile world. The consciousness that the rapidity

of that diffusion was due, not only to the offer of a

nobler faith, but also to the loosening of an intolerable

yoke, only made their exclusiveness more obstinate. It

w^as not long before the fall of Jerusalem that there

took place in the school of E. Hananiah Ben Hiskiah

Ben Garon, that memorable meeting at which eighteen

ordinances were resolved upon, of which it was the exclu-

sive object to widen the rift of difference between Jews

and Pagans, These ordinances, to which the Mishna only

alludes, are found in a hardita (" supplemental addition ")

of E. Simeon Ben Johai in the second century, and they

consist of prohibitions which render impossible any inter-

change of social relations between Jews and heathen. It

was in vain that E. Joshua and the milder Hillelites pro-

tested against so dangerous a bigotry. The quarrel passed

irom words to blows. The followers of Hillel were attacked

with swords and lances, and some of them were killed.

**That day," says the Jerusalem Talmud, "was as dis-

' Snch Hebraising Hellenists are the author of " the Epistle of Jeremiah,"

and (on the whole) of Wisdom (see vii. 22, se^., xiii.—xix.). "The Liberal Hel-

lenists spiritualised and volatilised the wall of partition between Jews and

Pagans," so that, although Philo said that the wall should still be kept up,

it is not surprising to find that his nephew, the Procurator Tiberius Alexander,

had abandoned Judaism (Jos. Antt. xx. 5, § 2 ; Kuenen, Uel. of Israel, iii).

J
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astrous to Israel as tlie one on wliicli they made the

golden calf ;
" but it seemed to be a general opinion that

the eighteen resolutions could not be rescinded even by

Elias himself, because the discussion had been closed by

bloodshed; and they were justified to the national con-

science by the savage massacres which had befallen the

Jews at Beth-shan, Csesarea, and Damascus.^ The

feelings of Jews towards Pagans were analogous to the

hatred of Hebrews to Hellenists. In later days the Chris-

tians absorbed the entire fury of that detestation which

had once burned in the Jewish heart against Hellenism.

When a question arose as to the permissibility of burn-

ing the Gospels and other books of the Christians (Mi?mn),

considering how frequently they contained the name of

God, " May I lose my son," exclaimed Rabbi Tarphon,

"if I do not fling these books into the fire when they

come into my hands, name of God and all. A man
chased by a murderer, or threatened by a serpent's bite,

ought rather to take refuge in an idol's temple than in

the houses of the Minim, for these latter know the truth

and deny it, whereas idolaters deny God because they

know Him not." ^

Such, then, being the feelings of the Palestinian Jews

with regard to every approach towards idolatry, the

antagonism between them and the more liberal Hellenists

rose from the very nature of things, and was so deeply

rooted that we are not surprised to find a trace of it»

even in the history of the Church;—for the earliest

Christians—the Apostles and disciples of Jesus—were

almost exclusively Hebrews and Israelites,^ the former

1 Shabbath, i. 7; Gratz.iii. 494; Derenbourg, Palest., p. 274.

s Shabbath, 116 a; Derenbourg, p. 380.

' The Hellenic names of Philip and Andrew prove nothing, because at this

epoch such names were common among the Jews. But they may have had

Hellenic connexions. (John xii. 20.)
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being a general, and the latter a religious designation.

Their feelings towards those who were Hellenists in

principles as well as in language would be similar to that

of other Jews, however much it might be softened by

Christian love. But the jealousies of two sections so

widely diverse in their sympathies would be easily

kindled ; and it is entirely in accordance with the inde-

pendent records of that period that, "when the number

of the disciples was being multiplied," there should have

arisen, as a natural consequence, "a murmuring of the

Grrecians against the Hebrews."

The special ground of complaint was a real or fancied

neglect of the widows of Hellenists in the daily ministra-

tion of food and assistance. There might be some

jealousy because all the offices of the little Church were

administered by Hebrews, wdio would naturally have

been more cognisant of the claims of their immediate com-

patriots. Widows, however, were a class who specially

required support. We know how full a discussion St.

Paul applies to their general position even at Corinth,

and we have already mentioned that some of the wisest

regulations attributed to Gamaliel were devoted to

ameliorating the sufferings to which they were exposed.

In the seclusion to which centuries of custom had de-

voted the Oriental woman, the lot of a widow, with none

to plead her cause, might indeed be bitter. Any inequali-

ties in the treatment of the class would awaken a natural

resentment, and the more so because previous to their

conversion these widows would have had a claim on the

Corban, or Temple treasury.^

But the Apostles met these complaints in that spirit

of candour and generosity which is the best proof how

^ 2 Mace. iii. 10, " Then the high priest told him (Heliodorus) that there

was such money hiid up for the relief of widows and fatherless children,"

J 2
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little they were responsible for any partiality wliicli may
have been sliown to the widows of the Hebrews. Sum-

moning a meeting of the disciples, they pointed out to

them that the day had now come in which it was incon-

venient for the Apostles to have anything further to do

with the apportionment of charity^—a routine task which

diverted them from more serious and important duties.

They therefore bade the meeting elect seven men of

blameless character, high spiritual gifts, and practical

wisdom, to form what we should call a committee of

management, and relieve the Apostles from the burden,

in order that they might devote their energies to prayer

and pastoral work. The advice was followed, and seven

were presented to the Apostles as suitable persons. They

were admitted to the duties of their position with jorayer

and the laying on of hands, which have been thenceforth

naturally adopted in every ordination to the office of a

deacon.^

The seven elected were Stephen, Philip, Prochorus,

Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas, a proselyte of

Antioch. The fact that every one of them bears a Grreek

^ Acts vi. 2, Smkovuu Tpaire(aii. That Tpdirf(a has not here its meaning of

"bank" (Jos. Antt. xii. 1, § 2; cf. TpaireCiTati, Matt. xxv. 27; Tpdire^av, Luke
xix. 23), is clear from the context.

2 The seven oiRcers were not, however, *' deacons " in the modern sense of

the word, nor were they mere almoners. The only special title given to any

one of them is Evangelist (Acts xxi. 8). Alike their gifts and their functions

are loftier than those required for deacons in 1 Tim. iii. Deacons in the

modern sense find their nearer prototypes in the vedrtpoi and veaviaKoi (Acts

V. 5, 10; cf. Luke xxii. 26), and in the Chazzanhn of the synagogue (Luke iv. 20).

The seven, as St. Chrysostom observes, rather had the duties of presbyters,

and must be regarded as a body chosen only for a special purpose

—

rtais els

rovro ixfipoTovrif)r)(rav. Another analogy for this appointment was furnished

by the existing institution of throe almoners {Parnasim), who undertook the

collection and distribution of the "alms of the cup" (see Dr. Ginsburg in

Kitto, s.v. " Synagogue ") and " alms of the box " in the Jewish synagogues

;

and these wei-e always chosen by the entire congregation of the synagogue,

as the Apostles hero suggest should be done in the case of the new func-

tionaries.
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name lias often been appealed to as a proof of the con-

ciliatoriness of the Apostles, as though they had elected

every one of their committee from the very body which

had found some reason to complain. This, however, would

have been hardly just. It would have been to fly into an

opposite extreme. The frequency with which the Jews of

this time adopted Greek names prevents us from drawing

any conclusion as to their nationality. But although we

cannot be certain about the conjecture of Gieseler that

three of them were Hebrews, three of them Hellenists,

and one a proselyte, it is only natural to suppose that

the choice of them from different sections of the Church

would be adopted as a matter of fairness and common
sense. And the fact that a Gentile like Nicolas should

thus have been selected to fill an office so honourable and

so responsible is one of the many indications which mark

the gradual dawn of a new conception respecting the

Kingdom of God.

Though two alone ^ of the seven are in any way

^ Nicolas is no exception. If, as early tradition asserted, Luke was
himself " a proselyte of Autioch " (Euseb. R. E. iii. 4 ; Jer. De Vir. Illustr. 7),

this may have suggested the passing reference to him. The evidence which

connects him with " the sect of the Nicolaitanes " (Rev. ii. 6, 15), and the stoiy

that they adopted both their name and their abominable doctrines from a

perversion of his remark that we ought irapaxpvo-6ai rfj Tapnl are insufficient,

iropaxpjjo'^ai, though used of unrestrained indulgence (Suid.), has also the sense

of Siaxpfiffdat, to mortify (Just. M. Apol. 49). Irenaeus (c. Haer. i. 47), followed

by many of the Fathers (Hij)polytus, E. H. vii. 36; Tertullian, De praescr.

haeret. c. 46), accepts the tradition of his connexion with the sect. Clemens
of Alexandria, whde defending him from the charge of personal immoraUty^

and admitting that the meaning of his words (which, to say the least, were

tmfortunately chosen) had been entirely misunderstood {r^v iyKpdreiav tSjv irepi-

CirovSa7Taiv riSovwi/ rh " irapaxpVffOai Ttj ffapKl " iStSdffKft, Strom. iii. iv. 26, ed. Pott.,

p. .523), yet tells a dubious, and probably mistaken, story about his conduct

when charged with jealousy of his wife. This story is repeated by Eusebius

(Jff. E. iii. 29), and other Fathers. For further information on the subject,

and on the identification by Cocceius of Nicolas with Balaam in Rev. iL, see

Gieseler, Ecc. Hist. i. 86, E.T. ; Mansel, Chiostic Her., p. 72 ; Derenbourg,

p. 363.
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known to iis, yet this election was a crisis in tlie history

of the Church. At the work of Philip we shall glance

hereafter, but we must now follow the career of Stephen,

which, brief as it was, marked the beginning of a memor-

able epoch. For St. Stephen must be regarded as the

immediate predecessor of him who took the most promi-

nent part in bringing about his martjrrdom; he must be

regarded as having been, in a far truer sense than

Gramaliel himself, the Teacher of St. Paul. St. Paul has,

indeed, been called a " colossal St. Stephen ;" but had

the life of St. Stephen been prolonged—had he not been

summoned, it may be, to yet loftier spheres of activity

—we know not to what further heights of moral grandeur

he might have attained. We possess but a single speech

to show his intellect and inspiration, and we are suffered

to catch but one glimpse of his life. His speech in-

fluenced the whole career of the greatest of the Apostles,

and his death is the earliest martyrdom.



CHAPTEE Yin.

WORK AND MARTYRDOM OF ST. STEPHEN.

nai\ov 6 SiSdffKaKos.—BASIL Seletjc. Orat. de 8.

Kal tSoi Tis &y rb AeyS/xevoy aa^Sis el rrjv ffocpiavTov 'S.recpavov, et r^v Tlerpov yXwrrav,

61 t)))/ TlavXov pvix)}v ivvoT](Tiie, noos oiiSev avrovs i<peptv ovSfv vtplcrTaTO, oh Brjixwv Ov/xhs,

ov Tvpdvvaiv i-KavaaTaaeii, ov 5aiyU({;^a)v eirifiovXi], oh da.va.Toi Kadrjfiepivol. aXA.' Siinrfp

nrorafiol ttoAA.^ rcf pol(cf (pepojxivoi o'vtco ircivTa. irapaffvpovTis airrjio-av.—S. ChrYS. in

Joan. Hem. li. 0pp. viii. 30.

"This farther only have I to say, my lords, that like as St. Paul was
present and consenting to the death of the proto-martyr St. Stephen, and yet

they be now twain holy saints in heaven, .... so I verily trust we may
hereafter meet in heaven merrily together, to our everlasting salvation."

—

Last
Words of Sir T. More to his Judges.

The appointment of the Seven, partly because of their

zeal and power, and partly because of the greater freedom

secured for the Apostles, led to marked successes in

the progress of the Church. Not only was the number

of disciples in Jerusalem greatly multiplied, but even a

large number of the priests ^ became obedient to the faith.

Up to this time the acceptance of the Grospel, so far from

^ Cf . John xii. 42. Commentators have resorted to extraordinary shifts to

get rid of this simple statement, which, as I have shown in the text, involves

no improbability. Some would adopt the wholly worthless v. 1. lovSaioov found

in a few cursive MSS. and the Philoxenian Syriac. Others accept Beza's

conjectural emendation, iroXvs re ox^os Kal Upiuv (sc. nvis). Others, again,

follow Heinsius and Eisner in the sxiggestion that oxf^os tZv Uptwv means
" priests of the common order," " plebeian priests," what the Jews might

have called y">«n 'Q3> or " people-of-the-land priests," as distinguished from
the Thalmidi hachachdmim, or " learned priests

;

" but there is no trace that

any such distinction existed, although it is in itself all but certain that

none of these converts came from the families of the lordly and supercilious

Boethusim, Kaniliits, &c. But neither here nor in i. 15, 6x>^os ovo^druf,

has ox>^os a contemptuous sense.
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involving any rupture with Judaism, was consistent with

a most scrupulous devotion to its observances. It must

be borne in mind that the priests in Jerusalem, and a few

other cities, were a multitudinous body,^ and that it was

only the narrow aristocratic clique of a few alien families

who were Sadducees in theology and Herodians in politics.

Many of the lower ranks of the priesthood were doubtless

Pharisees, and as the Pharisees were devoted to the

doctrine of the Eesurrection, there was nothing incon-

sistent with their traditions in admitting the Messiahship

of a Eisen Saviour. Such a belief would at this time, and,

indeed, long afterwards, have made little difference in their

general position, although if they were true believers it

would make a vast difference in their inward life. The

simplicity, the fervour, the unity, the spiritual gifts of

the little company of Gralilceans, would be likely to

attract the serious and thoughtful. They would be won
by these graces far more than by irresistible logic, or

by the appeals of poAverful eloquence. The mission

of the Apostles at this time was, as has been well

observed, no mere apostolate of rhetoric, nor would they

for a moment pretend to be other than they were

—

illiterate men, untrained in the schools of technical

theology and rabbinic wisdom. Had they been other-

wise, the argument for the truth of Christianity, which

is derived from the extraordinary rapidit}^ of its dissemi-

nation, would have lost half its force. The weapons

of the Apostolic warfare were not carnal. Converts

were won, not by learning or argument, but by the

power of a new testimony and the spirit of a new life.

Up to this period the name of Stephen has not occurred

in Christian history, and as the tradition that he had been

1 4,289 had returned with Ezra (li. 36—39).
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one of the seventy disciples is valueless,^ we know notliing

of the circumstances of his conversion to Christianity.

His recognition, however, of the glorified figure, which

he saw in his ecstatic vision, as the figure of Him who ^
on earth had called Himself " the Son of Man," makes '

it probable that he was one of those who had enjoyed

the advantage of hearing the living Jesus, and of draw-

ing from its very fountain-head the river of the water

of life.^ We would fain know more of one who, in so

brief a space of time, played a part so nobly wise. But
it was with Stephen as it has been with myriads of others

whose names have been written in the Book of Life ; they

have been unknown among men, or known only during

one brief epoch, or for one great deed. For a moment,

but for a moment only, the First Martyr steps into the

full light of history. Our insight into his greatness is

derived almost solely from the record of a single speech

and a single day—the last speech he ever uttered—the

last day of his mortal life.

It was the faith of Stephen, together with his loving

energy and blameless sanctity which led to the choice of

him as one of the Seven. No sooner was he elected than

he became the most prominent of them all. The grace

which shone in his colleagues shone yet more brightly in

him,^ and he stood on a level with the Apostles in the

power of working wonders among the people. Many a

man, who would otherwise have died unknown, has re-

* Epiphan. Haer. xl. p. 50.

' That lie was a Hellenist is not merely a precarious inference from the

Greek form of his name, which may merely haA-e been a rendering of the

Aramaic Kelil, but is implied by the naiTative itself, and is rendered certain

by the character of his speech ; but whether he was trained at Alexandria,

or was a Roman freedmau (Plumptre on Acts vi. 5), and what had brought

him to Jerusalem, we cannot teU.

3 xo-fi-ros (n, A,B,D, &c.), not irfj-Tews, is the true reading in Acts vi. 8.
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vealed to others his inherent greatness on being entrusted

with authority. The immense part played by Stephen

in the history of the Church was due to the develop-

ment of powers which might have remained latent but for

the duties laid on him by his new position. The distri-

bution of alms seems to have been a part only of the task

assigned him. Like Philip, he was an Evangelist as well

as a Deacon, and the speech which he delivered before

the Sanhedrin, showing as it does the logical force and

concentrated fire of a great orator and a practised con-

troversialist, may explain the stir which was caused by

his preaching.

The scenes of that preaching were the Hellenistic

synagogues of Jerusalem. To an almoner in a city

where so many were poor, and to a Hellenist of unusual

eloquence, opportunities would constantly recur in which

he was not only permitted, but urged, to explain the

tenets of the new society. Hitherto that society was

in full communion with the Jewish Church. Stephen

alone was charged with utterances of a disloyal tendency

against the tenets of Pharisaism, and this is a proof

how different was his preaching from that of the Twelve,

and how much earlier he had arrived at the true appre-

ciation of the words of Jesus respecting the extent and

nature of His Kingdom. That which, in the mind of a

Peter, was still but a grain of mustard seed, sown in the

soil of Judaism, had already grown, in the soul of a

Stephen, into a mighty tree. The Twelve were still

lingering in the portals of the synagogue. For them

the new wine of the kingdom of heaven had not yet

burst the old wine-skins. As yet they were only re-

garded as the heads of a Jewish sect,^ and although

* Acts xxiv. 5 ; xxviii. 22, a'[p«rii.
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they believed that their faith would soon be the

faith of all the world, there is no trace that, up to this

time, they ever dreamed of the abrogation of Mosaism,

or the free admission of uncircumcised Gentiles into a

full equality of spmtual privileges. A proselyte of

righteousness—one who, like Nicolas of Antioch, had

accepted the sign of circumcision—might, indeed, be

held worthy of honour ; but one who was only a " prose-

lyte of the gate,"^ one who held back from the seal of

the covenant made to Abraham, would not be regarded as

a full Christian any more than he would be regarded

as a full Jew.

Hence, up to this time, the Christians were looked

on with no disfavour by that Pharisaic party which re-

garded the Sadducees as intriguing apostates. They were

even inclined to make use of the Eesurrection which the

Christians proclaimed, as a convenient means of harassing

their rivals. Nor was it they who had been guilty of the

murder of Jesus. They had not, indeed, stirred one

finger for His deliverance, and it is probable that many
of them—all those hypocrites of whom both Jesus and
John had spoken as a viper brood—had looked wiiii

satisfaction on the crime by which their political oppo-

nents had silenced their common enemy. Yet they did

not fear that His blood would be brought on them, or that

the Apostles would ever hurl on them or their practices

His terrible denunciations. Though the Christians

had their private meetings on the first day of the

week, their special tenets, their sacramental institutions,

and their common meal, there was nothing reprehensible

in these observances, and there was something attractive

even to Pharisees in their faithful simplicity and enthu-

^ The rmme did not arise till later, but is here adopted for convenience'
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siastic communism.^ In all respects they were " devout

according to the Law." Tliey would have shrunk with

horror from any violation of the rules which separated

clean from unclean meats ; they not only ohserved the

prescribed feasts of the Pentateuch and its single fast,

but even adopted the fasts which had been sanctioned

by the tradition of the oral law ; they had their chil-

dren duly circumcised; they approved and practised the

vows of the Nazarites ; they never omitted to be on

their knees in the Temple, or with their faces turned

towards it, at the three stated hours of prayer.^ It

needs but a glance at the symbolism of the Apocalypse

to see how dear to them were the names, the reminiscences,

the Levitical ceremonial, the Temple worship of their

Hebrew fellow-citizens. Not many years later, the " many
myriads of Jews who believed were all zealous of the Law,"

and would have thought it a disgrace to do otherwise than

"to walk orderly."^ The position, therefore, which they

held was simply that of one synagogue more, in a city

which, according to the Eabbis, could already boast that

it possessed as many as 480. They might have been

called, and it is probable that they were called, by

way of geographical distinction, " the Synagogue of the

Nazarenes."

But this acceptance with the people could only be

temporary and deceptive. If, indeed, the early believers

1 The Jews would have regarded them at that time as Chaberim, a body

of people associated, quite harmlessly, for a particular object.

^ Called nnnMj, sliacrith, at 9 ; nn:n, minchah, at 3.30 ; and anro, mearib

at dark (Acts ii. 1 ; iii. 1 ; x. oO).

3 Acts xxi. 20, 24. See for the facts in the previous paragraphs, Acts x.

9, 14, 30; xiii. 2, 3; xviii. 18, 21; xx. 6, 16; xxii. 3 ; Rom. xiv. 5; Gal.

iv. 10; V. 2; Phil. iii. 2; Rev. ii. 9; iii. 9; vii. 15 ; xi. 19, &c.; Reuss, Theol.

Chret. i. 291, who quotes Sulpic. Sever, ii. 31, " Christum Deum sub legis

observatione credebant."
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had never advanced beyond this stand-point, Christianity

might have been regarded to the last as nothing more

than a phase of Pharisaism, heretical for its acceptance

of a crucified Messiah, but worthy of honour for the

scrupulosity of its religious life. But had Christianity

never been more than this, then the olive branch would

have died with the oleaster on which it was engrafted. *•

It was as necessary for the Church as for the world

that this hollow semblance of unison between religions

which, in their distinctive differences, were essentially

antagonistic, should be rudely dissipated. It was neces-

sary that all Christians, whether Jews or Gentiles, should

see how impossible it was to put a new patch on an old

garment.

This truth had been preached by Jesus to His Apostles,

but, like many other of His words, it lay long dormant

in their minds. After some of His deepest utterances, in

full consciousness that He could not at once be understood.

He had said, " He that hath ears to hear, let him hear."

And as they themselves frankly confess, the Apostles had not

always been among those " who had ears to hear." Plain

and reiterated as had been the prophecies which He had

addressed to them respecting His own crucifixion and

resurrection, the first of these events had plunged them
into despair and horror, the second had burst upon them
with a shock of surprise. He who commanded the light

to shine out of darkness had, indeed, shined in their

hearts " to give the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God in the face of Jesus Christ ;
" ^ but still they were

well aware that they had this treasure "in earthen vessels.'*

To attribute to them an equality of endowments, or an

entire unanimity of opinion, is to contradict their plainest

> 2 Oor. iv. 6, 7.
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statements. To deny tliat their knowledge gradually

widened is to ignore Grod's method of revelation, and to

set aside the evidence of facts. To the last they " knew

in part, and they prophesied in part." ^ Why was James

the Lord's brother so highly respected by the people as

tradition tells us that he was ? Why was Paul regarded

by them with such deadly hatred? Because St. Paul

recognised more fully than St. James the future universal

destiny of a Christianity separated from Judaic institu-

tions. The Crucifixion had, in fact, been the protest of

the Jew against an isopolity of faith. " From that

moment the fate of the nation was decided. Her religion

was to kill her. But when the Temple burst into flames,

that religion had already spread its wings and gone out

to conquer an entire world.
"^

Now, as might have been expected, and as Avas evi-

dently designed by their Divine Master, the last point on

which the Galilsean Apostles attained to clearness of view

and consistency of action was the fact that the Mosaic

law w-as to be superseded, even for the Jew, by a wider

revelation. It is probable that this truth, in all its fulness,

was never finally apprehended by all the Apostles. It is

doubtful whether, humanly speaking, it w^ould ever have

been grasped by any of them if their powers of insight had

not been quickened, in Grod's appointed method, by the

fresh lessons which came to them through the intellect and

faith of men who had been brought up in larger views.

The obliteration of natural distinctions is no part of the

divine method. The inspiration of God never destroys,

the individuality of those holy souls which it has made

into sons of God and prophets. There are, as St. Paul

so earnestly tried to impress upon the infant Churches,

1 1 Cor. xiu. 9.
"^ Kuenen, lid. of Isr. iii. 281.
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diversities of gifts, diversities of ministrations, diversities

of operations, though it is the same Spirit, the same

Lord, the same God, who worketh all things in all.^ The

Hellenistic training of a Stephen and a Saul prepared

them for the acceptance of lessons which nothing short

of an express miracle could have made immediately intel-

ligible to a Peter and a James.

Now the relation of the Law to the Gospel had been

exactly one of those subjects on which Jesus, in accord-

ance vvith a divuie purpose, had spoken with a certain

reserve. His mission had been to found a kingdom, not

to promulgate a theology ; He had died not to formu-

late a system, but to redeem a race. His work had been

not to construct the dogmas of formal creeds, but to

purify the soul of man, by placing him in immediate

relation to the Father in Heaven. It required many
years for Jewish converts to understand the meaning of

the saying that " He came not to destroy the Law but to

fulfil." Its meaning could indeed only become clear in the

light of other sayings of which they overlooked the force.

The Apostles had seen Him obedient to the Law; they had

seen Him worship in the Temple and the Synagogues, and

had accompanied Him in His journeys to the Feasts. He
had never told them in so many words that the glory of

the Law, like the light which lingered on the face of

Moses, was to be done away. They had failed to com-

prehend the ultimate tendency and significance of His

words and actions respecting the Sabbath,^ respecting

outward observances,^ respecting divorce,* respecting the

future universahty of spiritual worship.^ They remem-

bered, doubtless, what He had said about the permanence

of every yod and horn of a letter in the Law,^ but

1 1 Cor. xii. 4—6. ^ ]\iatt. ix. 13 ; xii. 7. * John iv. 22.

' Markii. 27 ; Jolin v. 17. • Matt. xix. 3, 6, 8 j v. 32. « Matt. v. 18.
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they liad not remarked tliat the assertion of the pre-

eminence of moral over ceremonial duties is one unknown

to the Law itself. Nor had they seen that His ful-

filment of the Law had consisted in its spiritualisation

;

that He had not only extended to infinitude the range

of its obligations, but had derived their authority from

deeper principles, and surrounded their fulfilment with

diviner sanctions. Nor, again, had they observed how much

was involved in the emphatic quotation by Christ of that

passage of Hosea, " I will have mercy and not sacrifice."^

They were not yet ripe for the conviction that to attach

primaiy importance to Mosaic regulations after they had

been admitted into the kingdom of Heaven, was to fix

their eyes upon a waning star while the dawn was

gradually broadening into boundless day.

About the early ministry of Stephen we are told com-

paratively little in the Acts, but its immense importance

has become more clear in the light of subsequent history.

It is probable that he himself can never have formed the

remotest conception of the vast results—results among

millions of Christians through centuries of progress—
which in God's Providence should arise from the first clear

statement of those truths which he was the first to

perceive. Had he done so he would have been still more

thankful for the ability with which he was inspired to

support them, and for the holy courage which prevented

him from quailing for an instant under the storm of

violence and hatred which his words awoke.

What it was which took him to the synagogues of

Jewish Hellenists we do not know. It may have been the

same missionary zeal which afterwards carried to so many

regions the young man of Tarsus who at this time was

» Matt. ix. 13 ; xii. 7.
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among his ablest opponents. All that we are told is that

" there arose some of the synagogue which is called the

sjmagogue of the Libertines and Cyrenians, and Alexan-

drians, and those of Cilicia and Asia disputing with

Stephen." The form of the sentence is so obscure that it

is impossible to tell whether we are meant to understand

that the opponents of Stephen were the members of one

synagogue which united these widely-scattered elements; of

five separate synagogues; of three synagogues—namely, that

of the Freedmen, that of the African, and that of the Asiatic

Hellenists ; or of two distinct synagogues, of which one

was frequented by the Hellenists of Rome, Greece, and

Alexandria ; the other by those of Cilicia and Proconsular

Asia. The number of synagogues in Jerusalem was (as I

have already mentioned) so large that there is no dif-

ficulty in believing that each of these bodies had their

own separate place of religious meeting,^ just as at this

day in Jerusalem there are separate synagogues for the

Spanish Sephardim, the Dutch Anshe hod, and the

German and Polish Ashkenazim.^ The freedmen may
have been the descendants of those Jews whom
Pompey had sent captive to Italy, and Jews were to be

counted by myriads in Greece, in Alexandria, and in the

cities of Asia. But to us the most interesting of all these

Greek-speaking Jews was Saul of Tarsus, who, beyond all

reasonable doubt, was a member of the synagogue of the

* The assertion of the Talmud (cf. Sanhedr. f. 58, 1) that there were 480

synagogues in JeruSalem is indeed valueless, because the remarks of the

Rabbis about Jerusalem, Bethyr, and indeed Palestine generally, are mere
hyperbole ; but, as Renan remarks {Les ApOtres, p. 109), it does not seem
at all impossible to those who are familiar with the innumerable mosques of

Mahommedan cities. We are informed in the Talmud that each synagogue
had not only a school for the teaching of Scripture, but also for the teaching

of traditions (nj^rnb niobn nu, Megillah, f. 73, 4).

2 See Frankl, Jews in the East, ii. 21, E. T.
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Cilicians,^ and who in tliat case must not only liave

taken his part in the disputes which followed the ex-

hortations of the fervid deacon,^ but as a scholar of

Gamaliel and a zealous Pharisee, must have occupied a

prominent position as an uncompromising champion of

the traditions of the fathers.

Though the Saul of this period must have differed

widely from that Paul, the slave of Jesus Christ, whom
we know so well, yet the main features of his personality

must have been the same. He could not have failed to

recognise the moral beauty, the dauntless courage, the

burning passion latent in the tenderness of Stephen's

character. The white ashes of a religion which had

smouldered into formalism lay thickly scattered over his

own heart, but the fire of a genuine sincerity burned

below. Trained as he had been for years in Eabbinic

minutise, he had not yet so far grown old in a deaden-

ing system as to mistake the painted cere-cloths of the

mummy for the grace and flush of healthy life. While

he listened to St. Stephen, he must surely have felt the

contrast between a dead theology and a living faith

;

between a kindling inspiration and a barren exegesis;

between a minute analysis of unimportant ceremonials

and a preaching that stirred the inmost depths of the

troubled heart. Even the rage which is often intensified

by the unconscious rise of an irresistible conviction could

not wholty prevent him from perceiving that these

preachers of a gospel which he disdained as an execrable

superstition, had found " in Christ " the secret of a light

and joy, and love and peace, compared with which his

own condition was that of one who was chained indis-

solubly to a corpse.

> * He may have been a Libertinus also.
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"We catcli but a single glimpse o£ these furious con-

troversies. Their immediate effect was the signal triumph

of St. Stephen in argument. The Hellenists were unable

to withstand the wisdom and the spirit with which he

spake. Disdainful Eabbinists were at once amazed and

disgusted to find that he with whom they now had to

deal was no rude provincial, no illiterate am ha-arets, no

humble hediot, like the fishermen and tax-gatherers of

Galilee ; but one who had been trained in the culture of

heathen cities as well as in the learning of Jewish com-

munities—a disputant who could meet them with their

own weapons, and speak Grreek as fluently as themselves.

Steeped in centuries of prejudice, engrained with tradi-

tions of which the truth had never been questioned,

they must have imagined that they would win an easy

\dctory, and convince a man of intelligence how degrading

it was for him to accept a faith on which, from the full

height of their own ignorance, they complacently looked

down. How great must have been their discomfiture to

find that what they had now to face was not a mere

personal testimony which they could contemptuously set

aside, but arguments based on premisses which they them-

selves admitted, enforced by methods which they recog-

nised, and illustrated by a learning which they could not^

surpass ! How bitter must have been their rage when they

heard doctrines subversive of their most cherished prin-

ciples maintained with a wisdom which differed not only

in degree, but even in kind, from the loftiest attainments

of their foremost Eabbis—even of those whose merits had

been rewarded by the flattering titles of " Eooters of

Mountains " and " Glories of the Law !

"

At first the only discussion likely to arise would be as

to the Messiahship of Jesus, the meaning of His death,

the fact of His Resurrection. These would be points on

K 2
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which the ordinary Jew would have regarded argument as

superfluous condescension. To him tlbe stumbling-block

of the Cross would have been insurmountable. In all

ages the Messianic hope had been prominent in the

minds of the most enlightened Jews, but during the

Exile and the Eestoration it had become the central

faith of their religion. It was this belief which, more

than any other, kindled their patriotism, consoled their

sorrows, and inspired their obedience. If a Shammai

used to spend the whole week in meditating how he

could most rigidly observe the Sabbath—if the Pharisees

regarded it as the main function of their existence to

raise a hedge around the Law—the inspiring motive was

a belief that if only for one day Israel were entirely

faithful, the Messiah would come. And what a coming

!

How should the Prince of the House of David smite the

nations with the sword of his mouth ! How should He
break them in pieces like a potter's vessel ! How should

He exalt the children of Israel into kings of the earth,

and feed them with the flesh of Behemoth, and Leviathan,

and the bird Bar Juchne, and pour at their feet the

treasures of the sea ! And to say that Jesus of Nazareth

was the promised Messiah—to suppose that all the splendid

prophecies of patriarchs, and seers, and kings, from the

Divine Voice which spoke to Adam in Paradise, to the last

utterance of the Angel Malachi—all pointed to, all centred

in, One who had been the carpenter of Nazareth, and

whom they had seen crucified between two brigands

—

to say that their very Messiah had just been " hung "^ by

Gentile tyrants at the instance of their own priests ;

—

this, to most of the hearers in the synagogue, would have

seemed wicked if it had not seemed too absurd. Was
there not one sufficient and decisive answer to it all in the
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one verse of tlie Law—" Cursed by God is he that hangeth

on a tree?"^

Yet this was the thesis which such a man as Stephen
—^no ignorant Galiltean, but a learned Hellenist—under-

took to prove, and did prove with such power as to pro-

duce silence if not assent, and hatred if not conviction.

For with all their adoration of the letter, the Eabbis and

Pharisees had but half read their Scriptures, or had read

them only to use as an engine of religious intolerance,

and to pick out the views which most blended with their

personal preconceptions. They had laid it down as a

principle of interpretation that the entire books of the

Canon prophesied of nothing else but the days of the

Messiah. How, under these circumstances, they could

possibly miss the conception of a suffering as well as of a

triumphant Messiah,^ might well amaze us, if there had not

been proof in all ages that men may entirely overlook the

statements and pervert the meaning of their own sacred

books, because, when they read those books, the veil of

obstinate prejudice is lying upon their hearts. But when
the view of ancient prophecy, which proved that it behoved

Christ thus to suffer and to enter into His glory,^ was*'

forcibly presented to them by the insight and eloquence

of one who was their equal in learning and their superior

in illumination, we can understand the difficulties to

^ Deut. xxi. 23, KeKOTijpa/ieVos xmh rov Qeov. The later view of this, " He
that is hanged is an insult to God " arose from the fact that Jewish patriots in

the Je^vish War were crucified by scores. St. Paul, in quoting the verse, omits

the {/irb @€ov (Gal. iii. 13 ; and Lightfoot, p. 133).

^ Of the notion of a suffering Messiah, Ben Joseph, as distinguished from
the triumphant son of David (Rashi on Isa. xxiv. 18; Sticcah, 52, 1, 2,

where reference is made to Zech. xii. 10, and Ps. ii., &c.; see Otho, Lex. Bab.
8. V. Messiah), there is no trace in Jewish literature till long afterwards.

St. Paul's witness from Moses and the Prophets

—

el ivaetjThs 6 Xpia-rhs, Acts
xxvi. 23—only woke a sneer from Agrippa II.

' Luke xxiv. 26.
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which they were reduced. How, for instance, could

they elude the force of the 53rd chapter of Isaiah, to

which their Eabhis freely accorded a Messianic inter-

pretation ? The Messianic application of what is there

said about the Servant of Jehovah, and the deep humi-

liation borne for the sake of others, is not only found

in the Targum of Jonathan and in many E-abbinic allu-

sions, down even to the Book Zohar, but seems to have

remained entirely undisputed until the mediaeval Eabbis

found themselves inconvenienced by it in their controver-

sies with Christians.^ Yet this was but an isolated pro-

phecy, and the Christians could refer to passage after

passage which, on the very principles of their adversaries,

not only justified them in accepting as the Christ One

whom the rulers of the Jews had crucified, but even

distinctly foreshadowed the mission of His Forerunner;

His ministry on the shores of Gennesareth ; His humble

entry into Jerusalem; His rejection by His own people;

the disbelief of His announcements; the treachery of

one of His own followers; the mean price paid for His

blood; His death as a malefactor; even the bitter and

stupefying drinks that had been offered to Him; and

the lots cast upon His clothes—no less than His victory

over the grave by Eesurrection, on the third day, from

the dead, and His final exaltation at the right hand of

God.^ How tremendous the cogency of such arguments

would be to the hearers of Stephen cannot be shown more

* Proofs of this statement may be found in Dr. A. Wiinsche's Die Leiden

des Messias, and several quotations from his book may be found in the

Speaker's Commentai~y, ad loc.

2 See Is. xl. 3; Mark i. 3; Mai. iii. 1 ; Matt. xi. 10 ; Is. viii. 14; ix. 1

Matt. iv. 14 ; Is. ki. 1 ; Luke iv. 18 ; Ps. kxviii. 2 ; Matt. xiii. 35 ; Ps. cxviii. 22

Luke ii. 34; Acts iv. 11; xiii. 41; Ps. xli. 9; Zech. xi. 12; John xiii. 18

Matt. xxvi. 15 ; xxvii. 9—10 ; Zech. xii. 10 ; John xix. 37 ; Isa. liii. 9 ; Ps. xvi.

10 ; Matt. xii. 40; Acts ii. 27 ; Ps. ex. 1 ; Acts ii. 33 ; Heb. i. 13, &c. (See

Davison On Pro;phecy, passim ; Hausrath, jj. 112, seqq.)
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strikingly than by the use made of them by St. Paul

after the conversion which they doubtless helped to bring

about. It must have been from St. Stephen that he heard

them first, and they became so convincing to him that he

constantly employs the same or analogous arguments in

his own reasonings with his unconverted countrymen.^

It is clear that, in the course of argument, Stephen

was led to adduce some of those deep sayings as to the

purpose of the life of Christ which the keen insight of

hate had rendered more intelligible to the enemies of our

Lord than they had been in the first instance to His

friends. Many of those priests and Pharisees who had

been baptised into the Church of Christ with the notion

that their new behef was compatible with an unchanged

loyalty to Judaism, had shown less understanding of the

sayings of their Master, and less appreciation of the

grandeur of His mission, than the Sadducees whose hatred

had handed Him over to the secular arm. It did lie

within the natural interpretation of Christ's language

that the Law of Moses, which the Jews at once idolised

and evaded, was destined to be disannulled ; not, indeed,

those moral sanctions of it which were eternal in obli-

gation, but the complicated system wherein those moral

commandments were so deeply imbedded. The Jewish

race were right to reverence Moses as an instrument in

the hands of God to lay the deepest foundations of a

national life. As a Lawgiver whose Decalogue is so

comprehensive in its brevity as to transcend all other

codes—as the sole Lawgiver who laid his prohibition

against the beginnings of evil, by daring to forbid an

evil thought—as one who established for his people a

monotheistic faith, a significant worship, and an unde-

» Eph. ii. 20 ; Rom. ix. 34, &c
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finable hope—lie deserved tlie gratitude and reverence

of mankind. That this under-official of an obscure

sect of yesterday should dare to move his tongue

against that awful name, and prophesy the abolition of

institutions of which some had been delivered to their

fathers of old from the burning crags of Sinai, and

others had been handed down from the lips of the

mighty teacher through the long series of priests and

prophets, was to them something worse than folly and

presumption—it was a blasphemy and a crime !

And how did he dare to speak one word against, or

hint one doubt as to the permanent glory of, the Temple ?

The glowing descriptions of the Talmud respecting its

colossal size and royal splendour are but echoes of the

intense love which breathes throughout the Psalms. In

the heart of Saul any word which might sound like a

slight to " the place where God's honour dwelt " would

excite a peculiar indignation. When the conflagration

seized its roofs of cedar-wood and melted its golden tables,

every Jew in the city was fired with a rage which

made him fight with superhuman strength

—

" Tlirougli their torn veias reviving fury ran,

And life's last anger warmed the dying man."

Among those frenzied combatants was a body of Tarsian

youths who gladly devoted their lives to the rescue of

Jerusalem. What they felt at that supreme moment may
show us what such a zealot as Saul of Tarsus would feel,

when he heard one who called himself a Jew use language

which sounded like disparagement of " the glory of the

whole earth."

Foiled in argument, the Hellenists of the synagogues

adopted the usual resource of defeated controversialists

who have the upper hand. They appealed to violence for
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the suppression of reason. They first stirred up the

people—whose inflammable ignorance made them the

ready tools of any agitator—and through them aroused

the attention of the Jewish authorities. Their plot was

soon ripe. There was no need of the midnight secrecy

which had marked the arrest of Jesus. There was no

need to secure the services of the Captain of the Temple

to arrest Stephen at twilight, as he had arrested Peter

and John. There was no need even to suppress all

semblance of violence, lest the people should stone

them for their unauthorised interference. The circum-

stances of the day enabled them to assume unwonted

boldness, because they were at the moment enjoying a sort

of interregnum from Eoman authority. The approval of

the multitude had been alienated by the first rumour of

defective patriotism. When every rank of Jewish society

had been stirred to fury by false witnesses whom these

Hellenists had suborned, they seized a favourable moment,

suddenly came upon Stephen,^ either while he was teach-

ing in a synagogue, or while he was transacting the

duties of an almoner, and led him away—apparently with-

out a moment's pause—into the presence of the assembled

Sanhedrin. Everything was ready ; everything seemed to

point to a foregone conclusion. The false witnesses were

at hand, and confronted their victim with the charge of

incessant harangues against " this Holy Place "—the

expression seems to show that the Sanhedrin were for this

time sitting in their famous "Hall of Squares,"—and

against the Law.^ In support of this general accusation,

they testified that they had heard him say that Jesus

—

*' this Nazarene,"^ as they indignantly add to distinguish

Him from others who bore that common name—" shall

* Acts vi. 12, iiriaTdvres ; cf . xvii. 5. ' Acts vi. 13, ov iraveTai pi^fiara \a\wy.

^ Acts vi. 14, 'iTjtroCs, 6 Na^ajpaTos ovros.
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destroy this place, and shall change the customs which

Moses handed down to us." It is evident that these false

witnesses made some attempt to base their accusation

upon truth. There was good policy in this, as false

witnesses in all ages have been cunning enough to see.

Half truths are often the most absolute of lies, because

** A lie -whicli is half a truth is ever the blackest of lies
;

For a lie which is all a lie may be met and fought with outright,

But a lie which is part a truth is a harder matter to fight."

It is certain that if Stephen had not used the very

expressions with which they charged him, he had used

others not unlike them. It is his immortal glory to have

remembered the words of Jesus, and to have interpreted

them aright. Against the moral Law—the great Ten

Words of Sinai, or any of those precepts of exquisite

humanity and tenderness which lie scattered amid the

ceremonial observances—he is not even falsely accused

of having uttered a word. But against the permanent

validity of the ceremonial Law he may have spoken

with freedom; for, as we have seen, its destined

abrogation was involved in the very slight importance

which Jesus had attached to it. And for the Oral

Law it is probable that Stephen, whose training would

have rendered impossible any minute fulfilment of its

regulations, neither felt nor professed respect. The

expression used by the witnesses against him seems to

show that it was mainly, though not perhaps exclusively,

of this Oral Law that he had been thinking.^ It was

not, perhaps, any doubt as to its authenticity which made

him teach that Jesus should change its customs, for in

those days the critical spirit was not sufficiently developed

> Acts vi. 14, TO (Or} & irap4Su>K(y rjfuy Uwvffrjs. (Cf. Jos. Antt. xiii. 10, § 6,

and 16, § 2.)
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to give rise to any challenge of a current assertion ; but

lie had foreseen the future nullity of these " traditions of

the fathers," partly from their own inherent worthless-

ness, and partly because he may have heard, or had

repeated to him, the stern denunciation which the worst of

these traditions had drawn from the lips of Christ Himself.^

But though Stephen must have seen that the wit-

nesses were really false witnesses, because they mis-

represented the tone and the true significance of the

language which he had used— although, too, he was

conscious how dangerous was his position as one accused

of blasphemy against Moses, against the Temple, against

the traditions, and against Grod—it never occurred to him
to escape his danger by a technicality or a compromise.

To throw discredit even upon the Oral Law would

not be without danger in the presence of an assembly

whose members owed to its traditions no little of the

authority which they enjoyed.^ But Stephen did not

at all intend to confine his argument to this narrow

range. Eather the conviction came upon him that now
was the time to speak out—that this was the destined

moment in which, even if need be to the death, he was

to bear witness to the inner meaning of the Kingdom
of his Lord. That conviction—an inspiration from on

high—gave unwonted grandeur and heavenliness to his

look, his words, his attitude. His whole bearing was

ennobled, his whole being was transfigured by a con-

sciousness which illuminated his very countenance.

It is probable that the unanimous tradition of the

Church is correct in representing him as youthful and

beautiful ; but now there was something about him
far more beautiful than youth or beauty could bestow.

1 Matt. XV. 2—6 ; Mark \-ii. 3, 5, 8, 9, 13.

2 Maimon. Pref . to the Yad Hachazakah ; McCaul, Old Paths, p. 335.
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In the spiritual light which radiated from him he

seemed to be overshadowed by the Shechinah, which

had so long vanished from between the wings of the

Temple cherubim. While the witnesses had been delivering

their testimony, no one had observed the sudden bright-

ness which seemed to be stealing over him ; but when the

charge was finished, and every eye was turned from the

accusers to a fixed gaze on the accused,^ all who were seated

in the Sanhedrin—and one of the number, in all proba-

bility, was Saul of Tarsus—" saw his face as it had been

the face of an angel."

In the sudden hush that followed, the voice of the

High Priest Jonathan was heard putting to the accused

the customary and formal question

—

" Are these things so ? " ^

In reply to that question began the speech which is

one of the earliest, as it is one of the most interesting,

documents of the Christian Church. Although it was

delivered before the Sanhedrin, there can be little doubt that

it was delivered in Greek, which, in the bilingual condition

of Palestine—and, indeed, of the civilised world in general

—at that time, would be perfectly understood by the

members of the Saiihedrin, and which was perhaps the

only language which Stephen could speak with fluency.^

The quotations from the Old Testament follow the

^ Acts vi. 15, arfvicravTes fls avrhu anavTet.

' St. Clirysostom sees in tlie appaveut mildness of the question an indica-

tion that the High Priest and the Sanhedrin were awed by the supernatural

brightness of the martyr's look

—

6pas d>r nera iirieiKilas fj ipwrritns kuI ovSty

reus <t>opTiKhv exovcra ;
(Homil. XV. in Act.). But the question ajipears to have

been a regular formula of interrogation. It was, in fact, the " Guilty or Not

Guilty ?" of the Jewish Supreme Com-t.

3 Against tliis view are urged—(1) the unlikelihood that St. Stephen

would have pleaded in Greek before the Sanhedi-in
; (2) the use of the

Hebraism ovpavol in Acts vii. 56. But as to 1, if even PhUo knew no Hebrew,

Stephen may have known none ; and, 2, the word ovpavol points to a special

Jewish belief, independent of language.
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Septuaglnt, even where it differs from the Hebrew, and

the individuality which characterises almost every sen-

tence of the speech forbids us to look on it as a mere

conjectural paraphrase. There is no difficulty in accounting

for its preservation. Apart from the fact that two

secretaries were alwaj^s present at the judicial pro-

ceedings of the Sanhedrin/ there are words and utter-

ances which, at certain times, are branded indehbly upon

the memory of their hearers ; and since we can trace

the deep impression made by this speech on the mind of

St. Paul, we find little difficulty in adopting the conjecture

that its preservation was due to him. The S^agadoth

in which it abounds, the variations from historical

accuracy, the free citation of passages from the Old

Testament, the roughness of style, above all the con-

centrated force which makes it lend itself so readily to

differing interpretations, are characteristics which leave

on our minds no shadow of doubt that whoever may
have been the reporter, we have here at least an outline

of Stephen's speech. And this speech marked a crisis,

in the annals of Christianity. It led to consequences that

changed the Church from a Judaic sect at Jerusalem, into

the Church of the Grentiles and of the world. It marks

the commencing severance of two institutions which had
not yet discovered that they were mutually irreconcilable.

Since the charge brought against St. Stephen was

partly false and partly true, it was his object to rebut

what was false, and justify liimseK against all blame for

what was true. Hence apology and demonstration are

subtly blended throughout his appeal, but the apology

is only secondary, and the demonstration is mainly

* See Jahn, Archaeol. Bibl. § 248. He quotes no authority, and I at first

felt some doubt about the assertion, but I find it so stated in the Mishna,
Sanhedr. iv. 2.
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meant to rouse the dormant consciences of his hearers.

Charged with blasphemous words, he contents himself

with the incidental refutation of this charge by the

entire tenor of the language which he employs. After

his courteous request for attention, his very first words are

to speak of God under one of His most awful titles of

majesty, as the God of the Shechinah. On the history of

Moses he dwells with all the enthusiasm of patriotic

admiration. To the Temple he alludes with entire

reverence. Of Sinai and the living oracles he uses

language as full of solemnity as the most devoted Eabbi

could desire. But while he thus shows how impossible it

must have been for him to have uttered the language of a

blasphemer, he is all the while aiming at the establish-

ment of facts far deeper than the proof of his own
innocence. The consummate art of his speech consists

in the circumstance that while he seems to be engaged in

a calm, historical review, to which any Jewish patriot might

listen with delight and pride, he is step by step leading up

to conclusions which told with irresistible force against

the opinions of his judges. While he only seems to be

reviewing the various migrations of Abraham, and the

chequered fortunes of the Patriarchs, he is really showing

that the covenants of God with His chosen people,

having been made in Ur and Haran and Egypt, were

all parts of one progressive purpose, which was so little

dependent on ceremonials or places as to have been

anterior not only to the existence of the Tabernacle

and Temple, not only to the possession of the Holy
Land, but even to the rite of circumcision itself.^

^ Wliat fruit the argument bore in the mind of St. Paul we may see

in the emphasis with which he dwells on " that faith of our father Abraham
which he had being yet uncircumcised " (Rom. iv. 12). How necessary it was

to point this out will be seen from the opinions of succeeding Rabbis.
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While sketcMng the career of Joseph, he is pointing

allusively to the similar rejection of a deliverer greater

than Joseph. While passing in review the triple periods

of forty years which made up the life of Moses, he is

again sketching the ministry of Christ, and silently

pointing to the fact that the Hehrew race had at every

stage been false alike to Moses and to Grod. This is«-

why he narrates the way in which, on the first appear-

ance of Moses to help his suffering countrymen, they

rudely spurned his interference; and how in spite of their

rejection he was chosen to lead them out of the house of

bondage. In defiance of this special commission—and it

is well worth notice how, in order to conciliate their

deeper attention, this palmary point in his favour is not

triumphantly paraded, but quietly introduced as an

incident in his historic summary— Moses had himself

taught them to regard his own legislation as provisional,

by bidding them Hsten to a Prophet like nnto himself

who should come hereafter. But the history of Moses,

whom they trusted, was fatal to their pretence of allegiance.

Even when he was on Sinai they had been disloyal to him,

and spoken of him as " this Moses," and as one who had

gone they knew not where. ^ And, false to Moses, they had

been yet more false to God. The Levitical sacrifices had

been abandoned from the very time of their institution,

for sacrifices to the host of heaven ; and the tabernacle of

Moloch, and the star of Remphan,^ had been dearer to

"Abraham," says Rabbi—as " Juda the Holy," the compiler of the Mishna, is

called, /far' iioxhv—" was not called perfect until he was circumcised, and by
the merit of circumcision a covenant was made with him respecting the giving

of the land" {Joreh Deah, 260, ajy. McCaul, Old Paths, p. 451 ; Nedarim, f.

31, 2). It is superfluous to add that the latter statement is a flat contradic-

tion of Gen. XV. 18.

^ Perhaps there is a passing allusion to the expression, " Jesus, this Naza-
rene," which they had just heard from the lips of the false witnesses.

' The LXX. reading for the Hebrew Chiun.
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them than the Tabernacle of Witness and the Shechinah

of Grod. At last a Jesus—for, in order that he might

be heard to due purpose, Stephen suppresses the name of

that Jesus of whom his thoughts were full—led them and

their Tabernacle into the land of which he dispossessed the

Gentiles. That Tabernacle, after an obscure and dis-

honoured history, had passed away, and it may perhaps be

intimated that this was due to their indifference and neglect.

David—their own David—had indeed desired to replace it

by another, but the actual building of the House was carried

out by the less faithful Solomon.^ But even at the very

time the House was built it had been implied in the Prayer

of David, and in the dedication praj^er of Solomon,^ that

" the Most High dwelleth not in temples made with

hands." And to guard against the dangerous super-

stition into which the reverence paid to material places

is apt to degenerate— to obviate the trust in lying

words which thought it sufficient to exclaim, " The Temple

of the Lord, the Temple of the Lord, the Temple of the

Lord are these "—the great Prophet had cried, in God's

name,^ "Heaven is my throne, and earth is my footstool;

what house will ye build for me, saith the Lord, or what

is the place of my abiding ? Did not my hand make all

these things?" The inference from this—that the day

must come, of which Jesus had prophesied to the woman

of Samaria, in which neither in Gerizim nor yet in Jeru-

salem should men worship the Father, constituted a per-

fect defence against the charge that anything which he had

said could be regarded as a blasphemy against the Temple.

Thus far he had fulfilled all the objects of his speech,

^ It must, remain doiibtful whether any contrast is intended between the

cKi\vu>p.a (V. Suid, s.v.) designed by David, and the oIkos built by Solomon,

a
1 Kings viii. 27; 1 Chron. xxix. 11; quoted by St. Paul, Acts xvii. 24,

3 Isa. Ixvi. 1, 2.
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and had sliovvn that injurious words had been as far as

possible from his thoughts. It had become clear also

from his summary of the national story that the principles

which he had advocated were in accordance with the

teaching of those past ages ; that the rejection of Christ

by the rulers of His nation was no argument against His

claims; that the Temple could not have been meant to

be the object of an endless honour; lastly, that if he

had said that Jesus should change the customs which

Moses had dehvered, Moses himself had indicated that^*

in Grod's due time his entire dispensation was destined

to pass away. And he had stated the grounds from

which these conclusions followed, rather than urged upon

them the inferences themselves. He had done this in

deference to their passions and prejudices, and in the

hope of bringing the truth gently into their hearts. He
might have continued the story through centuries of

weak or apostate kings, stained with the blood of

rejected prophets, down to the great retribution of the

exile; and he might have shown how, after the exile,

the obsolete idolatry of gods of wood and stone had

only been superseded by the subtler and more self-

complacent idolatry of formalism and letter-worship

;

how the Book had been honoured to the oblivion of the

truths which it enshrined ; how in the tithing of mint

and anise and cummin there had been a forgetfulness

of the weightier matters of the Law ; how the smoke of

dead sacrifices had been thought of more avail than deeds

of living mercy ; how circumcision and Sabbatism had

been elevated above faith and purity ; how the long series

of crimes against God's messengers had been consummated

in the murder of the Lord of glory. A truth which is

only suggested, often comes home to the heart with more

force than one which is put in words, and it may have

L
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been his original design to guide rather than to refute.

But if so, the faces of his audience showed that his

object had failed. They were listening with stolid self-

complacency to a narrative of which the significant

incidents only enabled them to glory over their fathers.

It was, I think, something in the aspect of his audience

—some sudden conviction that to such invincible obsti-

nacy his words were addressed in vain—which made him

suddenly stop short in his review of history, and hurl

in their faces the gathered thunder of his wrath and scorn.

" Stiff-necked ! " he exclaimed, " and uncircumcised in

your heart and in your ears, ye are ever in conflict with

the Holy Spirit ; as your fathers, so ye ! Which of the

prophets did not your fathers persecute? and they killed

those who announced before respecting the coming of the

Just, of whom ye now proved yourselves betrayers and

murderers
; ye who received the Law at the ordinance of

angels,^ and kept it not
!

"
^

A denunciation so scathing and so fearless, from the

lips of a prisoner whose life depended on their will, might

well have startled them; and this strong burst of righteous

indignation against those whom he had addressed as

" brethren and fathers," can only be accounted for by

the long-pent feelings of one whose patience has been

exhausted. But he could hardly have addressed them in

words more calculated to kindle their fury. The very

terms in which he characterised their bearing, being bor-

rowed from their own Law and Prophets, added force to

the previous epitome of their history ;
^ and to call them

1 Acts vii. 52 ; log. 4y4vf<Te€, A, B, 0, D, E.

^ Acts vii. 53, 4\d0fre rhv vofxov ds Siarayiis iiyyiXuv ; Gal. iii. 10, i v6nos

Siarayt\s St ayy^Awp; Deut. xxxili. 2 ; LXX., ^w df^tHv avrou &yy(\ot fitr avrov

;

Ps. Ixvii. 18; Heb. ii. 2. In Ps. Ixviii. 12 thoy read, '^Nbn, "angels," for

'D?D, " kings." {Shahbath, f. 88, 2.)

3 Dcut. ix. 6, 13; X. 16; xxx. 6; Neb. ix. 16; Ezok. xliv. 7; Jer. ix. 26.
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Tincircumcised in heart and ears was to reject witli scom the

idle fancies tliat circumcision alone was enough to save

them from God's wrath, and that uncircumcision was worse

than crime. ^ To convict them of being the true sons of

their fathers, and to brand consciences, already ulcerated

by a sense of guilt, with a murder worse than the worst

murder of the prophets, was not only to sweep away the

prestige of an authority which the people so blindly

accepted, but it was to arraign his very judges and turn

upon them the tables of accusation. And this he did,

not only in the matter of their crucifixion of the Messiah,

but also in the matter of disobedience to that Law or-

dained by angels of which they were at that very moment

professing to vindicate the sanctity and the permanence.

It would be difficult in the entire range of literature

to find a speech more skilful, more pregnant, more con-

vincing; and it becomes truly astonishing when we

remember that it seems to have been delivered on the

spur of the moment.^

^ Rabbi [Juda the Holy] said " that circumcision is equivalent to all the

Commandments which are in the Law " {Nedarim, f. 32, 1).

- Tlie impression which it made on the heart of St. Paul is nowhere

noticed by St. Luke, or by the Apostle himself; but the traces of that

impression are a series of coincidences which confirm the genuineness of the

speech. In his earliest recorded speech at Antioch he adopts the same historic

method so admirably suited to insinuate truth without shocking prejudice;

he quotes the same texts in the same striking phraseology and application

(compare Acts vii. 48, 51, with Acts xvii. 24, Rom. ii. 29); alludes to the same

tradition (Acts vii. 53, Gal. iii. 19) ; uses the same style of address (Acts vii.

2, xxii. 1) ; and gives the same marked significance to the faith of Abraham
(Rom. iv. 9, Gal. iii. 7), and to God's dealings with him before the covenant

of circumcision (Acts vii. 5—8, Rom. iv. 10—19). Nor can we doubt that

2 Tim. iv. 16 was an echo of the last prayer of Stephen, breathed partly on his

own behalf. There are at least seven Hagadoth in the speech of Stephen

—

Acts vii. 2 (call of Abraham) ; 4 (death of Terah) ; 14 (seventy-five souls) ; 16

(burial of Patriarchs at Shechem) ; 22 (Egyptian training of Moses) ; 23 (forty

years "I ; 42 (desert idolatry) ; 53 (angels at Sinai). As for the slight instances

of (r(pa.\ixa ixvnixoviKbv in 6, 7, 14, IG, they are mere " obiter dicta, auctoris aliud

ageutis." The attempt to square them rigidly with the Old Testament has led

L 2
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But tlie members of the Sanliedrln were roused to fury

b}" the undaunted audacity of Stephen's final invective.

The most excitable of Western nations can hardly imagine

the raging passion which maddens a crowd of Eastern

fanatics.^ Barely able to continue the semblance of a

judicial procedure, they expressed the agony of hatred

which was sawing their hearts asunder, by outward

signs which are almost unknown to modern civilisation

—by that grinding and gnashing of the teeth only possible

to human beings in whom " the ape and the tiger " are

not yet quite dead. To reason with men whose passions

had thus degraded them to the level of wild beasts would

have been worse than useless. The flame of holy anger

in the breast of Stephen had died away as suddenly as

the lightning. It was a righteous anger; it was aimed

not at them but at their infatuation; it was intended not

to insult but to awaken.^ But he saw at a glance that

it had failed, and that all was now over. In one instant

his thoughts had passed away to that heaven from which

his inspiration had come. From those hateful faces,

rendered demoniac by evil passion, his earnest gaze was

turned upward and heavenward. There, in ecstacy of vision,

he saw the Shechinah—the Glory of God—and Jesus

" standing " as though to aid and receive him " at the right

hand of God." Transported beyond all thought of jDeril by

that divine epiphany, he exclaimed as though he wished

his enemies to share his vision :
" Lo ! I behold the

heavens parted asunder,^ and the Son of Man standing at

to mucli dishonest exegesis. The speech of St. Stephen has been called " a

compendium of the Old Testament drawn up in fragments of the Septuagint"

(Greenfield, A230I. for the LXX., 103). " He had regard to the meaning, not

to the words "
(Jei-ome).

* Acts vii. 54, SifTrpiovro Totr KapSlais avTwv, Kat ffipvxov rovs oSSi/ras ^Jr* a\)T6v.

' " Non fratri irascitur qui peccato fratris irascitur " (Aug.).

3 Acts vii. 56, loq., Sirji/Oiy/ueVous, N, A, B, 0.
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tlie right liand of God." At such a moment lie would

not pause to consider, he would not even be able to

consider, the words he spoke ; but whether it was that

he recalled the Messianic title by which Jesus had so

often described himself on earth, or that he remembered

that this title had been used by the Lord when He
had prophesied to this very Sanhedrin that hereafter

they should see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand

of power—certain it is that this is the only passage of

the New Testament where Jesus is called the Son of

Man by lips other than His own.^

But those high words were too much for the feelings

of his audience. Stopping their ears as though to shut out

a polluting blasphemy, they rose in a mass from both sides

of the semi-circular range in which they sat, and with one

wild yelp rushed upon Stephen. There was no question

any longer of a legal decision. In their rage they took

the law into their own hands, and then and there dragged

him off to be stoned outside the city gate.^

We can judge how fierce must have been the rage which

tm-ned a solemn Sanhedrin into a mob of murderers. It

was true that they were at this moment under Sadducean

influence, and that this influence, as at the Trial of Christ,

was mainly wielded by the family of Hanan, who were the

most merciless members of that least merciful sect. If,

as there is reason to believe, the martyrdom took place

A.D. 37, it was most probably during the brief presidency

of the High Priest Jonathan, son of Hanan. Unhappy
family of the man whom Josephus pronounces to have

been so exceptionally blest! The hoary father, and his

son-in-law Caiaphas, imbrued their hands in the blood of

* See, however, Rev. i. 13 ; xiv. 14.

' Acts "sni. 57, Kpa^avrts <(>aivfj fx.eyd\r].

• See Excursus VI., " Capital Punishments.'*
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Jesus ; Jonatlian during his few montlis' term of office

was the Nasi of the Sanhedrin which murdered Stephen

;

Theophilus, another son, was the High Priest who, during

file utmost virulence of the first persecution gave Saul his

inquisitorial commission to Damascus ; Matthias, another

son, must, from the date of his elevation, have been one of

those leading Jews whom Herod Agrippa tried to con-

ciliate by the murder of James the son of Zebedee ; and

another Hanan, the youngest son of the " viper brood
"

brought about with illegal violence the murder of James

the brother of the Lord.^ Thus all these judicial murders

—so rare at this epoch—were aimed at the followers of

Jesus, and all of them directed or sanctioned by the

cunning, avaricious, unscrupulous members of a single

family of Sadducean priests.^

Stephen, then, was hurried away to execution with a

total disregard of the ordinary observances. His thoughts

were evidently occupied with the sad scene of Calvary ; it

would come home to him with all the greater vividness

because he passed in all probability through that very gate

through which Jesus, four short years before, had borne

His cross. It was almost in the words of his Master'

that when the horrid butchery began—for the precautions

to render death speedy seem to have been neglected in

the blind rage of his murderers—he exclaimed, "Lord
Jesus receive my spirit."* And when bruised and bleed-

ing he was just able to drag himself to his knees it

1 Jos. Antt xviii. 4, 3; 5, 3 ; xix. 6, 2 ; xx. 9, 1.

2 Every epithet I have used is more than justified by what we know of

this family from the New Testament, from Josephus, and, above all, from the

Talmud. See Excursus YIL, " The Power of the Sanhedrin to Inflict

Death."

3 Luke xxiii. 34, 46.

* iiriKaxSv/jLtvov means " calling on Jesus." There is no need for the

ingenious conjecture of Bentley that 0N is lost by homoeoteleuton of the ON.
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was again in tlie spirit of that Lord that he prayed

for his murderers, and even the cry of his anguish

rang forth in the forgiving utterance— showing how
little malice there had heen in the stern words he had

used before
—

" Lord, lay not to their charge this sin."^

"With that cry he passed from the wrath of men to the

peace of God. The historian ends the bloody tragedy

with one weighty and beautiful word, " He fell asleep."^

To fulfil their dreadful task, the witnesses had taken

off their garments;^ and they laid them "at the feet of

a 3^oung man whose name was Saul."

It is the first allusion in history to a name, destined

from that day forward to be memorable for ever in the

annals of the world. And how sad an allusion ! He
stands, not indeed actively engaged in the work of death

;

but keeping the clothes, consenting to the violence, of

those who, in this brutal manner, dimmed in blood the

light upon a face which had been radiant as that of an

angel with faith and love.

Stephen was dead, and it might well have seemed

that all the truth which was to be the glory and the

strength of Christianity had died with him. But the

* This—not as in the received text—is the proper order of the words

(«, A, B, C, D). "Saevire videbatur Stephanus: lingua ferox, cor lene "

(Aug. Serm. 315), " Si Stephanus non orasset ecclesia Paulum non liabuisset.''

With the expression itself comp. Rev. xiv. 13. Perhaps in the word o-tV'Js

we may see an allusion to the Jewish notion that a man's sins actually fol-

lowed and stood by him in the world to come (1 Tim. v. 24 ; Sotah, f. 3, 2.).

' So in a beautiful epigram of the Anthology, we find the lines, lephv Hin/ov

Kotfiarai' Ovr,aKiiv fx^ \4yf rovs ayaOovs. It is the -Niss/wZ/'a/i of the Jews (Deut.

xxxiv. 8). That the solemn rhythmical epitrite fKoi/x^tdv is not wholly uninten-

tional seems to be clear from the similar weighty 'ok:cJa.OtcJs with which, as

Bishop Wordsworth points out, the Acts of the Apostles ends. St. Luke ia

evidently fond of paronomasia, as well as St. Paul (cf. Karri^idOyia-ai/ a.Tifj.a(r6?)uai,

Acts v. 41). This is the third recorded death in the Christian community:

the first had been a suicide, the second a judgment, the third a martyrdom.
3 This custom is not alluded to in the Mishua or Gemara.
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deliverance of the Grentiles, and their free redemption

by the blood of Christ, were truths too glorious to be

quenched. The truth may be suppressed for a time, even

for a long time, but it always starts up again from its

apparent grave. Fra Dolcino was torn to pieces, and

Savonarola and Huss were burnt, but the Eeformation

was not prevented. Stephen sank in his blood, but his

place was taken by the young man who stood there to

incite his murderers. Four years after Jesus had died

upon the cross of infamy, Stephen was stoned for being

His disciple and His worshipper; thirty years after the

death of Stephen, his deadliest opponent died also for the

same holy faith.



Uoofe Mi.

THE CONVERSION".

CHAPTER IX.

SAUL THE PERSECUTOR.

vot\ Kivrpov 5e roi \aicri(etiev

TfKeeei oKiffdripos olfios.—^PlND. Pyth. ii. 173.

*' At a young man's feet." The expression is vague, but

tliere is good reason to believe tbat Saul was now not less

than thirty years old.^ The reverence for age, strong

among all Orientals, was specially strong among the

Jews, and they never entrusted authority to those who

had not attained to full years of discretion. We may

regard it as certain that even a scholar of Gramaliel, so

full of genius and of zeal as Saul, would not have been

appointed a commissioner of the Sanhedrin to carry out a

responsible inquisition earlier than the age of thirty ; and

if we attach a literal meaning to the expression, " When
they were being condemned to death, I gave a vote

against them,"^ this implies that Saul was a member

of the Sanhedrin. If so, he was at this time, by the

very condition of that dignity, a married man.^

^ Josephus uses vtairlas of Agrippa I. when he must have been at least

forty {Antt. xviii. 6, 7 ; v. supra, p. 13).

^ Acts XX\d. 10, avatpov/nevcDV re aiirwu Kariii/eyKa \f/7J<pov.

^ Selden, De Synedr. ii. 7, 7. In the Mishna the only qualifications men-

tioned for membership of the Sanhedrin are that a man must not be a dicer,

usurer, pigeon-flyer, or dealer in the produce of the Sabbatical year {Sanhedr.
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But if the regulation that a Sanhedrist must be a married

man was intended to secure the spirit of gentleness/ the

rule had failed of its purpose in the case of Saul. In the

terrible persecution of the Christians which ensued—a per-

secution far more severe than the former attacks of the

Sadducees on the Apostles—he was the heart and soul of

the endeavour to stamp out the Christian faith. Not
content with the flagging fanaticism of the Sanhedrin,

he was at once the prime mover and the chief executor

of religious vengeance. The charge which had cost

St. Stephen his life must have been partially valid against

others of the Hellenistic Christians, and although their

views might be more liberal than those of the Galilsean

disciples, yet the bonds of affection between the two

branches of the Church were still so close that the fate

of one section could not be dissevered from that of the

other. The Jews were not naturally fond of persecution.

The Sanhedrin of this period had incurred the charge

of disgraceful laxity. The Sicarii were not suppressed;

the red heifer was slain no longer;^ the ordeal of the

bitter water had been done away, because the crime of

adultery had greatly increased.^ Eabbi Joshua Ben Korcha,

when E. Elieser had arrested some thieves, reproached him

iii. 3) ; but in the Gemara, and in later Jewish writers, we find that, besides

the qualification mentioned in Exod. xviii. 21, and Deut. i. 13-16, a candidate

must be free from every physical blemish, stainless in character, leariied in

science, acquainted with more than one language, and with a family of his

own, because such were supposed to be less inclined to cruelty, and more
likely to sympathise with domestic affections. {Horajoth, i. 4 ; Sanhedr. f.

17, 1, 36, b.; Menachoth, f. 65, 1 ; Maimon. Sanhedr. ii. ; Otho, Lex liahh. s. v.)

Whatever may be thought of the other qualifications, it is probable that this

one, at any rate, was insisted on, and it adds force to our impression that

St. Paul had once been a married man (1 Cor. vii. 8 ; v. supra, p. 79, sq.

See Ewald, Sendschr. d. Ap. Paul, p. 161 ; Gesch. d. Apost. Zeltall., p. 371.)

' See Sureuhus. Miskna, Iv. Praef. ^ Sotah, f. 47, 1.

^ Maimon. in Sotah, c. 8. They quoted Hos. iv. 14 in favour of this

abolition of Num. v. 18 : cf. Matt. xii. 39 : xvi. 4.
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with the words, " How long will you hand over the people

of God to destruction ? Leave the thorns to be plucked

up by the Lord of the vineyard."^ But to the seducer

{niesith), the blasphemer {meffadejjh), and the idolater, there

was neither leniency nor compassion.^ By the unanimous

testimony of the Jews themselves, Christians could not be

charged with the crime of idolatry ;
^ but it was easy to

bring them under the penalty of stoning, wliich was

attached to the former crimes. The minor punishments

of flagellation and excommunication seem to have been in

the power, not only of the Sanhedrin, but even of each

local synagogue. Whatever may have been the legal

powers of these bodies, whatever licences the temporary

relaxation of Eoman supervision may have permitted,*

they were used and abused to the utmost by the youthful

zealot. The wisdom of the toleration which Gamaliel him-

self had recommended appears in the fact that the great

persecution, which broke up the Church at Jerusalem, was

in every way valuable to the new religion. It dissipated

the Judaism which would have endangered the spread of

Christianity, and showed that the disciples had a loftier

mission than to dwindle down into a Galilsean synagogue.

The sacred fire, which might have burnt low on the

hearth of the upper chamber at Jerusalem, was kindled

into fresh heat and splendour when its brands were

scattered over all Judaea and Samaria, and uncircumcised

Gentiles were admitted by baptism into the fold of Christ.

The solemn burial of Stephen by holy men—whether

Hellenist Christians or Jewish proselytes—the beating of

1 Babha Metzia, f. 82, 2; Otho, Lex Rahb., s. v. Synedrivun,

2 Dent. xiii. 8, 9 ; Sanhedr. f. 29, 1 ; 32, 3.

3 Tliere is not one word about the Christians in the tract, Ahhoda Zara,

or on " alien worship."
•* Marcellus, who was at this time an ad interim governor, held the rank,

not of Procurator, fiyfixwi/, but only of iTnfj,i\r}rr]s (Jos. Antt. xviii. 4, § 2).
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the breast, the wringing of the hands with which they

lamented him/ produced no change in the purpose of Saul.

The sight of that dreadful execution, the dying agonies

and crushed remains of one who had stood before the

Sanhedrin like an angel in the beauty of holiness, could

hardly have failed to produce an impression on a heart so

naturally tender. But if it was a torture to witness the

agony of others, and to be the chief agent in its inflic-

tion, then that very torture became a more meritorious

service for the Law. If his own blameless scrupulosity

in all that affected legal righteousness was beginning

to be secretly tainted with heretical uncertainties, he

would feel it all the more incumbent on him to wash

away those doubts in blood. Like Cardinal Pole, when

Paul IV. began to impugn his orthodoxy, he must

have felt himself half driven to persecution, in order to

prove his soundness in the faith.

The part which he played at this time in the horrid

work of persecution has, I fear, been always underrated.

It is only when we collect the separate passages—they

are no less than eight in number—in which allusion

is made to this sad period—it is only when we weigh

the terrible significance of the expressions used—that

we feel the load of remorse which must have lain upon

him, and the taunts to which he was liable from malig-

nant enemies. He " made havoc of"—literally, " he was

ravaging"—the Church.^ No stronger metaphor could well

have been used. It occurs nowhere else in the New Testa-

ment, but in the Septuagint, and in classical Greek, is

applied to the wild boars which uproot a vineyard.' Not

* Acts viii. 2, Ko-rrfrhs Mf7as- The word is found in ilie LXX., Gen. 1. 10,

&c., but here alone in the New Testament.

' Acts viii. 3, iXvuaiveTO t))v iKKK-qaiav

.

^ Ps. Ixxix. 14; Callim. Hymn in Dian. 156. tri5es ipta <Tves <j)VTh

Xv/xalvovrat,
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content mtli the visitation of the synagogues, lie got

authorit}'' for an inquisitorial visit from house to house,

and even from the sacred retirement of the Christian

home he dragged not only men, but women, to judgment

and to prison.^ So thorough was his search, and so deadly

were its effects, that, in referring to it, the Christians of

Damascus can only speak of Saul as " he that devastated

in Jerusalem them that call on this name,"^ using the

strong word which is strictly applicable to an invad-

ing army which scathes a conquered country with fire

and sword. So much St. Luke tells us, in giving a

reason for the total scattering of the Church, and the

subsequent blessings which sprang from their preaching

the Word in wider districts. The Apostles, he adds,

remained. Wliat was the special reason for this we do not

know ; but as the Lord's direct permission to the seventy

to fly before persecution^ would have sanctioned their

consulting their own safety, it may have been because

Jesus had bidden them stay in Jerusalem till the end

of twelve years.'* If, as St. Chrysostom imagines, they

stayed to support the courage of others, how was it

that the shepherds escaped while the flock was being

destroyed ? Or are we to infer that the main fury of the

persecution fell upon those Hellenists who shared the

views of the first martyr, and that the Apostles were

saved from molestation by the blameless Mosaism of which

one of the leading brethren—no less a person than James,

the Lord's brother—was so conspicuous an example ? Be

1 These hostile measures are summed up in the iaa. KaKh iiroir)ae rots ayiots

of Ananias, who says that the rumour had reached him from many sources

(Acts ix. 13).

2 Acts ix. 21, 6 TTope-ha-as.

3 Matt. X. 23.

* A brief visit to Samaria " to confirm the churches " (Acts yiii. 14) would
not militate against this command.
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that as it may, at any rate tliey did not fall victims

to the rage which was so fatal to many of their com-

panions.

In two of his speeches and four of his letters does

St. Paul revert to this crime of an erring obstinacy. Twice

to the Galatians does he use the same strong metaphor

which was applied to his conduct by the Damascene

believers,-^ He tells the Corinthians^ that he was "the

least of the Apostles, not meet to be called an Apostle,

because he persecuted the Church of God." He reminds

the Philippians^ that his old Hebraic zeal as a Pharisee

had shown itself by his " persecuting the Church.'*

And even when the shadows of a troubled old age were

beginning to close around him, keen in the sense that he

was utterly forgiven through Him who " came into the

world to save sinners, of whom I am chief," he cannot

forget the bitter thought that, though in ignorance, he

had once been " a blasphemer, and persecutor, and inju-

rious."* And when he is speaking to those who knew
the worst—in his speech to the raging mob of Jeru-

salem, as he stood on the steps of the Tower of

Antonia—he adds one fact more wdiich casts a lurid

light on the annals of the persecution. He shows

there that the blood of Stephen was not the only blood

that had been shed—not the only blood of which the

stains had incarnadined his conscience. He tells the mob
not only of the binding and imprisonment of women as

well as men, but also that he "persecuted this way
unto the death!' ^ Lastly, in his speech at Caisarea,

he adds what is perhaps the darkest touch of all, for he

says that, armed with the High Priest's authority, he

^ Gal. i. 13, wliere he also says that he persecuted them beyond measure

{Ka.Q^ vnepfioK'fiv) ; and i. 23.

2 1 Cor. XV. 9. 3 Phil. iii. 6. * 1 Tim. i. 13. ' Acts xxu. 4.
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not only fulfilled unwittingly the prophecy of Christ^ by

scourging the Christians " often " and " in every syna-

gogue," but that, lohen it came to a question of death, he

gave his vote against them, and that he did his best to

compel them to blasjjheme.^ I say " did his best," because

the tense he uses implies effort, but not necessarily success.

Pliny, in a passage of his famous letter to Trajan from

Bithynia,^ says that, in questioning those who, in anony-

mous letters, were accused of being " Christians," he

thought it sufficient to test them by making them offer

wine and incense to the statues of the gods and the bust

of the emperor, and to blaspheme the name of Christ;

and, if they were willing to do this, he dismissed them

without further inquiry, because he had been informed

that to no one of these things could a genuine Christian

ever be impelled.

"We do not know that in all the sufferings of the

Apostle any attempt was ever made to compel him to

blaspheme. With all the other persecutions which he

made the Christian suffer he became in his future life

too sadly familiar. To the last dregs of lonely and

unpitied mart^a-dom he drank the bitter cup of merciless

persecution. Five times—in days when he was no longer

the haughty Eabbi, the self-righteous Pharisee, the fierce

legate of the Sanhedrin armed with unlimited authority

for the suppression of heresy, but was himself the scorned,

» Matt. X. 17; Markxiii, 9.

2 Acts xxvi. 11, T]va.'yKaCov p\a(r(p7iixuv. There is a possibility that in the

Hxpi Qavarov of the preYious passage, and the /can^j/ey/ca ^ri(t>ov of this, St. Paul

may allude to his own endeavour (cf. Gal. vi. 12) to have them capitally

punished, vvdthout implying that the vote was carried. I have translated

the avaipovfji-fvcav so as to admit of this meaning, which, perhaps, acquires a

shade of additional probability from Heb. xii. 4, " Ye have not yet resisted

unto blood," if that Epistle was specially addressed to Palestinian Jews.

3 Plin. ^jj. X. 97 ... . "praeterea maledicere Christo; quorum nihil

cogi posse dicuntur qui sunt revera Christiani."
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liunted, hated, lialf-starved missionary of that wliicli

was branded as an apostate sect—five times, from the

authority of spme ruler of the synagogue, did he

receive forty stripes save one. He, too, was stoned, and

betrayed, and many times imprisoned, and had the vote

of death recorded against him ; and in all this he recog-

nised the just and merciful flame that purged away the

dross of a once misguided soul—the light affliction which

he had deserved, but which was not comparable to the far

more eternal weight of glory. In all this he may have

even rejoiced that he was bearing for Christ's sake that

which he had made others bear, and passing through the

same furnace which he had once heated sevenfold for

them. But I doubt whether any one of these sufferings,

or all of them put together, ever wrung his soul with the

same degree of anguish as that which lay in the thought

that he had used all the force of his character and all

the tyranny of his intolerance to break the bruised reed

and to quench the smoking flax—that he had endeavoured,

by the infamous power of terror and anguish, to compel

some gentle heart to blaspheme its Lord.

The great persecution with which St. Paul was thus

identified—and which, from these frequent allusions, as

well as from the intensity of the language employed,

seems,to me to have been more terrible than is usually

admitted—did not spend its fury for some months.

In Jerusalem it was entirely successful. There were

no more preachings or wonders in Solomon's Porch; no

more throngs that gathered in the streets to wait the

passing shadow of Peter and John ; no more assembled

multitudes in the house of Mary, the mother of St.

Mark. If the Christians met, they met in mournful

secrecy and diminished numbers, and the Love -feasts,

if held at all, must have been held as in the early days
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before the Ascension, with doors closed, for fear of the

Jews. Some of the Christians had suffered cruelly for

their religion ; the faithless members of the Church

had doubtless apostatised; the majority had fled at once

before the storm.^

It is, perhaps, to indicate the continuance of this

active hostility that St. Luke here inserts the narrative

of Philip's preaching as a fitting prelude to the work

of the Apostle of the Grentiles. At this narrative we
shall glance hereafter ; but now we must follow the career

of Saul the Inquisitor, and see the marvellous event which,

by one lightning flash, made him " a fasile A^Dostle "

—

which in one day transformed Saul the persecutor into

Paul the slave of Jesus Christ.

His work in Jerusalem was over. The brethren who re-

mained had either eluded his search-warrant, or been rescued

from his power. But the young zealot was not the man
to do anything by halves. If he had smitten one head of

the hydra,^ it had grown up in new places. If he had

torn up the heresy by the roots from the Holy Cit}^ the

winged seeds had alighted on other fertile ground, and

the rank weed was still luxuriant elsewhere; so that, in

his outrageous madness—it is his own expression^—he

began to pursue them even to foreign cities. Damascus,

he had heard, was now the worst nest of this hateful de-

lusion, and fortunately in that city he could find scope for

action ; for the vast multitude of Jews which it contained

acknowledged allegiance to the Sanhedrin. To the High
Priest, therefore, he went—unsated by all his previous

cruelties, and in a frame of mind so hot with rage that

^ This is implied in the eV iiaivri rfj i]fxfp<f, and in the aorist Sua-Trdp-qa-av of

Acts viii. 1.

2 Domitian and Maximin struck medals of Hercules and the Hydra with
the inscription " Deleta religione Christians, quae orbem turbabat."

^ Acts xxvi. 11, trepicraus eixixa.iv6ix(:V0% avro7s.

M
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again it can only be described by the unparalleled plirase

that he was " breathing tlireats and slaughter against the

disciples of the Lord."-^ The High Priest—in all proba-

bility Theophilus, who was promoted by Vitellius at the

Pentecost of A.D. 37^—was a Sadducee, and a son of the

hated house of Hanan. Yet it was with Saul, and not with

Theophilus, that the demand originated, to pursue the

heresy to Damascus.^ Not sorry to find so thorough an

instrument in one who belonged to a different school

from his own—not sorry that the guilty responsibility

for " this man's blood " should be shared by Sadducees

with the followers of Hillel— Theophilus gave the

letters which authorised Saul to set up his court at

Damascus, and to bring from thence in chains all whom
he could find, both men and women, to await such mercy

as Stephen's murder might lead them to hope for at the

hands of the supreme tribunal.'' In ordinary times

—

when that Jewish autonomy, which alwa^^s meant Jewish

intolerance, was repressed within stern limits by the

Eoman government—it would have, been impossible to

carry out so cruel a commission. This might have been

urged as an insuperable difficulty if an incidental ex-

pression in 2 Cor. xi. 32 had not furnished a clue in

explanation of the circumstances. From this it appears

* Acts ix. 1, ifiiryewv aireiXrjs Koi <p6vov.

2 Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, § 3.

' Acts ix. 2, " If he slioixld find any of the loay." The word Xpt(rTtavi<r/i6s

was invented later {infra, p. 297). The Jewish writers similarly speak of the
" dereh ha-Notserim," or " way of the Nazaroues."

* The repeated allusions to the pimishment of women shows not only the

keenness of the search, but also the large part plaj'ed by Christian women
in the spread of that religion wliich first elevated their condition from the

degradation of the harem and the narrowness of the gynaeceum. These

women-martyrs of the great persecution were the true predecessors of those

Saints Catherine, and Barbara, and Lucia, and Agnes, and Dorothea, and
Caecilia, and Felicitas, who leave the light of their names on the annals of

Christian heroism.
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that at this time the city was more or less in the hands

of Aretas or Hareth, the powerful Emir of Petra.^

Now there are notices in the Talmud which prove

that Hareth stood in friendly relations to the Jewish

High Priest,^ and we can see how many circumstances

thus concurred to create for Saul an exceptional oppor-

tunity to bring the Christians of Damascus under the

authority of the Sanhedrin. Never again might he find

so favourable an opportunity of eradicating the heresy of

these hated Nazarenes.

^ See Excursus YIII. :
" Damascus under Hareth."

^ A story is told that on one occasion the High Priest Simeon Ben
Kamhitli \ras incapacitated from performing the duties of the Day of

Atonement, because, while familiarly talking with Hareth on the previous

evening, a di-op of the Emir's saliva had fallen on the High Priest's dress

(cf . Niddah, f. 33, 2).



CHAPTER X.

THE CONVERSION OF SAUL.

« t • KaTi\'{i<pQrtv virh rov Xpiarrov 'Itjo-ou.—PhIL iii. 12.

" Opfert freudig aus was ilir besessen

Was ilir einst gewesen, was ihr seyd

;

Und in eiuem seligen Vergessen

Schwinde die Vergaugenheit.''

—

Schillee.

Armed with his credentials Saul started from Jerusalem

for his journey of nearly 150 miles. That journey would

probably be performed exactly as it is now performed with

horses and mules, which are indispensable to the traveller

along those rough, bad roads, and up and down those

steep and fatiguing hills. Saul, it must be remembered,

was travelling in a manner very different from that of our

Lord and His humble followers. They who, in preaching

the Grospel to the poor, assumed no higher earthly dignity

than that of the carpenter of Nazareth and the fishermen

of Galilee, would go on foot with staff and scrip from

village to village, like the other "people of the land" whom
long-robed Scribes despised. Saul was in a very different

position, and the little retinue which was assigned him

would treat him with all the deference due to a Pharisee

and a Rabbi—a legate a latere of Theophilus, the powerful

High Priest.

But, however performed, the journey could not occupy

less than a week, and even the fiery zeal of the persecutor

would scarcely enable him to get rid of the habitual

leisureliness of Eastern travelling. And thus, as they
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made their way along tlie difficult and narrow roads, Saul

would be doomed to a week of necessary reflection.

Hitherto, ever since those hot disputes in the synagogues

of Cilician Hellenists, he had been living in a whirl of

business which could have left him but little time for

quiet thought. That active inquisition, those domiciliary

visits, those incessant trials, that perpetual presiding over

the scourgings, imprisonments, perhaps even actual stonings

of men and women, into which he had been plunged,

must have absorbed his whole energies, and left him no

inclination to face the difficult questions, or to lay the

secret misgivings, which had begun to rise in his

mind.^ Pride—the pride of system, the pride of nature,

the rank pride of the seK-styled theologian, the exclusive

national Pharisaic pride in which he had been trained

—

forbade him to examine seriously whether he might not

after all be in the \vTong. Without humility there can

be no sincerity ; without sincerity, no attainment of the

truth. Saul felt that he could not and would not let

himself be convinced ; he could not and would not admit

that much of the learning of his thirty years of life

was a mass of worthless cobwebs, and that all the

' See Eom. vii. 8, 9, 10. Tliis picture of St. Paul's mental condition is no

mere imaginative touch ; from all siicb, both in thiswork and in my Life of Christ,

I have studiously abstained. It springs as a direct and ineA-itable conclusion

from his own epistles and the reproof of Jesus, " It is hard for thee to kick

against the goads." These words, following the " Why persecutest thou me ?
"

imply, Avith inimitable brevity, " Seest thou not that Jam the pursuer and thou

the pursued ? " Wliat were those goads ? There were no conceivable goads for

him to resist, except those which were wielded by his own conscience. The

stings of conscience, the anguish of a constant misgi\'ing, intlicted wounds

which should have told him long before that he was advancing in a wrong

path. They were analogous to the warnings, both inward and outAvard, which

"forbade the madness" of the Mesopotamian sorcerer. Balaam, too, was

taught by experience how terrible a thing it is " to kick against the pricks."

The resisted inward struggles of St. Paul are also implied in the " calling"

of Gal. i. 15, ijreceding the "revelation." (See Monod, Cinq Discours, p. 168

;

Stier, Beden d. Apost. ii. 299 ; De Presseuse, Trois Prem. Siecles, i. 434.)
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righteousness witli wliicli lie had striven to hasten the

coming of the Messiah was as filthy rags. He could not

and would not admit the possibility that people like

Peter and Stephen could be right, while people like

himself and the Sanhedrin could be mistaken ; or that

the Messiah could be a Nazarene who had been crucified

as a malefactor; or that after looking for Him so

many generations, and making their whole religious life

turn on His expected Advent, Israel should have been

found sleeping, and have murdered Him when at last

He came. If haunting doubts could for a moment
thrust themselves into his thoughts, the vehement seK-

assertion of contempt would sweep them out, and they

would be expiated by fresh zeal against the seductive

glamour of the heresy which thus dared to insinuate itself

like a serpent into the very hearts of its avengers. What
could it be but diabolic influence which made the words

and the arguments of these blasphemers of the Law and

the Temple fasten involuntarily upon his mind and

memory ? Never would he too be seduced into the posi-

tion of a mesith! Never would he degrade himself to

the ignorant level of people who knew not the Law and

were accursed

!

But the ghosts of these obstinate questionings would

not alwa3^s be so laid. As long as he had work to do he

could crush by passion and energy such obtruding fancies.

But when his work was done—when there were in Jeru-

salem no more Hellenists to persecute—when even the

Galileans had fled or been silenced, or been slain—then

such doubts would again thicken round him, and he would

hear the approach of them like the sound of a stealthy

footfall on the turf. Was it not this that kindled his

excessive madness—this that made him still breathe out

threats and blood ? Was not this a part of the motive
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which had driven him to the wily Sadducee with the

demand for a fresh commission ? Would not this work

for' the Law protect him from the perplexing complica-

tions of a will that plunged and struggled to resist the

agonising goad-thrusts of a ruinous misgiving ?

But now that he was journeying day after day towards

Damascus, how could he save himself from his own

thoughts ? He could not converse with the attendants

who were to execute his decisions. They were mere sub.-

ordinates—mere apparitors of the Sanhedrin—members,

perhaps, of the Temple guard—ignorant Levites, whose

function it would be to drag with them on his return the

miserable gang of trembling heretics. We may be sure

that the vacuity of thought in which most men live was

for Saul a thing impossible. He could not help medi-

tating as the sages bade the religious Jew to meditate,

on the precepts and promises of his own Law. For the

first time perhaps since he had encountered Stephen he

had the uninterrupted leisure to face the whole question

calmly and seriously, in the solitude of thoughts which

could no longer be sophisticated by the applause of Phari-

saic partisans. He was forced to go up into the dark

tribunal of his own conscience and set himself before

himself. More terrible by far was the solemnity, more

impartial the judgment of that stern session, than those

either of the Jewish Sanhedrin, or of that other

Areopagus in which he would one day stand. If there be

in the character any seriousness at all ; if the cancer of

conceit or vice have not eaten out all of the heart that

is not frivolous and base, then how many a man's intel-

lectual conclusions, how many a man's moral life has been

completely changed—and for how many would they not at

this moment be completely changed—by the necessiiy for

serious reflection during a few days of unbroken leisure ?
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And so we may be quite sure that day after day, as lie

rode on under the morning sunlight or the bright stars of

an Eastern night, the thoughts of Saul would be over-

whelmingly engaged. They would wander back over the

past ; they would glance sadly at the future. Those were

happy years in Tarsus; happy walks in childhood beside

"the silver Cydnus ;" happy hours in the school of Gramaliel,

where there first dawned upon his soul the glories of Moses

and Solomon, of the Law and the Temple, of the Priest-

hood and the chosen race. Those Avere golden daj'^s

when he listened to the promised triumjDhs of the Messiah,

and was told how near was that day when the Holy

Land should be exalted as the Lady of kingdoms, and

the vaunted strength of Rome, which now lay so heavy

on his subjugated people, be shattered like a potsherd!

But had not something of the splendour faded from these

more youthful dreams? What had the righteousness of

the Law done for him ? He had lived, as far as men
were concerned, an honourable life. He had been ex-

ceedingly zealous, exceedingly blameless in the traditions

of the fathers ; but what inward joy had he derived from

them ?— what enlightenment ?— what deliverance from

that law of his members, which, do what he would, still

worked fatally against the law in his mind ? His sins of

pride and passion, and frailty—would not a jealous God
avenge them ? Was there any exemption at all from the

Law's curse of "death?" Was there any deliverance at

all from this ceaseless trouble of a nature dissatisfied with

itseK, and therefore wavering like a wave of the troubled sea?

Would the deliverance be secured by the coming of the

Messiah ? That advent for the nation would be triumph

and victory ; would it be for the individual also, peace of

conscience, justification, release from heavy bondage, for-

giveness of past sins, strength in present weakness ?
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And tlien it must have flashed across Mm that these

Nazarenes, at any rate, whom he had been hunting and

slaying, said that it would. For them the Messiah had

come, and certainly they had found peace. It was true

that their Messiah was despised and rejected; but was

not that the very thing which had been said of the

Servant of Jehovah in that prophecy to which they

always appealed, and which also said that which his

troubled conscience needed most :

—

" Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our

sorrows : yet we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of God,

and afflicted. But He was wounded for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities : the chastisement of our

peace was upon Him ; and with His stripes we are healed.

All Ave like sheep have gone astray ; we have turned every

one to his own way ; and the Lord hath laid on Him the

iniquity of us all."^

This passage certainly gave a very different aspect

to the conception of the Messiah from any which

he had been taught to contemplate. Yet the Eabbis

had said that all prophecies were Messianic. Jesus

had been crucified. A crucified Messiah was a horri-

ble thought; but was it worse than a Messiah who
should be a leper? Yet here the ideal servant of

Jehovah was called a leper.^ And if His physical con-

dition turned out to be meaner than Israel had always

expected, yet surely the moral conception, the spiritual

conception, as he had heard it from these hated Galilseans,

was infinitely lovelier ! They spoke—and oh, undeniably

those were blessed words !—of a Messiah through whom
they obtained forgiveness of sins.

If this were true, what infinite comfort it brought!

1 Isa. liii. 4—6.
Isa. lii. 14, liii. 4, " stricTcen " Heb., cf. Lev. xiii. 13, Sanhedr. f, 98.
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how it ended the hopelessness of the weary struggle !

The Law, indeed, promised life to perfect obedience.^ But

who ever had attained, who could attain, to that perfect

obedience?^ Did he see it in the Gentile w^orld, who,

though they had not the Law of Moses, had their own law

of nature ? Did he see it in the Jewish world ?—alas,

wdiat a depth of disappointment was involved in the very

question ! Was Hanan, was Caiaphas, was Theophilus,

was Tshmael Ben Phabi a specimen of the righteousness of

the Law ? And if, as was too true, Israel had not attained

—if he himself had not attained—to the law of righteous-

ness, what hope was there ?^ Oh, the blessedness of him

whose unrighteousness was formen, whose sin was

covered ! Oh, the blesssedness of him to whom the Lord

would not impute sin ! Oh, to have the infinite God who
seemed so far away brought near, and to see His face not

darkened by the cloud, not glaring through the pillar of

fire, but as a man seeth the face of his friend ! Oh that a

Man were a hiding-place from the wind, and a covert from

the tempest, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary

land !*

And so, again and again, he would realise with a sense

of remorse that he was yearning for, that he was gliding

into, the very doctrines which he w^as persecuting to the

death. For to these Nazarenes their Son of Man was

indeed the image of the Invisible God. Could he be

right in thus striving to stamp out a faith so pure, so

^ Lev. xviii. 5 ; Gal. iii. 12.

* Rom. X. 5.

' Rom. ix. 31. When Rabbi Eleazar was sick, and AJdblia rejoiced because

he feared tbat Eleazar had beeu rccci^-ing his good things in this life, " Akibha,"

exclaimed the sufferer, " is there anything in the whole Law which I have

failed to fulfil ? " " Rabbi," replied Akibha, " thou hast tauglit me ' There is

not a just man upon earth that doeth good, and sianeth not.' " Eccles. vii. 20.

{Sanhedr., f. 101, 1.)

Isa. xxxii. 2.
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ennobling ? For, wlietlier it was heresy or not, tliat it

was pure and ennobling be could not fail to acknow-

ledge. That face of Stephen which he had seen

bathed as with a light from heaven until it had been

dimmed in blood, must have haunted him then, as

we know it did for long years afterwards. Would

the Mosaic law have inspired so heavenly an enthusiasm ?

would it have breathed into the sufferers so infinite a

serenity, so bright a hope ? And where in all the Holy

Pentateuch could he find utterances so tender, lessons so

divine, love so unspeakable, motives which so mastered

and entranced the soul, as these had found in the words

and in the love of their Lord? Those beatitudes

which he had heard them speak of, the deeds of

healing tenderness which so many attested, the parables

so full of divine illumination— the moral and spiritual

truths of a Teacher who, though His nation had cruci-.

fied Him, had spoken as never man spake— oh, Who
was this who had inspired simple fishermen and ignorant

publicans with a wisdom unattainable by a Hillel or a

Gamaliel? Who was this to whom His followers turned

their last gaze and uttered their last prayer in death ; who
seemed to breathe upon them from the parted heavens a

glory as of the Shechinah, a peace that passed all under-

standing ? Who was this who, as they declared, had risen

from the dead ; w^hose body certainly had vanished from

the rock-hewn sepulchre in which it had been laid;

whom these good Gralilaeans— these men who would

rather die than lie—witnessed that -they had seen, that

they had heard, that He had appeared to them in

the garden, in the upper chamber, on the public road,

to four of them upon the misty lake, to more than

five hundred of them at once upon the Galila?an hill?

Could that have been a right path which led him to
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persecute these ? could it be God's will wliicli had driven

him so fiercely along a road that was stained in blood?

could he be required to pass through those scenes of horror

in which he had haled the wife and the mother to prison,

shbon
V̂= ENOI isn WILES.
4^1 p 1,0 ;o

MAP SHOWING THE ROADS FEOM JERUSALEM TO DAMASCUS,

and seen the coarse menials of the synagogue remorselessly

scourge men whose whole life was love and humility and

holiness? Had he after all been mistaking pride for

faithfulness, and rage for zeal ? Had he been murdering

the saints that were upon the earth, and them that ex-

celled in virtue ? Was Gamaliel right in suggesting the
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possibility that in meddling with these men they might

haply be fighting against God ?

So day by day, his mind filled more and more with

distracting doubts, his imagination haunted by sights of

cruelty which, in spite of all zeal, harrowed up his soul,

he journeyed on the road to Damascus. Under ordinary

circumstances he might have felt an interest in the

towns and scenes through which he passed—in Bethel

and Shiloh—in the soft green fields that lie around the

base of Mount Gerizim—in Jacob's tomb and Jacob's well

—in Bethshean, with its memories of the miserable end of

that old king of his tribe whose name he bore—in the

blue glimpses of the Lake of Galilee with its number-

less memorials of that Prophet of Nazareth whose

followers he was trying to destroy. But during these

days, if I judge rightly, his one desire was to press on,

and by vehement action to get rid of painful thought.

And now the journey was nearly over. Hermon had

long been gleaming before them, and the chain of Anti-

libanus. They had been traversing a bare, bleak, glaring,

undulating plain, and had reached the village of Kaukab,

or "the Star." At that point a vision of surpassing

beauty bursts upon the eye of the weary traveller. Thanks
to the " golden Abana " and the winding Pharpar, which

flow on either side of the ridge, the wilderness blossoms

like the rose. Instead of brown and stony wastes, we
begin to pass under the flickering shadows of ancient

olive-trees. Below, out of a soft sea of verdure—amid
masses of the foliage of walnuts and pomegranates and
palms, steeped in the rich haze of sunshine—rise the white

terraced roofs and glittering cupolas of the immemorial
city of which the beauty has been compared in every age

to the beauty of a Paradise of God. There amid its

gardens of rose, and groves of delicious fruit, with the
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gleam of waters tliat flowed tlirougli it, flooded with the

gold of breathless morn, lay the eye of the East.^ To that

land of streams, to that city of fountains, to that

Paradise of God, Saul was hastening—not on messages of

mercy, not to add to the happiness and beauty of the

world—but to scourge and to slay and to imprison,

those perhaps of all its inhabitants who were the

meekest, the gentlest, the most pure of heart. And
Saul, with all his tenacity of purpose, was a man of

almost emotional tenderness of character.^ Though zeal

and passion might hurry him into acts of cruelty, they

could not crush within him the instincts of sympathy, and

the horror of suffering and blood. Can we doubt that at

the sight of the lovely glittering city—like (if I may
again quote the Eastern metaphor) " a handful of pearls

in its goblet of emerald "—he felt one more terrible recoil

from his unhallowed task, one yet fiercer thrust from the

wounding goad of a reproachful conscience ?

It was high noon—and in a Syi'ian noon the sun shines

fiercely overhead in an intolerable blaze of boundless light

;

—the cloudless sky glows like molten brass ; the white

earth under the feet glares like iron in the furnace ; the

whole air, as we breathe it, seems to quiver as though it

were pervaded with subtle flames. That Saul and his

comrades should at such a moment have still been pressing

forward on their journey would seem to argue a troubled

impatience, an impassioned haste. Generally at that time

of day the traveller will be resting in his khan, or lying

under the shelter of his tent. But it was Saul who

w^ould regulate the movements of his little company ; and

Saul was pressing on.

Then suddenly all was ended—the eager haste, the

' See Porter's Syria, p. 435.

2 See Adolphe Monod's sermon, Les Lamies de St. Paul.
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agonising struggle, the deadly mission, tlie mad infatua-

tion, the feverish desii'e to quench doubt in persecution.

Round them suddenly from heaven there lightened a great

light. ^ It was not Saul alone who was conscious of it. It

seemed as though the whole atmosphere had caught fire,

and they were suddenly wrapped in sheets of blinding

splendour. It might be imagined that nothing can

outdazzle the glare of a Syrian sun at noon ; but this light

was more vivid than its brightness, more penetrating than

its flame. And with the light came to those who
journeyed with Saul an awful but unintelligible sound. As
though by some universal flash from heaven, they were

all struck to earth together, and when the others had

arisen and had partially recovered from their terror,

Saul was still prostrate there. They were conscious that

something awful had happened. Had we been able to

ask them what it was, it is more than doubtful whether

they could have said. Had it been suggested to them that

it was some overwhelmingly sudden burst of thunder, some
inexpressibly vivid gleam of electric flame—some blinding,

suffocating, maddening breath of the sirocco—some rare

phenomenon unexperienced before or since—they might

not have known. The vision was not for them. They
saw the light above the noonday—they heard, and heard

with terror, the unknown sound which shattered the dead

hush of noon; but they were not converted by this

epiphany. To the Jew the whole earth was full of God's

\^sible ministrants. The winds were His spirits, the

flaming fires His messengers ; the thunder was the voice

of the Lord shaking the cedars, yea, shaking the cedars

of Libanus. The hatU-kol might come to him in sounds

^ Acts ix. 3, vepi'fiarpail/ev, " lightened round." The word is again used
in xxii. 6, but is not found in the LXX., and is unknown to classical

Greek.
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"vvliicli none but lie could understand : otliers miglit say

it thundered wlien to liim an angel spake.

^

But that which happened was not meant for those

who journeyed mth Saul :
^ it was meant for him ; and

of that which he saw and which he heard he confessedly

could he the only witness. They could only say that a

ligfht had shone from heaven, but to Saul it was a hc^ht

from Him who is the light of the City of God—a ray

from the light which no man can approach unto.^

And about that which he saw and heard he never

wavered. It was the secret of his inmost being ; it was

the most unalterable con^'iction of his soul ; it was the

very crisis and most intense moment of his life. Others

might hint at explanations or whisper doubt :
* Saul Tcneio.

At that instant God had shown him His set;ret and His

covenant. God had found him; had flung him to the

p-round in the career of victorious outrasfe, to lead him

henceforth in triumph, a willing spectacle to angels and to

men.^ God had spoken to him, had struck him into dark-

ness out of the noonday, only that He might kindle a noon

in the midnight of liis heart. From that moment Saul

was converted. A change total, utter, final had passed

over him, had transformed him. God had called him, had

1 Jolin xii. 29.

^ Acts ix. 7, (iaTr\Kii.(rav fxriSeva eewpovims. Cf. Dan. X. 7, " I Daniel alone saw

tlie yision ; for the men that were with me saw not the vision ; but a great

quaking fell upon them, so that they fled to liicle themselves." So in Shemoth

Rahha, sect. 2, f . 104, 3, it is said that others were with Moses, but that he alone

saw the burning bush (Exod. iii. 2). Similarly Rashi, at the beginning of his

commentary on Leviticus, says that when God called Moses the voice was

heard by him alone.

3 1 Tim. vi. 14—16; 2 Cor. xii. 1.

* "We trace a sort of hesitating sneer in the Clementine Homilies, xvii. 13^

" He who believes a vision .... may indeed be deceived by an e^il demon,

.... which really is nothing, and i£ he asks who it is that appears " (with an

allusion to rls d, Kvpie, is. 5), " it can answer what it wiU ;
"—with very much

more to the same effect.

* 2 Cor. ii. 14.
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revealed His Son in Mm/ had given liim grace and power

to become an Apostle to tlie Gentiles, had sent him forth

to preach the faith which he had once destroyed, had

shone in his heart to give " the hght of the knowledge of

the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ." ^

And the means of this mighty change all lay in this

one fact :—at that a^vful moment lie had seen the Lord

Jesus Christ.^ •To him the persecutor—to him as to the

abortive-born of the Apostolic family^—the risen, the

glorified Jesus had appeared. He had "been aj^prehended

by Christ." On that appearance all his faith was

founded; on that pledge of resurrection— of immor-

tality to himself, and to the dead who die in Christ,

—

all his hopes were anchored.^ If that belief were un-

substantial, then all his life and all his labours were a

delusion and a snare—he was a wretch more to be pitied

than the wretchedest of the children of the world. But if

an angel from heaven preached a different doctrine it was

false, for he had been taught by the revelation of Jesus

Christ, and if this hope were vain, then to him
" The pillared firmament was rottenness,

And earth's base built on stubble."

The strength of this conviction became the leading

force in Paul's future life. He tells us that when the

blaze of glory lightened round him he was struck to the

earth, and there he remained till the voice bade him rise,

and when he rose his eyes were blinded ;—^he opened them
on darkness. Had he been asked about the long con-

troversies which have arisen in modern days, as to whether

the appearance of the Risen Christ to him was objective

or subjective, I am far from sure that he would even have

' Acts xxii. 21 ; xxvi 17, 18 ; Gal. I 15, 16.

« 2 Cor. iv. 6. * 1 Cor. xv. 8.

• 1 Cor. ix. 1 ; XV. 8 ; v. supra, p.73 seq. * 1 Cor. xv. 10—29.

N
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understood tliem.^ He uses indeed of tliis very event the

term " vision." " I was not disobedient," he says to King

Agrippa, " to the heavenly vision." ^ But the word used

for vision means *' a waking vision," and in what conceiv-

able respect could St. Paul have been more overpoweringly

convinced that he had in very truth seen, and heard, and

received a revelation and a mission from the Risen Christ ?

Is the essential miracle rendered less miraculous by a

questioning of that objectivity to which the language

seems decidedly to point ? Are the eye and the ear the

only organs by which definite certainties can be conveyed

to the human soul? are not rather these organs the

poorest, the weakest, the most likely to be deceived ?

To the eyes of St. Paul's companions, God spoke by

the blinding light ; to their ears by the awful sound

;

but to the soul of His chosen servant He was visible

indeed in the excellent glory, and He spoke in the

Hebrew tongue ; but whether the vision and the voice

came through the dull organs of sense or in presen-

tations infinitely more intense, more vivid, more real,

more unutterably convincing to the spirit by which only

things spiritual are discerned—this is a question to which

those only will attach importance to whom the soul is

1 See 2 Cor. xii. 1.

2 Acts xxvi. 19. r-fi ovpavlif) o-rrraarta. "WTien Zachanas came out of the

Temple speecliless, the people recognised that he liad seen an oTrrao-ia (Luke i.

22). The women returning from the tomb say tliey have seen an oTrraffla

a.yyi\<>iv (Luke xxiv. 23). The word, then, is peculiar to Luke and the Acts, as

are so many words. It is, however, the word used in the passage of the

Corinthians just quoted, and the owraa-ia there leaves him no certainty as to

whether it was corporeal or spiritual. The LXX. use it (Dan. ix. 23, &e.)

to render HNip, which is used of a night idsion in Gen. xlvi. 2. Phavorinus

distinctly says that opa/xa, whether by day or by night, is distinct from

ivi-Kviov " dream," and it seems as if St. Luke, at any rate, meant by binaaia

something more objective than he meant by opajua (Acts ix. 10—12; xi. 5;

xii. 9 ; xvi. 9 ; xviii. 9) or iK<na(ns (Acts xi. 5 ; xxii. 17). "Opams, in the N. T.,

only occurs in.Rev.aY..3; ix. 17 ; and in a quotation, Acts ii, 17.
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notlaing "but tlie material organism—who know of no

indubitable channels of intercourse between man and bis

Maker save those that come clogged with the imperfections

of mortal sense—and who cannot imagine anything real

except that which they can grasp Avith both hands. One

fact remains upon any hypothesis—and that is, that the

conversion of St. Paul was in the highest sense of

the word a miracle, and one of which the spiritual

consequences have affected every subsequent age of the

history of mankind.^

For though there may be trivial variations, obviously

reconcilable, and absolutely unimportant, in the thrice-

repeated accounts of this event, yet in the narration of

the main fact there is no shadow of variation, and no

possibility of doubt.^ And the main fact as St. Paul

always related and referred to it was this—that, after

several days' journey, when they were now near Damascus,

some awful incident which impressed them all alike as an

infolding fire and a supernatural sound arrested their

progress, and in that light, as he lay prostrate on the earth,

' At such moments the spirit only lives, and the ^vxh^ the animal life, is

harcUy adequate as an Spyavov \r\irTiKhv to apprehend such revelations. See

Augustine, De Genesi ad Lift. xii. 3. " La chose essentielle est que nous ne

perdions pas de vue le grand priucipe evaugelique d'un contact direct de

I'esprit de Dieu avec celui de Thomme, contact qui ^chappe a I'analyse du

raisonnement . . . . Le mysticisme evangelique en revel ant au sens chretien

Tin monde de miracles incessants, lui epargne la peine de se preoccuper du

petit nombre de ceux qu' analysent contradictoirement le rationalisme critique

et le rationalisme orthodoxe " (Reuss, Hist. Apostolique, p. 114). "Christ

stood before me," said St. Teresa. " I saw Him with the eyes of the soul more

distinctly than I could have seen Him with the eyes of the body "
( Vida,

vii. 11).

^ It is superfluous to repeat the reconciliation of these small apparent con-

tradictions, because they are all reconciled and accounted for in the narrative

of the text. Had they been of the smallest importance, had they been such

as one mcanent of common sense could faU to solve, a writer so careful as

St. Luke would not have left them side by side.

N 2
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Saul saw a mortal shape ^ and heard a liuman voice saying

to liim, " Shaul, Sliaul "—for it is remarkable how the

^dvidness of that impression is incidentally preserved in

each form of the narrative^—"why persecutest thou Me ?

It is hard for thee to kick against the goads." ^ But at

that awful moment Saul did not recognise the speaker,

whom on earth he had never seen. " Who art Thou,

Lord ? " he said. And He—" I am Jesus of Nazareth

whom thou persecutest."

" Jesus of Nazareth ! " Why did the glorified speaker

here adopt the name of his obscurity on earth ? Why, as

St. Chrysostom asks, did He not say, " I am the Son of

Grod ; the Word that was in the beginning ; He that sitteth

at the right hand of the Father ; He who is in the form of

God ; He who stretched out the heaven ; He who made

the earth ; He who levelled the sea ; He who created

the angels ; He who is everywhere and filleth all things
;

^ This, though not in the Acts asserted in so many words in the direct

narrative, seems to be most obviously implied in the wcpe-qv aoi of xxvi. 16, in

the contrast of the ixyjSeva OewpovvTes of ix. 7, in the 'Irja-ovs bocpdus aoi iv Tp

65(^ of ver. 17, in the irws eV t^ 6S^ eTSev Thv Kvpiov of verse 27, and in the already

quoted references (1 Cor. ix. 1 ; xv. 8). The remark of Chrysostom, Ka\ /htjj/

oiiK &<peri oWa Stci irpayixartav icpO-q, is meant to be perfectly sincere and honest,

but when compared with the above passage, seems to show less than the great

orator's usual (are and discrimination.

2 Elsewliere he is always called 'S.avXos, but here 'S.aoix.

3 This addition is genuine in Acts xxvi. 14 ; and 6 NaCcopoiSs certainly in

xxii. 8. Of the many illustrations quoted by Wet stein, and copied from
him by subsequent commentators, the most apposite and interesting are

^sch. Agam. 1633, Prom. 323, Eur. Bacch. 791, Ter. Plwrm. i. 22, 7. It

is, however, remarkable that though ox-goads were commonly used in the

East, not one single Eastern or Semitic parallel can be adduced. The
reference to Deut. xxxii. 15 is wholly beside the mark, though goads are

alluded to in Judg. iii. 31 ; Ecclus. xxxviii. 25. St. Paul would have been

naturally familiar with the common Greek proverbs, and those only will be

startled that a Greek proverb should be addressed to him by his glorified Lord,

who can never be brought to understand the simple principle that Inspiration

must always speak (as even the Rabbis saw) " in the tongue of the sons

of men."
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He who was pre-existent and was begotten ? " "VYliy did

He not utter tliose awful titles, but, " I am Jesus of

Nazareth whom thou persecutest"—from the earthly-

city, from the earthly home ? Because His persecutor

knew Him not; for had he known Him he would

not have persecuted Him. He knew not that He
had been begotten of the Father, but that He was

from Nazareth he knew. Had He then said to him,

" I am the Son of God, the Word that was in the

beginning, He who made the heaven," Saul might

have said, " That is not He whom I am persecuting."

Had He uttered to him those vast, and bright, and lofty

titles, Saul might have said, " This is not the crucified."

But that he may know that he is persecuting Him who
was made flesh,^ who took the form of a servant, who died,

who was buried, naming HimseK from the earthly place,

He says, " I am Jesus of Nazareth whom thou perse-

cutest." This, then, was the Messiah whom he had hated

and despised—this was He who had been the Heavenly

Shepherd of his soul ;— He who to guide back his

w^andering footsteps into the straight furrow had held in

His hand that unseen goad against which, like some

stubborn ox, he had struggled and kicked in vain.

And when the Voice of that speaker from out of the

unapproachable brightness had, as it were, smitten him to

the very earth with remorse by the sense of this awful

truth,
—

" But rise," it continued, " and stand upon th}" feet,

and go into the city, and it shall be told thee what thou

must do."

This is the form in which the words are, with trivial

differences, given in St. Luke's narrative, and in St. Paul's

speech from the steps of Antonia. In his speech before

^ Chrysostom adds, rbv ^eV avrov avvava(rTpa(pivra, but tliis I believe to be a
mistake.
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Agrippa, it miglit seem as if more liad been spoken then.

But in tliis instance again it may be doubted whether,

after the first appalling question, " Shaul, Shaul, why

persecutest thou Me?" which remained branded so vividly

upon his heart, Paul could himself have said how much

of the revelation which henceforth transfigured his life

was derived from the actual moment when he lay blinded

and trembling on the ground, and how much from the

subsequent hours of deep external darkness and bright-

ening inward light. In the annals of human lives, there

have been other spiritual crises analogous to this in their

startling suddenness, in their absolute finality. To many
the resurrection from the death of sin is a slow and life-

long process; but others pass with one thriil of conviction,

with one spasm of energy, from death to life, from the

power of Satan unto God. Such moments crowd eternity

into an hour, and stretch an hour into eternity.

" At sucli high hours

Of inspiration from the Living God
Thought is not."

When God's awful warnings burn before the soul in

letters of flame, it can read them indeed, and know
their meaning to the very uttermost, but it does not

know, and it does not care, whether it was Perez or

Upharsin that was written on the wall. The utterances

of the Eternal Sibyl are inscribed on records scattered and

multitudinous as are the forest leaves. As the anatomist

may dissect every joint and lay bare every nerve of the

organism, yet be infinitely distant from any discovery of

the principle of life, so the critic and grammarian may
decipher the dim syllables and wrangle about the disputed

discrepancies, but it is not theirs to interpret. If we

would in truth understand such spiritual experiences, the
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records of tliem must be read by a light that never was on

land or sea.

Saul rose another man : he had fallen in death, he rose

in life : he had fallen in the midst of things temporal, he

rose in awful consciousness of the things eternal : he had

fallen a proud, intolerant, persecuting Jew; he rose a

humble, broken-hearted, penitent Christian. In that

moment a new element had been added to his being.

Henceforth—to use his own deep and dominant ex-

pression—he w^as " in Christ." God had found him

;

Jesus had spoken to him, and in one flash changed him

from a raging Pharisee into a true disciple—from the

murderer of the saints into the Apostle of the Grentiles.

It was a new bhth, a new creation. As we read the

story of it, if we have one touch of reverence within our

souls, shall we not take off our shoes from off our feet,

for the place whereon we stand is holy ground ?

Saul rose, and all was dark. The dazzling vision had

passed away, and with it also the glittering city, the

fragrant gardens, the burning noon. Amazed and

startled, his attendants took him by the hand and led

him to Damascus. He had meant to enter the city in all

the importance of a Commissioner from the Sanhedrin, to

be received with distinction, not only as himself a great

" pupil of the wise," but even as the representative of all

authority which the Jews held most sacred. And he had

meant to leave the city, perhaps, amid multitudes of his

applauding countrymen, accompanied by a captive train of

he knew not how many dejected Nazarenes. How different

were his actual entrance and his actual exit ! He is led

through the city gate, stricken, dejected, trembling,

no longer breathing threats and slaughter, but longing

only to be the learner and the suppliant, and the lowest

brother among those whom he had intended to destroy.
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He was ignominiously let out of tlie city, alone, in im-

minent peril of arrest or assassination, through a window,

in a basket, down the wall.

The}^ led him to the house of Judas, in that long

street which leads through the city and is still called

Straight; and there, in remorse, in blindness, in bodily

suffering, in mental agitation, unable or unwilling to eat

or drink, the glare of that revealicg light ever before his

darkened eyes, the sound of that reproachful voice ever in

his ringing ears, Saul lay for three days. None can ever

tell what things in those three daj^s passed through his

soul ; what revelations of the past, what lessons for the

present, what guidance for the future. His old life, his

old self, had been torn up by the very roots, and though

now he was a new creature, the crisis can never pass

over any one without agonies and energies—without eai-th-

quake and eclipse. At last the tumult of his being found

relief in praj^er ; and, in a vision full of peace, he saw one

of those brethren for a visit from whom he seems hitherto

to have yearned in vain, come to him and heal him. This

brother was Ananias, a Christian, but a Christian held in

respect by all the Jews, and therefore a fit envoy to come

among the Pharisaic adherents by whom we cannot but

suppose that Saul was still surrounded. It was not with-

out shrinking that Ananias had been led to make this

visit. He had heard of Saul's ravages at Jerusalem, and

his fierce designs against the brethren at Damascus

;

nay, even of the letters of authority from the High

Priest which were still in his hand. He had heard,

too, of what had befallen him on the way, but it had

not wholly conquered his not unnatural distrust. A
divine injunction aided the charity of one who, as a

Christian, felt the duty of believing all things, and

hoping all things. The Lord, appearing to him in a
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dream, told Mm that tlie zeal wMcli liad burned so

fiercely in the cause of Sadducees should henceforth be

a fiery angel of the Cross,—that this pitiless persecutor

should be a chosen vessel to carry the name of Christ

before Grentiles, kings, and the children of Israel. " For

I will show him," said the vision, " how much he

must sujBfer for My name."^ The good Ananias, hesi-

tated no longer. He entered into the house of Judas,

and while his very presence seemed to breathe peace, he

addressed the sufferer by the dear title of brother, and

laying his hands upon the clouded eyes, bade him rise,

and see, and be filled with the Holy Ghost. " Be bap-

tised," he added, " and wash away thy sins, calling on the

name of the Lord." The words of blessing and trust were

to the troubled nerves and aching heart of the sufferer

a healing in themselves. Immediately "there fell from

his eyes as it had been scales." ^ He rose, and saw,

and took food and was strengthened, and received from

the hands of his humble brother that sacrament by

which he was admitted into the full privileges of

the new faith. He became a member of the Church of

Christ, the extirpation of which had been for months

the most passionate desire and the most active purpose

of his life.

Fruitful indeed must have been the conversation which

he held with Ananias, and doubtless with other brethren,

in the delicious calm that followed this heart-shaking

moment of conviction. In those days Ananias must more

and more have confirmed him in the high destiny which

the voice of revelation had also marked out to himself.

What became of his commission ; what he did with the

^ " Fortia agere Romanum est ; fortia pati Cliristianum " (Corn, h Lap.).

- Tlioro is a remai'kable parallel in Tob. xi. 13, koI iKeniaBri a-nh tuv Kiv&wv

ruf o<pQaKnSiv omtov to Aei/Kcojuara.
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Higli Priest's letters ; how liis subordinates demeaned

themselves ; what alarming reports they took back to

Jerusalem ; with what eyes he was regarded by the Judaic

synagogues of Damascus,—we do not know; but we do

know that in those days, whether they were few or many,

it became more and more clear to him that " God had

chosen him to know His will, and see that Just One, and

hear the voice of His mouth, and be His witness unto all

men of what he had seen and heard." ^

And here let me pause to say that it is impossible to

exaggerate the importance of St. Paul's conversion as one

of the evidences of Christianity. That he should have

passed, by one flash of conviction, not only from darkness

to light, but from one direction of life to the very

opposite, is not only characteristic of the man, but evi-

dential of the power and significance of Christianity.

That the same man who, just before, was persecuting

Christianity with the most violent hatred, should come

all at once to believe in Him whose followers he had

been seeking to destroy, and that in this faith he

should become a " new creature "—what is this but

a victory which Christianity owed to nothing but the

spell of its own inherent power? Of all who have

been converted to the faith of Christ, there is not one

in whose case the Christian principle broke so imme-

diately through everything opposed to it, and asserted

so absolutely its triumphant superiority. Henceforth

to Paul Christianity was summed up in the one word

Christ. And to what does he testify respecting Jesus?

To almost every single primarily important fact respecting

His Incarnation, Life, Sufferings, Betrayal, Last Supper,

Trial, Crucifixion, Eesurrection, Ascension, and Heavenly

* Acts xxii. 14, 15.
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Exaltation.^ We complain that nearly two thousand jears

have passed away, and that the brightness of historical

events is apt to fade, and even their very outline to be

obliterated, as they sink into the " dark backward and

abysm of time." Well, but are we more keen-sighted,

more hostile, more eager to disprove the evidence, than

the consummate legalist, the admired rabbi, the com-

missioner of the Sanhedrin, the leading intellect in the

schools—learned as Hillel, patriotic as Judas of Gaulon,

burnino; with zeal for the Law as intense as that

of Shammai ? He was not separated from the events,

as we are, by centuries of time. He was not liable

to be blinded, as we are, by the dazzling glamour of

a victorious Christendom. He had mingled daily with

men who had watched from Bethlehem to Golgotha the

life of the Crucified,—not only with His simple-hearted

followers, but with His learned and powerful enemies.

He had talked with the priests who had consigned Him
to the cross ; he had put to death the followers who had

wept beside His tomb. He had to face the unutterable

horror which, to any orthodox Jew, was involved in the

thought of a Messiah who " had hung upon a tree." He
had heard again and again the proofs which satisfied an

Annas and a Gamaliel that Jesus was a deceiver of the

people.^ The events on which the Apostles relied, in proof

of His divinity, had taken place in the full blaze of con-

temporary knowledge. He had not to deal with uncer-

tainties of criticism or assaults on authenticity. He could

question, not ancient documents, but living men ; he could

analyse, not fragmentary records, but existing evidence.

* See, among other passages, Rom. viii. 3, 11 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Rom. ix. 5

;

2 Cor. i. 5 ; Col. L 20 ; 1 Cor. i. 23 ; ii. 2 ; v. 7 ; x. 16 ; Gal. vi. 19 ; EpL.

ii. 13; Rom. V. 6; vi. 4, 9 ; viii. 11; xiv. 15 ; xv. 3; 1 Cor. XV. passim

;

Rom. X. 6 ; Col. iii. 1 ; Eph. ii. 6; 1 Tim. iii. 16, Sx.
2 John vii. 12, 47 ; ix. 16 j x. 20.
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He had thousands of means close at hand whereby to test

the reality or unreality of the Resurrection in which, up

to this time, he had so passionately and contemptuously

disbelieved. In accepting this half-crushed and wholly

execrated faith he had everything in the world to lose

—

he had nothing conceivable to gain ; and yet, in spite of

all—overwhelmed by a conviction which he felt to be

irresistible—Saul, the Pharisee, became a witness of the

Eesurrection, a preacher of the Cross.



OHAPTEE XL

THE RETIREMENT OF ST. PAUL.

" Thou shalt have joy in sadness soon.

The pure calm hope be thine,

That brightens like the eastern moon
When day's wild lights dechne."

—

Kehle.

Saul was now a "Nazarene," but many a year of thought

and training had to elapse before he was prepared for the

great mission of his life.

If, indeed, the Acts of the Apostles were our only

source of information respecting him, we should have

been comj^elled to suppose that he instantly plunged into

the work of teaching. " He was with the disciples in

Damascus certain days," says St. Luke ;
" and immediately

in the synagogues he began to preach Jesus, that He is

the Son of God ;"^ and he proceeds to narrate the amaze-

ment of the Jews, the growing power of Saul's demon-

strations, and, after an indefinite period had elapsed, the

plot of the Jews against him, and his escape from

Damascus.

But St. Luke neither gives, nor professes to give, a

complete biography. During the time that he was the

companion of the Apostle his details, indeed, are numerous

and exact ; but if even in this later part of his career he

never mentions Titus, or once alludes to the fact that St.

Paul wrote a single epistle, we cannot be surprised that

his notices of the Apostle's earlier career are fragmentary,

1 Acts k. 19, 20.
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either because lie knew no more, or because, in bis brief

space, be suppresses all circumstances that did not bear on

bis immediate purpose.

Accordingly, if we turn to the biographic retrospect

in the Epistle to tbe Galatians, in which St. Paul refers to

this period to prove the independence of his apostolate, we

find that in the Acts the events of three years have been

compressed into as many verses, and that, instead of

immediately beginning to preach at Damascus, he imme-

diately retired into Arabia.^ For " when," he says, " He
who separated me from my mother's womb, and called

me by His grace, was pleased to reveal His Son in me,

that I might preach Him among the Gentiles, imme-

diately I did not communicate with flesh and blood, nor

went I up to Jerusalem to those who were Apostles

before me, but I went away into Arabia, and again I

returned to Damascus."

^ I understand the evBios o£ Gal. i. 16 as immediately succeeding St.

Paul's convfrsiou ; the eheews of Acts ix. 20 as immediately succeeding his

return to Damascus. The retirement into Arabia must be interpreted as a

lacuna either at the middle of Acts ix. 19, or at the end of that verse, or

after verse 21. The reasons why I unhesitatingly assimie the first of these

alternatives are given in the text. There is nothing to be said for supposing

with Kuinoel and Olshausen that it was subsequent to the escape from

Damascus, which seems directly to contradict, or at any rate to render super-

fluous, the irdxiv of Gal. i. 17. We may be quite sure that St. Paul did not

talk promiscuously about this period of his life. No man, even with familiar

friends, wiU make the most solemn crises of his life a subject of common

conversation; and Paul was by no means a man to wear his heart upon his

sleeve. How many hundreds who read this passage will by a moment's

thought become aware that apart from written memoranda, and possibly

even with their aid, there is no one living who could write his own

biography with any approach to accuracy P What reason is there for sup-

posing that it would have been otherAvise with St. Paul ? What reason is

there for the supposition that he entrusted St. Luke with aU the important

facts which had occurred to him, when we see that what St. Luke was able

to record about him neither portrayed one-fourth of his character nor pre-

served a memorial of one tithe of his sufferings ? And it is to be observed

tliat in Acts xxii. 16, 17, where it had no bearing on his immediate subject,

St. Paul himself omits aU reference to this retirement into Arabia.
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No one, I think, wlio reads this passage attentively

can deny that it gives the impression of an intentional re-

tirement from human intercourse. A multitude of writers

have assumed that St. Paul first preached at Damascus,

then retired to Arabia, and then returned, with increased

zeal and power, to preach in Damascus once more. Not
only is St. Paul's own language unfavourable to such a

view, but it seems to exclude it. What would all psycho-

logical considerations lead us to think likely in the case

of one circumstanced as Saul of Tarsus was after his

sudden and strange conversion? The least likely course

—the one which would place him at the greatest dis-

tance from all deep and earnest spirits who have passed

through a similar crisis—would be for him to have

plunged at once into the arena of controversy, and to

have passed, without pause or breathing-space, from the

position of a leading persecutor into that of a prominent

champion. In the case of men of shallow nature, or

superficial convictions, such a proceeding is possible ; but

we cannot imagine it of St. Paul. It is not thus with

souls which have been arrested in mid-career by the heart-

searching voice of God. Just as an eagle which has been

drenched and battered by some fierce storm will alight to

plume its rufiled wings, so when a great soul has " passed

through fire and through water " it needs some safe and

quiet place in which to rest. The lifelong convictions of

any man may be reversed in an instant, and that sudden

reversion often causes a marvellous change ; but it is never

in an instant that the whole nature and character of a

man are transformed from what they were before. It is

difficult to conceive of any change more total, any rift of

difference more deep, than that which separated Saul the

persecutor from Paul the Apostle ; and we are sure that

—

like Moses, like Elijah, like our Lord Himself, like almost
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every great soul in ancient or modern times to whom lias

been entrusted tlie task of swaying the destinies by mould-

ing the convictions of mankind—like Sakya Mouni, like

Mahomet in the cave of Hira, like St. Francis of Assisi

in his sickness, like Luther in the monastery of Erfurdt—
he would need a quiet period in which to elaborate his

thoughts, to still the tumult of his emotions, to com-

mune in secrecy and in silence with his own soul. It

was necessary for him to understand the Scriptures; to

co-ordinate his old with his new beliefs. It is hardly

too much to say that if Saul—ignorant as yet of many

essential truths of Christianity, alien as yet from the ex-

perience of its deepest power—had begun at once to argue

with and to preach to others, he could hardly have done the

work he did. To suppose that the truths of which after-

wards he became the appointed teacher were all revealed

to him as by one flash of light in all their fulness, is to

suppose that which is alien to God's dealings with the

human soul, and which utterly contradicts the phenomena

of that long series of Epistles in which we watch the

progress of his thoughts. Even on grounds of historic

probability, it seems unlikely that Saul should at once

have been able to substitute a propaganda for an inqui-

sition. Under such circumstances it would have been

difficult for the brethren to trust, and still more difficult

for the Jews to tolerate him. The latter would have

treated him as a shameless renegade,^ the former would

have mistrusted him as a secret spy.

We might, perhaps, have expected that Saul would

have stayed quietly among the Christians at Damascus,

mingling unobtrusively in their meetings, listening to

them, learning of them, taking at their love-feasts the

' They would have called him a "lop, one who had abandoned his religious

convictions.
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humblest place. We can hardly suppose that lie cherished,

in these first days of his Christian career, the developed

purpose of preaching an independent Gospel. Assailed, as

he subsequently was, on all sides, but thwarted most of all

by the espionage of false brethren, and the calumnies of

those who desired to throw doubt on his insph'ed authority,

it was indeed a providential circumstance that the events

which followed his conversion were such as to separate

him as far as possible from the appearance of discipleship

to human instructors. As a Pharisee he had sat at the feet

of Gamaliel ; as a Christian he called no man his master.

He asserts, with reiterated earnestness, that his teaching

as well as his authority, " his Gospel " no less than his

Apostleship, had been received immediately from God.

Indeed, the main object of that intensely interesting and

characteristic narrative which occupies the two first chap-

ters of the Epistle to the Galatians is to establish the

declaration which he felt it necessary to make so strongly,

that "the Gospel preached by him was not a human
gospel, and that he did not even receive it from any

human being, nor was he taught it, but through revela-

tion of Jesus Christ."^ Had he not been able to assure

his converts of this—had he not been able to appeal

to visions and revelations of the Lord—he might have

furnished another instance of one whose opinions have been

crushed and silenced by the empty authority of names.

It was from no personal feeling of emulation—a feeling

of which a soul so passionately in earnest as his is pro-

foundly incapable—but it was from the duty of ensuring

attention to the truths he preached that he felt it to be

so necessary to convince the churches which he had

founded how deep would be their folly if they allowed

I Gal. i. 11, 12.
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tliemselves to be seduced from the liberty of his Gospel

by the retrograde mission of the evangelists of bondage.

It was indispensable for the dissemination of the truth

that he should be listened to as an Apostle " neither of

man, nor by any man, but by Jesus Christ, and Grod, who
raised Him from the dead." Had his Apostleship

emanated from (dTro) the Twelve, or been conferred- on

him by the consecrating act of (Sta) any one of them,^ then

they might be supposed to have a certain superior com-

mission, a certain coercive power. If, as far as he was

concerned, they had no such power, it was because he

had received his commission directly from his Lord. And
to this independence of knowledge he often refers. He
tells the Thessalonians, "by the Word of the Lord,"^

that those who were still alive at the Second Advent

should not be beforehand with—should gain no advantage

or priority over—those that slept. He tells the Ephe-

sians^ that it was by revelation that Grod " made known
to him the mystery which in other generations was not

made known to the sons of men—namely, that the Gren-

tiles are co-heirs and co-members and co-partakers* of the

promise in Christ Jesus, through the Grospel of which he

became a minister according to the gift of the grace of

Grod, which was given him according to the mighty work-

ing of His power." He tells the Colossians^ that he

became a minister of the Church " in accordance with the

stew^ardship of Grod given to him for them, that he might

fully preach the Word of God, the mystery hidden from the

ages and the generatijons." From these and from other

passages it seems clear that what St. Paul meant to repre-

sent as special subjects of the revelation which he had

* Gal. i. 1, ovK &7r' aveptiiruv ovSh 5t' avBpciirov.

2 1 Thess. iv. 15, i" \6y<e Kvplov. ^ Eph. iii. 3—6.

* ffvyK\7}poy6fj.a koI ffiffffwixa Kol (Tv/xfj.eTOX<i * Col. i. 25.
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received were partly distinct views of wliat rule ougM to

be followed by Christians in special instances, partly great

facts about the resurrection,^ partly the direct vision of a

Saviour not only risen from the dead, but exalted at the

right hand of God ; but especially the central and peculiar

fact of his teaching " the mystery of Christ "—the truth

once secret, but now revealed—the deliverance which He
had wrought, the justification by faith which He had

rendered possible, and, most of all, the free offer of this

great salvation to the Grentiles, without the necessity of

their incurring the yoke of bondage, which even the Jew

had found to be heavier than he could bear.^

It can hardly, therefore, be doubted that after his re-

covery from the shock of conviction with which his soul

must long have continued to tremble, Paul only spent a

few quiet days with Ananias, and any other brethren who
would hold out to him the right hand of friendship. He
might talk with them of the life which Jesus had lived

on earth. He might hear from them those reminiscences

of the
" Sinless years

"Which breathed beneath the Syrian blue,"

of which the most precious were afterwards recorded by

the four Evangelists. In listening to these he would

have been fed with " the spiritual guileless milk."^ Noi

can we doubt that in those days more than ever he

would refrain his soul and keep it low—that his soul was

even as a weaned child. But of the mystery which he

was afterwards to preach—of that which emphatically he

caUed " his Gospel "^—neither Ananias (who was himself

» See 1 Cor. xv. 22 ; 1 Thess. iv. 15.

' See Col. iv. 3 ; Eph. iii. 3 ; Ti..l9 ; Rom. xvi. 25.

^ 1 Pet. ii. 2, rh \oyiKhv &SoKov yaKa.

* 1 Cor. ix. 17; Gal. ii. 2, 7; 2 Thess. ii. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 8.

o 2
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a rigid Jew), nor any of the disciples, could tell liim

anything. That was taught him by God alone. It

came to him by the illuminating power of the Spirit

of Christ, in revelations which accompanied each step

in that Divine process of education which constituted

his life.

But he could not in any case have stayed long in

Damascus. His position there was for the present un-

tenable. Alike the terror with which his arrival must

have been expected by the brethren, and the expectation

which it had aroused among the Jews, would make him

the centre of hatred and suspicion, of rumour and curiosity.

He may even have been in danger of arrest by the very

subordinates to whom his sudden change of purpose must

have seemed to delegate his commission. But a stronger

motive for retirement than all this would be the yearning

for solitude ; the intense desire, and even the overpowering

necessity, to be for a time alone with Grod. He was a

stricken deer, and was impelled as by a strong instinct to

leave the herd. In solitude a man may trace to their

hidden source the fatal errors of the past ; he may pray

for that light from heaven—no longer flaming with more

than noonday fierceness, but shining quietly in dark places

—which shall enable him to understand the many mysteries

of life ; he may wait the healing of his deep wounds by

the same tender hand that in mercy has inflicted them

;

he may
** Sit on the desert stone

Like Elijali at Horeb's cave alone

;

And a gentle voice comes thi-ougli the wild,

Like a father consoling his fretful child,

J. hat banishes bitterness, wrath, and fear,

Saying, '^ Man is distant, but God is near.'"

And so Saul went to Arabia—a word which must, I think,
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be understood in its popular and primary sense to mean

the Sinaitic peninvsula.^

He who had been a persecutor in honour of Moses,

would henceforth be himself represented as a renegade

from Moses. The most zealous of the living servants

of Mosaism was to be the man who should prove

most convincingly that Mosaism was to vanish away.

Was it not natural, then, that he should long to

visit the holy ground where the bush had glowed in

unconsuming fire, and the granite crags had trembled

at the voice which uttered the fiery law? Would

the shadow of good things look so much of a shadow

if he visited the very spot where the great Lawgiver

and the great Prophet had held high communings

vdth God ? Could he indeed be sure that he had come

unto the Mount Sion, and unto the city of the living

God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to Jesus the Mediator

of a new covenant, until he had visited the mount

that might be touched and that burned with fire, where

amid blackness, and darkness, and tempest, and the

sound of a trumpet and the voice of words, Moses himself

had exceedingly feared and quaked ?

How long he stayed, we do not know. It has usually

been assumed that his stay was brief ; to me it seems far

more probable that it occupied no small portion of those

*' three years "^ which he tells us elapsed before he visited

Jerusalem. Few have doubted that those " three years
"

are to be dated from his conversion. It seems clear that

after his conversion he stayed but a few daj'-s {vH-epai, rtz/e?)

with the disciples ; that then—at the earliest practicable

moment—he retired into Arabia ; that after his return he

began to preach, and that this ministry in Damascus was

1 See Excursus IX., "Saul in Arab'a." ^ Gal. i, 13.
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interrupted after a certain period (vf^^pai iKaval) by fhe

conspiracy of tlie Jews. The latter expression is trans-

lated " many days " in tlie Acts ; but tliongb the con-

tinuance of his preaching may have occupied days which

in comparison with his first brief stay might have been

called " many," the phrase itself is so vague that it might

be used of almost any period from a fortnight to three

years.^ As to the general correctness of this conclusion I

can feel no doubt ; the only point which must always

remain dubious is whether the phrase " three years
'*

means three complete years, or whether it means one

full year, and a part, however short, of two other

years. From the chronology of St. Paul's life we can

attain no certainty on this point, though such lights as we
have are slightly in favour of the longer rather than of

the shorter period.

Very much depends upon the question whether

physical infirmity, and prostration of health, were in

part the cause of this retirement and inactivity. And
here again we are on uncertain ground, because this at

once opens the often discussed problem as to the nature of

the affliction to which St. Paul so pathetically alludes as

his " stake in the flesh." I am led to touch upon that

question here, because I believe that this dreadful affliction,

whatever it may have been, had its origin at this very-

time.^ The melancholy through which, like a fire at

midnight, his enthusiasm burns its way—the deep des-

pondency which sounds like an undertone even amid

the bursts of exultation which triumph over it, seem

• It actually is used of three years in 1 Kings ii. 38.

2 There is nothing to exclude this in the f^oB-n fj-ot of 2 Cor. xii. 7. The

affliction might not have arrived at its full intensity till that period, which

was some years after his conversion, about A.D. 43, when St. Paul was at

Antioch or Jerusalem or Tarsus.
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to me to have been in no small measure due to tins.

It gave to St. Paul that painful self-consciousness which

is in itself a daily trial to any man who, in spite of an

innate love for retirement, is thrust against his will into

publicity and conflict. It seems to break the wings of his

spirit, so that sometimes he drops as it were quite

suddenly to the earth, checked and beaten down in the

very midst of his loftiest and strongest flights.

No one can even cursorily read St. Paul's Epistles

without observing that he was aware of something in his

aspect or his personality which distressed him with an

agony of humiliation—something which seems to force

him, against every natural instinct of his disposition, into

language which sounds to himself like a boastfulness

which was abhorrent to him, but which he finds to be more

necessary to himself than to other men. It is as though

he felt that his appearance was against him. Whenever

he has ceased to be carried away by the current of some

powerful argument, whenever his sorrow at the insidious

encroachment of errors against which he had flung the

whole force of his character has spent itself in words of

immeasurable indignation—whenever he drops the high

language of apostolical authority and inspired conviction

—

we hear a sort of wailing, pleading, appealing tone in his

personal addresses to his converts, which would be almost

impossible in one whose pride of personal manhood had

not been abashed by some external defects, to which he

might indeed appeal as marks at once of the service and

the protection of his Saviour, but which made him less

able to cope face to face with the insults of opponents

or the ingratitude of friends. His language leaves on

us the impression of one who was acutely sensitive,

and whose sensitiveness of temperament has been

aggravated by a meanness of presence which is indeed
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forgotten by the friends wlio know him, but which

raises in strangers a prejudice not always overcome

Many, indeed, of the brethren in the little churches,

which he founded, had so "grappled him to their souls

with hooks of steel," that he could speak in letter

after letter of their abounding love and tenderness and

gratitude towards him^— that he can call them "my little

children "—that he can assume their intense desire to see

him, and can grant that desire as an express favour to

them;^ and that he is even forced to soothe those jealousies

of affection which were caused by his acceptance of aid

from one church which he would not acce])t from others.

But he is also well aware that he is hated with a perfect

virulence of hatred, and (which is much more wounding

to such a spirit) that with this hatred there is a large

mixture of unjust contempt. From this contempt even

of the contemptible, from this hatred even of the hate-

ful he could not but shrink, though he knew that it is

often the penalty with which the world rewards service,

and the tribute which virtue receives from vice.

It is this which explains the whole style and character

of his Epistles.^ The charges which his enemies made

against him have their foundation in facts about his

method and address, which made those charges all the

more dangerous and the more stinging by giving them

a certain plausibility. They were, in fact, yet another

instance of those half-truths which are the worst of lies.

Thus—adopting the taunts of his adversaries, as he often

does—he says that he is in presence " humble " among

them,* and " rude in speech,"^ and he quotes their own

reproach that " his bodily presence was weak, and his

I Phil, passim. ^ 2 Cor. i. 15, 23.

3 Sco Excursus X., "The Style of St. Paulas illustrative of his Character.'*

* 2 Cor. X. 1, 2. * 2 Cor. xi. 6, iSiwr-ns h \6y(f,.
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speech contemptible."^ Being confessedly one wlio strove

for peace and unity, wlio endeavoured to meet all men
half-way, who was ready to be all things to all men
if by any means he might save some, he has more than

once to vindicate his character from those charges of in-

sincerity, craftiness, dishonesty, guile, man-pleasing and

flattery,^ which are, perhaps, summed up in the general

depreciation which he so indignantly rebuts that "he

walked according to the flesh," ^ or in other words that his

motives were not spiritual, but low and selfish. He has,

too, to defend himself from the insinuation that his self-

abasements had been needless and excessive;^ that even

his apparent self-denials had only been assumed as a cloak

for ulterior views ;^ and that his intercourse was so

marked by levity of purpose, that there was no trust-

ing to his promises.^ Now how came St. Paul to be

made the butt for such calumnies as these ? Chiefly, no

doubt, because he was, most sorely against his will, the

leader of a party, and because there are in all ages

souls which delight in lies—men "whose throat is an

open sepulchre, and the poison of asps is under their lips
;"

but partly, also, because he regarded tact, concession,

conciliatoriness, as Divine weapons which God had per-

mitted him to use against powerful obstacles; and

partly because it was easy to satirise and misrepresent a

depression of spirits, a humility of demeanour, which were

either the direct results of some bodily affliction, or which

the consciousness of this affliction had rendered habitual.

We feel at once that this would be natural to the bowed
and weak figure which Albrecht Diirer has represented

;

but that it would be impossible to the imposing orator

> 2 Cor. X. 10. •2 Cor. xi. 7.

- 2 Cor. ii. 17, iv. 2; 1 Thess. ii. 3—5. * 2 Cor. xii. 16.

» 2 Cor. X. 2. « 2 Cor. i. 17.
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whom Eapliael lias placed on tlie steps of tlie Areo-

pagus.^

And to tliis lie constantly refers. There is hardly a

letter in which he does not allude to his mental trials, his

physical sufferings, his persecutions, his infirmities. He
tells the Corinthians that his intercourse with them had

been characterised by physical weakness, fear, and much

trembling.^ He reminds the Galatians that he had

preached among them in consequence of an attack of

severe sickness.^ He speaks of the inexorable burden of

life, and its unceasing moan.* The trouble, the perplexity,

the persecution, the prostrations which were invariable

conditions of his life, seem to him like a perpetual carry-

ing about with him in his body of the mortification

—

the putting to death—of Christ ;
^ a perpetual betrayal

to death for Christ's sake—a perpetual exhibition of the

energy of death in his outward life.^ He died daily, he

was in deaths oft ;
^ he was being killed all the day long.^

And this, too—as well as the fact that he seems to

write in Greek and think in Syriac—is the key to the pecu-

liarities of St. Paul's language. The feeling that he was

inadequate for the mighty task which God had specially

entrusted to him ; the dread lest his personal insignificance

should lead any of his hearers at once to re'ject a doctrine

announced by a weak, suffering, distressed, overburdened

man, who, though an ambassador of Christ, bore in his

own aspect so few of the credentials of an embassy ; the

knowledge that the fiery spirit which " o'.erinformed its

tenement of clay " was held, like the light of Gideon's

1 Hausrath, p. 51. =» 1 Cor. ii. 3. ^ Gal. iv. 13.

* 2 Cor. V. 4, ol ouTfs iv T^ (TK'fivet TT€vd(oiJLev fiapovixevoi.

* 2 Cor. iv. 8—10, dKiPS/xtvoi . . . anopovfifvoi . . . SiaiKSfifvoi . . . KarO'

jSoWdyuei'oi . . . iravTOTe t^v vfKpwaiv tov 'Ir/(ToD iv TCf (Xufiari trfptcpepovTes.

* Id. 11, oel yhp rjfie7s ot (uvres, fls ddvurov irapaSiSS/xeOa.

? 2 Cor. xi. 23: 1 Cor. xv. 31. » Rom. viu. 36.
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pitchers, in a fragile and earthen vessel/ seems to be so

constantly and so oppressively present with him, as to

make all words too weak for the weight of meaning they

have to bear. Hence his language, in many passages,

bears the traces of almost morbid excitability in its

passionate alternations of humility with assertions of the

real greatness of his labours,^ and of scorn and indignation

against fickle weaklings and intriguing calumniators with

an intense and yearning love.^ Sometimes his heart beats

with such quick emotion, his thoughts rush with such

confused impetuosity, that in anakoluthon after anako-

luthon, and parenthesis after parenthesis, the whole

meaning becomes uncertain.* His feeling is so intense

that his very words catch a life of • their own—they

become "living creatures with hands and feet." ^ Some-

times he is almost contemptuous in his assertion of

the rectitude which makes him indifferent to vulgar

criticism,^ and keenly bitter in the sarcasm of his self-

depreciation.^ In one or two instances an enemy might

almost apply the word " brutal " to the language in which

he ridicules, or denounces, or unmasks the impugners of

his gospel ;
^ in one or two passages he speaks with a

tinge of irony, almost of irritation, about those " accounted

to be pillars
"—the " out-and-out Apostles," who even if

they were Apostles ten times over added nothing to him •?

—but the storm of passion dies away in a moment; he

is sorry even for the most necessary and justly-deserved

» 2 Cor. iv. 7. » 1 Cor. xv. 10. ^ q.^\ and 2 Cor. passim.
* Gal. iv. 12. * Gal. iv. 14 ; 1 Cor. iv. 13; Pliil. iii. 8.

6 1 Cor. iv. 3. ' 1 Cor. iv. 10 ; x. 15 ; 2 Cor. xi. 16—19 ; xii. 11.

8 Gal. iii. 1 ; iv. 17 (in the Greek).
' Gal. ii. 6, tuv Sokovvtwv elval ri,—iiroTo/ irore -hffav ovdev /xoi 5ia(pfpfi ;

9, ol SoKovfres ffrvKot ehai; 11, Kanyvwanivos ^v. 1 Cor. XV. 9; 2 Cor. xi. 5
TUP vntp\lav airo(TT6\uv. 2 Cor. xii. 11, ovdli/ v<rTfpr]<ra ruv iiirepXiav a,Tro<n6\oiv ii

KOI OvSeV £(/i(.
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severity, and all ends in expressions of tenderness and, as

it were, with a burst of tears.

^

Now it is true tliat we recognise in Saul of Tarsus

the restlessness, the vehemence, the impetuous eagerness

which we see in Paul the Apostle ; but it is hard to

imagine in Saul of Tarsus the nervous shrinking, the

tremulous sensibility, the profound distrust of his own

gifts and powers apart from Divine grace, which are so

repeatedly manifest in the language of Paul, the fettered

captive of Jesus Christ. It is hard to imagine that

such a man as the Apostle became could ever have been

the furious inquisitor, the intruder even into the sacred

retirement of peaceful homes, the eager candidate for

power to suppress a heresy even in distant cities, which

Saul was before the vision on the way to Damascus.

It is a matter of common experience that some physical

humiliation, especially if it take the form of terrible dis-

figurement, often acts in this very way upon human

character.^ It makes the bold shrink ; it makes the

arrogant humble ; it makes the self-confident timid ; it

makes those who once loved publicity long to hide them-

^ Gal. iv. 19 ; 2 Cor. ii. 4 ; Rom. ix. 1—3. As bearing on tMs subject,

every one will read with interest the verses of Dr. Newman

—

"I dreamed that with a passionate complaint

I wished me born amid God's deeds of might,

And envied those who had the presence bright

Of gifted prophet or strong-hearted saint,

Whom my heart loves, and fancy strives to paint.

I turned, when straight a stranger met my sight,

Came as my guest, and did awhile unite

His lot with mine, and lived without restraint.

Courteous he was, and grave ; so meek in mien.

It seemed untrue, or told a purpose weak ;

Yet, in the mood, could he with aptness speak

Or with stern force, or show offeeling keen,

Marking deep craft, methought, and hidden pride;

Then came a voice, ' St. Paul is at thy side !
'

"

2 The ^Ue-n of 2 Cor. xii. 7, shows that the " stake in the flesh " was

nothing congenital.
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selves from the crowd ; it turns every thought of the

heart from trust in seK to humblest submission to the will

of God. Even a dangerous illness is sometimes sufficient

to produce results like these ; but when the illness leaves

its physical marks for life upon the frame, its effects are

intensified ; it changes a mirthful reveller, like Francis of

Assisi, into a squalid ascetic ; a favourite of society, like

Francis Xavier, into a toilsome missionary ; a gay soldier,

like Ignatius Loyola, into a rigid devotee.

What was the nature of this stake in the flesh, we

shall examine fully in a separate essay ;^ but that, what-

ever it may have been, it came to St. Paul as a direct

consequence of visions and revelations, and as a direct

counteraction to the inflation and seK-importance which

such exceptional insight might otherwise have caused to

such a character as his, he has himself informed us. We
are, therefore, naturally led to suppose that iliefrst impale-

ment of his health by this wounding splinter accompanied,

or resulted from, that greatest of all his revelations,

the appearance to him of the risen Christ as he was

travelling at noonday nigh unto Damascus. If so, we
see yet another reason for a retirement from all exertion

and publicity, which was as necessary for his body as for

his soul.

» See Excursus X., " St. Paul's ' Stake in the Mesh.' '*



CHAPTEE XIL

THE BEGINNING OF A LONG MARTYRDOM.

" Be 1)01(1 as a leopard, swift as an eagle, bounding as a stag, brave as a

lion, to do the will of thy Father which is in heaven."

—

Pesachim, f. 112, 2.

Calmed by retirement, confirmed, it may be, by fresh

revelations of the will of Grod, clearer in his conceptions

of truth and duty, Saul returned to Damascus. We need

look for no further motives of his return than such as

rose from the conviction that he was now sufficiently pre-

pared to do the work to which Christ had called him.

He did not at once begin his mission to the Gentiles.

" To the Jew first " was the understood rule of the Apos-

tolic teaching,^ and had been involved in the directions

given by Christ Himself.^ Moreover, the Gentiles were

so unfamiliar with the institution of preaching, their whole

idea of worship was so alien from every form of doctrinal

or moral exhortation, that to begin by preaching to them

was almost impossible. It was through the Jews that

the Gentiles were most easily reached. The proselytes,

numerous in every city, were specially numerous at Da-

mascus, and by their agency it was certain that every

truth propounded in the Jewish synagogue would, even

if only by the agency of female proselytes, be rapidly

communicated to the Gentile agora.

It was, therefore, to the synagogues that Saul natu-

» Rom. i. 16 ; Acts iii. 26 ; xiii. 38, 39, 46 ; John iv. 22.

2 Luke xxiv. 47; of. Isa. ii. 2, 3; xlix. 6; Mic. iv. 2.
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rally resorted, and there that lie first began to deliver his

messasre. Since the Christians were still in communion

with the synagogue and the Temple— since their leader,

Ananias, was so devout according to the law as to have

won the willing testimony of all the Jews who lived in

Damascus^—no obstacle would be placed in the way of the

youthful Eabbi ; and as he had been a scholar in the most

eminent of Jewish schools, his earliest appearances on the

arena of controversy would be awaited with attention and

curiosity. We have no reason to suppose that the animosity

against the Nazarenes, which Saul himself had kept alive

in Jerusalem, had as jei penetrated to Damascus. News is

slow to travel in Eastern countries, and those instantaneous

waves of opinion which flood our modern civilisation

were unknown to ancient times. In the capital of Syria,

Jews and Christians were still living together in mutual

toleration, if not in mutual esteem. They had been

thus living in Jerusalem until the spark of hatred had

been struck out by the collision of the Hellenists of the

liberal with those of the narrow school— the Christian

Hellenists of the Hagadoth with the Jewish Hellenists of

the Halacha. To Saul, if not solely, yet in great measure,

this collision had been due ; and Saul had been on his way
to stir up the same wrath and strife in Damascus, when
he had been resistlessly arrested^ on his unhallowed mission

by the vision and the reproach of his ascended Lord.

But the authority, and the letters, had been entrusted

to him alone, and none but a few hot zealots really desired

that pious and respectable persons like Ananias—children

of Abraham, servants of Moses—should be dragged, with

a halter round their necks, from peaceful homes, scourged

by the people with whom they had lived without any

* Acts xsii. 12. ' Pllil. iii. 12, KaTiX'{\<p6ii\v xmh rov Xpi<TTOv 'iTjcroy,
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serious disagreement, and haled to Jerusalem by fanatics

who would do their best to procure against them the fatal

vote which might consign them to the revolting horrors

of an almost obsolete execution.

So that each Euler of a Synagogue over whom Saul

might have been domineering with all the pride of superior

learning, and all the intemperance of flaming zeal, might

be glad enough to see and hear a man who could no longer

hold in terror over him the commission of the Sanhedrin,

and who had now rendered himself liable to the very penal-

ties which, not long before, he had been so eager to inflict.

And had Saul proved to be but an ordinary disputant,

the placidity of Jewish self-esteem would not have been

disturbed, nor would he have ruffled the sluggish stream of

legal self-satisfaction. He did not speak of circumcision

as superfluous ; he said nothing about the evanescence of

the Temple service, or the substitution for it of a more

spiritual worship. He did not breathe a word about turn-

ing to the Grentiles. The subject of his preaching was

that "Jesus is the Son of God."^ At first this preaching

excited no special indignation. The worshippers in the

synagogue only felt a keen astonishment^ that this was

the man who had ravaged in Jerusalem those who called

on "this name,"^ and who had come to Damascus for

the express pui-pose of leading them bound to the High

Priest. But when once self-love is seriously wounded,

toleration rarely survives. This was the case with the

Jews of Damascus. They very soon discovered that

it was no mere Ananias with whom they had to deal.

It was, throughout life, Paul's unhappy fate to kindle

the most virulent animosities, because, though concilia-

tory and courteous by temperament, he yet carried into

^ 'itia-ovi', not XpiffThv, is here the true reading (k, A, B, C, E).

2 Acts ix. 21, e^iarayTo. ^ V. supra, p. 108.
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his arguments tliat intensity and forthrightness which

awaken dormant opposition. A languid controversiahst

will always meet with a languid tolerance. But any con-

troversialist whose honest belief in his own doctrines makes

him terribly in earnest, may count on a life embittered by

the anger o£ those on whom he has forced the disagree-

able task of re-considering their own assumptions. No one

likes to be suddenly awakened. The Jews were indignant

with one who disturbed the deep slumber of decided

opinions. Their accredited teachers did not like to be

deposed from the papacy of infallible ignorance. They

becran at Damascus to feel towards Saul that fierce de-

testation which dogged him thenceforward to the last day

of his life. Out of their own Scriptures, by their own

methods of exegesis, in their own style of dialectics, by

the interpretation of prophecies of which they did not

dispute the validity, he sim'ply confounded them. He
could now apply the very same principles which in the

mouth of Stephen he had found it impossible to resist.

The result was an unanswerable proof that the last ceori

of Grod's earthly dispensations had now dawned, that old

things had passed away, and all things had become new.

If arguments are such as cannot be refuted, and yet if

those who hear them will not yield to them, they inevit-

ably excite a bitter rage. It was so with the Jews.

Some time had now elapsed since Saul's return from

Arabia,^ and they saw no immediate chance of getting

rid of this dangerous intruder. They therefore took

refuge in what St. Chrysostom calls " the syllogism of

violence." They might at least plead the excuse—and

how bitter was the remorse which such a plea would excite

in Saul's own conscience—that they were only treating him

^ Acts ix. 23, rifispai iKCwat.
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in tlie way iii wlilcli lie himself had treated all who held

the same opinions. Even-handed justice was thus com-

mending to his own lips the ingredients of that poisoned

chalice of intolerance which he had forced on others,

It is a far from improbable conjecture that it was at this

early period that the Apostle endured one, and perhaps

more than one, of those five Jewish scourgings which he

tells the Corinthians that he had suffered at the hands of

the Jews. For it is hardly likely that they would resort

at once to the strongest measures, and the scourgings

might be taken as a reminder that worse was yet to

come. Indeed, there are few more striking proofs of the

severity of that life which the Apostle so cheerfully

—

nay, even so jo3^fully—endured, than the fact that in his

actual biography not one of these five inflictions, terrible

as we know that they must have been, is so much as

mentioned, and that in his Epistles they are only recorded,

among trials yet more insupportable, in a passing and

casual allusion. -"^

But we know from the example of the Apostles at

Jerusalem that no such pain or danger would have put a

stop to his ministry. Like them, he would have seen an

honour in such disgrace. At last, exasperated beyond all

endurance at one whom they hated as a renegade, and

whom they could not even enjoy the luxury of despising

as a heretic, they made a secret plot to kill him.^ The

conspiracy was made known to Saul, and he was on his

guard against it. The Jews then took stronger and more

open measures. They watched the gates night and day to

prevent the possibility of his escape. In this they were

assisted by the Ethnarch wlio supplied them with the

^ See Excursiis XL, " On Jewash Scourgings."

- These secret plots were fearfully rife in tliese days of the Sicarii (Jos.

Antt. xx. 8, § 5).
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means of doing it. This Ethnarch was eitlier the Arab

viceroy of Hareth, or the chief official of the Jews them-

selves,^ wiio well might possess this authority under a

friendly prince.

There was thus an imminent danger that Saul would

be cut off' at the very beginning of his career. But this

was not to be. The disciples "took Saul"^—another of

the expressions which would tend to show that he was ex-

ceptionally in need of help—and putting him in a large

rope basket,^ let him do^vn through the window of a house

which abutted on the wall."* It may be that they chose

a favourable moment when the patrol had passed, and had

not yet turned round again. At any rate, the escape was

full of ignominy ; and it may have been this humiliation,

or else the fact of its being among the earliest perils which

he had undergone, that fixed it so indelibly on the memory
of St. Paul. Nearly twenty years afterwards he mentions

it to the Corinthians with special emphasis, after agonies

and hair-breadth escapes which to us would have seemed

far more formidable.^

Here, then, closed in shame and danger the first page

in this chequered and sad career. How he made his way
to Jerusalem must be left to conjecture. Doubtless, as

he stole throuo;h the dark night alone—above all, as he

passed the very spot where Christ had taken hold of him,

* 2 Cor. xi. 32, (> iBvdpxv^ ccppovpn r^vir6\iu; Acts ix. 24, ol 'louSaTot Ttaper-'ripow

rhs irvKas. Etlmarcli, as well as Alabarcli, was a title of Jewish governors iu

heathen cities.

2 Acts ix. 25. The reading oi fiaO-nTol avrod, though well attested, can

hardly be correct.

3 On anvpls see my Life of Christ, i. 403, 480. In 2 Cor. xi. 33 it is called

capydvr], which is defined by Hesych. as ir\iyfia n €« crxoiviov.

* Such windows are still to be seen at Damascus. For similar escapes, see

Josh, ii 15 ; 1 Sam. xix. 12.

* 2 Cor. xi. 32. St. Paul's conversion was about A.D. 37. Tlie Second

Epistle to the Corinthians was wrltieu A.D. 57, or early in A.D. 58.

p 2
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and into one moment of liis life had been crowded a

whole eternity—his heart would be full of thoughts too

deep for words. It has been supposed, from the expression

of which he makes use in his speech to Agrippa, that he

may have preached in many synagogues on the days which

were occuj^ied on his journey to Jerusalem.^ But this

seems inconsistent with his own statement that he was
" unknown by face to the churches of Judsea which were

in Clirist."^ It is not, however, unlikely that he may
sometimes have availed himself of the guest-chambers

which were attached to Jewish synagogues ; and if such

was the case, he might have taught the first truths of the

Gospel to the Jews without being thrown into close contact

with Christian communities.

In any case, his journey could not have been much
prolonged, for he teUs us that it was his express object to

visit Peter, whose recognition must have been invaluable

to him, apart from the help and insight which he could

not but derive from conversing with one who had long

lived in such intimate friendship with the Lord.

1 Acts xxvi. 20. * GaL L 22.
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Saul's reception at Jerusalem.

** Cogitemns ipsiim Paiiluni, licet caelesti voce prostratum et instructum,

ad homiuem tamen inissum esse, ut sacramenta perciperet."—Aua. De
Doctr. Christ., Prol.

To re-visit Jerusalem must have cost the future Apostle

no slight effort. How deep must have been his remorse

as he neared the spot where he had seen the corpse of

Stephen lying crushed under the stones ! With what

awful interest must he now have looked on the scene of

the Crucifixion, and the spot where He who was now risen

and glorified had lain in the garden-tomb ! How dreadful

must have been the revulsion of feeling which rose from

the utter change of his present relations towards the

priests whose belief he had abandoned, and the Christians

whose Gospel he had embraced ! He had left Jerusalem

a Eabbi, a Pharisee, a fanatic defender of the Oral Law

;

he was entering it as one who utterly distrusted the value

of legal righteousness, who wholly despised the beggarly

elements of tradition. The proud man had become unspeak-

ably humble ; the savage persecutor unspeakably tender

;

the self-satisfied Rabbi had abandoned in one moment his

pride of nationality, his exclusive scorn, his Pharisaic pre-

eminence, to take in exchange for them the beatitude of

unjust persecution, and to become the suffering preacher

of an execrated faith. "What had he to expect from Theo-

philus, whose letters he had perhaps destroyed ? from the

Sanhedrists, whose zeal he had fired ? from his old fellow-
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pupils in the lecture-room of Gamaliel, wlio had seen in

Saul of Tarsus one who in learning was the glory of the

school of Hillel, and in zeal the rival of the school of

Shammai ? How would he be treated by these friends of

his youth, by these teachers and companions of his life,

now that proclaiming his system, his learning, his convic-

tions, his whole life—and therefore theirs no less than his

—to have been irremediably Avrong, he had become an

open adherent of the little Church which he once ravaged

and destroyed ?

But amid the natural shrinking with which he could

not but anticipate an encounter so full of trial, he would

doubtless console himself with the thought that he would

find a brother's welcome among those sweet and gentle

spirits whose faith he had witnessed, whose love for each

other he had envied while he hated. How exquisite

would bo the pleasure of sharing that peace which he had

tried to shatter ; of urging on others those arguments

which had been bringing conviction to his own mind even

while he was most passionately resisting them ; of hearing

again and again from holy and gentle lips the words

of Him whom he had once blasphemed ! Saul might

well have thought that the love, the nobleness, the

enthusiasm of his new brethren would more than com-

pensate for the influence and admiration which he had

voluntarily forfeited ; and that to pluck with them the fair

fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-

ness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance—would be a

bliss for which he might cheerfully abandon the whole

world beside. No wonder that " he assayed to join himself

to the disciples."^ His knowledge of human nature might

indeed have warned him that " confidence is a plant of slow

» Acts ix. 26.
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growth"—that such a reception as he yearned for was

hardly possible. It may be that he counted too much

on the change wrought in human dispositions by the

grace of God. The old Adam is oftentimes too strong for

young Melancthon.

For, alas ! a new trial awaited him. Peter, indeed, whom
he had expressly come to see, at once received him wdth

the large generosity of that impulsive heart, and being a

married man, offered him hospitality without grudging.^

But at first that was all. It speaks no little for the great-

ness and goodness of Peter—it is quite in accordance with

that natural nobleness which we should expect to find in one

whom Jesus Himself had loved and blessed—that he was

the earhest among the brethren to rise above the influence

of suspicion. He was at this time the leader of the Church

in Jerusalem. As such he had not been among those who
fled before the storm. He must have known that it was

at the feet of this young Pharisee that the garments of

Stephen's murderers had been laid. He must have feared

him, perhaps even have hidden himself from him, when he

forced his way into Christian homes. Nay, more, the

heart of Peter must have sorely ached wdien he saw

his little congregation slain, scattered, destroyed, and the

coeiiobitic community, the faith of which had been so

bright, the enthusiasm so contagious, the common love

so tender and so pure, rudely broken up by the pitiless

persecution of a Pupil of the Schools. Yet, with the

unquestioning trustfulness of a sunny nature—with that

spiritual insight into character by which a Divine charity

not only perceives real worth, but even creates worthi-

ness where it did not before exist—Peter opens his door to

one whom a meaner man might well have excluded as still

too possibly a wolf amid the fold.

^ Gal. i. 18.
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But of the otlier leaders of the Church—if there were

any at that time in Jerusalem—not one came near the new
convert, not one so mnch as spoke to him. He was met
on every side by cold, distrustful looks. At one stroke he

had lost all his old friends ; it seemed to he too likely that

he would gain no new ones in their place. The brethren

regarded him with terror and mistrust ; they did not

believe that he was a disciple at all.^ The facts which

accompanied his alleged conversion they may indeed have

heard of ; but they had occurred three years before. The
news of his recent preaching and recent peril in Damascus

was not likely to have reached them ; but even if it had,

it would have seemed so strange that they might be

pardoned for looking with doubt on the persecutor turned

brother—for even fearing that the asserted conversion

might only be a ruse to enable Saul to learn their secrets,

and so entrap them to their final ruin. And thus at

first his intercourse with the brethren in the Church of

Jerusalem was almost confined to his recej)tion in the

house of Peter. " Other of the Apostles saw I none,"

he writes to the Gralatians, " save James the Lord's

brother." But though he saw James, Paul seems to

have had but little communion with him. All that we
know of the first Bishop of Jerusalem shows us the

immense dissimilarity, the almost antipathetic pecu-

liarities which separated the characters of the two men.

Even with the Lord Himself, if we may follow the

plain language of the Gospels,^ the eldest of His brethren

seems, during His life on earth, to have had but little

communion. He accepted indeed His Messianic claims,

but he accepted them in the Judaic sense, and was

^ Acts ix. 26, infipuTo KoWaffOat toTs fiadriTa7s (the imporfect marks an unsuc-

cessful effort) Koi TrdvTfs icpofiovfTO aiirhv, jut) TnaTfvovTfs on ((Xriy /jiadrjT-fis-

'' Matt. xii. 46 ; Mark iii. 31 ; Luke viii. 19 ; John vii. 5.
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displeased at that in His life which was most unmis-

takably Divine. If he be rightly represented by tradi-

tion as a Legalist, a Nazarite, almost an Essene, spending

his whole life in prayer in the Temple, it was his obedience

to Mosaism—scarcely modified in any external particular

by his conversion to Christianity—which had gained for

him even from the Jews the surname of " the Just." If,

as seems almost demonstrable, he be the author of the

Epistle which bears his name, we see how slight was the

extent to which his spiritual life had been penetrated by

those special aspects of the one great truth which were to

Paul the very breath and life of Christianity. In that

Epistle we find a stern and noble morality which raises it

infinitely above the reproach of being " a mere Epistle of

straw ;"^ but we nevertheless do not find one direct word

about the Incarnation, or the Crucifixion, or the Atone-

ment, or Justification by Eaith, or Sanctification by the

Spirit, or the Eesurrection of the Dead. The notion that

it was written to counteract either the teaching of St.

Paul, or the dangerous consequences which might some-

times be deduced from that teaching, is indeed most

extremely questionable ; and all -that we can say of that

supposition is, that it is not quite so monstrous a chimera

as that which has been invented by the German theologians,

who see St. Paul and his followers indignantly though

covertly denounced in the Balaam and Jezebel of the

Churclies of Pergamos and Thj^atira,^ and the Nicolaitans

of the Church of Ephesus,^ and the "synagogue of Satan,

which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie," of the

Church of Philadelphia.^ And yet no one can read the

Epistle of James side by side with any Epistle of St. Paul's

' " Ein recht strobern Epistel, denn sie doch kein evangeliscli Art an ihn

hat" (Luther, Praef. N. T., 1522) ; but he afterwards modified his opinion.

2 Rev. ii. 20. s Rev. ii. 6. * Rev. iu. 9.
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without perceiving liow wide were tlie differences between

the two Apostles. St. James was a man eminently in-

flexible ; St. Paul knew indeed how to 3^ield, but then

the very points which he was least inclined to yield

were those which most commanded the sympathy of

James. What we know of Peter is exactly in accordance

with the kind readiness with which he received the sus-

pected and friendless Hellenist. What we know of James

would have led us a priori to assume that his relations

with Paul would never get beyond the formal character

which they wear in the Acts of the Apostles, and still

more in the Epistle to the Gralatians. But let it not be

assumed that because there was little apparent sympathy

and co-operation between St. Paul and St. James, and

because they dwell on apparently opposite aspects of the

truth, we should for one moment be justified in disparag-

ing either the one or the other. The divergences which

seem to arise from the analj^sis of truth by individual

minds are merged in the catholicity of a wider syn-

thesis. When St. Paul teaches that we are "justified by

faith," he is teaching a truth infinitely precious ; and St.

James is also teaching a precious truth when, with a dif-

ferent shade of meaning in both words, he says that " by

works a man is justified."^ The truths which these two

great Apostles were commissioned to teach were comple-

mentary and supplementary, but not contradictory of each

other. Of both aspects of truth we are the inheritors. If

it be true that they did not cordially sympathise with each

other in their life-time, the loss was theirs ; but, even in

that case, they were not the first instances in the Church

of God—nor will they be the last—in Avhich two good

men, throuffh the narrowness of one or the vehemence

^ James ii. 24. It is hardly a paradox to say that St. James meant by
" faith " somethiiig analogous to what St. Paul meant by works.
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of tlie otlier, have been too mncli beset b}^ tlie spirit of

liumcan infirmity to be able, in all perfectness, to keep

the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.

The man who saved the new convert from this humi-

liating isolation—an isolation which must at that moment

have been doubly painful—was the wise and generous

Joseph. He has already been mentioned in the Acts as

a Levite of Cyprus who, in spite of the prejudices of his

rank, had been among the earliest to join the new com-

munity, and to sanction its happy communism by the sale

of his own possessions. The dignity and sweetness of his

character, no less than the sacrifices which he had made,

gave him a deservedly high position among the perse-

cuted brethren ; and the power with which he preached

the faith had won for him the surname of Barnabas, or

"the son of exhortation."^ His intimate relations with

Paul in after-days, his journey all the way to Tarsus

from Antioch to invite his assistance, and the unity

of their purposes until the sad quarrel finally separated

them, would alone render it probable that they had

known each other at that earlier period of life during

which, for the most part, the closest intimacies are formed.

Tradition asserts that Joseph had been a scholar of

Gamaliel, and the same feeling which led him to join

a school of which one peculiarity was its permission

of Greek learning, might have led him yet earlier to

take a few hours' sail from Cyprus to see Avliat could,

be learnt in the University of Tarsus. If so, he would

naturally have come into contact with the family of Saul,

and the friendship thus commenced would be continued

1 nm-i n3, " son of prophecy." Tliat he had been one of the Seventy is

probably a mere guess. (Euscb. H. E. i. 12 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 176.)

" napdK\vo-is late patet ; tibi desides excitat est hortatio, ubi tristitiae medetur

est solatium" (Bengel).
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at Jerusalem. It had been broken by the conversion of

Barnabas, it was now renewed by the conversion of Saul.

Perhaps also it was to this friendship that Saul

owed his admission as a guest into Peter's house. There

was a close link of union between Barnabas - and Peter in

the ]3erson of Mark, who was the cousin^ of Barnabas,

and whom Peter loved so tenderly that he calls him his

son. The very house in which Peter lived may have been

the house of Mary, the mother of Mark. It is hardly

probable that the poor fisherman of Galilee possessed any

dwelling of his own in the Holy City. At any rate,

Peter goes to this house immediately after his liberation

from prison, and if Peter lived in it, the relation of

Barnabas to its owner would have given him some claim

to ask that Saul should share its hospitality. Generous

as Peter was, it would have required an almost super-

human amount of confidence to receive at once under

his roof a man who had tried by the utmost violence to

extirpate the very fibres of the Church. But if one so

highly honoured as Barnabas was ready to vouch for him,

Peter was not the man to stand coldly aloof. Thus it

happened that Saul's earliest introduction to the families

of those whom he had scattered would be made under the

high auspices of the greatest of the Twelve.

The imagination tries in vain to penetrate the veil

of two thousand 3^ears which hangs between us and the

intercourse of the two Apostles. Barnabas, we may be

sure, must have been often present in the little circle,

and must have held many an earnest conversation with

his former friend. Mary, the mother of Mark, would

have something to tell.^ Mark may have been an eye-

1 Col. iv. 10.

2 St. John and other Apostles were probably absent, partly perhaps as a

consequence of the very persecution in which Paul had been the prime mover.
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witness of more than one patlietic scene. But how
boundless would be the wealth of spiritual wisdom

which Peter must have unfolded ! Is it not certain

that from those lips St. Paul must have heard about

the Divine brightness of the da\vning ministry of Jesus

during the Gralilsean year—about the raising of Jairus'

daughter, and the Transfigui-ation on Hermon, and the

discourse in the s^-nagogue of Capernaum, and the awful

scenes which had occurred on the day of the Crucifixion ?

And is it not natural to suppose that such a hearer

—

a hearer of exceptional culture, and enlightened to an

extraordinary degree by the Holy Spirit of God—would

grasp many of the words of the Lord with a firmness

of grasp, and see into the very inmost heart of their

significance with a keenness of insight, from which his

informant might, in his turn, be glad to learn ?

It must be a dull imagination that does not desire to

linger for a moment on the few days during which two

such men were inmates together of one obscure house

in the city of Jerusalem. But however fruitful their

intercourse, it did not at once secure to the new disciple

a footing among the brethren whose poverty and perse-

cutions he came to share. Then it was that Barnabas

came forward, and saved Saul for the work of the

Church. The same discrimination of character, the same

charity of insight which afterwards made him prove

Mark to be a worthy comrade of their second mission, in

spite of his first defection, now made him vouch unhesi-

tatingly for the sincerity of Saul. Taking him by the

hand, he led him into the presence of the Apostles—the

term being here used for Peter,^ and James the Lord's

^ Acts ix. 27 ; Gal. i. 19. The true reading in Gal. i. 18 seems to be

"Kephas " (k, A, B, and the most important versions); as also in ii. 9, 11, 14.

This Hebrew form of the name also occurs in 1 Cor. ix. 5. Although else-
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brotlier,^ and the elders of tlie assembled cliurcli—and tliere

narrated to tliem the circumstances, which either they had

never heard, or of the truth of which they had not yet

been convinced. He told them of the vision on the road

to Damascus, and of the fearlessness with which Saul had'

vindicated his sincerity in the very city to which he had

come as an enemy. The words of Barnabas carried weight,

and his confidence was contagious. Saul was admitted

among the Christians on a footing of friendslrip, " going

in and out among them." To the generosit}'- and clear-

sightedness of Joseph of Cyprus, on this and on a later

occasion, the Apostle owed a vast debt of gratitude.

Next only to the man who achieves the greatest and

most blessed deeds is he who, perhaps himself wholly

incapable of such high work, is yet the first to help and

encourage the genius of others. We often do more good

by our sympathy than by our labours, and render to the

world a more lasting service by absence of jealousy, and

recognition of merit, than we could ever render by the

straining efibrts of personal ambition.

No sooner was Saul recognised as a brother, than he

renewed the ministry which he had begun at Damascus.

It is, however, remarkable that he did not venture to

preach to the Hebrew Christians. He sought the syna-

gogues of the Hellenists in which the voice of Stephen

had first been heard, and disputed with an energy not

whei'e (e.g., u. 7, 8) Ft. Panl nses "Peter" iudifferoiitly -with Cephas, as is

there shown by the niiaiiiinity of the MSS., it seems dear that St. Paul's con-

cepdou of St. Peter was one Avhieli far more identified liim with the Judaic

Churcii tliau with the Churcli in general. In the eyes of St. Paul, Simon

was sioecialhj the Apostle of the Circumcision.

^ Gal. i. 19, enpov Se twi/ a.iT0ffT6\<)iv ovk elSov eJ /x^ 'laKuPov . . . It is impos-

sible from the form of the words to tell whether James is liere regarded as iu

the strictest sense an Apostle or not. Tlie addition of " the Lord's brother"

—tJ> iTffj.vo\6yijfj-a, as Chrysostora calls it—distinguislies hiui from James the

brother of John, and from James the Less, the sou of Alphaius.
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inferior to liis. It was incumbent on him, tliougli it

was a duty which required no Httle courage, that his

voice should be uplifted in the name of the Lord Jesus

in the places where it had been heard of old in blasphemy

against Him. But this very circumstance increased his

danger. His preaching was again cut short by a conspi-

racy to murder him.^

It was useless to continue in a place wherei to stay was

certain death. The little Galilsean community got informa-

tion of the plot. To do the Jews justice, they showed

httle skill in keeping the secret of these deadly combi-

nations. It was natural that the Church should not only

desire to save Saul's life, but also to avoid the dano-er of

a fresh outbreak. Yet it was not without a struo-o-le,

and a distinct intimation that such was the will of God,

that Saul yielded to the solicitations of his brethren.

How deeply he felt this compulsory flight, may be seen

in the bitterness Avitli which he alludes to it^ even

after the lapse of many years. He had scarcely been

a fortnight in Jerusalem when the intensity of his

prayers and emotions ended in a trance,^ during which

he again saw the Divine figure and heard the Divine

voice which had arrested his mad progress towards the

gates of Damascus. " Make instant haste, and depart

in speed from Jerusalem," said Jesus to him ;
" for they

will not receive thy testimony concerning Me." But to

Saul it seemed incredible that his testimony could be

resisted. If the vision of the risen Christ by which

he had been converted was an argument which, from the

' Acts ix. 29, itrexflpovv avrhv aviXeiv. We kuow of at least ten such perils

of assassination in the life of St. Paul.

' 1 Thess. ii. 15, " who botli killed the Lord Jesus, and their own prophets,

and drove us out " (V«s iKhwlivTuv).

8 Acts xxii. 17.
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nature of the case, could not, alone, be convincing to

others, yet it seemed to Saul that, knowing what they

did know of his intellectual power, and contrasting his

present earnestness with his former persecution, they

could not but listen to such a teacher as himself. He
longed also to undo, so far as in him lay, the misery and

mischief of the past havoc he had wrought. But how-

ever deep may have been his yearnings, however ardent

his hopes, the answer came brief and peremptory, " Go

!

for I will send thee forth afar to the Gentiles."^

All reluctance was now at an end ; and we can see

what at the time must have been utterly dark and

mysterious to St. Paul,—that the coldness with which he

was received at Jerusalem, and the half-apparent desire

to precipitate his departure—events so alien to his own

plans and wishes, that he pleads even against the Divine

voice which enforced the indications of circumstance

—

were part of a deep pro\ddential design. Years afterward,

when St. Paul " stood pilloried on infamy's high stage," he

was able with one of his strongest asseverations to appeal-

to the brevity of his stay in Jerusalem, and the paucity

of those with whom he had any intercourse, in proof

that it was not from the Church of Jerusalem that he

had received his commission, and not to the Apostles at

Jerusalem that he owed his allegiance. But though at

present all this was unforeseen by him, he yielded to the

suggestions of his brethren, and scarcely a fortnight after

his arrival they—not, perhaps, wholly sorry to part with

' Acts xxii. 17—21. The omission of tliis vision in the direct narratire of

Acts ix. is a pi-oof that silence as to this or that occurrence in the brief narra-

tive of St. Luke must not bo taken as a proof that he was unaware of the

event which he omits. We may also note, in this passage, the first appearance

of the interesting word ftaprvs. Here doubtless it has its primary sense of

" witness ;

" but it contains the germ of its later sense of one who testified to

Christ by voluntary death.
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one whose presence was a source of many embarrassments

—conducted liim to tlie coast town of Ca3sarea Stratonis^

to start him on his way to his native Tarsus. Of his

movements on this occasion we hear no more in the

Acts of the Apostles ; hut in the Epistle to the Galatians

he says that he came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia,

but remained a complete stranger to the churches of

Juda3a that were in Christ, all that they had heard of

him being the rumom'S that their former persecutor was

now an evangelist of the faith of which he was once a

destroyer ; news which gave them occasion to glorify God
in liim.^

Since we next find him at Tarsus, it might liave been

supposed that he sailed there du'ect, and there remained.

The expression, however, that " he came into the regions

of Syria and Cilicia," seems to imply that this was not

the case.^ Syria and Cilicia were at this time politically

separated, and there is room for the conjecture that the

ship in which the Apostle sailed was destined, not for

Tarsus, but for Tyi-e, or Sidon, or Seleucia, the port of

Antioch. The existence of friends and disciples of Saul in

the Phoenician towns, and the churches of Syria as well as

* Tliat he was not sent to Csesarea Philippi is almost too obvious to need
argximent. Neither Karriyayoy, which means a going downwards

—

i.e., to the

coast—nor f^air4(rTei\av, would at aU suit the long journey northwards to

Caesarea Philippi ; nor is it probable that Saul would go to Tarsus by laud,

travelling in the direction of the dangerous Damascus, when he could go
so much more easily by sea. It is a more interesting inquii-y whether, as

has been suggested, these words Kar-fj-yayov and i^aTTio-reiXai^, imply a more
than ordinary amount of passivity in the movements of Paul; and whether
in this case the passiveness was due to the attacks of Ulness which were the
sequel of his late ^dsion.

^ Gal. i. 21—24, ij/xiju ayvoovfitvos . . . aKovovres iiaav . . . ivayyeXi^^Tai

• . . iTr6pdti.

' Gal. i. 21. The expression is not indeed decisive, since Cilicia might
easily be regarded as a mere definitive addition to describe the part of Syria

to which ho went. (Ewald, GescU. d. Apost. Zeitalt., p. 439.)
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Cilicia/ point, thougli only with, dim uncertainty, to tlie

possibility that he performed part of his journey to Tarsus

by land, and preached on the way. There is even nothing

impossible in Mr. Lewin's suggestion" that his course may
have been determined by one of those three shipwrecks

which he mentions that he had undergone. But the occa-

sions and circumstances of the three shipwrecks must be

left to the merest conjecture. They occurred during the

period when St. Luke was not a companion of St. Paul,

and he has thought it sufficient to give from his own
journal the graphic narrative of that later catastrophe of

which he shared the perils. The active ministry in Syria

and Cilicia may have occupied the period between Saul's

departure in the direction of Tarsus, and his summons to

fresh fields of labour in the Syrian Antioch. During this

time he may have won over to the faith some of the

members of his own family, and may have enjoyed the

society of others who were in Christ before him. But all

is uncertain, nor can we with the least confidence restore

the probabilities of a period of which even the traditions

have for centuries been obliterated. The stay of Saul at

Tarsus was on any supposition a period mainly of waiting

and of preparation, of which the records had no large

significance in the history of the Christian faith. The

fields in which he was to reap were whitening for the

harvest ; the arms of the reaper were being strengthened,

and his heart prepared,

1 Acts xxi. 2 ; xxvii. 3; xv. 23, 41. « St. Paul, I 77.



CHAPTEE XIY.

GAIUS AND THE JEWS. PEACE OE THE CHURCH.

" Reliqua ut de monstro narranda sunt.''

—

Suet. Calig.

Immediately after tlie hasty flight of Saul from Jerusalem,

St. Luke adds,^ " Then had the church rest throughout the

whole of Judaea, and Galilee, and Samaria, being built up,

and walking in the fear of the Lord ; and by the exhorta-

tion of the Holy Spirit was multiplied." At first sight it

might almost seem a^ though this internal peace, which

produced such happy growth, was connected in the

writer's mind with the absence of one whose conversion

stirred up to madness the prominent opponents of the

Church. It may be, however, that the turn of his

expression is simply meant to resume the broken thread of

his narrative. The absence of molestation, which caused

the prosperity of the faith, is sufficiently accounted for

by the events which were now happening in the Pagan

world. The pause in the recorded career of the Apostle

enables us also to pause and survey some of the conflicting

conditions of Jewish and Gentile life as they were illus-

trated at this time by prominent events. It need hardly

be said that such a survey has an immediate bearing on

the conditions of the Days after Christ, and on the work

of His great Apostle.

A multitude of concurrent arguments tend to show

1 Acts ix. 31, ^ ^iv odv iKKWa-ia (K, A, B, C, and the chief versions). I

follow what seems to me to be the best punctuation of the verse.

q2
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that Saul was converted early in A.D. 37, and this hrief stay

at Jerusalem must therefore have occurred in the year 39.

Now in the March of A.D. 37 Tiberius died, and Craius

—

whose nickname of Caligula, or " Bootling," given him in

his infancy by the soldiers of his father Germanicus, has

been allowed to displace his true name—succeeded to the

lordship of the world. Grim as had been the despotism of

Tiberius, he extended to the religion of the Jews that con-

temptuous toleration which was the recognised principle of

Eoman polic}^ When Pilate had kindled their fanaticism

by hanging the gilt shields in his palace at Jerusalem,^

Tiberius, on an appeal being made to him, reprimanded

the officiousness of his Procurator, and ordered him to

remove the shields to Csesarea. It is true that he allowed

four thousand Jews to be deported from Eome to Sar-

dinia, and punished with remorseless severity those who,

from dread of violating the Mosaic law, refused to take

military service.^ This severity was not, however, due to

any enmity against the race, but only to his indignation

against the designing hypocrisy which, under pretence of

proselytising, had won the adhesion of Fulvia, a noble

Eoman lady, to the Jewish religion ; and to the detestable

rascality with which her teacher and his companions had

embezzled the presents of gold and purple which she had

entrusted to them as an offering for the Temple at Jeru-

salem. Even this did not prevent him from protecting

the Jews as far as he could in their own country ; and

when Vitellius, the Legate of Syria, had decided that there

W2i^ primafacie cause for the complaints which had been

raised against the Procurator in all three divisions of his

district, it is probable that Pilate, who was sent to Eome
to answer for his misdemeanours, would have received

» Life of Christ, ii. 362. 2 j^g^ ^^^^^ j^^.j^ 3 _^ . g^g^_ y -j ^^^
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strict justice from the aged Emperor. But before Pilate

arrived, Tiberius had ended his long life of disappointment,

crime, and gloom.

The accession of Gains was hailed by the whole Roman
world with a burst of rapture,^ and there were none to

whom it seeTned more likely to introduce a golden era of

prosperity than to the Jews. For if the young Emperor

had any living friend, it was Herod Agrippa. That

prince, if he could command but little affection as a

grandson of Herod the Great, had yet a claim to Jewish

loyalty as a son of .the murdered Aristobulus, a grandson

of the murdered Mariamne, and therefore a direct lineal

descendant of that great line of Asmonsean princes whose

names recalled the last glories of Jewish independence.

Accordingly, Avhen the news reached Jerusalem that

Tiberius at last was dead, the Jews heaved a sigh of relief,

and not only took with perfect readiness the oath of

allegiance to Gains, which was administered by Yitellius to

the myriads who had thronged to the Feast of Pentecost,

but offered speedy and willing holocausts for the prosperity

of that reign which was to bring them a deeper misery,

and a more absolute humiliation, than any which had been

inflicted on them during the previous dominion of Eome.-

Gaius lost no time in publicly displaying his regard for

the Herodian prince, who, with remarkable insight, had

courted his friendship, not only before his accession was

certain, but even in spite of the distinct recommendation

of the former Emperor.^

1 Suet. Calig. 13, 14.

2 Compare for this entire narrative Snet. Caligula ; Pliilo, Leg. ad Gaiutn,

and in Flaccum ; Jos. Antt. xviii. 9 ; B. J. ii. 10 ; Dio Cass. lis. 8, seq.

;

Gratz, iii. 270—277 ; Jahn, Sehr. Commonwealth, 174.

3 Tlie adventures of Herod Agrippa I. form one of the numerous

romances which give us so clear a glimpse of the state of society during the

early Empire. Sent to Rome by his grandfather, he had breathed from early
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One day, while riding in tlie same carriage as Gains,

Agrij)pa was imprudent enougli to express his wish for the

time when Tiberius would bequeath the Empire to a

worthier successor. Such a remark might easily be con-

strued into a crime of high treason, or laesa majestas. In

a court which abounded with spies, and in which few

dared to express above a whisper their real thoughts, it

was natural that the obsequious slave who drove the

chariot should seek an audience from Tiberius to com-

municate what he had heard ; and when by the influence

of Agrippa himself he had gained this opportunitj^, his

report made the old Emperor so indignant, that he ordered

the Jewish prince to be instantly arrested. Clothed as he

was in royal purple, Agrippa was seized, put in chains, and

taken off to a prison, in which he languished for the six

remaining months of the life o£ Tiberius. Almost the

first thought of Gains on his accession was to relieve the

friend who had paid him such assiduous court before his

fortunes were revealed. Agrippa was at once released from

custody. A few days after. Gains sent for him, put a

diadem on his head, conferred on him the tetrarchies of

Herod Philip, and of Lysanias, and presented him with

a golden chain of equal weight with the iron one with

which he had been bound.

Now, although Agrippa was a mere unprincipled

adventurer, yet he had the one redeeming feature of

respect for the external religion of his race. The
Edomite admixture in his blood had not quite effaced

the more generous instincts of an Asmona3an prince,

youth the perfumed and intoxicating atmosphere of the Imperial court as a

companion of Drusus, the son of Tiberius. On the death of Drusus he was
exchided from Court, and was brought to the verge of suicide hj the indigence

which followed a course of extravagance. Saved from liis purpose by his

wife Cypres, he went through a series of debts, disgraces, and escapades, until

he was once more admitted to favour by Tiberius at Oaj)rese.
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nor liad the sty of Capreso altogether made him forget

that he drew his line from the Priest of Modin. The

Jews might well have expected that, under an Emperor

with whom their prince was a bosom friend, their interests

would be more secure than they had been even under a

magnanimous Julius and a liberal Augustus. Their hopes

were doomed to the bitterest disappointment ; nor did any

reign plunge them into more dreadful disasters than the

reign of Agrippa's friend.

In August, A.D. 38, Agrippa arrived at Alexandria on

his way to his new kingdom. His arrival was so entirely

free from ostentation—for, indeed, Alexandria, where his

antecedents were not unknown, was the last city in which

he would have wished to air his brand-new royalty—that

though he came in sight of the Pharos about twilight,

he ordered the captain to stay in the offing till dark, that

he might land unnoticed.^ But the presence in the city

of one who was at once a Jew, a king, an Iduma^an, a

Herod, and a favomite of Caesar, would not be likely to

remain long- a secret ; and if it was some matter of exulta-

tion to the Jews, it exasperated beyond all bounds the envy

of the Egyptians. Elaccus, the Governor of Alexandria,

chose to regard Agrippa's visit as an intentional insult

to himself, and by the abuse which he heaped in secret

upon the Jewish prince, encouraged the insults in which

the mob of Alexandria were only too ready to indulge.

Unpopular everywhere, the Jews were regarded in Alex-

andria with special hatred. Their wealth, their numbers,

their usuries, their exclusiveness, the immunities which

the two first Csesars had granted them,^ filled the worthless

1 Derenhoiirg is therefore mistaken (p. 222) that Agrippa " se donua la

puerile satisfaction cl'etaler son luxe royal clans Tenclroit ou naguere il avait

traine une si honteuse misere."

' Jos. Antt. xiv. 7,2 J
xix. 5, 2, and xiv. 10, 'passim (Decrees of Julius).
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populace of a b3-brid city with fury and loatliing. A
Jewish Icing was to them a conception at once ludicrous

and offensive. Every street rang with lampoons against

him, every theatre and puppet-show echoed with ribald

farces composed in his insult. At last the wanton mob

seized on a poor naked idiot named Carabbas, who had

long been the butt of mischievous boys, and carrying

him off to the Grymnasium, clothed him in a door-mat, by

way of tallith, flattened a papyrus leaf as his diadem, gave

him a stalk of papyrus for a sceptre, and surrounding him

with a mimic body-guard of youths armed with sticks,

proceeded to bow the knee before him, and consult him on

state affiiirs. They ended the derisive pageant by loud

shouts of Maris! Maris! the Syriac word for "Lord."

Encouraged b}^ impunity and the connivance of the

Prsefect, they then bribed him to acquiesce in more serious

outrages. First they raised a cry to erect images of Gains

in the synagogues, hoping thereby to provoke the Jews

into a resistance which might be interpreted as treason.

This was to set an example which might be fatal to the

Jews, not only in Egypt, but in all other countries. Irri-

tated, perhaps, by the determined attitude of the Jews,

Flaccus, in spite of the privileges which had long been

secured to tliem by law and charter, published an edict in

which he called them " foreigners and aliens," and drove

them all into a part of a single quarter of the city in

which it was impossible for them to live. The mob then

proceeded to break open and plunder the shops of the

deserted quarter, blockaded the Jews in their narrow pre-

cincts, beat and murdered all who in the pangs of hunger

ventured to leave it, and burnt whole families alive, some-

times with green fuel, which added terribly to their

tortures. Flaccus, for his part, arrested thirty-eight lead-

ing members of their Council, and after haN'ing stri^^ped
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them of all their possessions, had them beaten, not with

rods by the lictors, but with scourges by the lowest

executioners, with such severity that some of them died

in consequence. Their houses were rifled, in the hope

of finding arms ; but though nothing whatever was found,

except common table-knives, men and women were dragged

into the theatre, commanded to eat swine's flesh, and

tortured if they refused.-^

But neither these attempts to win popularity among

the Gentile inhabitants by letting loose their rage

against their Jewish neighbours, nor his ostentatious

public loyalty and fulsome private flatteries saved

Flaccus from the fate which he deserved. These pro-

ceedings had barely been going on for two months, when

Grains sent a centurion with a party of soldiers, who,

landing after dark, proceeded at once to the house of

Stephanion, a freed-man of Tiberius, with whom Flaccus

happened to be dining, arrested him without difficulty,

and brought him to Eome. Here he found that two

low demagogues, Isidorus and Lampo, who had hitherto

been among his parasites, and who had constantly

fomented his hatred of the Jews, were now his chief

accusers. He was found guilty. His property was con-

fiscated, and he was banished, first to the miserable rock

of Gryara, in the ^gean, and then to Andros. In one

of those sleepless nights which were at once a symptom

and an aggravation of his madness, Gains, meditating on

the speech of an exile whom he had restored, that during

his banishment he used to pray for the death of Tiberius,

determined to put an end to the crowd of distinguished

criminals which imperial tyranny had collected on the

barren islets of the Mediterranean. Flaccus was among

* There seem to be distinct allusions to these troubles in 3 Mace, (imssim).
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tlie earliest victims, and Pliilo narrates with too gloating

a \dndictiveness the horrible manner in which he was

hewn to pieces in a ditch by the despot's emissaries. -"^

Grains had begnn his reign with moderation, bnt the

sudden change from the enforced simplicity of his tute-

lage to the boundless luxuries and lusts of his autocracy

—the sudden plunge into all things which, as Philo^

says, " destroy both soul and body and all the bonds

which unite and strengthen the two "—^brought on the

illness which altered the entire organism of his brain.

Up to that time he had been a vile and cruel man;

thenceforth he was a mad and sanguinary monster. It

was after this illness, and the immediately subsequent

murders of Tiberius Gemellus, Macro, and Marcus

Silanus, which delivered him from all apprehension of

rivalry or restraint, that he began most violently to

assert his godhead. His predecessors would have re-

garded it as far less impious to allow themselves or their

fortunes to be regarded as divine, than to arrogate to

themselves the actual style and attributes of existing

deities.^ But disdaining all mere demi-gods like Tro-

phonius and Amphiaraus, Gains began to appear in public,

first in the guise of Hercules, or Bacchus, or one of the

Dioscuri, and then as Apollo, or Mars, or Mercury, or

even Venus (!), and demanded that choruses should be

sung in his honour under these attributes ; and, lastly, he

did not hesitate to assert his perfect equality with Jupiter

^ It is not impossible that Herod Antipas may have perished in conse-

quence of this same order of Gains. It is true that Suetonius {Calig. 28) only-

says, " Misit circum insulas qui omnes (exsules) trucidarent ; " but the cause

would apply as much to all political exiles, and Dion (lix. 18) distinctly says

that he put Antipas to death (Kario-cpa^e). The trial of Antipas took place at

Puteoli shortly before the Philouian embassy, A.D. 39.

2 De Leg. 2.

3 See Excursus XII., " Apotheosis of Roman Emperors.**
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himself. The majority of the Eomans, partly out of abject

terror, partl}^ out of contemptuous indifference, would feel

little difficulty in humoui'ing these vagaries; but the

Jews, to tlieir eternal honour, refused at all costs to

sanction this frio:litful concession of divine honours to the

basest of mankind. As there were plenty of parasites

in the Court of Grains who would lose no opportunity

of indulging their spite against the Jews, an ingrained

hatred of the whole nation soon took j)Ossession of his

mind. The Alexandrians were not slow to avail them-

selves of this antipathy. They were well aware that the

most acceptable flattery to the Emperor, and the most

overwhelming insult to the Jews, was to erect images of

Gains in Jewish synagogues, and they not only did this,

but even in the superb and celebrated Chief Synagogue of

Alexandria^ they erected a bronze statue in an old gilt

quadriga which had once been dedicated to Cleopatra.

Of all these proceedings Grains was kept informed,

partly by liis delighted study of Alexandrian newspapers,

which Philo says that he preferred to all other literature,

and partly by the incessant insults against the Jews

distilled into his ears by Egyptian buffoons like the in-

famous Helicon.^

The sufferings of the Jews in Alexandria at last

became so frightful that they despatched the venerable

Philo with four others on an embassy to the insane youth

whom they refused to adore. Philo has left us an account

of this embassy, which, though written with his usual

rhetorical diffuseness, is intensely interesting as a record of

the times. It opens for us a little window into the daily

life of the Imperial Court at Eome within ten years of

the death of Christ.

1 The Diapleuston. * Philo, Leg. John xxv.
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The first interview of tlie ambassadors witli Gains took

place wliile lie was walking in his mother's garden on the

banks of the Tiber, and the apparent graciousness of his

reception deceived all of them except Philo himself.

After having been kept waiting for some time, the Jews

were ordered to follow him to Puteoli, and there it was

that a man with disordered aspect and bloodshot eyes

rushed up to them, and with a frame that shivered with

agony and in a voice broken with sobs, barely succeeded

in giving utterance to the horrible intelligence that

Gains had asserted his intention of erecting a golden

colossus of himself with the attributes of Jupiter in the

Holy of Holies at Jerusalem. After giving way to their

terror and agitation, the ambassadors asked the cause of

this diabolical sacrilege, and were informed that it was

due to the advice of "that scorpion-like slave," Helicon,

who with " a poisonous Ascalonite " named Apelles—

a

low tragic actor—had made the suggestion during the fit

of rage with which Gains heard that the Jews of Jamnia

had torn down a trumpery altar which the Gentiles of the

city had erected to his deity with no other intention than

that of wounding and insulting them.

So far from this being a transient or idle threat,

Gains wrote to Petronins, the Legate of Syria, and ordered

him to carry it out with every precaution and by main

force ; and though the legate was well aware of the

perilous nature of the undertaking, he had been obliged

to furnish the necessary materials for the statue to the

artists of Sidon.

No sooner had the miserable Jews heard of this

threatened abomination of desolation, than they yielded

themselves to such a passion of horror as made them

forget every other interest. It was no time to be per-

secuting Christians when the most precious heritage of
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their religion was at stake. Flocking to Phoenicia in

myriads, until they occupied the whole country like a

cloud, they divided themselves into six companies of old

men, youths, boys, aged women, matrons, and virgins,

and rent the air with their howls and supplications, as

they lay prostrate on the earth and scattered the dust in

handfuls upon their heads. Petronius, a sensible and

honourable man, was moved by their abject misery, and

with the object of gaining time, ordered the Sidonian

artists to make their statue very perfect, intimating not

very obscurely that he wished them to be as long over it

as possible. Meanwhile, in order to test the Jews, he

went from Acre to Tiberias, and there the same scenes

were repeated. Por forty days, neglecting the sowing of

their fields, they lay prostrate on the ground, and when

the legate asked them whether they meant to make war

against Csesar, they said, No, but they were ready to die

rather than see their temple desecrated, and in proof of

their sincerity stretched out their throats. Seeing the

obstinacy of their resolution, besieged by the entreaties of

Aristobulus and Helcias the elder, afraid, too, that a

famine would be caused by the neglect of tillage, Petro-

nius, though at the risk of his own life, promised the

Jews that he would write and intercede for them, if they

would separate peaceably and attend to their husbandry.

It was accepted by both Jews and Gentiles as a sign of

the special blessing of God on this brave and humane

decision, that no sooner had Petronius finished his speech

than, after long drought, the sky grew black with clouds,

and there was an abundant rain. He kept his word.

He wrote a letter to Gains, telling him that if the

affair of the statue were pressed, the Jews would

neglect their harvest and there would be great danger

lest he should find the whole country in a state of
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starvation, wliicli might be even dangerous for himself

and his suite, if he carried out his intended visit.

Meanwhile, in entire ignorance of all that had taken

place, Agrippa had arrived at Rome, and he at once read

in the countenance of the Emperor that something had

gone wrong. On hearing what it was, he fell down in a

fit, and la}^ for some time in a deep stupor. By the exer-

tion of his whole influence with Gaius, he only succeeded

in procuring a temporary suspension of the design ; and

it was not long before the Emperor announced the inten-

tion of taking with him from Rome a colossus of gilded

bronze—in order to cut off all excuse for delay—and of

personally superintending its erection in the Temple, which

would henceforth be regarded as dedicated to " the new
Jupiter, the illustrious Gaius." Even during his brief

period of indecision he was so angry with Petronius for

the humanity that he had shown that he wrote him a

letter commanding him to commit suicide if he did not

want to die by the hands of the executioner.

These events, and the celebrated embassy of Philo to

Gaius, of which he has left us so painfully graphic a

description, probably took place in the August of the

year 40. In the January of the following year the

avenging sword of the brave tribune Cassius Cha^rea rid

the world of the intolerable despot.^ The vessel which had

carried to Petronius the command to commit suicide, was

fortunately delayed by stormy weather, and only arrived

twenty-seven days after intelligence had been received that

the tyi'ant was dead. From Claudius— who owed his

throne entirely to the subtle intrigues of Agrippa—the

' The Jews believed tliat a Bath Kol from the Holy of Holies had announced

his death to the High Priest (Simon the Just), and the anniversary was for-

bidden to be ever observed as a fast day {Megillath Taanith, § 26 j Sotah,

f . 33, 1 ; Derenbourg, Palest, p. 207).
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Jews received both kindness and consideration. Petronlus

was ordered thenceforth to suppress and punish all attempts

to insult them ^ in the quiet exercise of their religious

duties ; and Claudius utterly forbad that prayers should be

addressed or sacrifices offered to himself.^

* See the decree of Claudius against the inhabitants of Dor, who had set

up his statue in a Jewish synagogue.

2 Dion,lx.5.
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THE RECOGNITION OF THE GENTILES.

CHAPTEE XV.

THE SAMARITANS THE EUNUCH THE CENTURION.

" "Whenever I look at Peter, my very heart leaps for joy. If I cotdd paint

a portrait of Peter I would paint upon every hair of his head 'I believe in the

forgiveness of sins.' "

—

Luther.
" Quel Padre vetusto

Di santa chiesa, a cui Cristo le chiavi

Racommando di questo fior venusto."

Dante, Paradiso, xxxii. 124.

" Blessed is the eunuch, which with his hands hath wrought no iniquity, nor

imagined wicked things against God : for unto him shall be given the special

gift of faith, and an inheritance in the temple of the Lord more acceptable

to his mind. For glorious is the fruit of good labours : and the root of wisdom

shall never fall away."—WlSD. iii. 14, 15.

The peace, the progress, tlie edification, tlie holiness of the

Church, were caused, no doubt, by that rest from persecu-

tion which seems to have been due to the absorption of the

Jews in the desire to avert the outrageous sacrilege of

Grains. And yet we cannot but ask with surprise whether

the Christians looked on with indifference at the awful

insult which was being aimed at their national religion.

It would mark a state of opinion very different from what

we should imagine if they had learnt to regard the un-^

sullied sanctity of Jehovah's Temple as a thing in which

they had no longer any immediate concern. Can we for

one moment suppose that James the Lord's brother, or
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Simon the Zealot, Avere content to enjoy tlieir freedom from

molestation, without caring to take part in the despairing

efforts of tlieii' people to move the compassion of the

Legate of Syria ? Is it conceivable that they would have

stayed quietly at home while the other Jews in tens of

thousands irere streaming to his headquarters at Csesarea,

or flinging the dust upon their heads as they lay prostrate

before him at Tiberias ? Or was it their own personal

peril which kept them from mingling among masses of

fanatics who indignantly rejected their co-operation ? Were
they forced to confine their energies to the teaching of the

infant churches of Palestine because they were not even

allowed to participate in the hopes and fears of their

compatriots ? We may fairly assume that the Jewish

Christians abhorred the purposed sacrilege; but if the

schools of Hillel and Shammai, and the cliques of

Hanan and Herod, hated them only one degree less than

they hated the minions of Grains, it is evident that there

could hay§ been nothing for the Apostles to do but to

rejoice ovei; their immediate immunity from danger, and

to employ the rest thus granted them for the spread of

the Kingdom of Grod. The kings of the earth might rage,

and the princes imagine vain things, but they, at least,

could kiss the Son,^ and win the blessing of those who
trusted in the Lord. It was the darkest midnight of the

world's history, but the Groshen of Christ's Church was

brightening more 'and more with the silver dawn.

To this outward peace and inward development was

due an event which must continue to have the most

memorable importance to the end of time—the admission

of Gentiles, as Gentiles, into the Church of Christ. This

* Ps. ii. 12, tiipi???, either " kiss the Son," or " worship j)urely." Which
rendering is right has been a disputed point ever since Jerome's day {Adv.

Biuff. i.). See Perowne, Psalms, i. 116.
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great event must have seemed Inevitable to men like

St. Stephen, whose training as Hellenists had emancipated

them from the crude spirit of Jewish isolation. But the

experience of all history shows how difficult it is for the

mind to shake itself free from views which have hecome

rather instinctive than volitional ; and though Jesus had

uttered words which could only have one logi(3al explana-

tion, the older disciples, even the Apostles themselves,

had not yet learnt their full significance. The revelation

of Grod in Christ had heen a beam in the darkness.

To pour suddenly upon the midnight a full flood of

spiritual illumination would have been alien to the

method of Grod's dealings with our race. Tlie dayspring

had risen, hut many a long year was to elapse before it

broadened into the boundless noon.

But the time had now fully come in which those other

sheep of which Jesus had spoken—the other sheep which

were not of this fold ^—must be brought to hear His voice.

Indirectly, as well as directly, the result was due to St.

Paul in a degree immeasurably greater than to an}^ other

man. To St. Peter, indeed, as a reward for his great con-

fession, had been entrusted the keys of the Kingdom of

Heaven ; and, in accordance with this high metaphor,

to him was permitted the honour of opening to the

Gentiles the doors of the Christian Church. And that

this was so ordained is a subject for deep thankfulness.

The struggle of St. Paul against the hostility of Judaism

from without, and the leaven of Judaism from within,

was severe and lifelong, and even at his death faith alone

could have enabled him to see that it had not been in

vain. But the glorious effort of his life must have been

fruitless had not the principle at stake been publicly

^ John X. 16. In tliis verse it is a pity tliat the English version makes no

distinction between aiiXij, "fold," and Trot/tM/, " flock."
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conceded— conceded in direct obedience to sanctions

which none ventured to dispute—by the most eminent

and most authoritative of the Twelve. And yet, though

St. Peter was thus set apart by Divine foresight to

take the initiative, it was to one whom even the

Twelve formally recognised as the Apostle of the

Uncircumcision, that the world owes under Grod the

development of Christian faith into a Christian theology,

and the emancipation of Christianity from those Judaic

limitations which would have been fatal to its universal

acceptance.^ To us, indeed, it is obvious that " it would

have been impossible for the Grentiles to adopt the bye-

laws of a Grhetto." If the followers of Christ had

refused them the right-hand of fellowship on any other

conditions, then the world would have gone its own way,

and Mammon and Belial and Beelzebub would have

rejoiced in the undisturbed corruption of a Paganism

which was sinking deeper and deeper into the abyss of

shame.

And as this deliverance of the Grentiles was due

directly to the letters and labours of St. Paul, so the first

beginnings of it rose indirectly from the consequences of

the persecutions of which he had been the most fiery

agent. The Eavager of the Paith was unconsciously

proving himself its most powerful propagator. When he

was making havoc of the Church, its members, who were

thus scattered abroad, went everywhere preaching the

w^ord. To the liberal Hellenists this was a golden

opportunity, and Philip, who had been a fellow-worker

with Stephen, gladly seized it to preach the Gospel to the

hated Samaritans. The eye of Jesus had already gazed

in that country on fields whitening to the harvests, and

» Immer, Neut. Theol. 206.
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the zeal of Philip, aided h}^ high spiritual gifts, not

only won a multitude of converts, hut even arrested

the influence of a powerful goes, or sorcerer, named

Simon.^ Justin Martyr calls him Simon of Gritton, and

he has heen generally identified with Simon Magus,

the first heresiarch,^ and with Simon the C^^prian,

whom Felix employed to entrap the wandering affec-

tions of the Queen Drusilla. This man, though, as after-

wards appeared, with the most interested and unworthy

motives, went so far as to receive baptism; and the

progress of the faith among his former dupes was so

remarkable as to require the immediate presence of the

Apostles. St. Peter and St. John went from Jerusalem

to confirm the converts, and their presence resulted not

only in the public discomfiture of Simon,^ but also in that

outpouring of special manifestations which accompanied

the gift of the promised Comforter.

But Philip had the honour of achieving yet another

great conversion, destined to prove yet more decisively

that the day was at hand when the rules of Judaism were

to be regarded as obsolete. Guided by divine impressions

^ As I have no space to give an account of the strange career and opinions

of this " hero of the Romance of Heresy," as given in the Pseudo-Clementine

Homilies and Becognitions, I must content myself by referring to Hippolyt.

PMlosoph., p. 161 seq. ; Iren. Haer. i. 23 ; Neander, Ch. Hist. i. 454 ; Plant-

ing, 51—64 ; Gieseler, £ccl. Hist. i. 49 ; Mausel, Gnostic Heresies, 91—94 ; Do
Pressense, i. 396 seq. The stories about him are fabulous (Arnob. Adv. Gent.,

11, 12), and' the supposed statue to him (Just. Mart. 42^oZ. i. 26, 56 ; Iren.

Adv. Haer. i. 23; Tert. Apol. 13) is believed, from a tablet found in 1574 on

the Insula Tiberina, to have been a statue to the Sabine God Semo Sancus

(Baronius, in ann. 44 ; Biirton, Bampt. Led. 375). A typical impostor of

this epoch was Alexander of Abonoteichos (see Lucian, Pseudo-mantis, 10—51,

and on the general prevalence of magic and theurgy, Dollinger, Judenth. u.

Heidenth. viii. 2, § 7).

2 nda-ns alpefffws eipiT^s (Cyi-il. Iren. adv.Hcer. i. 27; ii.praef.). "Gitton"

may very likely be a confusion with Citium, whence " Chittim," &c.

3 From liis endeavour to obtain spiritual functions by a bribe is derived the

word simony.
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and angel voices he liad turned liis steps soutliward along

the desert road which leads from Eleutheropolis to Gaza/

and there had encountered the retinue of a wealthy

Ethiopian eunuch, who held the high position of treasurer

to the Kandake of Meroe.^ There seems to be some reason

for believing that this region had been to a certain extent

converted to Judaism by Jews who penetrated into it from

Egypt in the days of Psammetichus, whose descendants

still exist under the name of Falasyan.^ The eunuch, in

pious fulfilment of the duties of a Proselyte of the Gate

—

and his very condition rendered more than this impossible

—had gone up to Jerusalem to worship, and not improbably

to be present at one of the great yearly festivals. As he

rode in his chariot at the head of his retinue he occupied

his time, in accordance with the rules of the Eabbis, in

studying the Scriptures, and he happened at the moment

to be reading aloud in the LXX. version* the prophecy

of Isaiah, " He was led as a sheep to slaughter, and

as a lamb before his shearer is dumb, so he openeth

not his mouth. In his humiliation his judgment was

taken away, and his generation who shall declare? for

his life is being taken from the earth." ^ Philip asked

^ The auTTj iarlu iprinos o£ viii. 26 probably refers to the road. Gaza was

not destroyed till A.D. 65 (Robinson, Bihl. Bes. ii. 640). Lango's notion

{Apost. Zeit. ii. 109) that epr\ixos means " a moral desert " is out of the question.

Although paronomasia is so frequent a figure in the N. T., yet I cannot think

that there is anything intentional in the tU vd^av of 26, and the ttjs yiCns of 27.

2 The title of the Queen of Meroe (Pliny, H. N. vi. 35 ; Dio Cass. liv. 5).

(For the " treasure " of Ethiopia see Isa. xlv. 14). Ethioj)ian tradition gives

the eunuch the name of Indich. On the relation of the Jews with Ethiopia

see Zeph. iii. 10 ; Ps. IxAdii. 31 ; and for another faitMul Ethiopian eimuch,

also a " king's servant " (Ebed-melech), Jer. xxxviii. 7; xxxix. 16.

^ Reuan, Les Apotres, p. 158.

* Isa. liii. 7, 8. The quotation in Acts viii. 33 is from the LXX. We
might have supposed that the eunuch was reading the ancient Ethiopic version

founded on the LXX. ; but in that case Philip would not have understood- him.

* This passage differs in several respects from our Hebrew text.
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liim whether he understood what he was reading? The

eunuch confessed that it was all dark to him, and after

having courteously invited Philip to take a seat in

his chariot, asked who it was to whom the prophet

was referring. Philip was thus enabled to unfold the

Christian interpretation of the great scheme of prophecy,

and so conijDletely did he command the assent of his

listener, that on their reaching a spring of water—possibly

that at Bethsoron, not far from Hebron^—the eunuch

asked to be baptised. The request was addressed to a

large-hearted Hellenist, and was instantly granted, though

there were reasons which might have made a James or a

Simon hesitate. But in spite of the prohibition of

Deuteronomy,^ Philip saw that the Christian Church was

to be an infinitely wider and more spiritual communion

than that which had been formed by the Mosaic ritual.

Eecalling, perhaps, the magnificent prediction of Isaiah,^

which seemed to rise above the Levitical prohibition

—

recalling, perhaps, also some of the tender words and

promises of his Master, Christ—he instantly stepped

down with the eunuch into the water. Without any

recorded confession of creed or faith—for that which is

introduced into Acts viii. 37 is one of the early instances

of interpolation*—he administered to one who was not

only (as is probable) a Gentile by birth, but a eunuch

^ Josh. XV. 58 ; Neh. iii. 16 ; Jer. Ep. ciii. The spring is called Aiti edh-

Dhirweh. But Dr. Robinson fixes the site near Tell el-Hasy {Bibl. Res. ii.

641). The tradition which fixes it at Ain Haniyeh, near Jerusalem, is much
later.

^ Deut. xxiii. 1. As for the nationality of the Ethiopian it must be borne

in mind that even Moses himself had once married an Ethiopian wife (Numb,

xii. 1).

3 Isa. hi. 3, 8.

* It is not found in n, A, B, C, G, H, and the iihrase rhv 'lri<row Xpiar6v is

imkno^vn to St. Luke. It is moreover obvious that while there was to some a

strong temptation to insert something of the kind, there was no conceivable

reason to omit it if it had been genuine.
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by condition, tlie rite of baptism. The law of Deuteronomy

forbade him to become a member of the Jewish Church,

but Philip admitted him into that Christian communion^

in which there is neither Jew nor Greek, neither male nor

female, neither bond nor free.^

The subsequent work of Philip in the towns of

Philistia and the sea-coast, as well as during his long

subsequent residence at Csesarea^ was doubtless fruitful,

but for Christian history the main significance of his life

lay in his successful mission to detested Samaritans, and in

that bold baptism of the mutilated alien. Deacon though

he was, he had not shrunk from putting into effect the

divine intimations which foreshadowed the ultimate

obliteration of exclusive privileges. We cannot doubt

that it was the fearless initiative of Philip which helped

to shape the convictions of St. Peter, just as it was the

avowed act of St. Peter which involved a logical con-

cession of all those truths that were dearest to the heart

of St. Paul.

In the peaceful visitation of the communities which

the undisturbed prosperity of the new faith rendered

both possible and desirable, Peter had journeyed west-

ward, and, encouraged by the many conversions caused

by the healing of Mneas and the raising of Tabitha,

he had fixed his home at Joppa, in order to strengthen

* The significance of tlie act on those grounds is probably the main if not

the sole reason for its narration ; and if euvodxos had merely meant " chamber-

lain," there would have been no reason to add the word Svudiyrris in t. 27.

Dr. Plumptre {New Testament Commentary, in loc.) adduces the interesting

parallel furnished by the first decree of the first (Ecumenical Coimcil (Cone.

Nic. Can. 1).

2 Gal. iii. 28. In Iren. Saer. iii. 12 ; Euseb. S. E. ii. 1, he is said to have

evangelised his own country.

^ Acts xxi. 8, 9. Observe the undesigned coincidence in his welcome

of the Apostle of the Gentiles. At this point he disappears from Cliristian

history. The Philip who died at Hierapolis (Euseb. if. E. iii. 31) is i^robably

Philip the Apostle.
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the young but flourisliing cliurclies on tlie plain of

Sharon. That he lodged in the house of Simon, a

tanner, is merely mentioned as one of those incidental

circumstances which are never wanting in the narratives

of writers familiar with the events which they describe.

But we may now see in it a remarkable significance. It

shows on the one hand how humble must have been the

circumstances of even the chiefest of the Apostles, since

nothing but poverty could have induced the choice of

such a residence. But it shows further that Peter had

already abandoned Eabbinic scrupulosities, for we can

scarcely imagine that he would have found it impossible

to procure another home,^ and at the house of a tanner

no strict and uncompromising follower of the Oral Law
could have been induced to dwell. The daily contact

with the hides and carcases of various animals necessi-

tated by this trade, and the materials which it requires,

rendered it impure and disgusting in the eyes of all rigid

legalists. If a tanner married without mentioning his

trade, his wife was permitted to get a divorce.^ The law

of levirate marriage might be set aside if the brother-in-

law of the childless widow was a tanner. A tanner's yard

must be at least fifty cubits distant from any town,^ and

it must be even farther off", said Eabbi Akibha, if built to

the west of a tovm, from which quarter the effluvium is

more easily blown. Now, a trade that is looked on with

disgust tends to lower the self-respect of all who under-

take it, and although Simon's yard may not have been

* Lydda and Joppa were tliorouglily Judaic (Jos. B. J. ii. 19, § 1).

2 Eetubhoth, f. 77, 1.

3 Babha Bathra, f. 25, 1, 16, 2 (where the remark is attributed to Bar

Kappara). " No trade," says Rabbi, " will ever pass away from the earth

;

but happy be he whose parents belong to a respectable trade .... The

world c<aanot exist without tanners, .... but woe unto him who is a

tanner " {Kiddushin, f. 82, 2).
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contiguous to his house, yet the choice of his house as a

residence not only proves how modest were the only re-

sources which Peter could command, but also that he had

learnt to rise sujDcrior to prejudice, and to recognise the

dignity of honest labour in even the humblest trade.

It is certain that two problems of vast importance

must constantly have been present to the mind of Peter

at this time : namely, the relation of the Church to the

Gentiles, and the relation alike of Jewish and Grentile

Christians to the Mosaic, or perhaps it would be more

accurate to say—though the distinction was not then

realised—to the Levitical law. In the tanner's house at

Joppa these difficulties were to meet with their divine

and final solution.

They were problems extremely perplexing. As regards

the first question, if the Gentiles were now to be admitted

to the possession of full and equal privileges, then had

God cast off His people ? had the olden promises failed ?

As regards the second question, was not the Law divine ?

had it not been delivered amid the terrors of Sinai ? Could

it have been enforced on one nation if it had not been

intended for all? Had not Jesus himself been obedient

to the commandments ? If a distinction were to be drawn

between commandments ceremonial and moral, where

were the traces of any distinction in the legislation itself,

or in the words of Christ? Had He not bidden the leper

go show himself to the priest, and offer for his cleansing

such things as Moses has commanded for a testimony

unto them?^ Had He not said, "Think not that I am
come to destroy the Law and the Prophets ; I am not

come to destroy, but to fulfil?'''^ Had He not even said,

"TiU heaven and earth shall pass away, one jot or

» Matt, viii, 4 ; Mark i. 44 « Matt. v. 17.
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one tittle shall in no wise pass from tlie law till all be

fulfilled?
"1

These perplexing scruples had yet to wait for their

removal, until, by the experience of missionary labour,

God had ripened into its richest maturity the inspired

genius of Saul of Tarsus. At that period it is probable

that no living man could have accurately defined the future

relations between Jew and Gentile, or met the difiiculties

which rose from these considerations. St. Stephen, who
might have enlightened the minds of the Apostles on these

great subjects, had passed away. St. Paul was still a

suspected novice. The day when, in the great Epistles to

the Galatians and the Eomans, such problems should be

fully solved, was still far distant. There is no hurry in

the designs of God. It is only when the servitude is at

its worst that Moses is called forth. It is only when the

perplexity is deepest that Saul enters the arena of contro-

versy. It was only in the fulness of time that Christ

was born.

But even at this period St. Peter—especially when he

had left Jerusalem—must have been forced to see that

the objections of the orthodox Jew to the equal par-

ticipation of the Gentiles in Gospel privileges could be

met by counter objections of serious importance ; and

that the arguments of Hebraists as to the eternal validity

of the Mosaic system were being confronted by the logic

of facts Avith opposing arguments which could not long

be set aside.

For if Christ had said that He came to fulfil the Law,

had He not also said many things which showed that

those words had a deeper meaning than the prima fade

application which might be attached to them ? Had He

» Matt. V. 18 ; Luke xvi. 17.
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not six times vindicated for tlie Sabbatli a larger freedom

than the scribes admitted?^ Had He not poured some-

thing like contempt on needless ceremonial ablutions ?^

Had He not Himself abstained from going up thrice

yearly to Jerusalem to the three great festivals ? Had
He not often quoted with approval the words of Hoshea

:

"I will have mercy and not sacrifice?"^ Had He not

repeatedly said that all the Law and the Prophets hang

on two broad and simple commandments ? * Had He not,

both by word and action, showed His light estimation of

mere ceremonial defilement, to which the Law attached a

deep importance?^ Had He not refused to sanction the

stoning of an adulteress ? Had He not even gone so far

as to say that Moses had conceded some things, which

wTre in themselves undesirable, only because of the hard-

ness of Jewish hearts ? Had He not said, " The Law and

the Prophets were until John ? " ^

And, besides all this, was it not clear that He meant

His Church to be an "Universal Church ? Was not this

universality of the offered message of merc}^ and adop-

tion clearly indicated in the language of the Old Tes-

tament ? Had not the Prophets again and again implied

the ultimate calling of the Gentiles ?^ But if the Gentiles

were to be admitted into the number of saints and brethren

;

if, as Jesus Himself had prophesied, there was to be at last

one flock and one Shepherd,^ how could this be if the

Mosaic Law was to be considered as of permanent and

universal validity? Was it not certain that the Gen-

tiles, as a body, never would accept the whole system

1 Luke xiv. 1—6; John v. 10; Mark ii. 23; Matt. xii. 10; John ix. 14;

Luke xiii. 14 ; xvi. 16. (See Life of Christ, ii. 114.)

2 Matt. XV. 20.

3 Mark xii. 33; Matt. ix. 13 ; xii. 7. « Matt. xix. 8 ; Mark x. 5—9.
* Matt. xxii. 40. ' See Rom. xv. 9, 10, 11.

fi Matt. XV. 17 ; Mark xii. 19. ' Jolm x. 16, trolixfr).
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of Mosaism, and never would accept, above all, tlie crucial

ordinance of circumcision? Would not sucli a demand
upon tliem be a certain way of insuring tlie refusal of^

the Gospel message ? Or, if they did embrace it, was it

conceivable that the Gentiles were never to be anything

but mere Proselytes of the Gate, thrust as it were outside

the portals of the True Spiritual Temple? If so, were not

the most primary conceptions of Christianity cut away at

the Yery roots ? were not its most beautiful and essential

institutions rendered impossible ? How could there be

love-feasts, how could there be celebrations of the Lord's

Supper, how could there be the beautiful spectacle of

Christian love and Christian unity, if the Church was to

be composed, not of members joined together in equal

brotherhood, but of a proletariate of tolerated Gentiles,

excluded even from the privilege of eating with an aris-

tocracy of superior Jews ? Dim and dwarfed and maimed

did such an ideal look beside the grand conception of the

redeemed nations of the world coming to Sion, singing,

and with everlasting joy upon their heads !

And behind all these uncertainties towered a yet vaster

and more eternal question. Christ had died to take away

the sins of the world ; what need, then, could there be of

sacrifices ? What significance could there be any more in

the shadow, when the substance had been granted?^

Where was the meaning of types, after they had been ful-

filled in the glorious Antitype ? Wliat use was left for the

lamp of the Tabernacle when the Sun of Eighteousness

had risen with healing in His wings ?

Such thoughts, such problems, such perplexities, press-

ing for a decided principle which should guide men in

their course of action amid daily multiplying difficulties,

1 1 Cor. xiu. 10 ; Col. ii. 17 ; Heb. x. i.
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must inevitably have occupied, at this period, tlie tlioughts

of many of tlie brethren. In the heart of Peter they

must have assumed yet more momentous proportions,

because on him in many respects' the initiative would

depend.^ The destinies of the world during centuries of

history—the question whether, ere that brief aeon closed,

the inestimable benefits of the Life and Death of Christ

should be confined to the sectaries of an obsolete covenant

and a perishing nationality, or extended freely to all the

races of mankind—the question whether weary genera-

tions should be forced to accept the peculiarities of a

Semitic tribe, or else look for no other refuge than

the shrines of Isis or the Stoa of Athens—all depended,

humanly speaking, on the line which should be taken

by one who claimed no higher earthly intelligence than

that of a Jewish fisherman. But Grod always chooses His

own fitting instruments. In the decision of momentous

questions, rectitude of heart is a far surer guarantee of

wisdom than power of intellect. When the unselfish

purpose is ready to obey, the supernatural illumination

is never wanting. When we desire only to do what is

right, it is never long before we hear the voice beliind

us saying, "This is the way, walk ye in it," however

much w^e might be otherwise inclined to turn aside to the

right hand or to the left.

With such uncertainties in his heart, but also with

such desire to be guided aright, one day at noon Peter

mounted to the flat roof of the tanner's house for his

mid-day prayer.^ It is far from impossible that the

house may have been on the very spot with the one

with which it has long been identified. It is at the

1 " Lo maggior Padre di famiglia " (Dante, Farad, xxxii. 136).

2 Matt. X. 27 ; xxiv. 17 ; Luke xvii. 31. House-tops hi old days had been the

common scenes of idol-worship (Jer. six. 13 ; Zeph. i. 5, &c.).
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soutli-west corner of tlie little town, and tlie spring in tlie

courtyard would liave been useful to tlie tanner if lie

carried on his trade in tlie place where lie li^-ed. A fig-

tree now overshadows it, and there may have been one

even then to protect the Apostle from the Syrian sun. In

any case his eyes must have looked on identically the

same scene which we may now witness from that spot ; a

small Oriental town with the outline of its flat roofs and

low square houses relieved by trees and gardens ; a line

of low dunes and sandy shore ; a sea stretching far

away to the Isles of the Gentiles—a golden mirror burn-

ing under the rays of the Eastern noon in unbroken light,

except where it is rippled by the wings of the sea-birds

which congregate on the slippery rocks beneath the to^vn,

or where its lazy swell breaks over the line of reef which

legend has connected with the story of Andromeda. It is

a meeting-point of the East and West. Behind us lie

Philistia and the Holy Land. Beyond the Jordan, and

beyond the purple hills which form the eastern ramparts

of its valley, and far away be^^ond the Euphrates, were the

countries of those immemorial and colossal despotisms—
the giant forms of empires which had passed long ago

" on their way to ruin :
" before us—a highway for the

nations—are the inland waters of the sea whose shores

during long ages of history have been the scene of all

that is best and greatest in the progress of mankind. As

he gazed dreamily on sea and town did Peter think of that

old prophet who, eight centuries before, had been sent by

God from that very port to preach repentance to one of

those mighty kingdoms of the perishing Gentiles, and

whom in strange ways God had taught?^

It was high noon, and while he prayed and meditated,

* Jonah i 3.
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the Apostle, who all his life had heen familiar with the

scanty fare of poverty, became very hungry. But the mid-

day meal was not yet ready, and, while he waited, his

hunger, his uncertainties, his prayers for guidance, were

all moulded by the providence of God, to the fulfilment

of His o^^al high ends. There is something inimitably

natural in the way in which truths of transcendent

importance were brought home to the seeker's thoughts

amid the fantastic crudities of mental imagery. The

narrative bears upon the face of it the marks of authen-

ticity, and we feel instinctively that it is the closest

possible reflection of the form in which divine guidance

came to the honest and impetuous Apostle as, in the

hungry pause which followed his mid-day supplications,

he half-dozed, half meditated on the hot flat roof under the

blazing sky, with his gaze towards the West and towards

the future, over the blazing sea.

A sort of trance came over him.^

The heaven seemed to open. Instead of the burning

radiance of sky and sea there shone before him something

like a great linen sheet,^ which was being let down to him
from heaven to earth by ropes which held it at the four

corners.^ In its vast capacity, as in the hollow of some great

ark, he saw all the four-footed beasts, and reptiles of the

earth, and fowls of the air,* while a voice said to him,

"Rise, Peter, slay and eat." But even in his hunger, kindled

yet more keenly by the sight of food, Peter did not forget

» Acts X. 10, iyiviTo €7r' avrhv €K<rra<rt5 («, A, B, C, E, &C.).

' 6e6i'ri (cf . Johu xix. 40).

3 Tbis seems to be implied in the apxa7s (see Eur. Hippol. 762, and Wetst.

ad loc). But SeSejueVoi' KaX are wanting in «, A, B, E. The Yulgate has
" quatuor initiis submitti de caelo."

* Acts X. 12, TTcJj/Ta TO, " aU the," not " all kinds of," which would be iravrota.

Augustine uses the comparison of the ark (c. Faust, xii. \h) ; omit koX to, e-qpia

(, A, B, &c.).
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tlie habits of liis training. Among those animals and

creeping things were swine, and camels, and rabbits, and

creatures which did not chew the cud or divide the hoof

—

all of which had been distinctly forbidden by the Law
as articles of food. Better die of hunger than violate

the rules of the Kashar, and eat such things, the very

thought of which caused a shudder to a Jew.^ It

seemed strange to Peter that a voice from heaven

should bid liim, without exception or distinction, to

slay and eat creatures among which the unclean were

thus mingled with the clean ;—nay, the very presence

of the unclean among them seemed to defile the entire

sheet. ^ Brief as is the narrative of this trance in which

bodily sensations assuming the grotesque form of objective

images became a medium of spiritual illumination,^ it is

clearly implied that though pure and impure animals were

freely mingled in the great white sheet, it was mainly on

the latter that the glance of Peter fell, just as it was

with " sinners " of the Grentiles, and their admission to the

privileges of brotherhood, that his thoughts must have

been mainly occupied. Accordingly, with that simple and

audacious self-confidence which in his character was so

singularly mingled with fits of timidity and depression, he

boldly corrects the Voice which orders him, and reminds

^ On the Kashar, see infra, p. 434. The example of Daniel (i. 8—16)

made the Jews more particular. Josephus (Vit. 3) tells us that some priests

imprisoned at Rome lived only ou figs and nuts.

2 In the Talmud (Sanhcdr. f. 59, col. 2) there is a curious story about

unclean animals supernaturally represented to R. Shimon Ben Chalaphtha, ivho

slaijs them forfood. This leads to the remark, '' Nothing unclean conies dovm

from heaven." Have we here an oblique argument against the significance of

St. Peter's vision ? R. Ishmael said that the care of Israel to avoid creeping

things would alone have been a reason why God saved them from Egypt

(Babha Metzia, f. 61, 2). Yet every Sanhedrist must be ingenious enough to

prove that a creeping thing is clean (Sanhedrin, f. 17, 1).

3 See some excellent remarks of Neander, Planting, i. 73.
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tlie Divine Interlocutor tliat lie must, so to speak, have

made an oversight.^

" By no means, Lord !

"—and the reader will imme-

diately recall the scene of the Gospel, in which St. Peter,

emholdened by Christ's words of praise, took Him and

began to rebuke Him, saying, "Be it far Irom Thee,

Lord,"—" for," he added, with a touch of genuine Judaic

pride, " I never ate anything profane or unclean." And
the Voice spake a second time :

" What Q-od cleansed,

* profane ' not thou ;
" or, in the less energetic periphrasis

of our Version, " What God hath cleansed, that call not

thou common." This was done thrice, and then the vision

vanished. The sheet was suddenly drawn up into heaven.

The trance was over. Peter was alone with his own

thoughts ; all was hushed ; there came no murmur more

from the blazing heaven; at his feet rolled silently the

blazing sea.

Wliat did it mean ? St. Peter's hunger was absorbed

in the perplexity of interpreting the strange symbols by

which he felt at once that the Holy Spirit was guiding

him to truth—to truth on which he must act, however

momentous were the issues, however painful the immediate

results. Was that great linen sheet in its whiteness the

^ Cf. John xiii. 8. Increased familiarity with Jewish writings invariably

deepens our conviction that in the New Testament we are dealing with truthful

records. Knowing as we do the reverence of the Jews for divine intimations, we'

might well have supposed that not even in a trance would Peter liave raised

ohjections to the mandate of the Bath Kol. And yet we find exactly the same
thing in Scripture (1 Kings xix. 14 ; Jonah iv. 1, 9 ; Jer. i. 6), in the previous

accounts of Peter himself (Matt. xvi. 22) ; of St. Paul (Acts xxii. 19) ; and
in the Talmudic wi'itings. Few stories of the Talmud convey a more un-

shaken conviction of the indefeasible obligatoriness of the Law than that of

the resistance even to a voice from heaven by the assembled Rabbis, in

Bahlia Metzia, f. 59, 2 (I have quoted it in the Expositor, 1877). It not

only illustrates the point immediately before us, but also shows more clearly

than anything else could do the overwhelming forces against which St. Paul,

had to fight his way.

S
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image of a world waslied wliite/ and were its four comers

a sign that tliey who dwelt therein were to be gathered

from the east and from the west, from the north and from

the south ; and were all the animals and creeping things,

clean and unclean, the image of all the races which

inhabit it? And if so, was the permission—nay, the

command—to eat of the unclean no less than of the clean

an indication that the Levitical Law was now " ready

to vanish away ; "
" and that with it must vanish away,

no less inevitably, that horror of any communion with

Gentile races which rested mainly upon its provisions ?

What else could be meant by a command which directly

contradicted the command of Moses ? ^ Was it really

meant that all things were to become new? that even

these unclean things were to be regarded as let down

from heaven? and that in this new world, this pure

world, Grentiles were no longer to be called " dogs," but

Jew and Grentile were to meet on a footing of perfect

equality, cleansed alike by the blood of Christ ?

Nor is the connexion between the symbol and the

thing signified quite so distant and arbitrary as has been

generally supposed. The distinction between clean and

unclean meats was one of the insuperable barriers between

the Grentile and the Jew—a barrier which prevented all

intercourse betweeil them, because it rendered it im-

possible for them to meet at the same table or in social

life. In the society of a Gentile, a Jew was liable at

any moment to those ceremonial defilements which

involved all kinds of seclusion and inconvenience ; and

not only so, but it was mainly by partaking of unclean

food that the Gentiles became themselves so unclean

in the eyes of the Jews. It is hardly possible to put

^ So CEcumeuius. ' Heb. viii. 13. ' Lev. xi. 7; Deut. xiv. 8.
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into words tlie intensity of horror and revolt with

which the Jew regarded swine. ^ They were to him the

very ideal and quintessence of all that must he looked

upon with an energetic concentration of disgust. He
would not even mention a pig by name, hut spoke of it

as dahliar aclieer, or " the other thing." When, in the

daj^s of Hyrcanus, a pig had been surreptitiously put into

a box and drawn up the walls of Jerusalem, the Jews

declared that a shudder of earthquake had run through

four hundred parasangs of the Holy Land.^ Yet this

filthy and atrocious creature, which could hardly even be

thought of without pollution, was not only the chief

delicacy at Gentile banquets,^ but ^vas, in one form or

other, one of the commonest articles of Gentile consump-

tion. How could a Jew touch or speak to a human being

who of deliberate choice had banqueted on swine's flesh,

and who might on that very day have partaken of the

abomination ? The cleansing of all articles of food in-

volved far more immediately than has yet been noticed

the acceptance of Gentiles on equal footing to equal

privileges.

And doubtless, as such thoughts passed through the

soul of Peter, he remembered also that remarkable

" parable " of Jesus of which he and his brother disciples

had once asked the explanation. Jesus in a few words,

but with both of the emphatic formulae which He adopted

to call special attention to any utterance of more than ordi-

nary depth and solemnity

—

''Hearken tmto 7ne, every one of

you, and understand
i^"*

''If any man hath ears to hear, let Mm

1 Isa. Ixv. 4 ; \sm.. 3 ; 2 Mace. vi. 18, 19 ; Jos. C. Ap. ii. 14. Tlie abhorrence

was shared by many Eastern nations {Hdt. ii. 47 ; Pliny, H. N. viii. 52 ;

Koran\ This was partly due to its filthy habits (2 Pet. ii. 221
2 Jer. Berachoth, iv. 1 ; Derenbourg, Palest. 114 ; Gratz. iii. 480. (The

story is also told in Babha Kama, f. 82, 2 ; Menachoth, f . 64, 2 ; Sotah, f . 49, 2.)

3 Sumen, in Plant. Cure. ii. 3, 44; Pers. i. 53; Plin. H. N. xi. 37.

S 2
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hear,''^—had said, "There is nothing from without a man
entering into him which can defile him." What He had

proceeded to say—that what truly defiles a man is that

which comes out ofhim—was easyenough to understand, and

was a truth of deep meaning ; but so difficult had it been

to grasp the first half of the clause, that they had asked

Him to explain a " parable " which seemed to be in direct

contradiction to the Mosaic Law. Expressing His as-

tonishment at their want of insight, He had shown them

that what entered into a man from without did but become

a part of his material organism, entering, "not into the

heart, but into the belly, and so passing into the draught."

This, He said—as now for the first time, perhaps,

flashed with full conviction into the mind of Peter

—

MAKING ALL MEATS PURE ;
^—as he proceeded afterwards to

develop those weighty truths about the inward character

of all real pollution, and the genesis of all crime from evil

thoughts, which convey so solemn a warning. To me it

seems that it was the trance and vision of Joppa which

first made Peter realise the true meaning of Christ in one

of those few distinct utterances in which he had intimated

the coming annulment of the Mosaic Law. It is, doubtless,

due to the fact that St. Peter, as the informant of St. Mark
in writing his Grospel, and the sole ultimate authority for

this vision in the Acts, is the source of both narratives,

1 Mark yii. 14, 16.

2 Mark vii. 19. This interpretation, diie originally to the early Fathers-

being found in Chrysostom, Horn,, in Matt. li. p. 526, and Gregory Thauma-

turgus—was revived, forty years ago, by the Eev. F. Field, in a note of hia

edition of St. Chrysostom's Homilies (iii. 112). (See Expositor for 1876, where

I have examined the passage at length.) Here, however, it lay unnoticed, tiU

it gained, quite recently, the attention which it deserved. The true reading

is certainly KadapiCaiv, not the KudapiCov of our edition—a reading due, in aU

probability, to the impossibility of making KadapiCcov agree with a.(pi^pwi>a. The

loss of the true interpretation has been very serious. Now, however, it is

happily revived. It has a more direct bearing than any other on the main

practical difficulty of the Apostolic age.
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tliat we owe the hitherto unnoticed circumstance that the

two verbs " cleanse'' and ^'profane''—both in a peculiarly-

pregnant sense—are the two most prominent words in the

narrative of both events.

While Peter thus pondered—perplexed, indeed, but

with a new light dawning in his soul—the circumstance

occurred which gave to his vision its full significance.

Trained, like all Jews, in unquestioning belief of a daily

Providence exercised over the minutest no less than over

the greatest events of life, Peter would have been exactly

in the mood which was prepared to accept any further

indication of God's will from whatever source it came.

The recognised source of such guidance at this epoch

was the utterance of voices apparently accidental which

the Jews reckoned as their sole remaining kind of inspired

teaching, and to which they gave the name of Bath Kol}

The first words heard by Peter after his singular trance

were in the voices of Grentiles. In the courtyard below

him were three Grentiles, of whom one was in the garb of

a soldier. Having asked their way to the house of Simon

the Tanner, they were now inquiring whether a certain

Simon, who bore the surname of Peter, was lodging there.

Instantly there shot through his mind a gleam of heavenly

light. He saw the divine connexion between the ^dsion

of his trance and the inquiry of these Grentiles, and a

Voice within him warned him that these men had come

in accordance with an express intimation of God's will,

and that he was to go "vvdth them without question or

hesitation. He instantly obeyed. He descended from the

roof, told the messengers he was the person whom they

were seeking, and asked their business. They were the

bearers of a strange message. " CorneKus," they said, " a

' Life of Christ, i. 118.
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centurion, a just man, and a worsliipper of Grod, to whose

virtues the entire Jewish nation bore testimony, had

received an angelic intimation to send for him, and hear

his instructions. Peter at once offered them the free and

simple hospitality of the East ; and as it was too hot and

they were too tired to start at once on their homeward

journey, they rested there until the following morning.

Further conversation would have made Peter aware that

Cornelius was a centurion of the Italian band;^ that not

only he, hut all his house, "feared Grod;" that the gene-

rosity of his almsgiving and the earnestness of his prayers

were widely known ; and that the intimation to send for

Peter had been given to him while he was fasting on the

previous day at three "o'clock. He had acted upon it so

immediately that, in spite of the heat and the distance of

thirty miles along shore and plain, his messengers had

arrived at Joppa by the following noon.

The next morning they all started on the journey

which was to involve such momentous issues. How deeply

alive St. Peter himself was to the consequences which

might ensue from his act is significantly shown by his

inviting no fewer than six of the brethren at Joppa to

accompany him, and to be witnesses of all that should

take place.

^

The journey—since Orientals are leisurely in their

movements, and they could only travel during the cool

hours—occupied two days. Thus it was not until the

fourth day after the vision of Cornelius that, for the first

time during two thousand years, the Jew and the Gentile

met on the broad grounds of perfect religious equality

^ The Italian coliort was probably one composed of " Velones," Italian

volunteers. " Cohors militum voluutaria, quae est in Syria " (Gruter,

Inscr. i. 434; Akerman, Num. Illustr. 34!). It would be specially required

at Csesarea.

' Compare Acts x. 23 with xi. 12.
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before God their Tather. Struck witli the sacredness

of the occasion—struck, too, it may be, by something

in the appearance of the chief of the Apostles—Cornelius,

who had risen to meet Peter on the threshold, prostrated

himself at his feet,^ as we are told tliat, three hundred

years before, Alexander the Great had done at the

feet of the High Priest Jaddua,^ and, six hundred years

afterwards, Edwin of Deira did at the feet of Paulinus.^

Instantly Peter raised the pious soldier, and, to the

amazement doubtless of the brethren who accompanied

him, perhaps even to his own astonishment, violated all

the traditions of a lifetime, as well as the national

customs of many centuries, by walking side by side

with him in free conversation into the presence of his

assembled Gentile relatives. This he did, not from the

forgetfulness of an enthusiastic moment, but with the

avowal that he was doing that which had been hitherto

regarded as irreligious,* but doing it in accordance with a

divine revelation. Cornelius then related the causes

which had led him to send for Peter, and the Apostle

began his solemn address to them with the memorable

statement that now he perceived vidth undoubted cer-

tainty that "God is no respecter of persons, but in

EVERY NATION HE THAT FEARETH HiM AND WORKETH

RIGHTEOUSNESS IS ACCEPTABLE TO HlM."^ NcVCr Were

^ D and tlie Syr. have the pragmatic addition, " And when Peter drew

near to Csesarea, one of the slaves running forward gave notice that he liad

arrived ; and Cornelius springing forth, and meeting him, falling at his feet,

worshipped him."
2 See Jos. Antt. xi. 8, § 5.

3 The story is told in Bede, Eccl. Hist. Angl. ii. 12.

* Acts X. 28, aOfixiTov, cf. John xviii. 28. Lightf. Hor. Hebr. ad.

Matt, xviii. 17.

^ St. Peter's words are the most categorical contradiction of the Rabbinic

comments on Prov. xiv. 34, which asserted that any righteous acts done by

the Gentiles were sin to them. Such was the thesis maintained even by
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words more noble uttered. But we must not interpret

them to mean the same proposition as that which is so

emphatically repudiated by the English Eeformers, " That

every man shall be saved by the law or sect which he

professeth, so that he be diligent to frame his life ac-

cording to that law and the light of Nature." Had this

been the meaning of the Apostle—a meaning which it

would be an immense anachronism to attribute to him

—

it would have been needless for him to preach to Cor-

nelius, as he proceeded to do, the leading doctrines of the

Christian faith ; it would have been sufficient for him to

bid Cornelius continue in prayer and charity without un-

folding to him " only the name of Jesus Christ whereby

men must be saved." The indifference of nationality was

the thought in Peter's mind ; not by any means the

^indifference of religions. All who, to the utmost of the

opportunities vouchsafed to them, fear and love God with

sincerity of heart, shall be saved by Christ's redemption

;

some of them—many of them—will He lead to a know-

ledge of Him in this life ; all of them shall see Him and

know Him in the life to come.-^

Accordingly Peter proceeded to recall to these Gentiles

all that they had heard^ of the preaching of peace by

Jesus Christ the Lord of all ; of His life and ministry

after the baptism of John ; how God anointed Him
with the Holy Spirit and with power; how He went

about doing good, and healing all who were under the

tyranny of the devil ; and then of the Crucifixion and

Eesurrection from the dead, of which the disciples were

the appointed witnesses, commissioned by the Voice of

jjillelites like Gamaliel II. and R. Eliezer of Modin, Babha Batlira, f. 10, 2

(v. infra, ii., pp. 135, 176.)

1 Cf. Rom. ii. 6, 10, 14, 15.

2 Acts X. 36. To understand rhv \6yov here in the Jobannino sense

seems to me utterly uncritical.
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their risen Lord to testify that He is the destined Judge

of quick and dead. And while Peter was proceeding to

show from the Prophets that all who believed on Him
should through His name receive remission of sins,

suddenly on these unbaptised Gentiles no less than on

the Jews who were present, fell that inspired emotion

of superhuman utterance which was the signature of

Pentecost. "The Holy Ghost fell upon them." The six

brethren who had accompanied Peter from Joppa might

well be amazed. Here were men unbaptised, uncircum-

cised, unclean—men who had been idolators, dogs of the

Gentiles, eaters of the unclean beast, whose touch in-

volved ceremonial pollution—speaking and praising God
in the utterances which could only come from hearts

stirred by divine influence to their most secret depth.

With bold readiness Peter seized the favourable moment.

The spectacle which he had witnessed raised him above

ignoble prejudices, and the rising tide of conviction swept

away the dogmas and habits of his earlier years. Appeal-

ing to this proof of the spiritual equality of the Gentile

with the Jew, he asked "whether any one could forbid

water for their baptism?" No one cared to dispute the

cogency of this proof that it was God's will to admit

Cornelius and his friends to the privileges of Christian

brotherhood. Peter not only commanded them to be

baptised in the name of the Lord, but even freely

accepted their invitation " to tarry with them certain

days."

The news of a revolution so astounding was not long

in reaching Jerusalem, and when Peter returned to the

Holy City he was met by the sterner zealots who had

joined Christianity, by those of whom we shall henceforth

hear so often as "those of the circumcision," with the

fierce indignant murmur, " Thou wentest into the house of
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men iincircumcised, and didst eat with teem!''^ To

associate witli them, to enter their houses, was not that

pollution enough? to touch in familiar intercourse men
who had never received the seal of the covenant, to be in

daily contact with people who might, no one knew how
recently, have had " broth of abominable things in their

vessels"—was not this sufficiently horrible? But "to eat

with them''—to eat food prepared by Gentiles—to taste

meat which had been illegally killed by Gentile hands

—

to neglect the rules of the Kashar—to take food from

dishes which any sort of unclean insect or animal, nay

even "the other thing," might have defiled—was it to

be thought of without a shudder ?
^

Thus Peter was met at Jerusalem by something very like

an impeachment, but he confronted the storm with perfect

courage.^ What he had done he had not done arbitrarily,

but step by step under direct divine guidance. He de-

tailed to them his vision on the roof at Joppa, and the

angelic appearance which had suggested the message of

Cornelius. Finally he appealed to the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit, which had been manifested in these Gentiles

by the very same signs as in themselves. Was not this

the promised baptism with the Holy Ghost? was it not

a proof that God accepted these Gentiles no less fully

than He accepted them ^ "What was I that I could

withstand God?"
The bold defence silenced for a time the adversaries of

' " He who eats with an uncircumcised person, eats, as it were, with a

dog ; he who touches him, touches, as it were, a dead body; and he who
bathes in the same place with him, bathes, as it were, with a leper" {PirJce

Bahbi Eliezer, 29).

^ To this day orthodox Jews submit to any inconvenience rather than

touch meat killed by a Gentile butcher (McCaul, Old Paths, 397, sq.). This

leads sometimes not only to a monopoly, but even to a downright tyranny on

the part of the butcher who has the hadima (Frankl, Jews in the East, ii.).

^ Acts xi. 2, SiiKpiyovTO TTphs avrSv ; of. Jud. 9.
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what they regarded as an unscriptural and disloyal inno-

vation. They could not dispute facts authenticated by

the direct testimony of their six brethren,—whom Peter,

conscious of the seriousness of the crisis, had ver}^

prudently brought with him from Joppa,—nor could

they deny the apparent approval of heaven. The feeling

of the majority was in favour of astonished but grate-

ful acquiescence. Subsequent events prove only too

plainly that there was at any rate a displeased minority,

who were quite unprepared to sacrifice their monopoly of

precedence in the equal kingdom of God. Even in the

language of the others^ we seem to catch a faint echo

of reluctance and surprise. Nor would they admit any

general principle. The only point which they conceded

was—not that the Gentiles were to be admitted, without

circumcision, to full communion, still less that Jews

would be generally justified in eating with them, as

Peter had done—but only that "God had, it seemed, to

the Gentiles also granted repentance unto life."

Meanwliile, and, so far as we are aware, in entire inde-

pendence of these initial movements, the Church had been

undergoing a new and vast development in Syria, which

transferred the position of the metropolis of Christianity

from Jerusalem to Antioch, as completely as it was to be

afterwards transferred from Antioch to Eome.

' Acts xi. 18, &paye Kot to7s edueatv-
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE SECOND CAPITAL OF CHRISTIANITY.

" Quos, per flagitia invisos, vulgus Christianos appellabat."- Tac. Ann.
XV. 44.

Xpi(TTiav6s eljxl.—Mart. Polyc. iii.

Evxapio-ToviJ.fv (Tol Sti rh uvofxa rod XptffTov aov iiriK^KX-qTai. i(p T^fxas, Kol <to\

icpo<Ta!Keiwij.fBa'—ClEM. RoM.
OuK avrhi fi\a(T(pr)fJLOvcn rh KaKhv uvofxa rh eiriK\r]dev e<p' vfxas;—JaS. ii. 7.

Ei 6veiSi(€(r6e iv ovSfiari XpiffTov, /xaicdptoi.—1 PeT. iv. 14.

" Nomen . . . quod sicut uugiientum diffusum longe lateque redolet."^

Gal. Tyr. iv. 9.

" Oditur ergo in liominibus inuocuis etiam nomen innocuum."

—

Tert.

Apol. 3.

The overruling Providence of God is so clearly marked in

tlie progress of human events tliat the Christian hardly

needs any further proof that " there is a hand that

guides." In the events of his own little life the per-

spective of God's dealings is often hidden from him, but

when he watches the story of nations and of religions he

can clearly trace the divine purposes, and see the lessons

which God's hand has written on every page of history.

What seems to he utter ruin is often complete salvation

;

what was regarded as cruel disaster constantly turns out

to be essential blessing.

It was so with the persecution which ensued on the

death of Stephen. Had it been less inquisitorial, it would
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not "have accomplished its destined purpose. The Saul

who laid in ruins the Church of Jerusalem was uncon-

sciously deepening the foundations of circumstance on
which hereafter—the same and not the same—he should

rear the superstructure of the Church of God. Saul the

persecutor was doing, by opposite means, the same work
as Paul the Apostle.

For when the members of the infant Church fled

terror-stricken from the Holy City, they carried with

them far and wide the good tidings of the Jerusalem

above. At first, as was natural, they spoke to Jews
alone. It would be long before they would hear how
Philip had evangelised Samaria, and how, by his baptism

of the eunuch, he had admitted into the Church of Christ

one whom Moses had excluded from the congregation of

Israel. The baptism of the pious soldier had taken place

stiU later, and the knowledge of it could not at once

reach the scattered Christians. In Phoenicia, therefore,

and in Cyprus their preaching was confined at first

within the limits of Judaism ; nor was it until the wan-

dering Hellenists had reached Antioch that they boldly

ventured to preach to the gentiles} Whether these

* Acts xi. 20. There can be no doubt that "EW-nvat, and not 'EWrjvicTTas

(which is accepted by our version, and rendered " Grecians") is the tnie read-

ing. (1) External evidence in favour oi"E\\rivas is indeed defective, since it is

only found in A (which also has "EWrivas, even in ix. 29, where EWriviaTas

is the only possible reading) and D. n has evayyeXitrrhT, which has been

altered into "EXXrji/or ; but both « and B read koI before i\d\ovv, which indi-

cates a new and important statement. Some of the most important A-ersions

are valueless as evidence of reading in this instance, because they have no

specific Avord by which to distinguish 'EA.A.Tji'KrTai and "Ew-rives. (Ecumenius

and Theophylact read 'EWrjviffras, and so does Chrysostom iu his text, but in

his commentary he accepts "E\\T]yas, as does Eusebius. But (2) if we turn

to internal evidence it is clear that'" Greeks," not "Grecians"

—

i.e., Gentiles,

not Greek-speaking Jews—is the only admissible reading ; for (i.) Hellenists

were, of course, Jews, and as it is perfectly certain that the "lovSatots of

the previous verse cannot mean only Hebraists, this verse 20 would add

nothing whatever to the nai*rative if " Hellenists " were the right reading.
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Gentiles were sncli only as had already embraced tlie

"Noacliian dispensation," or whether they included

others Avho had in no sense become adherents of the

synagogue, we are not told. Greek proselytes were at

this period common in every considerable city of the

Empire,^ and it is reasonable to suppose that they fur-

nished a majority, at any rate, of the new converts.

However this may have been, the work of these nameless

Evangelists was eminently successful. It received the seal

of God's blessing, and a large multitude of Greeks turned

to the Lord. The fact, so much obscured by the wrong

reading followed by our English Version, is nothing less

than the beginning, on a large scale, of the conversion of

the Gentiles. It is one of the great moments in the

ascensive work begun b}^ Stephen, advanced by Philip,

authorised by Peter, and finally culminating in the life,

mission, and Epistles of St. Paul.

When the news reached Jerusalem, it excited great

attention, and the members of the Church determined to

despatch one of their number to watch what was going on.

(ii.) The statement comes as the sequel and crowning point of narratiyes, of

•which it has been the express object to describe the admission of Gentiles into

the Church. The reading " Hellenists " obscures the verse on which the entire

narrative of the Acts hinges, (iii.) The conversion of a number of Hellenists

at Antioch would have excited no special notice, and required no special

mission of inquiry, seeing that the existing Church at Jerusalem itself con-

sisted largely of Hellenists. The entire context, therefore, conclusively proves

that "ZKXrivas is the right reading, and it has accordingly been received into

the text, in spite of the external evidence against it, by all the best editors

Griesbach, Lachmann, Scholz, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, &c. The reason

for the corruption of the text seems to have been an assumption that this

narrative is retrospective, and that to suppose the admission of Gentiles into

the faith before Peter had opened to them the doors of the kingdom would

be to derogate from his authority. But this preaching at Antioch may have

been subsequent to the conversion of Cornelius ; and it was, in any case, the

authority of Peter which for the majority of the Church incontrovertibly

settled the claim of the Gentiles.

' See Acts xiv. 1; xviii. 4; John xii. 20.
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Tlieir clioice of can emissary showed that as yet the

counsels of the party of moderation prevailed, for they

despatched the large-hearted and conciliatory Barnabas.

His Levitical descent, and the sacrifice which he had made

of his property to the common fund, combined with his

sympathetic spirit and liberal culture to give him a natural

authority, which he had always used on the side of charity

and wisdom.

The arrival of such a man was an especial blessing.

This new church, which was so largely composed of

Grentiles, was destined to be a fresh starting-point in the

career of Christianity. Barnabas saw the grace of God at

work, and rejoiced at it, and justified his happy title of

"the son of exhortation," by exhorting the believers to

cleave to the Lord vdth purpose of heart. His ministry

won over converts in still larger numbers, for, as Luke

adds with emphatic commendation, "he was a good man,

and full of the Holy Ghost and faith."

The work multiplied in his hands, and needed so much
wisdom, knowledge, and energy, that he soon felt the need

of a colleague. Doubtless, had he desired it, he could

have secured the co-operation of one of the Apostles, or

of their trusted adherents. But Barnabas instinctively

perceived that a fresher point of view, a clearer insight,

a wider culture, a more complete immunity from pre-

judices were needed for so large and delicate a task.

Himself a Grecian, and now called upon to minister

not only to Grecians but to Greeks, he longed for the

aid of one who would maintain the cause of truth and

liberality with superior ability and more unflinching con-

viction. There was but one man who in any degree

met his requirements—it was the delegate of the San-

hedrin, the zealot of the Pharisees, the once persecuting

Saul of Tarsus. Since his escape from Jerusalem, Saul had
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been more or less unnoticed by the leading Apostles. We
lose siglit of liim at Caesarea, apparently starting on bis

way to Tarsus, and all tbat Barnabas now knew about

liim was tbat be was living quietly at borne, waiting

tbe Lord's call. Accordingly be set out, to seek for

bim, and tbe turn of expression seems to imply tbat it

was not witbout difficulty tbat be found bim. Paul

readily accepted tbe invitation to leave bis seclusion,

and join bis friend in tbis new work in tbe great capital

of Syria. Tbus, twice over, did Barnabas save Saul for

tbe work of Cbristianity. To bis self-effacing nobleness

is due tbe bonour of recognising, before tbey bad yet

been revealed to otbers, tbe fiery vigour, tbe indomitable

energy, tbe splendid courage, tbe illuminated and illumi-

nating intellect, wbicb were destined to- spend tbemselves

in tbe bigb endeavour to ennoble and evangelise tbe

world.

No place could bave been more suitable tban Antiocb

for tbe initial stage of sucb a ministry. Tbe queen of tbe

East, tbe tbird metropolis of tbe world, tbe residence of tbe

imperial Legate of Syria, tliis vast city of perbaps 500,000

souls must not be judged of by tbe diminisbed, sbrunken,

and eartbquake-sbattered Antakieb of to-day.^ It was no

mere Oriental town, witb low flat roofs and dingy narrow

streets, but a Greek capital enricbed and enlarged by

Eoman munificence. It is situated at tbe point ofjunction

between tbe cbains of Lebanon and Taurus. Its natural

position on tbe nortbern slope of Mount Silpius, witb a

navigable river, tbe broad, bistoric Orontes, flowing at its

feet, was at once commanding and beautiful. Tbe windings

of tbe river enricbed tbe wbole well-wooded plain, and as

tbe city was but sixteen miles from tbe sbore, tbe sea-

* It is now a fifth-rate Turkish town of 6,000 inhabitants. (Porter's

Syria, p. 568.)
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breezes gave it liealtli and coolness. These natural advan-

tages had been largely increased by the lavish genius of

ancient art. Built by the Seleucidje ^ as the royal residence

of their dynasty, its wide circuit of many miles was sur-

rounded by walls of astonishing height and thickness,

which had been carried across ravines and over mountain

summits with such daring magnificence of conception as

to give the city the aspect of being defended by its own

encircling mountains, as though those gigantic bulwarks

were but its natural walls. The palace of the kings of

Syria was on an island formed by an artificial channel of

the river. Through the entire length of the city, from the

Golden or Daphne gate on the west, ran for nearly five

miles a fine corso adorned with trees, colonnades, and

statues. Originally constructed by Seleucus Nicator, it

had been continued by Herod the Great, who, at once to

gratify his passion for architecture, and to reward the

people of Antioch for their good-will toward the Jews, had

paved it for two miles and a half with blocks of white

marble.^ Broad bridges spanned the river and its various

affluents ; baths, aqueducts, basilicas, villas, theatres,

clustered on the level plain, and, overshadowed by

picturesque and rugged eminences, gave the city a

splendour worthy of its fame as only inferior in grandeur

to Alexandria and Eome. Mingled with this splendour

were innumerable signs of luxury and comfort. Under

the spreading plane-trees that shaded the banks of the

river, and among gardens brightened with masses of

flowers, sparkled amid groves of laurel and myrtle the

gay villas of the wealthier inhabitants, bright with Greek

frescoes, and adorned mth every refinement which Roman

wealth had borrowed from Ionian luxury. Art had lent

1 B.C. 301, Apr. 23. * Jos. Antt. xvi. 5, § 3.

T
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its aid to enhance the beauties of nature, and one colossal

crag of Mount Silpius, which overlooked the city, had

been carved into human semblance by the skill of Leios. In

the days of Antiochus Epiphanes, a j)estilence had ravaged

the kingdom, and to appease the anger of the gods, the

king had ordered the sculptor to hew the mountain-mass

into one vast statue. The huge grim face, under the rocky

semblance of a crown, stared over the Forum of the city,

and was known to the Antiochenes as the Charonium,

being supposed to represent the head of

" Tliat grim ferryman wliicli poets wi'ite of,"

who conveyed the souls of the dead in his dim-gleaming

boat across the waters of the Styx.

It was natural that such a city should attract a vast

multitude of inhabitants, and those inhabitants were of

very various nationalities. The basis of the population was

composed of native Syrians, represented to this day by the

Maronites ;
-^ but the Syrian kings had invited many

colonists to people their Presidence, and the most important

of these were Greeks and Jews. To these, after the con-

quest of Syria by Pompey, had been added a garrison of

Eomans.^ The court of the Legate of Syria, surrounded

as it was by military pomp, attracted into its glittering

circle, not only a multitude of rapacious and domineering

officials, but also that large retinue of flatterers, slaves,

artists, literary companions, and general hangers-on, whose

presence was deemed essential to the state of an imperial

viceroy. The autonomy of the city, and its consequent

freedom from the property tax, made it a pleasant place of

abode to many others. The soft, yielding, and voluptuous

* Renan, Les Apotres, p. 228.

^ Syria was made a Roman province B.C. 64 M. .^mil. Scaurus went
there as Quaestor pro Praetore, B.C. 62.
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Syrians, the cunning, versatile, and degraded Greeks, added

their special contributions to the general corruption engen-

dered by an enervating climate and a frivolous society.

Side by side with these—governed, as at Alexandria, by

their own Archon and their own mimic Sanhedrin, but

owning allegiance to the central government at Jerusalem

—lived an immense colony of Jews. Libanius could

affirm from personal experience that he who sat in the

agora of Antioch might study the customs of the world.

Cities liable to the influx of heterogeneous races are

rarely otherwise than immoral and debased. Even Eome,

in the decadence of its Csesarism, could groan to think of

the dregs of degradation—the quacks, and pandars, and

musicians, and dancing-girls—poured into the Tiber by

the Syrian Orontes. Her satirists spoke of this infusion

of Orientalism as adding a fresh miasma even to the

corruption which the ebbing tide of glory had left upon

the naked sands of Grecian life.-*^ It seems as though it

were a law of human intercourse, that when races are

commingled in large masses, the worst qualities of each

appear intensified in the general iniquity. The mud and

silt of the combining streams pollute any clearness or

sweetness they may previously have enjoyed. If the

Jews had been less exclusive, less haughtily indifferent

to the moral good of any but themselves, they might

have checked the tide of immorality. But their dis-

dainful isolation, either prevented them from making any

efforts to ameliorate the condition of their fellow-citizens,

or rendered their efforts nugatory. Their synagogues

—

* *' Jam pridem Syrus in Tiberim defluxit Orontes

Et linguam, et mores, et cum tibicine chordas

Obliquas, necnon gentilia tympana secum

Yexit, et ad circum jussas prostare puellas."

Juv. Sat iii. 62—65

T 2
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one, at least, of which was a building of some pre-

tensions, adorned with brazen spoils which had once

belonged to the Temple of Jerusalem,^ and had been

resigned by Antiochus Epiphanes, in a fit of remorse,

to the Jews of Antioch—rose in considerable numbers

among the radiant temples of the gods of Hellas. But

the spirit of those who worshipped in them rendered

them an ineffectual witness ; and the Jews, absorbed in the

con^dction that they were the sole favourites of Jehovah,

passed with a scowl of contempt, or " spat, devoutly brutal,

in the face" of the many statues which no classic beauty

could redeem from the disgrace of being " dumb idols."

There were doubtless, indeed, other proselytes besides

Nicolas and Luke; but those proselytes, whether few or

many in number, had, up to this period, exercised no

appreciable influence on the gay and guilty city. And

if the best Jews despised all attempts at active propa-

gandism, there were sure to be many lewd and wicked

Jews who furthered their own interests by a propaganda

of iniquity. If the Jewish nationality has produced some

of the best and greatest, it has also produced some of the

basest and vilest of mankind. The Jews at Antioch were

of just the same mixed character as the Jews at

Alexandria, or Eome, or Paris, or London; and we may

be quite sure that there must have been many among

them who, instead of witnessing for Jehovah, would only

add a tinge of original wickedness to the seething mass of

atheism, idolatry, and polluted life.

And thus for the great mass of the population in

Antioch there was nothing that could be truly called a

religion to serve as a barrier against the ever-rising flood

of Eoman sensuality and Gra^co- Syrian suppleness.

» Jos. B. J vii. 3, § 3.
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What religion there was took the form of the crudest

nature-worship, or the most imbecile superstition. A few

years before the foundation of a Christian Church at

Antioch, in the year 37, there had occurred one of those

terrible earthquakes to which, in all ages, the city had

been liable.^ It might have seemed at first sight in-

credible that an intellectual and literary city like Antioch

—a city of wits and philosophers, of casuists and rheto-

ricians, of poets and satirists—should at once have

become the dupes of a wretched quack named Debborius,

who professed to avert such terrors by talismans as

ludicrous as the famous earthquake-pills Avhich so often

point an allusion in modern literature. Yet there is in

reality nothing strange in such apparent contrasts. History

more than once has shown that the border-lands of

Atheism reach to the confines of strange credulity.^

* Our authorities for the description and condition of Antioch are un-

usi^ally rich. The chief are Josephus, B. J. vii. 3, § 3 ; Antt. xii. 3, § 1

;

xvL 5, § 3; c. Ap. ii. 4; 1 Mace. iii. 37; xi. 13; 2 Mace. iv. 7—9, 33; v. 21;

xi. 36; Philostr. Vit. Apollon. iii. 58; Libanius, Antioch. pp. 355, 356;

Chrysost. Romil. ad Pop. Antioch. vii., in Matth., et passim; Julian. Miso-

pogon ; Pliny, H. N. v. 18 ; and, above all, the Chronographia of John of

Antioch, better known by his Syriac surname of Malala, or the Orator.

C. O. Miiller, in his Antiquitates Antiochenae (Gott. 1830), has diligently

examined all these and other authorities. Some accounts of modern Antioch,

by traveUors who have visited it, may be found in Pocock's Descript. of the

East, ii. 192 ; Chesney, Euphrates Expedition, i. 425, seqq. ; Hitter, Paldst.

u. Syria, iv. 2. Its hopeless decline dates from 1268, when it was reconquered

by the Mohammedans,
2 The state of the city has been described by a master-liand. " It was,"

says M. Renan—rendered still more graphic in his description by familiarity

with modern Paris—" an unheard-of collection of jugglers, charlatans, pan-

tomimists, magicians, thaumaturgists, sorcerers, and priestly impostors; a

city of races, of games, of dances, of processions, of festivals, of bacchanaha,

of unchecked luxury ; all the extravagances of the East, the most unhealthy

superstitions, the fanaticism of orgies. In turns servile and ungrateful,

worthless and insolent, the Antiochenes were the finished model of those

crowds devoted to Csesarism, without country, without nationality, without

family honour, without a name to preserve. The great Corso which ti-aversed

the city was like a theatre, in which aU day long roUed the waves of a
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Into tliis city of Pagan pleasure—into the midst of a

population pauperised by public doles, and polluted by the

indulgences which they procured—among the intrigues

and ignominies of some of the lowest of the human race

at one of the lowest periods of human history^—passed the

eager spirit of Saul of Tarsus. On his way, five miles from

the city, he must have seen upon the river-bank at least the

fringe of laurels, cypresses, and myrtles that marked

" that sweet grove

Of Daphne by Oroiites,"^

and caught sight, perhaps, of its colossal statue of Apollo,^

reared by Seleucus Nicator. But it was sweet no longer,

except in its natural and ineffaceable beauty, and it is

certain that a faithful Jew would not willingly have en-

tered its polluted precincts. Those precincts, being endowed

with the right of asylum, were, like all the asylums of an-

cient and modern days, far more a protection to outrageous

villany than to persecuted innocence;* and those um-

population empty, frivolous, fickle, turbulent, sometimes witty, absorbed in

songs, parodies, pleasantries, and impertinences of every description. It was,"

he continues, after describing certain dances and swimming-races, which, if we
would understand the depravity of Gentile morals we are forced to mention'

"like an intoxication, a dream of Sardanapalus, in which all pleasures, all

debaucheries, unfolded themselves in strange confusion, without excluding

certain delicacies and refinements" {Les Apotres, p. 221). The Orontes never

flowed with foider mud than when there began to spring up upon its banks

the sweet fountain of the river of the water of life.
'

' Ausonius says of Autioch and Alexandria,

" Turbida vulgo

Utraque et amentis populi malesana tumultu " (Ordo Nob. Urh. iii.).

^ See the celebrated passage in Gibbon's Decline and Fall, ch. xxiii.

^ Now Beit-al-Ma'a—a secluded glen. A few dila|3idated mills mark a spot

where the shrine of Apollo once gleamed with gold and gems. When Julian

the Apostate paid it a solemn visit, he fovmd there a solitary goose ! The Bab
Bolos, or " Gate of Paul," is on the Aleppo road. The town stiU bears a bad

name for licentiousness, and only contains a few hundred Christians. (See

Game's Syria, i. 5, &c.)

* 2 Mace. iv. 33.
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brageous groves were the dark haunts of every foulness.

For their scenic loveliness, their rich foliasre, their frag-rant

herbage, their perennial fountains, the fiery-hearted con-

vert had little taste. He could only have recalled with

a sense of disgust how that grove had given its title, to

a proverb which exj)ressed the superfluity of naughtiness,^

and how" its evil haunts had flung away the one rare chance

of sheltering virtue from persecution, when the good Onias

was tempted from it to be murdered by the governor of

its protecting city.^

Such was the place where, in the street Singon, Saul

began to preach. He may have entered it by the gate

which w^as afterwards called the Grate of the Cherubim,

because twenty-seven years later ^ it w^as surmounted

by those colossal gilded ornaments which Titus had

taken from the Temple of Jerusalem. It was a popu-

lous quarter, in close proximity to the Senate House,

the Forum, and the Amphitheatre ; and every time

that dm-ing his sermon he raised his eyes to the lower

crags of Mount Silpius, he would be confronted by the

stern visage and rocky crown of the choleric ferryman

of Hades. But the soil was prepared for his teaching.

It is darkest just before the dawn. When mankind has

sunk into hopeless scepticism, the help of God is often

very nigh at hand. " Bitter with weariness, and sick

with sin," there were many at any rate, even among the

giddy and voluptuous Antiochenes, who, in despair of all

sweetness and nobleness, were ready to hail with raptm-e

the preaching of a new faith which promised forgiveness

for the past, and brought ennoblement to the present.

The work grew and prospered, and for a whole year the

Apostles laboured in brotherly union and amid constant

* "Daphnici mores." « Jos. Antt. xii. 5, § 1. ^ ^ p^ 70.
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encouragement. The success of tlieir labours was most

decisively marked by tlie coinage of a new word, destined

to a glorious immortality ;—the disciples were first called

Christians at Antiocb.

It is always interesting to notice tbe rise of a new

and memorable word, but not a few of tbose wbicb have

met with universal acceptance have started into acci-

dental life. It is not so with the word " Christian."

It indicates a decisive epoch, and was the coinage

rather of a society than of any single man. More,

perhaps, than any word which was ever invented, it

marks, if I may use the expression, the watershed of all

human history. It signalises the emergence of a true

faith among the Gentiles, and the separation of that faith

from the tenets of the Jews. All former ages, nations,

and religions contribute to it. The conception which

lies at the base of it is Semitic, and sums up cen-

turies of expectation and of prophecy in the historic

person of One who was anointed to be for all mankind

a Prophet, Priest, and King. But this Hebrew concep-

tion is translated by a Grreek word, showing that the

great religious thoughts of which hitherto the Jewish

race had been the appointed guardians, were henceforth

to be the common glory of mankind, and were, therefore,

to be expressed in a language which enshrined the world's

most perfect literature, and which had been imposed on

all civilised countries by the nation which had played

by far the most splendid part in the secular annals of

the past. And this Grreek rendering of a Hebrew idea

was stamped with a Eoman form by receiving a Latin

termination,^ as though to foreshadow that the new name

^ The Greek acljective from Xpta-rhs would have been XpicrTe7os. It is true

that vhs and ivhs are Greek terminations, but anus is mainly Roman, and

there can be little doubt that it is due—not to the Doric dialect !—but to the
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should be coextensive with the vast dominion which

swayed the present destinies of the world. And if the

word was thus pregnant with all the deepest and

mightiest associations of the past and of the present,

how divine was to be its future history ! Henceforth

it was needed to describe the peculiarity, to indicate the

essence, of all that was morally the greatest and ideally

the most lovely in the condition of mankind. From the

day when the roar of the wild beast in the Amphitheatre

was interrupted by the proud utterance, Christianiis sum—
from the days when the martyrs, like " a host of Scsevolas,"

upheld their courage by this name as they bathed their

hands without a shudder in the bickering fire—the idea

of all patience, of all heroic constancy, of all missionary

enterprise, of all philanthropic effort, of all cheerful self-

sacrifice for the common benefit of mankind is in that

name. How little thought the canaille of Antioch, who
first hit on what was to them a convenient nickname,

that thenceforward their whole city should be chiefly

famous for its " Christian " associations ; that the fame of

Seleucus Nicator and Antiochus Epiphanes should be

lost in that of Ignatius and Chrysostom; and that

long after the power of the imperial legates had been as

utterly crumbled into the dust of oblivion as the glit-

tering palace of the Seleucidae in which they dwelt, the

world would linger with unwearied interest on every

detail of the life of the obscure C^^priot, and the afilicted

Tarsian, whose preaching only evoked their wit and

laughter ! How much less could they have conceived it

prevalence of Roman terminology at Antioch, even if it be admitted that the

spread of the Empire had by this time made anus a familiar termination

throughout the East (cf . Mariani, Pompeiani, &c.). " Christianity " {Xpitr-

riavifffj.hs) first occurs in Ignatius (ad Philad. 6), as was natural in a Bishop

of Ant loch ; and probably " Catholic " (Iguat. ad Stmjrn. 8) was invented in

the same city {id. 78). See Bingham, Antt. II. i. § 4.
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possible that thenceforward all the greatest art, all the

greatest literature, all the greatest government, all the

greatest philosophy, all the greatest eloquence, all the

greatest science, all the greatest colonisation—and more

even than this—all of what is best, truest, purest, and

loveliest in the possible achievements of man, should be

capable of no designation so distinctive as that furnished by

the connotation of what was intended for an impertinent

sobriquet ! The secret of the wisdom of the Greek, and the

fervour of the Latin fathers, and the eloquence of both,

is in that word; and the isolation of the hermits, and

the devotion of the monks, and the self-denial of the

missionaries, and the learnmg of the schoolmen, and the

grand designs of the Catholic statesmen, and the chi-

valry of the knights, and the courage of the reformers,

and the love of the philanthropists, and the sweetness

and purity of northern homes, and everything of divine

and noble which marks—from the squalor of its cata-

combs to the splendour of its cathedrals—the story

of the Christian Church. And why does all this lie

involved in this one word? Because it is the stand-

ing: witness that the world's Faith is centred not in

formulae, but in historic realities—not in a dead system,

but in the living Person of its Lord. An ironic in-

scription on the Cross of Christ had been written in letters

of Greek, of Latin, and of Hebrew ; and that Cross, im-

plement as it was of shame and torture, became the symbol

of the national ruin of the Jew, of the willing allegiance

of the Greeks and Romans, of the dearest hopes and

intensest gratitude of the world of civilisation. An
hj^brid and insulting designation was invented in the

frivolous streets of Antioch, and around it clustered

for ever the deepest faith and the purest glory of man-

kind.
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I liave assumed that tlie name was given by Gentiles,

and given more or less in sport. It could not have been

given by the Jews, who j)referred the scornful name of

"Galilsean,"^ and who would not in any case have dragged

through the mire of apostasy—for so it wonld have seemed

to them—the word in which centred their most cherished

hopes. Nor was it in all probability a term invented by

the Christians themselves. In the New Testament, as is

well kno^\ai, it occurs but thrice ; once in the historical

notice of its origin, and only in two other places as

a name used by enemies. It was employed by Agrippa

the Second in his haK- sneering, half- complimentary

interpellation to St. Paul;^ and it is used by St. Peter

as the name of a charge under which the brethren

were likely to be persecuted and impeached.^ But

during the life-time of the Apostles it does not seem

to have acquired any currency among the Christians

themselves,* and they preferred those vague and loving

appellations of " the brethren," ^ " the disciples," *^ " the

believers," 7 "the saints," ^ "the Church of Christ," ^

"those of the way,"^° "the elect," ^^ "the faithful,"
^^

which had been sweetened to them by so much tender

and hallowed intercourse during so many heavy trials

and persecutions. Afterwards, indeed, when the name
Christian had acquired a charm so potent that the

very sound of it was formidable, Julian tried to forbid

* Or, Nazarene. Acts xxiv. 5 (cf. John i. 46 ; Luke xiii. 2). Cyi-il, Catech. x.

^ Acts xxvi. 28. This (which was twenty years later) is the first subsequent

allusion to the name. Epiphanius {Haer. 29, n. 4) says that an earlier namft

for Christian was 'Uaaaioi. ^ 1 Pet. iv. 10.

* The allusion to it in Jas. ii. 7 is, to say the least, dubious.

6 Acts XV. 1 ; 1 Cor. vii. 12. " Acts ix. 26 ; xi. 29.

' Acts V. 14. * Rom. viii. 27 ; xv. 25. " Eph. v. 25.

w Acts xix. 9, 23. Compare the name Methodist. " 2 Tim. ii. 10, &c.

^ Eph. i. 1, &c. Later names like pisciculi, &c., had some vogue also.
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its use bj edict/ and to substitute for it tbe more ignomi-

nious term of " Nazarene," whicb is still universal in the

East. A tradition naturally sprang up that tbe name bad

been invented by Evodius, tbe first Bisbop of Antiocb,

and even adopted at a general synod. ^ But wbat makes

it nearly certain tbat tbis is an error, is tbat up to tbis

time " Cbrist " was not used, or at any rate was barely

beginning to be used, as a proper name ; and tbe currency

of a designation wbicb marked adberence to Jesus, as

tbougb Cbrist were His name and not His title, seems

to be due only to tbe ignorance and carelessness of Gen-

tiles, wbo witbout furtber inquiry caugbt up tbe first pro-

minent word witb wbicb Cbristian preacbing bad made

tbem familiar.^ And even tbis word, in tbe prevalent

itacism, was often corrupted into tbe sbape Chrestiani, as

tbougb it came from tbe Greek Chrhfos, " excellent," and

not from Ghrisfos, " anointed."'* Tbe latter term—arising

from customs and conceptions wbicb up to tbis time were

almost exclusively Judaic—would convey Uttle or no

meaning to Greek or Roman ears. We may tberefore

regard it as certain tbat tbe most famous of all noble

words was invented by tbe wit for wbicb tbe Antiocbenes

^ Greg, Naz. Orat iii. 81; Julian, Epp. vii., ix.; Gibbon, v. 312, ed.

Milman ; Renan, Les Apotres, 235.

2 Suid. ii, 3930 a, ed. Gaisford ; Malala, Chronogr. 10, p. 318, ed. MUl.

Dr. Plumptre {Paul in Asia, 74) conjectures that Evodius and Ignatius

may have been contemporary presbyter-episcopi of the Jiidaic and Hellenist

commimities at Antioch. Babylas the martyr and Paul of Samosata, the here-

siarchs, were both Bishops of Antioch, as was Meletius, who baptised St.

Chrysostom.
^ " Christus non proprium nomen est, sed nuncnpatio potestatis et regni '*

(Lact. Div. Instt. iv. 7 ; see Life of Christ, i. 287, n.). Tlie name " Christian"

expressed contemptuous indifference, not definite hatred. Tacitus uses it with

dislike—" quos vulgus Christianos appellabat " (Ann. xv. 44).

•* In 1 Pet. ii. 3, some have seen a sort of allusion to " the Lord " being both

XplffTos and xpvo-ris, just as there seems to be a play on larat and 'lijaoCj in

Acts ix. 34: X. 38.
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were famous in antiquity, and whicli often displayed itself

in liappy appellations.^ But whatever may have been tlie

spirit in which the name was given, the disciples would

not he long in welcoming so convenient a term. Bestowed

as a stigma, they accepted it as a distinction. They who

afterwards gloried in the contemptuous reproaches which

branded them as sarmenticii and semaxii^ from the fagots

to which they were tied and the stakes to which they were

bound, would not be likely to blush at a name which was

indeed their robe of victory, their triumphal chariot.^

They gloried in it all the more because even the ignorant

mispronunciations of it which I have just mentioned were

a happy nomen et omen. If the Greeks and Eomans spoke

correctl}^ of Christiis, they gave unwilling testimony to the

Universal King ; if they ignorantly said Chrestus, they

bore witness to the Sinless One. If they said Chridiani,

they showed that the new Faith centred not in a dogma,

but in a Person ; if they said Chrestiani, they used a

word which spoke of sweetness and kindliness."* And
beyond all this, to the Christians themselves the name
was all the dearer because it constantly reminded them

that they too were God's anomted ones—a holy genera-

tion, a roj^al priesthood ; that they had an unction from

^ See Julian, Misopogon (an answer to tlieir insults about his beard);

Zosim, iii. 11 ; Pl'OCOp. B. P. ii. 8. yeXolois re Koi aTa^lq. Uavws ex"'''''"''

Philostr. Vit. Apollon. iii. 16 ; Conyb. and Hows. i. 130.

2 Tert. Apol. 50.

^ 1 Pet. iv. 16, ei Se is 'S.pi(TTiav6s, /j-t) alffxwiaQu, So^a^eroD 5e rhv dthv iir\ r<f

ovofiaTt (A, B, &c., not fifpn as in E. Y.) Tovrip. The mere name became a

crime. AidKOvcn roivw r)f:ias ovk aS'iKovs ilvai KftToXajSJcTes a\\' aur^ ix6vcp rip

'XpiffTiavovs flvai rhv filov aSiKftv v-noKaixfiavovTes. k. t. A. Clem. Alex. Strovi. iv.

11, § 81.

* " Sed quum et perperam Chrestiani nuncupamur a vobis (nam nee

nominis cei-ta est notltia penes vos) de suavitate et benignitate compositum

est " (Tert. Apol. 3). Oi ds Xpio-rhv TreirtcrTevK6Tf9 XP^'^'^°^
'''* *'"' ""^ Aeyovrat

(Clem. Alex. Strom, u. 4, § 18). See Just. Mart. Apol. 2.
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tlie Holy One which brought all truth to their remem-

brance.^

The name marks a most important advance in the

progress of the Faith. Hitherto, the Christians had

been solely looked upon as the obscure sectarians of

Judaism. The Greeks in their frivolity, the Eomans in

their superficial disdain for all "execrable" and "foreign

superstitions," never troubled themselves to learn the

difference which divided the Jew from the Christian,

but idly attributed the internal disturbances which

seemed to be agitating the peace of these detested

fanaticisms to the instigations of some unknown person

named Chrestus.^ But meanwhile, here at Antioch, the

inhabitants of the third city in the Empire had seen

that there was between the two systems an irreconcilable

divergence, and had brought that fact prominently home

to the minds of the Christians themselves by imposing on

them a designation which seized upon, and stereotyped for

ever, the very central belief which separated them from

the religion in which they had been born and bred.

The necessity for such a name marks clearly the

success which attended the mission work of these early

1 This was a Tjeautiful after-thouglit. roirov tvtKiv KaXovfuQa Xptimavol 3ti

XpiSfifOa fXatov @(ov. (Theoph. ad Autol. i. 12 ; Tert. Apol. 3.) Compare the

German Christen (Jer. Taylor, Disc, of Confirm,., § 3). There are similar

allusions in Ambr. Be Obit. Valent., and Jerome on Ps. cv. 15 (" Nolite tangere

Christos meos "). See Pearson on the Creed, Art. ii.

2 Even in Epictetus (Dissert, iv. 7, 6) and Marcus Aurelius (xi. 3), Renan

(Les Aputres, 232) thinks that " Christians " means sicarii. This seems to

me very doubtful. Sulpicius Severus (ii. 30) preserves a phrase in which

Tacitus says of Christianity and Judaism, " Has superstitiones, licet con

trarias sibi, 'usdem tamen auctoribus profectas.' Christianos a Judaeis

enstitisso " (Bermays, Ueber die Chronik Sulp. Sev., p. 57). See Spartianus,

Sept. Sever. 16; Caracalla, 1; Lampridius, Alex. Sev. 22—45, 51. Vopiscus,

Saturn. 8. The confusion was most unfortunate, and peaceful Christians were

constantly persecuted while turbulent Jews were protected. (Tert. Apol. 2,

Ad Nat. i. 3; Justin, Apol. i. 4—7, n.)
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Evangelists. Tliey could not have tilled a soil which was

more likely to he fruitful. With what a hurst of joy must
the more large-hearted even of the Jews have hailed the

proclamation of a Gospel which made them no longer a

hated colony living at drawn daggers with the heathen

life that surrounded them ! How ardently must the

Gentile whose heart had once been touched, whose eyes

had once been enlightened, have exulted in the divine

illumination, the illimitable hope ! How must his heart

have been stirred by the emotions which marked the

outpouring of the Spirit and accompanied the grace of

baptism ! How with the new life tingling through the

dry bones of the valley of vision must he have turned

away—with abhorrence for his former self, and a di^dne

pity for his former companions— from, the poisoned

grapes of Heathendom, to pluck the fair fruits which grow
upon the Tree of Life in the Paradise of God ! How,
in one word, must his heart have thrilled, his soul have

dilated, at high words like these :
—

" Such things icere

some of you; but ye washed yourselves, but ye are

sanctified, but ye are justified, by the name of the Lord
Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God."^

* 1 Cor. vi. 11, Tavri Tivis ^re aA\' aire\ov<raa-9e, k.t.\.



CHAPTEE XYII.

A MARTYRDOM AND A RETRIBUTION.

" O great Apostle ! rightly now
Thou readest all thy Saviour meant,

What time His grave yet gentle brow

In sweet reproof on thee was bent."

—

Keblb.

Thus it was tliat at Antiocli the Cliurcli of Christ was

enlarged, and the views of its members indefinitely

widened. For a whole year—and it may well have been

the happiest year in the life of Saul—he worked here with

his beloved companion. The calm and conciliatory tact of

Barnabas tempered and was inspirited by the fervour

of Saul. Each contributed his own high gifts to clear

away the myriad obstacles which still impeded the free

flow of the river of God's grace. In the glory and delight

of a ministry so richly successful, it is far from impossible

that Saul may have enjoyed that rapturous revelation

which he describes in the Epistle to the Corinthians,

during which he was caught up into Paradise as far as the

third heaven,^ and heard unspeakable words which man
neither could nor ought to utter. It was one of those

ecstasies which the Jews themselves regarded as the highest

form of revelation—one of those moments of inspiration

in which the soul, like Moses on Sinai, sees God face to

1 The " third heaven " is called " Zevul " by Rashi (cf. Chagigah, f. 12, 2).

In such visions the soul " hath no eyes to see, nor ears to hear, yet sees

and hears, and is all eye, all ear," St. Teresa, in describing her visions as

indescribable, says, " The restless little butterfly of the memory has its wings

burnt now, and it cannot fly." {Vida, xviii. 18.)
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face and does not die. St. Paul, it must be remembered,

had a work to perform wliicb required more absolute self-

sacrifice, more unwavering faitb, more undaunted courage,

more unclouded insight, more glorious superiority to im-

memorial prejudices, than any man who ever lived. It

needed moments like this to sustain the nameless agonies,

to kindle the inspiring flame of such a life. The light

upon the countenance of Moses might die away, like the

radiance of a mountain peak which has caught the colour

of the dawTQ, but the glow in the heart of Paul could never

fade. The utterance of the unspeakable words might

cease to vibrate in the soul, but no after-influence could

obliterate the impression of the eternal message. Amid
seas and storms, amid agonies and energies, even when

all earthly hopes had ceased, we may be sure that the

voice of God still rang in his heart, the vision of God was

still bright before his spiritual eye.

The only recorded incident of this year of service is

the "\dsit of certain brethren from Jerusalem, of whom
one, named Agabus, prophesied the near occurrence of a

general famine. The warning note which he sounded

was not in vain. It quickened the sympathies of the

Christians at Antioch, and enabled the earliest of the

Gentile Churches to give expression to their reverence

for those venerable sufferers in the Mother Church of

Jerusalem who '' had seen and heard, and whose hands

had handled the Word of Life."-^ A contribution was

made for the brethren of Judsea. The inhabitants of

that country, and more especially of the Holy City,

have been accustomed in all ages, as they are in this, to

rely largely on the cJialuIca,^ or alms, which are willingly

1 1 John i. 1.

2 According to Dr. Frankl {Jeios in the East, ii. 31) a sum of 818,000

piastres finds its way annually to Jerusalem, for a Jewish population of some
6,700 souls. It is distributed pax-tly as chaluha—i.e., at so much per head,

U
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contributed to their poverty by Jews living in other

countries. The vast sums collected for the Temple

tribute flowed into the bursting coffers of the Beni

Ilanan—much as they now do, though in dwindled rills,

into those of a few of the leading Ashkenazim and

Jnsche hod. But there would be little chance that any

of these treasures would help to alleviate the hunger of

the struggling disciples. Priests who starved their own
coadjutors'^ would hardly be inclined to subsidise their

impoverished opponents. The Gentiles, who had been

blessed by the spiritual wealth of Jewish Christians,

cheerfully returned the benefit by subscribing to the

suj)ply of their temporal needs. ^ The sums thus gathered

were entrusted by the Church to Barnabas and Saul.

The exact month in which these two messengers of

mercy arrived to assist their famine-stricken brethren

cannot be ascertained, but there can be but little doubt

that it was in the year 44. On their arrival they found

the Church in strange distress from a new persecution.

It is not impossible that the fury of the onslaught may
once more have scattered the chief Apostles, for we hear

nothing of any intercourse between them and the two

great leaders of the Church of Antioch. Indeed, it is

said that the alms were handed over, not to the Apostles,

but to the Elders. It is true that Elders may include

Apostles, but the rapid and purely monetary character of

the visit, and the complete silence as to further details,

seem to imply that this was not the case.

The Church of Antioch was not the sole contributor

to the distresses of Jerusalem. If they helped their

Christian brethren, the Jews found benefactors in the

Avithout (lisfinction of age or sex

—

and partly as Jcadima, accordiiig to the

rank of ibo recipient.

1 Dereuboiug, p. 232 seq. « Eom. xv. 26, 27.
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members of an interesting household, the royal family of

Adiabene, whose history is much mingled at this time

with that of Judaea, and sheds instructive light on the

annals of earl}^ Christianity.

Adiabene, once a province of Assyria, now forms

part of the modern Kurdistan. Monobazus, the king of

this district, had married his sister Helena, and by

that marriage had two sons, of whom the younger,

Izates, was the favourite of his parents.^ To save

him from the jealousy of his other brothers, the king

and queen sent him to the court of Abennerig, king

of the Charax-Spasini, who gave him his daughter in

marriage. While he was living in this sort of honour-

able exile, a Jewish merchant, named Hananiah, managed
to find admission into the harem of Abennerig, and to

convert some of his wives to the Jewish faith. In this

way he was introduced to Izates, of whom he also made a

proselyte. Izates was recalled by his father before his

death, and endowed with the princedom of Charrae ; and
when Monobazus died, Helena summoned the leading- men
of Adiabene, and informed them "that Izates had been

appointed successor to the crown. These satraps accepted

the decision, but advised Helena to make her elder son,

Monobazus, a temporary sovereign until the arrival of his

brother, and to put the other brothers in bonds prepara-

tory to their assassination in accordance with the common
fashion of Oriental despotism .^ Izates, however, on his

arrival, was cheerfully acknowledged by his elder brother,

and set all his other brothers free, though he sent them
as hostages to Eome and various neighbouring courts.

' Joseplius {Antt. xx. 2, § 1) attributes this partiality to a prophetic

dream.

2 Hence we are told that "
' King ' Mumbaz ma le golden handles for the

vessels used in the Temple on the Day of Atonement " {Yoma, 37 a).

u2
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I shall subsequently relate the veiy remarkable circum-

stances which led to his circumcision/ At present I need

only mention that his reign was long and prosperous,

and that he was able to render such important services

to Artabanus, the nineteenth Arsacid, that he received

from him the kingdom of Nisibis, as well as the right to

wear the peak of his tiara upright, and to sleep in a golden

bed—privileges usually reserved for the kings of Persia.

Even before these events, Helena had been so much
struck with the prosperity and piety of her son, that she

too had embraced Judaism, and at this very period

was liAdng in Jerusalem. Being extremely wealthy,

and a profound admirer of Jewish institutions, she took

energetic measures to alleviate the severity of the

famine ; and by importing large quantities of corn from

Alexandria, and of dried figs from Cyprus, she was

happily able to save many lives. Her royal bounty

was largely aided by the liberality of Izates,^ whose con-

tributions continued to be of service -to the Jews long

after the arrival of Saul and Barnabas with the alms

which they had brought from Antioch for their suffering

brethren.

It is clear that they arrived shortly before the Pass-

over, or towards the end of March; for St. Luke fixes

their visit about the time of Herod's persecution, which

began just before, and would, but for God's Providence,

have been consummated just after, that great feast.

Indeed, it was a priori probable that the Apostles would

time their ^dsit by the feast, both from a natural desire

to be present at these great annual celebrations, and

1 Infra, ii., p. 136.

' Oros. vii. 6 ; Jos. Anit. xx. 2, § 5. Helena is also said to have given to

the Temple a golden candlestick, and a golden tablet inscribed with the
" trial of jealousy " [^oma, 37 a).
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also because tliat was tlie very time at wliicli the vast

concourse of visitors would render tlieir aid most timely

and indispensable.

They arrived, therefore, at a period of extreme peril

to the little Church at Jerusalem, which had now enjoyed

some five years of unbroken peace.

^

Herod Agrippa I., of whom we have already had some

glimpses, was one of those singular characters who com-

bine external devotion with moral laxity. I have else-

where told the strange story of the part which on one

memorable day he played in Eoman history,^ and how
his supple address and determination saved Eome from a

revolution and placed the uncouth Claudius on his nephew's

throne. Claudius, who with all his pedantic and uxorious

eccentricity was not devoid either of kindness or recti-

tude, was not slow to recognise that he owed to the Jewish

prince both his life and his empire. It Avas probably due,

in part at least, to the influence of Agrippa that shortly

after his accession he abolished the law of " Impiety

"

on which Gains had so vehemently insisted,^ and which

attached the severest penalties to any neglect of the

imperial cult. But the further extension of the power

of Agrippa was fraught with disastrous consequences to

the Church of Christ. For the Jews were restored to

the fullest privileges which they had ever enjoyed, and

Agrippa set sail for Palestine in the flood-tide of imperial

favour and with the splendid additions of Judaea and

Samaria, Abilene, and the district of Lebanon* to Herod
Philip's tetrarchy of Trachonitis, which he had received

at the accession of Gains.*

' Caligula's order to place Ms statue in the Temple was given in A.D. 39.

Herod Agrij)pa died in A.D. 44.

2 Seelcers after God, p. 76. ^ DJon. ix, 3, 5.

* Jos. Antt. xix. 5, §§ 2, 3. « jd, xviii. 5, § 10.
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It is natural that a prince of Asmona^an blood,^ wlio

thus found himself in possession of a dominion as exten-

sive as that of his grandfather Herod the Great, should

try to win the favour of the people whom he was sent to

govern. Apart from the subtle policy of facing both

ways so as to please the Jews while he dazzled the

Eomans, and to enjoy his life in the midst of Gentile

luxuries while he affected the reputation of a devoted

Pharisee, Agrippa seems to have been sincere in his desire

to be—at any rate at Jerusalem—an observer of the

Mosaic Law. St. Luke, though his allusions to him are

so brief and incidental, shows remarkable fidelity to his-

toric facts in presenting him to us in both these aspects.

In carrying out his policy, Agrippa paid studious court

to the Jews, and especially to the Pharisees. He omitted

nothing which could win their confidence or flatter their

pride, and his wife, Cypros," seems also to have been as

1 Agrippa I. was the grandson of Herod the Gi'eat and Mariamne.

Mariamne was the granddaughter of Hyrcauus II., who was a grandson of

Hyreanus I., who was a son of Simon, the elder brother of Judas Maccabseus.

Some of the Rabbis were, however, anxious to deny any drop of Asmonaean

blood to the Herodian family. They relate that Herod the Great had been a

slave to one of the Asmonseans, and one day heard a Bath Kol saying, " Every

slave that now rebels will succeed." Accordingly, he murdered all the

family, except onp yomig maiden, whom he reserved for marriage. But she

mounted to the roof, cried out that " any one who asserted himself to be

of the Asmouseau house henceforth would be a slave, for that she alone of

that house was left
;

" and flinging herself down was killed. Some say that

for seven years Herod preserved her body in honey, to make people believe

that he was married to an Asmontean princess. Angry with the Rabbis, who

insisted on Deut. xvii. 15, he killed them all, except Babha Ben Buta (whom

he blinded by binding up his eyes with the skin of a hedgehog), that he

might have one counsellor left. Having disguised himself, and tried in

vain to tempt Babha Ben Buta to say something evil of him, he revealed

himself, and asked what he ought to do by way of expiation. The blind man
answered, " Thou hast extinguished the light of the world (see Matt. v. 14)

;

rekindle it by building the Temple " {Babha Baihra, f . 3, 2, se^^.).

^ Cypres was the name of the wife of Antipater and mother of Herod

the Great. She was descended from a Nabathcan family ; her name, which

is probably connected with iQ3, {henna), was borne by several Horodian

princesses (Dereubourg, Palest., p. 210).
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much attaclied to the party as her kinswoman, Salome,

sister of Herod the Great.^

It is clear that such a king—a king who wished

to foster the sense of Jewish nationality,^ to satisfy the

Sadducees, to be supported by the Pharisees, and to be

popular with the multitude—could not have lived long

in Jerusalem, which was his usual place of residence,^

without hearing many complaints about the Christians.

At this time they had become equally distasteful to every

section of the Jews, being regarded not only as fanatics,

but as apostates, some of whom sat loosely to the covenant

which Grod had made with their fathers. To extirpate

the Christians would, as Agrippa was well aware, be

the cheapest possible way to win general popularity. It

was accordingly about the very time of the visit of the

two Apostles to the Passover, as delegates from Antioch,

that " he laid hands on certain of the Church to injure

them; and he slew James, the brother of John, with

the sword; and seeing that it was pleasing to the

JcAvs, proceeded to arrest Peter also."* Thus in a single

touch does St. Luke strike the keynote of A grippa's policy,

which was an unscrupulous desire for such popularity

as could be earned by identifying himself with Jewish

prejudices. In the High Priests of the day he would find

willing coadjutors. The priest for the time being was

probably Elionseus, whom Josephus calls a son of Kanthera,

but whom the Talmud calls a son of Caiaphas.^ If so, he

would have been animated with an hereditary fury against

the followers of Christ, and would have been an eager

instrument in the hands of Herod. When such allies were

' See Excursus XIII, " Herod Agrippa I. in the Talmud and in Secular

History."

2 Jos. Antt. XX. 1, § 1.

3 Id. xix. 7, § 3. " Acts xii. 1—3.
^ Jos. JB. J. xix. 8, § 1, Para, iii. 5 ; Beti HaJckaiph ; Dereubourg, p. 215.
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in unison, and Agrippa in tlie very plenitude of liis power,

it was easy to strike a deadly blow at the Nazarenes.

It was no bold Hellenist who was now singled out as a

victim, no spirited opponent of Jewish exclusiveness.

James, as the elder brother of the beloved disciple, perhaps

as a kinsman of Christ Himself, as one of the earliest and

one of the most favoured Apostles, as one not only of the

Twelve, but of the Three, as the son of a father appa-

rently of higher social position than the rest of the little

band, seems to have had a sort of precedence at Jerusalem

;

and for this reason alone—not, so far as we are aware,

from being personally obnoxious—he was so suddenly

seized and martyred that no single detail or circumstance

of his martyrdom has been preserved. Two words ^ are all

the space devoted to recount the death of the first Apostle

by the historian who had narrated at such length the

martyrdom of Stephen. It may be merely due to a sense

of inadequacy in this brief record that Christian tradition

told how the constancy and the harangues of James con-

verted his accuser, and caused him to become a voluntary

sharer of his death. ^ But perhaps we are meant to see a

spiritual fitness in this lonely and unrecorded end of the

son of Thunder. He had stood by Jesus at the bedside

of the daughter of Jairus, and on the holy mount, and in

the agony of the garden ; had once wished to call down

fire from heaven on those who treated his Lord with

incivility; had helped to urge the claim that he might

sit in closest proximity to His throne of judgment.

There is a deep lesson in the circumstance that he should,

meekly and silently, in utter self-renouncement, with no

1 Acts xii. 2, iLve7\€ . . . fiaxalpt-

2 Clem. Alex. ap. Euseb. H. E. ii. 9. The Apostle, it is said, looked at

him for a little time, and then kissed him, with the words, " Peace be with

you," just before they both were killed.
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visible consolation, with no elaborate eulogy, amid no

pomp of circumstance, with not even a recorded burial,

perish first of the faithful few who had forsaken all to

follow Christ, and so be the first to fulfil the warning

prophecy that he should drink of His bitter cup, and be

baptised with His fiery baptism.

It was before the Passover that James had been

doomed to feel the tyrant's sword. The universal ap-

probation of the fact by the Jews—an approbation which

would be all the more conspicuous from the presence of

the vast throngs who came to Jerusalem to celebrate the

Passover—stimulated the king, to whom no incense was so

sweet as the voice of popular applause, to inflict a blow

yet more terrible by seizing the most prominent of all the

Apostles. Peter was accordingly arrested, and since there

was no time to finish his trial before the Passover, and the

Jews were not inclined to inflict death by their own act

during the Feast, he was kept in prison till the seven

sacred days had elapsed that he might then be put to

death with the most ostentatious publicity.-^ Day after

day the Apostle remained in close custody, bound by

either arm to two soldiers, and guarded by two others.

Aware how irreparable would be the loss of one so brave,

so true, so gifted with spiritual fervour and wisdom, the

Christians of Jerusalem poured out their hearts and souls

in prayer for his deliverance. But it seemed as if all

would be in vain: The last night of the Feast had come ;

the dawn of the morning would see Peter brought forth

to the mockery of trial, and the certainty of death. It

seemed as if the day had already come when, as his Lord

had told him, another should gird him, and carry him

whither he would not. But in that last extremity God

had not forsaken His Apostle or His Chui'ch. On that

^ Acts xii. 4, avdyeiy.
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last night, by a divine deliverance, so sudden, mysterious,

and bewildering, that to Peter, until he woke to the sober

certainty of his rescue, it seemed like a vision,^ the great

Apostle was snatched from his persecutors. After briefly

narrating the circumstances of his deliverance to the

brethren assembled in the house of Mary, the mother of

John Mark the Evangelist, he entrusted them with the

duty of bearing the same message to James, the Lord's

brother, and to the other Christians who were not present,

and withdrew for a time to safe retirement, while Herod

was left to wreak his impotent vengeance on the uncon-

scious quaternion of soldiers.

It might well seem as though the blood of martyrdom

brought its own retribution on the heads of those who
cause it to be spilt. We have seen Agrippa in the insolent

plenitude of his tyranny ; the next scene exhibits him in

the horrible anguish of his end. It was at the beginning

of April, A.D. 44, that he had slain James and arrested

Peter ; it was j)robably the very same month which ended

his brief and guilty splendour, and cut him off in the

flower of his life.

Versatile and cosmopolitan as was natural in an adven-

turer whose youth and manhood had experienced every

variety of fortune, Agrippa could play the heathen at

Ciesarea with as much zeal as he could play tlie Pliarisee

at Jerusalem. The ordinary herd of Pabbis and hierarchs

had winked at this phase of his royalt}^ and had managed

to disintegrate in their imaginations the Herod Avho offered

holocausts in the Temple, from the Herod who presided in

amphitheatres at Berytus ; the Herod who wept, because he

was only half a Jew, in the Temple at the Passover, and

the Herod who presided at Pagan spectacles at Caesarean

1 Acts xii. 9,
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jubilees.-^ One bold Pharisee—Simon by name— did

indeed venture for a time to display the courage of his

opinions. During an absence of Agrippa from Jeru-

salem, he summoned an assembly and declared the king's

actions to be so illegal that, on this ground, as well

as on the ground of his Idumaean origin, he ought to

be excluded from the Temple. As it was not Agrippa's

object to break with the Pharisees, he merely sent for

Simon to Csesarea, made him sit by his side in the

theatre, and then asked him gently " whether he saw

anything there which contradicted the law of Moses?"
Simon either was or pretended to be convinced that there

was no overt infraction of Mosaic regulations, and after

begging the king's pardon was dismissed with a small

present.

It was in that same theatre tbat Agrippa met his end.

Severe troubles had arisen in the relations between Judaea

and the Phoenician cities of Tyre and Sidon, and since

that maritime strip of coast depends entirely for its sub-

sistence on the harvests of Palestine, it was of the ex-

tremest importance to the inhabitants of the merchant

cities tbat they should keep on good terms with the little

autocrat.^ The pressure of the famine, which would fall

on them with peculiar severity, made them still more

anxious to bring about a reconciliation, and the visit of

Agrippa to Csesarea on a joyful occasion furnished them
with the requisite opportunity.

That occasion was the news that Claudius had re-

turned in safety from his expedition to Britain, and had

been welcomed at Eome with an outburst of flattery, in

which the interested princelings of the provinces thought

1 Jos. Antt. xix. 7, § 4.

3 Cf. 1 Kings V. 9 ; Ezek. xxvii. 17 ; Ezra iii. 7.
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it politic to bear tlieir part.^ Agrippa was always glad

of any excuse whicli enabled him to indulge bis passion

for gladiatorial exhibitions and the cruel vanities of

Roman dissipation. Accordingly he hurried to Caesarea,

which was the Roman capital of Palestine, and ordered

every preparation to be made for a splendid festival. To
this town came the deputies of Tyre and Sidon, taking

care to secure a friend at court in the person of Blastus,

the king's groom of the bedchamber.^

It was on the second morning of the festival, at the

early dawn of a bui-ning day in the Syrian spring, that

Agrippa gave audience to the Phoenician embassy. It

was exactly the time and place and occasion in which

he w^ould be glad to display his magnificence and

wealth. Accordingly he entered the theatre with his

royal retinue in an entire robe of tissued silver, and

taking his seat on the hbna, made to the Tyrians and

Sidonians a set harangue. As he sat there the sun blazed

on his glittering robe, and seemed to wrap him in a

sheet of splendour. The theatre was thronged with his

creatures, his subjects, the idle mob whose amusement

he was suppl^nng with profuse liberality, and the people

whose prosperity depended on his royal favour. Here and

there among the crowd a voice began to be heard shouting

that it was a god who w^as speaking to them,^ a god

whose radiant epiphany was manifested before their eyes.

In the prime of life, and of the manly beauty for which

his race was remarkable, at the zenith of his power, in the

seventh year of his reign, in the plenitude of his wealth,*

1 Dion. Ix. 23 ; Suet. Claud. 17 ; Philo, lueg. 45. See Lewin, Fasti Sacri,

§§ 1668, 1674 ; and contra Wieseler, Chron. d. Apost. Zeit. 130.

2 iirl rod Koirdvos, cubicularius, praefectus cubiculi.

^ See Jos. Antt. xix. 8, § 2, which closely confii-ius the narrative of Acts xii.

* His revenue is stated to have been 12,000,000 of drachmae, or more than

£425,000, a year.
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an autocrat hj his o^vn position, and an autocrat rendered

all but irresistible by tlie support of the strange being

whom his supple address had saved from the dagger to

seat him on the imperial throne—surrounded, too, at this

moment by flatterers and parasites, and seated in the very

midst of the stately buildings which Jews and Grentiles

alike knew to have been conferred upon the city by the

architectural extravagance of his race—the feeble intel-

lect of Agrippa was turned by this intoxicating incense.

He thought himself to be the god whom they declared.

AYhy should not /le accept the apotheosis so abjectly

obtruded on a Caligula or a Claudius ? He accepted the

blasphemous adulation, which, as a King of the Jews,

he ought to have rejected with indignant horror. At
that very moment his doom was sealed. It was a fresh

instance of that irony of heaven which often seems to

place men in positions of superlative gorgeousness at the

very moment when the fiat is uttered which consigns

them to the most pitiable and irrecoverable fall.^

There was no visible intervention. No awful voice

sounded in the ears of the trembling listeners. No awful

hand wrote fiery letters upon the wall. St. Luke says

merely that the angel of God smote him. Josephus

introduces the grotesque incident of an owl seated above

him on one of the cords which ran across the theatre,

which Agrippa saw, and recognised in it the predicted

omen of impending death.^ Whether he saw an owl or

not, he was carried from the theatre to his palace a

stricken man—stricken by the hand of God. In five

days from that time—five days of internal anguish and

1 See Bishop Thlrlwall's Essay on the Irony of Sopliodes.

2 He says that an owl was sitting on a tree on the clay of Agrippa's arrest

at Caproae, and that a German soothsayer had foretold that he should become
a king, but should be near his death when he saw that owl again. See also

Euseb. S. E. ii. 10, who substitutes the angel for the owl.
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vain despair,^ in tlie fifty-fourth year of his age, and

the fourth of his reign over the entire dominion of his

grandfather—Agrippa died. And whatever may be the

extent to which he had won the goodwill of the Jews

by his lavish benefactions, the Gentiles hated him all the

more because he was not only a Jew but an apostate.

A consistent Jew they could in some measiire tolerate,

even while they hated him ; but for these hybrid rene-

gades they always express an unmitigated contempt. The

news of Agrippa's death was received by the popula-

tion, and especially by the soldiers, both at Csesarea and

Sebaste with feastings, carousals, and every indication

of indecent joy. Not content with crowning themselves

with garlands, and pouring libations to the ferryman of

the Styx, they tore down from the palace the statues

of Agrippa's daughters, and subjected them to the most

infamous indignities. The foolish inertness of Claudius

left the insult unpunished, and these violent and dissolute

soldiers contributed in no small degree to the evils which

not many years afterwards burst over Judsea with a storm

of fire and sword.^

Of these scenes Saul and Barnabas may have been

1 Jos. Antt. xix. 8, § 2, yaarrphs aKy^tfiaai Siepyaffdds : Acts xii. 23, <rKw\nK&'

PpooTos a-KiQaviv. Whether there be any disease which can strictly be

described as the phthiriasis, morbus pedicidaris, is, as I have mentioned in

my Life of Christ, i. 47, more than doubtful. The death of Herod Agrippa,

like thftt of his grandfather, has been so called, but not by the sacred his-

torians. It is, however, an historic fact that many cruel tyrants have died

of ulcerous maladies, which the popular rumour described much as Lactan-

tius describes them in his tract De Mortihus persecutorum. Instances are

Pheretima (Herod, iv. 205, ev\fo>v f^fC^crfv, where the retributive appropriate-

ness of the disease is first pointed out) ; Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Mace. v. 9);

Herod the Great (Jos. Antt. xvii. 6, ^5, B.J. i. 33, §§ 8, 9) ; Maximius Galerius

(Euscb. H. E. viii. 16); Maximin {id. ix. 10, 11; Lact. De Mort. persec.

xxxiii.) ; Claudius Lucius Herminianus (TertuU. ad Scap. iii. cum vivus ver-

mibus ebulUissct " Nemo sciat " dicebat, " no gaudeaut Christiaui ") ; Duke

of Alva, &.C.

2 Jos. Antt. xix. 9, § 2.
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eye-witnesses on their return journey from Jerusalem to

Antioch. The order of events in St. Luke may indeed

be guided by the convenience of narrating consecutively

all that he had to say about Herod Agrippa, and above

all of showing how the sudden onslaught on the Church,

which seemed to threaten it with nothing short of ex-

termination, was checked by the deliverance of Peter,

and arrested by the retribution of God. This would

be the more natural if, as there seems to be good reason

to believe, the ghastly death of Herod took place in the

very same month in which, by shedding the blood of

the innocent in mere pursuit of popularit}^ he had

consummated his crimes.^ If Saul and Barnabas were

at Jerusalem during Peter's imprisonment, they may have

been present at the "prayer meeting at the house of Mary,

the mother of Mark, and the kinswoman of Barnabas.

If so we can at once account for the vivid minuteness of

the details furnished to St. Luke respecting the events of

that memorable time.^

In any case, they must have heard the death of

Agrippa discussed a thousand times, and must have

recognised in it a fresh proof of the immediate governance

of God. But this was to them a truth of the most

elementary character. Their alleged indifference to public

* Saul and Barnabas seem to have started from Antioch with the intention

of arriving at Jerusalem for the Passover of April 1, A.D. 44. The martyi-dom

of James immediately preceded the Passover, and the imprisonment of Peter

took phice during the Paschal week (Acts xii. 3—6). It was immediately

afterwards that Herod started for Cssarea ; and if the object of his visit was

to celebrate the return of Claudius from Britain, it must have been in this

very month. For Claudius returned early in A.D. 44, and it would take some

little time for the news to reach Jerusalem. Further, Josephus says that

Agrippa reigned seven years {Aiitt. xix. 8, § 2), aud as he was appointed in

April, A.D. 37, these seven years would end in AprU , A.D. 44. See the

que.->iiou fully examined in Lewin, Fnsti Sacri, p. 280.

2 In D is mentioned even the number of steps from Peter's prison to tho

street.
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questions simply arose from tlieir absorption in ofher

interests. Their minds were full of deeper concerns

than the pride and fall of kings ; and their visit to Jeru-

salem was so purely an episode in the work of St. Paul

that in the Epistle to the Galatians he passes it over

without a single allusion.^ There is nothing surprising-

in the omission. It is the object of the Apostle to show

his absolute independence of the Twelve. This second

visit to Jerusalem had, therefore, no bearing on the

subject with which he was dealing. More than eleven

years had already elapsed since the Crucifixion, and a very

ancient tradition says that twelve years (which to the

Jews would mean anything above eleven years) was the

period fixed by our Lord for the stay of the Apostles

in the Holy City.^ Even if we attach no importance

to the tradition, it is certain that it approximates to

known facts, and we may therefore assume that, about

this time, the Apostles began to be scattered in various

directions. St. Paul passes over this eleemosynary visit,

either because in this connexion it did not occur to his

memory, or because the mention of it was wholly unim-

portant for his purpose.

Yet there was one circumstance of this visit which was

fraught with future consequences full of sadness to both

the Apostles. Barnabas, as we have seen, was nearly

related to John Mark, son^ of that Mary in whose house

was the upper room. It would be most natural that he,

and therefore that Saul, should, during their short visit,

be guests in Mary's house, and the enthusiasm of her son

may well have been kindled by the glowing spirit of his

1 Gal. ii. 1.

2 See Apollon. ap. Euseb. H. E. v. 18 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. p. 762, ed.

Potter.

' Col. iv. 10, 6 avf\l/io^ means " cousin," not " sister's son," wliich would be
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cousin and the yet more fiery ardour of "his great com-

panion. The danger of further persecution seemed to he

over, hut Peter, Mark's close friend and teacher, was no

longer in Jerusalem, and, in spite of any natural anxieties

which the prevalent famine may have caused, the Christian

mother consented to part with her son, and he left Jeru-

salem in the company of the Apostle of the Grentiles.



CHAPTER XYIII.

JUDAISM AND HEATHENISM.

" Whoso breaketh a hedge [applied by the Rabbis to their Seyyag la Thorah,

or 'hedge for the Law'], a serpent shall bite him."—EccLES. x. 8.

"'Gods of Hellas! Gods of Hellas!'

Said the old Hellenic tongue

;

Said the hero-oaths, as well as

Poets' songs the sweetest sung

!

* Have ye grown deaf in a day ?

Can ye speak not yea or nay

—

Since Pan is dead ? ' "—E. Bakeett BrowninO.
*' Die Gotter sanken vom Himmelsthron

Es stiirtzten die HerrHchen Saulen,

TJnd geboren wiirde der Jungfrau Sohn
Die Gebrechen der Erde zu heilen

;

Yerbannt war der Sinne fliichtige Lust

Und der Mensch griff denkend in seine Brust."

SCHILLEE.

When Barnabas and Saul returned to Antiocli tliey found

the Church still animated by the spirit of happy activity.

It was evidently destined to eclipse the importance of

the Holy City as a centre and stronghold of the Faith.

In the Church of Jerusalem there were many sources of

weakness which were wanting at Antioch. It was ham-

pered by depressing poverty. It had to bear the brunt

of the earliest persecutions. Its lot was cast in the very

furnace of Jewish hatred ; and yet the views of its most

influential elders were so much identified with their old

Judaic training that they would naturally feel less interest

in any attempt to prosel}i:ise the Gentiles.

At Antioch all was different. There the prejudices of

the Jews wore an aspect more extravagant, and the claims

of the Gentiles assumed a more overwhelming importance.
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At Jerusalem the Christians had been at the mercy of a

petty Jewish . despot. At Antioch the Jews were forced

to meet the Christians on terms of perfect equahty, under

the impartial rule of Roman law.-^

Of the constitution of the early Church at Antioch

nothing is said, but we are told of a little group of

prophets and teachers^ who occupied a prominent position

in their religious services. These were Barnabas, Simeon

(surnamed, for distinction's sake, Niger, and possibly,

therefore, like Lucius, a native of Cyrene), Manaen, and

Saul. Of Simeon and Lucius nothing whatever is known,

since the suggestion that Lucius may be the same person

as Luke the Evangelist is too foundationless to deserve a

refutation. Of Manaen, or, to give him his proper Jewish

name, Menahem, we are told the interesting circumstance

that he was the foster-brother of Herod Antijoas. It

has, therefore, been conjectured that he may have been

a son of the Essene who lent to Herod the Great the

influence of his high authority,^ and who, when Herod

was a boy at school, had patted him on the back and told

him he should one day be king.* If so, Menahem must

have been one of the few early converts who came from

^ " Eruditissimis hominibusl iberalissimisque studiis affluens" (Cie. Pro
Archid, iii.).

^ The accurate distinction between " propbets " and " teachers " is nowhere

laid down, but it is clear that in the Apostolic age it was well understood (1 Cor.

xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11). But the question naturally arises whether it is meant

that Barnabas and Saul were " prophets " or " teachers "—or whether they were

both. The latter, perhaps, is the correct view. The prophet stood higher than

the teacher, was more immediately inspired, spoke with a loftier authority ; but

the teacher, whose functions were of a gentler and humbler nature, might, at

great moments, and under strong influences, rise to the power of prophecy,

while the prophet also might on ordinary occasions fulfil the functions of a

teacher. (See Neander, Planting, p. 133, seqq.)

3 Jos. Antt. XV. 10, § 6.

* Incidents of this kind are also told of Galba (Tac. Ann. vi. 20 ; Suet.

GaW. 4 ; Jos. Antt. xvm. 6, § 9) ; of Henry YII. ; and of Louis Philippe.

V 2
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wealthy positions ; but tliere is nothing to prove that he

was thus connected with the celebrated Essene, and in

any case he can hardly have been his son.^

It was during a period of special service, accom-

panied by fasting, that the Holy Spirit brought home to

their souls the strong conviction of the new work which

la}'- before the Church, and of the special commission of

Barnabas and Saul.^ The language in which this Divine

intimation is expressed seems to imply a sudden conviction

follo%ving upon anxious deliberation ; and that special

prayer and fasting^ had been undertaken by these prophets

and teachers in order that they might receive guidance to

decide about a course which had been already indicated to

the two Apostles.

St. Paul, indeed, must long have yearned for the

day in which the Lord should see fit to carry out His

own promise " to send him far hence to the Grentiles."*

The more deeply he thought over his predicted mission,

the more would he realise that it had been pre-

destined in the councils of God. Gentiles worshipped

idols, but so had their own fathers done when they

dwelt beyond Euphrates. Jewish Rabbis had admitted

that, after all, Abraham himself was but the earliest

^ Because Manaen, the Essene, must have attained middle age when Herod

the Great was a boy, and since we have now reached A.D. 45, this Manaen could

only have been born when the other was in extreme old age.

^ Acts xiii. 2, 'Acpopia-art 5t), " Come, set apart at once." The meaning of

the \etTovpyovvTwv (hence our word " liturgy ") is probably general. Chrysos-

tom explains it by ktipvttuvtiuv. For other instances of the word, see Luke

i. 23; Rom. xv. 16; 2 Cor. ix. 12; Phil. ii. 30. The '6 irpoffK^KKvf^ai ainohs

implies, of course, that Barnabas and Saul had already received a summons

to the work (cf. Acts ix. 15; xxii. 21; Rom. i. 1 ; Gal. i. 1). Hooker thinks

that Paul was made an Apostle because James could not leave Jerusalem;

and Barnabas to supply the place of James, the brother of John {Eccl. Pol.

vu. 4, 2).

3 On fasting in Ember weeks, see Bingham, xxi., ch. 2.

* Acts ix. 15. 16.
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of the proselytes.^ If, as legend told, Terali had been

a maker of idols, and if Abraham had received his first

call, as Stephen had said, while yet living in TJr of the

Chaldees, why should not thousands of the heathen be

yet numbered among the elect of God? Had not God
made of one blood all the nations upon earth? Had
not the aged Simeon prophesied that the infant Jesus

should be a light to lighten the Gentiles, no less than the

glory of His people Israel ? And were there not to be

reckoned among His human ancestors Eahab, the harlot

of Jericho, and Euth, the loving woman of the accursed

race of Moab ? Had not Hadassah been a sultana in the

seraglio of Xerxes? Had not Moses himself married a

woman of Ethiopia ?" And among the great doctors of re-

cent days was it not asserted that Shammai was descended

from Haman, the Amalekite ? ^ And, however necessary

had been the active hostility to mixed marriages, and all

other close intercourse with the heathen in the reforming

period of Ezra and Nehemiah, had not Zephaniah declared

in the A'-oice of prophecy that " men should worship Jehovah

every one from his place, even all the isles of the heathen ?"*

Nay, did no deeper significance than was suggested in the

vulgar exegesis lie in the ancient promise to Abraham, that

" in him all families of the earth should be blessed ? " ^

Did the prophecy that all the ends of the earth should see

the salvation of our God ^ merely mean that they should

1 JosL. xxiv. 2. The apologue of the gazelle feeding among a flock of sheep,

found in the Talmud, and attributed to Hillel, beautifully expresses the tole-

ration of the wiser and more enlightened Rabbis ; but the proselytism contem-

plated is, of course, that purchased by absolute conformity to Jewish precepts.

- The Rabbis, to get over this startling fact, interpreted Koosith ("Ethio-

pian woman ") by Gematria, and made it mean " fair of face ;" since Koosith

= 736= the Hebrew words for " fair of eyes."

2 Similarly it was said that Akibha descended from Sisera.

* Zeph. u. 11. » Gen. xii. 3; Gal. iii. 14.

6 Isa. Iii. 10.
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see it as excluded aliens, or as wanderers doomed to perisli ?

If tlie Gentiles were to come to the light of Zion, and kings

to tlie brightness of her dawn—if the isles were to wait

for God, and the ships of Tarshish ^— did this merely

mean that the nations were but to be distant admirers

and tolerated servants, admitted only to the exoteric doc-

trines and the less peculiar blessings, and tolerated only

as dubious worshippers in the Temple's outmost courts?

Would not this be to them a blessing like the blessing of

Esau, which was almost like a curse, that their dwelling

should be away from the fatness of the earth, and away

from the dew of blessing from above ?^ Or, after all, if

such reasonings were inconclusive— if, however conclusive,

they were still inadequate to break down that barrier of

prejudice which was an obstacle more difficult to surmount

than the middle wall of partition—was any argument

needful, when they had heard so recently the coiiunand

of their Lord that they were to ffo info all the world and

jjreach the Gospel to every creature^ and the prophecy that

they should be witnesses unto the uttermost parts of the

earth ?^

Such convictions may have been in the heart of Paul

long before he could persuade others to join in giving

effect to them. It is matter of daily experience that the

amount of reasoning which ought to be sufficient to pro-

duce immediate action is often insufficient to procure even

a languid assent. But the purpose of the Apostle was

happily aided by the open-hearted candour of Barnabas,

the intellectual freshness of the Church of Antioch, and the

immense effect produced by the example of Peter, who

^ Tsa. k. 3, 9.

"^ Gen. xxvii. 39, " Behold, witJiout the fatness of the earth shall be thy

dwelling, and toitliout the dew of heaven from above " (v. Kalisch, in loc).

3Markxvi. 15. *Actsi. 8.
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had won even from the Church of Jerusalem a reluctant

acquiescence in the baptism of Cornelius.

And apart from the all but ineradicable dislike towards

the heathen which must have existed in the minds of Jews

and Jewish Christians, as a legacy of six centuries of in-

tolerance—even supposing this dislike to be removed from

witJiui—yet the attempt to win over to the new faith the

vast opposing forces of Judaism and heathenism without

the fold might well have seemed fantastic and impos-

sible. Could any but those whose hearts were lit with a

zeal which consumed every difficulty, and dilated with

a faith to which it seemed easy to remove mountains,

listen without a smile to the proposal of evangelising

the world which was then, being advanced by two

poor Jews—Jews who, as Jews by birth, were objects

of scorn to the Gentiles, and as Jews who sat loose

to what had come to be regarded as the essence of

Judaism, were objects of detestation to Jews them-

selves ? Is it possible to imagine two emissaries less

likely to preach with acceptance " to the Jew first, and

afterwards to the Greek ? " And if the acceptance of

such a mission required nothing short of the religious

genius and ardent faith of Paul, surely nothing short

of the immediate aid of the Holy Spirit of God could

have given to that mission so grand and eternal a

success.

For even had the mission been to the Jews exclusively,

the difficulties which it presented might well have

seemed insuperable. It must utterly fail unless the

Jew could be persuaded of two things, of which one

would be most abhorrent to his pride, the other most

opposed to his convictions, and both most alien to his

deepest prejudices. To become a Christian he would

be forced to admit that aU his cherished conceptions
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of the Messiali had been carnal and erroneous, and that

when, after awaiting His advent for twenty centuries, that

Lord had come suddenly to His Temple, the Jews had not

only rejected but actually crucified Him, and thereby filled

up the guilt which their fathers had incurred by shedding

the blood of the Prophets. Further, he would have to

acknowledge that not only his " hereditarj^ customs," but

even the Law—the awful fiery Law which he believed

to have been delivered by God Himself from the

shrouded summit of Sinai—was destined, in all the facts

which he regarded as most distinctive, to be superseded

by the loftier and more spiritual revelation of this cruci-

fied Messiah. Lastly, he would have to resign without a

murmur those exclusive privileges, that religious haughti-

ness by which he avenged himself on the insults of his

adversaries, while he regarded God as being " a respecter

of persons," and himself as the special favourite of Heaven.

And fear would be mingled with hatred. Under

certain conditions, in the secrecy of Oriental seraglios, in

the back-stairs intercourse of courts and gyncecea, in safe

places like the harem of Abennerig and the audience-room

of Helen of Adiabene, with Mary of Palmyra, or Pulvia,

the wife of Saturninus, or Poppsea in the Golden House,^

a Jew was glad enough to gain the ear of an influential

proselyte, and the more moderate Jews were fully content

in such cases with general conformity. They found it easy

to devour widows' houses and make long prayers. But

they were well aware that every widely successful attempt

to induce Gentile proselytes to practise the outward cere-

monies of their religion would be fraught with the extremest

» Jos. AnU. xiii. 9, § 1 ; 11, § 3; 15, § 4; xviii. 3, § 5 ; xx. 2, § 4; B. J. ii.

17, 10 ; c. Ap. ii. 39 ; Tac. Ann. ii. 85 ; iZ". v. 5 ; Hor. Sat. I. iv. 142 ; Dion.

Cass, xxxvii. 17, &c. ; Juv. Sat. vi. 546. See too Dereubourg, Palestine,

p. 223, seq.
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peril to their communities/ and would lead in every city

of the Empire to a renewal of such scenes as those of

which Alexandria had lately been the witness. It is pro-

bable that they would have checked any impolitic zeal on

the part of even an orthodox Eabbi ; but it filled them

with fury to see it displayed b}^ one who, as a schismatic,

incurred a deadlier odium than the most corrupted of the

heathen. To them a Paul was even more hateful than a

Flaccus, and Paul was all the more hateful because he had

once been Saul. And that. this audacious pervert should not

only preach, but preach to the heathen ; and preach to the

heathen a doctrine which proposed to place him on a level

with the Jew ; and, worse still, to place him on this level

without any acceptance on his part of the customs without

which a Jew could hardly be regarded as a Jew at all

—

this thought filled them with a rage which year after year

was all but fatal to the life of Paul, as for long years

together it was entirely fatal to his happiness and peace.

^

Yet even supposing these obstacles to be surmounted,

supposing that the missionaries were successful in con-

verting their own countrymen, and so were enabled,

by means of the " Proselytes of the Gate," to obtain

their first point of contact through the synagogue

with the heathen world, might it not seem after all

as if their difficulties had then first begun? What
hopes could they possibly entertain of making even

the slightest impression on that vast weltering mass of

idolatry and corruption? Now and then, perhaps, they

^ As early as B.C. 139 Jews had been expelled from Rome for admitting

proselytes to the Sabbath (Mommsen, Bom. Gesch. ii. 429). On the wider

spread of Sabbatism even among heathens, see Jos. c. J^:). ii. 11, § 29. There

appear to be some traces of the Jews taking pains annually to secure one

proselyte {fva irpoa-qKvTov, Matt, xxiii. 15), to typify the salvability of the

Gentiles (Taylor, Firhe AhUth, p. 36).

^ See Excursus XIII., " Burdens laid on Proselytes."
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might win the heart of some gentle woman, sick to death

of the cruelty and depravity of which she was forced to be

a daily witness ; here and there, perhaps, of some slave,

oppressed and ignorant, and eager to find a refuge from

the intolerable indignities of ancient servitude ;—but even

if they could hope for this, how far had they then

advanced in the conversion of Heathendom, with all its

splendid worldliness and glittering fascination ?

For to the mass of the heathen, as I have said, their

very persons were hateful from the mere fact that they

were Jews.^ And so far from escaping this hatred, the

missionaries were certain to be doubly hated as Christian

Jews. For during the first century of Christianity, the

ancients never condescended to inquire what was the dis-

tinction between a Jew and a Christian.^ To them a

Christian was only a more dangerous, a more superstitious,

a more outrageously intolerable Jew, who added to the follies

of the Jew the yet more inexplicable folly of adoring a

crucified malefactor. It is to the supposed turbulence of

One whom he ignorantly calls Chrestus, and imagines to

have been still living, that Suetonius attributes the riots

which cost the Jews their expulsion from Rome. The

stolid endurance of agony by the Christians under persecu-

tion woke a sort of astonished admiration ;
^ but even Pliny,

though his candid account of the Christians in Bithynia

refutes his own epithets, could only call Christianity " a

distorted and outrageous superstition;" and Tacitus and

Suetonius, using the substantive, only qualify it by the

severer epithets of " deadly," " pernicious," and " new." *

* See Excursus XIV., " Hatred of the Jews in Classical Antiquity."

2 In Dio (Ix^di. 12—14) the Christian (?) martyr Acilius Glabrio is called aJew.

3 Marc. Aurel. xi. 3 ; Mart. x. 25 ; Epict. Dissert, iv. 8.

* Plin. Ep. X. 97, " superstitionem pravam et imniodicam ;

" Tac. Ann. xv.

44, " exitiabilis superstitio ; "Suet. Nero. 16, " novae et maleficae superstitionis."

See Excursus XV., " Judgments of Early Pagan Writers on Christianity."
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The lieatlien world into which, " as lambs among
wolves," the Apostles were going forth, was at that

moment in its worst condition. The western regions,

towards which the course of missions took its way, were

prevalently Greek and Eoman; but it was a conquered

Greece and a corrupted Eome. It was a Greece which had

lost its genius and retained its falsity, a Eome which

had lost its simplicity and retained its coarseness. It was

Greece in her lowest stage of seducer and parasite ; it

was Eome at the epoch of her most gorgeous gluttonies

and her most gilded rottenness. The heart of the Eoman
Empire under the Caesars was " a fen of stagnant waters."

Csesarism has found its modern defenders, and even a

Tiberius has had his eulogists among the admirers of

despotic power; but no defence can silence the damning

evidence of patent facts. No advocacy can silence the

awful indictment which St. Paul writes to the inhabitants

of the imperial city.^ If such things were done in the green

tree, what was done in the dry ? Wliat was the condition

of the thistles, if this was the code of the forest-trees ? If

St. John in the Apocalypse describes Eome as the harlot

city which had made the nations drunk with the cup of

the wine of her fornications, he uses language no whit

severer than that of Seneca, who speaks of Eome as a

cesspool of iniquity;^ or than that of Juvenal, who
pictures her as a filthy sewer, into which have flowed the

abominable dregs of every Achrean and Syrian stream.^

Crushed under the ignominies inflicted on her by the

despotism of madmen and monsters ;
* corrupted by the

pollutions of the stage, and hardened by the cruelties of

* See Friedlander, Sittengesch. Boms. B. v. Denis, Idees Morales dans

VAntiqidte, ii. 218—236.
^ Cf . Sail. Cat. xxxvii. 5, " Hi Romam sicut in sentinarn confliixerunt."

' Juv. iii. 62 ; Tac. Ann. xv. 44.

* Cf. Tac. Ann. u. 85 ; iv. 55, 56 ; Suet. Tib. 35 j Ov. Fast. ii. 497, seq.
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tlie ampbitlieatre ; swarming witli parasites, impostors,

poisoners, and the vilest slaves; without any serious

religion ; without any public education ; terrorised by
insolent soldiers and pauperised mobs, the world's

capital presents at this period a picture unparalleled

for shame and misery in the annals of the world.

But, reduced as it was to torpor under the night-mare

of an absolutism which it neither could nor would

shake off, the Eoman world had sought its solace in

superstition, in sensuality, or in Stoicism. The superstition

mainly consisted in the adoption of cunning systems of

priestcraft, impassioned rituals, horrible expiations bor-

rowed from the degrading mythologies of Egypt or from

the sensual religions of Galatia andPhrygia.^ So rife were

these, and so dangerous to morality and order, that long

before this age the Senate had vainly attempted the sup-

pression of the rites offered to Sabazius, to Isis, and to

Serapis.^ The jingling of sistra, and the cracked voices of

beardless Galli, were familiar in every Eoman town.^ The
sensuality was probably more shameful, and more shame-

less, than has ever been heard of in history. And amid

this seething corruption, it was the few alone who
retained the virtue and simplicity of the old family

life and worship. The Stoicism in which the greater and

more suffering spirits of the epoch—a Cremutius Cordus,

a Thrasea Paetus, an Helvidius Prisons, an Annaeus Cor-

^ Such were the taurobolies and krioholies— hideous blood baths.

^ Valerius Maximus (I. iii. 3) relates that when the Senate had ordered

the demolition of a Serapeum at Eome (A.U.C. 535), no workman could be

induced to obey the order, and the Consul had himself to burst open the door

with an axe (see, too, Liv. xxxix. 8—18 ; Cic. De Legg. ii. 8 ; Dion. Halic,

ii. 20 ; Dio Cass. xl. 47 ; Tert. Apol. 6 ; Adv. Nat. i. 10, quoted by Renan,

Les Apotres, p. 316, and for Isis worship, Appul. Metam. xi.

2 Firmicius Maternus, in the days of Constantino, did not think it worth

while to refute Greek and Roman mythology (De Errore Frofanae Belig.\

but only the rites of Isis, Mithras, Cybele, &c.
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niitus, a Musonius Eufus, a Barea Soranus—found refuge,

was noble and heroic, but liard and unnatural. He who
would estimate the reaction of man's nobler instincts

against the profligacy of Pagan life—he who would judge

to what heights the Spirit of God can aid those who un-

consciousl}^ seek Him, and to what depths the powers of

evil can degrade their willing votaries—must bridge over

the gulf which separates a Petronius and an Appuleius

from the sweetness and dignity of " minds naturally

Christian," like those of an Epictetus and an Aurelius.

He who would further estimate the priceless services

which Christianity can still render even to souls the most

naturally exalted, must once more compare the chill, the

sadness, the painful tension, the haughty exclusiveness,

the despairing pride of Stoicism with the warmth, the

glow, the radiant hope, the unbounded tenderness, the free

natural emotion, the active charities, the peaceful, infinite

contentment of Christianity as it shines forth with all

its living and breathing sympathies in the Epistles of

St. Paul.

And this difference between Stoicism and Christianity

is reflected in the lives of their disciples. While the

last genuine representatives of Eoman statesmanship and

Eoman virtue were thinking it a grand thing to hold aloof

from the flatteries into which the other senators plunged

with such headlong baseness—while they were being re-

garded as models of heroism for such acts as rising and

walking out of the senate when some more than usually

contemptible flattery was being proposed—while they were

thus eating away their own hearts in the consciousness of

an ineffectual protest, and finding it difficult to keep even

their own souls from " the contagion of the world's slow

stain "—two Jews of obscure name, of no position, without

rank, without wealth, without influence, without either
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literary, political, or military genius, without any culture

but sucli as a Eoman noble would have despised as useless

and grotesque—but mighty in the strength of a sacred

cause, and irresistible in the zeal of a conscious inspira-

tion—set forth unnoticed on the first of those journeys

which were destined to convert the world. For He who
made and loved the world, and knew the needs of the

world which He died to save, had sent them forth ; and

if He had sent them forth without any apparent means

for the fulfilment of His great design, it was because He
willed to choose " the foolish things of the world to con-

found the wise, and the weak things to confound the

mighty, and things which are not to bring to nought

things which are, that no flesh should glory in His

presence." ^

Yast, then, as was the task before them, and hedged

around by apparently insuperable difficulties, the elders of

the Church of Antioch were convinced that Barnabas and

Saul had indeed been summoned on a Divine mission, and

that they dared no longer delay the distinct manifestation

of the will of the Spirit, They held one more special

pra^^er and fast,^ laid on the heads of their two great

brethren the hands of consecration, and sent them on their

way. Already, in his vision, Paul had been predestined to

be an Apostle of the Gentiles;^ henceforth, after this

solemn ordination, he receives the title of an Apostle in

its more special significance.* For a time, as in his Epistles

to the Thessalonians, he modestly abstains from himself

adopting it; but when his name was vilified, when his

> 1 Cor. i. 27,28.

* Acts xiii. 3, vrttrrevaavTes . . . irpofftv^dfievot.

^ Acts XXvi. 17, i^aipovfifvSs ae iK tov \aov Koi T«V iOywv tls oSs ifit ffi

iiroerTeAXeu.

* Acts xiv. 4, 14 (of. John xvii. 18 ; Heb. iii. 1).
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teaching was thwarted, when his authority was impugned,

he not only adopted it,^ but maintained his independent

position as a teacher, and his right to be regarded as in

nowise inferior to the very chiefest of the Twelve.

* Except in the few purely private lines which he wrote to Philemon, and
in the letter to his beloved Philippians who needed no assertion of his claim.
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CHAPTER XIX.

CYPRUS.

Tt \fyets ; koI TlavXos i^ofiuro KivZivovs ; 'Eipo^eTro koI ffcpSSpa eSeSotKei. Ef yhp

Kol TlavXos ^v dW' ii/dpcciros ?iv . . . El yap oiiK i<po^ilTO irola KapTepla rh tovs

KivSwovs (pepetv ; '£70) 70^ Kal Sta tovto avrhv davfid^w '6ti (poPov/xeyos koI ovx a.Tr\(os

tpofiovfxevoi aWa koI rpe^ioiv tovs kivSvvovs Sia iravrhs fSpafie aTecpavoxtixivos Kol ttoj/toxoD

TO KTipvyna a-Treipaiv.—CunYSOST. Opp. X. 44, ecl. Montfaucon.

" The travelled ambassador of Christ, who snatched Christianity from the

hands of a local faction, and turned it to a universal faith, whose powerful

word shook all the gods from Cyprus to Gibraltar, who turned the tide of

history and thought, giving us the organisation of Christendom for the legions

of Rome, and for Zeno and Epicurus, Augustine, Eckhart, and Luther."

—

Maetineait, Hours of Thought, p. 88.

*'Sent fortli by the Holy Spirit"—more conscious in-

struments, perhaps, of Grod's will than has ever been the

case before or since, and starting on a journey more

memorable in its issues than any which had ever been

undertaken by man— Saul and Barnabas, accompanied

by their more youthful attendant, John Mark, started on

their way. What thoughts were in their minds as they

turned their backs on the street Singon, where they had

preached with such acceptance and success ? There were

myriads of heathen and thousands of Jews in that gay

voluptuous city who had not accepted Christianity ; but

the two Apostles were summoned to other work. They

passed between the theatre and the amphitheatre,^

* See the elaborate plans and pictures of ancient and modern Antioch in

Mr. Lewin's St. Paul, l, pp. 92—95.

/^^^^^^
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crossed the main thorouglifare of the city with its trees

and statues and colonnades, passed the Eoman sentries

who guarded the residence of the Legate of Syria in

the old palace of the Seleucidse, crossed the bridge over

the Orontes, and leaving the grove of Daphne on their

right upon the further bank of the river, made their way,

through the oleanders and other flowering shrubs which

form a gorgeous border to its purple rocks, along tlie six-

teen miles which separated them from the port of Seleucia.

History has contemptuously obliterated from her annals

the names of countless kings who have set forth from

their capitals for the scourge or conquest of nations at

the head of armies, and vnth all the pomp and circumstance

of glorious war; but centuries after those conquerors are

in their turn forgotten w^hom she still deigns to com-

memorate, she will preserve in the grateful memory of

mankind the names of these two poor Jews, who started

on foot, staff in hand, with little, perhaps, or nothing in

their scrip but the few dates that suffice to satisfy the

hunger of the Eastern traveller.

From Antioch they might have made their way to

Tarsus. But Paul had in all probability preached already

in his native Cilicia,^ and as Barnabas was by birth a

Cypriote, they bent their voyage thitherward. It was

towards the west, towards Chittun and the Isles of

the Gentiles, that the course of Inissions naturally

tended. All land routes were more or less dangerous

and difficult. Roads were, with few exceptions, bad;

vehicles were cumbrous and expensive ; robbers were

numerous and insolent. But the total suppression of

piracy by Pompey had rendered the Mediterranean safe,

and in the growth of navigation it had become " the

' Gal. i. 21; Acts ix. 30; xi. 25. That there were churches in Cilicia

appears from Acts xv. 41.

W
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marriage-ring of nations." ^ Along the eastern coast

of Asia Minor tlie Jews had long been scattered in num-

bers far exceeding those to be found there at the present

day ; and while the extension of the Greek language

furnished an easy means of communication, the power of

Homan law, which dominated over the remotest provinces

of the Empire, afforded the missionaries a free scope and

a fair protection. Accordingly they descended the rocky

stairs which led down to the port of Seleucia,^ and

from one of its two piers embarked on a vessel which

was bound for Cyprus. And thus began "the great

Christian Odyssey."^ The Apostolic barque has spread

her sails; the wind breathes low, and only aspires to

bear upon its wings the words of Jesus. If Eome has

but too good reason to complain of the dregs of moral

contamination which the Syrian O^ontes poured forth to

mingle with her yellow Tiber, on this occasion, at any

rate, the Syrian river made ample amends by speeding on

their way with its seaward current these messengers of

peace and love.

As they sail south-westward over the hundred miles of

that blue sea which one of them was destined so many

times to traverse—the sea which four times wrecked him

with its unregardful storms, and tossed him for a night

and a day on its restless billows ; as they sit at the j^row

and cast their wistful gaze towards the hills which over-

shadow the scene of their future labours,—or, resting

at the stern, not without a glance of disgust at its

1 See some good remarks in Renan, Les Apotres, p. 280, seq. ; and for an

exhaustive treatment, Herzfeld, Gesch. d. jiidischen Handels. '

2 Polyb. v. 59.

3 Renan, Les Apotres, p. 386 ; cf . St. Paul, p. 13, " Ce fut la seconde po^sie

du Christianisme. Le lac de Tibcriadc et les barques de pcclieurs avaient

fourni la j)remiere. Maintenant un souffle plus puissant des aspirations vers

les terres plus loiutaines nous entraine en haute mer."
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lleathen images, look back on the rocky cone of Mount
Casius, "on which three centuries later smoked the last

pagan sacrifice,"^ they must have felt a deep emotion at

the thouq-ht that now for the first time the Faith, on

which depended the hopes of the world, was starting for

fresh regions from its native Syria. Little did St. Paul

know how trying in its apparent failures, how terrible in

its real hardships, was the future which lay before him

!

That future—the fire of the furnace in which the fine

gold of his heroic spirit was to be purged from eveiy

speck of dross—^was mercifully hidden from him, though

in its broad outlines he must have been but too well able

to conjecture something of its trials. But had he fore-

seen all that was before him—had he foreseen the scourg-

ings, the flagellations, the stoning, the shipwrecks,^ the

incessant toilings on foot along intolerable and dangerous

roads, the dangers from swollen rivers and rushing water-

courses, the dangers from mountain brigands, the dangers

from Jews, from Grentiles, from false Christians in city

and wilderness and sea,—the frantic crowds that nearly

tore him to pieces, the weary nights, the chill, naked,

thirsty, famine-stricken days, the incessant wearing re-

sponsibility, the chronic disease and weakness,—all the

outrages, all the insults, all the agitating bursts of indig-

nation against those who put stumbling-blocks in the

paths of the weak,^ the severe imprisonments, the inces-

sant death, and all ended by desertion, failure, loneliness,

chains, condemnation, the chilly dungeon,^ the nameless

martyrdom—had he foreseen all this, could he have borne

it ? His human spirit might indeed have shrunk at all

1 El Djebel el Akra, " the halA mountain " (Chesney, Euphrat. i. 386

;

Amm. Marcell. xxii. 14, § 8 ; Julian, Misop. 361).

3 2 Cor. xi. 23—33.
^ 2 Cor. xi. 29, rls ffKavSaKi^erat, koI ovk iyii irvpovfiau

4 Clem. Rom. Ep. ad loc. i. 5.

w 2
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the efforts and the agonies which lay before him—greater

probably than have ever fallen to the lot of man; yet

even at this early phase of his missionary career I doubt

not that the hero's heart would have boldly uttered, " I

hold not my life dear unto myseK," and the faith of the

Christian would have enabled him to say, " I can do all

things through Christ that strengtheneth me."

Yet to all human judgment how ill qualified, physi-

cally, was the Apostle for the vast and perilous work which

lay before him. The strongest athlete might well have

quailed as he thought of the toil, the sleeplessness, the

manual labour, the mental anxiety. The most imposing

orator might have trembled at the thought of facing so

many hostile potentates and raging crowds. The finest

moral courage might have entreated to be spared the

combined opposition alike of false friends and furious

enemies. But Paul was no Milo, no Demosthenes, no

Scipio Africanus ; he was physically infirm, constitu-

tionally nervous, painfully sensitive. His bodily presence

was weak, his speech despised, his mind often over-

whelmed with fear. But over the feeble body and

shrinking soul dominated a spirit so dauntless that he

was ready all his life long to brave torture, to confront

mobs, to harangue tribunals, to quail as little before

frowning tyrants as before stormy seas. He might have

addressed his ailing body in the words of the great hero

as he rode into the thick of battle, " Aha, you tremble

!

but you would tremble far more if you knew whither I

meant to take you to-day." ^

The concurrent testimony of tradition, and the oldest

attempts at representation, enable us to summon up

before us the aspect of the man. A modern writer, who

cannot conceal the bitter dislike wliich mingles with his

Marshal Turerme.
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unwilling admiration, is probably not far wrong in

characterising him as a small and ugly Jew.^ You looked

on a man who was buffeted by an angel of Satan. And
yet when you spoke to him ; when the prejudice inspired

by his look and manner had been overcome ; when, at

moments of inspiring passion or yearning tenderness, the

soul beamed out of that pale, distressful countenance

;

when with kindling enthusiasm the man forgot his

appearance and his infirmity, and revealed himseK in all

the grandeur of his heroic force ; when triumphing over

weakness he scathed his enemies with terrible invective,

or rose as it were upon the wings of prophecy to inspire

with consolation the souls of those he loved—then, indeed,

you saw what manner of man he was. It was Paul

seated, as it were, on sunlit heights, and pouring forth

the glorious paean in honour of Christian love; it was

Paul withstanding Peter to the face because he was con-

demned ; it was Paul delivering to Satan the insolent

offender of Corinth ; it was Paul exposing with sharp yet

polished irony the inflated pretensions of a would-be

wisdom ; it was Paul rolling over the subterranean plots

of Judaisers the thunders of his moral indignation ; it

was Paul blinding Elymas with the terror of his pas-

sionate reproof; it was Paul taking command, as it were,

of the two hundred and seventy souls in the driven

dismantled hulk, and by the simple authority of natural

pre-eminence laying his injunctions on the centurion and

the Poman soldiers whose captive he was; it was Paul

swaying the mob with the motion of his band on the

steps of Antonia; it was Paul making even a Pelix

tremble ; it was Paul exchano^ino; hiofh coui'tesies in tones

of equality with governors and kings ; it was Paul " fight-

ing with wild beasts " at Ephesus, and facing " the lion
"

^ Even Lutber described St. Paul as " ein armes diirres Mannlcia wie

unser Pbilippus " (Melanctbon).
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alone at Eome. When you saw him and heard him,

then you forgot that the treasure was hid in an earthen

vessel ; out of the shattered pitcher there blazed upon the

darkness a hidden lamp which flashed terror upon his

enemies, and shone like a guiding star to friends.

So that, if ugliness, and fear and trembling, and ill-

health,-^ and the knowledge that he belonged to a hated

sect, and was preaching a despised foolishness—if these

were terrible drawbacks, they were yet more than counter-

balotnced by the possession of unequalled gifts. Among
his slighter outward advantages were a thorough training

in the culture of his own nation, a good mastery of Greek,

the knowledge of a trade by which he could support

himself, and familiarity with the habits of men of every

class and nation, derived from long residence both in

Jewish and Gentile cities. As widower and childless,

he was unencumbered by any domestic ties, and could

only suffer an individual anguish without risking those

who depended on him. Lastly, the possession of the

Eoman citizenship, though inadequate to protect him

against provincial tumults, and though he probably

waived the appeal to it among his own countrymen, yet

stood him in good stead in more than one dangerous crisis.

But these would have been less than nothing without the

possession of other and far higher gifts. Such were the

astonishing endurance which no trials could exhaust, and

which enabled the most physically weak of the Apostles ^

to become the most ceaselessly active ; the high conviction

that God had called him to a special Apostolate " to make

the Gentiles obedient by word and deed;"^ the "enthusiasm

1 See 2 Cor. X. 10; Gal. iv. 13 ; ICor. u.^S; 2Cor. iv. 7; vii. 5i xi. 6;

xii. passim.
2 'Aaeevris is the koy-uote of 2 Cor. xiii. 3—9.

3 Rom. XV. 18.
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of liumanity," which made him ready to associate, for

their souls' sakes, whether with men who had once been

thieves and drunkards, or with sweet, innocent, aud

gentle women j^ the courtesy which made him equally

at home among slaves and among kings ; the power of

style which rose or fell with the occasion, sometimes

condescending to the humblest colloquialism, sometimes

rising to the most impassioned eloquence ; the clearness

of insight which always kept one end in view, and

sacrificed all minor points to attain it ;
^ the total emanci-

pation from that slavery to trifles which is the charac-

teristic of small minds, and is ever petrifying religion

into formulae, or frittering it away into ceremonial; the

spirit of concession ; the tact of management ; the

willingness to bear and forbear, descend and condescend

;

the tolerance of men's prejudices; the contented accept-

ance of less than was his due.—And there were in the

soul of Paul qualities more precious for his life's work

than even these. There was the tenderness for his con-

verts which makes his words ever sound as though, he

were ready to break into sobs as he thinks on the one

hand of their affection, on the other of their ingrati-

tude;^ there was the conviction which makes him anti-

cipate the very fiat of the throne of judgment,* and vehe-

mently to exclaim that i^^ angel were to preach a dif-

ferent gospel it would be false ;
^ -^here was the missionary

restlessness so often found in the great pioneers of salva-

tion, which drives him from city to city and continent to

continent in the cause of God; there was the ardent

and imaginative impulse which made it the very poetry

of his life to found churches among the Gentiles as the

1 1 Cor. vi. 9—11. 2 1 Cor. ix. 19.

» 1 Tliess. ii. 7, 11; Gal. iv. 19; 1 Cor. iv. 15; Philem. 10.

* Rom. ii. 16. » Gal. i. 8.
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first messenger of the Gospel of peace ;
^ and last, but

perhaps most important of all, there was the perfect faith,

the absolute self-sacrifice, self-obliteration, self-annihila-

tion, which rendered him willing, nay glad, to pour out

his whole life as a libation—to be led in triumph from

city to city as a slave and a captive at the chariot-wheels

of Christ.

The immense personal ascendency of St. Paul has

almost effaced the recollection of the fellow-workers to

whose co-operation he owed so much ; but we must not

forget that throughout the perilous initiatives of this

great work, he had Barnabas ever at his side, to guide

him by his calm wisdom, and support him by his steady

dignity. Barnabas, the friend of his youth, perhaps the

school-fellow of his studies,—who had taken him by the

hand ; who had drawn him from his obscure retirement

;

who had laboured with him at Antioch ; who had been

his fellow-almoner at Jerusalem—was still sharing his

difficulties, and never envied or murmured when he saw

himself being gradually subjugated by the powerful indi-

viduality of a younger convert. To us Barnabas must

always be a less memorable figure than Paul, but let us

not forget that up to this time he had held a higher

rank, and wielded a more authoritative influence. As a

Levite, as a prophet, as on^^io for the needs of the

community had cheerily sacrificed his earthly goods,

as one who enjoyed to a very high degree the confidence

of the Apostles, Barnabas, in these early days, was

enabled to lend to St. Paul's conceptions a weight which

they could hardly otherwise have won. It is only

when the work has actually begun that Barnabas seems

naturally to sink to a subordinate position. No sooner

1 Rom. X. 18 ; xv. 18 ; Gal. i. 16 ; 1 Cor. i. 1 ; ui. 10 ; ix. 16 ; 2 Cor. xi. 2.
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have they left Salamis than the very order of the names

is altered. Sergius Paulus sends for "Barnabas and

Saul," but it is Saul who instantly comes to the front to

meet the opposition of Elymas; it is "Paul and his

company" who sail from Paphos to Perga; it is Paul who

answers the appeal to speak at Antioch in Pisidia ; it is

Paul who is stoned at Lystra; and thenceforth it is

*' Paul and Barnabas " throughout the rest of the history,

except in the circular missive from James and the Church

at Jerusalem.^

Nor must we altogether lose sight of the younger of

the three voyagers—John, whose surname was Mark,

who went with them in the capacity of their minister,

corresponding, perhaps, in part to our notion of a deacon.^

The presence of an active attendant, who could make all

arrangements and inquiries, would be almost necessary to

a sufferer Hke Paul. If Barnabas shared with Paul the

reluctance to administer in person the rite of baptism,^ we
may suppose that this was one of the functions in Avhich

Mark would help them. Nor was it an unimpoi-tant cir-

cumstance to both ofthem that Mark, as the avowed friend

and jorofeye of Peter, would have been unlikely to share in

any mission which did not command the entire approval

of his illustrious leader. In this and many other ways,

now as at the close of his life, Paul doubtless felt that

Mark was, or could be, " profitably to him for ministry."

His nature imperiously demanded the solace of com-

panionship; without this he found his work intolerable,

* Acts XV. 25 ; and Acts xiv. 14, where Barnabas is taken for the superior

deity.

^ Acts xiii. 5, virTiper-ns. In Luke iv. 20 the inr-nptrTts is the Chazzan of the

Synagogue. Mark, like Barnabas, may have been connected "with the tribe

of Levi; on the name Ko\ofioSa.KTv\os and traditions about him, see Ewald,

Gesch. vi. 445.

3 1 Cor. i. 13—17.
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and himself the victim of paralysing depression.^ The
principles which he adopted, his determination that

under no circumstances would he be oppressive to his

converts, the missionary boldness which constantly led him
into such scenes of danger as none but a man could face,

deprived him of that resource of female society—a sister,

a wife—which other Apostles enjoyed, and which has been

found so conducive to the usefulness of even such devoted

missionaries as Adoniram Judson or Charles Mackenzie.

But Paul was a missionary of the type which has been

reproduced in Francis Xavier or Coleridge Patteson ; and

whatever he may have been in the past, he was now, at

any rate, a lonely man.

Such were the three humble Christian emissaries whose

barque, bending its prow to the south-west, sailed towards

the mountains of Cyprus, and, leaving the long pro-

montory of Dinaretum on the right, sailed into the bay

of Salamis. The scene must have been very familiar to

Barnabas. Before them lay the flourishing commercial

town, conspicuous for its temple of the Salaminian Jupiter,

which tradition assigned to Teucer, son of Telamon.

Beyond the temple there stretched away to the circle of

enclosing hills a rich plain, watered by the abundant

streams of the Pediaeus. The site of the town, which

our recent acquisition of the island has rendered so

familiar, is now marke^ by a few ruins about four miles to

the north of the modern Famagosta. The ancient town

never entirely recovered the frightful injuries 'which it

underwent, first from an insuiTection of the Jews in the

reign of Trajan, and afterwards from an earthquake. But

1 1 Thess. iii. 1 ; 2 Cor. ii. 13 ; Phil. ii. 19, 20 ; 2 Tim. iv. 11. It has been

said that St. Paul " had a thousand friends, and loved each as his own soul,

and seemed to live a thousand lives in thorn, and to die a thousand deaths

when he must qiut them."
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when the Apostles stepped ashore, upon one of the ancient

piers of which the ruins are still visible, it was a busy

and important place, and we cannot doubt that Barnabas

would find many to greet him in. his old home. Doubt-

less, too, there would be some to whom their visit was

peculiarly welcome, because, ever since the persecution of

Stephen, Cyprus had been connected with the spread of

Christianity,^

That Barnabas had had a considerable voice in thus

repaying to his native island the service which it had

rendered to Antioch,^ may be conjectured from the fact

that subsequently, when he had pai-ted from Paul, he

and Mark once more chose it as the scene of their mis-

sionary labours. After this first visit, Paul, often as he

passed in sight of it, seems never to have landed there,

disliking, perhaps, to build on other men's foundations

;

nor does he allude to Cyprus or to other Cypriotes in any

of his Epistles. Whether there be any truth or not in

the legend which ssljs that Barnabas was martyred in the

reign of Nero, and buried near Salamis, it is quite fitting

that the church and grotto near it should be dedicated to

him.

But apart from any facilities which may have been

derived from his connexion with the island, it was

without doubt an excellent place to form a starting-

point for the evangelisation of the world. One of the

largest islands in the Mediterranean, possessed of a fertile

soil, varied in physical formation, and within easy reach

of the three great continents, it had been marked out by

nature as a convenient centre for extensive traffic. The
trade in natural products—chiefly metals and wine

—

together with the fact that Augustus had farmed the

» Acts xn. 16. s Acts xi. 20.
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copper-mines to Herod the Great, had attracted a large

Jewish population. So vast, indeed, were their numbers,

that in the reign of Trajan (a.d. 116) they rose upon the

native inhabitants, under a certain Artemio, and slew

240,000 of them in one terrible massacre. The revolt

was suj)pressed by Hadrian with awful severity, and after

that time no Jew might set foot upon the shore of Cyprus

on pain of death.

^

Of their work at Salamis we are told nothing, except

that " they continued preaching the word of God in the

synagogues of the Jews."^ It appears from this that

Salamis was one of the towns where the Jews' quarter

was sufficiently populous to maintain several synagogues

;

and if the Apostles came in contact with the heathen

at all, it would only be with proselytes. But the

notices of this part of their journey are scant, nor is

any indication given of the length of their stay in

Cyprus. Any work among the Gentiles was doubtless

hindered by the apotheosis of sensuality for which the

island was noted. The contact of Greeks with Phoenicians

had caused a fusion between the subtle voluptuousness of

the Hellenic race and the more burning passion of the Phoe-

nicians and other Orientals ; and the maritime population

who touched at the island from every civilised country

were ready learners in the school of degradation. Venus

was the presiding goddess ; and as she received from this

fact her name of Cypris, so she was most commonly

alluded to in the poets as the Paphian, Amathusian, or

Idalian, from her temples in various parts of the island.

' Sfcrabo, xiv. 682 ; Tac. H. ii. 2, 4 ; Jos. Antt. xiii. 10, § 4 ; xvi. 4, § 5 ; xvii.

12, §§ 1, 2 ; B. J. ii. 7, § 2 ; Pliilo, Leg., p. 587 ; Milmaji, Hist, of Jews, iii. 111.

For its ancient history sec Meursius, 0pp. iii ; for its modern condition, now so

interesting to us, see General Cesnola's Cyprua.

^ Acts xiii. 5, Kar-l]yyi\Kov.
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Slie was
" Idalian Aphrodite, beautiful,

Fresh as the foam, new bathed in Paphian wells."

It was hitherward tliat she came as Aplirodite Anadyomene,

wlien
" From the sea

She rose and floated in her pearly shell,

A laughing girl."

It was by these " purple island sides " that she first

" Fleeted a double light in air and wave."

Yet in the Paphian temple, where no blood was offered,

where her immemorial shrine, famous even in the days of

Homer, ^ breathed from a hundred altars the odour of

perpetual incense,^ and where kings and emperors turned

aside to do her homage, the image which was enshrined in

her adytum was no exquisite female figure sculptured by
the hand of a Pheidias or a Scopas, but a coarse truncated

cone of white marble^—a sort of Asherah—such as might
naturally serve as the phallic symbol of the Assyrian and
Sidonian deity from whom this form of nature-worship

was derived."* And as her temples had the right of asylum

—a right which was certain to crowd their vicinity

with criminals of every variety—^we might have conjec-

tured, apart from direct testimony, that the worship was

to the last degree debasing; that the Paphian divinity

1 Horn. Od.. 8, 362. 2 Yirg. Mn. i. 417.
^ As it was white (rb Se iiyoAyua oxik i.v elKcia-uis &\\(i} tcj) t^ irvpafiihi \evK^)

there cauuot be much doubt that it was of marble, though Maximus Tyr. adds
il he v\f) ayvoilrai (Diss. 8, 8). " Apud Oyprios Venus in modum umbilici, vel,

nt quidam volimt, Metae, colitur " (Serv. ad ^n. i. 724).

* Tac. E. ii. 3 ; Strabo, xiv. 683 ; Athen: xv. 18. The crescent and star

represented on coins as adorning the front of the Temple are perhaps a trace

of the Phoenician origin of the worship, and of the connexion between the
Papliian Venus and the Phoenician Asherah (Movers. Plwn. 607). The sun, at
Emesa, had a similar Kovouhh ffxfifia (Herodian. v. 3), a sort of 0atTv\toy StAreTes.

Models of it were sold (uyaX/xaTiov ffnidaixioTiov. Athen. xv. 18).
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was no Aphrodite Ourania,^ but tlie lowest kind of Aphro-

dite Pandemos ; that her worship was simply the prosti-

tution of rehgion to the excuse of lust. Nor is it strange

that under such cu'cum stances there should be deadly

opposition between the Jews and the Greek or Phoenician

inhabitants, such as existed of old between the Jews and

Canaanites. The mutual hatred thus engendered culmi-

nated in the internecine war which so soon broke out

between the rival populations ; it may have been one of

the reasons why in Cyprus we read of no preaching to

the heathen.

After their residence in Salamis the three missionaries

traversed the whole island.^ It is about a hundred miles

in length from Salamis to New Paphos ; and they

probably followed a main road along the coast, diverging

to places like Citium, the birthplace of Zeno the Stoic;

Amathus, one of the shrines of Yenus ; and any towns

where they would find the little Ghettos, whose conver-

sion to the faith was their prime object. But not one

incident of their journey is preserved for us until they

reached the town of Paphos. By this name is intended,

as the narrative shows, not the old and famous Paphos,

the modern Kuklia, to which wanton pilgrimages were

yearly made in honour of the old shrine so "famous-

infamous" for many ages, but Nea-Paphos,^ the modern

Baffa, now a decayed and mouldering village, but then a

* The Yirgin Mary is adored by Cypriotes under the name A]yhroditissa I

(Lohber, Cyprus, p. 105.)

"^ Acts xiii. 6, ^ii\66vris Se '6\-nv tV vri<Tov, m, A, B, C, D, E. In omittmg

^\7]v our version foUows G, H.
3 " Tlie dance, music, and song of the sacred processions of 3,000 years

ago have been replaced by the coo-coo-vaie of the owl, and wild cries of other

night-birds, and the piteous bark of famished dogs, left behind by no less

famislied masters, to roam the Oriental village in search of carrion. This is

the Paphos of to-day " (Cesnola's Cy^irus, p. 216).
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"bustling haven, and the residence of the Eoman Proconsul

Sergius Paulus.^

It does not in any way impugn the claim of Sergius

Paulus to be regarded as a person of intelligence that he

had with him, apparently residing in his house, a Jewish

impostor named Bar-Jesus, wlio had arrogated to himself

the complimentary title of Elymas, the TJlemah, or Wizard.^

A notorious infidel like Philippe figalite, though in other

respects a man of ability, could yet try to presage his fate

by the sort of cup-augury involved in examining the

grounds of coffee {KvkLKOfidvreta ; cf. Gen. xliv. 5). A belief

in some personal Power, the arbiter of man's destiny, above

and beyond himself, is a primary necessity of the human
mind. Mankind can never dispense with this belief,

however superfluous, in certain cases, and for a time, it

may seem to be to the individual. The noble Romans who

had lost all firm hold on the national religion felt them-

selves driven by a kind of instinctive necessity to get

such a connexion with the unseen world as could be fur-

nished them by the mysticism of Oriental quacks. A
Marius had resorted to the prognostications of the Jewess

Martha. At this particular epoch augurs, haruspices,

Babylonians, mathematici, astrologers, magians, sooth-

sayers, casters of horoscopes, fortune-tellers, ventriloquists,

dream-interpreters,^ flocked to Rome in such multitudes,

and acquired such vogue, as to attract the indignant

notice of both satirists and historians. A few of them

—like Apollonius of Tyana, and at a later period,

Alexander of Abonoteichos, and the cynic Peregrinus

—

1 See EscursiisXVI., "The Proconsulate of Sergius Paulus."

' Rcuau, however, says, " £lim ou sago .... mot arabe dont le pluriel

est ouUma. Le mot n'existe ni en hebreu ni en aramccn ; ce qui rend fort

douteuse cette ^tymologie d'Jilymas " {St. Paul, p. 15). Ewald thinks he was

a Nabathaean ( Gesch. vi. 453).

* J uv. iii. 27. " Augur, schoenobates, medicus, magus."
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attracted universal attention. There was scarcely a

Eoman family tliat did not keep or consult its own fore-

teller of the future ; and Juvenal describes the Emperor

Tiberius as seated " with a herd of Chaldseans" on his rock

at Capri. ^ Nothing would be more natural than that an

intelligent and inquiring Roman, in the ennMi of the

smallest of the provinces, and finding himself amid a mixed

population, half of Phoenician origin, and devoted to

strange forms of religion, should have amused his leisure

by inquiries into the bizarre superstitions by which he was

surrounded.^ The prevalence of earthquakes in Cyprus

would be likely to give to the minds of the residents that

gloomy and credulous tinge which is often found in

countries liable to such terrible inflictions ; and New
Paphos had been devastated by an earthquake sufficiently

recent ^ to have left a deep impression. Perhaps from this,

perhaps from other causes. Bar-Jesus had acquired unusual

influence ; but it is an additional confirmation of the accu-

racy of St. Luke—one of those remote and incidental, and

therefore unsuspected, confirmations which so often occur to

establish the veracity of the sacred writers—that we find

Cyprus to have been specially famous for its schools of

religious imposture, of which one was professedly Jewish.

Simon Magus was in all probability an inhabitant of

Citium.* There is a most singular passage of Pliny,

which, when we combine it with his reference to a

Sergius Paulus, may be regarded as a confused echo

in the mind of the Eoman litterateur of these very

1 Tac. H. V. 3 ; Hor. 8cd. I. ii. 1 ; OdL. I. xi. 2 ; Juv. Bai. iii. 42, 60 ; vi.

543, 553, 562; x. 93; Suet. Tit. 36, 69; Aul. Gell. i. 9; Jos. ^7i«. viii. 2

;

XX. 5, § 1 ; B.J. \a. 5, § 1. Compare Matt. xxiv. 23, 24; Acts viii. 9; xvi. 16;

xix. 19 ; 2 Tim. iii. 13 {'^6-r\T^%) ; Rev. xix. 20.

2 See Jos. Antt. xx. 7, § 2.

8 In ilie reign o£ Augustus (Dio. Cass. liv. 23).

* Si/p^a, p. 260.
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events, heard from tlie very Proconsul about whom

we are at present reading. He tells ns that there were

at Paphos two schools of soothsayers, one of which pro-

fessed connexion with Moses, Jamnes, and Jotapes, who

were Jews, and a much more recent Cyprian one.-^ To this

school Bar-Jesus must have belonged, and Pliny's allusion

throws once more a singular light on the fidehty of the

careful Evangelist.^

The same feelings which had induced Sergius Paulus

to domicile the Jewish sorcerer in the proconsular resi-

dence would naturally induce him to send for the new

teachers, whose mission had evidently attracted attention

by that loving earnestness which differed so widely from

the contemptuous neutrality of the synagogue. But the

position of soothsayer to a Eoman Proconsul— even

though it could only last a year^—was too distinguished

and too lucrative to abandon without a struggle. Elymas

met the Apostles in open controversy, and spared

neither argument nor insult in his endeavour to per-

suade Sergius of the absurdity of the new faith. Instantly

Saul—and this is the moment seized by the historian to

tell us that he was also called by the name of Paul,

which hencefortlj he exclusively uses—came to the front

to bear the full force of the sorcerer's opposition. A
less convinced or a less courageous man might well have

shrunk from individual collision with a personage who

evidently occupied a position of high consideration in the

immediate household of the noble Eoman. But to a spirit

» Tac. H. V. 3. Plin. H. N. xxx. 2, 6, " Est et alia factio a Mose et Jamne

et Jotaije Jndaeis pendens, sed multis millibus post Zoroastrem. Tanto

recentior est Cypria." In Jamnes and Jotapes there seems to be some dim

confusion of supposed Jews with the traditional Egyptian magicians Jannes

and Jamhres (2 Tim. iii. 8).

^ Luke i. 3, aKpificis irapriKo\ov6rjK6Tt.

' Pio Cassius tells us that these senatorial appointments were ivtriffioi ku\

K\i)poyiol (liii. 13).

X
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like St. Paul's, while there could be infinite compassion

for ignorance, infinite sympathy with infirmity, infinite

tenderness towards penitence, there could, on the other

hand, be no compromise with imposture, no tolerance for

cupidity, no truce with Canaan. He stood up, as it were,

in a flame of fire, his soul burning with inspired indigna-

tion, against a man whose cowardice, greed, and worthless-

ness he saw and wished to expose. Fixing on the false

prophet and sorcerer that earnest gaze which was perhaps

rendered more conspicuous by his imperfect sight,^ he

exclaimed, " full of all guile and all villainy, thou son of

the devil,^ thou foe of all righteousness, cease, wilt thou, thy

perversion of the Lord's straight paths." And then, per-

ceiving the terror produced on the mind of the unmasked

hypocrite by this bold and blighting invective, he suddenly

added, " And now, see, the Lord's band is upon thee, and

thou shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a time."^ The

denunciation instantly took effect; the sorcerer felt in a

moment that his impostures were annihilated, that he

stood in the presence of an avenging justice. A mist

swam before his eyes, followed by total darkness, and

groping with outstretched hands he began to seek for

some one to lead and guide him.

Nor was it strange that a display of spiritual power

so startling and so irresistible should produce a strong

» Of. Acts xxiii. 1.

* Possibly in allusion to his name Bar-Jesns—as though he had said,

" called the sou of the salvation of Jehovah, but really the son of the devil,

and the enemy of all righteousness." For BLaP6\os cf. John viii. 44.

The reading of the Peshito Bar-Shuma, " son of a wound " or " son of a

name," is hard to account for, unless it be by euphemism (CasteU, Lex

Syr. s. v.).

^ Acts xiii. 11, &xp^ Kaipov, literally, " until an opportunity," or, as we
should say, " for the present." " Sciebat Apostolus, sui memor exempli, de

tenebris oculorum, mentis posse resurgere ad lucem ;
" Bede,—following the

hint of St. Chrysostom that ov Ko\d^ovTos ^y rh ^rifxa oW' iTriaTpf<poyTOs.
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conviction on tlie mind of the Proconsul.-^ How far liis

consequent belief was deep-seated or otherwise we have

no evidence which would enable us to judge. But the

silence of St. Luke would seem to indicate that he wa;?

not baptised, and we can hardly look on him as a deep

and lifelong convert, since otherwise we should, in the

rarity of great men in the Christian community, have as

certainly heard of him in their records as we hear of the

very few who at this period—like Flavins Clemens or

Flavia Domitilla—-joined the Church from the ranks of

the noble or the mighty.

The question has been often asked why it is at this

point in the narrative that the name Saul is finally

replaced by the name Paul.^ The old answer supplied by

St. Jerome, that he took the name as a trophy of his

conversion of Sergius Paulus, has long and deservedly

been abandoned ; there would have been in it an element

of vulgarity impossible to St. Paul. Nor is there any-

thing to urge in favour of the fancy that he took the

name as a token of his humility, to signify that he was

"the least of the Apostles."^ It is much more probable

that he had either possessed from the first an alternative

name for facihty of intercourse among the heathen, or

1 Acts xiii. 12.

2 "A primo ecclesiae spolio Proc, Serg. Paulo victoriae suae trophaea

retulit, erexitque vexillum ut Paulus a Saulo vocaretur " (Jer. ad Philem. 1).

In the Toldoth Jeshu the name is connected with teo, " he -worked." If so, both

words being passive participles, the change would be like a change from

"sought" to "wrought; " and I cannot help thinking that the true explana-

tion may lie here. Heini'ichs explains 2oD\os Se, 6 Kot nav\os " der audi, so wie

der Proconsul, ebenfalls Paulus hiess."

3 Paulus, a contraction of Pauxillus, means " least." " Paulus enim parvus "

(Aug. Serin, clxix.). " Non ob aliud, quantum milii videtur hoc nomeu elegit

nisi ut se ostenderet tamquam minimum Apostolorum" (Aug. De Spir. et Lit.

xii.). With his usual exuberance of fancy he contrasts the " little " Saul of

Benjamin, with the tall persecuting king. But in Conf . viii. 4 he leans to the

other theory, " Ipse minimus Apostolorum tuorum, &c. . . . Paulus vocari

amavit ob tam magnae insigue victoriae."

X 2
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that this Eoman designation may point to his posses-

sion of the Eoman franchise, and perhaps to some bond

of association between his father or grandfather and the

^milian family, who bore the cognomen of Paulus. If

he adopted the name on the present occasion it may
have been because it was to a slight extent alliterative

with his Hebrew name Shmil, which would, in its Grecised

form, be represented by Saulos ; but that was a form

which he could not use in intercourse with the Greeks,

owing to the fact that the word in Greek would

be a sort of slang term for " uppish," or wanton.

The mere changing of his name was so little unusual

that it had been from the earliest ages a custom

among his countrymen. Joseph had been known to the

Egyptians as Zaphnath Paaneah ; Daniel to the Assyrians

as Belteshazzar ; Hadassah to the Persians as Esther
;

Jesus, Hillel, Onias, Joseph, Tarpho to the Greeks as

Jason, Pollio, Menelas, Hegesippus, and Trypho. When
not , assonant the name was sometimes a translation, as

Peter is of Cephas, and Didymus of Thomas. Sometimes,

however, this name for use among the Gentiles was due

to accidental relations, as when Josephus took the prae-

nomen of Flavins in honour of Vespasian. Of this we

have other instances, in the Acts of the Apostles, in the

persons of John and Joses, who were known by the Latin

designations of Marcus and Justus. In Paul's case, how-

ever, as ancient Christian writers have pointed out, the

change of name marks also a total change in all the con-

ditions of his life. " Paul suffers what Saul had inflicted

;

Saul stoned, and Paul was stoned ; Saul inflicted scourgings

on Christians, and Paul five times received forty stripes

save one ; Saul hunted the Church of God, Paul was let

down in a basket ; Saul bound, Paul was bound." ^

* A;p. Aug. Append. Serm. 204.



CHAPTEE XX.

ANTIOCH IN PISIDIA.

" Respondebit tibi Evangelica tuba, Doctor Gentium, vas aureum in toto

orbe resplendens."

—

Jer. Adv. Pelag. Dial. iii. p. 545.

Having now traversed Cyprus, "Paul and liis com-

pany"—to use the expression by whicli St. Luke so

briefly intimates that the whole force of the mission

was now identified with one man—weighed anchor from

Paphos for Perga in Pamphylia. Whether they chose

Perga as their destination in accordance with any pre-

conceived plan, or whether it was a part of " Grod's

unseen Providence^ by men nicknamed chance," we do

not know. It was not easy for an ancient traveller to

go exactly in what direction he liked, and he was obliged,

in the circumscribed navigation of those days, to be

guided in his movements by the accident of finding vessels

which were bound for particular ports. ^ Now between

Paphos, the political capital of Cyprus, and Perga, the

capital of Pamphylia, there was in that day a constant

intercourse, as would probably still be the case between

Satalia and the western port of Cyprus but for the

dangerous character of the now neglected harbour of

Baffa. For Perga, then, the missionaries embarked.

They sailed into the deep bight of Attaleia, and up the

broad, and in those days navigable, stream of the Cestrus,

1 See the chapter on ancient modes of travel in Friedliinder, Sittengesch.

Boms.
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and ancliored under the cliffs, which were crowned by the

acropolis of the bright Greek city and the marble pillars

of its celebrated Temple of Artemis.

But at Perga they made no stay, and their visit

was onl}^ marked by a single but disheartening inci-

dent. Tliis was the desertion by John Mark of the

mission cause ;
" separating from them, he returned to

Jerusalem." The causes which led him thus to look back

after he had put his hand to the plough are not mentioned,

but it is evident that to the ardent soul of Paul, at any

rate, they appeared blameworthy^ for we shall see that he

subsequently refused the companionship of one who had

shown such deficient resolution.^ It is, however, but too

easy to conjecture the mixed motives by which Mark

was actuated. He was young. The novelty of the

work had worn off. Its hardships, even under the favour-

able cii'cumstances in Cyprus, had not been slight.

His mother was at Jerusalem, perhaps alone, perhaps

exposed to persecution. It may be, too, that the young

man saw and resented the growing ascendency of Paul

over his cousin Barnabas. And besides all this, Mark,

bred up in the very bosom of the Church at Jei-usalem,

may have felt serious misgivings about the tendency of

that liberal theology, that broad universalism of proffered

admission into the Church, which seemed to throw into

the background the immemorial sanctity, not onl}' of the

oral but even of the written Law. Such may have been

the yearnings, the misgivings, the half-unconsdous

jealousies and resentments which filled his mind, and

whatever may have been the qualms of conscience which

mitrht otherwise have troubled his desertion of the sacred

task, these excuses and arguments for doing so must

1 Acts XV. 38.
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have met ^^th a powerful ally in tlie circumstances whicli

were evidently before them.

For as Mark gazed on tlie mighty chain of Taurus,

and remembered that they were now about to penetrate

countries of shifting languages, of unsettled government,

of semi-barbarous populations, of strangely mingled wor-

ships, the brigand fastnesses of Pamphylians, Selgenses,

Pisidians, Lycaonians, Isaurians, Cilicians, Cliti, Homoda-

nenses,^ he may not have been sorry to conceal dislike to

the task on which he had entered under the plea of

filial duty. At the time his defection must have been

to Paul, even more than to Barnabas, a positive mis-

fortune. Barnabas, though he clung to his friend and

fellow-labourer with entire whole-heartedness, must yet

have missed the genial brightness, the graphic utterance,

the quick spirit of observation mth which his cousin re-

lieved the sombre absorption of Paul in his immediate

purpose ; and Paul, who ever loved the personal ser\dces

of younger companions, must have been a little em-

bittered, as daily w^orries became more trying in the

absence of a vigorous comrade. There must have been

in his heart a feeling of indignation against one who
forsook them at the very moment when he could least

be replaced, and when the difficulties which he could

so greatly have lightened began to assume their most

formidable shape.

So Mark left them, and the Apostles at once made

their way towards the interior. Although we are not

told of any synagogue at Perga, yet, since they preached

there on their return journey, there must have been some

special reason for their now leaving the place. This

reason has been found in the probability that they

1 Strabo, xii. 6, 7 ; Euseb. H. E. iii. 23. See Lewin, i. 123.
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reached tlie town towards the middle of spring,^ when the

entire population of the cities on the plain and sea-coast

are in the habit of moving inland to the i/ailahs, or, as

they would he called in Switzerland, " aljjs," or mountain

pastures, which enable them to escape the fierce and

malarious heat of the lower regions.^ It would be useless

to preach in Perga at the very time that its main popu-

lation were deserting it ; and any of the numerous cara-

vans or family-migrations, which were filling the roads

and passes with mules and camels and herds of cattle,

would furnish the Apostles with company and protection.

Without such escort it would have been imprudent, if not

impossible, for them to make their way by those dangerous

roads where it is probable that the snow-drifts still lay in

many places, and they might often find the bridges

shattered and swept away by the sudden spates of rushing

streams.

The few modern travellers who have visited these parts

of Asia Minor have furnished us with minute and pic-

turesque descriptions of the abrupt stone-paved ascents ;

the sarcophagi and sculptured tombs among the projecting

rocks ; the narrowing valleys through which the rivers

descend, and over which frown precipices perforated with

many caves ; the sudden bursts of magnificent prospect in

which you gaze " from the rocky steps of the throne of

winter upon the rich and verdant plain of summer, with

the blue sea in the distance ;" the constant changes of

climate ; the zones of vegetation through which the

traveller ascends ; the gleam of numberless cascades

caught here and there amid the dark pine groves that

1 Cou. and Howson, i. 177, who quote Spratt and Forbes, Travels in

Lycia, i. 48, 242, 248; Fellows, L^jcia, 238.

2 A striking description of such a migration among the Kirghiz Tartars

may be found in Mr. Atkinson's Travels.
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clothe the lower slopes ; the thickets of pomegranate and

oleander that mantle the river-beds ; the wild flowers

that enamel the grass with their rich inlay ; the

countless flocks of cattle grazing over pastures whose

interminable expanses are only broken by the goat's-

hair huts of the shepherd, made to this day of the

same material as that by the manufacture of which

St. Paul earned his daily bread. And when the

traveller has emerged on the vast central plateau of Asia

Minor they describe the enchanting beauty of the fresh

and salt water lakes by which the road often runs for

miles; the tortoises that sun themselves in the shallow

pools ; the flights of wild swans which now fill the air with

rushing wings, and now "ruffle their pure cold plumes"

upon the waters ; the storks that stand for hours patiently

fishing in the swampy pools. Such must have been the

sights which everywhere greeted the eyes of Paul and

Barnabas as they made their way from Perga to the

Pisidian Antioch. They would have filled a modern

missionary with rapture, and the feelings of gratitude and

adoration with which a Martyn or a Heber would have
" climbed by these sunbeams to the Father of Lights

"

would have gone far to help them in the endurance of

their hard and perilous journeys. Mungo Park, in a

touching passage, has described how his soul, fainting

within him to the very point of death, was revived by

seeing amid the scant herbage of the desert a single

tuft of emerald moss, with its delicate filaments and amber

spores; and the journals of those whose feet in recent

days have been beautiful upon the mountains over which

they carried the message of peace, abound in passages

delightfully descriptive of the scenes through which they

passed, and which they regarded as aisle after aisle in the

magnificent temple of the one true God. But, as we
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have already noticed, of no sucli feeling is there a single

trace in the writings of the Apostle or of his historian.

The love of natural scenery, which to moderns is a

source of delight so continuous and so intense, was little

known to the ancients in general, and in spite of a few

poetic exceptions, was known perhaps to the Semites of

that age least of all/ How often did Paul climb the

mountain passes of the Taurus ; how often had he seen.

Olympus
" Soaring snow-clad througli its native sky ;

"

how often had he passed on foot by " the great rivers

that move like God's eternity ;" how often had his barque

furrowed the blue waters of the .^gean, among those

" Sprinkled isles,

Lily on lily, whicli o'erlace the sea,

And laugh their pride when the light wave lisps Greece !

"

But all these scenes of glory and loveliness left no im-

pression upon his mind, or have at least left no trace

upon his page.^ We might pity the loss which he

thus snftered, and regret the ineffectualness of a source

of consolation which would otherwise have been ever

at hand, were it not that to St. Paul such consolations

were needless. The soul that lived in heaven,^ the

thoughts which were full of immortality, the conviction

that the Lord was at hand, the yearning for the souls for

' St. Paul was eminently a homo desiderioruvi ; a man who, like all the

best Jews, lived in the hopes of the future (Rom. viii. 24 ; xv. 4 ; Tit. ii.

13, &c.).

^ There are some excellent remai'ks on this subject in Friedlander.

Bittengesch. Boms. v\i. 5, 3. He shows that the ancients rather noticed

details than general effects. They never allude to twilight colours, or the

blue of distant hills, or aerial perspective. Landscape painting, the culture

of exotic plants, and the poetry of natural history have developed those

feelings in the moderns (Humboldt's Cosmos, ii.).

3 Phil. iii. 20 ; Eph. ii. 6, &c.
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whicli Clirist died—made up to Mm for all besides. God

would have o:ranted all other consolations had he needed

them ; but the steps which were ever on the golden streets

of the New Jerusalem trod heedlessly over the volcanic

soil of a world treasured up with the stores of fire which

should hereafter reduce it to ashes.^ The goblet which

was full of the new wine of the kingdom of heaven had no

room in it for the fruit of the vine of even those earthly

pleasures which are of all others the most innocent, the

most universal, and the most blest.

Nor must we fail to see that there was an advantage

as well as a disadvantage in this absorption. If St. Paul

never alludes to the transcendent beauties of the lands

through which he travelled, so neither does one word

escape him about the recurrent annoyances, the perpetual

minor discomforts and vexations of travel. The journals

of modern wanderers tell us of the drenching rains, the

glaring heats, the terrible fatigues, the incessant publicity,

the stings of insects, the blinding storms of dust, the

trying changes of season, the scarcity and badness of pro-

visions. But to Paul all these trivial burdens, which

often, nevertheless, require more heroism for their patient

endurance than those more serious perils which summon
up all our fortitude for their conquest or resistance, were

as nothing. He felt the tedium and the miseries of travel

as little as he cared for its rewards. All these things had

no bearing on his main pui'pose ; they belonged to the

indifferent things of life.

And so the Apostlea 'made their way up the valley

of the Oestrus, passed along the eastern shore of the large

and beautiful lake Eyerdir, and after a journey of some

forty leagues, which probably occupied about a week, they

1 2 Pet. iii. 7.
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arrived at the flourishing commercial town of Antioch

in Pisidia, or Antiochia Csesarea. We learn from Strabo

that it had been founded by the Magnetes, re-founded by

Seleucus, and subsequently made a E-oman colony, with

free municipal government, by Augustus. The centrality

of its position on roads which communicated southwards

with Perga and Attaleia, westwards with Apamea, north-

wards with the great towns of Galatia, and eastwards with

Iconium and the Cilician gates, made it a great commer-

cial emporium for the trade of Asia Minor in wood, oil,

skins, goat's hair, and Angola wool. Its true position—
for it had long been confused with Ak-sher, the ancient

Philomelium—was discovered by Mr. Arundell in 1833.-^

Conspicuous among its ruins are the remains of a noble

aqueduct, which shows its former importance. Its coins

are chiefly remarkable for the prominence given on the

one hand to its colonial privileges, and on the other to its

very ancient worship of the moon as a masculine divinity

under the title of Men Archaios. This worship had in

former days been very flourishing, and the temple of

Men had been thronged with Hieroduli, who lived on its

estates and revenues. Strabo tells us that, some seventy

years before this time, on the death of King Amyntas, to

whom Pisidia had been assigned by Mark Antony, this

temple had been abolished ; but though the worship m'ay

have been entirely shorn of its ancient splendour, it

probably still Hngered among the ignorant and aboriginal

population.

But the message of the Apostles was not in the first

instance addressed to the native Pisidians, nor to the

* It is near the insignificant modern town of Jalobatz, and its identity is

rendered certain by coins and inscriptions. (See Arundell, Asia Minor,

ch. xii.; Hamilton, Researches in Asia Minor, i., cL xxvii.; in Con. and Hows,

i. 182.)
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Greeks, wlio formed the second stratum of the popula-

tion, nor to the Romans, who were the latest occupants,

but primarily to the Jews who had come thither with

the stream of Latin immigration, which secured them

equal privileges with the other inhabitants. Doubtless

the first care of the Apostles—and this was the work in

which Mark might have been specially useful—was to

repair to the " strangers' rooms " attached to the syna-

gogue, and then to find convenient lodgings in the Jews'

quarter, and to provide means of securing a sale for the

cilicmm, by the weaving of which Paul honourably lived.

The trade only occupied his hands, without interrupting

either his meditations or his speech, and we may reason-

ably suppose that not a few of the converts who loved him

best, were won rather by the teaching and conversations

of the quiet rooms where he sat busily at work, than by

the more tumultuous and interrupted harangues in the

public synagogues.

But the mission of Paul and Barnabas was not meant

for the few alone. They always made a point of visiting

the s}Tiagogue on the Sabbath Day, and seizing any

opportunity that offered itself to address the congrega-

tion. The visit to Antioch in Pisidia is rendered inte-

resting by the scenes which led to the first sermon of

St. Paul of which the record has been preserved.

The town possessed but a single synagogue, which

must, therefore, have been a large one. The arrange-

ments were no doubt almost identical with those which

exist in the present day throughout the East. As they

entered the low, square, unadorned building, differing

from Gentile places of worship by its total absence

of interior sculpture, they would see on one side the

lattice-work partition, behind which sat a crowd of veiled

and silent women. In front of these would be the
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reader's desk, and in its immediate neiglibonrhood, facing

tlie rest of the congregation, those chief seats which

Eabbis and Pharisees were so eager to secure. The

KibleJi, or sacred direction towards which all prayer

was offered, was Jerusalem; and on that side would be

the curtain, behind which was the ark containing the

sacred rolls. ^ Paul, as a former Sanhedrist, and Barnabas,

as a Levite, and both of them as men of superior Jewish

education, might fairly have claimed to sit in the chairs

or benches set apart for the elders. But perhaps they

had been told what their Lord had said on the subject,

and took their seats among the ordinary worshippers.^

Each as he entered covered his head with his Talltth,

and the prayers began. They were read by the SheUach,

or " angel of the synagogue," ^ who stood among the stand-

ing congregation. The language employed was probably

Grreek. Hebrew had long been to the Jews a learned

language, understood only by the few, and in remote

places, like Antioch of Pisidia, known possibly to only one

or two. In spite of the stiff conservatism of a few

Rabbis, the Jews as a nation had the good sense to

see that it would be useless to utter prayers unless they

were " understanded of the people."* After the prayers

followed the First Lesson, or Parashah, and this, owing

to the sanctity which the Jews attached to the very

sounds and letters of Scripture, was read in Hebrew,

but was translated or paraphrased verse by verse by

the Meturgeman, or interpreter. The Chazzdn, or clerk of

the synagogue, took the T]iorah-xo[\ from the ark, and

handed it to the reader. By the side of the reader

' Matt, xxiii. 6, TrpwroKoeeSpfai, ]mnp. Philo makes frequent allusions to

the order and arrangements of synagogue-worship at this period.

< BeracUth, f. 3, 1 ; Sota, f. 21, 1.
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stood the interpreter, unless he performed that function

for himself, as could be easily done, since the Septuagint

version was now universally disseminated. After the

Parashah, was read the short Haphfarah, or what we
should call the Second Lesson, from the Prophets, the

translation into the vernacular being given at the end of

every three verses. After this followed the Midrash, the

exposition or sermon. It was not delivered by one set

minister, but, as at the present day any distinguished

stranger who happens to be present is asked by way of

compliment to read the Tliorah, so in those days the

Rosh ha-Kenc8eth might ask any one to preach who
seemed likely to do so with profit to the worshippers.^

Accordingly on this occasion when the Haphtarah and

Parashah were ended, i\iQ Bailant

m

—the "men of leisure"

who managed the affairs of the S3niagogue, and corre-

sponded to our churchwardens—sent the Chazzdn to ask

the strangers if they had any word of exhortation to

the people. Some rumour that they were preachers of

a new and remarkable doctrine must already have spread

in the little Jewish community, and it was e\ddently

expected that they would be called upon. Paul instantly

accepted the invitation.^ Usually a Jewish preacher sat

down during the delivery of his sermon,^ as is freely done

by Eoman Catholics abroad ; but Paul, instead of going

to the pulpit, seems merely to have risen in his place, and

with uplifted arm and beckoning finger*—in the attitude

^ 7rpoe\da>v S^ 6 irpe<r)3i5TaTos /col rwv Soyfj-dreov eixiriipSTaros Sta\€yeTai (Pliilo,

Qiwd Omn. Prob. 12). Dr. Frankl, in his Jews in the East, tells us that he

was coustantly called upon to perform this function. Full details of synagogue

worship may be found in Maimonides, Jad Hachezaka {Hilch. Tephil. viii.

10—12), and s. T. Haphtarah and Synagogue in Kitto's Cyclopcedia, by Dr.

Ginsbui'g.

2 We can hardly imagine that he showed the feigned reluctance inculcated

by the rabbis (Berachoth, 34, 1).

8 Luke iv. 20. * Cf. Acts xii. 17 ; xxi. 40; xxvi. 1.
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of one who, however much he may sometimes have been

oppressed by nervous hesitancy, is proved by the addresses

which have been preserved to us, to have been in moments

of emotion and excitement a bold orator—he spoke to the

expectant throng.

The sermon in most instances, as in the case of our

Lord's address at Nazareth, would naturally take the form

of a Midrash on what the congregation had just heard

in one or other of the two lessons. Such seems to have

been the line taken by St. Paul in this his first recorded

sermon. The occurrence of two words in tliis brief

address, of which one is a most unusual form,^ and the

other is employed in a most unusual meaning,^ and the

fact that these two words are found respectively in the

first of Deuteronomy and the first of Isaiah, combined

with the circumstance that the historical part of St. Paul's

sermon turns on the subject alluded to in the first

of these chapters, and the promise of free remission is

directly suggested by the other, would make it extremely

probable that those were the two chapters which he

had just heard read. His sermon in fact, or rather

the heads of it, which can alone be given in the brief

summary of St. Luke,^ is exactly the kind of masterly

combination and application of these two Scripture lessons

of the day which we should expect from such a preacher.

^ Acts xiii. 18, 4rpo<po<p6p7i<Tfy (A, C, E), " carried them as a man carries

his little son." LXX., Deut. i. 31 ; cf. Ex. xix. 4 ; Isa. Ixiii. 9 ; Am. ii. 10,

&c. He is not here reproaching them, but only speaking of God's mercy to

them. The word also occurs in 2 Mace. vii. 27.

2 Acts xiii. 17, vrf/aiffev, in the sense of " he brought them up " (Isa. i. 2)

;

whereas elsewhere it means " elevated " or "raised up " (Liike i. 52 ; 2 Cor. xi. 7).

In verse 19 he uses KaT(K\i)(,ov6t/iri<r(v (k. A, B, C, D, E, G, H, &c.) in the

rare sense of " divided as an inheritance " (where our text follows the correc-

tion, KaT«K\i7poSoT7j(rei'), as in Deut. i. 38.

3 It should not be forgotten that no single address of St. Paul in the Acts

would take more than five minutes in delivery.
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And when turning to tlie Jewish Lectionaiy, and hearing

in mind its extreme antiquity, we find that these two

very lessons are combined as the Parashah and IlaphtaraU

of the same Sabbath, we see an almost convincing proof

that those were the two lessons which had been read on

that Sabbath Day in the synagogue of Antioch more than

1,800 years ago.^ Here again we find another minute

and most unsuspected trace of the close faithfulness of

St. Luke's narrative, as well as an incidental proof that

St. Paul spoke in Greek. The latter point, however,

hardly needs proof. Greek was at that time the language

of the civilised world to an extent far greater than French

is the common language of the Continent. It is quite

certain that all the Jews would have understood it ; it

is very doubtful whether more than a few of them would

have understood the Pisidian dialect; it is to the last

degree improbable that Paul knew anything of Pisidian ;>

and that he suddenly acquired it by the gift of tongues,

can only be regarded as an exploded fancy due to an

erroneous interpretation.

St. Paul's sermon is not only interesting as a sign of

the more or less extemporaneous tact with which he

utilised the scriptural impressions which were last and

freshest in the minds of his audience, but far more as a

specimen of the facts and arguments which he urged in

his first addresses to mixed congregations of Jews and

Proselytes. The numerous and exclusively Pauline

expressions^ in which it abounds, show that either notes

' Tliey are read on the Sabljath which, from the first word o£ the cliapter

in Isaiali, is called the Sabbath Hazon. In the present list of Jewish lessons,

Deut. i.—iii. 22 and Is. i. 1—22, stand forty-fourth in order under the

Masoretic title of 0^21. This brilliant conjecture is due to Bengel.
2 Sec (in the Greek) Acts xiii. 25 compared with xx. 24 ; 2 Tim. iv. 7 ; 26

with XX. 32 ; 27 with xxiv. 21 ; 39 with Rom. vi. 7 ; 39 with Rom. v. 9, Gal. iii.

11, and others, in Alford's references. Compare, too, the thoughts and ex-

pressions of 33, 34 with Rom. i. 4, vi. 9 ; and 39 with Rom. viii. 3, Gal. iii. 11.

Y
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of it must have been preserved by some Antiocliene

Christian, or that he must himself have furnished an

outline of it to St. Luke.^ It is further important as an

indication that even at this early period of his career Paul

had been led by the Spirit of God, if not to the full com-

prehension, at least to the germ, of those truths which

he afterwards developed with such magnificent force and

overwhelming earnestness. The doctrine of justification

by faith, and of the inutility of the works of the law

to procure remission of sins, lie clearly involved in this

brief but striking sermon, which also gives us some

insight into Paul's method of applying Scripture ; into his

adoption of the current chronology of his nation ;
^ and,

* Perhaps a better hypothesis is that in general outline the three main

sections of it (Acts xiii. 16—22, 23—31, 32—41) may have been often repeated.

(Ewald, vi. 658.)

^ For instance, in verse 20 he makes the period of the Judges last 450

years. It is true that here the best uncial MSS. transpose the eVeo-t

TerpaKoaioLs koI rtvT'hKovra to the previous verse («, A, B, 0, and the Coptic,

Sahidic, and Armenian versions). But this is exactly one of the instances in

which the " paradiplomatic " evidence entirely outweighs that of the MSS.
For the reading of the text is found in E, G, H, and many other MSS.; and

while we see an obvious reason why it should have been altered, we see none

why the other reading should have been tampered witli. The case

stands thus. The chronology which gives a period of 450 years to the

Judges is in direct contradiction to 1 Kings vi. 1, which makes the fourth

year of Solomon's reign fall in the 480tli year after the Exodus. Why, then,

do modern editors adopt it in spite of the oldest uncials ? Not, as Bishop

Wordsworth says, out of " arbitrary caprice," or " to gratify a morbid appetite

of scepticism by contradiciions invented by itself, and imputed to Holy Writ,"

or "an inordinate love of discovering discrepancies in Holy Scripture;" but

for reasons, of wliich he must surely have been aware—viz., because (1) the

same erroneous chronology is also found in Joscphus {Antt. viii. 3, § 1, and

potentially in xx. 10, § 1), and is, therefore, obviously the current one among
the Jews ; and was current (2) because it is the exact period given hy the

addition of the vague and often synchronous periods given in the Book of

Judges itself. And (3) even if we accept the coi-rected reading— which can

only be done in the teeth of the rule, " Difficiliori lectioni praestat ardua"

—

we only create fresh chronological difficulties. On such subjects the know-

ledge of St. Paul and the Apostles never professes to bo more than the

loiowledge of their time. To attribute to them a miraculous superiority to
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lastl3% into the effects whicli had heen produced upon

his mind b}'- the speeches he had heard from St. Peter and

from St. Stephen. From the latter of these he borrows

his use of what may be called the historic method ; from

the former, the remarkable Messianic argument for the

Eesurrection which he founds on a passage in the Second

Psalm.i

Beginning with a courteous address to the Jews and

Proselytes, and bespeaking their earnest attention, he

touched first on that providence of God in the history of

Israel of which they had just been reminded in the

Haphtarah. He had chosen them, had nurtured them

in Egypt, had delivered them from its bondage, had

carried them like a nursing father in the wilderness, had

driven out seven nations of Canaan before them, had

governed them by judges for 450 years, and then for

forty years, as tradition said, had granted them for

their king one whom—with an allusion to his own

name and tribe which is inimitably natural—he calls

" Saul, the son of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin."

Then fusing three separate passages of scriptural encomium

on David into one general quotation (13-22) he announces

the central truth which it was his mission to preach

:

that, of David's seed, God had raised up according to His

promise One who, as His very name signified, was a

Saviour, and to whom the great acknowledged prophet,

John the Baptist, had borne direct witness. It was true

the notions of their day in subjects within the reach of man's unaided re-

search, is an error which all the greatest modern theologians have rightly

repudiated as pregnant with mischief. Similarly, in verse 33, tV to! trpdiTti)

J/oA/i^, thougli only found in D, is undoubtedly the right reading, as against

Sevrepw, which is found in k and the other uncials, which is simply a correc-

tion, because the quotation is from Psalm ii. 7 ; and it was overlooked that

among the Jews in St. Paul's time the Second Psalm was regarded as the

First, the Fii-st being " an introduction to the Psalter."

^ Compare Acts xiii. 35—37 with St. Peter's speech in Acts ii. 27.

Y 2
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tliat the rulers of Jerusalem—and on this painful side of

the subject he dwells but lightly—had, less from deliberate

wickedness than from ignorance, put Him to death, thereby

fulfilling the direct prophecies of Scripture. But—and

this was the great fact on which he relied to remove the

terrible offence of the Cross

—

God had raised Him from

THE DEAD (23-31). This was an historic objective fact, to

w^hich, as a fact tested by their living senses, many could

bear witness. And lest they should hesitate about this

testimony, he proceeded to show that it was in accordance

with all those prophecies which had been for centuries the

most inspiring part of their nation's faith. The Eesur-

rection to which they testified was the highest fulfilment

of the Psalm in which Grod had addressed David as His

son. And there were two special passages which fore-

shadowed this great truth. One was in Isaiah, where

the Prophet had promised to God's true children the

holy, the sure, mercies of David ; the other was that on

which St. Peter had dwelt in his speech at Pentecost

—

the confident hope expressed in that Michtam or " Golden

Psalm"—^that God would not leave his soul in hell, or

suffer His holy one to see corruption. More must have

been involved in that yearning conviction than could

possibly affect David himself. He had died, he had seen

corruption; but He of the seed of David whom God
had raised—of Him alone was it true that His soul was

not left in the unseen world, and His flesh had not seen

corruption. What they had to preach, then, was forgive-

ness of sins through Him. In the Mosaic Law—and

once more Paul touched but lightly, and in language least

likely to cause offence, upon this dangerous ground

—

remission of sins was not to be found; but there was

not only remission, but justification, for all who believed

in Jesus. A quotation from Habakkuk formed the
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striking peroration of a sermon which had heen thus

weighted with awful truths and startling testimony. It

warned them that however startling that testimony might

be, yet if they disbelieved it as their fathers had dis-

believed the threat of Chaldean retribution, the contempt

of insolent derision might be followed by the astonishment

of annihilating doom (32-41).^

Thus, from the standpoint of those who heard him

—

commenting on the passages which had just sounded in

their ears—appealing to the prophecies in which they

believed—quoting, or alluding to, the Scriptures which

they held so sacred—relying on the history to which

they clung with such fond affection, and pouring his

flood of light on those " dark speeches upon the harp
"

which had hitherto wanted their true explanation—thus

mingling courtesy and warning, the promises of the past

and their fulfilment in the present—thus drowning the

dark horror which lay in the thought of a crucified

Messiah in the dawning light of His resurrection—did

St. Paul weave together argument, appeal, and testimony

to convince them of the new and mighty hope which he

profiered, and to foreshadow that which was so difficult

for them to accept—the doing away of the old as that

which, having received its divine fulfilment, must now be

regarded as ineffectual symbol and obsolete shadow, that

in Christ all things might become new.^

^ Acts xiii. 41, "ye despisers" corresponds to "among the heathen" in

the original of Hab. i. 5, because th« LXX. which St. Paul here quotes seems

to have read cn^iia (bogedim), " ari'ogantes," for C'ija (baggoim), by one of the

numberless instances of valiant readings in the Hebrew of which the Greek

version affords so striking a proof.

2 Paul speaks slightingly of his own eloquence ; but we see by the

recorded specimens of his sermons to barbarians in Pisidia, to philosophers

at Athens, and to Jews at Jerusalem, how powerful was his method ; and we
are sure that there must also have been the " vi^idus vultus, vi'i'idae mauus,
vividi oculi, denique omnia vivida."
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It was not surprising that a discourse so powerful

should produce a deep effect. Even the Jews were pro-

foundly impressed. As they streamed out of the syna-

gogue, Jew and Gentile alike ^ begged that the same

topics might be dwelt on in the discourse of the next

Sabbath ;
^ and after the entire breaking up of the congre-

gation, many both of the Jews and of the Proselytes of

the Gate followed Paul and Barnabas for the purpose of

further inquiry and conversation. Both at that time and

during the week the Apostles did all they could to widen

the knowledge of these inquirers, and to confirm their

nascent faith.^ Meanwhile the tidings of the great sermon

spread through the city. On the following Sabbath a vast

crowd, of all ranks, nationalities, and classes, thronged the

doors of the synagogue. Immediately the haughty exclu-

siveness of the Jews took the alarm. They were jealous

that a single address of this dubious stranger, with his

suspicious innovations, should have produced a greater

effect than their years of proselytism. They were indig-

nant that one who seemed to have suddenly dropped down
among them from the snows of Taurus with an astonish-

ing gospel should, at a touch, thrill every heart with the

electric sympathy of love, and achieve more by one message

of free salvation than they had achieved in a century by

raising a prickly hedge around the exclusive sanctity of

their Law. Paul—again the chief speaker—no longer

met with attentive and eager listeners; he was inter-

^ Acts xiii. 42. The E.V. lias " the Gentiles besouglit ;" but to eOrij is an

idle gloss, not found in k, A, B, 0, D, E, &c.

2 et'y TO jueTa|i; (rd^^arov. The use of fifTu^v for "next following" lias

puzzled commentators, and led them to such erroneous renderings as " for

the intervening week;" but it is found in late Greek (Jos. B. J. v. 4, § 2;

c. Ap. i. 21; Pint. Inst. Lac. 42), and is a mere extension of the classical

Greek idiom. (See my Brief Greek Syntax, § 82, iv.)

' Acts xiii. 43, "urged them to abide by the grace of God;" cf. xx. 24.

The expression is" thorouglily Paulino. (1 Cor. xv. 10; 2 Cor. vi. 1, &c.)
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riipted again and again by flat contradiction and injurious

taunts.^ At last both the Apostles saw that the time

was come to put an end to the scene, and to cease a form

of ministration which only led to excited recriminations.

Summoning up all their courage—and few acts are more

courageous than the unflinching announcement of a most

distasteful intention to an infuriated audience—they ex-

claimed that now they had done their duty, and discharged

their consciences towards their own countrymen. They

had made to them the ofier of eternal life, and that offer

had been disdainfully repudiated.^ " Lo ! you may be

astonished and indignant, but now we turn to the Gren-

tiles. In doing so we do but fulfil the prophecy of Isaiah,

who said of our Lord that He was ordained for a Light of

the Gentiles, and for salvation to the ends of the earth."

Gladly and gratefully did the Gentiles welcome the

mission which now to them exclusively made free offer of

all, and more than all, the blessings of Judaism without

its burdens. All who, by the grace of God, decided to

range themselves in the ranks of those who desired

eternal life^ accepted the faith. More and more widely*

the word of the Lord began to spread. But the Jews

were too powerful to be easily defeated. They counted

among their proselytes a large number of women, of whom
some were of high rank.^ Their commercial ability had

^ Acts xiii. 45, avreKeyoi'.

* Acts xiii. 46, ovk a^iovs Kplvere tavrohs ttjs aluvlov ^oi^s.

* '6(701 ?iffav TeTayixfvoi els C «'• Those Only wiU find in this expression a

hard Calvinism who overlook the half-middle usage of the particij)le which

is found in xx. 13 (cf. ii. 47) and in Philo. In a Calvinistic sense, moi-eover,

the words are in direct antinomy with xiii. 46. The E.Y. followed Tyndale,

but the Rhemish " pre-ordained " is even stronger. The close juxtaposition of

the two phrases shows the danger of building unscriptural systems on the

altered perspective of isolated expressions.

* Acts xiii. 49, Stecpepero.

^ Jos. B. J. ii. 20, § 2 ; cf. Strab. vii. 2 ;
atravres ttjs SeiffiSaifioi/ias apxvjo^^

oXovrai tas ywaiKas ; of. Juv. Sat. vi. 542. In Ps, Ixviii. 11, " The Lord gave the
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also secured them friends among tlie leading people

of tlie city, wlio were the municipal Roman authorities.

Tolerant of every legalised religion, the Eomans had

a profound distaste for religious embroilments, and so

long as the Jews behaved peaceably, were quite willing

to afford them protection. Knowing that all had gone

smoothly till these new-comers had appeared, they were

readily induced to look on them with dislike, especially

since they were viewed with disfavour by the ladies of

their families.^ They joined in the clamour against the

Apostles, and succeeded in getting them banished out of

their boundaries. The Apostles shook off their feet the

deep dust of the parched roads in testimony against

them,^ and passed on to Iconium, where they would be

Tinder a different jurisdiction.' But the departure did

not destroy the infant Church which they had founded.

It might have been expected that they would leave gloom

and despondency among their discouraged converts; but

it was not so. They left behind them the joy of a new

hope, the inspiration of a new faith, the outpouring of

the Holy Spirit in the hearts of those who had learnt of

the heavenly promise.

word : great was the company of the preachers " (lit. " the female messengers,"

fvayyfXtarplai, LXX.), fantastic commentators of the literalist type find in the

fact that n^^i«'a»^^ is feminine, an indication of the prominent agency of women
in the spread of the Gospel.

1 ouTol Se Kol Tovs &v5pas irpoKaXovurai (Strabo, I.e.). For the indulgence of

the Romans towards the Jews in the provinces, Renan refers to Jos. Antt.

xiv. 10, § 11 ; xvi. 6, §§ 2, 4, 6, 7 ; Cic. pro Flacco, 28, &c.

2 Matt. X. 14.

' Antioch was a Roman colony, under the general jurisdiction of the

Propraetor of Galatia. Iconium was under a local tetrarch. (Plin. H. N.

V. 27.)



CHAPTEE XXI.

THE CLOSE OF THE JOURNEY.

"AiriffTOt yhp AvKoioves iis Koi 'ApiaroreATis /jtaprvpeT.—SCHOL. in H. iv. 88.

"When tliey persecute you in this city, fiee ye to another,"

our Lord had said to His twelve Apostles when He sent

them forth as lanihs among* wolves.-^ Expelled from An-
tioch,^ the Apostles obeyed this injunction. They might

have crossed the Paroreian range to Philomelium, and

so have made their way westwards to Synnada and the

Phrygian cities, or eastwards to Laodicea. What circum-

stances determined their course we cannot tell, but they

kept to the south of the Paroreia, and, following a well-

traversed road, made their way to the pleasant city of

Iconium. For a distance of about sixty miles the road

ran south-westwards over bleak plains, scoured by wild

asses and grazed by countless herds of sheep, until it

reaches the green oasis on which stands the city of

Iconium.^ It is the city so famous through the Middle

Ages, under the name of Konieh, as the capital of the

Sultans of Eoum, and the scene of the romantic siege

by Godfrey of Bouillon. Here, on the edge of an inter-

minable steppe, and nearly encircled by snow-clad hills,

they had entered the district of Lycaonia, and found

» Matt. X. 25.

' Acts xiii. 51, e'le'jSoXov ainohs.

' Strabo, xii. 6. Mentioned in Xen. Anab. i. 2, 19 ; Cic. ad Fam. iii. 8

;

V. 20 ; XV. 4, as lying at the intersection of important roads between Ephesus

and Tarsus, &c.
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themselves in the capital city of an independent tetrarchy.

The diversity of political governments which at this time

prevailed in Asia Minor was so far an advantage to the

Apostles, that it rendered them more able to escape from

one jurisdiction to another. Their ejection from Antioch

must have received the sanction of the colonial authori-

ties, who were under the Propraetor of Galatia; but

at Iconium they were beyond the Propraetor's province,

in a district which, in the reign of Augustus, belonged

to the robber-chief Amyntas, and was still an independent

tetrarchy of fourteen towns.

^

Doubtless, as at Antioch, their first care would be to

secure a lodging among their fellow-countrymen, and the

means of earning their daily subsistence. On the Sabbath

they entered as usual the one synagogue which sufficed

the Jewish population. Invitations to speak were at first

never wanting, and they preached with a fervour which

won many converts both among Jews and proselytes.

The Batlanim, indeed, and the Euler of the Synagogue

appear to have been against them, but at first their oppo-

sition was in some way obviated.^ Some of the Jews,

however, stirred up the minds of the Gentiles against

them.^ Over the Proselytes of the Gate the Apostles

would be likely to gain a strong influence. It would

not be easy to shake their interest in such teaching, or

their gratitude to those who were sacrificing all that

1 Plin. N. H. V. 25. Some doubt seems to rest on tins, from the existence

of a coin of the reign of Nero in which it is called Claudiconium, and of a
coin of GaUienus in which it is called a colony; but the adoption of the name
of Claudius may have been gratuitous flattery, and the privilege conceded long

afterwards.

2 Although not authentic, there may bo some basis of ti-adition in the

reading of D and (in part) Syr. marg., ol 5e apx^rvudyooyoi tuv 'lovSaiuv Ka\ ol

&pXOt'Tfs Trjs (Tvvaywyrjs iiTT]yayov avrois Ziwytibv Kara rwv SiKaiwv . . . . 6 ht Kvpios

eSuKev raxv (lpi\vr\v,

8 This seems to be suggested by the contrast of 'EKK-t\vm in yerse 1 with

ievwv in verse 2.
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made life clear to their desire to proclaim it. But when

Jewish indignation was kindled, when the synagogue

became the weekly scene of furious contentions/ it would

be easy enough to persuade the Gentile inhabitants of

the city that these emissaries, who had already been ejected

from Antioch, were dangerous incendiaries, who every-

where disturbed the peace of cities. In spite, however,

of these gathering storms the Apostles held their ground,

and their courage was supported by the evident blessing

which was attending their labour. So long as they

were able not only to sway the souls of their auditors, but

to testify the power of their mission by signs and wonders,

they felt that it was not the time to yield to opposition.

Their stay, therefore, was prolonged, and the whole

population of the city was split into two factions—the

one consisting of their enemies, the other of their sup-

porters. At length the spirit of faction grew so hot that

the leaders of the hostile party of Jews and Gentiles made

^ Renan compares the journey of the Apostles from Ghetto to Ghetto to

those of the Arab Ibu Batoutah, and the mediseval traveller Benjamin o£

Tudela. A more recent analogy may be fomid in Dr. Frankl's Jews in the

East. The reception of these Christian teachers by remote communities of

Jews has been exactly reproduced in modem times by the bursts of iufm-iated

curses, excommunications, mobs, and stoue-throwings with which modem
Jews have received missionaries in some of their larger Moldavian com-

munities. Here is the description of one such scene by a missionary:—
" Fearful excommunications were issued in the synagogue, pronouncing most

terrible judgments on any Jew holding communication with us ; or who, on

receiving any of our publications, did not at once consign them to the flames.

The stir and commotion were so great that I and my bi'other missionaries

were obliged to hold a consultation, whether we should face the opposition or

fly from the town. We resolved to remain and face the danger in the name
of God, and the next day being Saturday, the Jewish Sabbath, we went out

with a stock of our publications. When we got near the synagogue we were

driven away by a yelling, cursing, blaspheming crowd, who literally darkened,

the air with the stones they threw at us. We were in the greatest danger of

being killed. Ultimately, however, we faced them, and by dint of argument

and remonstrance gained a hearing." {Speech of the Bev. M. Wolhenberg at

Salisbury, August 8, 1876.)
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a plot to murder the Apostles.^ Of tliis tliey got timely

notice, and once more took flight. Leaving the tetrarchy

of Iconium, they still pursued the great main road, and

made their way some forty miles into the district of

Antiochus IV., King of Commagene, and to the little

town of Lystra in Lycaonia.

The site of Lystra has never been made out with

perfect certainty, but there is good reason to believe that

it was at a place now known as Bin Bir Kilisseh, or

the Thousand and One Churches,—once the see of a

bishop, and crowded with the ruins of sacred buildings.

It lies in the northern hollows of the huge isolated mass

of an extinct volcano, "rising like a giant from a plain

level as the sea."^ It is called the Kara Dagh, or

Black Mountain, and is still the haunt of dangerous

robbers.

Both at Lystra and in the neighbouring hamlets

the Apostles seem to have ^^reached with success, and

to have stayed for some little time. On one occasion

Paul noticed among his auditors a man who had been

a cripple from his birth. His evident eagerness^ marked

him out to the quick insight of the Apostle as one

on whom a work of power could be wrought. It is

evident on the face of the narrative that it was not every

cripple or every sufferer that Paul would have attempted

to heal ; it was only such as, so to speak, met half-way

the exertion of spiritual power by their own ardent

faith. Fixing his eyes on him, Paul raised his voice to

1 The Acta Pauli et Theclae, of which the scene is laid at Iconitim, are so

purely apocryphal as hardly to deserve notice. They are printed iu Grabe,

Spicileg. 1 ; Tischendorf, Acta Apost. Apocr. p. 40. Terlullian says that a

presbyter in Asia was deposed for having forged the story out of love for

Paul [De Bapt. 17) ; St. Jerome adds that it was St. John who deposed him.
" Kiuneir, Travels in Karamania, p. 212.

^ Acts xiv. 9, ¥iKovf Tov UavKov \a\uvfTos,
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its full compass, and cried
—

" Else on tliy feet upriglit."

Thrilled with a divine power, the man sprang up ; he

began to walk. The crowd who were present at the

preachings, which seem on this occasion to have

been in the open air, were witnesses of the miracle,

and reverting in their excitement, perhaps from a sense

of awe, to their rude native Lj^caonian dialect^— just

as a Welsh crowd, after being excited to an over-

powering degree by the English discourse of some great

Methodist, might express its emotions in Welsh—they

cried :
* The gods have come down to us in the likeness

of men. The tall and venerable one is Zeus ; the other,

the younger and shorter one, who speaks so powerfully,

is Hermes.'^ Ignorant of the native dialect, the Apostles

did not know what the crowd were saying,^ and with-

drew to their lodging. But meanwhile the startling

rumour had spread. Lycaonia was a remote region where

still lingered the simple faith in the old mythologies.^ Not
only were there points of resemblance in Central Asia

between their own legends and the beliefs of the Jews,^

but this region was rendered famous as the scene of more

than one legendary epiphany, of which the most celebrated

* JablonsM, in his monograph Be Lingua Lycaonia,, conchided that it was
a corrupt Assyrian, and therefore Semitic dialect; Guhling, that it was Greek,

corrupted with Syriae. The only Lycaonian word we know is 5e\/3eio, which
means "a juniper," as we find in Steph. Byzant.

2 It is hardly worth while to produce classical quotation to show that

Hermes was the god of eloquence (Hor. Od. i. 10 ; Macrob. Saturn, i. 8). Hence
his epithet Aoyios {Orph. Hymn, xxvii. 6). " Quo didicit culte lingua favente

loqui " (Ov. F. V. 665).

^ See Chrysost. Ilom. xxx. The notion of St. Jerome, that the power of

the Apostles to speak to the Lycaonians in their own language was one of the

reasons why the people took them for gods, is utterly baseless.

* Some remarkable proofs are given by Bollinger {Judenth. u. Heidenth.

bk. viii. 2, § 6).

5 For instance, the sort of dim tradition of the Deluge at Apamea
Kibotos.
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—recorded in the beautiful tale of Philemon and Baucis^

—was said to have occurred in this very neighbourhood.

Unsophisticated by the prevalent disbelief, givmg ready

credence to all tales of marvel, and showing intense respect

for any who seemed invested with special sacredness,^ the

Lycaonians eagerly accepted the suggestion that they were

once more favoured by a visit from the old gods, to whom
in a faithless age they had still been faithful. And this

being so, they at least would not be guilty either of the

impious scepticism which had ended in the transformation

into a wolf of their eponymous prince Lycaon, or of the

inhospitable carelessness which for all except one aged

couple had forfeited what might have been a source of

boundless blessings. Before the gate of the town was a

Temple of Zeus, their guardian deity. The Priest of

Zeus rose to the occasion. While the Apostles remained

in entire ignorance of his proceedings he had procured

bulls and garlands, and now, accompanied by festive

crowds, came to the gates to do them sacrifice.^ Paul

and Barnabas were the last to hear that they were

about to be the centres of an idolatrous worship, but

when they did hear it they, with their sensitive concep-

tions of the awful majesty of the one true God, were

horror-stricken to an extent which a Gentile could hardly

have understood.* Pending their garments, they sprang

1 Ov. Met. viii. 626, seqq. ; Fast. v. 495 ; Dio. Chrysost. Orat. xxxiii.

408. On the common notion of these epiphanies, see Horn. Od. xvi. 484;

Hes. 0pp. et D. 247 ; Cat. Ixv. 384.

' Tyaua, the birthplace of the contemporary thaumaturge, ApoUonius,

who was everywhere received with so deep a reverence, is not far to the east

of Lystra and Derbe.

3 Probably the gates of the house, cf. xii. 13, Jul. Poll. Onomast. i. 8, 77

(cf . Virg. Ed. iii. 487 ; Tert. De Cor. Mil. x.).

'^ Mcnexouus, the physician of Alexander, claimed to be a god, as did

Alexander of Abonoteichus, to say nothing of the Divi Cwsares.—'E£firr)S7j(rav,

*», A, B, C, D, E, &c. Barnabas is put first bcwiuse he is most reverenced as

Zeus Poliouclws. In the story of Baucis and Philemon the miracle at once

adle to sacrifice.
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out with loud cries among the multitude, expostulating

with them, imploring them to believe that they were but

ordinary mortals like themselves, and that it was the

very object of their mission to turn them from these empty

idolatries to the one living and true God, who made the

heaven, and the earth, and the sea, and all that in them

is. And so, as they gradually gained more of the ear of

the multitude, they explained that dm-ing past generations

Grod had, as it were, suffered all the heathen to walk in

their own ways,^ and had not given them special revela-

tions ; and yet even in those days He had not left Himself

without witness by the mercies which He then sent, as

He sends them now, "by giving us from heaven rains

and fruitful seasons, by filling our hearts with food and

gladness."

Such was the strong yet kindly and sympathetic

protest uttered by the Apostles against the frank super-

stition of these simple Lycaonians. It was no time

now, in the urgency of the moment, to preach Christ

to them, the sole object being to divert them from

an idolatrous sacrifice, and to show the futile character

of the polytheism of which such sacrifices formed a part.

Paul, who was evidently the chief speaker, does this

with that inspired tact which can always vary its utterances

with the needs of the moment. No one can read the

speech without once more perceiving its subtle and

inimitable coincidence with his thoughts and expressions.^

1 Acts xiv. 16. frdvra rh eflvTj.

' Compare xiv. 15, airh T6vTa}y r5>v fiariitai' liriffrpiipeiv iiri @ihv ^uvra with 1
Thess. i. 9, eVeo-Tpti^aTe irphs rhv Qehv airh rwv elSa>\ajv, k.t.K., and the anar-

throus Qfhv (wvra with Rom. ix. 26, &c. Compare too the vciy remarkable
expression and thought of ver. 16 with the speech at Athens, xvii. 30, Rom. i.

20, ii. 15, &c., and ver. 17 with Rom. i. 19, 20. The readings "ns" and
"our hearts" {r]ij.7u and rifxuv, A, B, G, H, and the Coptic and Ethiopian

versions) are not certain, since these are exactly points in which diplomatic
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The rhytlimic conclusion is not unaccordant with, the

style of his most elevated moods ; and besides the appro-

priate appeal to Grod's natural gifts in a town not in itself

unhappily situated, but surrounded by a waterless and

treeless plain, we may naturally suppose that the " filling

our hearts with food and gladness " was suggested by the

garlands and festive pomp which accompanied the bulls on

which the people would afterwards have made their com-

mon banquet. Nor do I think it impossible that the words

may be an echo of lyric songs ^ sung as the procession

made its way to the gates. To use them in a truer and

loftier connexion w^ould be in exact accord with the

happy power of seizing an argument which St. Paul

showed when he turned into the text of his sermon at

Athens the vague inscription to the Unknown God.

But the Lystrenians did not like to be baulked of their

holiday and of their banquet ; and those who had been

most prominent in proclaiming the new epiphany of

Zeus and Hermes were probably not a little ashamed.

M. Renan is right in the remark that the ancient heathen

had no conception of a miracle as the evidence of a

doctrine. If, then, the Apostles could work a miracle,

and yet indisputably disclaim all notion of being gods in

disguise, what were they, and what became of their

miracle? The Lycaonians, in the sulky revulsion of

their feelings, and with a somewhat uneasy sense that

they had put themselves into a ridiculous position, were

evidence can hardly be decisive ; but they are snrely much more in St. Paul's

manner, and illustrate the large sympathy with which he was always ready to

become all things to all men, and therefore to Gentiles to speak as though he

too were a Gentile.

^ Mr. Humphry in loc. not unnaturally took this for the fragment of

some lyric song, and though most editors have rejected his conjecture, I think

that its apparent improbability may partly be removed by the suggestion la

the text {infra, Excursus IIL, p. 630).
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inclined to avenge their error on those who had inno-

cently caused it. They were a faithless and fickle race,

liable, beyond the common wont of mobs, to sudden gusts

of feeling and impulse.^ In their disappointment they

would be inclined to assume that if these two mysterious

strangers were not gods they were despicable Jews ; and

if their miracle was not a sign of their divinity, it

belonged to the malefic arts of which they may well have

heard from Eoman visitors. And on the arrival of the

Jews of Antioch and Iconium at Lystra, with the express

purpose of buzzing their envenomed slanders into the ears

of these country people, the mob were only too ripe for a

tumult. They stoned Paul and, when they thought he

was dead, dragged him outside their city gates, leaving

him, perhaps, in front of the very Temple of Jupiter to

wliich they had been about to conduct him as an incarna-

tion of their patron deity. But Paul was not dead.

This had not been a Jewish stoning, conducted with fatal

deliberateness, but a sudden riot, in which the mode of

attack may have been due to accident. Paul, liable at

all times to the swoons which accompany nervous organi-

sations, had been stunned, but not killed ; and while the

disciples stood in an agonised group around what they

thought to be his corpse, he recovered his conscious-

ness, and raised himself from the ground. The mob mean-

while had dispersed ; and perhaps in disguise, or under

cover of evening—for all these details were as nothing to

Paul, and are not preserved by his biographer—^he re-

entered the little city.

Was it in the house of Eunice and Lois that he

* Commenting on the treachery of Pandarus, in II. iv. 88—92, the Scholiast

quotes the testimony of Aristotle to the untrustworthy character of the

Lycaonians ; and see Cic. Epp. ad Att. v. 21, &c., who speaks of the natives

of these regions with gpreat contempt.

Z
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found the sweet repose and tender ministrations whicli

lie would need more than ever after an experience so

frightful? If Lystra was thus the scene of one of his

intensest sufferings, and one which, lightly as it is

dwelt upon, probably left on his already enfeebled con-

stitution its lifelong traces, it also brought him, by the

merciful providence of God, its own immense com-

pensation. For it was at Lystra that he converted the

son of Eunice, then perhaps a boy of fifteen,^ for whom
he conceived that deep affection which breathes through

every line of the Epistles addressed to him. This was

the Timotheus whom he chose as the companion of his

future journeys, whom he sent on his most confidential

messages, to whom he entrusted the oversight of his most

important churches, whom he summoned as the consola-

tion of his last imprisonment, whom he always regarded as

the son in the faith who was nearest and dearest to his

heart. If Luke had been with St. Paul in this his first

journey, he would probably have mentioned a circum-

stance which the Apostle doubtless regarded as one of

God's best blessings, and as one which would help to

obliterate in a feeling of thankfulness even the bitter

memories of Lystra.^ But we who, from scattered allu-

sions, can see that it was here and now that St. Paul

first met with the gentlest and dearest of all his converts,

may dwell with pleasure on the thought that Timotheus

stood weeping in that group of disciples who surrounded

the bleeding missionary, whose hearts glowed with amaze-

ment and thankfulness when they saw him recover, who

perhaps helped to convey him secretly to his mother's

house, and there, it may be, not only bound his wounds,

1 This can hardly be rcgardecl as in any way doubtful if we compare 1 Tim.

. 2, 18 and 2 Tim. ii. 1 with Acts xvi. 1.

2 2 Tim. iii. 11.
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but also read to him in the dark and suffering hours

some of the precious words of those Scriptures in which

from a child he had been trained.

But after so severe a warning it was scarcely safe to

linger even for a single day in a town where they had

suffered such brutal violence. Even if the passion of

the mob had exhausted itself, the malignity of the Jews

was not so likely to be appeased. Once more the only

safety seemed to be in flight ; once more they took refuge

in another province. From Lystra in Lycaonia they

started, under the grey shades of morning, while the

city was yet asleep, for the town of Derbe,^ which was

twenty miles distant, in the district of Isaurica. It is

grievous to think of one who had been so cruelly treated

forced to make his way for twenty miles with his life in

his hand, and still all battered and bleeding from the

horrible attack of the day before. But if the dark and

rocky summit of Kara Dagh, the white distant snows

of Mount ^Egaeus,^ and the silver expanse of the White

Lake had little power to delight his wearied eyes, or

calm his agitated spirit, we may be sure that He was

with him whom once he had persecuted, but for whose

sake he was now ready to suffer all ; and that from hour

' It appears from the evidence of coins compared with Dio Cass. lix. 8

that both Derbe and Lystra were under Antiochus lY. of Commagene
(Eckhel, iii. 255 ; Lewin, Fasti Sacri, p. 250). If the inference be

correct they could not, even in a political sense, be called " Churches of

Galatia."

2 The site of Derbe is stiU doubtful. Strabo (xii. 6) calls it a 4>po,iptoi>

Iffavpids /col Ki/xriv, where it has long been seen that the true reading must be

xlfjLvn, and if so the lake must be Ak Ghieul, or the " White Lake." Near this

place Hamilton found a place called Divle, which would be an easy metathesis

for the name AeA/Seta, by which the town was sometimes called ; but another

site much more to the north, where he found the ruins of an Acropolis, seems

more likely. This, which is the site marked in Kiepert's map, answers the^

requirements of Strabo, xii. 6, since it is on the confines of Isaurica and

Cappadocia, on a lake, and not far from Laranda (Karawan). See Lewin, i. 151.

z 2
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to hour, as he toiled feebly and wearily along from the

cruel and fickle city, " God's consolations increased upon

his soul with the gentleness of a sea that caresses the

shore it covers."

At Derhe they were suffered to rest unmolested. It

may be that the Jews were ignorant that Paul was yet

alive. That secret, pregnant with danger to the safety

of the Apostle, would be profoundly kept by the little

band of Lystrenian disciples. At any rate, to Derbe the

Jews did not follow him with their interminable hate.

The name of Derbe is omitted from the mention of places

where he reminds Timothy that he had suffered afflictions

and persecutions. His work seems to have been happy

and successful, crowned with the conversion of those

disciples whom he ever regarded as "his hope and joy

and crown of rejoicing." Here, too, he gained one more

friend in Gains of Derbe, who afterwards accompanied

him on his last visit to Jerusalem.^

And now that they were so near to Cybistra (the

modern Eregli), through which a few stages would have

brought them to the Cilician gates, and so through Tarsus

to Antioch, it might have been assumed that this would

have been the route of their return. Why did they not

take it ? There may be truth in the ingenious sugges-

tion of Mr. Lewin,^ " that the road—as is sometimes still

the case—had been rendered impassable by the waters of

Ak Ghieul, swollen by the melting of the winter snows,

and that the way through the mountains was too uncertain

and insecure."^ But they may have had no other reason

1 Acts XX. 4. The Gaius of xix. 29 w&» a Macedonian, and of Rom. xvi.

23 and 1 Cor. i. 14 a Corinthian.

2 Referring to Hamilton {Researches, ii. 313), who found the road from

<* Eregh imi)assable from this cause.

3 Strabo, xii. vi. 2—5; Tac. Ann. iii. 48 j xii. 55 j Cic. ad Alt, v. 20,

5, &c.
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than their sense of what was needed by the infant

Churches which they had founded. Accordingly they

went back, over the wild and dusty plain, the twenty

miles from Derbe to Lystra, the forty miles from Lystra

to Iconium, the sixty miles from Iconium to Antioch.

It may well be supposed that it needed no slight heroism

to face once more the dangers that might befall them.

But they had learnt the meaning of their Lord's saying,

" He who is near Me is near the fire." Precautions ofsecrecy

they doubtless took, and cheerfully faced the degi:ading

necessity of guarded movements, and of entering cities,

perhaps in disguise, perhaps only at late nightfall and early

dawn. The Christians had early to learn those secret trysts

and midnight gatherings and private watchwords by which

alone they could elude the fury of their enemies. But
the Apostles accomplished their purpose. They made
their way back in safety, everywhere confirming the

disciples, exhorting them to constancy, preparing them
for the certainty and convincing them of the blessing of

the tribulations through which we must enter the kingdom
of God.^ And as some organisation was necessary to

secure the guidance and unity of these little bodies of

converts, they held solemn meetings, at which, Avith

prayer and fasting, they appointed elders,^ before they

bestowed on them a last blessing and farewell. In this

manner they passed through Lycaonia, Iconium, and

Pisidia, and so into Pamphylia ; and since on their first

journey they had been unable to preach in Perga, they

did so now. Possibly they found no ship ready to sail

down the Cestrus to their destination. They therefore

made their way sixteen miles overland to the flourishing

1 Acts xiv. 22. Tlie vf^as may imply a general Cliristian sentiment. It

cannot in this connexion be relied on as showing the presence of St. Luke.
" Acts xiv. 23, x«'poTo;/^o-a;/Te$ is perfectly general, as in 2 Cor. viii. 19.
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seaport of Attaleia, at tlie mouth of the Katarrhaktes,

which at that time found its way to the sea over a range

of cliffs in floods of foaming waterfall ; and from thence

—

for they never seem to have lingered among the fleeting

and mongrel populations of these seaport towns—they took

ship to Seleucia, saw once more the steep cone of Mount

Casius, climbed the slopes of Coryphseus, and made their

way under the pleasant shade of ilex, and myrtle, and

arbutus, on the banks of the Orontes, until once more

they crossed the well-known bridge, and saw the grim

head of Charon staring over the street Singon, in which

neighbourhood the little Christian community were

prepared to welcome them with keen interest and

unbounded love.

So ended the first mission journey of the Apostle Paul

—the first flight as it were of the eagle, which was soon

to soar with yet bolder wing, in yet wider circles, among

yet more raging storms. V/e have followed him by the

brief notices of St. Luke, but we have no means of deciding

either the exact date of the journey, or its exact dura-

tion. It is only when the crises in the history of the

early Church synchronise with events of secular history,

that we can ever with certainty ascertain the date to

which they should be assigned.^ We have seen that Paul

and Barnabas visited Jerusalem about the time of Herod

Agrippa's death, and this took place in April A.D. 44.

After this they returned to Antioch, and the next thing

we are told about them is their obedience to the spiritual

intimation which marked them out as Evangelists to the

heathen. It is reasonable to believe, therefore, that they

spent about a year at Antioch, since they could not easily

find vessels to convey them from place to place except

^ See Chronological Excursus, infra, ii.
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in the months dui'ing whicli the sea was regarded as open.

Now navigation with the ancients hegan with the rising

of the Pleiades, that is, in the month of March ; and we

may assume with fair probahility that March, A.D. 45, is

the date at which they began their evangelising labours.

Beyond this all must be conjecture. They do not seem

to have spent more than a month or two in Cyprus ;
^ at

Antioch in Pisidia their stay was certainly brief At

Iconium they remained "a considerable time;" but at

Lystra again, and at Derbe, and on their' return tour, and

at Perga and Attaleia, the narrative implies no long

residence. Taking into account the time consumed in

travelling, we are hardly at liberty to suppose that the

first circuit occupied much more than a year, and they

may have returned to the Syrian Antioch in the late

spring of A.D. 46.^

* Acts xiv. 3, iKavhf xpivov. This may mean anything, from a month or two,

up to a year or more. It is a phrase of frequent occurrence in St. Luke (see

Acts \m. 11; xxvii. 9; Luke viii. 27; xx. 9).

' That Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Derbe, and Lystra were not the

churches of Galatia, as has been suggested by Bottger (Beitrdge, i. 28, sq.),

Renan, Hausrath, and others, is surely demonstrable. Galatia had two meanings

—the first ethnographical, the second political. The ethnographic use was the

popular and the all bl^t universal one. It meant that small central district of

Asia Minor, about 200 miles in length, which was occupied by the three Gallic

tribes—the Trocmi, the Tolistobogii, the Tectosages—with the three capitals,

Tavium, Pessinus, and Ancp-a. Politically it meant a " department," an
" administrative group," a mere agglomeration of districts thrown into loose

cohesion by political accidents. In this political meaning the Roman province

of Galatia was based on the kingdom of Amyntas (Dio Cass. liii. 26), a

wealthy grazier and freebooter, who had received from Mark Antony the

kingdom of Pisidia, and by subsequent additions had become possessed of

Galatia Proper, I-ycaonia, parts of Pampliylia, and Oilicia Aspera. On his

death various changes occurred, but when Paul and Barnabas were on their

first journey Pampliylia was under a propraetor; Iconium was a separate

tetrarchy; Lystra and Derbe belonged to Antiochus IV. of Commagene.
Galatia, Pisidia north of the Paroreia, and the greater part of Lycaonia

formed the Roman province of Galatia. But even if we grant that St. Paul

and St. Luke might have used the word Galatia in its artificial sense, even

then Antioch of Pisidia appears to be the only town mentioned in this circuit
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But brief as was the period occupied, the consequences

were immense. For though Paul returned from this

journey a shattered man—though twenty years afterwards,

through a vista of severe afflictions, he still looks back, as

though they had happened but yesterday, to the " perse-

cutions, afflictions, which came upon him at Antioch, at

Iconium, at Lystra ; what persecutions he endured, and

yet from all the Lord delivered him"^—though the

journeyings and violence, and incessant menace to life,

which has tried even men of such iron nerves as Oliver

Cromwell, had rendered him more liable than ever to fit*

of acute suffering and intense depression,^ yet, in spite of

all, he returned with the mission-hunger in his heart;

which is actually in the Roman province. This alone seems sufficient to

disprove the hypothesis that in the first journey we have a narrative of the

founding of the Galatian Church. Further, as far as St. Luke is concerned,

it would be a confused method, unlike his careful accuracy, to use the words
Pisidia, Lycaonia, Pamphylia, and later in his narrative Mysia, and other

districts in their geographical sense, and then suddenly, without any notice,

to use Galatia in Acts xvi. in its political sense, especially as this political

sense was shifting and meaningless. It can hardly be supposed that since he

must huudieds of times have heard St. Paul muntiou the chui-ches of Galatia,

he should, if these were the churches of Galatia, never drop a hint of the

fact, and, ignoring the Roman province altogether, talk of Antioch "of
Pisidia," and Lystra and Derbe, " cities of Lycaonia." I should be quite

content to rest an absolute rejection of the hypothesis on these considei-ations,

as well as on the confusion which it introduces into the chronology of St. Paul's

life. The few arguments advanced in favour of this view— 6.(7., the allusion

to Barnabas in Galatians ii. 1— are wholly inadequate to support it against

the many counter improbabilities. Indeed, almost the only serious considera-

tion urged in its favour—namely, the very cursory mention in Acts xvi. 6 of

what we learn from the Epistle was the founding of a most important body
of churches—is nullified by the certainty which meets us at every step that

the Acts does not furnish us with a complete biography. In other in-

stances also—as in the case of the churches in Syria and Cilicia—he leaves

us in doubt about the time and manner of their first evangelisation. The
other form of this theory, which sees the founding of the Galatian churches

in the words koI tV Trtplxiupov (Acts xiv. 6), escapes some of these objections,

but offers far greater difficulties than the common belief which sees the

evangelisation of Galatia in the cursory allusion of Acts xvi. 6.

' 2 Tim. iii. IL " Gal. i. 10; vi. 17.
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witli the determination more strongly formed than ever

to preach the word, and be instant in season and out of

season ; with the fixed conviction that the work and

destiny in life to which God had specially called him was

to be the Apostle of the heathen.^

That conviction had been brought unalterably home

to his soul by the experience of every town at which

they had preached. Up to a certain point, and that point

not very far within the threshold of his subject, the

Jews were willing to give him a hearing ; but when

they began to perceive that the Grospel was universal

—

that it preached a God to whom a son of Abraham

was no whit dearer than any one in any nation

who feared Him and loved rigkteousness — that it

gave, in fact, to the title of " son of Abraham" a sig-

nificance so purely metaphorical as to ignore all special

privilege of blood—their anger burnt like flame. It was

the scorn and indignation of the elder brother against the

returning prodigal, and his refusal to enjoy privileges

which henceforth he must share with others.^ The deep-

seated pride of the Jews rose in arms. Who were these

obscure innovators who dared to run counter to the

cherished hopes and traditional glories of well-nigh

twenty centuries? Who were these daring heretics,

who, in the name of a faith which all the Eabbis had

rejected, were thus proclaiming to the Gentiles the

abandonment of all exclusive claim to every promise and

' 1 Cor. ix. 21 ; Gal. v. 11 ; Rom. xv. 16 ; Eph. iii. 6, &c.
2 The Rabbis who spoke in truer and more liberal tones were rare. We

find, indeed, in Berachoth, f. 34, 2, a remarkable explanation of the verse
" Peace, peace to him that is far off, and to him that is near," which amounts
to an admission that penitents and prodigals are dearer to God (as being here

addressed first) than Pharisees and elder brothers ; but it is the penitents of

Israel who are contemplated, just as some of the Fathers held out hopes to

Cathulics and Christians (merely on the ground of that privilege) which they
denied to others. (Jer. in Isa. Ixvi. 16, in Eph. iv. 12, &c.)
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every privilege which generations of their fathers had held

most dear?

But this was not all. To abandon privileges was

unpatriotic enough ; but what true Jew, what observer of

the Halachah, could estimate the atrocity of apostatising

from principles ? Had not Jews done enough, by freely

admitting into their synagogues the Proselytes of the

Gate? Did they not even, offer to regard as a son of

Israel every Gentile who would accept the covenant rite

of circumcision, and promise full allegiance to the Written

and Oral Law? But the new teachers, especially Paul,

seemed to use language which, pressed to its logical con-

clusion, could only be interpreted as an utterly slighting

estimate of the old traditions, nay, even of the sacred rite

of circumcision. It is true, perhaps, that they had never

openly recommended the suppression of this rite ; but it

was clear that it occupied a subordinate place in their

minds, and that they were disinclined to make between

their Jewish and Gentile converts the immensity of

difference which separated a Proselyte of Eighteousness

from a Proselyte of the Gate.

It is very possible that it was only the events of

this journey which finally matured the views of St.

Paul on this important subject. The ordinary laws

of nature had not been reversed in his case, and

as he grew in grace and in the knowledge of our

Lord Jesus Christ, so his own Epistles,^ though each

has its own divine purpose, undoubtedly display the kind

of difference in his way of developing the truth which we

should ordinarily attribute to growth of mind. And it is

observable that St. Paul, when taunted by his opponents

* 2 Cor. v. 16 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 9—12. Bengel says that when the Epistles are

arranged chronologically, " incrementum apostoli spirituale cognoscitur"

(p. 583).
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with having once been a preacher of circumcision, does not

meet the taunt by a denial, but merely by saying that at

any rate his persecutions are a sign that now that time is

over. In fact, he simply thrusts aside the allusion to

the past by language which should render impossible any

doubts as to his sentiments in the present. In the same

way, in an earlier part of his Epistle,^ he anticipates the

charge of being a time-server—a charge which he knew

to be false in spirit, while yet the malignity of slander

might find some justification of it in his broad indifference

to trifles—not by any attempt to explain his' former line of

action, but by an outburst of strong denunciation which

none could mistake for men-pleasing or over-persuasiveness.

Indeed, in the second chapter of the Galatians, St. Paul

seems distinctly to imply two things. The one is that it

was the treacherous espionage of false brethren that first

made him regard the question as one of capital importance ;

the other thai his views on the subject were at that time

so far from being final, that it was with a certain amount

of misgiving as to the practical decision that he went up

to the consultation at Jerusalem. It was the result of

this interview—the discovery that James and Kephas had

nothing to contribute to any further solution of the

subject—which first made him determined to resist to the

utmost the imposition of the yoke on Gentiles, and to

follow the line which he had generally taken. But he had

learnt from this journey that nothing but the wisdom of

Grod annihilating human foolishness, nothing but the

gracious Spirit of God breaking the iron sinew in the neck of

carnal obstinacy, could lead the Jews to accept the truths

he preached. Paul saw that the husbandmen in charge of

the vineyard would never be brought to confess that they

» Gal. i. 10.
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had slain the Heir as they had slain well-nigh all who
went before Him. Though He had come first to His own
possessions, His own people refused to receive Him.-^

Israel after the flesh would not condescend from their

haughty self-satisfaction to accept the free gift of eternal

life.

And, therefore, he was now more than ever convinced

that his work would lie mainly among the Grentiles. It

may be that the fury and contempt of the Jews kindled in

him too dangerously for the natural man—kindled in him

in spite of all tender yearnings and relentings—too strong

an indignation, too fiery a resentment. It may be that

he felt how much more adapted others were than himself

to deal with these ; others whose affinities with them were

stronger, whose insight into the inevitable future was less

clear. The Gentiles were evidently prepared to receive

the Gospel. For these other sheep of God evidently the

fulness of time had come. To those among them who
were disposed for eternal life the doctrine of a free salva-

tion through the Son of God was infinitely acceptable.

Not a few of them had found in the Jewish teaching at

least an approach to ease.^ But the acceptance of

Judaism could only be accomplished at the cost of a heavy

sacrifice. Even to become a " Proselyte of the Gate
'*

subjected a man to much th^t was distasteful; but to

become a Proselyte of the Gate was nothing. It was

represented by all the sterner bigots of Judaism as a step

so insignificant as to be nearly worthless. And yet how
' John i. 11, ej's Ttt tSio ... ol IStoi.

2 Further than the outermost pale of Judaism they could not approach.

Religious thoughtfuluess in a Gentile was a crime, "A Gentile who studies

the Law (beyond the seven Noachian precepts) is guilty of death ;

" for it is

said (Deut. xxxiii. 4) " Moses commanded us a Law, even the inheritance of

the congregation of Jacob; " but not of Gentiles (and, therefore, Rashi adds

it is robbery for a Gentile to study the Law). (SanJiedrin, f. 59, 1.) This is

embodied by Maimonides, Dig. Hilchoth Menadiin, x. 9.
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could any man stoop to that which could alone make him
a Proselyte o£ Righteousness, and by elevating him to

this rank, place on him a load of observances which were

dead both in the spirit and in the letter, and which yet

would most effectually make his life a burden, and separate

him—not morally, but externally—from all which he

had loved and valued most ? -^ The sacrifices which an

African convert has to make by abandoning polygamy

—

which a Brahmin has to make by sacrificing caste—are but

a small measure of what a Grentile had to suffer if he made
himself a Jew. How eagerly then would such an inquirer

embrace a faith w^hich, while it offered him a purer

morality, and a richer hope for the future, and a greater

strength for the present, and a more absolute remission for

the past, offered him these priceless boons unaccompanied

by the degradation of circumcision and the hourly worry

of distinctions between meats ! Stoicism might confront

him with the barren inefficiency of " the categorical impera-

tive ;
" the Gospel offered him, as a force which needed no

supplement, the Spirit of the living Christ. Yes, St. Paul

felt that the Gentiles could not refase the proffered

salvation. He himself might only live to see the green

blade, or at best to gather a few weak ears, but hereafter

he was confident that the full harvest would be reaped.

Henceforth he knew himself to be essentially the Apostle

of the Gentiles, and to that high calling he was glad to

sacrifice his life.

1 "A Gentile who ofEers to snbmit to all the words of the Law except one

is not received." Rabbi Jose Ben Rabbi Jehudah said, " Even if he rejects

one of the Halachoth of the Scribes " {Bechoroth, f. 30, 2).



CHAPTEE XXII.

THE CONSULTATION AT JERUSALEM.

'EXevdepos Siv e/c vdi/ruv, iraffiv i/JLavrhv 'EAOTAn2A, Vva Toi»s 7r\e(opas KfpS^trw.—

1 COE. ix, 19.

The first step of Paul and Barnabas on their arrival at

Antiocli had been to summon a meeting of the Church,

and give a report of their mission and its success, dwelling

specially on the proof which it afforded that God had

now opened to the Gentiles "a door of faith." God
Himself had, by His direct blessing, shown that the

dauntless experiment of a mission to the heathen was in

accordance with His will.

For some time the two Apostles continued to rest

from their toils and perils amid the peaceful ministra-

tions of the new metropolis of Christianity. But it is

not intended that unbroken peace should ever in this world

continue for long to be the lot of man. The Church soon

began to be troubled by a controversy which was not only

of pressing importance, but which seemed likely to

endanger the entire destiny of the Christian faith.

Jewish and Gentile converts were living side by side

at Antioch, waiving the differences of view and habit

which sprang from their previous training, and united

heart and soul in the bonds of a common love for their

common Lord. Had they entered into doubtful dispu-

tations,^ they would soon have found themselves face to

^ Rom. xiv. 1, fii) fis SiUKplfffis Sta\oyi<rfi&v,
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face with problems which it was difficult to solve ; but

they preferred to dwell only on those infinite spiritual

privileges of which they regarded themselves as equal

sharers.

Into this bright fraternal community came the stealth}^

sidelong intrusion of certain personages from Judsea,^ who,

for a time, profoundly disturbed the peace of the Church.

Pharisees scarcely emancipated from their Pharisaism

—

Jews still in bondage to their narrowest preconceptions

—

brethren to whom the sacred name of brethren could

barely be conceded^—they insinuated themselves into

the Church in the petty spirit of jealousy and espionage,^

not with any high aims, but with the object of betraying

the citadel of liberty, and reducing the free Christians

of Antioch to their own bondage. St. Luke, true to his

conciliatory purpose, merely speaks of them as " certain

from Judaea
;

" but St. Paul, in the heat of indignant

controversy, and writing under a more intense impression

of their mischievous influence, vehemently calls them
" the false brethren secretly introduced."'* But though,

throughout their allusions to this most memorable episode

in the history of early Christianity, the Apostle and the

Evangelist are Avriting from different points of view, they

^ Gal. ii. 4, irapfi(T7j\f)ov ; c£. Jude 4, TrapeKTeSva-av, " sneaked in."

' This is expressly stated in the margin of the later Syriac version, and in

two cursive MSS. 8, 137. Epiphanius says that " their leaders were Cerinthus,

the subsequent Gnostic opponent of St. John, and ' Ebion ' " (Haer. 28, 30).

But Ebion is a mere " mythical eponymus" (Mansel, Gnostic Her. 125; Tert.

De praescr. Haeret. 33). Ebionite is an epithet (Epiphan. Eaer. xxx.), and
means "poor" (Orig. c. Cels. ii. 1; Neander, Ch. Hist. ii. 14).

3 Gal. ii. 4, KaTua-Koirricrai. I suppose that the title nnmo {mooinhah)—one
authorised by a diploma to give decisions— would have been technically

claimed by these visitors.

•* Gal. ii. 4, rohs irapeia-ditrovi i|/€u5aS«\</)ous, " falsos et superinducticios

fratres" (Tert. adv. Marc. v. 3). The strongly indignant meaning of

vapfta-iyetv may \)6 seen in 2 Pet. ii. 1, "false teachers who shall privily bring

In {napeiffd^ova-iy) heresies of perdition."
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are in complete accordance as regards the main facts.

The combination of the details which they separately

furnish enables us to reproduce the most important circum-

stances of a contest which decided for ever the future of

the Gentile Church.'

These brethren in name, but aliens in heart, came

with a hard, plausible, ready-made dogma—one of those

shibboleths in which formahsts delight, and which usually

involve the death-blow of spiritual religion. It de-

manded obedience to the Law of Moses, especially the

immediate acceptance of circumcision^ as its most

typical rite; and it denied the possibihty of salvation

on any other terms. It is possible that hitherto St.

Paul may have regarded circumcision as a rule for Jews,

and a charitable concession on the part of Grentiles. On
these aspects of the question he was waiting for the

light of God, which came to him in the rapid course of

circumstances, as it came to the whole world in the fall

of Jerusalem. But even among the Jews of the day,

the more sensible and the more enhghtened had seen

that for a pious Gentile a mere external mutilation

could not possibly be essential. Ananias, who had the

honour of converting the royal family of Adiabene, had

distinctly advised Izates that it was not desirable to risk

his crown by external compliance to a needless rite.^ It

* The addition in D and the margin of the Syriac, koL nf (dei yiaiva-f'ais

irfptirdTTirf, and in the Constitutiones Apostolicae, Ka\ rots tQariv oh Sierd^aTo,

though not genuine, yet show what was felt to be implied.

2 Acts XV. 1, TrepiTfiriBriTe, "be once circumcised;" x, A, B, 0, D.

Even Josephus (see next note) seems to think that the horrible death of Apion

was a punishment in kind for his ridicule of circumcision (c. Ap. ii. 14).

From this anecdote we can measure the courage of St. Paul, and the intense

hatred which his views excited.

3 Josephus, as a liberal Pharisee, held the same view {Antt. xx. 2 ; Vit. 23,

31). The Talmud mentions a certain Akiles (whom some identify Avith Aquila,

the Greek translator of the Bible) as having submitted to circumcision, and
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was only when men like Eleazar—fierce and narrow

literalists of the school of Shammai—intervened, that

Proselytes of the Gate were taught that their faith and

their holiness were valueless unless they assumed the

badge of Proselytes of Eighteousness.^ Izates and Mono-

bazus, as was sure to be the case with timid and super-

stitious natures, had risked all to meet the views of these

uncompromising zealots, just as from baser motives Aziz,

King of Emesa, and Polemo of Cilicia bad yielded in

order to ^vin the hands of the wealthy and beautiful prin-

cesses of the house of Herod." But it was quite certain

that such an acceptance of Mosaism would continue to

be, as it always had been, extremely exceptional; and

Paul saw that if Christianity was to be degraded into

the mere superimposition of a belief in Christ as the

Jewish Messiah upon the self-satisfaction of Shammaite

fanaticism,^ or even on the mere menace of the Law,

it was not possible, it was not even desirable, that it

should continue to exist. The force of habit might, in one

who bad been born a Jew, freshen witb the new wine of

also a Roman senator {Abhocla Zara, 10; Hamburger, s.v. "Beschneidung").

Tlie Roman Metilius saved his life by accepting circumcision (Jos. B. J, ii.

17, § 10). Antoninus /or6ad!e it in the case of Gentile proselytes (Gieseler, i.,

§38).
' " So great is circumcision," said Rabbi [Jehuda Hakkadosh], " that but

for it the Holy One, blessed be He, would not have created the world ; for it

is said (Jer. xxxiii. 25), ' But for My covenant [i.e., circumcision] I would not

have made day and night, and the ordinance of heaven and earth' " {Nedarim,

f. 31,2). " Abraham was not called ' perfect' till he was circumcised. It is as

great as all the other commandments" (Exod. xxxiv. 27), {Id. f. 32, 1). It was
one of the laws in the case of which the Jews preferred death to disobedience

{Shabbath, f . 130, 1). The " good king " in Pseudo-Bartich (§§ 61, 66) is one

who does not allow the existence of an uncircumcised person on the earth.
" Izates and Monabazus would have been called " lion-proselytes," and Aziz

and Polemo " Shechemite proselytes."

3 " How many laws have you ? " asked a Gentile of Shammai. " Two,*^

said Shammai, " the written and the oral." " I believe the former," said the

Gentilo, " not the latter; accept me as a proselyte on condition of learning the

written law only." Shammai ejected him with a cui-se {Shabbath, f. 31, 1).

A A
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the Gospel the old ceremonialism which had run to the

lees of Eahbinic tradition. In Jerusalem a Christian

might not be sensible of the loss he suffered by chaining

his new hfe to the corpse of meaningless halacMth ; but

in Antioch, at any rate, and still more in the new mission-

fields of Asia, such bondage could never be allowed.

We can imagine the indignant grief with which St.

Paul watched this continuous, this systematic^ attempt to

undo all that had been done, and to render impossible all

further progress. Was the living and life-giving spirit

to be thus sacrificed to the dead letter ? Were these new

Pharisees to compass sea and land to make one proselyte,

only that they might add the pride of the Jew to the

vice of the Gentile, and make him ten times more narrow

than themselves? Was the superstitious adoration of

dead ordinances to dominate over the heaven-sent liberty

of the children of God ? If Moses had, under Divine

guidance, imposed upon a nation of sensual and stiff"-

necked slaves not only a moral law of which Christ

Himself had indefinitely deepened the obligation, but also

the crushing yoke of " statutes which were not good, and ordi-

nances wherehij they could not live,"^ was this yoke—now

that it had been abolished, now that it had become partly

impossible and mostly meaningless—to be disastrously

imposed on necks for which its only effect would be to

madden or to gall ?^ Was a Titus, young, and manly,

and free, and pure, with the love of Christ burning like

a fire on the altar of his soul, to be held at arm's length

by some unregenerate Pharisee, who while he wore broad

tephiUin, and fsitsith with exactly the right number of

^ Acts XV. 1, iSlSaffKOV.

3 Ezek. XX. 25. .

3 " Circuincitlere geuitalia instituere ut diversitate noscantur," says

Tacitus {H. V. 5). and adds it ia au aggravation, " Trausgressi iu morem

eorum idem Tisurpant."
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threads and knots, was yet an utter stranger to tlie love

of Christ, and ignorant as a child of His free salvation?

Were Christians, who were all brethren, all a chosen

generation and a royal priesthood, to be treated by Jews,

who had no merit beyond the very dubious merit of

being Jews, as though they were unclean creatures with

whom it was not even fit to eat ? The Jews freely in-

dulged in language of contemptuous superiority towards

the proselytes, but was such language to be for one

moment tolerated in the brotherhood of Christ?^

It is easy to understand in what a flame of fire Paul

must often have stood up to urge these questions during

the passionate debates which immediately arose. ^ It may
be imagined with what eager interest the Gentile prose-

lytes would await the result of a controversy which was

to decide whether it was enough that they should bring

forth the fruits of the Spirit—love, joy, peace, long-

suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-

perance—or whether they must also stick up mezuzoth

on their houses, and submit to a concision, and abstain

from the free purchases of the market, and not touch per-

fectly harmless kinds of food, and petrify one day out of

every seven with a rigidity of small and conventionalised

observances. To us it may seem amazing that the utter-

ances of the prophets were not sufiicient to show that

the essence of rehgion is faith, not outward service ; and

that so far from requiring petty accuracies of posture,

and dress, and food, what the Lord requires of us is

^ Here is a specimen of the language of Jewish Rabbis towards proselytes

:

"Proselytes and those who sport with children [the meaning is dubious] delay

the coming of the Messiah. As for proselytes it is explained by Rabh Chelbo's

remark, that they are as injurious to Israel as a scab (since in Isa. xiv. 1 it is

said, ' strangers ' will be joined to them ( insoDi ), and nncD means ' a scab ')

;

because, s^aid Rashi, they are not up to the precepts, and cause calamities to

Israel" {Niddah, f. 13, 2).
a Acts xv. 2.

A A 2
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that we should do justice, and love mercy, and walk

humbly with our God.^ But the Judaisers had tra-

dition, authority, and the Pentateuch on their side, and

the paralysis of custom rendered many Jewish converts

incapable of resisting conclusions which yet they felt to

be false. So far as they were true Christians at all, they

could not but feel that the end of the commandment was

love out of a good heart and a pure conscience, and faith

unfeigned ; but when their opponents flourished in their

faces the Thorah-rolls, and asked them whether they dared

to despise the immemorial sanctities of Sinai, or diminish

the obligation of laws uttered by Moses amid its burning

glow, the ordinary Jew and the ordinary Grentile were

perplexed. On these points the words of Jesus had been

but a beam in the darkness, certain indeed to grow, but

as yet only shining amid deep midnight. They did not

yet understand that Christ's fulfilment of the Law was its

abrogation, and that to maintain the type in the presence

of the antitype was to hold up superfluous candles to the

sun. From this imminent peril of absorption in exclu-

sive ritual one man saved the Church, and that man was

Paul. With all the force of his argument, with all the

weight of his authority, he affirmed and insisted that the

Gentile converts should remain in the free conditions under

which they had first accepted the faith of Christ.^

Wlien there appeared likely to be no end to the

dispute,^ it became necessary to refer it to the decision

of the Church at Jerusalem, and especially of those

Apostles who had lived with the living Jesus. It is

1 Mic. vi. 8; Deut. x. 12; Hos. d. 6; 1 Sam. xv. 22.

- Comp. MS. D, eXeyev yap 6 TlavXos fxeveiy ovtws k6.0us Mffrevaav duo'xvpiC'^fJtfi'oi.

^ The expressions of Acts XV. 2, yivoix4vt\s oZv araaews nai (rv(T)T-fi(reciJs ovK oXlyris,

K.T.A., are very strong. Sraffis is " insurrection" (Mark xv. 7 ; Luke xxiii. 19).

For (Tv(-f}TT)(rts see Acts vi. 9 ; xxviii. 29 ; Mark ix. 14.
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far from improbable that this plan was urged—nay,

demanded—by the Judaisers themselves,^ who must have

been well aware that the majority of that Church looked

with alarm and suspicion on what they regarded as anti-

Judaic innovations. There may even have been a certain

insolence (which accounts for the almost irritable language

of St. Paul long afterwards) in their manner of parading

the immensely superior authority of living witnesses of the

life of Jesus like James and Kephas. They doubtless

represented the deputation to Jerusalem as a necessary

act of submission, a going up of Paul and Barnabas to be

judged by the Jerusalem synod.^ At this period Paul

would not openly repudiate the paraded superiority of

the Twelve Apostles. When he says to the Galatians

that "he consulted them about the Grospel he was

preaching, lest he might be, or had been, running to no

purpose," he shows that at this period he had not arrived

at the quite unshaken conviction, which made him subse-

quently say that " whether he or an angel from heaven

preached any other gospel, let him be anathema."^ In

^ As is again asserted in D, Kapi)yyfi\av ainols r$ nav\cf> /col t^ Bapvi^a.

KalTifftv &\\ois kyaPaiViiv irpos robs a.iro(rT6\ovs, K.r.\. , '6irws KpiSobffiv eV avTo7s irtpl

rov (y)Ti]f/.aTos Toxnov,

3 See the previous extract from D.
' I have here assumed without hesitation that the visit to Jerusalem of

Gal. ii. 1—10, though there mentioned as though it were a second \\sii, was

identical with that of Acts xv., and therefore was in reality his third visit.

There are in the Acts of the Apostles _/?ve visits of St. Paul to Jerusalem

—

viz.,

(1) after his conversion (ix. 26); (2) with the Antiochene contribution (xi. 30)

;

(3) to consult the Apostles about the necessity of circumcision for the

Gentiles (xv. 2) ; (4) after his second missionary joui'ney (x^^ii. 22) ; (5) before

his imprisonment at Caesarea (xxi.). Now this visit of Gal. ii. could not

possibly have been i\i.Q first; nor, as is proved by Gal. ii. 7, as well as by the

whole chronology of his hfe, could it have been the second ; nor, as we see

from the presence of Barnabas (comp. Gal. ii. 1 with Acts xv. 39), could it

have been the fourth ; for no one can assume that it was, without accusing

St. Paul of disingenuous suppression when he spoke to the Galatians of this

sole intercourse which he had had with the Apostles ; and that it was not

the fifth is quite decisively proved by Gal. ii. 11. By the exhaustive method,
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point of fact it was at this interview tliat lie learnt tliat

his own insight and authority were fully equal to those of

the Apostles who were in Christ before him ; that they had

nothing to- tell him and nothing to add to him ; that, on

the contrary, there were spheres of work which belonged

rather to him than to them, and in which they stood to

him in the position of learners ;
^ that Jesus had fulfilled

His own promise that it was better for His children that

He should go away, because His communion with them

by the gift of His Holy Spirit was closer and more abso-

lute than by His actual presence. But even now Paul

must have chafed to submit the decision of truths which

therefore, we see that the visit dwelt on in Gal. ii. must liave been the iliird.

It would, indeed, be conceivable that it was some visit not recorded by the

author of the Acts if there were any reason whatever for such a supposition;

but when we consider how impossible it was tliat such a visit should have

occurred without the knowledge of St. Luke, and how eminently tlie facts o£

it accorded with the views which he wished to further, and how difficult it ia

to find any other occasion on which such a visit would have been natural, we

have no valid reason for adopting such an hypothesis. Nor, indeed, can

anything be much clearer than the identity of circumstances in the visits

thus described. In the two narratives the same people go up at the same

time, from the same place, for the same object, in consequence of the

same interference by the same agitators, and with the same results. Against

the absolute certainty of the conclusion that the visits described were one

and the same there is nothing wliatever to set but trivial differences of

detail, every one of which is accounted for in the text. As for St. Paul's

non-allusion to the so-called " decree," it is sufficiently explained by its

local, partial, temporary— and, so far as principles were concerned,

indecisive— character ; by the fact that the Galatians were not asking for

concessions, but seeking bondage; and by the Apostle's determination not

to settle such questions by subordinating his Apostolic independence to

any authority which could be described as either " of man or by man," by any-

thing, in short, except the principles revealed by the Spirit of God Himself.

Prof. Jowett (Gal. i. 253) speaks of the unbroken image of harmony presented

by the narrative of the Acts contrasted with the tone of Gal. ii. 2—6 ; but

"an unbroken image of harmony " is not very accordant with the ttoW^ av(7\r7)(ns

of Acts XV. 7, which is an obvious continuation of the o-Tao-is koX ({jrriffts ovk

6\lyn of ver. 2. The extent to which the Acts " casts the veil of time over the

differences of the Apostles " seems to me to be often exaggerated.

1 Gal. ii.7—9.
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lie felt to be true to any human authority. But for

one circumstance he must have felt like an able Eoman
Catholic bishop—a Strossmeyer or a Dupanloup—who
has to await a decision respecting tenets which he deems

irrefragable, from a Pope in all respects his inferior in

ability and in enlightenment. That circumstance was the

inward voice, the spiritual intimation which revealed to

him that this course was wise and necessary. St. Luke,

of course, tells the external side of the event, which was

that Paul went by desire of the Church of Antioch ; but

St. Paul himself, omitting this as irrelevant to his pur-

pose, or regarding it as an expression of the will of

Heaven, tells his converts that he went up "by reve-

lation." From Paul also we learn the interesting cir-

cumstance that among those who accompanied himself

and Barnabas was Titus, perhaps a Cretan Grentile whom
he had converted at Cyprus during his first journey.^

Paul took him as a Grentile representative of his own
converts, a living pledge and witness that uncircumcised

Greeks, seeing that they were equal partakers of the gift

of the Holy Grhost, were not to be treated as dogs and

outcasts. The declared approval of God was not to be

set aside for the fantastic demands of man, and the

supercilious tolerance or undisguised contempt of Jews

for proselytes was at once a crime and an ignorance when
displayed towards a brother in the faith.

Alike the commencement and the course of their

overland journey was cheered by open sympathy with

their views. From Antioch they were honourably

escorted on their way ; and as they passed through

Berytus, Tyre, Sidon, and Samaria, narrating to the

Churches the conversion of the Gentiles, they—like

* Ewald, Gesch. vi. 456.
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Luther on his way to the Diet of Worms—were en-

couraged by unanimous expressions of approval and joy.

On arriving at Jerusalem they were received by the

Apostles and elders, and narrated to them the story of

their preaching and its results, together with the inevit-

able question to which it had given rise. It was on this

occasion apparently that some of the Christian Pharisees

at once got up, and broadly insisted on the moral neces-

sity of Mosaism and circumcision, implying, therefore,

a direct censure of the principles on which Paul and

Barnabas had conducted their mission.^ The question

thus stated by the opposing parties was far too grave to

be decided by any immediate vote ; the deliberate judg-

ment of the Church on so momentous a problem could

only be pronounced at a subsequent meeting. Paul used

the interval with his usual sagacity and power. Know-

ing how liable to a thousand varying accidents are the

decisions arrived at by promiscuous assemblies—fearing

lest the voice of a mixed gathering might only express

the collective incapacity or the collective prejudice—he

endeavoured to win over the leaders of the Church by a

private statement of the Gospel which he preached. Those

leaders were, he tells us, at this time, James,^ who is men-

tioned first because of his position as head of the Church

at Jerusalem, and Peter and John. These he so entirely

succeeded in gaining over to his cause—he showed to them

with such unanswerable force that they could not insist on

making Gentile Christians into orthodox Jews without

incurring the tremendous responsibility of damming up

for ever the free river of the grace of God—that they

' The TrapeSix^-ncrav virh rrjs iKKKriffias of Acts XV. 4 implies a preliminary

meeting distinct from the vw-fixOvrdv rt of ver. 6.

2 Not here characterised as " the Lord's brother," because James, the son of

Zebedee, was dead, and James, the son of Alphaeus, was an Apostle of whom
nothing is known.
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resigned to his judgment the mission to the Gentiles.

Eminent as they were in their own spheres, great as was

their force of character, marked as was their individuality,

they could not resist the personal ascendency of Paul.^

In the presence of one whose whole nature evinced the

intensity of his inspired conviction, they felt that they

could not assume the position of superiors or guides.^

Whatever may have been their original prejudices, these

noble-hearted men allowed neither their private predilec-

tions nor any fibre of natural jealousy to deter their

acknowledgment of their great fellow-workers. They
gave to Paul and Barnabas the right hands of fellow-

ship, and acknowledged them as Apostles to the Gentiles.

One touching request alone they made. The Church of

Jerusalem had been plunged from the first in abject

poverty. It had suffered perhaps from the temporary

experiment of communism ; it had suffered certainly from

the humble rank of its first converts, the persecutions

which they had endured, and the chronic famine to

which their city was liable. Paul and Barnabas were

working in wealthy Antioch, and were likely to travel

among Gentiles, who, if not rich, were amply supplied

with the means of livelihood. Would they forget Jeru-

salem ? Would they sufi^er those to starve who had

walked with Jesus by the Lake of Galilee, and sat

beside His feet when He preached the Sermon on the

Mount ? Already once they had brought from Antioch

the deeply acceptable Chaluka^ which in the fiercest

moment of famine and persecution had as much relieved

the brethren as the royal bounties of Helena had sus-

tained the Jews. Surely they would not let religious

differences prevent them from aiding the hung-er-bitten

^ See John xyi. 7. ' Gal. ii. 7, lUvn^ \ 9, '^v6vTi%. * np^i'jn
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Church? It might he that they had heen treated by-

Jerusalem Christians of the Pharisaic party with surrep-

titious opposition and undisguised dislike, but surely this

would not weigh with them for a moment. The three

heads of the afflicted Church begged the missionaries

to the luxurious world " that they would remember the

poor." It was a request in every respect agreeable to

the tender and sympathetic heart of Paul.^ Apart from

all urging, he had already shown spontaneous earnestness ^

in this holy work of compassion, and now that it came

to him as a sort of request, by way of acknowledging

the full recognition which was being conceded to him,

he was only too glad to have such means of showing

that, while he would not yield an inch of essential truth,

he would make any amount of sacrifice in the cause ot

charity. Thenceforth Paul threw himself into the plan

of collecting alms for the poor saints at Jerusalem with

characteristic eagerness. There was scarcely a Church or

a nation that he visited which he did not press for con-

tributions, and the Galatians themselves could recall the

systematic plan of collection which he had urged upon

their notice.^ In the very hottest moment of displeasure

against those who at any rate represented themselves as

emissaries of James, he never once relaxed his kindly

efforts to prove to the Church, which more than ail

others suspected and thwarted him, that even theological

differences, with all their exasperating bitterness, had not

dulled the generous sensibility of a heart which, by many

' Gal. ii. 10, % Kol € ffirovSaa-a avrh tovto irotrKrai ; lit, " wliich also I was eager

to do at once that very thing." " Quod etiam soUicitus fui hoc ipsum facere."

(Vulg.)

2 Acts xi. 29.

^ 1 Cor. xvi. 3 ; cf. 2 Cor. viii., ix. ; Rom. xv. 27. Even many years after

we find St. Paul still most heartily fulfilling this part of the mutual compact

(Acts xxiv. 17). Plu-ygia alone soems to have contributed nothing.
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a daily affliction, had learnt to throb with sympathy for

the afflicted.

One part, then, of his mission to Jerusalem was ful-

filled when the Lord's brother, and he to whom He had

assigned " the keys of the kingdom of heaven," and he

who had leaned his head at the Last Supper upon His

breast, had yielded to him their friendly acknowledg-

ment. It is on this that he chiefly dwells to the

Galatians. In their Churches brawling Judaisers had

dared to impugn his commission and disparage his teach-

ing, on the asserted authority of the mother Church and

its bishop. It was Paul's object to prove to them that

his sacred independence had been acknowledged by the

very men who were now thrust into antagonism with *

his sentiments. There may be in his language a little

sense of WTong ; but, on the other hand, no candid reader

can fail to see that a fair summary of the antagonism

to which he alludes is this
—

" Separation, not opposition

;

antagonism of the followers rather than of the leaders

;

personal antipathy of the Judaisers to St. Paul rather

than of St. Paul to the Twelve."

^

But St. Luke is dealing wath another side of this

visit. To him the authority of Paul was not a sub-

ject of doubt, nor was it seriously questioned by those for

whom he wrote ; but with the teacldvg of Paul it was

far different, and it was Luke's object to show that the

main principles involved, so far from being dangerous, had

received the formal sanction of the older Apostles. That

there was a severe struggle he does not attempt to conceal,

but he quotes an authentic document to prove that it ended

triumphantly in favour of the Apostle of the Gentiles.

* Jowett, Romans, &c., i. 326. In this essay, and that of Dr. Lightfoot on
" St. Paul and the Three" {Gal. 276—346), the reader wiU find the facts faii-ly

appreciated and carefully stated.
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A concrete form was given to tliis debate by tbe pre-

sence of Titus as one of Paul's companions. Around this

young man arose, it is evident, a wild clamour of contro-

versy. The Judaisers insisted that he should be circum-

cised. So long as he remained uncircumcised they refused

to eat with him, or to regard him as in any true sense a

brother. They may even have been indignant with Paul

for his free companionship with this Gentile, ^s they had

previously been with Peter for sharing the hospitality of

Cornelius. The Agapse were disturbed with these conten-

tions, and with them the celebration of the Holy Com-

munion. Alike Titus and Paul must have had a troubled

time amid this storm of conflicting opinions, urged with

the rancorous intensity which Jews always display when

their religious fanaticism is aroused.^ Even after the lapse

of five or six years St. Paul cannot speak of this episode

in his life without an agitation which affects his language

to so extraordinary a degree as to render uncertain to us

the result, of which doubtless the Gralatians were aware,

but about which we should be glad to have more complete

certainty. The question is, did Paul, in this particular

instance, yield or not ? In other words, was Titus circum-

cised ? In the case of Timothy, Paul avowedly took into

account his Jewish parentage on the mother's side, and

therefore circumcised him as a Jew, and not as a Gentile,

because otherwise it would have been impossible to secure

his admission among Jews. Even this might be enough

to give rise to the charges of inconsistency with which we

know him to have been assailed. But if he had indeed

bowed to the storm in the case of Titus—if he, the firmest

champion of Christian uncircumcision, the foremost

preacher of the truth that in Christ Jesus neither circum-

' The date of the "Council" at Jerusalem is about A.D. 51; that of the

Epistle to the Galatians about A.D. 58.
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cision was anything nor uncircmncision, but faitli which

worketh by love, had still allowed an adult Gentile convert

to submit to a Jewish rite which had no meaning except as

an acknowledgment that he was bound to keep the Mosaic

Law— then, indeed, he might be charged with having

sacrificed the very point at issue. He might of course

urge that he had only done it for the moment by way of

peace, because otherwise the very life of Titus would have

been endangered, or because his presence in the Holy City

might otherwise have caused false rumours and terrible

riots, as the presence of Trophimus^ did in later years.

He might say, " I circumcised Titus only because there

was no other chance of getting the question reasonably

discussed ;" but if he yielded at all, however noble and

charitable may have been his motives, he gave to his

opponents a handle against him which assuredly they did

not fail to use.

Now that he was most vehemently urged to take this

step is clear, and perhaps the extraordinary convulsiveness

of his expressions is only due to the memory of all that he

must have undergone in that bitter struggle.^ In holding

^ This element of the decision has been universally overlooked. Gentiles

of course there were in Jerusalem, but for a Jew deliberately to introduce an
uncircumcised Gentile as a full partaJcer of all religious rites in a Judcso-

Christian community was a terribly dangerous experiment. If all the power
and influence of Josephus could hardly save from massacre two illustrious

and highly-connected Gentiles who had fled to him for refuge—although there

was no pretence of extending to them any religious privileges—because the

multitude said that " they ought not to be suffered to live if they would not

change their religion to the religion of those to whom they fled for safety
"

{yit. 31), how could Paul answer for the life of Titus 1

2 This is the view of Dr. Lightfoot {Gal., p. 102), who says, " The
counsels of the Apostles of the circumcision are the hidden rock on which the

grammar of the sentence is wrecked;" and "the sensible undercurrent of

feeling, the broken grammar of the sentence, the obvious tanour of particular

phrases, all convey the impression that, though the final victory was complete, it

was not attained without a struggle, in which St. Paul maintained, at one time

almost single-handed, the cause of Gentile freedom." I give my reason after-
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out to the last he had, doubtless, been forced to encounter

the pressure of nearly the whole body of the Church at

Jerusalem, mcluding almost certainly all who were living

of the twelve Apostles, and their three leaders. Perhaps

even Barnabas himself might, as afterwards, have lost all

firm grasp of truths which seemed sufficiently clear when

he was working with Paul alone on the wild uplands of

Lycaonia. Certainly St. Paul's moral courage triumphed

over the severest test, if he had the firmness and fortitude

to hold out against this mass of influence. It would have

been far bolder than Whitefield standing before a conclave

of Bishops, or Luther pleading his cause at Rome. As
far as courage was concerned, it is certain that no fear

w^ould ever have induced him to give way ; but might he

not have yielded ad interim, and as a charitable concession,

in order to secure a permanent result ?

Let us consider, in all its roughness, his own language.

" Then," he says, " fourteen years after,^ I again went

up to Jerusalem with Barnabas, taking with me also

Titus. ^ Now, I went up in accordance with a reve-

lation, and I referred to them^ the Grospel which I am
preaching among the Gentiles—privately, however, to

those of rej)ute, lest perchance I am now running,*

wards for adopting a different conclusion. The sense of a complete victory-

contemplated years aftervrai'ds would hardlj"- produce all this agitation. It

would have been alluded to with the calm modesty of conscious strength.

Not so an error of judgment involving serious consequences though actuated

by the best motives. If Titus was not circumcised, why does not Paid plainly

say so ?

1 Gal. ii. 1—6. Fourteen years after his first visit. The " about " of the

E.V. should bo omitted.

^ And some others, whom, however, he could hardly be said to " take with

him " (Acts xv. 2).

^ aveOtfjiriv avrots,
" communicated " or " referred to them"—not " placed in

their hands " (cf. Acts xxv. 14). Tertullian says " ad patrocinium Petri, &c.,"

which is too strong.

* I take Tpfx^ '"IS an indie, but it may be the subjunctive, as in 1 Thess.

iii. 5, and for the metaphor Phil. ii. 16.
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or even had run, to no purpose.^ But not even Titus,

who was with me, Greek though he was, was obliged to

be circumcised; but [he was only circumcised ?] because of

the stealthily-introduced false brethren—people who came

secretly in to spy out our liberty which we have in Christ

Jesus, in order that they shall ^ utterly enslave us, [(to

whom) not even]^ for an hour did we yield by way of siib-

^ Dr. Lightfoot takes this to mean "that my past and present labours

might not be thwarted by opposition or misunderstanding." So Theophylact,

ad loc, 'Iva fx^ araffis y^wrai Kol ha hpefj rb (TKavSaXov. The context seems to me
to show that it implies a desire on St. Paul's part to know whether anything

valid could he urged against his own personal conviction. And so Tert. adv.

.Maj-c. i. 20; V. 3; iv. 2. The admission of the possibility of a misgiving as

to the practical issue only adds strength to the subsequent confirmation.

To St. Paul's uncertainty or momentary hesitation I would compare that of

St. John the Baptist (Matt. xi. 3).

2 KaTaoovKoxTovm (n, A, B, C, D, E). I have literally translated the bold

solecism, which was not imknown to Hellenistic Greek, and by which it gains

in vividness (cf. iv. 17, 'Iva. ^-nXovn).

•* In the insertion, omission, or variation of these two words oh ohZe the

MSS. and quotations become as agitated and uncertain as the style of the writer.

If we could believe that the word oiSe—" not even "—was spurious it would

then, I think, be obvious that St. Paul meant to say, " Owing to these false

brethren I did, it is true, make a temporary concession {nphs wpav), but only

with a view of ultimately securing for you a permanent liberty" {Biafiflvr!

irphs v/xas) ;
" ostendens," as Tertixllian says, "propter quid fecerit quod nee

fecisset nee ostendisset, si illud propter quod fecit non accidisset " [adv. Marc.

T. 3). But admittedly the evidence of the manuscripts is in favour of retaining

the negative, though it is omitted by Irenseus, is absent from many Latin copies,

is declared on the doubtful authority of Victorinus to have been absent from

the majority of Latin and Gfeek manuscinpts, and is asserted by Tertnllian

to have been fraudulently introduced by the heretic Marcion. Surely the

uncertainty which attaches to it, joined to the fact that even its retention by

no means excludes the supposition that Paul, to his own great subsequent

regret, had given way under protest while the debate was pending, are argu-

ments in favour of this having been the case. If this view be right it would

give a far deeper significance to such passages as Gal. i. 10 ; iv. 11. In that case

his vacillation was an error of policy, which we have no more reason to believe

was impossible in his case than a moral error was in that of St. Peter at Antioch

;

but it would have been an error of practical Judgment, not of unsettled prin-

ciple ; an error of noble self-abnegation, not of timid complaisance. And surely

St. Paul would have been the very last of men to claim imra;in:ty from the

possibility of error. " The fulness of divine gifts," says Dr. Newman, "did

not tend to destroy what is human in him, but to spiritualise and perfect it."
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missio7i—in order that the truth of the Gospel may remain

entirely with you/ from those, however, who are reputed^

to be something—whatever they were^ makes no matter

to me—Grod accepts no man's face—well, to me those in

repute added nothing." Such is a literal translation of

his actual words in this extraordinary sentence; and he

then proceeds to narrate the acknowledgment of the Three,

that his authority was in no sense disparate with theirs

;

nay, that in dealing with the Grentiles he was to be re-

garded as specially endowed with Divine guidance.

But does he mean that, " I never for a moment yielded

and circumcised Titus, in spite of the enormous pressure

which was put upon me ? " or does he mean, " I admit

—

grieved as I am to admit it—that in the case of Titus I

did yield. Titus was circumcised, but not under compuU

sion. I yielded, but not out of submission. The conces-

sion which I made—vast as it was, mistaken as it may
have been—was not an abandonment of principle, but a

stretch of charity ?
"

It must be remembered that Paul *' cared for ideas, not

for forms;" the fact that circumcision was a matter in

itself indifferent—the admitted truth that men could be

saved by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by that

alone—may have induced him, under strong pressure,* to

concede that the rite should be performed—with the same

kind of half-contemjDtuous indifference to the exaggeration

of trifles which makes him say to the Gralatians in a burst

of bitter irony, "I wish that, while they are about it,

' ZoKovvTis, "seem," not "seemed," as in E.Y.
3 Renan and others see in tliis a covert allusion to the former disbelief of

James ; this is utterly unlikely, seeing that the reference is also to Peter and

John. It means, rather, " however great their former pri^-ilego in nearness to

the li\-ing Christ" (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 16). Indeed, it is better to join the ttots to

the iiroloi, " qualescunque."

* Acts XV. 10.
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these Judaisers, who make so much of circumcision,

would go a little farther still and make themselves

altogether like your priests of Agdistis." ^ When Paul

took on him the Nazarite vow, when he circumcised

Timothy,^ he did it out of a generous desire to re-

move all needless causes of offence, and not to let his

work be hindered by a stiff refusal to give way in things

unimportant. We know that it was his avowed principle

to become all things to all men, if so be he might win

some. His soul was too large to stickle about matters of

no moment. Can we not imagine that in the wild strife

of tongues which made Jerusalem hateful so long as the

uncircumcised Titus was moving among the members of

the Church, Paul might have got up and said, " I have

come here to secure a decision about a matter of vast

moment. If the presence of Titus looks to you like an

offensive assertion of foregone conclusions—well, it is only

an individual instance—and while the question is still un-

decided, I will have him circumcised, and we shall then be

able to proceed more calmly to the consideration of the

general question ? " Might he not have regarded this as a

case in which it was advisable " reculer^our mieux sauter ?"

and to his own friends who shared his sentiments might

he not have said, *' What does it matter in this particular

instance ? It can mean nothing. Titus himself is generous

enough to wish it for the sake of peace ; he fully un-

derstands that he is merely yielding to a violent pre-

judice. It may be most useful to him in securing future

admission to Jewish assemblies. To him, to us, it will be

regarded as ' concision,' not ' circumcision
;

' an outward

observance submitted to from voluntary good nature ; not

by -"tny means a solemn precedent, or a significant rite?"

1 Gal. V. 12 (in the Greek). 'Acts xvi. 3.

B B
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And would not Titus have also urged tlie Apostle not to

be deterred by any consideration for him ? Might he not

naturally have said, " I am grieved that there should be

all this uproar and heart-burning on my account, and I

am quite willing to allay it by becoming a proselyte of

righteousness ? " If Titus took this generous line, Paul's

reluctance to take advantage of his generosity might have

been increased, and yet an additional argument would

have been supplied to his opponents. " Moses," they

would have said, "commanded circumcision; we cannot

let this Grentile sit at our Agapse without it ; he is him-

self, much to his credit, quite ready to consent to it ; why
do you persist in troubling our Israel by your refusal to

consent ?
"

For whatever may be urged against this view, I can-

not imagine why, if Paul did not yield, he should use

language so ambiguous, so involved, that whether we

retain the negative or not his language has still led

many—as it did in the earliest ages of the Church—to

believe that he did the very thing which he is generally

supposed to be denying. Nothing could have been easier

or pleasanter than to say, "I did not circumcise Titus,

though every possible effort was made to force me to do

so. My not doing so—even at Jerusalem, even at the

beginning of the whole controversy, even at the head-

quarters of the Juds3eo-Christian tyranny, even in the

face of the evident wish of the Apostles—proves, once

for all, both my independence and my consistency." But

it was immensely more difficult to explain why he really

had given way in that important instance. It may be

til at Titus was by his side while he penned this very para-

graph, and, if so, it would be to Paul a yet more bitter

reminder of a concession which, more than aught else,

had bpen quoted to prove his subjection and his insincerity.
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He is therefore so anxious to show loliy he did it, and what

were not his motives, that ultimately he unconsciously

omits to say it in so many words at all.^ And if, after

the decision of the meeting, and the battle which he had

fought, Paul still thought it advisable to circumcise

Timothy merely to avoid offending the Jews whom he

was about to visit, would not the same motives work

with him at this earlier period when he saw how the

presence of Titus threw the whole Church into confusion ?

If the false inferences which might be deduced from

the concession were greater in the case of a pure-blooded

Gentile, on the other hand the necessity for diminishing

offence was also more pressing, and the obligatoriness of

circumcision had at that time been less seriously impugned.

And it is even doubtful whether such a course was not

overruled for good. But for this step would it, for in-

stance, have been possible for Titus to be overseer of the

Church of Crete ? Would any circumcised Jew have tole-

rated at this epoch the " episcopate " of an uncircumcised

Gentile? I have dwelt long upon this incident because,

if I am right, there are few events in the biography of

St. Paul more illustrative alike of his own character and of

the circumstances of his day. He would rather have died,

would rather have suffered a schism between the Church of

Jerusalem and the Churches of her Gentile converts, than

admit that there could be no salvation out of the pale of

* " Cette transaction coftta beauconp a Paul, et la phrase dans laquelle il

en parle est une des plus originales qu'il ait ecrites. Le mot qui lui coute

semble no pouvoir couler de sa plume. La phrase au premier coup d'ceil

parait dire que Titus ne fut pas circoncis, tandis qu'elle implique qu'il le fut
"

(Renan, St. Paul, p. 92). It need hardly be said that there is no question

of suppression here, because I assume that the fact was perfectly well known.
We find a similar characteristic of style and character in Rom. ix. Baur,

on the other hand (but on very insufficient grounds), thinks that "nothing
can be more absurd." Yet it was the view of Tertulliau (c. Marc. v. 3), and
Baur equally disbelieves the expressly asserted circumcision of Timothy.

B B 2
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Mosaism. In this or that instance he was ready enough

—perhaps, in the largeness of his heart, too ready for his

own peace—to go almost any length rather than hring

himself and, what was infinitely more dear to him, the

Gospel with which he had heen entrusted, into collision

with the adamantine walls of Pharisaic higotry. But he

always let it be understood that his principle remained

intact—that Christ had in every sense abolished the curse

of the Law—that, except in its universal moral precepts,

it was no longer binding on the Grentiles—that the " tra-

ditions of the fathers " had for them no further signifi-

cance. He intended at all costs, by almost unlimited

concession in the case of individuals, by unflinching re-

sistance when principles were endangered, to establish, as

far at any rate as the Gentiles were concerned, the truth

that Christ had obliterated the handwiiting in force

against us, and taten it out of the way, nailing the torn

fragments of its decrees to His cross.

^

And so the great debate came on. The Apostles—at

any rate, their leaders—had to a great extent been won

over in private conferences ; the opponents had been par-

tially silenced by a personal concession. Paul must have

looked forward with breathless interest to the result of

the meeting which should decide whether Jerusalem was

still to be the metropolis of the Faith, or whether she

was to be abandoned to the isolation of unprogressive

literalism, w^iile the Gospel of Christ started on a new

career from Antioch and from the West. One thing

only must not be. She must not swathe the daily

-

strengthening youth of Christianity in the dusty cere-

ments of an abolished system ; she must not make

Christianity a religion of washings and cleansings, of

times and seasons, of meats and drinks, but a religion of

1 Col. ii. 14u
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holiness and of the heart—a religion in which men might

eat or not as the^^ pleased, and might regard every day

as alike sacred, so that they strove with all their power

to reveal in their Kves a love to man springing out of

the root of love to Grod.

We are not surprised to hear that there was much
eager and passionate debate.^ Doubtless, as in all similar

gatherings of the Church to settle disputed questions,

there were mutual recriminations and misunderstandings,

instances of untenable argument, of inaccurate language,

of confused conceptions. The Holy Spirit, indeed, was

among them then, as now, in all gatherings of faithful

Christian men : He was with them to guide and to

inspire. But neither then nor now—as we see by
the clearest evidence of the New Testament then, and

as we see by daily experience now—did His influence

work to the miraculous extinction of human differences,

or obliteration of human imperfections. Those who
supported the cause of Paul rendered themselves liable

to those charges, so terrible to a Jew, of laxness, of

irreligion, of apostasy, of unpatriotism, of not being

believers in revealed truth. Was not Moses inspired?

Was the Sacred Pentateuch to be reduced to a dead

letter ? Were all the curses of Ebal to be braved ? Were
the Thorah-rolls to be flung contemptuously into the Dead
Sea ? On the other hand, those who maintained the

necessity of circumcision and of obedience to the Law,

laid themselves open to the fatal question, "If the Law
is essential to salvation, what, then, has been the work

of Christ?"

But when the subject had been amply discussed,

Peter arose,^ Which side he would take could be hardly

' See on this dissension Hooker, Eccl. Pol. iv., xi.

2 On the views of St. John, see Excui-sus XVII., "St. John and St. Paul."
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doubtful. He had, in fact, already braved and over-

borne the brunt of a similar opposition. But an excep-

tional instance was felt to be a very different thing

from a universal rule. It was true that Peter did not

now stand alone, but found the moral support, which

was so necessary to him, in the calm dignity of Barnabas

and the ferx'id genius of Paul. But in all other respects

his task was even more difficult than it had been before,

and, rising to the occasion, he spoke with corresponding

boldness and force. -^ His speech was in accordance with

the practical, forthright, non-argumentative turn of his

mind. Filled with energetic conviction by the logic of

facts, he reminded them how, long ago,^ the question had

been practically settled. God had selected him to win over

the first little body of converts from the Gentile world; and

the gift of the Spirit to them had showed that they were

cleansed by faith. To lay on them the burden of the Law
—a burden to the daily life which it surrounded \\dth

unpractical and often all but impracticable observances

—

a biu-den to the conscience because it created a sense of

obligation of which it could neither inspire the fulfilment

nor remedy the shortcoming—a burden which had there-

fore been found intolerable both by their fathers and them-

selves^—was simply to tempt God by hindering His

manifest purposes, and resisting His manifest will. In

one doctrine all present were agreed ; * it was that alike

' Acts XV. 7—11. Again we have to notice the interesting cii-cnmstance

that in this brief speech the language is distinctly Petrine. Such minute marks

of authenticity are wholly beyond the reach of a forger.

2 Tlic expression d<^' rj/j-epuv apxaloiv would naturally refer to the apxh of tiie

Gospel (cf . xi. 15 ; xxi. 16 ; Phil. iv. 15). But if the conversion of Cornelius

took place during the " rest " procured for ihe Church by the absorption of the

Jews in their attempt to rebut the mad impiety of Gains, A.D. 40, that was
not twelve years before this time.

^ Gal. v. 3. The Law was a (vyhv SouKeias, the Gospel a (vyhs xP'to'T^s, a

(Popjiou iha<pp6v (Matt. xi. 29, 30). * Cf. Acts xi. 17.
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the Je^YS and tlie Gentile converts should be saved only

by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ. The inference

then was ob\dous, that they were not and could not be

saved by the works of the Law. In the observance of

those works the Jews, on whom they were originally en-

joined, might naturally persevere till fresh light came;

but these hereditary customs had never been addressed to

the Gentiles, and, since they were unnecessary to salvation,

they must obviously be to the Gentiles not burdensome

only, but a positive stumbling-block.

The weight of Peter's dignity had produced silence in

the assembly. The excitement was now so far calmed

that Paul and Barnabas were at least listened to withou^j

interruptions. Barnabas—who, in the Jewish Church, still

retained his precedence, and who w^as as acceptable to the

audience from his past liberality as Paul was unacceptable

from his former persecutions—spoke first ; but both he and
Paul seem to have abstained from arguing the question.

All the arguments had been urged at private conferences

when words could be deliberately considered. They were

not there to impress their own views, but to hear those of

the Apostles and of the Church they governed. Barnabas

never seems to have been prominent in debate, and Paul

was too wise to discuss theological differences before a pro-

miscuous audience. They confined themselves, therefore,

to a simple history of their mission, dwelling especially

on those " signs and wonders " wrought by their hands

among the G-entiles, which were a convincing proof that,

though they might not win the approval of man, they

had all along enjoyed the blessing of G-od.

Then rose James. Every one present must have felt

that the practical decision of the Church—Paul must have

felt that, humanly speaking, the future of Christianity—

•

depended on his words. A sense of awe clung about him
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and all he said and did. Clothed with a mysterious and

indefinable dignity as "the brother of the Lord," that

dignity and mystery were enhanced by his bearing, dress,

manner of life, and entire appearance. Tradition, as em-

bodied in an Ebionite romance, and derived from thence

by Hegesippus,^ represents him as wearing no wool, but

clothed in fine white linen from head to foot, and—either

from some priestly element in his genealogy, or to symbo-

lise his " episcopate " at Jerusalem—as wearing on his fore-

head ihepetalon, or golden plate of High-priesthood.^ It is

said that he was so holy, and so highly esteemed by the

whole Jewish people, that he alone was allowed, like the

High Priest, to enter the Holy Place ; that he lived a

celibate^ and ascetic life ; that he spent long hours alone

in the Temple praying for the people, till his knees became

hard and callous as those of the camel ; that he had the

power of working miracles ; that the rain fell in accord-

ance with his prayers ; that it was owing to his merits

that God's impending wrath was averted from the Jewish

nation; that he received the title of " the Just " and

Ohliam, or " Rampart of the People ;
" and that he was

shadowed forth in the images of the prophets.* Some of

' " The Ascent of James." The narrative of Hegesippus is quoted at length,

by Eusebius, if. -EJ. ii. 23. Other passages which relate to him are Epiphan.

Kaer. Ixxviii. 7, 13, 14 ; Jer. Be Vir. Illustr. 2 ; Comm. in Gal. i. 19.

^ Epiphan. Haer. xxix. 4. The same story is told of St. John, on the

authority of Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus (Euseb. H. E. iii. 31 ; v. 24).

Either Polycrates has taken literally some metaphorical allusion, or John really

did sometimes adopt a symbol of Christian High-j)riesthood. The former

seems the more probable supposition.

^ This is reudered doubtful by 1 Cor. ix. 5, unless he was an exception

to the other Desposyni.

* Dan. i. 8, 12 ; Tob. i. 11, 12. ois ol irpo(pr\Tai hr)Xov(Ti Trep) ahrov (Heges.

libi siq-ir.). This, perhaps, refers to Isa. iii. 10. If he be the Jacob of Kcphar

Sechauiah he is indeed regarded as a Min, yet he is represented as having

various dealings with orthodox Rabbis (GrStz, Gnostic, it. Judaism, p. 25). The

name Oblias, n;''.?in, is explained by Hausrath to mean " Jehovah my chain,"
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tliose details must be purely imaginative ; but legends, as

has well been said, are like the clouds that gather upon the

mountain summits, and show the height and take the

shapes of the peaks about w^hich they cling. We may
readily believe that he was a Nazarite, perhaps even an

ascetic—one who, by the past affinities of his character, was

bound rather to Banus, and John Baptist, and the strict

communities of the Essenes, than to the disciples of One

who came eating and drinking, pouring on social Hfe the

brightness of His holy joy, attending the banquet of the

Pharisee at Capernaum, and the feast of the bridegroom

at Cana, not shrinking from the tears with which Mary of

Magdala or the perfumes with which Mary of Bethany

embathed his feet.

Such was the man who now rose to speak, with the

long locks of the Nazarite streaming over his white robe,

and with all the sternness of aspect which can hardly have

failed to characterise one who was so rigid in his con-

victions, so uncompromising in his judgments, so incisive

in his speech. The importance of his opinion lay in the

certainty that it could hardly fail to be, at least nominally,

adopted by the multitude, among whom he exercised an

authority, purely local indeed and limited, but within

those limits superior even to that of Peter. The most

fanatical of bigots could hardly refuse to be bound by the

judgment of one who was to the xerj depth of his being

a loyal Jew ; to whom even unconverted Jews looked up

with reverence ; to whom the " Law," which neither St.

Peter nor St. John so much as mention in their Epistles,

was so entirely the most prominent conception that he

does not once mention the Grospel, and only alludes to it

with allusion to tlio Nazarito vow. Hitzig {Kl. PropJieten) thinks the name
may refer to the staff, cbain, in Zech. xi. 7. Is it possible that the name may
be some confusion of Abh ham, " father of the people ?

"
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under tlie aspect of a law, tliougli as " the perfect law of

liberty."^

His speech—which, as in so many other instances,

bears internal marks of authenticity^—was thoroughly

Judaic in tone, and yet showed that the private arguments

of the Apostles of the Gentiles had not been thrown away

on a mind which, if in comparison with the mind of a Paul,

and even of a Peter, it was somewhat stern and narrow, was

yet the mind of a remarkable and holy man who would not

struggle against the guidance of the Holy Spirit of God.

Peter, in one of those impetuous outbursts of generous

conviction which carried him beyond his ordinary self, had

dauntlessly laid down broad principles which are, perhaps,

the echo of thoughts which Paul had impressed upon his

mind. It would have been too much to expect that James

would speak with equal breadth and boldness. Had he

done so, we should have felt at once that he was using

lansfuasre unlike himself, unlike all that we know of him,

unlike the language of his own Epistle. But though his

speech is as different from St. Peter's as possible—though

it proposed restrictions where he had indicated liberty—it

yet went farther than could have been hoped ; farther

than bigots either liked or cordially accepted ; and, above

all, it conceded the main point at issue in implying that

circumcision and the ceremonial law were, as a whole,

non-essential for the Gentiles.

Requesting their attention, he reminded them that

Symeon^—as, using the Hebrew form of the name, he

characteristically calls his brother Apostle—had narrated to

them the Divine intimations which led to the call of the

Gentiles, and this he shows was in accordance with ancient

1 James i. 25 ; ii. 12.

' lE.g., "on whom my name has been called ;" of. James ii. 7.

' As in 2 Peter i. 1. Tliis is the last mention of Peter in the Acts.
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propliecy, and, therefore, with Divine fore-ordination.^

But obviously—this was patent to all Jews alike—the

Gentiles would never accept the whole Mosaic Law. His

authoritative decision,^ therefore, took the form of " a

concession and a reserve." He proposed to release the

converted Gentiles from all but four restrictions—which

belonged to what was called the Noachian dispensation ^

—

abstinence, namely, from things polluted by being offered

to idols,"* and from fornication, and from anything

strano-led, and from blood.^ "For," he adds, in words

which are pregnant with more than one significance,

" Moses from of old hath preachers in the synagogues in

every city, being read every Sabbath day." By this

addition he probably meant to imply that since Moses was

universally read in synagogues attended both by Jews

and b}^ Gentile converts, we will tell the Gentiles that this

Law which they hear read is not universally binding on

them, but onl}^ so far as charity to the Jew requires ; and

we will tell the Jews that we have no desire to abrogate

for them that Law to whose ordinances they hear a weekly

witness.

One of the most remarkable points in this speech is the

* Amos ix. 11, 12. The true reading here, among numberless divergences,

seems to be yyua-To. an aluvos («, B, C), " it has been known of old." James

affirms what Amos prophesied, but his speech is not free from difficulties. (See

Baur, Paul. i. 124.)

2 iyic /tpiVwjbut he was only primus inter pares. (See Acts xv. 6 ; xxi. 25.)

3 See Gen. ix. 4.

* Acts XV. 20, aMffyfinara rwv flSwKuv = elSw\6evTa (ver. 29 ; Xxi. 25)

'AXi(oe'i= (/r?a^," to redeem with blood" (Dan. i. 8; Mai. i. 7). We are told

that tlie Jews in the days of Antiochus were ready to die rather than 6t'5a>A.o-

OvrcDv awoyevfaSai.

* These two resti-ictions are practically identical, the irviKrii, being only for-

bidden because they necessarily involved the eating of the blood. Af^a cannot

mean "the shedding of blood"—homicide, as some of the Fathers supposed.

On " things strangled " and " blood," see Tert. Apol. ix. ; Schottgen, Hor.

Hebr. in loc. ; Kalisch on Gen. ix, 4.
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argument deduced from the prophecy of Amos, which was

primarily meant as a prophecy of the restoration of Israel

from captivity, but which St. James, with a large insight

into the ever-mdening horizons of prophecy, applies to

the ideal restoration, the reception of Jehovah as their

common Father by the great family of man. In the re-

building of the ruined tabernacle of David he sees the

upraising of the Church of Christ as an ideal temple to

w^hich the Gentiles also shall be joined. Nor is it a

little striking that in adducing this prophecy he quotes,

not the Hebrew, but mainly the Septuagint.^ The Greek

differs essentially from the Hebrew, and differs from it in

the essence of the interpretation, which lies not only in

the ideal transference from the Temple to the Church, but

in direct reference to the Gentiles—viz.

:

" That the residue of men mi(jht seek after the Lord,

and all the Gentiles upon whom My name is called, saith

the Lord."

But the Hebrew says, much less appositely to the

purpose of the speaker,

" That they may possess the remnant of Edom, and of all

the heathen upon whom My name is called, saith the

Lord."

The difference is due to one of those numberless and

often extraordinary variations of the original text of which

the Septuagint is so decisive a proof, and which makes

that version so interesting a study. ^ This application of

James may be regarded as implicitly involved even in

the Hebrew, and is yet more directly supported by other

passages ;
^ but the fact that here and elsewhere the New

* irape»'oxA«r»' (ver. 19) occurs only in the LXX.
2 The LXX. seems clearly to have read 079 {addm), " man," for c^^>}

(edom). Dr. Davidson, Sacr. Hermen., p. 462, goes so far as to suppose that

the Jews have here altered the Hebrew text.

3 E.g., Ps. Ixxxvi, 9 ; xxii. 31 ; cii. 18 ; Isa. xliii. 7.
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Testament writers quote and argue from the undeniably

variant renderings of tlie Septuagint, quoting them from

memory, and often differing in actual words hotli from

these and from the Hebrew, shows how utterly removed

was their deep reverence for Scripture from any supersti-

tion about the literal dictation of mere words or letters.

The debate was now at an end, for all the leaders had

spoken. The objections had been silenced ; the voice of

the chief elder had pronounced the authoritative conclu-

sion. It only remained to make that conclusion known

to those who were immediately concerned. The Apostles

and Elders and the whole Church therefore ratified the

decision, and selected two of their own body, men of high

repute—Judas Barsabbas and Silas ^—to accompany the

emissaries from the Church of Antioch on their return,

and to be pledges for the genuineness of their written com-

munication. The letter which they sent embodied their re-

solutions, and ran as follows :

—
" The Apostles and Elders ^

and brethren to the brethren from the Gentiles in Antioch

^ Tlie Silas of Acts is, o£ course, the Silvanus—the name being Romanised

for convenience—of the Epistles (1 Thess. i. 1 ; 2 Thess. i. 1), and perhaps

of 1 Pet. V. 12. He is not mentioned in the Acts after the first visit of

St. Paul to Corinth, and in undesigned coincidence with this his name dis-

appears in the superscription of the Epistles after that time. (See Wordsworth,

PhU. i. 1.)

^ Although «al o\ is omitted (m, A, B, C, the Yulgate and Armenian versions,

Irenseus, and Origen, and the «al by D), I still believe them to be genuine.

The diplomatic evidence seems indeed to be against them, the weight of the

above Uncials, &c., being superior to that of E, G, H, the majority of Cursives,

and the Syriac, Coptic, and ^thiopic versions. But objection to the apparent

parity assigned to the brethren might have led, even in early days, to their

omission, while if not genuine it is not easy to see why tliey should have been

inserted. They also agree better with ver. 22, " with the whole Church," and

ver. 24, " going out froin among us." The importance of the reading is

*hown by its bearing on such debates as the admission of laymen into ecclesi-

astical conferences, &c. Wordsworth quotes from Beveridge, Codex Cano-

num Vindicattis, p. 20, the rule " Laid ad judicium de doctrina aut disciplina

Ecclesiasticaferendum nunquam admissi sunt."
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and Syria and Cilicia, greeting.^ Since we heard tliat

some who went out from among us troubled you with

statements, subverting^ your souls, who received no injunc-

tion from us,^ we met together, and decided to select men
and send them to you with our beloved Barnabas and

Paul,* persons^ who have given up their lives for the name

of our Lord Jesus Christ.^ We have therefore commis-

sioned Judas and Silas to make in person the same an-

nouncement to you by word of mouth—namely, that it is

our decision, under the guidance of the Holy Grhost,''' to lay

no further burden^ upon you beyond these necessary things :

to abstain from things offered to idols, and from blood,

and from strangled, and from fornication, in keeping 3^our-

selves from which it shall be well with you. Farewell." ®

It will be observed that throughout this account I have

avoided the terms " Council '* and " decree." It is only by

an unwarrantable extension of terms that the meetino- ofo

^ xaipeih lit., " rejoice." It is a curious circumstance that the Greek

salutation—for the Hebrew salutation would be oSb^^, " Peace "—is only found

in the letter of a Gentile, Claiidius Lysias (xxiii. 26), and in the letter of him
who must have taken a main part in drawing up this letter (James i. 1).

2 avaffKiudCoi'Tes, lit., " digging up from the foundations" (Thuc. iv. 116).

3 This disavowal is complete, and yet whole romances about counter-missions

in direct opposition to St. Paul, and organised by James, are securely built

on the expression in Gal. ii. 12, Ttvas anh 'la/f^jSou, though it is very little

stronger than the TLvh KaTi\66i'res oTrb tt)s 'lovSaias of XV. 1, and not so strong

as the Tivh ^^ r]n<t>v i^e\66vTes here.

* In order, of course, that no possible suspicion might attach to the letter

as an expression of their real sentiments,

6 I have expressed the difference of &vSpas and avepanrovs, but the only dif-

ference intended is that tlie latter expression is more generic.

^ They were martyrs at least in will (Alf.).

7 Of. Ex. xiv. 31 ; 1 Sam. xii. 18. Hence the " Sancto Spiritu suggerente,"

commo7ily prefixed to decrees of Councils.

8 This word (cf. ver. 10) seems to show the hand of Peter (cf. Rev. ii. 24).

9 D, followed by some versions, and many Cursives, has the curious addition,

" and whatsoever ye do not wish to be done to yourselves, do not to another.

Farewell, walking in the Holy Spirit." With these minimum requirements,

intended to put Gentiles on the footing of Proselytes of the Gate, compare

Lev. xvii. 8—16 ; xviii. 26.
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the Church of Jerusalem can be called a " Council," and

the word connotes a totally different order of conceptions

to those that were prevalent at that early time. The

so-called Council of Jerusalem in no way resembled the

General Councils of the Church, either in its history, its

constitution, or its object. It was not a convention of

ordained delegates, but a meeting of the entire Church

of Jerusalem to receive a deputation from the Church of

Antioch. Even Paul and Barnabas seem to have had no

vote in the decision, though the votes of a promiscuous

body could certainly not be more enlightened than theirs,

nor was their allegiance due in any way to James. The

Church of Jerusalem might out of respect be consulted,

but it had no claim to superiority, no abstract prerogative

to bind its decisions on the free Church of God/ The
" decree " of the " Council " was little more than the wise

recommendation of a single synod, addressed to a parti-

cular district, and possessing only a temporary validity.^

It was, in fact, a local concordat. Little or no attention

has been paid b}^ the universal Church to two of its

restrictions ; a third, not many years after, was twice

discussed and settled by Paul, on the same general

principles, but with a by no means identical conclusion.^

The concession which it made to the Gentiles, in not

insisting on the necessity of circumcision, was equally

treated as a dead letter by the Judaising party, and cost

Paul the severest battle of his lifetime to maintain. If

this circular letter is to be regarded as a binding and final

decree, and if the meeting of a single Church, not by

delegates but in the person of all its members, is to be

^ See Article xxi. Pope Benedict XIY. says, " Speciem quandam et

imaginem Synodi in praedicta congregatione eminere" (De Synod, i. 1—5 ; ap
Denton, Acts ii. 82).

2 Hooker, Eccl. Pol TV. xi. 5. ' Eom. xiv. ; 1 Cor. viii
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regarded as a Council, never was the decision of a Council

less appealed to, and never was a decree regarded as so

entirely inoperative alike by those who repudiated the

validity of its concessions,^ and by those who discussed, as

though they were still an open question, no less than three

of its four restrictions.^

The letter came to the Churches like a message of peace.

Its very limitation was, at the time, the best proof of its in-

spired wisdom. Considering the then state of the Church, no

decision could have more clearly evinced the guidance of the

Holy Spirit of God.^ It was all the more valuable because

there were so many questions which it left unsolved. The
heads of the Church admitted—and that was something

—that circumcision was non-essential to Gentiles, and they

may seem to have indulged in an extreme liberality in

not pressing the distinction between clean and unclean

meats, and, above all, in not insisting on the abstinence

from the flesh of swine. By these concessions they un-

doubtedly removed great difficulties from the path of

Gentile converts. But, after all, a multitude of most

pressing questions remained, and left an opening for each

party to hold almost exactly the same opinions as before.

A Gentile w^s not to be compelled to circumcision and

^ Gal. iii. 1 ; v. 2, and passim. It is astonishing to find that even Justin

declares the eating of ilZuXievra to be as bad as idolatry, and will hold no
intercourse with those who do it {Dial. c. Tryph. 35) ; but the reason was
that by that time (as in the days of the Maccabees) it had been adopted by

the heathen as a test of apostasy. And compare 1 Cor. x. 20, 21. (Ritschl,

Alt. Kath. Kirch 310, 2nd ed.)

^ St. Paul discusses the question of meats offered to idols without the

remotest reference to this decree, and the Western Church have never held

themselves bound to abstain " from thiiigs strangled," and from blood (Aug.

c. Faust, xxxii. 13). St. Paul's silence about the decree when he writes to the

Romans perhaps rises from its provisional and partial character. It was only

addressed to the Gentile converts of " Antioch, Syria, and CiUcia."

3 " lis vireut quo le seul moyen d'^chapper aux grands questions est de ne

pas les resoudre . . . de laisser les problemes s'user et mourir faute de raisou

d'etre " (Renan, St. P. 93).
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Mosaism. Good; but might it not be infinitely hdter

for him to accept them ? Might there not have been

in the minds of Jewish Christians, as in those of later

Eabbis, a belief that " even if Gentiles observe the seven

Noachian precepts, they do not receive the same reward as

Israelites?"^ It is, at any rate, clear that neither now

nor afterwards did the Judaisers admit Paul's dogmatic

princijDles, as subsequently stated to the Galatians and

Eomans. Probably they regarded him, at the best, as

the Ananias for future Eleazers.^ Above all, the burning

question of social relations remained imtouched. Titus

had been circumcised as the only condition on which the

members of the Church at Jerusalem would let him move

on an equal footing among themselves. It was all very

well for them to decide with more or less indifference about

" chooU learets" " the outer world," " people elsewhere,"

" those afar," ^ as though they could much more easily

contemplate the toleration of nncircumcised Christians,

provided that they were out of sight and out of mind in

distant cities ; but a Jew was a Jew, even if he lived in

the wilds of Isauria or the burnt plains of Phrygia ; and

how did this decision at Jerusalem help him to face the

practical question, " Am I, or am I not, to share a common
table with, to submit to the daily contact of people that

eat freely of that which no true Jew can think of without

a thrill of horror—the unclean beast?"

These were the questions which, after all, coujd only

be left to the solution of time. The prejudices of fifteen

centuries could not be removed in a day. Alike the more

enlightened and the more bigoted of Jews and Gentiles

continued to think very much as they had thought before,

1 Ahlioda Zara, f. 3, 1.

2 See Pfleiderer, ii. 13.

2 Acts ii. 39, 01 fls ixaKpav ', Col. iv. 6, ot ?{*.

C C
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until the darkness of prejudice was scattered by tlie broaden-

ing light of history and of reason.

The genuineness of this cyclical letter is evinced by

its extreme naturalness. A religious romancist could not

possibly have invented anything which left so much, un-

solved. And this genuineness also accounts for the startling

appearance of a grave moral crime among things so purely

ceremonial as particular kinds of food. There is pro-

bably no other period in the history of the world at which

the Apostles would have found it needful to tell their

Grentile converts to abstain from fornication, as well as

from things offered to idols, things strangled, and blood.

The first of these four prohibitions was perfectly in-

telligible, because it must have been often necessary for

a Grentile Christian to prove to his Jewish brethren that

he had no hankering after the " abominable idolatries
"

which he had so recently abandoned. The two next pro-

hibitions were desirable as a concession to the indefinable

horror with which the Jews and many other Eastern

races regarded the eating of the blood, which they con-

sidered to be " the very life."^ But only at such a period

as this could a moral pollution have been .placed on even

apparently the same footing as matters of purely national

prejudice. That the reading is correct,^ and that the

1 Gen. ix. 4 ; Lev. xvii. 14. So too Koran, Sur. v. 4. See Bahr, SymboliJe,

ii. 207. On the other hand, "the blood" was a special delicacy to the

heathen (Horn. Od. iii. 470 ; xviii. 44 ; Ov. Met. xii. 154) ; and hence " things

strangled were with them a common article of food. E-utilius calls the

Jew, " Hnmanis animal dissociale cibis " {It. i. 384). Even this restriction

involved a most inconvenient necessity for never eating any meat but hosher,

i.e., meat prepared by Jewish butchers in special accordance with the laws of

slaughtering (nTD^nc). It would more or less necessitate what woiild be, to a

Gentile at any rate, most repellent—the " cophinns foenumque supellex

"

(Juv. Sat. iii. 14), which were, for these reasons, the peculiarity of the Jew

(Sidon. Ep. vii. 6).

- There is not the faintest atom of probability in Bentley's conjecture of

iropKeia. At the same time, it must be noted as an extraordinary stretch of
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tiling forbidden is tlie sin of fornication/ not idolatry,

or mixed marriages, or marriages between blood relations

(1 Cor. V. 1), or second marriages (1 Tim. iii. 2), or any of

the other explanations in which an astonished exegesis

has taken refuge, must be regarded as certain. How,

then, can the fact be accounted for ? Only by the bound-

less profligac}^ of heathendom ; only by the stern purity of

Christian morals. The Jews, as a nation, were probably

the purest among all the races of mankind ; yet even they

did not regard this sin as being the moral crime which

Christianity teaches us to consider it;^ and they lived in

the midst of a world which regarded it as so completely

a matter of indifference that Socrates has no censure

for it,^ and Cicero declares that no Pagan moralist had

ever dreamt of meeting it with an absolute prohibition.'*

liberality on the part of the Judaisers not to require the abstention from

swine's flesh by their Gentile brethren ('louSaTos earrov hv airoddvoi ^ x^'pe'""

<t>riyoi, Sext. Emp. Tac. JET. F. 4; Sen. Ej^. 108, 22; M&avoh. Sat. ii. 4).

This abstinence was common in the East (Dio. Cass. Ixxix. 11).

^ The notion that wopveia can mean things sold{Trepvr)ixi) in the market after

idol feasts is also utterly untenable. See the question examined by Baur,

Paul. i. 146, seq. Besides, the four prohibitions correspond to those attributed

to Peter in Ps. Clem. Horn. vii. 4, where fx)] aKaddprcas ^wvv — iropvfia.

" In point of fact the Jews probably regarded the other three things -mih.

infinitely greater horror than this. The practice even of their own Rabbis,

though veiled imder certain decent forms, was far looser than it should have

been, as is proved by passages in the Talmud {Gittin, f. 90 ; Joma, f. 18, 2;

Selden. Ux. Hebr. iii. 17).

^ Xen. Mem. iii. 13.

* This passage is remarkable as coming from one of the purest of all

ancient writers (Cic. pro Cael. xx. ; cf. Ter. Adelph. i. 2, 21). The elder Cato

was regarded as a model of stern Roman \nrtue, yet what would be thought

in Cliristian days of a man who spoke and acted as he did ? (Hor. Sat. i.

2, 31.) If Cato could so regard the .sin, what must have been the vulgar

estimate of it ? Nor must it bo forgotten that the letter was addressed to

Jews and Gentiles alike familiar with an epoch in which, as indeed for many
previous centuries, this crime, and crimes yet more heinous, formed a recognised

part of the religious loorship of certain divinities (cf. Baruch vi. 43 ; Strabo,

viii. 6) ; and in which the pages of writers who reek with stains like these

formed a part of the current literature. Few circumstances can show more

clearly the change which Christianity has wrought. But to every reader of

c c 2
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What is it that has made the difference in the aspect

which sensuahty wears to the ancient and to the modern

conscience? I have no hesitation in answering that

the reason is to be found in the purity which every page

of the New Testament breathes and inspires, and specially

in the words of our Blessed Lord, and in the argu-

ments of St. Paul. If the blush of modesty on youthful

cheeks is a holy thing, if it be fatal alike to individuals

and to nations "to burn away in mad waste" the most

precious gifts of life, if debauchery be a curse and stain

which more than any other has eaten into the heart of

human happiness, then the saintly benefactor to whose

spirituality we owe the inestimable boon of having im-

pressed these truths upon the youth of every Christian

land is he who—taught by the Spirit of the Lord—showed

more clearly, more calmly, more convincingly than any

human being has ever shown, the true heinousness, the

debasing tendency, the infusive virulence of sins which,

through the body, strike their venom and infix their

cancer into the soul ; of sins which have this peculiar

sinfulness—that they not only destroy the peace and

endanger the salvation of the soul which is responsible for

itself, but also the souls of others, which, in consequence

of the sinner's guilty influence, may remain impenitent,

yet for the sake of which, no less than for his own,

Christ died.

the letter the immediate link of connexion between flSuxSBvra and vopvela

would be but too obvious. Further, it sliould be steadily observed that the

allusions—stern yet tender, uncompromising yet merciful—of St. Paul's OAvn

Epistles to the prevalence of this sin, show most decidedly that if conversion

at once revealed to Christians its true heinousness, it often failed to shield

them against temptation to its commission. ^—

-



CHAPTEE XXIIl.

ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL AT ANTIOCH.

" Sepavati epulis, discreti cubilibus."

—

Tac. S. v. 5.

" At ais Ecclesia est sancta, Patres sunt saneti Bene ; sed Ecclesia quara-

libet sancta tamen cogitur dicere Remitte nobis peceata nostra. Sic Patres

quamlibet saneti per remissionem peccatorum salvati sunt."

—

Luther, Comm.
on Galat. i.

Such, then, was the result of the appeal upon which the

Judaisers had insisted ; and so far as the main issue was

concerned the Judaisers had been defeated. The Apostles,

in almost indignantly repudiating the claim of these men
to express their opinions, had given them a rebuff. They
had intimated their dislike that the peace of Churches

should be thus agitated, and had declared that circumcision

was not to be demanded from the Grentiles. It needed

but a small power of logic to see that, Christianity being

what it was, the decision at least imjilied that converts,

whether Jews or Grentiles, were to bear and forbear, and

to meet together as equals in all religious and social

gatheriugs. The return of the delegates was therefore

hailed with joy in Antioch, and the presence of able and

enlightened teachers like Judas and Silas, who really

were what the Pharisaic party had falsely claimed to be

—

the direct exponents of the views of the Apostles—diffused

a general sense of unity and confidence. After a brief

stay, these two emissaries returned to Jerusalem.^ On

^ The true reading is not irpby tous ^KicoaTixovs, as in our version, but " to

those who sent them " {itpbs roiis airoffTeiKavras avrovs—N, A, B, C, D).
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Silas, however, the spell of Paul's greatness had been so

powerfully exercised that he came back to Antioch, and

threw in his lot for some time with the great Apostle of

the Gentiles.^

Paul, in fact, by the intensity of his convictions, the

enlightenment of his understanding, the singleness of his

purpose, had made himself completely master of the situa-

tion. He had come to the very forefront in the guidance

of the Church. The future of Christianity rested with

the Gentiles, and to the Gentiles the acts and writings of

Paul were to be of greater importance than those of all

the other Apostles. His Apostolate had been decisively

recognised. He had met Peter and John, and even the

awe-inspiring brother of the Lord, in conference, and

found himself so completely their equal in the gifts of

the Holy Ghost, that it was impossible for them to resist

his credentials. He had greatly enlarged their horizon,

and they had added nothing to him. He had returned

from Jerusalem more than ever conscious of himself,

conscious of his own power, clear in his future purposes.

He inspired into the Church of Antioch his own convic-

tions with a force which no. one could resist.

But since the letter from Jerusalem suggested so

many inquiries, and laid down no universal j)rinciple,

it was inevitable that serious complications should

subsequently arise. A scene shortly occurred which

tested to the extremest degree the intellectual firm-

ness and moral courage of St. Paul. St. Peter seems

about this time to have begun that course of wider

^ The reading of our version, ver. 34, " Notwithstanding it pleased Silas to

abide there still," is the pragmatic gloss of a few MSS., to which D adds /j-Sfos

Se 'louSas iiTopcuQr). It is uot fouud in N, A, B, G, E, H. Of conrse, either

this fact or the return of Silas is implied by ver. 40, but the separate insertion

of it is exactly one of those trivialities which ancient wi-iters are far less apt

than moderns to record.
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journeys wliicli, little as we know of tliem, carried him in

some way or other to his final martyrdom at Rome. We
do not again hear of his presence at Jerusalem. John

continued there in all probability for many years, and

Peter may have felt his presence needless ; nor is it

unlikely that, as Peter dwelt on the mder views which he

had learnt from intercourse with his brother Apostle, he

may have found himself less able to sympathise with the

more Judaic Christianity of James. At any rate, we find

him not long after this period at Antioch, and there so

frankly adopting the views of St. Paul, that he not only

extended to all Gentiles the free intercourse which he

had long ago interchanged with Cornehus, but seems

in other and more marked w^ays to have laid aside the

burden of Judaism.'^ Paul could not but have rejoiced

at this public proof that the views of the Apostle of

the circumcision were, on this momentous subject, iden-

tical with his own. But this happiness was destined to

be seriously disturbed. As the peace of the Church

of Antioch had been previously troubled by " certain

which came down from Jerusalem," so it was now broken

by the arrival of " certain from James." Up to this

time, in the Agapse of Antioch, the distinction of Jew
and Gentile had been merged in a common Christianity,

and this equal brotherhood had been countenanced by

the presence of the Apostle who had lived from earliest

discipleship in the closest intercourse with Christ. But

now a cloud suddenly came over this frank intercourse.^

Under the influence of timidity, the plastic nature of

Peter, susceptible as it always was to the impress of the

' Gal. ii. 14, iOvLKus Kol ovx 'louSai/cis (rjs, Notliing definite can he made of

the ti-adition that St. Peter was first Bishop of Antioch.

^ K the reading iiK6fv in Gal. ii. 12 were right it coidd only point to James
himself; but this would have been a fact which ti-adition could not have

forgotten, and James seems never to have left Jerusalem.
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moment, began to assume a new aspect. His attitude to

the Grentile converts was altered. "He began to draw

away and separate himself," in order not to offend the

rigid adherents of the Lord's brother.^ It is not said

that they claimed any direct authority, or were armed mth
any express commission ; but they were strict Jews, who,

however much they might tolerate the non-observance

of the Law by Grentiles, looked with suspicion—perhaps

almost with horror—on any Jew who repudiated obliga-

tions which, for him at any rate, the}'' regarded as stringent

and sacred.^ A false shame, a fear of what these men
might say, dislike to face a censure which would acquire

force from those accumulated years of habit which the

vision of JojDpa had modified, but not neutralised—perhaps

too a bitter recollection of all he had gone through on a

former occasion when he "had gone in unto men uncir-

cumcised and eaten with them"—led Peter into downright

hypocrisy.^ Without any acknowledged change of view,

without a word of public explanation, he suddenly changed

his course of life, and it was almost inevitable that the

other Jewish Christians should follow this weak and

vacillating example. The Apostle who " seemed to be a

pillar" proved to be a " reed shaken with the wind."'^ To
the grief and shame of Paul, even Barnabas—Barnabas,

his fellow-worker in the Churches of the Grentiles—even

^ Gal. ii. 12, vir4(TTe\\ev Ka\ a.(pdipi^iv kavrSv.

2 How anxious James was to conciliate the inflammable multitude who

were " zealous for the Law" is apparent from Acts xxi. 24.

3 The forger of the letter of Peter to James, printed at the head of the

Clementine Homilies, deeply resents the expression, § 2. But St. Peter's

" hypocrisy " consisted in " having implied an ohjection which he did not really

feel, or which his previous custom did not justify" (Jowett, Gal. i. 245). It is

idle to say that this shows the non-existence of the " decree ;
" that, as I have

shown, left the question of intercourse with the Gentiles entirely undefined.

• See Hausrath, p. 252. *' Boldness and timidity—first boldness, then

timidity— were the characteristics of his nature" (Jowett, i. 243). See also

Excursus XVII., " St. John and St. Paul."
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Barnabas, who had stood side by side with him to plead for

the liberty of the Gentiles at Jerusalem, was swept away

by the flood of inconsistency, and in remembering that he

was a Levite forgot that he was a Christian, In fact, a

strong- Jewish reaction set in. There was no question of

charity here, but a question of principle. To eat with

the Gentiles, to live as do the Gentiles, was for a Jew
either right or wrong. Interpreted in the light of those

truths which lay at the very bases of the Gospel, it was

right ; and if the Church was to be one and indivisible,

the agreement that the Gentiles were not to put on the

yoke of Mosaism seemed to imply that they were not to

lose status by declining to do so. But to shilly-shally on

the matter, to act in one way to-day and in a different

way to-morrow, to let the question of friendly inter-

course depend on the presence or absence of people who
were supposed to represent the stern personality of

James, could not under any circumstances be right.

It was monstrous that the uncircumcised Gentile con-

vert was at one time to be treated as a brother, and at

another to be shunned as though he were a Pariah. This

was an uncertain, underhand sort of procedure, which

St. Paul could not for a moment sanction. He could

not stand by to see the triumph of the Pharisaic party

over the indecision of men like Peter and Barnabas. For

the moral weakness which succumbs to impulse he had

the deepest tenderness, but he never permitted himseK

to maintain a truce with the interested selfishness which,

at a moment's notice, would sacrifice a duty to avoid an

inconvenience. Paul saw at a glance that Keplias ^ (and

the Hebrew name seemed best to suit the Hebraic defec-

tion) was wrong—wrong intellectually, if not morally

—

» Gal. ii. 11, K^(/,as (n, a, B, 0).
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and that lie was mainly responsible for tlie wrong into

whicli tlie others had been betrayed by his example.

He did not, therefore, hesitate to withstand him to the

face. It was no occasion for private remonstrance ; the

reproof must be as public as the wrong, or the whole

cause might be permanently imperilled. Perhaps few

things demand a firmer resolution than the open

blame of those who in age and position are superior to

ourselves. For one who had been a fierce persecutor of

Clmstians to rebuke one who had lived in daily inter-

course with Christ was a very hard task. It was still

more painful to involve Barnabas and other friends in the

same censure ; but that was what duty demanded, and

duty was a thing from which Paul never shrank.

Eising at some public gathering of the Church, at

which both Jews and Gentiles were present, he pointedly

addressed Peter in language well calculated to show

him that he stood condemned.^ " If thou," he said

before them all, " being a born Jew, art living Gentile

fashion and not Jew fashion, how^ canst thou try^ to

compel the Gentiles to Judaise?"* So far his language

complained of his brother Apostle's inconsistency rather

than of his present conduct. It was intended to reveal

the inconsistency Avhich Peter had mshed to hide. It

directly charged him with having done the very thing

' Gal. ii. 11, KareyvaxT/xevos ?iv. This is the word which gives such bitter

offence to the forger of the Clemeutine Homilies, xvii. 18, 19. " Thou didst

Trithstand me as an opponent {ivivnos audecrTriKas not) ... If thou callest me
condemned {Kareyvwa-neuos) thou accusest God who revealed Christ to me,"

&c., and much more to the same effect.'

2 irus.

3 Gal. ii. 14. The wrong aspirate in ovx louSai'/caJs may be a Cilicism. But

surely the editors should give us lovSaiKws. The «>' eXiriSt of the best MSS.

in 1 Cor. ix. 10 is supported by tlie occurrence of JAttIs in inscriptions.

•* ttvayKaCfis, " are by your present conduct practically obliging." " He was

half a Gentile, and wanted to make the Gentiles altogether Jews " (Jowett,

Galat i. 244).
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wliicli his present withdrawal from Gentile communion

was meant to veil. " You have been living as a Gentile

Christian in the midst of Gentile Christians; you may

alter your line at this moment, but such has been your

deliberate conduct. Now if it is unnecessary for you, a

born Jew, to keep the Law, how can it be necessary, even

as a counsel of perfection, that the Gentiles should do

so? Yet it must be necessary, or at least desirable, if, short

of this, you do not even consider the Gentiles worthy of

your daily intercourse. If your present separation means

that you consider it to be a contamination to eat with

them, you are practically forcing them to be like you

in all respects. Be it so, if such is your view ; but let

that view be clearly understood. The Church must not

be deceived as to what your example has been. If

indeed that conduct was wrong, then say so, and

let us know your reasons; but if that conduct was

not wrong, then it concedes the entire equality and

liberty which in the name of Christ we claim for our

Gentile brethren, and you have left yourself no further

right to cast a doubt on this by your present behaviom-."

It has been the opinion of some that St. Paul's actual

speech to Peter ended with this question, and that the

rest of the chapter is an argument addressed to the

Galatians. But though, in his eager writing, St. Paul

may unconsciously pass from what he said in the assembly

at Antioch to the argument which he addressed to apos-

tatising converts in Galatia, yet he can hardly have

thrown away the opportunity of impressing his clear

con\ictions on this subject upon Peter and the Church of

Antioch. He wished to drive home the sole legitimate

and logical consequence of the points already estab-

lished ; and we can scarcely doubt that he used on

this occasion some of those striking arguments which
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we shall subsequently examine in the Epistle to the

Galatians.^

They all turn on the great truth over which the

Holy Spirit had now given him so firm a grasp

—

the truth of Justification by Faith alone. If no

man could see salvation save by means of faith, and on

account of Christ's mercy, then even for the Jew the Law
was superfluous. The Jew, however, might, on grounds

of national patriotism, blamelessly continue the obser-

vances which were ancient and venerable,^ provided that

he did not trust in them. But the Gentile was in no

way bound by them, and to treat him as an inferior

because of this immunity was to act in contradiction to

the first principles of Christian faith. The contrasted

views of St. Paul and of the Judaists were here brought

into distinct collision, and thereby into the full light on

which depended their solution. Faith without the Law,

said the Judaists, means a state of Gentile " sinfulness."

Faith with the Law, replied St. Paul, means that Christ

has died in vain.^ Among good and holy men love would

1 See on Gal. ii. 15—21, infra, u., p. 147.

2 See some admirable remarks on the subject in Augustine, Ep. Ixxxii.

He argues that, after the revelation of faith in Christ, the ordinances of the

Law had lost their life ; but that just as the bodies of the dead ouglit to be

honourably conducted, with no feigned honour, but with real solemnity to

the tomb, and not to be at once deserted to the abuse of enemies or the

attacks of dogs—so there was need that the respect for the Mosaic Law
shoidd not be instantly or rudely flung aside. But, he says, that even for a

Jewish Christian to observe what could still bo observed of the Law after

it had been abrogated by God's own purpose in the destruction of Jerusalem,

would be to act the part, not of one who honours the dead, but of one who

tears out of their resting-places the buried ashes of the slain.

3 Holstein, Protestantenbibel, 729. This dissension—if dissension it could

be called—between the two great Apostles will shock those only who, in

defiance of all Scripture, persist in regarding the Apostles as specimens of

supernatural perfection. Of course, the errors of good men, even if they be

mere errors of timidity on one side and vehemence on the other, will always

expose them to the taunts of infidels. But when Celsus talks of the Apostles
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still be the girdle of perfectness ; but when the contro-

versy waxed fierce between inspired con\4ction on the one

side, and designing particularism on the other, hard terms

were used. " Your principle is a nullification of Moses,

of inspiration, of religion itself," said the Judaists; "it

is downright rationalism; it is rank apostasy." "Your
Gospel," replied the Apostle, " is no Gospel at all ; it is

the abnegation of the Gospel ; it is a bondage to carnal

rudiments ; it is a denial of Christ."

A reproof is intolerable when it is administered out

of pride or hatred, but the wounds of a friend are better

at all times than the precious balms of an enemy that

break the head. We are not told the immediate effect

of Paul's words upon Peter and Barnabas, and in the

case of the latter we may fear that, even if unconsciously,

they may have tended, since human nature is very frail

and weak, to exasperate the subsequent quarrel by a sense

of previous difference. But if Peter's weakness was in

exact accordance with all we know of his character, sc

too would be the rebound of a noble nature which restored

" inveighing against each other so shamefully in their quarrels," he is guilty

—so far as the New Testament account of the Apostles is concerned—of

gross calumny {ap. Orig. c. Cels. v. 64). The " blot of error," of which
Porphyry accused St. Peter, shows only that he was human, and neither

Gospels nor Epistles attempt to conceal his weaknesses. The " petulance of

language" with which he charges St. Paul finds no justification in the stern

and solemn tone of this rebuke ; and to deduce from this dispute " the lie

of a pretended decree " is a mere abuse of argument. We may set aside at

once, not without a feeling of shame and sorrow, the suggestion (Clem. Alex.

ap. Euseb. H. E. i. 12) that this Kephas was not St. Peter, but one of the

Seventy ; and the monstrous fancy—monstrous, though stated by no less a
man than Origcn {ap. Jer. Ep. cxii.), and adopted by no less a man than
Chrysostom {ad loc), and for a time by Jerome—tliat the whole was a scene

acted between the two Apostles for a doctrinal purpose ! As if such dis-

simulation would not have been infinitely more discreditable to them than a
temporary disagreement in conduct ! The way in which St. Peter bore the

rebuke, and forgave and loved him who administered it, is ten-thousandfold

more to his honour than the momentary inconsistency is to his disgrace.
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liim at once to strength. The needle of the compass may-

tremble and be deflected, but yet it is its nature to point

true to the north ; and if Peter was sometimes swept

aside from perfectness by gusts of impulse and tempta-

tion ; if after being the first to confess Christ's divinity

he is the first to treat Him with presumption; if at

one moment he becomes His disciple, and at another

bids Him depart because he is himself a sinful man;

if now he plunges into the sea all faith, and now sinks

into the waves all fear; if now single-handed he draws

the sword for His Master against a multitude, and now

denies Him with curses at the question of a servant-

maid—we are not surprised to find that one who on

occasion could be- the boldest champion of Gentile equality

was suddenly tempted by fear of man to betray the cause

which he had helped to win.^ But the best proof that

he regretted his weakness, and was too noble-hearted to

bear any grudge, is seen in the terms of honour and

affection in which he speaks of Paul and his Epistles.^

It is still more clearly shown by his adopting the very

thoughts and arguments of Paul, and in his reference,

while writing among others to the Galatians, to the very

words of the Epistle in which his own conduct stood so

strongly condemned.^ The legend which is commemo-

rated in the little Church of " Donmie quo vadis " hear

Borne, is another interesting proof either that this ten-

dency to vacillation in Peter's actions was well understood

in Christian antiquity, or that he continued to the last

to be the same Peter—" consistently inconsistent," as he

^ At such an epoch of transition it was inc^atablo that charges of in-

consistency should bo freely bandied about on both sides, and with a certain

amount of plausibility. Cf. Gal. \\. 13.

2 2 Pet. iii. 15.

3 Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 16, 17 with Gal. v. 1, 13, 14, and 1 Pet. ii. 24 with a

passage of this very remonstrance (Gal. ii. 20).
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has most happily been called—liable to weakness and

error, but ever ready to confess himself in the wrong, and

to repent, and to amend :

—

" And as the water-lily starts and slides

Upon the level in little puffs of wind,

Though anchored to the bottom—such was he."

But while to a simple and lofty soul like that of Peter

there might almost be something of joy in the frank

acknowledgment of error and the crushing down of all

anger against the younger, and, at that period, far less

celebrated man who had publicly denounced him, such was

by no means the case with the many adherents who chose

to elevate him into the head of a faction. ^ What may
have been the particular tenets of the Kephas-party at

Corinth, we have no means for deciding, and the only

thing which we can imagine likely was that their views

were identical with those of the least heretical Ebionites,

who held the Mosaic Law to be binding in its entirety

on all Jews. Whatever may have been the action of

James, or of those who assumed his authority,^ neither

* " And I of Kephas ; " but when Paul again refers to the parties, with

the delicate consideration of true nobleness, he omits the name of Kephas.

- The minute accounts of a counter-mission inaugurated hy James are

nothing more or less than an immense romance built on a single slight

expression [nvas anh 'laKwPnv), api^licable only with any certainty to the

one occasion to which it is referred. In Gal. ii. 12; iv. 16; 1 Cor. i. 12;

ix. 1, 3, 7; 2 Cor. iii. 1; x. 7; Phil. i. 15, 17, we see the traces of a continuous

opposition to St. Paul by a party which, in the nature of thiugs, must have

had its head-quarters in Jerusalem; and of course the leaders at Jerusalem

could not remain whoUy uninfluenced by the tone of thought around them,

and the views which were in the very atmosphere which they daily breatlied.

Yet they publicly disavowed the obtrusive members of their community

(Acts XV. 24), and towards St. Paul personally they always, as far as we
know, showed the most perfect courtesy and kindness, and to them personally

he never utters one single disrespectful or unfraternal word. There is not

a trace of tliat stem or bitter tone of controversy between them and him
which we find interchanged by Bernard and Abelard, Luther and Erasmus,

Feuelon and Bossuet, Wesley and Whitefield. He always speaks of them

with gentleness and respect (1 Cor. ix. 5 ; Eph. iii. 5, &c.).
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in the New Testament, nor in the earliest Christian

writings, is there any trace of enmity between Paul

and Peter, or of radical opposition between their views.

^

The notion that there was, has simply grown up from

the pernicious habit of an over-ingenious criticism which

"neglects plain facts and dwells on doubtful allusions."

Critics of this school have eagerly seized upon the Cle-

mentines—a malignant and cowardly Ebionite forgery of

uncertain date—as furnishing the real clue to the New
Testament history, while they deliberately ignore and set

aside authority incomparably more weighty. Thus the

silence^ of Justin Martyr about the name and writings

of St. Paul is interpreted into direct hostility, while

the allusions of the genuine Clement, which indicate the

unanimity between the Apostles, are sacrificed to the

covert attacks of the forger who assumes his name. But

St. Paul's whole argument turns, not on the supposition

that he is setting up a counter-gospel to the other

Apostles, but on Peter's temporary treason to Us own

faith, Ms own convictions, Ids own habitual professions ;

^

and all subsequent facts prove that the two Apostles held

each other in the highest mutual esteem ; they were

lovely and pleasant in their lives, and in death they were

not divided,*

Thus, then, thanks to St. Paul, the battle was again

* Even the Praeclicatio Pauli (preserved in Cyprian, De Rebaptisviate)

implies that they were reconciled at Rome before their martyrdom, "postremo

in urbe, quasi tunc primum, inviccm sibi esse cognitos."

2 On the explanation of this silence, which does not, however, exclude

apparent allusions, see Westcott, Canon., p. 135 ; Lightfoot, Gal, p. 310.

"Who can suppose that Justin's yiyeTee ws iyu Sn Kuyii ffjUTjj/ d)$ v/jtels {Cohort, ad

Grace, p. 40) bears only an accidental resemblance to Gal. iv, 12 ?

3 Maurice, Unity, 497.

* Sec Excursus XVIII., "The Attacks on St. Paul in the Clementines." In

the Romish Church the commemoration of St. Paul is never separated from

that of St. Peter. On the feast-days set apart to each saint, the other is

invariably honoured in the most prominent way.
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won, and tlie Jiidaisers, wlio were so anxious to steer

the little ship of the Ohurch to certain wreck and ruin

on the rocks of national higotry, could no longer claim

the sanction of the relapsing Peter. But no sooner

was all smooth in the Church of Antioch than the old

mission-hunger seized the heart of Paul, and urged him
vdih. noble restlessness from the semblance of inactivity.

Going to his former comrade Barnabas, he said, " Come,

let us re-traverse our old ground, and see for ourselves

how our brethren are in every city in which we preached

the word of the Lord." Barnabas readily acceded to the

proposal, but suggested that they should take with them

his cousin Mark.^ But to this Paul at once objected.

The young man who had suddenly gone away home from

Pamphylia, and left them, when it was too late to get any

other companion, to face the difficulties and dangers of

the journey alone, Paul did not think it right to take

with them. Neither would give way; neither put in

practice the exquisite and humble Christian lesson of

putting up with less than his due. A quarrel rose

between these two faithful servants of God as bitter as

it was deplorable,^ and the only hope of peace under such

circumstances lay in mutual separation. They parted,

and they suffered for their common fault. The}^ parted

to forgive each other indeed, and to love and honour each

other, and speak of each other hereafter with affection

and respect, but never to work together again ; never to

help each other and the cause of God by the union of

' The tme reading of Acts xv. 37 is f0ov\€To, a, A, B, C, E, Syr.. Copt,

^th., &c. ("Vulg. Yolebat). Tlie word is characteristically mild compai-ed

with the equally characteristic vehemence of the ri^'tov ... /u); of St. Paul.

- Notice the emphatic tone of the original in Acts xv. 39. The word
irapo^vfTfuhs {= " exacerbatio," " provocation") implies the interchange of sharp

Lingnage ; but it also implies a temporary ebullition, not a permanent quarrel.

Elsewhere it only occui's in Heb. x. 24 ; Deut. xxix. 28 (LXX.).

D D
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tlieir several gifts ; never to share witli one another in

the glory of Churches won to Christ from the heathen

;

and in aU probability to rue, in the regret of lifelong

memories, the self-wdll, the want of mutual con-

cession, the unspoken soft answer which turneth away

wrath, which, in a few bitter moments, too late repented

of, robbed them both of the inestimable solace of a

friend.

Which was right ? which was vn*ong ? We are not

careful to apportion between them the sad measure of

blame,^ or to dwell on the weaknesses which marred the

perfection of men who have left the legacy of bright

examples to all the world. In the mere matter of judg-

ment each was partly right, each partly wrong ;^ their

error lay in the persistency which did not admit of mutual

accommodation. Each was like himself. St. Barnabas may
have suffered himself too strongly to be influenced by

partiality for a relative ; St. Paul by the memory of per-

sonal indignation. Barnabas may have erred on the side

of leniency; Paul on the side of sternness. St. Paul's

was so far the worst fault, yet the very fault may have

risen from his loftier ideal.^ There was a " severe earnest-

ness " about him, a sort of intense whole-heartedness,

which could make no allowance whatever for one who, at

the very point at which dangers began to thicken, deserted

a great and sacred work. Mark had put his hand to the

plough, and had looked back ; and, conscious of the serious

hindrance which would arise from a second defection, con-

scious of the lofty qualities which were essential to any

one who was honoured with such Divine responsibilities,

^ " Viderint ii qui de Apostolis judicant ; mihi non tarn bene est, immo
non tarn male est, ut Apostolos committam " (Tert. De Praescr. 24).

2 Paiilus severior, Baruabas clementior ; uterque iu suo sensu abundat ; et

tameu disseusio habct aliquid humauae fi-agilitatis " (Jer- Adv. Pelag. ii. 622).

3 'O Ilav\os e'CiiTf ' "^^ BiKaiop, 6 Bapvdfias rh (piXavQpwiroi/ (Chrys.).
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St. Paul miglit fairly have argued that a cause must not he

risked out of tenderness for a person.^ Barnabas, on the

other hand, might have urged that it was most unhkely

that one who was now wiUing to face the work again

should again voluntarily abandon it, and he might fairly

have asked whether one failure was to stamp a hfe-

time. Both persisted, and both suffered. Paul went his

way, and many a time, in the stormy and agitated days

which followed, must he have sorely missed, amid the

provoking of all men and the strife of tongues, the repose

and generosity which breathed through the hfe and cha-

racter of the Son of Exhortation. Barnabas went his

way, and, dissevered from the grandeur and vehemence of

Paul, passed into comparative obscurity, in which, so far

from sharing the immortal gratitude which embalms the

memory of his colleague, his name is never heard again,

except in the isolated allusions of the letters of his

friend.

For their friendship was not broken. Barnabas did

not become a Judaiser, or in any way discountenance the

work of Paul. The Epistle which passed by his name

is spurious,^ but its tendency is anti-Judaic, which would

not have been the case if, after the dispute at Antioch,

he had permanently sided with the anti-Pauline faction.

In the Acts of the Apostles he is not again mentioned.

Whether he confined his mission-work to his native

island, whither he almost immediately sailed with Mark,

or whether, as seems to be implied by the allusion in the

Epistle to the Corinthians, he extended it more widely,

he certainly continued to work on the same principles

as before, taking with him no female companion, and

» Prov. XXV. 19.

* It is examined and rejected, among others, by Hefele, Das Setidschr. d.

Ap. Barnabas (Tiibingen, 1840).

D D 2
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accepting notliing from tlie Churclies to wliich. lie

preached.^

And tliough, so far as tliey erred, tlie Apostles suf-

fered for tlieir error, Grod overruled evil for good. Hence-

forth they were engaged in two spheres of mission action

instead of one, and henceforth also the bearing and the

views of Paul were more free and ^dgorous, less shackled

by associations, less liable to reaction. Hitherto his

position in the Church of Jerusalem had depended much
upon the countenance of Barnabas. Henceforth he had

to stand alone, to depend solely on himself and his own
Apostolic dignity, and to rely on no favourable reception

for his views, except such as he won by the force of right

and reason, and by the large benefits which accrued to

the Church of Jerusalem from the alms which he collected

from Gentile Churches.

And Mark also profited by the difference of which he

was the unhappy cause. If the lenient partiality of one

Apostle still kept open for him the missionary career, the

stern judgment of the other must have helped to make
him a more earnest man. All that we henceforth know
of him shows ahke his great gifts and his self-denying

energy. In his Gospel he has reflected for us with

admirable vividness the knowledge and experience of his

friend and master St. Peter, to whom, in his later years,

he stood in the same relation that Timothy occupied

^ 1 Cor. ix. 6 ; Gal. ii. 9. It has been inferred from the mention of Mark
as known to the Churches of Bithynia, Pontus, Cappaclocia, Galatia (1 Pet.

i. 1 ; V. 13), and Colossse (Col. iv. 10), and his presence long afterwards in

Asia Minor (2 Tim. iv. 11), that, if he continued to accompany his cousin

Barnabas, Asia Minor, and especially its eastern parts, may have been tlie

scene of their labours (Lewin, i. 165). The allusion in Col. iv. 10 has been

taken to imply that by that time (A.D. 63) Barnabas was no longer living.

Nothing certain is known about the place, manner, or time of his death. The
Acta et Passio Barnabae in Cypro is apocryphal. St. Mark is said to have

been martyred at Alexandria.
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towards St. Piiul.^ But even St. Paul saw good cause

not only to modify his unfavourable opinion, but to

invite him again as a fellow-labourer.^ He urges the

Colossians to give him a kindly welcome,^ and even writes

to Timothy an express request that he would bring him
to Eome to solace his last imprisonment, because he had

found him—that which he had once failed to be—" profit-

able to him for ministry."*

^ 1 Pet. V. 13. 3 Philem. 24.

• CoL iv. 10. * 2 Tim. iv. 11, els SiaKovlay.



CHAPTER XXiy.

BEGINNING OF THE SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY : PAUL

IN GALATIA.

" Come, let us get up early to the vineyards ; let us see if the vines

flourish."

—

Cant. vii. 12.

The significant silence as to any public sympathy for

Barnabas and Mark, together with the prominent mention

of it in the case of Paul, seems to show that the Church

of Antioch in general considered that St. Paul was in

the right. Another indication of the same fact is that

Silas consented to become his companion. Hitherto

Silas had been so closely identified with the Church of

Jerusalem that he had been one of the emissaries chosen

to confirm the genuineness of the circular letter, and in

the last notice of him which occurs in Scripture we find

him still in the company of St. Peter, who sends him

from Babylon wi-^h a letter to some of the very Churches

which he had visited with St. Paul.^ His adhesion to

the principles of St. Paul, in spite of the close bonds

which united him with the Jewish Christians, is a

sufficient proof that he was a man of large nature

;

and as a recognised prophet of Jerusalem and Antioch,

his companionship went far to fill up the void left in

the mission by the departure of Barnabas. His name

Silvanus,^ and the fact that he, too, seems to have been a

Eoman citizen,^ may perhaps show that he had some

1 1 Pet. V. 12. The identity cannot, however, be regarded as certain.

2 Silas may be of Semitic origin. Josephus mentions four Orientals of the

name (Kreukel, p. 78).

3 Acts XAd. 20, 37.
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connexion vdih. the Gentile world, to which, therefore,

he would be a more acceptable Evangelist. In every-

respect it was a happy Providence which provided St.

Paul ^\dth so valuable a companion. And as they started

on a second great journey, carrying with them the hopes

and fortunes of Christianity, they were specially com-

mended by the brethren to the grace of God.

St. Paul's first object was to confirm the Churches

which he had already founded. Such a confirmation of

proselytes was an ordinary Jewish conception,^ and after

the vacillations of opinion which had occm-red even at

Antioch, Paul would be naturally anxious to know whether

the infant communities continued to prosper, though they

were harassed by persecutions from without, and liable

to perversion from within. Accordingly he began his

mission by visiting .the Churches of Syria and Cilicia.

It is probable that he passed along the eastern coast of the

Gulf of Issus, and through the Syrian and Amanid Gates

to the towns of Alexandria and Issus. ^ There the road

turned westward, and led through Mopsuestia and Adana

to Tarsus. Prom Tarsus three routes were open to him

—

one running along the shore of the Mediterranean to the

Cilician Seleucia, and then turning inland through the

Lycaonian Laranda to Derbe ; the other a narrow and un-

frequented path through the mountains of Isauria; the

third, which in all probability he chose as the safest, the

most frequented, and the most expeditious, through the

famous Cilician Gates,^ which led direct to Tyana, and then

turning south-westward ran to Cybistra, and so to Derbe,

along the southern shore of Lake Ak Ghieul.* And if,

' See Sclileusner, s.v. a-rripiCo.

' The Syi-ian gates are now called the Pass of Beylan ; the Amanid Gates

are the Kara-Kapu.
2 Now the Kii ek-Boghaz.
* For fm-ther geographical details, see Con. and Howson, ch. viii., and
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indeed, Paul and Silas took this route and passed througli

the narrow gorge under its frowning cliffs of limestone,

clothed here and there with pine and cedar, which to the

Crusaders presented an appearance so terrible that they

christened it the Gates of Judas, how far must they

have been from imagining, in their wildest dreams, that

their footsteps—the footsteps of two obscure and perse-

cuted Jews—^would lead to the traversing of that pass

centuries afterwards by kings and their armies. How

THE COUNTRY

little did they dream that those w^arriors, representing

the haughtiest chivahy of Europe, would hold the name
of Jews in utter execration, but would be sworn to rescue

the traditional tomb of that Christ whom they acknow-

ledged as their Sa\dour, from the hands of a mighty people

who also recognised Him as a Prophet, though they did

not believe Elm. to be Divine !

Whatever road was taken by Paul and Silas, they must

Lewin, ch. x. It is humiliating to thiuk that the roads in St. Paul's day
•were incomparably tetter, and better kept, than they are at this moment,
when the mere debris of them suffice for peoples languishing under the

withering atrophy of Turkish rule.
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have been their own messengers, and announced their

own arrival. And we can well imagine the surprise,

the emotion, the delight of the Christians in the little

Isauric town, when they suddenly recognised the well-

known figure of the missionary, who, arriving in the

opposite direction, with the wounds of the cruel stonings

fresh upon him, had first taught them the faith of Christ.

Can we not also imagine the uneasiness which, during

this visitation of the Churches which he loved so well,

must often have invaded the heart of Paul, when almost

the first question with which he must have been greeted

on all sides would be, "And where is Barnabas?" For

Barnabas was a man born to be respected and loved ; and

since Silas—great as may have been his gifts of utterance,

and high as were his credentials ^—would come among

them as a perfect stranger, whom they could not welcome

with equal heartiness, we may be sure that if Paul erred

in that sad dissension, he must have been reminded of it,

and have had cause to regret it at every turn.

From Derbe once more they passed to Lystra.

Only one incident of their visit is told us, but it

happily affected all the future of the great Apostle.

In his former visit he had converted the young Timo-

theus, and it was in the house of the boy's mother

Eunice,^ and his grandmother Lois, that he and Silas

were probably received. These two pious women were

Jewesses who had now accepted the Christian faith.

The marriage of Eunice with a Greek,^ and the non-cir-

» npo(p-fiTr]s (Acts XV. 32).

' Tlie name Eunice being purely Greek miglit seem to indicate i^revious

association with Gentiles.

3 At the same time, mixed marriages were far less strictly forbidden to

women than to men. Drusilla and Berenice man'ied Gentile princes, but

compelled them fii-st to accept circumcision. The omission of the covenant

rite in the case of Timothy may have been owing to the veto of the child's

Greek father.
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cumcision of her son, indicate an absence of strict

Judaism Avliich, since it was not inconsistent with " un-

feigned faith," must have made them more ready to

receive the Gospel; and Paul himself bears witness to

their earnest sincerity, and to the careful training in the

Scriptures which they had given to their child.

We are led to suppose that Eunice was a widow, and if

so she showed a beautiful spirit of self-sacrifice in parting

with her only son. The youthful Timothy is one of the

best known and most lovable of that little circle of com-

panions and followers—chiefly Gentile converts—who are

henceforth associated with the wanderings of St. Paul. Of

the many Avhom Paul loved, none were dearer to him than

the 3"oung disciple of Lj'stra. Himself without wife or

child, he adopted Timothy, and regarded him as a son in

all affectionate nearness. "To Timothy, my son;" "my
true son in the faith"—such 'are the terms in which he

addresses him ;
^ and he reminds the Philippians how well

they knew " that, as a son with a father, he had slaved with

him for the Gospel."^ And slight as are the touches

which enable us to realise the character of the young

L^'^strenian, they are all wonderfully graphic and consis-

tent. He was so blameless in character that both in his

native Lystra and in Iconium the brethren bore warm and

willing testimony to his worth. ^ In spite of a shyness

' ITim. i. 2, 18; 2 Tim. ii. 2.

^ Phil. ii. 22, iSov\iv(Tfv fls rh (vayy4\iov.

3 Whether Timothy belonged to Lystra or to Derbe is a matter of small

importance, but that in point of fact he did belong to Lystra seems so clear

from a comparison of Acts xvi. 1, 2 ; xx. 4 ; and 2 Tim. iii. 11, that it is strange

there should have been so much useless controversy on the subject. Tlie

notion that " Gains " in Acts xx. 4 could not be " of Derbe," because there is

a Gaius of Macedonia in xix. 29 (who may or may not be the Gains of Rom.
xvi. 23 ; 1 Cor. i. 14), is like arguing that there could not be a Mr. Smith of

Monmouth and another Mr. Smith of Yorkshire ; and the transference on this

ground of the epithet AepjSatSs to TinSBfos in the absence of all evidence of

MSS. is mere frivolity.
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and timidity wliicli were increased by liis youthfulness,^ lie

was so entirely united in heart and soul with the Apostle

that among his numerous friends and companions he

found no one so genuine, so entirely unselfish, so sin-

cerely devoted to the furtherance of the cause of Christ.^

He was, in fact, more than any other the alter ego of the

Apostle. Their knowledge of each other was mutual;^

and one whose yearning and often lacerated heart had

such deep need of a kindred spirit on which to lean

for s}Tnpathy, and whose distressing infirmities rendered

necessary to him the personal services of some affectionate

companion, must have regarded the devoted tenderness

of Timothy as a special gift of God to save him from

being crushed by overmuch sorrow. And yet, much as

Paul loved him, he loved his Churches more ; and if

any Church needs warning or guidance, or Paul himself

desires to know how it prospers, Timothy is required

to overcome his shrinking modesty,* to console the per-

secuted Churches of Macedonia,^ or face the conceited tur-

bulence of Corinth,^ or to be the overseer of the Church of

Ephesus,''' with its many troubles from without and from

within. In fact, no name is so closely associated with St.

Paul's as that of Timothy. Not only were two Epistles

addressed to him, but he is associated with St. Paul in the

superscription of five ;
^ he was with the Apostle during

great part of his second missionary journey;^ he was

with him at Ephesus ;
^^ he accompanied him in his last

^ Acts xvi. 2.

' Phil. ii. 20, ovSeva. yhp ex" IcrSipuxov, '6<ttis yvrtffleas to trepl vfxciv ixeptfivriffit' oi

irdvTts yap to eavrSiu ^rjrovffiv, ov ra 'Irjo-oS XpiffTov.

^ 2 Tim. iii. 10, 2i» Se irapTjKo\o<'i6i]Kds fiov ttj SiSaffKaXla, rp a7ai7p, k.t.\.

* 1 Cor. iv. 17 ; xvi. 10, a<p6Pa>s.

6 Acts xix. 22 ; 1 Thess. iU. 2 ; Phil. ii. 18—20.
8 1 Cor. x^^. 10.

' 1 Tim. i. 3. « 1, 2 Thess., 2 Cor., Pliil., Col.

9 Acts xvi. 3 ; xvii. 14 ; xviii. 5. '» 1 Cor. iv. 17 ; xvi. 10.
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voyage to Jerusalem;^ lie helped to comfort liis first

imprisonment at Eome ; ^ lie is urged, in the Second

Epistle addressed to liim, to hasten from Ephesus, to

bring with him the cloak, books, and parchments which

St. Paul had left with Carpus at Troas, and to join him

in his second imprisonment before it is too late to see him

alive. ^ Some sixteen years had elapsed between the days

when Paul took Timothy as his companion at Lystra,*

and the days when, in the weary desolation of his impri-

soned age, he writes once more to this beloved disciple.^

Yet even at this latter date St. Paul addresses him as

though he were the same youth who had first accompanied

him to the hallowed work. " To him," says Hausrath,

"as to the Christian Achilles, the Timotheus-legend attri-

butes eternal youth;" this being, according to the writer,

one of the signs that the two pastoral Epistles addressed to

Timothy were the work of a ^vriter in the second century.^

But surely it is obvious that if Timothy, when St. Paul first

won him over to the faith of Christ, was not more than

sixteen or seventeen years old, he would be still far short

of the prime of life when the Second Epistle was addressed

to him ; and that, even if he were older, there is no more

familiar experience than an old man's momentary forget-

fulness that those whom he has known as boys have grown

up to full manhood.'''

1 Acts XX. 4. s Phil. ii. 18—20. » 2 Tim. iv. 9, 13.

* Circ. A.D. 51. « Circ. A.D. 66.

^ Hausrath, p. 259. He admits that they "contain important historic

indications."

7 It has always been recognised as a most natural touch in Tennyson's

poem, " The Grandmother," that she speaks of her old sons as though they

were still lads. But even if Timotheus had reached the age of forty by tlic time

he was appointed " Bishop " of Ephesus, there would be nothing incongruous

in saying to him, MrjSei's <tou ttjs vsJttjtos KaTa<ppoveLTw (1 Tim. iv. 12), or ras

5e vewTipiims eTrffli/^iaj <ptvye (2 Tim. ii. 22), especially as these were written not

many years after the /iij tjs oZv ahrhv iiovQiviari of 1 Cor. xvi. 11.
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This was the youtli whose companionship Panl now
secured. Young as he was, the quick eye of Paul saw

in him the spirit of loving and fearful duty—read the

indications of one of those simple, faithful natures which

combine the glow of courage with the bloom of modesty.

When Jesus had sent forth His disciples He had sent them

forth two and two ; but this was only in their own native

land. It was a very different thing to travel in all

weathers, through the blinding dust and burning heat of

the plains of Lycaonia, and over the black volcanic crags

and shelterless mountain ranges of Asia. He had suffered

from the departure of Mark in Pisidia, and henceforth we
never find him without at least two associates— at this

time Silas and Timothy ; afterwards Titus and Timothy in

Macedonia and Achaia, and Luke and Aristarchus in his

journey to Eome.

It may surprise us that the first step he took was to

circumcise Timothy ; and that since the rite might be per-

formed by any Israelite, he did it with his own hands.

^

We have, indeed, seen that he was in all probability driven

to circumcise the Gentile Titus ; but we are not told of

any pressure put upon him to perform the same rite for

Timothy, who, though the son of a Jewess, had grown up
without it. Nothing is more certain than that, in St.

Paul's opinion, circumcision was valueless. His conduct,

therefore, can only be regarded as a second concession to,

or rather a prevention and anticipation of, prejudices so

strong that they might otherwise have rendered his work
impossible. St. Luke says that it was done " on account

of the Jews in those regions ; for they all knew that his

father was a Greek." Now, if this was generally known,

whereas it was not so widely known that his mother was a

^ By none, however, except an Israelite {Abhuda Zara, f. 27, 1),
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Jewess, St. Paul felt that Timothy would everywhere be

looked upon as an uncircumcised Grentile, and as such

no Jew would eat with him, and it would be hopeless to

attempt to employ him as a preacher of the Messiah in the

synagogues, which they always visited as the beginning

of their labours. If, on the other hand, it were known

that he was by birth a Jewish boy—since the rule was

that nationality went by the mother's side ^—an uncir-

cumcised Jew would be in every Ghetto an object of

execration. If, then, Timothy was to be ordained to the

work of the ministry, his circumcision was indispensable

to his usefulness, and his Jewish parentage was sufficient

to deprive the act of the dangerous significance which

might much more easily be attached to it in the case of

Titus. Obviously, too, it was better that Paul should do

it spontaneously than that it should receive a factitious

importance by being once more extorted from him in spite

of protest. He did it, not in order to please himself, but

that he might condescend to the infirmities of the weak.^

The circumcision was followed by a formal ordination.

The whole Church was assembled; the youth made the

public profession of his faith ;
^ the elders and Paul himself

solemnly laid their hands upon his head;* the prophetic

voices which had marked him out for a great work^ were

confirmed by those who now charged him with the high

duties which lay before him, and at the same time warned

^ "Partus sequitiir Tentrem" is tho nile of the Talmud (Bechoroth,

1, 4, &c. ; Wetst. ad loc). If the Jews knew that his mother was a Jewess,

and yet that he had not received the "seal of the covenant," they would

have treated him as a mamser. (See Ewald, Alte)-th- 257-)

2 Rom. XV. 1 ; 1 Cor. ix. 20.

^ 1 Tim. vi. 12, ^fioAiyriffas rj^v Ka\^v bfioXoyiav ivdiriov iroWwv fiaprvpaiv.

* 1 Tim. iv. 14, -rh xtip'CM" ^ eSSOr] toi 5ia irpocpriTeias fxirb. fTriOeVfcos riiv xf'pw"

TOV irp€<rpVT(piov; 2 Tim. i. 6, S O TTJS iiridfO-fUS TWV XfipSlV fJLOV.

* 1 Tim. i. 18, koto tos irpoayova-as iirl ae rrpo<pi]Teiai. Compare the happy

prognostications of Staupitz about the work of Luther.
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liim of tlie dangers which those duties involved ;
^ the grace

of the Holy Spirit descended like a flame into his heart,^

and the gentle boy of Lystra was henceforth the conse-

crated companion of toils and wanderings, of which the

issue was the destined conversion of the world.

The mission opened with every circumstance of en-

couragement. The threefold cord of this ministry was

not quickly broken. At each city which they visited they

announced the decisions arrived at by the Apostles and

elders at Jenisalem,^ and the Churches were strengthened

in the faith, and grew in numbers daily.

In this w^ay they traversed "the Phrygian and

Galatian district."* There has been much speculation

as to the towns of Phrygia at which they rested, but

in the absolute silence of St. Luke, and in the extreme

looseness of the term "Phrygian," we cannot be sure

that St. Paul preached in a single town of the region

w^hich is usually included under that term. That he

did not found any church seems clear from the absence

of allusion to any Phrygian community in the New
Testament. The conjecture that he travelled on this

occasion to the far distant Colossee is most improbable,

even if it be not excluded by the obvious inference

from his own language.^ All that we can reasonably

suppose is that after leaving Iconium he proceeded

^ 1 Tim. i. 18, W crpmfvri iv ahrah rijv koXV crpanlav
; cf. iv. 14 ; tL 12.

2 2 Tim. i. 6, a;/a^a)7ri;p€i>/ (= "to fan into fresh flame," Kvpiui^ tovs &vQpaKas

<pvaav, Suitl. ; a^o^poTtpov rh nvp ipyd^tadai, Tlieopliyl.) rb xap'CMa toi) @euv, '6 icTTiv

iv crol, K.T.A.

3 In a loose -way even Antioch and Iconium might be regarded as Churches

of Cilieia, Tarsus (as appears from coins, Lewin, i. 171) being regarded as a

capital of Lycaonia, Isauria, and even of Caria. Further, the circular letter had

been drawn up with more or less express reference to what had taken place in

these Churches (Acts xv. 12).

* The true reading is tjjv ^pvyiav koX ra\aTiKi]v x'^'P"" (><» -^' ^> ^> ^)'

* Col. i. 4,6, 7
i

ii. 1.
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to Antiocli in Pisidia—since there could be no reason

why lie should neglect to confirm the Church which he

had founded there—and then crossed the ridge of the

Paroreia to Philomelium, from which it would have

been possible for him either to take the main road to

the great Phrygian to^vn of Synnada, and then turn

north-eastwards to Pessinus, or else to enter Galatia by

a shorter and less frequented route which did not run

through any Phrygian town of the slightest importance.

It does not seem to have been any part of St. Paul's

plan to evangelise Phrj-gia. Perhaps he may have ori-

ginally intended to make his way by the road through

Apamea, to Colossse and Laodicea, and to go down

the valley of the Mseander to Ephesus. But if so, this

intention was hindered by the guidance of the Holy

Spirit.^ Such providential hindrances to a course which

seemed so obvious may well have been mysterious to

St. Paul; but they appear less so to us when, view-

ing them in the light of history, we see that otherwise

the Epistle to the Galatians might never have been

^^T-itten, and that thus the whole course of Christian

theology might have been entirely changed.

Of any work in Phrygia, therefore, there was nothing

to narrate ;
^ but we may well deplore St. Luke's non-

acquaintance with the details of that visit to Gralatia,

* It -will be seen that I take the clause KaiKvOevrfs, k.t.a. (Acts xvi. 6) retro-

spectively

—

i.e., as the reason assiji^n d for their divergence into the Phrygian

and Galatian district. If they entertained the design of preaching in Asia

—

i.e.,

in Lydia—the natural road to it would have been from Antioch of Pisidia, and it

is hardly likely that they would have intentionally turned aside to the semi-

barbarous regions of Plirygia and Galatia first ; indeed, we have St. Paul's

own express admission (Gal. iv. 13) that his evangelisation of Galatia was the

result of an accidental sickness. The permission to preach in Asia was only

delayed (Acts xix. 10).

2 That some converts were made, is implied by Acts xviii. 23. The absence

of a definite Phrygian Church is seen in the silence about any collection there.
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wliicli were deeply interesting and important, and of

which we are now left to discover the incidents by

piecing the fragmentary notices and allusions of the

Epistle.

We may suppose that on finding it impossible to

preach at this time in the great cities of Lydian Asia/

St. Paul and his companions next determined to make

their way to the numerous Jewish communities on the

shores of the Euxine. They seem to have had no inten-

tion to preach among a people so new to them, and

apparently so little promising, as the Galatians. But

Grod had other designs for them ; they were detained in

Galatia, and their stay was attended with very memor-

able results.

St. Luke, who uses the ordinary geographical term,

must undoubtedly have meant by the term Galatia that

central district of the Asian peninsula^ which was in-

habited by a people known to the ancient world under

the names of Celts, Galatians, Gauls, and (more recently)

Gallo-Greeks. Their history was briefly this. When
the vast tide of Aiyan migration began to set to the

westward from the valleys of the Oxus and the plains

of Turkestan, the Celtic family was among the earliest

that streamed away from their native seats. ^ They
gradually occupied a great part of the centre and west

of Europe, and various tribes of the family were swept

hither and thither by different currents, as they met with

* " Asia" in the Acts (cf. Catull. xhn. 5) seems always to mean the region

round the okl "Asian meadoAv " of Homer (IZ. ii. 461)

—

i.e., the entire valley

and plain of tlio Cayster

—

i.e., Lydia. Every one of " the seven churches

whicli are in Asia " (Rev. i.—iii.) is Lydian.

^ The term Asia Minor is first used by Orosius in the fourth century

(Oros. i. 2).

^ On the Celtic migi-ations, see the author's Families of Speech, 2nd ed,

(reprinted in Language and Languages), p. 329.

£ £
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special obstacles to tlieir unimpeded progress. One of

their Brennnses,^ four centuries before the Christian era,

inflicted on Eome its deepest humiliation. Another,

one hundred and eleven years later," filled Northern Greece

with terror and rapine, and when his hordes were driven

back by the storms and portents which seconded the

determined stand of the Greeks at Delphi, they joined

another body under Leonnorius and Lutarius,^ struggled

across the Hellespont in the best way they could, and

triumphantly established themselves in the western regions

of Asia Minor. But their exactions soon roused an op-

position which led to an effectual curbing of their power,

and they were gradually confined in the central region

^ B.C. 390. The word Brennus is a Latinised form of the title which

is preserved in the Welsh brenin, " king."

2 B.C. 279.

^ Liv. xxxviii. 16. These names—Celtic words of obscure origin with

Latin terminations—are eagerly seized on by German travellers and com-

mentators, and identified Avitli Leonard and Lothair (Luther), in order to

prove that the people of Galatia were not Celts, but Teutons. "VYliy both

French and Germans should be so eager to claim affinities with these not very

creditable Galatians I cannot say ; but meanwhile it must be regarded as

certain that the Galatse were Celts, and not only Celts, but Cymric Celts.

The only other arguments, besides these two names, adduced by Wieseler and

other German writers are— (1) The name Germanopolis—a late and hideous

hybrid which, at the best, only points to the settlement of some Teutonic

community among the Gauls; (2) the trrbe of Teutobodiaci, about whom we
know too little to say what the name means ; and (3) the assertion of St.

Jerome that the Galatians (whom lie had personally visited) spoke a language

like the people of Treves (Jer. in Ejj. Gal. ii. praef). This argument, liow-

ever, tells precisely in the opposite direction, since the expressions of Caesar

and Tacitus decisively prove that the Trevori were Gauls (Tac. Ann. i. 43,

H. iv. 71 ; Ca3s. B. G. ii. 4, &c.), though they aped Teutonic peculiarities

(Caes. B. G. viii. 25 ; Tac. Germ. 28). Every trait of their character, every

certain phenomenon of their language, every proved fact of their history,

shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that the Galata>, or Gauls, were not

Slavs, nor Teutons, but Celts ; and it is most probable that tlic names Galatae

and Celta3 are etymologically identical. The ingenuity which elaborately

sets itself to OA-erthrow accepted and demonstrated conclusions leads to endless

waste of time and space. Any who are curious to see more on the subject

will find it in the Excursus of Dr. Lightfoot's Galatians, pp. 229—240.
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wliicli is partly traversed by tlie valleys of tlie San-

garlus and the Halys. Here we find them in three

tribes, of which each had its own capital. Bordering on

Phrygia were the Tolistobogii, with their capital Pes-

sinus ; in the centre the Tectosages, Avith their capital

Ancyra ; and to the eastward, bordering on Pontus, were

the Trocmi, with their capital Tavium.^ Originally the

three tribes were each divided into four tetrarchies, but

at length they were united (B.C. 65) under Deiotarus,

tetrarch of the Tolistobogii, the Egbert of Galatian

history.^ The Eonians under Cn. Manlius Vulso had

conqaered them in B.C. 189,^ but had left them nomi-

nally independent; and in B.C. 36 Mark Antony made

Amyntas king. On his death, in B.C. 25, Galatia was

joined to Lycaonia and • part of Pisidia, and made a

Roman province; and since it was one of the Imperial

provinces, it was governed by a Propraetor. This was

its political condition when Paul entered Pessinus, which,

though one of the capitals, lies on the extreme frontier,

and at that time called itself Sebaste of the Tolistobogii.*

The providential cause which led to St. Paul's stay in

the country was, as he himself tells us, a severe attack of

illness : and the manner in which he alludes to it gives us

reason to infer that it was a fresh access of agony from that

" stake in the flesh " which I believe to have been acute

ophthalmia, accompanied, as it often is, by violent cere-

* Tolistobogii, or Tolosatobogii, seems to combine the elements of Tolosa

(Tonlouse) and Boii. Tlie etymologies of Tectosages (who also occur in

Aqiiitaiue, Cass. B. G. vi. 24; Strabo, p. 187) and Trocmi are uncertain.

Other towns of the GalatsB were Abrostola, Amorium, Tolosochorion, towns of

the Tolistobogii ; Corbeus and Aspona, of the Tectosages; Mithradatium and
Danala, of the Trocmi.

2 Strabo, p. 567.

^ Liv. xxx\'iii. 12. " Hi jam degeneres sunt ; mixti et Gallograeci vera,

quod appellantur."

* It is now a mere heap of ruins.

E E 2
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bral disturbance.-^ In liis letter to liis Galatian converts lie

makes a touching appeal, wliich in modern phraseology

might run as follows •}—" Become as I am, brethren, I

beseech you" {i.e., free from the yoke of external

and useless ordinances), "for I, too, made myself as you

are.^ Jew that I was, I placed myself on the level

of you Grentiles, and now I want you to stand with

me on that same level, instead of trying to make
yourselves Jews. I do not wish to speak by way of

complaint about you. You never did me any personal

w^rong.^ '^^j, you know that when I preached the

Grospel among you, on my first visit, it was in conse-

quence of an attack of sickness, which detained me in the

midst of a journey
; you could not, therefore, feel any

gratitude to me as though I had come with the express

pm-pose of preaching to you; and besides, at that time

1 On this subject see infra, Excursus XI., " The Stake in the Flesh."

2 Gal. iv. 12—14. This passage may serve to illustrate the necessity

of a new English version founded on better readings. Thus in verse 12,

the "6e" of our version should be rendered "become;" and the " I am as

you are" should be "I became;" the "have not injured" should he " did

not injure," since the tense is an aorist, not a perfect, and the allusion

is to some fact which we do not know. In verse 13, the Se ought not to be

left unnoticed ;
" through infirmity of the flesh " is a positive mistake (since

this would require Si' aaOevdas, per) for "on account of an attack of illness,"

as in Thuc. vi. 102 ;
rh irp6Tipou probably means " the former time," not " at

the first." In verse 14 the best reading is not rhv irfipa(rn6y ixov, but rov ir. v/xwd

(k, a, B, C, D, F, G, &c., and " faciliori lectioni praestat ardua ") ; and
i^eiTTvcraTf is stronger than " rejected." In verse 15, i^ov, not ris, is probably

the right reading, and fiv should certainly be omitted—and the meaning is not
" where is the blessedness ye spake of," but " your self-congratulation on my
arrival among you ;

" the tiv should certainly be omitted with i^wpv^are, as it

makes the Greek idiom far more vivid, although inadmissible in English

(cf. John XV. 22 ; xix. 11). Inverse 16 the Ha-Te draws a conclusion, " so that,"

which is suddenly and delicately changed into a question, " have I ? " instead

of " I have." It is ouly by studying the intensely characteristic Greek of

St. Paul that we are able, as it were, to lay our hands on his breast and feel

every beat of his heart.

3 Gal. ii. 17; 1 Cor. ix. 21.

* Cf. 2 Cor. ii. 5, ovk ifxe \e\imjjKev.
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weak, agonised witli pain, liable to fits of delirium, with

my eyes red and ulcerated by tliat disease by wliicli it

pleases God to let Satan buffet me, you might well

have been tempted to regard me as a deplorable object.

]My whole appearance must have been a trial to you—

a

temptation to you to reject me. But you did not
;
you

were very kind to me. You might have treated me with

contemptuous indifference ;
^ you might have regarded me

with positive loathing;^ but instead of this you honoured,

you loved me, you received me as though I were an

angel—nay, even as though I were the Lord of angels,

as though I were even He whom I preached unto you.

How glad you were to see me ! How eagerly you con-

gratulated yourselves and me on the blessed accident

—

nay, rather, on the blessed providence of God, which had

detained me amongst you !^ So generous, so affectionate

were you towards me, that I bear you witness that to aid

me as I sat in misery in the darkened rooms, unable to

bear even a ray of hght without excruciating pain, you

would, if that could have helped me, have plucked out

your eyes and given them to me." *

^ Cf . 2 Cor.x. 10. His bodily presence is aa-Oeviis, and his speech i^ovSivrnj-fuoi.

* Lit., " Ye did not despise nor loathe your temptation in my flesh ;" one

of the nobly careless expressions of a writer who is swayed by emotion, not

by grammar. It means " You did not loathe," &c., " me, though my bodily

aspect was a temptation to you." " Grandis tentatio discipulis, si magister

infirmctur" (Primas.). On the possible connexion of i^eirrva-aTt with epilepsy

see infra, p. 657). It would be most accurately explained by ophthalmia.

^ The sufferings of St. Paul from travels when in a prostrate condition of

body have been aptly compared by Dean Howson to those of St. Chrysostom

and Henry Martyn in Poutus. They both lie buried at Tocat (Comana).

(C. and H. i. 295.)

* No one disputes that tliis in itself may be a metaphorical expression for

any severe sacrifice, as in Cat. Ixxxii. :

—

" Qiiinti si tibi vis oculos debere CatuUum,
Aut aliud si quid carius est oculis."

But how incomparably more vivid and striking, and how much more germane
to the occasion, does the expression become if it was an attack of ophthalmia

from which Paul was suffering

!
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Nothing is more natural tlian that the traversing of

vast distances over the burning plains and freezing

mountain passes of Asia Minor—the constant changes of

climate, the severe bodily fatigue, the storms of fine and

blinding dust, the bites and stings of insects, the coarse-

ness and scantness of daily fare—should have brought

on a return of his malady to one whose health was so

shattered as that of Paul. And doubtless it was the

anguish and despair arising from the contemplation of

his own heartrending condition, which added to his teach-

ing that intensity, that victorious earnestness, which made
it so all-prevailing with the warm-hearted Gauls. -^ If

they were ready to receive him as Christ Jesus, it was

because Christ Jesus was the Alpha and the Omega,

the beginning and the end of all his teaching to them.

And hence, in his appeal to their sense of shame, he

uses one of his own inimitably picturesque words to say,

"Senseless Galatians, what evil eye bewitched you?^-

before whose eyes, to avert them from such evil glances,

I painted as it were visibly and large the picture of Jesus

Christ crucified."^

^ No doubt the Galatians with whom he had to deal were not the Gallic

peasants who were despised and ignorant (" paene servorum loco habentur,"

Cses. B. G. vi. 13) ; but the Gallo-grgcci, the more cultivated and Hellenised

Galli of the towns. (Long in Did. Geogr. s.v.)

2 Gal. iii. 1. Omit rfj SL\r,eda, ^), neieiadat with K, A, B, D, E, F, G, &c.,

and 4v vfxlv with k, A, B, C.

^ Gal. iii. 1, ols kut' 6<pda\fxohs ^Irjaovs XpicTThs irpoeypdipr) iffravpufx-evos. It is

true that irpoypdtptiv is elsewhere always used in the sense of "to write

before " (Rom. xv. 5 ; Eph. iii. 3), and not " to post " or " placard " (Ar.

Av. 450), even in Hellenistic and late Greek (1 Mace. x. 36 ; Jude 4 ; Justin,

Apol. ii. 52, B) ; but the sense and the context here seem to show that

St. Paul used it—as we often find modern compounds used—in a different

sense (TrpoeCwypa<prieTj). The large picture of Josus Christ crucified was

set up before the mental vision of these spiritual children of Galatia

(" Dicitur fascinus proprie infantibus nocere "—Primas.) to avert their

wandering glances from the dangerous witchery (n's vfj.us i^da-Kafey) of

the evil eye 0??5?-i, Prov. xxiii. 6; Ecclus. xiv. 6, &c.j fida-Kwui, ^Uan.
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But the zealous readiness of the Galatians, tlieir im-

pulsive affection, the demonstrative delight with which

they accepted the new teaching, was not solely due to

the pity which mingled with the admiration inspired by

the new teacher. It may have been due, in some small

measure, to the affinities presented by the new religion

to the loftiest and noblest parts of their old belief's ; and

at any rate, being naturally of a religious turn of mind,^

they may have been in the first instance attracted by

the hearing of a doctrine which promised atonement in

consequence of a shedding of blood. But far more

than this, the quick conversion of the Galatians was

due to the mighty outpouring of the Spirit which

followed Paul's preaching, and to the new powers^ which

were wrought in his converts by their admission

into the Church. But while these were the results

among the truer converts, there must have also been

many whose ready adhesion was due to that quick rest-

lessness, that eager longing for change, which charac-

terised them,' as it characterised the kindred family of

Greeks with which they were at this time largely

mingled. It was the too quick springing of the good

H. A. i. 53). We may be reminded of the huge emblazoned banner with

which Augustine and his monks caught the eye of Ethelbert at Canter-

bui-y.

^ "Natio est omnis Gallorum" admodum dedita religionibus " (Cses,

B. G. vi. 16).

' Gal. iii. 5, iinxopriywi/ (= abundantly supplying ; cf. Phil. i. 19

;

2 Pet. i. 5) vfuif rh itvtvixa KaX ivepyuv Svvdixets iv v^juv. The latter clause may
undoubtedly mean " working miracles among you ; " but the parallels of

1 Cor. xii. 10; Matt. xiv. 2, seem to show that it means "working powers

iwyou." See, too, Isa. xxvi. 12; Heb. xiii. 21. 4v(pyriiJ.a means, as Bishop

Andrewes says, " a work inwrought in us." In 1 Cor. xii. 10 the " operations

of powers " are distinguished from the " gifts of healings."

^ Ctesar compLiins of their " mobilitas," " levitas," and " infirmitas animi,"

and says, " in consiliis capiendis mobiles et novis plerumc^ue rebus studeutes "

(B. G. ii. 1; iv. 5; iii. 10; aud Liv. x. 28).
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seed on poor and shallow soil ; it was tlie sudden flaming

of fire among natures as liglit, as brittle, as inflammable

as straw. The modification of an old religion, the hearty

adoption of a new one, the combination of an antique

worship with one which was absolutely recent, and as

unlike it as is possible to conceive, had already been

illustrated in Galatian history. As Celts they had

brought with them into Asia their old Druidism, with its

haughty priestcraft, and cruel expiations.^ Yet they

had already incorporated with this the wild nature-

worship of Agdistis or Cybele, the mother of the gods.

They believed that the black stone which had fallen

from heaven was her image, and for centuries after it

had been carried ofi" to Eome^ they continued to revere

her venerable temple, to give alms to her raving eunuchs,

to tell of the vengeance which she had inflicted on the

hapless Atys, and to regard the pine groves of Dindymus

with awe.^ But yet, while this Phrygian cult was

flourishing at Pessinus, and commanding the services of

its hosts of mutilated priests, and while at Tavium the

main object of worship was a colossal bronze Zeus of the

ordinary Greek type,* at Ancyra, on the other hand, was

established the Roman deification of the Emperor Augus-

tus, to whom a temple of white marble, still existing in

ruins, had been built by the common contributions of

^ Strabo, xii. 6, p. 567, who tells us that they met in council at Dryne-

metum, or " Oak-shrine " {drw of. Spds, and nemed, "temple "), as Vcrnemetum
= " Great-shrine " (Tenant. Fortun. i. 9), and Augustonemetum = " Augnstus-

shrine."

2 B.C. 204. See Liv. xxix. 10, 11. The name of the towTi was dubiously

connected with Tlfcr€7u. (Horodian. i. 11.)

^ Liv. xxxviii. 18 : Strabo, p. 489 ; Diod. Sic. iii. 58. Julian found the

worship of Cybele still languishing on at Pessinus in A.D. 363, and made a

futile attempt to galvanise it into life (Amm. Marc. xxii. 9). The lucrative

features in the worship of Cybele—the sale of oracles and collection of alms

—may have had their attraction for the avaricious Gauls.

* Strabo, xii. 5. The very site of Tavium is unknown.
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Asia.^ Paul must have seen, still fresli and unbroken, the

celebrated Monumentum Ancyranum, the will of Augustus

engraved on the marble of the temple, and copied

from the inscription set up by his own command upon

bronze tablets in front of his mausoleum; but while

he may have glanced at it with interest, and read

with still deeper pleasure on one of the pillars the

decree in which the Emperor had rewarded the friendli-

ness of the Jews by a grant of religious immunity,^ he

must have thought with some pity and indignation of

the frivolity of spirit which could thus readity combine

the oldest and the newest of idolatrous aberrations

—

the sincere and savage orgies of Dindymene with the

debasing flattery of an astute intriguer—the passionate

abandonment to maddening religious impulse, and the

calculating adoration of political success. In point of

fact, the three capitals of the three tribes furnished data

for an epitome of their history, and of their character. In

passing from Pessinus to Ancyra and Tavium the Apostle

saw specimens of cults curiously obsolete side by side

with others which were ridiculously new. He passed

from Phrygian nature-worship through Greek mytho-

logy to Eoman conventionalism. He could not but have

regarded this as a bad sign, and he would have seen

a sad illustration of the poorer qualities which led to his

own enthusiastic reception, if he could have read the

description in a Greek rhetorician long afterwards of the

Galatians being so eager to seize upon what was new,

that if they did but get a glimpse of the cloak of a philo-

^ Ancyra—then called Sebaste Tectosagum, in honour of AuguHtus—is

now the flourishijig commercial town of Angora. The Banlos-Dagh—Paul-

Mountain—near Angora still reminds the traveller of St. Paul's visit to these

cities, which is also rendered more probable by their ha\iug been early

episcopal sees.

' Jos. Antt. xvL 6, § 2. On Ccesar-worship see Tac. Ann. iv. 55, 56.
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sopher, tliey caught hold of and clung to it at once, as

steel filings do to a magnet.-^ In fact, as he had bitter

cause to learn afterwards, the religious views of the Gauls

were more or less a reflex of the impressions of the

moment, and their favourite sentiments the echo of the

language used by the last comer. But on his first visit

their faults all seemed to be in the background. Their

tendencies to revelries and rivalries, to drunkenness and

avarice, to vanity and boasting, to cabals and fits of rage,

were in abeyance,^—checked if not mastered by the power-

ful influence of their new faith, and in some instances,

we may hope, cured altogether by the grace of the Holy

Spirit of God. All that he saw was their eagerness and

affection, their absence of prejudice, and willingness to

learn—all that vivacity and warmheartedness which were

redeeming points in their Celtic character.^

How long he was detained among them by his illness

we are not told, but it was long enough to found several

churches, one perhaps in each of the three capitals,

and it may be in some of the minor towns. His. success

was clearly among the Gauls ; and in the absence of all

personal salutations in his Epistle, we cannot tell whether

any of the aboriginal Phrygians, or Greek settlers, or of

^ Tbemistius, Or. xxiii., p. 299 ; ap. Wetstein in Gal. i. 6. koI rpi^coviov

irapa<pai>4vTos iKKpffxavrai (vdhs iiairip rrjs XWov rh aiS^pia.

2 Gal. V. 7, 15, 21, 26. Diodorus Siculus says that they were so exces-

sively drunken {KdroLi/oi Ka6' vxep^oX-lii/) tliat they drenched themselves with

the raw wine imported by merchants, and drank with such violent eager-

ness as either to stupefy themselves to sleep or enrage themselves to madness

(v. 26; cf. Ammian. Marc. xv. 12). He also calls them "extravagantly

avaricious" (v. 27; Liv. xxxviii. 27) and testifies to their disorderly and

gesticulative fits of rage (v. 31 ; Ammian. Marc. I.e.).

2 The vitality of traits of character in many races is extraordinary, and

every one will I'ecoguise some of those Cftltic peculiarities in the Welsh, and

others in the Irish. Ancient testimonies to their weaknesses and vices have

often been collected, but the brighter features which existed then, as they do

still, are chiefly witnessed to by St. Paul.
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the Roman governing class, embraced the faith. But

though he is avowedly writing to those who had been

Gentiles and idolators/ there must have been a con-

siderable number of converts from the large Jewish popu-

lation^ which had been attracted to Galatia by its fertility,

its thriving commerce, and the privileges which secured

them the free exercise of their religion. These Jews, and

their visitors from Jerusalem, as we shall see hereafter,

proved to be a dangerous element in the infant Church.

The success of this unintended mission may have

detained St. Paul for a little time even after his con-

valescence ; and as he retraced his journey from Tavium

to Pessinus he would have had the opportunity which he

always desired of confirming his recent converts in the

faith. From Pessinus the missionaries went towards

Mysia, and laid their plans to pass on to the numerous

and wealthy cities of western Bithynia, at that time a sena-

torial province. But once more their plans, in some way
unknown to us, were divinely overruled. The " Spirit of

Jesus "^ did not suffer them to enter a country which was

* Gal. iv. 8 ; V. 2 ; vi. 12, &c. On tlie other hand, iv. 9 has been quoted

(Jowett, i. 187) as " an almost explicit statement that they were Jews ;
" this

is not, however, necessarily the case. Doubtless, writing to a church in which
there were both Jews and Gentiles, St. Paul may use expressions which are

sometimes more appropriate to one class, sometimes to the other, but " the

weak and beggarly elements " to which the converts are returning may include

Gentile as well as Jewish ritualisms; and some of them may have passed

through both phases.

^ St. Peter in addressing the Diaspora of Galatia and other districts (1

Pet. i. 1) must have had Jews as well as Gentiles in view. The frequency of

Old Testament quotations and illustrations in the Epistle to the Galatians is

perhaps a proof that not a few of the converts had been originally proselytes.

Otherwise it would be impossible to account for the fact that " in none of

St. Paul's Epistles has the cast of the reasoning a more Jewish character

"

(Jowett, i. 186). Gal. iii. 27, 28 may allude to the existence of converts from
both classes.

^ Acts xvi. 7. This «iro| \ey6ix(vov, which is the undoubtedly correct reading

(k, a, B, C^, D, E, and many versions and Fathers), perhaps indicates that St.

Luke is here using some document which furnished him with brief notes of
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destined indeed to be early converted, but not by tbem,

and which plays a prominent part in the history of early

Christianity.^ Once more divinely thwarted in the fulfil-

ment of their designs, they made no attempt to preach

in Mysia,^ which in its bleak and thinly populated uplands

offered but few opportunities for evangelisation, but

pressed on directty to Troas, where an event awaited them
of immense importance, which was sufficient to explain

the purpose of Him who had shaj)ed the ends which they

themselves had so differently rough-hewn.

Prom the slopes of Ida,^ Paul and Silvanus with their

young attendant descended the ravine which separated

the mountain from the port and colony. They were on

classic ground. Every stej) they took revealed scenes to

which the best and brightest poetry of Greece had given

an immortal interest. As they emerged from the pine

groves of the many-fountained hill, with its exquisite

legend of (Enone and her love, they saw beneath them the

" Ringing plains of windy Troy,"

where the great heroes of early legend had so often

" Drunk deliglit of battle with tlieii- peers."

But if they had ever heard of

" The face that launched a thousand ships,

And sacked the topmost towers of Ilion,"

or looked with any interest on the Simois and the Sca-

tliis part of Paul's journeys. The remarkable fact that in the Filioqiie con-

troversy neither side appealed to this expression shows how early the text

had been altered by the copyists.

^ See Phny's letter to Trajan (x. 97), when he was Proconsul of Bithynia,

asking advice how to deal with the Christians.

2 This must, be the meaning of iTape\d6vTis ( = a<pfVTfs, "neglecting"). It

cannot be translated " passing through," which would be SifKe6t'T(s, though a

glance at the map will show that they viust have passed through Mysia with-

out stopping. The absence of synagogues and the remote, unknoAvu character

of the region account for this. ^ Acts xvi. 8, KaTefirjaav.
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mander, and the liiige barrows of Ajax and Achilles,

they do not allude to them. Their minds were full of

other thoughts.

The toAvn at which they now arrived had been founded

by the successors of Alexander, and had been elevated into

a colony with the Jus Ifalicum. This privilege had been

granted to the inhabitants solely because of the romantic

interest which the Eomans took in the legendary cradle of

their greatness, an interest which almost induced Constan-

tine to fix there, instead of at Byzantium, the capital of

the Eastern Empire. Of any preaching in Alexandria

Troas nothing is told us. On three separate occasions at

least St. Paul visited it.^ It was there that Carpus lived,

who was probably his host, and he found it a place pecu-

liarly adapted for the favourable reception of the Grospel.^

On this occasion, however, his stay was very short,^ be-

cause he was divinely commanded to other w^ork.

St. Paul had now been labouring for many years

among Syrians, Cilicians, and the mingled races of Asia

Minor ; but during that missionary activity he had been

at Eoman colonies like Antioch in Pisidia, and must have

been throv/n very frequently into the society of Greeks

and Latins. He was himself a Eoman citizen, and the

constant allusions of his Epistles show that he, like St.

Luke, must have been struck with admiration for the

order, the discipline, the dignity, the reverence for law

which characterised the Eomans, and especially for the

bravery, the determination, the hardy spirit of self-denial

which actuated the Eoman soldier.* He tells us, later in

* Act3 XX. 1, 2, compared with 2 Cor. ii. 12 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 5—9 ; and Acts
XX. 6 ; and 2 Tim. iv. 13.

2 2 Cor. ii. 12.

' Acts xvi. 10, ihdiws iC-nr-fjffa/jLfv implies that they took the first ship which

they could find for a voyage to Macedonia.

* This is shown by the many military and agonistic metaphors in his Epistles.
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liis life, liow frequently his tliouglits had turned towards

Eome itself/ and as he brooded on the divinely indicated

future of Christianity, we cannot doubt that while wan-

dering round the then busy but now land-locked and

desolate harbour of Troas, he had thrown many a wistful

glance towards the hills of Imbros and Samothrace ; and

perhaps when on some clear evening the colossal peak of

Athos was visible, it seemed like some vast angel who
beckoned him to carry the good tidings to the west. The

Spirit of Jesus had guided him hitherto in his journey,

had prevented him from preaching in the old and famous

cities of Asia, had forbidden him to enter Bithynia, had

driven the stake deeper into his flesh, that he might

preach the word among the Gauls. Anxiously must he

have awaited further guidance ;—and it came. In the

night a Macedonian soldier^ stood before him, exhorting

him with these words, "Cross over into Macedonia and

help us." When morning dawned Paul narrated the

vision to his companions,^ " and immediately we sought,"

says the narrator, who here, for the first time, appears as

the companion of the Apostle, "to go forth into Mace-

donia, inferring that the Lord has called us to preach the

Gospel to them." With such brevity and simplicity is the

incident related which of all others was the most important

in introducing the Gospel of Christ to the most advanced

and active races of the world, and among them to those races

in whose hands its future destinies must inevitably rest.

^ Acts xix. 21 ; cf. Rom. i. 13—" Oftentimes I purposed to come to yon ;

"

XT. 23—"I have liad a great desire these many years to come to you." These

passages were written from Achaia—probably from Corinth—six or seven

years after this date.

2 The avrjp and the effriis, and the instant recognition that it was a

Macedonian, perhaps imply this. It is called an '6pafj.a, which is used of

impressions more distinct than those of dreams. Acts x. 3, iy bpinari ^avepSis.

Matt. xvii. 9 (the Transfiguration).

^ D. dujipdfU ovv Si7J7T)(raTO ri '6pafxa rjpuv (Acts xvi. 10).
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The other incident of this visit to the Troas is the

meeting of Paul with Luke, the author of the Acts of

the Apostles and the Grospel. This meeting is indicated

with profound modesty by the sudden use of the pronoun
" we ;

" but even without this the vivid accuracy of

detail in the narrative which immediately ensues, is in

such striking contrast with the meagreness of much that

has gone before, that we should have been driven to

conjecture the presence of the writer on board the httle

vessel that now slipped its hawsers from one of the granite

columns which we still see lying prostrate on the lonely

shores of the harbour of Troas.

And tliis meeting was a happy one for Paul ; for, of all

the fellow-workers with whom he was thrown, Timotheus

alone was dearer to him than Luke. From the appear-

ance and disappearance of the first personal pronoun in the

subsequent chapters of the Acts,^ we see that he accom-

panied St. Paul to Philippi, and rejoined him there some

seven years afterwards, never again to part with him so

long as we are able to pursue his history. How deeply

St. Paul was attached to him appears in the title " the be-

loved physician
;

" how entire was his fidelity is seen in

the touching notice, "Only Luke is with me." He shared

his journeys, his dangers, his shipwreck; he shared and

cheered his long imprisonments, first at Cassarea, then at

Eome. More than all, he became the biographer of the

Great Apostle, and to his allegiance, to his ability, to his

accurate preservation of facts, is due nearly all that we

» The " we " begins in Acts xvi. 10 ; it ends when Paul leaves Philipiji,

xvii. 1. It is resumed at Pliilippi at the close of the third missionary

journey, xx. 5, and continues till the arrival at Jerusalem, xxi. 18. It again
appears in xxvii. 1, and continues throughout the journey to Rome. Luke
was also with the Apostle during his first (Col. iv. 14 ; Philem. 24) and second
imprisonments (2 Tim. iv. 11). It is far from certain that 2 Cor. viii. 18
refers to him.
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know of one who laboured more abundantly tlian all the

Apostles, and to whom, more than to any of them, the cause

of Christ is indebted for its stability and its dissemination.

Of Luke himself, beyond what we learn of his move-

ments and of his character from his own writings, we know

but Httle. There is no reason to reject the unanimous

tradition that he was by birth an Antiochene,^ and it is

clear from St. Paul's allusions that he was a Gentile

convert, and that he had not been circumcised.^ That he

was a close observer, a careful narrator, a man of culti-

vated intellect, and possessed of a good Greek style,^ we

see from his two books ; and they also reveal to us a

character gentle and manly, sympathetic and self-denying.

The incidental allusion of St. Paul shows us that he was a

physician, and this allusion is singularly confirmed by his

own turns of phrase.* The rank of a physician in those

^ Euseb. H. E. iii. 4 ; Jer. De Virr. Illustr. Such allusions as "Nicolas, a

proselyte of Antioch," and the mention of Christians important there, but

otherwise unknown, lend probability to this tradition (of. xi. 20 ; xiii. 1, &c.).

If we could attach any importance to the reading of D in Acts xi. 28

{avvecrTpaixjj.ii'wv 5e w'Sv), it would sliow that Luke had been at Antioch

during the year when Paul and Barnabas were working there before the famine.

The name Lucas is an abbreviation of Lucanus, as Silas of Silvanus ; but the

notion that they were the same person is preposterous.

2 Col. iv. 10, 11, 14.

3 As an incidental confirmation that he was a Gentile, Bishop Wordsworth

(on 1 Thess. ii. 9) notices that he says " day and night " (Acts ix. 24), whereas

when he is reporting the speeches of St. Paid (Acts xx. 31 ; xx\-i. 7, in the

Ch-eek) he, like St. Paul himself (1 Thess. iii. 10 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8 ; 1 Tim. v. 5,

&c.), always says " night and day," in accordance with the Jewish notion that

the night preceded the day. A more decisive indication that Luke was a

Gentile is Acts i. 19, Tfj iSla Sia\(KT(j> avrwv, slipped into St. Peter's speech.

" Lucas, mcdicus Antiochcnsis, ut scripta ejus indicant " (Jer.).

* See a highly ingenious paper by Dr. Plumptre on St. Liike and St. Paul

{Tlie Expositor, No. xx., Aug., 1870). He quotes the following indications of

medical knowledge :—Tlie combination of feverish attacks with dysentery (Acts

(xxviii. 8), and the use of n^)) in the sense (?) of honorarium ; fida-fis and ff<(>vpa

in Acts iii. 7 (cf . Hippocrates, p. 637) ; the incrustation caused by ophthalmia

(Acts ix. 18) ; eKo-Too-is (Actsx. 9, 10) ; (rK(»\vK6PpctiTos (Acts xii.23) ;
" Physician,

heal thyself," only in Luke iv. 23; ep6fifioi (Luke xxii. 44), &c.
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days was not in any respect so high as now it is, and

does not at all exclude the possibility that St. Luke

may have been a freedman ; but on this and all else

which concerns him Scripture and tradition leave us

entirely uninformed. That he was familiar with naval

matters is strikingly shown in his account of the ship-

wreck, and it has even been conjectured that he exercised

his art in the huge and crowded merchant vessels which

were incessantly coasting from point to point of the

Mediterranean.^ Two inferences, at any rate, arise from

the way in which his name is introduced : one that he had

already made the acquaintance of St. Paul, perhaps at

Antioch ; the other that, though he had some special con-

nection with Philippi and Troas, his subsequent close

attachment to the Apostle in his journeys and imprison-

ments may have arisen from a desire to give him the

benefit of medical skill and attention in his frequent

attacks of sickness.^ The lingering remains of that illness

which prostrated St. Paul in Gralatia may have furnished

the first reason why it became necessary for Luke to

accompany him, and so to begin the fraternal companion-

ship which must have been one of the richest blessings of

a sorely troubled life.

^ Smith, Voy. and Shipwreck, p. 15, who shows that St. Luke's nautical

knowledge is at once accurate and unprofessional.

2 Dr. Plumptre {ubi supra) tries to show that the intercourse of Luke, the

Physician, left its traces on St. Paul's own language and tone of thought

—

e.g., the frequent use'of vyialvo) (1 Tim. i. 10 ; vi. 3, &c., in eight places), which
is found three times in St. Luke, and not in the other Gospels ; vocru (1 Tim.

vi. 4) ;
ydyypaiva (2 Tim. ii. 17) ; ti/<|)o'co (1 Tim. iii. 6 ; vi. 4, &C.) ; iCfKavrriptaffUfvoi

(1 Tim. iv. 2) ; Kv-ndSfxevoi (2 Tim. iv. 3) ; Hippocr., p. 444 ;
yv/xuaa-ia (1 Tim,

iv. 8) ; a-rS/jiaxos (1 Tim. v. 23) ; the anti-ascetic advice of Col. ii. 23 (which

means that " ascetic rules have no value in relation to bodily fulness "

—

i.e., are

no remedy against its consequences in disordered passions) ; KaTarof^^ (Phil,

iii. 2) ; o-Ku/SoAa (Phil. iii. 8, &c.). The facts are curious and noticeable, even if

they wiU not fully bear out the inference.

F 7



CHRISTIANITY IN MACEDONIA.

CHAPTEE XXY.

PHILIPPI.

" The day is short ; the work abundant ; the labourers are remiss ; the

reward is great ; the master presses."

—

Pirke Abhoth, ii.

So with tlieir hearts full of the high hopes inspired by the

consciousness that they were being led by the Spirit of

God, the two Apostles, with Luke and Timotheus, set sail

from the port of Troas. As the south wind sped them

fast upon their destined course, they may have seen a

fresh sign that He was with them who causes the east

wind to blow in the heavens, and by His power brings in

the south wind.^ Owdng to this favourable breeze, they

traversed in two days the distance which occupied five

days when they returned.^ On the first day they ran past

Tenedos and Imbros straight for Samothrace, and an-

chored for the night to leeward of it. Did Paul as he

gazed by starlight, or at early davm, on the towering

peak which overshadows that ancient island, think at all

of its immemorial mysteries, or talk to his companions

about the Cabiri, or question any of the Greek or Eoman

' See Con. and Hows. i. 305. The description of the voyage by St. Luke,

however brief, is, as usual, demonsti'ably accurate in the minutest particulars.

2 Acts XX. 6.
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sailors about tlie strange names of Axioclieros, Axiocher-

sos, and Axiocliersa? We would gladly know, but we
have no data to help us, and it is strongly probable

that to all such secondary incidents he was habitually

indifferent.

On the next day, still scudding before the wind,^ they

passed the mouth of the famous Strymon ; sailed north-

ward of Thasos amid the scenes so full to us of the memory
of Thucydides

;
gazed for the first time on the " gold-

veined crags " of Pangaeus ; saw a rocky promontory, and

on it a busy seaport, over which towered the marble

Maiden Chamber of Diana ; and so, anchoring in the

roadstead, set foot—three of them for the first time—on

European soil. The town was Neapolis, in Thrace—the

modern Kavala—which served as the port of the Mace-

donian Philippi. Here St. Paul did not Unger. As at

Seleucia, and Attaleia, and Perga, and Peiraeus, and

Cenchrese, he seemed to regard the port as being merely

a starting-point for the inland town.^ Accordingly,

he at once left Neapohs by the western gate and took the

Egnatian road, which, after skirting the shore for a

short distance, turns northward over a narrow pass of

Mount Pangaeus, and so winds down into a green

delicious plain,—with a marsh on one side where herds

of large-horned buffaloes wallowed among the reeds, and
with meadows on the other side, which repaid the snows

of Hsemus, gathered in the freshening waters of the

Zygactes, with the bloom and odour of the hundred-petal

rose. At a distance of about seven miles they would
begin to pass through the tombs that bordered the road-

* St. Liike most accurately omits the evevSpofi-fiffauey of the second day's
voyage ; a S.S.E. mud—and such are prevalent at times in this part of the
^gean—would speed them direct to Samothrace, but not quite in so straight

a course from Samothrace to Neapolis.

2 Y. supra, p. 390.

F F 2
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sides in tlie neiglibourliood of all ancient cities, and one

mile fui-ther brought tliem to Pliilippi, whose Acropolis

had long been visible on the summit of its precipitous and

towering hiU.^

The city of Philippi was a monumental record of two

vast empires. It had once been an obscure place, called

Krenides from its streams and springs ; but Pliihp, the

father of Alexander, had made it a frontier town, to

protect Macedonia from the Thracians, and had helped to

establish his power by the extremely profitable working

of its neighbouring gold mines. Augustus, proud of the

victory over Brutus and Cassius,—won at the foot of

the hill on which it stands, and on the summit of which

Cassius had committed suicide,—elevated it to the rank of

a colony, which made it, as St. Luke calls it, if not the

first yet certainly " a first city of that district of

Macedonia." ^ And this, probably, was why St. Paul went

directly to it. When Perseus, the last successor of

Alexander, had been routed at Pydna (June 22, B.C. 168),

Macedonia had been reduced to a Eoman province in four

divisions. These, in accordance with the astute and

machiavellic policy of Eome, were kept distinct from each

other by differences of privilege and isolation of interests

which tended to foster mutual jealousies. Beginning

^ Appian, iv. 105. On the site of it is a small Turkish village, called

Filibedjik.

2 The full title, " Colonia Augusta Julia Victrix PhUippensium," is fouud

on inscriptions {Miss. Archeol., p. 18). A great deal has been wi-itten about

ifiTis sVt} irpciiTTj T^s uepiSos TTjs VldKeSovias ttoMs KoXuvia. A favourite explanation

is that it means " the first city of Macedonia they came to," regarding Neapolis

as being technically in Thrace. Both parts of the explanation are most im-

j)robable; if irpwrr) only meant "the first they came to," it would be a frivolous

remark, and Avould require the article and the imperfect tense ; and Neapolis, as

the port of Philippi, was certainly regarded as a Macedonian town. . Updrrj is

justifiable i)olitical]y—for PhUippi, tliough not the capital of Macedonia Prima,

was certainly more important than Amphipolis. Bjj. Wordsworth makes it

mean " the chief city of the frontier of ^Macedonia" (cf. Ezek. xlv. 7).
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eastwards at tlie river Nestus, Macedonia Prima readied to

the Strymon ; Macedonia Secunda, to tlie Axius ; Mace-

donia Tertia, to the Peneus ; and Macedonia Quarta, to

Illjricum and Epirus.^ The capitals of these divisions

respectively were Amphipolis, Thessalonica,—at which the

Proconsul of the entire province fixed his residence,—Pella,

and Pelagonia. It is a very reasonable conjecture that

Paul, in answer to the appeal of the Vision, had originally

intended to visit—as, perhaps, he ultimately did visit—all

four capitals. But Amphipolis, in spite of its historic

celebrity had sunk into comparative insignificance, and the

proud colonial privileges of Philippi made it in reality the

more important town.

On the insignia of Eoman citizenship which here met

his gaze on every side—the S.P.Q.E., the far-famed

legionary eagles, the panoply of the Roman soldiers which

he was hereafter so closely to describe, the two statues

of Augustus, one in the paludament of an Imperator, one

in the semi-nude cincture of a divinity—Paul could not

have failed to gaze mth curiosity ; and as they passed

up the Egnatian road which divided the city, they must

have looked at the figures of tutelary deities rudely scratched

upon the rock, which showed that the old mythology was

still nominally accepted. Can we suppose that they

were elevated so far above the sense of humour as not to

smile with their comrade Silvanus as they passed the

temple dedicated to the rustic god whose name he bore,

and saw the images of the old man,

" So surfeit-swollen, so old, and so profane,"

whom the rural population of Italy, from whom these

• Liv. xlv. 18—29. We cannot be sure that these divisions were still

retained.
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colonists had been di-a^ai, worshipped with offerings of

fruit and smne ?

They had arrived in the middle of the week, and

their first care, as nsnal, was to provide for their o^vn

lodging and independent maintenance, to which Luke would

doubtless be able to contribute by the exercise of his art.

They might have expected to find a Jewish community
sheltering itseK under the wings of the Eoman eagle ; but

if so they were disappointed. Philippi was a military

and agricultural, not a commercial town, and the Jews

were so few that they did not even possess a synagogue.

If during those days they made any attempt to preach,

it could only have been in the privacy of their rooms,

for when the Sabbath came they were not even sure that

the town could boast of a 2^'>'oseucha, or prayer-house.'^

They knew enough, however, of the habits of the Jews

to feel sure that if there were one, it would be on the

river-bank outside the city. So they made their way
through the gate^ along the ancient causeway which led

directly to the Gangites,^ and under the triumphal arch

which commemorated the great victory of Philippi ninety-

four years before.* That victory had finally decided the

prevalence of the imperial system, which was fraught

with such vast consequences for the world. In pass-

ing to the banks of tlie river the missionaries were on

the very ground on which the battle had been fought,

and near which the camps of Brutus and Cassius had

stood, separated by the river from the army of Octavianus

and Antony.

1 Acts xvi. 13. Tliis is the sense which I extract from the various read-

ino-s of N, B (?), C, D, aud from the versions.

2 Acts xvi. 13, TriJXTjs, K, A, B, C, D, &c.

3 Perhaps from the same root as Ganges (Renan, p 145).

* Called Kiemer {Miss. Archeol, p. 118).

i
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But when they reached the poor open-air proseucha}

strange to say they only found a few women assembled

there. It was clearly no time for formal orations. They

simply sat down, and entered into conversation with the

little group.^ Their words were blessed. Among the

women sat a Lydian proselytess, a native of the city

of Thyatira, who had there belonged to the guild of

dyers.^ The luxurious extravagance of the age created

a large demand for purple in the market of Eome, and

Lydia found room for her profitable trade among the

citizens at Philippi. As she sat listening, the arrow of

conviction pierced her heart. She accepted the faith, and

was baptised wdth her slaves and children.* One happy

fruit her conversion at once bore, for she nsed hospitality

without grudgiilg. " If you have judged me," she said,

" to be faithful to the Lord, come to my house, and stay

there." To accede to the request, modestly as it was

urged, was not in accordance with the principles which

the great Apostle had laid down to guide his conduct.

Fully acknowledging the right of every missionary of the

faith be to maintained by those to whom he ministered,

and even to travel about with a wife, or an attendant

deaconess, he had yet not only foregone this right, but

begged as a personal favour that it might not be pressed

upon him, because he valued that proof of his sincerity

* Prosetichae were circular-shaped enclosures open to the air (Epiphan.

Saer. Ixxx. 1), often built on the sea-shore or by rivers (Phil, in Flacc. 14

;

Jos. Antt. xiv. 10, 23; Tert. ad Nat. i. 13 ; Juv. Sat. iii. 12), for the facility

of the frequent ablutions which Jewish worship required.

' Acts xvi. 13, i\a\ovfjLfV ; 14, to7s \a\ovfx(vois.

3 The pro^duco of Lydia was famous for the art of dyeing in purple (Horn.

17. iv. 141 ; Claud. Baj^t. Proserp. i. 270; Strabo, xiii. 4, 14). Sir G. Wheler
found an inscription at Thyatira mentioning " the dyers " (o/ fia(pe7s).

* Acts xvi. 14, ^Koveu . , . dff]vot^fv. How unlike invention is the narrative

that, summoned by a vision to Macedonia, his first and most important convert

is a woman of the Asia in which the Spirit had forbidden him to preach !
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wliicli was furnislied by the gratuitous cliaracter of his

ministry. Lydia, however, would not be refused, and

she was so evidently one of those generous natures who
have learnt how far more blessed it is to give than to

receive, that Paul did not feel it right to persist in his

refusal. The trade of Lydia was a profitable one, and in

her wealth, joined to the affection which he cherished for

the Church of Phihppi beyond all other Churches, we
see the probable reason why he made other Churches

jealous by accepting pecuniary aid from his Philipj)ian

converts, and from them alone. -^

There is some evidence that, among the Macedonians,

women occupied a more independent position, and were

held in higher honour, than in other parts of the world.^

In his Epistle to the Philippians St. Paul makes

prominent mention of two ladies, Euodia and Syntyche,

who were well known in the Christian community,

although unhappily they could not agree with each other.

^

' The part that women played in the dissemination of the

Grospel can hardly be exaggerated, and unless it was a

mere accident that only women were assembled in the

proseucha on the first Sabbath at Philippi, we must

suppose that not a few of the male converts mentioned

shortly afterwards* were originally won over by their

influence. The only converts who are mentioned by
name are Epaphroditus, for whom both Paul and the

Philippian Church seem to have felt a deep regard

;

Clemens, and Syzygus, or "yokefellow,"^ whom Paul

* 1 Tliess. ii. 5, 7, 9 ; twice in Thessalonica, Phil. iv. 16 ; once in Athens,

2 Cor. xi. 9 ; once in Rome, Pliil. iv. 10.

2 See Lightfoot, Fhilip.,^. 55.

3 Phil. iv. 2. * Acts xvi. 40.

* It is true that the name does not occur elsewhere, but I cannot for a

moment believe with Clemens Alex. {Strom, iii. 6, § 53) and Epiphanius

{H. E. iii. 30) that the word ^v^vye means " wife." Lydia is not mentioned in
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addresses in a playful paronomasia, and entreats him to

help the evangelising toils—the joint wrestlings for the

Gospel—of Euodia and Syntyche. But besides these

there were other unnamed fellow-workers to whom St.

Paul bears the high testimony that " their names were in

the book of life."

Very encouraging and very happy must these weeks

at Philippi have been, resulting, as they did, in the

founding of a Church, to whose members he finds it

needful to give but few warnings, and against whom
he does not utter a word of blame. The almost total

absence of Jews meant an almost total absence of persecu-

tion. The Philippians were heart-whole in their Christian

faith. St. Paul's entire Epistle to them breathes of joy,

affection, and gratitude. He seems to remember that he

is writing to a colony, and a military colony—a colony of

Koman "athletes." He reminds them of a citizenship

loftier and more ennobling than that of Eome ;
^ he calls

Epaphroditus not only his fellow-worker, but also his

fellow-soldier, one who had stood shoulder to shoulder

with him in the new Macedonian phalanx, which was

to join as of old in an advance to the conquest of the

world. He derives his metaphorical expressions from the

wrestling-ground and the race.^ Alike St. Paul and

St. Luke seem to rejoice in the strong, manly Eoman
nature of these converts, of whom many were slaves and

freedmen, but of whom a large number had been soldiers,

drawn from various parts of Italy in the civil wars—men

the Epistle, unless the name of this Lydian lady was Euodia or Syntyche.

She may have died, or have returned to her native city in the intervening

years. She most assuredly would have been named if the Epistle had been a
forgery.

' Phil. i. 27, noXireifffOf ; iii. 20, iroXlrtvfia.

^ Phil. i. 27, (TT^fceTe; iii. 12, Siwkco; 14, iir\ rh fipafiuov • iv. 3, (rvviiO\7i<Ta.v

;

i. 27, avvaQKoZvTis ; iii. 16, T<f avT^ (ttoix^Iv.
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of tlie liardy Marsian and Pelignian stock—trained in tlie

stern, strong discipline of the E-oman legions, and un-

sophisticated by the debilitating Hellenism of a mongrel

population. St. Paul loved them more and honoured them

more than he did the dreamy, superstitious Ephesians,

the fickle, impulsive Gauls, or the conceited, factious

Achaians. In writing to Thessalonica and Philippi he

had to deal with men of a larger mould and manKer

mind— more true and more tender than the men of

Corinth, with their boastful ignorance which took itself

for knowlege, or the men of Asia, with their volup-

tuous mysticisms and ceremonial pettiness. He was now
thrown for the first time among a race which has been

called the soundest part of the ancient world,^ a race

which shone forth like torches in narrow and winding

streets, like stars that beamed their light and life in the

dark firmament—blameless children of God amid the

dwarfed and tortuous meanness of a degenerate race.^

Their stay in this fruitful field of labour was cut short

b}'- an unforeseen circumstance, which thwarted the greed

of a few interested persons, and enlisted against Paul

and Silas the passions of the mob. For there is this

characteristic difference between the persecutions of Jews

and Gentiles—that the former were always stirred up by
religious fanaticism, the latter by personal and political

interests which were accidentally involved in reHgious

questions. Hitherto the Apostles had laboured without

interruption, chiefly because the Jews in the place, if there

were any at all, were few and uninfluential ; but one day,

as they were on their way to the proseucha, they were met

by a slave-girl, who, having that excitable, perhaps

epileptic diathesis which was the qualification of the

' See the excellent remarks of Hausrath, p. 281, seqq.

2 Phil. ii. 15.
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Pythonesses of Delphi, was announced to be possessed by

a Python spirit.^ Nothing was less understood in

antiquity than these obscure phases of mental excitation,

and the strange flashes of sense, and even sometimes of

genius, out of the gloom of a perturbed intellect, were

regarded as inspired and prophetic utterances. As a

fortune-teller and diviner, this poor girl was held in high

esteem by the credulous vulgar of the town.^ A slave could

possess no property, except such pecuimm as his master

allowed him, and the fee for consulting this unofficial

Pythoness was a lucrative source of income to the people

who owned her. To a poor afilicted girl like this, whose

infirmities had encircled her with superstitions reverence,

more freedom would be allowed than would have been

granted, even in Philippi, to ordinary females in the little

town; and she would be likely—especially if she were

of Jewish birth—to hear fragments of information about

Paul and his teaching. They impressed themselves on her

* Acts xvi. 16, -KviviJia UvOuva (k, A, B, 0. D, &c.). Tlie corresponding Old
Testament expression is 3i« obh. (Lev. xx. 6). It points to the use of ventrilo-

quism, as I have shown, s. v. "Divination," in Smith, Bibl. Did. At this period,

and long before, people of this class—usually women—were regarded as pro-

phetesses, inspired by the Pythian Apollo (irveoXriirToi). Hence they were called

nvewvfs, and E.iipvK\e7s, from an ancient soothsayer named Eurycles and €7700--

TplixvOoi, from the convulsive heaviugs, and the speaking as out of the depths

of the stomach, which accompanied their fits (Sophocles Fr., arepvo^auTis).

See Plutarch, Be Defect. Orac. 9; Galen, Gloss. Hippocr. {'Eyyatrrpinudoi- o?

K(K\iiffHivov rov (TT6fxaTos (p9eyy6ixevot Sia to SoKtlv in rrjs yaoTphs (pdeyyfcrOai.)

Hesych. s. v. Schol. acl Ar. Vesp. 1019, and TertuUian, Apol. 23, who dis-

tinctly defines them as people " qui de Deo pati existimantur, qui anhelando

jpraefantiir." Neander quotes from EUis the interesting fact that the Priest

of Obo, in the Society Isles, found himself unable to reproduce his former con-

vulsive ecstasies of supposed inspiration, after his conversion to Christianity

{Plantg., p. 176).

2 We know that "an idol is nothing in the world," and therefore the

expression that tliis girl had " a spirit of Pytho " is only an adoption of the

current Pagan phraseology about her. Hippocrates attributed epileptic

diseases to possession by Apollo, Cybele, Poseidon, &c., De Morho Sacr. (C.

and H. i. 321).
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imag-ination, and on meeting; the men of whom she had

heard such solemn things, she turned round ^ and followed

them towards the river, repeatedly calling out—perhaps

in the very phrases which she had heard nsed of them

—

" These people are slaves of the Most High God, and they

are announcing to us the way of salvation."^ This might

be tolerated once or twice, but at last it became too

serious a hindrance of their sacred duties to be any longer

endured in silence.

In an outburst of pity and indignation^—pity for the

sufferer, indignation at this daily annoyance—Paul sud-

denly turned round, and addressing the Pytho by whom
the girl was believed to be possessed, said, "I enjoin

thee, in the name of Jesus Christ, to go out of her." The

effect was instantaneous. The calm authoritative exorcism

restored the broken harmony of her being. No more

paroxysms could be expected of her ; nor the wild un-

natural screaming utterances, so shrill and unearthly that

they might very naturally be taken for Sibylline frenzies.

Her masters ceased to expect anything from her oracles.

Their hope of further gain "went out" with the spirit.^ A
piece of propert}'' so rare that it could only be possessed

by a sort of joint ownership was rendered entirely value-

less.

Thus the slave-masters were touched in their pockets,

and it filled them with fury. They could hardly, in-

deed, go before the magistrates and tell them that Paul

by a single word had exorcised a powerful demon ; but

they were determined to have vengeance somehow or

* Acts xvi. 16, airavTrj(Tai ; 17, KaraKo\ov6'{]ffaffa.

9 Slaves i cf . Acts iv. 29 ; Rom. i. 1 ; Tit. i. 1.

3 Acts xvi. 18, StairovvefU. Tlie same -word is used of the strong threats

of the priests at the teaching of the Apostles in Jerusalem (Acts iv. 2).

* Acts xvi. 19, i^riKdfv 71 4\Tr\s ttjs ipyafflas avrwv. The use of the Same

word after the e|r)\f ej/ {Th wi/iu/ta) ovrp rri &pa is perhaps intentional
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other, and, in a Eoman colony composed originally of

discharged Antonian soldiers, and now occupied partly

by tlieir descendants, partly by enfrancliised freedmen

from Italy,^ it was easy to raise a clamour against one or

two isolated Jews. It was the more easy because the

Philippians might have heard the news of disturbances

and riots at Rome, which provoked the decree of Claudius

banishing all Jews from the city.^ They determined

to seize ' this opportunity, and avail themselves of a

similar plea.^ They suddenly arrested Paul and Silas,

and dragged them before the sitting magistrates.'*' These

seem to have relegated the matter to the duumviri,^ who
were the chief authorities of the colony, and who, aping

the manners and the titles of Imperial Home, had the

impertinence to call themselves " Praetors." ^ Leading

1 This is proved by the inscriptions found at Philippi, which record the

donors to the Temple of Silvanxis, nearly all of whom are slaves or freedmen

{Miss. Jrcheol., p. 75).

2 Acts xviii. 2 ; Suet. Claud. 25. See Ewald, vi. 488.

^ Judaism was a religio licita, but anything like active proselytism was
liable to stern suppression. See Paul. Sentent, 21 ; Sei*v. Virg. Mn. viii.

187; and the remarkable advice of Maecenas to Augustus to dislike and
punish aU religious innovators (rovs Se ^tviCovrds n wepl airh [rh delov] KM. ixiffei

Koi K6\aCe. Dio. Cass. xu. 36). " Quoties," says Livy, " hoc patrum avorumque
aetate negotium est ut sacra externa fieri vetareut, sacrificulos vatesque

foro, circo, urbe prohiberent" (Liv. xxxix. 16).

* Possibly the aediles {Miss. Archeol., p. 71).

^ Acts x\i. 19, f'i\KV(Tav TTphs tV ayopav e'lrl robs &pxovTas ; 20, Koi

irpo<rayay6vTes avrov? ro7s ffTpaToyols. The different verbs—of which the

second is so much milder—and the different titles surely imply what is said in

the text.

* Acts xvi. 20. o-Tpar-nyhs is the Greek version of the originally military

title " Praetor
;

" and it was also a Greek title in vogxie for the chief magis-

trates in little cities (Ar. Polit. vii. 8). The fashion seems to have been set

in Italy, where Cicero, a himdred years before this time, notices with amuse-
ment the " cupiditas " which had led the Capuan Duumviri to arrogate to

tliemselves the title of " Praetors," and he supposes that they will soon have
the impudence to call themselves "Consuls." He notices also that their
" lictors " carried not mere staves (bacilli), but actual bundles of rods with
axes inside them (fasces) as at Rome (De Leg. Agrar. 34). The name
stradigo lingered on in some cities tiU modern days (Wetst, in loc).
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their prisoners into tlie presence of tliese " Prsetors/' they

exclaimed, " These fellows are utterly troubling our city,

being mere Jews ; and they are preaching customs which

it is not lawful for us, who are Eomans, to accept or to

practise."^ The mob knew the real state of the case, and

sympathised with the owners of the slave girl, feeling

much as the Gadarenes felt towards One whose healing of

a demoniac had interfered with their gains. In the minds

of the Greeks and Eomans there was always, as we have

seen, a latent spark of abhorrence against the Jews.

These sweepings of the Agora vehemently sided Tvdtli the

accusers, and the provincial duumvirs, all the more dan-

gerous from being pranked out in the usurped peacock-

plumes of "praetorian" dignity, assumed that the mob
must be right, or at any rate that people who were Jews

must be so far wrong as to deserve whatever they might

get. They were not sorry at so cheap a cost to gratify

the Eoman conceit of a city which could boast that its

citizens belonged to the Voltinian tribe.^ It was another

proof that

—

" Man, proud man,

Dressed in a little brief anthoritj,

Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven

As makes the angels weep, who, with our spleens.

Would all themselves laugh mortal."

Paul and Silas had not here to do with the haughty

impartiality and supercilious knowledge which guided the

decisions of a Gallio, but with the " justice's justice " of

the Yibiuses and Floruses who at this time fretted their

^ Actsxvi. 20, 'loi'Soroiuiropxoi'Tey; 21,PcoM''f<"^ o^fi- Since neither " exorcism"

nor " Judaism " (though they regarded Judyea as a " suspiciosa et malediea

ci^itas," Cic. •pro Flacc. 28, and generally teterrima, Tac. JS. v. 8) were

cognisable offences, the slave-owners have to take refuge in an imdefined

charge of innovating proselytism.

2 Miss. Archeol., p. 40.
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little hour on the narrow stage of Philippi. Conscious

of their Eoman citizenship, they could not have expected

so astounding a result of their act of mercy, as that their

political franchise should be ignored, and they themselves,

after condemnation without trial, ignominiously hurried

off into the punishments reserved for the very meanest

malefactors.^ Such, however, was the issue of the hearing.

Their Prsetorships would imitate the divine Claudius, and

wreak on these wandering Israelites a share of the

punishment which the misdeeds of their countrymen

had brought upon them at Rome. As the proceedings

were doubtless in Latin, with which Paul and Silas had

little or no acquaintance, and in legal formula? and pro-

cedures of which they were ignorant, they either had

no time to plead their citizenship until they were actually

in the hands of the lictors,^ or, if they had, their

voices were drowned in the cries of the colonists.

Before they could utter one word in their own defence,

the sentence—" swnmovete, lidores, despoliate, verberate "

—

was uttered; the Apostles were seized; their garments

were rudely torn off their backs ;
^ they were hurried off

and tied by their hands to the palus, or whipping-post in

the forum ; and whether they vainlj'- called out in Greek

to their infuriated enemies, " We are Roman citizens," or,

which is far more likely, bore their frightful punishment

in that grand silence which, in moments of high spiritual

^ Tlie Jews, who were so infamously treated by Flaccus, felt this, as Paul
himself did (I Thess. ii. 2, vfipia-OfyTes, ais o'iSarf, ev ^ixiirirois), to be a severe

aggravation of their sufferings (Philo, m Flacc. 10, alKtir0vvai fida-n^iv aTs eOos

Toiis KaKoupytcu irovtiporaTovi Trpoin]\aKi^€crOai).

2 Perhaps Paul's language in verse 20 is generic. If so he would be most
unlikely to plead a privilege which would protect himself alone.

3 On this tearing off of the garments see Liv. viii. 32 ; Tac. H. iv. 27
;

Val. Max. ii. 7, 8; Dion. Halic. ix. 39. The verbs used are scindere, spoliare,

lacerare (also the technical word for the laceration of the back by the rods),

wepiKarappri^at, showing that it was done with violence and contumely.
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rapture, makes pain itself seem painless ^—in that forum of

which, ruins still remain, in the sight of the lowest dregs of

a provincial outpost, and of their own pitying friends, they

endured, at the hands of these low lictors, those oatrages,

blows, strokes, weals, the pangs and butchery, the extreme

disgrace and infamy, the unjust infliction of which even

a hard-headed and hard-hearted Gentile could not describe

without something of pathos and indignation.^ It was

the first of three such scourgings with the rods of Eoman
lictors which Paul endured, and it is needless to dwell

even for one moment on its dangerous and lacerating

anguish. We, in these modern days, cannot read without

a shudder even of the flogging of some brutal garotter,

and our blood would run cold with unspeakable horror

if one such incident, or anything which remotely resembled

it, had occurred in the life of a Henry Martyn or a

Coleridge Patteson. But such horrors occurred eight

times at least in the story of one whose frame was more

frail with years of suffering than that of our English

missionaries, and in whose life these pangs were but such

a drop in the ocean of his endurance, that, of the eight

occasions on which he underwent these horrible scourgings,

this alone has been deemed worthy of even passing com-

memoration.^

^ A mucli lower exaltation than that of tlie Apostle's would rob angiiish of

liaK its sting (cf. Cic. in Verr. ii. v. 62, " Hac se commemoratione civitatis

omnia verbera depulsurum, cruciatumque a corpore tlcjecturum arbitrabatur ").

2 Cato ap. Aul. Gell. x. 3.

3 The five Jewish scourgings were probably submitted to without any

protest (i'. supra, p. 41.). From a fourth nearly consummated beating with

thougs (?) he did protect himself by his political privilege (Acts xxii. 25). Both
that case and this show how easily, in the midst of a tumult, a Roman citizen

might fail to make his claim heard or understood ; and the instance mentioned

by Cicero, who tells how remorselessly Verres scourged a citizen of Messana,

though "inter dolorem crepitumque plagarum," he kept exclaiming " Civis

Bomanus sum," shows that in the provinces the insolence of power would

sometimes deride the claim of those who were little likely to find an oppor«
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Nor was this all. After seeing tliat a scourging of

extreme severity liad been inflicted, tlie Duumvirs, with

the same monstrous violation of all law, flung Paul

and Silas into prison, and gave the jailer special orders

to keep them safely. Impressed by this injunction with

the belief that his prisoners must have been guilty of

something very heinous, and determined to make assur-

ance doubly sure, the jailer not only thrust them into the

dank, dark, loathsome recesses of the inner prison, but

also secured their feet into " the wood." " The wood "

was an instrument of torture used in many countries,

and resembling our " stocks," or rather the happily obso-

lete "pillory," in having five holes—four for the wrists

and ankles, and one for the neck.^ The jailer in this

instance only secured their feet ; but we cannot be sur-

prised that the memory of this suffering lingered long

years afterwards in the mind of St. Paul, when we try

to imagine what a poor sufferer, with the rankling sense

of gross injustice in his soul, would feel who—having

but recently recovered from a trying sickness—after re-

ceiving a long and frightful flagellation as the sequel of

a violent and agitated scene, was thrust away out of the

tunity of enforcing it (Cic. In Verr. i. 47 ; v. 62, &c.). Moreover the reverence

for tlie i)rivilege must have been much weakened by the sliameless sale of

it to freedmen, &c., by Messalina Dio. Cass. Ix., p. 676 ; cf. Tac. H. 12).

Further than this, it would be quite easy to stretch the law so far as to make
it appear that they had forfeited the j)rivilege by crime. At any rate it

is certain that under the Empire not citizens only, but even senators, were
scourged, tortured, and put to death, without the slightest protection from the
Porcian and Valerian laws (Tac. if. i. 6; ii. 10, &c.). And although Paul
willingly—uay, gladly—endured the inevitable trials which came before him
in the performance of duty (2 Cor. xi. 23), I do not beUeve that he would have
accepted anguish or injustice which he had a perfect right to escape,

' Acts xvi. 24, ^v\ov or iroSoKaK-n (cf. Job xiii. 27). In Latin nerviis. It

had five holes, and is hence called irtirrea-vpiyyoy (Schol. Ar. Eq. 1046 ; cf. PoU.
viii. 72 ;

Plaut. Ca^t. iii. 79 ; Euseb. H. K vi. 39 ; Job xiii. 27; xxxiii. 11 j Jer..

xxix. 26).

G Q
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jeers of tlie mob into a stifling and liglitless prison, and

sat there tlirougli tlie long hours of the night with his

feet in snch durance as to render it impossible except in

some constrained position to find sleep on the foul bare

iloor.^

Yet over all this complication of miseries the souls

of Paul and Silas rose in triumph. With heroic

cheerfulness they solaced the long black hours of mid-

night with prayer and hymns.^ To every Jew as to

every Christian, the Psalms of David furnished an in-

exhaustible storehouse of sacred song. That night the

prison was wakeful. It may be that, as is usually the

case, there was some awful hush and heat in the air—

a

premonition of the coming catastrophe ; but, be that as

it may, the criminals of the Philippian prison were

listening to the sacred songs of the two among them,

who deserving nothing had suffered most. " The prison,"

it has been said, " became an Odeum ;
" and the guilty

listened with envy and admiration to the " songs in the

night," with which God inspired the innocent. Never,

probably, had such a scene occurred before in the world's

history, and this perfect triumph of the spirit of peace

and joy over shame and agony was an omen of what

Christianity would afterwards effect. And while they

sang, and while the prisoners listened, perhaps to verses

' If by the Tullianum at Rome we may judge of other prisons—

and it seems that the name was generic for the lowest or inmost prison,

even of provincial towns (Appul. Met. ix. 183 ; C. and H. i. 326)—there

is reason to fear that it must have been a very hon-ible place. And, indeed,

what must ancient Pagan provincial prisons have been at the best, when we

bear in mind what English and Christian and London prisons were not fifty

years ago ?

2 " The leg feels nothing in the stocks," says TertuUian, " when the soul is

in heaven ; though the body is held fast, to the spirit all is open." Chris-

tian endurance was sneered at as " sheer obstinacy." In a Pagan it would

have been extolled as magnificent heroism.
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which " out of the deeps " called on Jehovah, or " fled to

Him before the morning watch," or sang

—

" The plowers plowed upon my back and made long furrows,

But the righteous Lord hath hewn the snares of the ungodly in

pieces "

—

or triumphantly told how God had "burst the gates

of brass, and smitten the bars of iron in sunder "

—

suddenly there was felt a great shock of earthquake,

which rocked the very foundations of the prison. The

prison doors were burst open ; the prisoners' chains were

loosed from the staples in the wall.^ Startled from sleep,

and catching sight of the prison doors standing open, the

jailer instantly drew his sword, and was on the point of

killing himself, thinking that his prisoners had escaped,

and knowing that he would have to answer for their

production with his life.^ Suicide was the common refuge

of the day against disaster, and might have been regarded

at Philippi as an act not only natural but heroic.^ Paul,

however, observed his purpose, and, always perfectly self-

possessed even in the midst of danger, called out to him
in a loud voice, " Do thyself no harm, for we are all

here." The entire combination of circumstances—the

earthquake, the shock of sudden terror, the revulsion of

joy which diverted his intention of suicide, the serene

endurance and calm forgiveness of his prisoners—all

melted the man's heart. Demanding lights, he sprang

into the inner prison, and flung himself, in a tremor of

agitation, at the feet of Paul and Silas. Then, releasing

their feet from the stocks, and leading them out of their

dark recess, he exclaimed, "Lords {Kvpcoi)^ what must I

do to be saved ? " His mode of address showed deep

J Acts xvi. 26.

' See the Dig. De custodia et exhibitione reorum, xlviii., iii. 12 and 16.

=» Sen. De Prov. ii. 6; Ep. 58 ; Diog. Laert. vii. 130; Cic. De Fin. i. 15, &c,

G G 2
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reverence. His question echoed the expression of the

demoniac.^ And the Apostles answered him partly in the

terms which he had used, " Believe," they said, " on the

Lord {Kvpiov) Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and

thy house." Deeply impressed, the man at once as-

sembled his household in a little congregation, and, worn

and weary and suffering as they were, Paul and Silas

spoke to them of Him by whom they were to find

salvation.^ Then the jailer, pitying their condition,

washed their bruised backs, and immediately afterwards

was, with his whole house, baptised in the faith. ^ All

this seems to have taken place in the prison precincts.

Not till then did they think of food or rest. Leading

them upstairs into his house, he set a table before them,

. and in that high hour of visitation from the Living God,

though he had but heard words and been told of a hope

to come, he and his whole house felt that flow of elevated

joy which sprang naturally from a new and inspiring

faith.*

Day dawned, and the duumvirs were troubled.

Whether they had felt the earthquake,^ and been alarmed

lest these " slaves of the Most High God " should be

something more than the poor Jewish wanderers that

they seemed to be, or whether the starthng events of the

* Acts xvi. 17, 6Shv ffwTTjplas ; ver. 30, ha a-aidw.

2 Acts xvi. 33, iv eKeivri r-p S>pa.

3 "EKovaeu koI eXoierj, " He washed and was washed," says Chrysostom. For

the bearing of the expression ot avrov iravres (Acts xvi. 33), and 6 oIkos avTrjs

(ver. 15), of. xviii. 8; 1 Cor. i. 16, on infant baptism, see Coleridge, Aids to

Reflection. The Church of England wisely makes no direct use of this argu-

ment in Art. xxvii. But though Bengel's remark, " Quis credat in tot

familiis nullum fuisse infantem ? " is not decisive, the rest of his observation

"Et Jvidacos circumcidendis, Gentiles lustrandis illis assuetos, non etiam

obtulisse illos baptismo? " has much weight.

•* Acts xvi. 34, 7)ya\Kiaro, impf. C, D various versions, &c. Kairoi ovSh h
a.\Xa. ^fjixara n6vov koI e\irlS(s XP^""''"''

° In Acts xvi. 35, D adds amtivriaeevTfs rhv fffia-fi-hv rhv yeyofora.
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night liad readied tlieir ears—they liad at any rate

become heartily ashamed of their tumultuary injustice.

They felt it incumbent on them to hush up the whole

matter, and get rid as quickly as possible of these

awkward prisoners. Accordingly, they sent their lictors,

no longer to use their rods in outrageous violation of

justice, but to "set those people free." The jailer

hurried to Paul with the message of peaceful libera-

tion, which no doubt he thought would be heartily wel-

comed. But Paul felt that at least some reparation must

be offered for an intolerable wrong, and that, for the sake

of others if not for his own, these provincial justices must

be taught a lesson not to be so ready to prostitute their

authority at the howling of a mob. Sending for the

lictors themselves, he sternly said, in a sentence of which

every word was telling, " After beating us publicly uncon-

demned, Eomans though we are by right, they flung us

into prison ; and now they are for casting us out secretly.

No such thing. Let them come in person, and conduct

us out."^ The lictors took back the message to the

" Praetors," and it filled them with no small alarm. They

had been hurried by ignorance, prejudice, and pride of

office into glaring offences against the Eoman law.^ They

had condemned two Roman citizens without giving them

their chartered ri^ht to a fair trial ;
^ and, on condemninsr

them, had further outraged the birthright and privilege of

* Acts XVI. 37. The 'Pufx-alous inrdpxovTas is perhaps an allusion to the in-

Solent 'lov^aloi virdpxoyrfs and Punaiois olaiv of the accusers (ver. 21). See the

Lex Cornelia, Diet, of Antt., p. 638 ; Paulus, Instt., let. iv. ; De incuriis, § 8.

2 Zeller starts {Hilgenfeld's Zeitsch. 1864, p. 103) the amazing theory that

this is a reproduction of the story found in Lucian's Toxaris (27—34),

about a Greek medical student named Antiphilus, who is imprisoned in

Egypt with his servant on a false charge of theft fi-om a temple. Krenkel

(p. 221) characterises it as " a subtle conjecture " tliat the narrative of the Acts

is an imitation of this story. And this is criticism

!

3 Cic. in Verr. ii. 1, 9 ; Plant. Curml. v. 3, 16 ; Tac. H. 1, 6.
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citizenship by having them bound and scourged ; and they

had thus viokted the Porcian law^ in the presence of the

entire mob of the forum, and in sight of some at least

who woukl be perfectly able to take the matter up and

report their conduct in high quarters. Their worships

had simply flagellated in public the law and majesty of

Eome.^ They did not at all like the notion of being

themselves summoned before the Proconsul's court to

answer for their flagrant illegality; so, trusting to the

placabihty of the Jewish character as regards mere per-

sonal wrongs, they came in person, accompanied, says one

manuscript, by many friends.^ Entreating the pardon

of their prisoners, they urged them, with reiterated

requests, to leave the city, excusing themselves on the

plea that they had mistaken their true character, and

pleading that, if they stayed, there might be another

ebullition of public anger.* Paul and Silas, however, w^ere

courageous men, and had no intention to give any colour

of justice to the treatment they had received by sneaking

out of the city. Prom the prison they went straight to

the house of Lydia ; nor was it till they had seen the

assembled brethren, and given them their last exhortation,

that they turned their backs on the beautiful scenes where

a hopeful work had been rudely ended by their first expe-

rience of Gentile persecution. But, in accordance wdth a

frequent custom of St. Paul,^ they left Luke behind them.^

' Cic. pro Babir. 3.

^ "Facinus est vinciri civem Romanum, scelus verberari," Cic. in Verr,

V.66.
^ Acts Xvi. 39, D, nrapaytvofj.fvoi /uera <pi\wv noWuv us tV 4>v\aK'fiv.

* All this is intiiasicaUy probable, otherwise I would not, of course, insert

it on the sole and fantastic authority of D, ilndi'Tes ' Hyp6ri(ratJ.fv ra kuO' vfxas '6ri

((TTf S.i'Spts SUaioi, &C., and fj.r]r6Tt irdKiv (rvffTpa<pu(ni^ rnj.!!/ i-rriKpa^ovTes /co9' v/iuy.

6 Cf. xvii. 14; xviii. 19; Titus i. 5; 2 Tim. iv. 20.

•^ The third person is resumed in Acts xvii. 1, and the first person only

recurs in Acts xx. 5.
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Perhaps at Philippi lie had found favourable opportunities

for the exercise of his art, and he could at the same time

guide and strengthen the little band of Philippian con-

verts, before whom days and years of bitter persecution

were still in store.

^

^ Phil. i. 28—30. Although here and there the Apostles won a convert of

higher rank, it was their glory that their followers wore mainly the babes and
sucklings of human intellect—not maaiy wise, not many noble, not many rich,

but the weak things of the world. " Philosophy," says Voltaire, " was never

meant for the people. The canaille of to-day resembles in everything the

canaille of the last 4,000 years. We have never cared to enlighten cobblers

and maid-servants. That is the work of Ajoostles." Yes ; and it was the

work of Christ.



CHAPTEE XXYI.

THESSALONICA AND BEROEA.

yivriixov€vere yhp a5€\<po\ t6v kSttov rjfxwy Koi rhv ixox^ov (1 Tliess. ii. 9).

"In oppiduin deYium Beroeam profugisti " (Cic. in Pis. 36).

Leaving Philippi, with its mingled memories of suffering

and happiness, Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus took an

easy day's journey of about three-and-thirty miles to the

beautiful town of Amphipolis. It lies to the south of a

splendid lake, under sheltering hills, three miles from the

sea, and on the edge of a plain of boundless fertility. The
strength of its natural position, nearly encircled by a great

bend of the river, the mines which were near it, and the

neighbouring forests, which furnished to the Athenian

navy so many pines, fit

" To be the mast

Of some great Ammiral,"

made it a position of high importance during the Pelo-

ponnesian wars. If St. Paul had ever read Herodotus he

may have thought with horror of the human sacrifice of

Xerxes ^—the burial alive at this place of nine youths and

nine maidens ; and if he had read Thucydides—which is

excessively doubtful, in spite of a certain analogy between

their forms of expression—he would have gazed with

peculiar interest on the sepulchral mound of Brasidas,

and the hollowing of the stones in the way-worn city

» Hdt. vii. 114
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street wliicli sTiowed the feet of men and horses under

the gate, and warned Kleon that a sally was intended.^

If he could read Livy, which is by no means probable, he

would recall the fact that in this town Paulus JEmilius^

—

one of the family from whom his own father or grand-

father may have derived his name—had here proclaimed,

in the name of Eome, that Macedonia should be free. But

all this was little or nothing to the Jewish missionaries.

At Amphipolis there was no synagogue, and therefore no

ready means of addressing either Jews or Gentiles.^ They

therefore proceeded the next day thirty miles farther,

through scenery of surpassing loveliness, along the

Strymonic GuK, through the wooded pass of Anion,

where St. Paul may have looked at the tomb of

Euripides, and along the shores of Lake Bolbe to

Apollonia. Here again they rested for a night, and

the next day, pursuing their journey across the neck

of the promontory of Chalcidice, and leaving Olynthus

and Potidaja, with their heart- stirring memories, far to

the south, they advanced nearly forty miles farther to the

far-famed town of Thessalonica, the capital of all Mace-

donia, and though a free city,* the residence of the Eoman
Proconsul.

Its position on the Egnatian road, commanding the

entrance to two great inland districts, and at the head of

the Thermaic Gulf, had made it an important seat of

commerce. Since the days when Cassander had re-founded

it, and changed its name from Therma to Thessalonica in

honour of his wife, who was a daughter of Philip of

Macedon, it had always been a flourishing city, with many
1 Thuc. iv. 103—107, V. 6—11.
2 Liv. xlv. 30.

3 Tlie town had become so insignificant that Strabo does not even

mention it.

* Plin. H. K iv. 17.
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historic associations. Here Cicero had spent Ms da5^s of

melanclioly exile. ^ Here a triumplial arch, still standing,

commemorates the victory of Octavianus and Antony at

Phihppi. From hence, as with the blast of a trumpet,

not only in St. Paul's days,^ but for centuries afterwards,

the Word of Grod sounded forth among the neighbouring

tribes. Here Theodosius was guilty of that cruel mas-

sacre, for which St. Ambrose, with heroic faithfulness,

kept him for eight months from the cathedral of Milan.

Here its good and learned Bishop Eustathius wrote those

scholia on Homer, which place him in the first rank of

ancient commentators. It received the title of " the

orthodox city," because it was for centuries a bulwark

of Christendom, but it was taken by Amurath II. in

1430. Saloniki is still a great commercial port of 70,000

inhabitants, of whom nearly one-third are Jews; and

the outrage of Mohammedan fanaticism which has brought

its name into recent prominence is but the beginning of

events which will yet change the map and the destinies

of Southern Europe.

At this city—blighted now by the curse of Islam, but

still beautiful on the slopes of its vine-clad hills, wdth

Pelion and Olympus full in view—the missionaries rested,

for here was the one Jewish synagogue which sufficed

for the entire district.^ After securing the means of

earning their daily bread, which was no easy matter,

they found a lodging in the house of a Jew, who had

Graecised the common name of Jesus into Jason.* Even

» Cic. Tro. Plane. 41.

» 1 Thess. i. 8, H^xvrat.

' Acts xvii. 1. V a-vi'aywy^ is probably the right reading, though the v is

wanting in k, A, B, D. In any case it is evidently meant that there was but

one synagogue, and tradition still points out the mosque—once the Church of

St. Demetrius, which is supposed to stand upon its site. Tliere are now

nearly forty Jewish synagogues in Saloniki. • Eom. xvi. 21 (?).
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if their quarters were gratuitously allowed them, St.

Paul, accepting no further aid, was forced to daily and

nightly labour of the severest description^ to provide

himself with the small pittance which alone sufficed his

wants. Even this was not sufficient. Poor as he was

—

for if he ever possessed any private means he had now

lost them alP—the expenses of the journey from Philippi

had probably left him and his companions nearly penni-

less, and but for the timely liberality of the Philippians

it would have fared hardly with the Apostle, and he might

even have been left mthout means to pursue his further

journeys.^ There is no contradiction between the two

contributions from Philippi and the Apostle's account

of his manual labours ; for there is nothing to show

that he only stayed in Thessalonica a little more than

three weeks.* In addition to the fact that the second

contribution would be partly wanted for his new

journeys, we find that at this time a famine was

raging, which caused the price of wheat to rise to six

times its usual rate.^ However much this famine may
have enhanced the difficulties of St. Paul and his com-

panions, it must have confirmed him in the purpose of

placing the motives of his ministry above suspicion by

making it absolutely gratuitous. Such disinterestedness

added much to the strength of his position, especially

in the " deep poverty " which must have prevailed in

such times among the low-born proselytes of a despised

• 1 TheSfl. ii. 9, vvkt^s ykp koX T]ix4pas ipya^Sfifvoi, irphs rb jurj i^rifiaprjcrai riva

vfxSiv, K.r.\,

2 Phil. iii. 8, ra iravra 4(riiJ.iui9iif.

3 Phil. iv. 15, 16.

* He can hardly have failed to stay much longer, for Philippi was a

h^^ndl•ed miles from Thessalonica, and it would take time for news to travel

and the to-and-fro journey to be made.
6 Pointed out by Mr. Lewin, Fasti Sacri, p. 290 ; St. Paul, i. 231.
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religion. If St. Paul did not refuse the contributions from

Philippi, it was because they came spontaneously, at an

hour of bitter need, from those who could spare the

money, and who, as he well knew, would be pained by

any refusal of their proffered aid. Yet all who knew him

knew well that the aid came unsought, and that, as far as

Paul's own personal hfe was concerned, he was utterly

indifferent to privations, and set the example of an un-

flinching endurance rendered easy by a perfect trust in Grod.^

For three Sabbaths in succession he went to the

synagogue, and argued with the Jews. It might well

have been that the outrage at Philippi, and its still

lingering effects, would have damped his zeal, and made

him shrink from another persecution. But, fresh as he

was from such pain and peril, he carried on his discus-

sions with undiminished force and courage,^ explaining the

prophecies, and proving from them that the Messiah was

to suffer, and to rise from the dead, and that "this is

the Messiah, Jesus, whom I am preaching to you."^ The

synagogue audience was mainly composed of Jews, and

of these some were convinced and joined the Church.*

Conspicuous among them for his subsequent devo-

tion, and all the more conspicuous as being almost the

only warmly-attached convert whom St. Paul won from

the ranks of " the circumcision," was Aristarchus, the

sharer of St. Paul's perils^ from mob-violence at Ephesus,

1 Phil. iv. 11, 12.

2 1 Thess. ii. 2, iwa^^rjffia<rdixiiv ; Acts xvii. 2, SieXeyero avTo7s. The teaching

of the synagogue admitted of discussions and replies (John vi. 25, &c.) ; as it

does to this day in the Eabbiuie synagogues.

^ Acts xvii. 3, Stavolycpv koL TrapaTiBf/xevos.

* One of these was Secundus (Acts xx. 4), and, perhaps, a Gains (xix. 29).

The names are common enough, but it is a curious coincidence to find them, as

well as the name Sosipater, inscribed among the Politarchs on the triumphal

arch of Thessalonica.

' Acts xix. 29 ; xx. 4 ; Col. iv. 10, a-waixt^-d^uTos ; Philem. 24.
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of his visit to Jerusalem, of liis voyage and shipwreck,

and of his last imprisonment. A larger number, how-

ever, of proselytes and of Greeks accepted the faith,^

and not a few women, of whom some were in a leading

position. This inveterate obstinacy of the Jews, contrast-

ing sadly with the ready conversion of the Gentiles, and

especially of women, who in all ages have been more

remarkable than men for religious earnestness, is a

phenomenon which constantly recurs in the early his-

tory of Christianity. Nor is this wholly to be wondered

at. The Jew was at least in possession of a religion,

which had raised him to a height of moral superiority

above his Gentile contemporaries ; but the Gentile of

this day had no religion at all worth speaking of. If

the Jew had more and more mistaken the shell of cere-

monialism for the precious truths of which that cere-

monialism w^as but the integument, he was at least

conscious that there loere deep truths which lay en-

shrined behind the rites and observances which he so

fanatically cherished. But on what deep truths could

the Greek woman rest, if her life were pure, and if her

thoughts had been elevated above the ignorant domesti-

cism which was the only recognised virtue of her sex?

What comfort was there for her in the cold grey eyes

of Athene, or the stereotyped smile of the volup-

tuous Aphrodite? And when the Thessalonian Greek

raised his eyes to the dispeopled heaven of the Olympus,

which towered over the blue gulf on which his city

stood—when his imagination could no longer place the

throne of Zeus, and the session of his mighty deities,

on that dazzling summit where Cicero had remarked

1 In Acts xvii. 4, even if there be insufficient MSS. evidence in favour of the

reading ^u!v re a-e^ofxevaii' Ka\ 'E\\T}va>v (A, D, Yvlg., Copt.), yet the Epistles

prove decidedly that Gentiles predominated among the converts.
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with patlietic irony tliat lie saw nothing but snow

and ice—wliat compensation could lie find for the void

left in his heart . by a dead religion ? ^ By adopting

circumcision he might become, as it were, a Helot of

Judaism ; and to such a sacrifice he was not tempted.

But the Gospel which Paul preached had no esoteric

doctrines, and no supercilious exclusions, and no repellent

ceremonials ; it came with a Divine Example and a free

gift to all, and that free gift involved all that was most

precious to the troubled and despondent soul. No wonder,

then, that the Church of Thessalonica was mainly

Grentile, as is proved by the distinct language of St. Paul,^

and the total absence of any Old Testament allusion

in the two Epistles. In the three weeks of synagogue

preaching, St. Paul had confined his argument to Scrip-

ture ; but to Gentile converts of only a few months*

standing such arguments would have been unintelligible,

and they were needless to those who had believed on the

personal testimony to a risen Christ.

After mentioning the first three Sabbaths, St. Luke

furnishes us with no further details of the stay at

Thessalonica. But we can trace several interesting facts

about their further residence from the personal allusions of

St. Paul's Epistles. The First Epistle to the Thessalonians

—the earliest of all his letters which have come down to

us—was written within a month or two of his departure.

We trace in it the tone of sadness and the yearning for a

brighter future which were natural to one whose habitual

life at this time was that of a hated and hunted outcast.

We see that the infant Church was remarkable for a faith-

* "Subversae Deorum arae, lares a qiiibusdam in publicum abjecti" (Suet.

Calig. 5). " Plures nusquain jam Deos ullos interpretabantur " (Plin. Epp. vi.

20; snpra, p. 28).

» 1 Thess. i. 9 ; ii. 14.
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fulness, love, and patience wliicli made it famous as a model

church in all Macedonia and Achaia.^ It shone all the

more brightly from the fierce afflictions which from the

first encompassed the brethren, but failed either to qaench

their constancy or dim their joy.^ St. Paul dwells much
on his own bearing and example among them ; the boldness

which he showed in spite of present opposition and past

persecutions ; the total absence of all delusive promises in a

teaching which plainly warned them that to be near Christ

was to be near the fire ; ^ the conviction wrought by the

present power of the Holy Spirit testifying to his words; *

the simplicity and sincerity which enabled him to appeal to

them as witnesses that his Grospel was not stained by the

faintest touch of deceitful flattery, or guilty motive, or

vain-glorious self-seeking;^ the independence which he had

maintained;^ the self-sacrificing tenderness which he had

showed; the incessant severity of his industry;'^ the

blameless purity of his life ; the individual solicitude of

his instructions.® And this high example had produced

its natural eftects, for they had embraced his teaching

with passionate whole-heartedness as a divine message,''

and inspired him with an affection which made their

image ever present to his imagination, though untoward

hindrances had foiled a twice-repeated attempt to visit

them again.

The Epistle also throws light on that special feature of

St. Paul's teaching which was ultimately made the ground

for the attack upon him. His sufferings had naturally

» 1 Thess. i. 2, 3, 6—8.
2 2 Thoss. i. 4, 5; 1 Tliess. ii. 14; i. 6.

' 1 Tliess. iii. 4, " We told you before that we should suffer tribulation."

6 iyyvs fiov iyyvs rod vvp6s (saying of our Lord. Orig. Horn, in Jerem.

iii. 778\
* Id. ii. 1, 2. 5 Id. i. 5. 6 i^i ii, 3_g^
^ Id.il 6; 2 Thess. iii. 8—10. « Id. ii. 9. » Id. u. 13.
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turned liis thoughts to the future ; the cruelty of man had

tended to fix his faith yet more fervently on the help of

God ; the wickedness of earthly rulers, and the prevalence

of earthly wrongs, had combined with circumstances on

which we shall touch hereafter, to fill his teaching with the

hopes and prophecies of a new kingdom and a returning

King. His expectation of the rapid revelation of that

Second Advent had been a theme of encouragement under

incessant affiictions.

Few indeed were the untroubled periods of ministry in

the life of St. Paul. The jealousy and hatred which had

chased him from city to city of Pisidia and Lycaonia pur-

sued him here. The Jews from first to last—the Jews

for whom he felt in his inmost heart so tender an affection

—were destined to be the plague and misery of his suffer-

ing life. At Antioch and Jerusalem, Jews nominally

within the fold of Christ opposed his teaching and em-

bittered his days ; in all other cities it was the Jews who

contradicted and blasphemed the holy name which he was

preaching. In the planting of his Churches he had to fear

their deadly opposition; in the watering of them, their

yet more deadly fraternity. The Jews who hated Christ

sought his life ; the Jews who professed to love Him
undermined his efforts. The one faction endangered his

existence, the other ruined his^ peace. Never, till death

released him, was he wholly free from their violent con-

spiracies or their insidious calumnies. Without, they

sprang upon him at every opportunity like a pack of wolves

;

within, they hid themselves in sheep's clothing to woiTy

and tear his flocks. And at Thessalonica he had yet a

new form of persecution against which to contend. It

was not purely Jewish as in Palestine, or purely Grentile

as at Philippi, or combined as at Iconium, but was simply

a brutal assault of the mob, hounded on by Jews in the
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background. Jealous,^ as usual, tliat tlie abliorred preach-

ing of a crucified Messiah should in a few weeks have won

a greater multitude of adherents than they had won during

many years to the doctrines of Moses—furious, above all,

to see themselves deprived of the resources, the reverence,

and the adhesion of leading women—they formed an

unholy alliance with the lowest dregs of the Thessalonian

populace. Owing to the dishonour in which manual

pursuits were held in ancient days,^ every large city had a

superfluous population of worthless idlers—clients who
lived on the doles of the wealthy, flatterers who fawned at

the feet of the influential, the lazzaroni of streets, mere

loafers and loiterers, the hangers-on of forum,^ the

claquem's of law-courts, the scum that gathered about the

shallowest outmost waves of civilisation. Hiring the

assistance of these roughs and scoundrels,^ the Jews dis-

turbed the peace of the city by a fanatical riot, and incited

the mob to attack the house of Jason, in order to bring

the Apostles before the popular Assembly. But Paul had

received timely warning, and he and his companions were

in safe concealment. Foiled in this object, they seized

Jason and one or two others whom they recognised as

Christians, and dragged them before the Politarchs,^ or

presiding magistrates of the free city of Thessalonica.

^ This is sufficiently obvious, whether we read CrjXuxravTfs in Acts xvii. 5

(A, B, E, and many versions) or not.

2 " Illiberates autem et sordid! quaestus mercenariorum omuiumque quo-

ram operae non artes sunt ; est enim ipsa merces auctoramentiim servitutis
"

(Oic. De Off. i. 42).

3 Suhrostrani (Cic. Epp. Fam. viii. 1, 2), Subhasilicani {Plant Capt iv.

2, 35), turba forensis. " Lewd " (A. S. Lcewedi-e) means (1) lay, (2) ignorant,

(3) bad.

* Acts xvii. 5, Tuv ayopaloiv &v5pas rivas irovrjpovs. C£. Ar. Eg. 181 ; Sen.

De Benef. 7.

^ This name is unknown to classical literature. It would have furnished

fine scope for the suspicious ingenuity of Baur and Zeller, had it not been for-

tunately preserved as the title of the Thessalonian magistrates on a still legible

H H
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" These fellows," they shouted, " these seditious agitators

of the civilised world ^ have found their way here also.

Jason has received them. The whole set of them ought

to he punished on a crimen majestafis, for they go in

the teeth of Cjesar's decrees, and say that there is

a different king, namely Jesus." ^ But the mob did

not altogether succeed in carrying their point. In deal-

ing with the seven Politarchs, under the very shadow

of the proconsular residence, they were dealing with

people of much higher position, and much more imbued

with the Eoman sense of law, than the provincial duumviri

of Philippi. Neither the magistrates nor the general

multitude of the city liked the aspect of affairs. It was

on the face of it too ludicrous to suppose that hard-working

artisans like Jason and his friends could be seriously con-

templating revolutionary measures, or could be really

guilty of laesa majestas.^ A very short hearing sufficed to

inscription over the triumphal arch at Thessalonica, known as the Yardar gate

(Bockh. Inscr. 1967). This arch was recently destroyed, bnt the fragments

were saved by our Consul, and were brought to the British Museum in 1876.

There are seven, and among them the names of Sosipater, Gaius, and Secundus.

There are no soi-disant eTparrjyol or (>a^Sovxoi in the Urbs Libera Thes-

salonica, as there were at the colony Philippi, but there was a Srjfios and

TroKiTapxo-t.

^ The expression shows how widely Christianity was spreading, and

perhaps alludes to the recent events at Rome, which may have been a sufficient

reason for the Jews themselves to keep rather in the background, and incite

the Gentiles to get the Apostles expelled.

2 The half truth, which made this accusation all the more of a lie, is seen

in St. Paul's preaching of the Second Advent (1, 2 Thess. passim) and the

kingdom of Christ (1 Thess. ii. 12 ; 2 Thess. i. 5), and not impossibly in some

distortion of what he had told them of 6 Karfxc*' and rh Karix^v (2 Thess. ii.

6, 7). Tlie " nee Caesaribus honor " is one of the complaints of Tacitus

against the Jews {Hist. v. 5).

3 "We see in the pages of Tacitus that it was the endless elasticity of this

charge—the crimen viajestatis—which made it so terrible an engine of tyranny

{Ann. iii. 38). The facts here mentioned strikingly illustrate this. Any one

who chose to turn delator might tlius crush an obsciire Jew as easily as he

could crush a powerful noble.
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show tliem that this was some religious opinion entertained

by a few poor people, and so far from taking strong

measures or inflicting any punishment, they contented

themselves with making Jason and the others give some

pecuniary security^ that they would keep the peace, and

so dismissed them. But this was a sufficient sign that for

the present further mission work would be impossible. No
magistrates like the presence of even an innocently dis-

turbing element in their jurisdiction, and if Paul and Silas

were brought in person before them, they might not

escape so easily. Nor, in the defective police regulations

of antiquity, was it at all certain that the moderation of

the magistrates would be an efficient protection to two

poor Jews from the hatred and violence of a mob. In any

case it is probable that they would be unwilling to run the

risk of impoverishing Jason and their other friends by

causing a forfeiture of the scant and much-needed earnings

which they had been obliged to pledge. The brethren,

therefore, devised means to secure the escape of Paul and

Silas by night. It is not impossible that Timotheus stayed

among them for a time, to teach and organise the Church,

and to add those last exhortations which should nerve

them to bear up against the persecutions of many years.

^

For in the Church of the Thessalonians, which was in some

respects the fairest gain of his mission, St. Paul felt an

intense solicitude, manifested by the watchful care with

which he guarded its interests.^

* Acts xvii. 9, XafiSfTes Th iKavov sounds like a translation of the Latin

phrase " Satisdatione accepta." Cf. Lev. xxv. 26 (LXX.). It was the Jewish

sense that the Romans loved justice which made them all the more readily accept

their yoke (Jos. Antt. xvii. 9, § 4, and 13, § 1 ; B. J. vi. 6, § 2 ; Dio Cass, xxxvi.

p. 37). Titus xipbraided them with all the generous favours which they had

received from Rome (Jos. B. J. vi. 2, § 4).

2 I agree with Alford in thinking that the mention of Timothy in the

superscription of both Epistles, and his mission to them from Athens, prove

that he was with St. Paul during this visit. ^ 1 Thess. ii. 18.

H H 2
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When niglit had fallen over the tumnlt which had

been surging through the streets of Thessalonica, news

of the issue of the trial before the Politarchs was brought

to Paul and Silas in their concealment. The dawn might

easily ^^^tness a still more dangerous outbreak, and they

therefore planned an immediate escape. They gathered

together their few poor possessions, and under the cover

of darkness stole through the silent and deserted streets

under the triumphal Arch of Augustus, and through the

western gate. Whither should they now turn? From
Philippi, the virtual capital of Macedonia Prima, they had

been driven to Thessalonica, the capital of Macedonia Se-

cunda. An accidental collision vrith. Gentile interests had

cost them flagellation, outrage, and imprisonment in the

colony ; the fury of Jemsh hatred had imperilled their lives,

and caused trouble and loss to their friends in the free

city. Should they now make their way to Pella, the famous

birthplace of the young Greek who had subdued the

M^orld, and whose genius had left an indelible impress

on the social and political conditions which they every-

where encountered? To do this would be obviously

useless. The Jewish synagogues of the dispersion were

in close connexion with each other, and the watchword

would now be evidently given to hound the fugitives

from place to place, and especially to silence Paul as the

arch-apostate who was persuading all men everywhere, as

they calumniously asserted, to forsake the Law of Moses.

Another and less frequented road would lead them to

a comparatively unimportant town, which lay off the

main route, in which their presence might, for a time at

any rate, remain unsuspected. Striking off from the

great Via Egnatia to one which took a more southerly

direction, the two fugitives made their way through the

darkness. A night escape of at least fifty miles, along
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an unknown road, involving tlie dangers of pursuit and

the crossing of large and frequently flooded rivers like

the Axius, the Echidorus, the Lydias, and some of the

numerous affluents of the Haliacmon, is passed over with

a single word. Can we wonder at the absence of all

allusion to the beauties, delights, and associations of

travel in the case of one whose travels were not only

the laborious journeys, beset with incessant hardships, of

a sickly Jewish artisan, but also those of one whose life

in its endless trials was a spectacle unto the universe,

to angels and to men ?
^

The town which they had in ^dew as a place of refuge

was Beroea,^ and their motive in going there receives

striking and unexpected illustration from a passage of

Cicero. In his passionate philippic against Piso he says

to him that after his gross maladministration of Mace-

donia, he was so unpopular that he had to slink into

Thessalonica incognito, and by night ;
^ and that from

thence, unable to bear the concert of wallers, and the

hiu'ricane of complaints, he left the main road and fled

to the out-of-the-way town of BercBa. We cannot

doubt that this comparatively secluded position was the

reason why Paul and Silas chose it as safer than the

more famous and frequented Pella.

And as they traversed the pleasant streets of the town

—

" dewy," like those of Tivoli, " with twinkling rivulets "-

—

it must have been with sinking hearts, in spite of all their

courage and constancy, that Paul and Silas once more made

their way, as their first duty, into the synagogue of the

Jews. But if the life of the Christian missionary has its

own breadths of gloom, it also has its lights, and after all

1 1 Cor. iv. 9.

2 Bercea is perhaps a Macedonian corruption for Fheroea (cf. BiXnnros for

^iXiinros). It is now called Kara Pheria.

2 Cic. in Pis. 36. Adduced by Wetstein ad loc.
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the storms wliicli tliey had encountered tliey were clieered

in their heaviness by a most encouraging reception. The
Jews ofthis synagogue were less obstinate, less sophisticated,

than those whom St. Paul ever found elsewhere. When
he had urged upon them those arguments from the

Psalms, and from Isaiah, and from Habakkuk, about a

Messiah who was to die, and suffer, and rise again, and

about faith as the sole means of justification, the Jews,

instead of turning upon him as soon as they understood

the full scope and logical conclusions of his arguments,

proved themselves to be *' nobler"^ than those of Thes-

salonica—more generous, more simjDle, more sincere and

truth-loving. Instead of angrily rejecting this new
Gospel, they daily and diligently searched the Scrij)tures

to judge Paul's arguments and references by the word

and the testimony. The result was that many Jews

believed, as well as Greeks—men and women of the more

respectable classes. They must have spent some weeks

of calm among these open-minded Beroeans, for twice

during the stay St. Paul conceived the design of going

back to his beloved Thessalonians. Untoward obstacles

prevented this,^ and so heavily did the interests of the

j)ersecuted Church rest on his mind that either from

Beroea, or subsequently from Athens, he sent Timothy

to inquire into and report their state. One permanent

friend, both to St. Paul and to Christianity, was gained

in the person of Sopater, of Beroea.

But it would have been too much to hope that all

should be thus open to conviction, and the news was soon

unfavourably reported to the Synagogue of Thessalonica.

* Acts xvii. 11, (vjevfffTfpoi. The expression is interesting as an instance

of (vyevris, used (as in modern times) in a secondary and moral sense. The
best comment on it is the " Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus."

« 1 Thess. ii. 18.
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The hated name of Paul acted like a spark on tlieir in-

flammable rage, and they instantly despatched emissaries

to stir up storms among the mob of Beroea.^ Once more

Paul received timely notice from some faithful friend.

It was impossible to face this persistent and organised

outburst of hatred which was now pursuing him from

city to city. And since it was clear that Paul, and not

Silas, was the main object of persecution, it was arranged

that, while Paul made good his escape, Silas and Timothy

—who may have joined his companions during their resi-

dence at Bercea—should stay to set in order all that was

wanting, and water the good seed which had begun to

spring.

And so—once more in his normal condition of a fugi-

tive—St. Paul left Beroea. He was not alone, and either

from the weakness of his eyesight or from his liability to

epilepsy, all his movements were guided by others. " The

brethren " sent him away to go seawards,^ and there can

be little doubt that they led him sixteen miles to the

colony of Dium,^ whence he sailed for Athens. That he

did not proceed by land seems certain. It was the longer,

the more expensive, the more dangerous, and the more

fatiguing route. If St. Paul was so little able to make

his way alone that, even by the sea route, some of the

Beroean brethren were obliged to accompany him till

they left him safe in lodgings at Athens, it is clear

that by the land route their difficulties, to say nothing of

* Acts xvii. 13, aaXivovTis rovs oxf^ovs.

' Acts xvii. 14, ojs firl tV 6d,\a(Tffav is a mere pleonastic phrase for "in the

direction of the sea" (Strabo, xvi. 2, &c.). *Eccj, the reading of «, A, B, E,

and other variations of the text, seem to have arisen from the comparative

rarity of the expression. The notion that he only made a feint of going to

the sea, and then turned landwards to foil jmrsuit, arises from an erroneous

intci-prelation of the phrase.

3 Perhaps to Alorus or Methone. (Renan, St. Paul, p. 166, quoting

Strabo, vii., pp. 20, 22 ; Leake, iii. 435.)
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the danger of pursuit, would have been mucli increased.

The silence of St. Luke as to any single town visited

on the journey is conclusive,^ and we must suppose that

some time in autumn, St. Paul embarked on the stormy

waves of the Mediterranean, and saw the multitudinous

and snowy peaks of Olympus melt into the distant blue.

He sailed along shores of which ever}' hill and promon-

tory is voiceful with heroic memories
;

past Ossa and

Pelion, past the coast of Thermopylae, along the shores of

Euboea,^ round the " marbled steep " of Sunium, where

the white Temple still stood entire, until his eye caught

the well-known glimpse of the crest and spear-head of

Athene Promachos on the Acropolis,^—the helm was

turned, and, entering a lovely harbour, his ship dropped

anchor in full sight of the Parthenon and the Propylsea.

^ The addition of D, Jraprj\6iv 5e r^y ©iffcraXlav kKwXvQr) yap us avrohs

KTipv^aL rhv Xoyov^ throws no light on the question.

^ Whether St. Paul sailed down the Euripus or to the east of Euboea
uncertain. The former route was the more common.

^ Pausan. Attic, i. 28, 2; Herod, y. 77.
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CHRISTIANITY IN ACHATA.

'n to) \iirapa\ koI lo(rre<j>avoi Koi aol5iiJ.oi

'EWdSos ^peiff^a, K\etvaL 'AOavai, SaiiJ.6vtoy irroKleBpov.—PiND. Fr. 47.

Toiovrov avTo'is "Apeos eiifiovKov ndyov

iyci) ffvv^Sr] x^oviov 6v$\ bs ovk e'of

ToiovirS" aX-firas rriS" bfiov vaieiy ir6\€i.—SoPH. (Ed. Col. 947.

IIou vvv rrjs 'EA\a5oj 6 rvcpos ; vov rSiv 'ABrjvwy rh ovofia ; irov rwv <pt\oT6(pa)V 6

X^pos; i avh roAjXatoj, 6 airh Br]6cratSa, 6 &ypoiKos iravTwv ^Kiivoiv wfpieyeyfTO.

Chrts. Horn. iv. in Act, iii. {0pp. ix, 38, ed. Montfaucon).

CHAPTER XXVII.

ST. PAUL AT ATHENS.

*' Immortal Greece, dear land of glorious lays,

Lo, here the Unknown God of thine unconscious praise."

—

Keble.

Athens !—with what a thrill of delight has many a modern

traveller heen filled as, for the first time, he stepped upon

that classic land ! With what an eager gaze has he

scanned the scenery and outline of that city

——— " on the ^gean shore,

Built nobly, pure the air, and light the soil,

Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of arts

And eloquence."

As he approached the Acropolis what a throng of

brilliant scenes has passed across his memory ; what pro-

cessions of grand and heroic and beautiful figures have

swept across the stage of his imagination ! As he treads

upon Attic ground he is in " the Holy Land of the Ideal ;

"
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he has reached the most sacred shrine of the "fair

humanities " of Paganism. It was at Athens that the

human form, sedulously trained, attained its most ex-

quisite and winning beauty; there that human freedom

put forth its most splendid power; there that human
intellect displayed its utmost subtlety and grace ; there

that Art reached to its most consummate perfection;

there that Poetry uttered alike its sweetest and its sub-

limest strains ; there that Philosophy attuned to the most

perfect music of human expression its loftiest and deepest

thoughts. Had it been possible for the world by its own
wisdom to know God ; had it been in the power of man to

turn into bread the stones of the wilderness ; had perma-

nent happiness lain within the grasp of sense, or been among
the rewards of culture ; had it been granted to man's un-

aided power to win salvation by the gift^ and qualities

of his own nature, and to make for himself a new Paradise

in lieu of that lost Eden, before whose gate still waves

the fieiy sword of the Cherubim,—then such ends would

have been achieved at Athens in the day of her glory.

Xo one who has been nurtured in the glorious lore of

that gay and radiant city, and has owed some of his

best training to the houi-s spent in reading the history and

mastering the literature of its many noble sons, can ever

visit it without deep emotions of gratitude, interest, and

love.^

And St. Paul must have known at least something

of the city in whose language he spoke, and with whose

writers he was not wholly unfamiliar. The notion that

he was a finished classical scholar is, indeed, as we have

1 We read the sentiments of Cicero, Sulpicius, Germanicus, Pliny, Apol-

lonius, &c., in Cic. Ep. ad Quint, fratr. i. 1 ; E2yp. Fam. iv. 5 ; ad Att. v. 10

;

vi. 1 ; Tac. Ann. ii. 53 ; Pliu. Ep. viii. 24 ; Pbilostr. Vit. Apoll. v. 41 ; Penan,

St. Paul, 167; but, as he adds, "Paul belonged to another world; his Holy
Land was elsewhere.

"
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shown already, a mere delusion ; and tlie absence from his

Epistles of every historical reference proves that, like the vast

mass of his countrymen, he was indifferent to the history

of the heathen, though profoundly versed in the history

of Israel. He was, indeed, no less liberal and cosmopolitan

—nay, in the best sense, far more so—than the mostadvanced

Hellenist, the most cultivated Hagadist of his day. Yet he

looked at " the wisdom of Javan " as something altogether

evanescent and subsidiary—an outcome of very partial en-

lightenment, far from pure, and yet graciously conceded to

the ages of ignorance. It was with no thrill of rapture,

no loyal recognition of grace and greatness, that Paul

landed at Phalerum or Peirseus, and saw the crowning-

edifices of the Acropolis, as it towered over the wilder-

ness of meaner temples, stand out in their white lustre

against the clear blue sky. On the contrary, a feeling

of depression, a fainting of the heart, an inward unrest

and agitation, seems at once to have taken possession

of his susceptible and ardent temperament; above

all, a sense of loneliness which imperiously claimed the

solace of that beloved companionship which alone ren-

dered his labours possible, or sustained him amid the

daily infirmities of his troubled life. As he bade farewell

to the faithful Beroean brethren who had watched over

his journey, and had been to him in the place of eyes,

the one message that he impresses on them is urgently

to enjoin Silas and Timotheus to come to him at once

with aU possible speed. In the words of St. Luke we
still seem to catch an echo of the yearning earnestness

which shows us that solitude ^—and above all solitude in

such a place—was the one trial which he found it the

most difficult to bear.

' Acts xvii. 15, \a$6vTis ^vtoXtj*' -irphs rhu SiAav koI Thv Tifj.6deoy 'iva ws

TOX'O'Ta iK6co(Tiv irpos avr6v.
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But even if Ms two friends were able instantly to set

out for Atliens, a full week must, at the lowest compu-

tation, inevitably elapse before Silas could reacb him

from Beroea, and a still longer period before Timothy

could come from Thessalonica ; and during those days of

weary and restless longing there was little that he

could do. It is probable that, when first he was guided

by his friends to his humble lodging, he would have

had little heart to notice the sights and sounds of

those heathen streets, though, as he walked through the

ruins of the long walls of Themistocles to the Peiraic

gate, one of the brethren, more quick-eyed than himself,

may have pointed out to him the altars bearing the in-

scription, 'ATNfL^TOI'S GEOIX? which about the same

time attracted the notice of Apollonius of Tyaiia, and

were observed fifty years afterwards by the traveller Pau-

sanias, as he followed the same road.^ But when the

brethren had left him—having no opportunity during

that brief stay to labour with his own hands—he relieved

his melancholy tedium by wandering hither and thither,

with a curiosity^ largely mingled with grief and indig-

nation.*

The country had been desolated by the Eoman
dominion, but the city still retained some of its ancient

glories. No Secundus Carinas had as yet laid his greedy

and tainted hand on the unrivalled statues of the Athens

of Phidias. It was the multitude of these statues in a

city where, as Petronius says,'** it was more easy to meet

' Pausan. I. i. 4 ; Hesycli. s. v., 'Ayvwrfs Qfoi ; v. infra, p. 11.

2 They lay on the road between the Phaleric port and the city, and St.

Paul may possibly have landed at Phalerum, the nearest though not the most

frequented harbour for vessels sailing from Macedonia.
^ Acts xvii. 23, Stepxof^-tyos Koi avaQeaiplav ra (re0d(Tfj.aTa vfiUv.

* Id. 16, wapcD^vviTo Th irvevfjia avrov. Cf. 1 Cor. xiii. 5, oi/ irapo^vverai, "is

not exasperated."

^ Petron. Sat. 17.
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a god than a man, which chiefly absorbed St. Paul's atten-

tion. He might glance with passing interest at the long

colonnades of shops glittering mth wares from every port

in the ^Egean ; but similar scenes had not been unfamiliar

to him in Tarsus, and Antioch, and Thessalonica. He
might stroll into the Stoa Poecile, and there peer at the

paintings, still bright and fresh, of Homeric councils of

which he probably knew nothing, and of those Athenian

battles about which, not even excepting Marathon, ^ there

is no e\^dence that he felt any interest. The vast enlarge-

ment of his spiritual horizon would not have brought

with it any increase of secular knowledge, and if Paul

stood in these respects on the level of even the Gamaliels

of his day, he knew little or nothing of Hellenic story.

^

And for the same reason he would have been indifferent

to the innumerable busts of Greeks of every degree of

eminence, from Solon and Epimenides down to recent

Sophists and Cosmetae, and still more indiflerent to the

venal intrusions which Athenian servility had conceded to

Eoman self-importance. A glance would have been more

than enough for Greek statues decapitated to furnish

figures for Eoman heads, or pedestals from which the

original hero had been displaced to make room for the

portly bulk and bloated physiognomy of some modern

Proconsul. Some Jew might take a certain j)ride in

* Mr. Martineau, after remarking that modem lives of St. Paul liave been

too Biiuch of the nature of " illustrative guide-books, so instructive, that by
far the gi-catest part of their information would have been new to St. Paul

himself," adds that " in the vicinity of Salaniis or Marathon Ik' \, oiild probably

recall the past no more than a Bralimin would in travelling over the fields of

Edgehill or Marston Moor'" {Studies in Christianity, p. 417).

2 Nothing in the Talmud is more amazing than the total absence of the

geographic, chronological, and historic spirit. A genuine Jew of that

Pharisaic class in the midst of which St. Paul had been trained, cared more
for some pedantically minute Halacha, about the threads in a Tsitsith, than

for all the Pagan history in the world.
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pointing out to him the statues of Hyrcanus, the As-

monsean High Priest, and of that beautiful Berenice before

whom he httle thought that he should one day plead his

cause. ^ But his chief notice would be directed to the

bewildering multipKcitj of temples, and to the number-

less " idols " which rose on every side. Athens was the

city of statues. There were statues of Phidias, and

Myron, and Lysicles, and statues without number of the

tasteless and mechanical copyists of that dead period of

the Empire ; statues of antiquity as venerable as the

olive-wood Athene which had fallen from heaven, and

statues of yesterday ; statues colossal and diminutive

;

statues equestrian, and erect, and seated ; statues agonistic

and contemplative, solitary and combined, plain and

coloured; statues of wood, and earthenware, and stone,

and marble, and bronze, and ivory and gold, in every

attitude, and in all possible combinations ; sta^s starting

from every cave, and standing like lines of sentinels in

every street.^ There were more statues in Athens, says

Pausanias, than in all the rest of Greece put together,

and their number would be all the more startling, and

even shocking, to St. Paul, because, during the long

youthful 3''ears of his study at Jerusalem, he had never

seen so much as one representation of the human form,

and had been trained to regard it as apostasy to give the

faintest sanction to such violations of God's express com-

mand. His earlier Hellenistic training, his natural large-

heartedness, his subsequent familiarity with Gentile life,

above all, the entire change of his views respecting the

universality and permanence of the Mosaic Law, had

indeed indefinitely widened for him the shrunken horizon

* Jos. Antt. xiv. 8, § 5.

^ "Athenao simulacra Deorum hominumque habentes omni genere et

materiao et artiiun insignia " (Liv. xlv. 27).
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of Jewish intolerance. But any sense of the dignity and

beauty of Pagan art was impossible to one who had been

trained in the schools of the Eabbis.^ There was nothing

in his education which enabled him to admire the simplfe

grandeur of the Propylaea, the severe beauty of the Par-

thenon, the massive proportions of the Theseum, the

exquisite elegance of the Temple of the Wingless Victory.

From the nude grace and sinewy strength of the youth-

ful processions portraj^ed on frieze or entablature, he

would have turned away wdth something of impatience, if

not with something even of disgust. When the tutor of

Charles the Fifth, the good Cardinal of Tortosa, ascended

the Papal throne under the title of Adrian the Sixth, and

his attendants conducted him to the Vatican to show him
its splendid treasures of matchless statuary, his sole

remark, in those uncouth accents which excited so much
hatred and ridicule in his worthless subjects, was

"Sunt idola antiquorum !

"^

It was made a scoff and a jest against him, and doubt-

less, in a Pontiff of the sixteenth century, it shows

an intensity of the Hebraising spirit singularly unsoftened

by any tinge of Hellenic culture. But, as has been ad-

mitted even by writers of the most refined aesthetic sym-

pathies, the old German Pope was more than half right.

At any rate, the sort of repugnance which dictated his

disparaging remark would have been not only natural, but

inevitable, in a Pharisee in the capital of Judaism and
Tinder the very shadow of the Temple of the Most High.

We who have learnt to see God in all that is refined and

' The reader will recall the censure passed on Gamaliel for having merely
entered a bath in which was a statue of Aphrodite {infra, p. 645).

"^ He waUed up, and never entered, the Belvedere (Symonds, Renaissance,

p. 377).
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beautiful ; whom His love lias lifted above tbe perils

of an extinct paganism ; wliom His own word has taught

to recognise sunbeams from the Fountain of Light in

every grace of true art and every glow of poetic inspira-

tion, may thankfully admire the exquisite creations of

ancient genius ;—but had Paul done so he could not have

been the Paul he was. " The prejudices of the icono-

clastic Jew," says Eenan, with bitter injustice, "blinded

him ; he took these incomparable images for idols. ' His

spirit,' says his biographer, 'was embittered within him

when he saw the city filled with idols' Ah, beautiful and

chaste images ; true gods and true goddesses, tremble

!

See the man who will raise the hammer against you.

The fatal word has been pronounced : you are idols. The

mistake of this ugly little Jew will be your death-warrant." ^

Yes, their death-warrant as false gods and false god-

desses, as " gods of the heathen " which " are but idols,"^

but not their death-warrant to us as works of art ; not their

death-warrant as the imaginative creations of a divinely

given faculty; not their death-warrant as echoes from within

of that outward beauty which is a gift of God ; not in any

sense their death-warrant as standing for an^^thing which

is valuable to mankind. Christianity only discouraged

Art so long as Art was the handmaid of idolatry and vice

;

the moment this danger ceased she inspired and ennobled

Art. It is all very well for sentimentalists to sigh

over " the beauty that was Greece, and the glory that

was Eome ;

" but Paganism had a very ragged edge, and

^ St. Paul, p. 172. The word Kani^uKov is, however, St. Luke's, not

St. Paul's.

2 " The pagan worship of beauty . . . had ennobled art and corrupted

nature ; extracted wonders from the quarries of Peutelicus, and horrors from

the populace of Rome and Corinth
;
perfected the marbles of the temple,

and degraded the humanity of the worshipper. Heathenism had wrought

into monstrous combination physical beauty and moral deformity" (Martineau,

Hours of Thought, p. 306).
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it was this that Paul daily Avitnessed. Paganism, at

its best, was a form assumed b}^ natural religion, and

liad a power and life of its own ; but, alas ! it bad not

in it enough salt of solid morality to save its own
power and life from corruption. St. Paul needed no

mere historical induction to convince him that the loftiest

heights of culture are compatible with the lowest abysses

of depravity, and that a shrine of consummate beauty could

be a sink of utter infamy. Nay, more, he knew by per-

sonal observation, what we may only be led to conjecture

by thoughtful comparison, that there was no slight con-

nexion between the superficial brightness and the hidden

putrescence; that the flowers which yielded the intoxicating

honey of ancient art were poisoned flowers ; that the per-

fectness of sculpture might have been impossible without

the nude athleticism which ministered to vice. For one

who placed the sublime of manhood in perfect obedience to

the moral law, for one to whom purity and self-control

were elements of the only supreme ideal, it was, in that

age, impossible to love, impossible to regard even with

complacence, an Art which was avowedly the handmaid

of Idolatry, and covertly the patroness of shame. Our

regret for the extinguished brilliancy of Athens will be

less keen when we bear in mind that, more than any other

city, she has been the corruptress of the world. She

kindled the altars of her genius with unhallowed incense,

and fed them with strange fires. Better by far the

sacred Philistinism—if Philistinism it were—for which

this beautiful harlot had no interest, and no charm, than

the veiled apostasy which longs to recall her witclicraft

and to replenish the cup of her abomination. Better

the uncompromising Hebraism which asks what concord

hath Christ with Belial and the Temple of Grod with idols,

than the corrupt Hellenism which, under pretence of

I I
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artistic sensibility or arcliseological information, lias left

its deep taint on modern literature, and seems to be

never liappy unless it is raking amid the embers of for-

gotten lusts.

Nor was . Paul likely to be overpowered by tlie sense

of Athenian greatness. Even if his knowledge of past

history were more profound than we imagine it to have

been, yet the Greece that he now saw was but a shadow

and a corpse
—

" Greece, but living Greece no more." ^

She was but trading on the memory of achievements not

her own ; she was but repeating with dead lips the echo

of old philosophies which had never been sufficient to

satisfy the yearnings of the world. Her splendour was

no longer an innate effulgence, but a lingering reflex.

Centuries had elapsed since all that was grand and

heroic in her history had " gone glimmering down

the dream of things that were
;

" and now she was

the weak and contemptuously tolerated dependent of an

alien barbarism,^ puffed up by the empty recollection of

a fame to which she contributed nothing, and retaining no

heritage of the past except its monuments, its decrepitude,

and its corruption. Among the things which he saw at

Athens there were few which Paul could naturally admire.

1 See Apollonius, -Bp. Ixx. (ubisupr.). "EWijves oleo-di SeTv ovo/ndCia-eai . . . a\\

Vfiuy ye ovSl to, ovo/xaTa fjuvei to7s iroWots, a\\' vnh yeas ravrr]! evSai/j-ovias (the

patronage of Rome), airoKtDXeKacri to riLv TTpo-/6vtt>v ffvfifioKa.

2 The nominal freedom of Athens had been spared by successive con-

querors. Though she had always been on the defeated side with Mithri-

dates, Pompcy, Brutus and Cassius, and Anthony, yet the Roman Emperors
left her the contemptuous boon of an unfettered loquacity. This was her

lowest period. "She was no longer the city of Theseus; she was not yet the

city of Hadrian " (Renan, p. 178). About this very time tlie city was visited

by the thaumaturgist ApoUonius, and, according to Philostratus, the estimate

which he formed of the city was mo.st unfavourable . . . ov fievoi'res"F.\\rivfs

OTTCDS 56 ov fifvovTfS iy)) (ppaffu}, Tfpccv ao(phs ovSels ^A6r)va7os . . . 6 /c(5Aa| irapa raTs

jTuAais, 6 avKO(pa.vTt)S irph tcov TrvAciv, 6 /aacrTpoirhs irph twv /xaKpoiy T€1x'^''> ^

irapdariTos irpb tvjs Mouvvxhs Kai irph tov Tlttpaiov, i) Bths Se oiiSe :S,uvftov ex«» {0pp.
Fhilostr. ed. Olear. ii. 406.)
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He would indeed have read with interest the moral inscrip-

tions on the Hermse which were presented to her citizens

by the tyrant Hipparchus/ and would have looked with

something of sympathy on such altars as those to Modesty

and to Piety. But, among the many altars visible in

every street, there was one hy which he lingered with

special attention, and of which he read with the deepest

emotion the ancient inscription

—

ArNnxTniQEfii.
« To the unknown God.'"

The better-known altars, of which the inscriptions were in

the plural, and which merely bore witness to the catho-

licity of Paganism, would have had less interest for him.

It is merely one of the self-confident assertions which are

too characteristic of Jerome^ that St. Paul misquoted the

singular for the plural. The inscription to which he called

attention on the Areopagus was evidently an ancient one,

and one which he had observed on a sins^le altar.*

Whether that altar was one of those which Epimenides had
advised the Athenians to build to whatever god it might
be— TO) irpoa-iJKovTi ^eo5—^wherever the black and white

' Such as Murj/jLa To'S 'ImrdpxoV (rreixe diKaia (ppovcoy, or Mfrj/xa to'5' 'lirirdpxov

fiil (piKov i^airaTa.

2 This, and not " to an unknown God," is the right rendering.

' " Inscriptio arae non ita erat ut Paulus asseruit Ignoto Deo ; sed ita ; Diis

Asiae et Europae et Africae, Diis ignotis et peregrinis. Verum quia Pauhis non
phiribus Diis ignotis indigebat sed uno tantum ignoto Deo, singular! verbo

usus est." Jer. ad Tit. i. 12 (see Biscoe, p. 210).

* Acts xvii. 23, fiwixlv ^ iireytypairro. The fact that Pausanias (Attic, i. 1),

Philostratus (Vit. Apollon. vi. 3), and others (Diog. Laert. i. x. 110, &c.),

mention altars, ayvciaj-uv Satn6vwu, does not of course prove that there was
no altar with the singular inscription ; nor, indeed, is it certain that these

words may not mean altars on each of which was an inscription, 'A^j/coo-t^ flef,

as Winer understands them. Dr. Plumptre favours the view that it means " to

the Unknowable God ;

" and compares it with the famous inscription on the

veil of Isis, and the Mithraic inscription found on an altar at Ostia, " Signum
indeprehensibilis Dei," and 1 Cor i 21

I I 2
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sheep lay down, which he told them to loose from the

Areopagus ; or one dedicated to some god whose name had

in course of time become obliterated and forgotten ;^ or one

which the Athenians had erected under some visitation of

which they could not identify the source ^—was to St. Paul

a matter of indifference. It is not in the least likely that

he supposed the altar to have been intended as a recogni-

tion of that Jehovah^ who seemed so mysterious to the

Gentile world. He regarded it as a proof of the confessed

inadequacy, the unsatisfied aspirations, of heathendom.

He saw in it, or liked to read into it, the acknowledgment

of some divinity after whom they yearned, but to the

knowledge of whom they had been unable to attain ; and

this was He whom he felt it to be his own mission to

make known. It was with this thought that he consoled

his restless loneliness in that uncongenial city ; it was

this thought which rekindled his natural ardour as he

wandered through its idol-crowded streets.*

His work among the Jews was slight. He discoursed,^

indeed, not unfrequently with them and their proselytes

in the synagogue or meeting-room^ which they frequented;

' Eichhom. 2 Clirysostom.

^ Called by the Gentiles b TrdyKpvcpoi (Just. Mart. Paraenet. ad Gh-aecos, 38

;

Apol. ii. 10 ; Pliilo, Leg. § 44).

^ Acts xvii. 16. And yet Ms high originality was shown in the fact that

he did not, like his race in general, vent his indignation in insults, " Gens con-

tumelia numinum insignis" (Plin. H. N. xiii. 9 ; Cic p. Flacc. § 67). Claudius,

in confii'ming their privileges, warned them, fx.^ ras ruv &\\wv iBvwv Seio-iSoi/iovfoi

fiovQiviCni' (Jos. Antt. xix. 5, 3). KareiSwAov means " full of idols," not as in

the E.V., " wholly given to idolatry ;
" " nou simulacris dedita, sed shnulacria

referta" {Herm. ad Vig. p. 638) cf KaTdfMTre\os, KardSevSpos. The word receives

most interesting illustration from Wetstein, from whom all succeeding commen-
tators have freely borrowed.

» Acts xvii. 17, 5tf\fyero, not " disputed," but " conversed."
^ No trace of any building which could have been a synagogue has been

ound at Athens. It has been inferred from passages in the Talmud that Jews
were numerous in Athens ; but these passages apply to a much later period,

and in any case the Talmud is perfectly worthless as a direct historic guide.
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but it is probable tliat they were few in number, and we

find no traces either of the teaching which he addressed

to them or of the manner in which they received it. It

was in the market-place of Athens—the very Agora in

which Socrates had adopted the same conversational

method of instruction four centuries^ before him—that he

displayed his chief activity in a manner which he seems

nowhere else to have adopted, by conversing daily and

publicly with all comers. His presence and his message

soon attracted attention. Athens had been in all ages a

city of idlers, and even in her prime her citizens had been

nicknamed Gapenians,^ from the mixture of eager curiosity

and inveterate loquacity which even then had been their

conspicuous characteristics. Their greatest orator had

hurled at them the reproach that, instead of flinging them-

selves into timely and vigorous action in defence of their

endangered liberties, they were for ever gadding about

asking for the very latest news;^ and St. Luke—every

incidental allusion of whose brief narrative bears the mark

of truthfulness and knowledge—repeats the same charac-

teristic under the altered circumstances of their present

adversity. Even the foreign residents caught the infec-

tion, and the Agora buzzed with inquiring chatter at this

late and decadent epoch no less loudly than in the days of

Pericles or of Plato.

Among the throng of curious listeners, some of the

Athenian philosophers were sure, sooner or later, to be

1 Socrates died B.C. 399.

2 Kexvaioi, Ar. Eg., 1262. Demades said that the crest of Athens ought

to be a great tongue. " Alexander qui quod cuique optimum est eripuit

Lacedaemona servire jubet, Athenas tacere" (Sen. Ep. 94; see Demosth.

Phil, iv.) TTjv ttSKiv diravTfs rQv "EWrji/es viroXaixfiavovffiv ois <pi\6\oy6s rt eariv

Kal Tro\v\oyos (Plat. Legg. i. 11).

3 KuivSrepoi/ (cf. Matt. xiii. 52). " Nova statim sordebant, noviora quaere-

bantur " (Bongel). Gill says that a similar question «nn no was common in

the Rabbinic schools {Bammidbar Babba, f. 212, 4).
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seen. The Stoa Poecile, wliicli Zeno had made his school,

and from which the Stoics derived their name, ran along

one side of the Agora, and not far distant were the gardens

of Epicurus. Besides the adherents of these two philoso-

phical schools, there were Academics who followed Plato,

and Peripatetics who claimed the authority of Aristotle,

and Eclectics of every shade. ^ The whole city, indeed, was

not unlike one of our University towns at the deadest

and least productive epochs of their past. It w^as full of

professors, rhetors, tutors, arguers, discoursers, lecturers,

grammarians, pedagogues, and gymnasts of every descrip-

tion ; and among all these Sophists and Sophronists there

was not one who disj^layed the least particle of originality

or force. Conforming sceptics lived in hypocritical union

with atheist priests, and there was not even sufficient

earnestness to arouse any antagonism between the empty

negations of a verbal philosophy and the hollow profes-

sion of a dead religion.^ And of this undistinguished

throng of dilettanti pretenders to wisdom, not a single

name emerges out of the obscurity. Their so-called phi-

losophy had become little better than a jingle of phrases''

—

the languid repetition of effete watchwords—the unintel-

ligent echo of empty formulae. It was in a condition of

even deeper decadence than it had been when Cicero, on

1 " From whose mouth issued forth

Mellifluous streams that watered all the schools

Of Academics old and new, with those

Surnamed Peripatetics, and the school

Epicurean, and the Stoic severe." (Milton, Par. Beg.)

^ See Renan, St. Paul, p. 186, who refers to Cic. ad Fam. xvi. 21 ; Lucian,

Dial. Mort. xx. 5 ; Philostr. Apollon. iv. 17.

3 ^i\o(TO(j>la 'E\\-{]vci>v \6ycev\f/<'>cpos. Tertullian asks, "Quid simile philosoplius

et Christianus ? "' (Tert. A}^!. 46) ; but Paiil, catholic and liberal to all truth,

would have hailed the truths which it was given to Greek philosophers to

see (Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. 8, § 65, and jjassim). xRVf^'f^v ^fos Qioci^nav yiverat

TrpowaiSfla tij ouffa (Id. i 5, § 28 ; Aug. De Civ. Dei, ii. 7).
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visiting Athens, declared its philosophy to be all a mere

chaos

—

avcn KOLTU)—upside down.^ Epicureans there were,

still maintaining the dictum of their master that the

highest good was jDleasure ; and Stoics asserting that

the highest good was virtue ; but of these Epicureans

some had forgotten the belief that the best source of

pleasure lay in virtue, and of these Stoics some contented

themselves with their theoretic opinion with httle care for

its practical illustration. With the better side of both

systems Paul would have felt much sympathy, but the

defects and degeneracies of the two systems rose from the

two evil sources to which all man's sins and miseries are

mainly due—namely, sensuality and pride. It is true

indeed that

—

" "When Epicurus to the world had taught

That pleasure was the chiefest good,

His life he to his doctrines brought,

And in a garden's shade that sovi-an pleasure sought

;

Whoever a true Epicure would be,

May there find cheap and virtuous luxury."

But the famous garden where Epicurus himself lived in

modest abstinence^ soon degenerated into a scene of

profligacy, and his definition of pleasure, as consisting

in the absence of physical pain or mental perturbation

(arapaf/a), had led to an ideal of life which was at once

effeminate and selfish. He had misplaced the centre of

^ "We can the better estimate this after reading such a book as Schneider's

Christliche Kldnge aus dem Griech. und Mom. ClassiJcern (1865). The inde-

pendence, cheerfulness, royalty, wealth of the true Christian recall the

Stoic " kingliness," ourapKem—the very word which St. Paul often uses

(2 Cor. ix. 8; Phil. iv. 11—18; 1 Cor. iv. 8—10, &c., compared with Cic. De
Fin. iii. 22 ; Hor. Sat. i.—iii., 124—136 ; Sen. Ep. Mor. ix.). But what a

difBerence is there between these apparent resemblances when we look .at

the Stoic and Clu-istian doctrines—i. in their real significance ; and ii. in

their sarroundings.

2 Juv. Sat. xiu. 172 ; xiv. 319.
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gravity of the moral system, and his degenerate fol-

lowers, while they agreed with him in avowing that

pleasure should be the aim of mortal existence, selected

the nearer and coarser pleasures of the senses in preference

to the pleasures of the intellect or the approval of the

conscience. The sterner and loftier Epicureans of the

type of Lucretius and Cassius were rare ; the school was

more commonly represented by the base and vulgar Hed-

onists who took as their motto, " Let us eat and drink, for

to-morrow we die."^ On the other hand, their great Stoic

rivals had little reason to boast the efficacy of their nobler

theory. Aiming at the attainment of a complete supremacy

not only over their passions, but even over their circum-

stances—professing a fictitious indifference to every influ-

ence of pain or sorrow,^ standing proudly alone in their

unaided independence and seK-asserted strength, the

Stoics, with their vaunted apathy, had stretched the power

of the will until it cracked and shrivelled under the un-

natural strain ; and this gave to their lives a consciousness

of insincerity which, in the worse sort of them, degraded

their philosophy into a cloak for every form of ambition

and iniquity, and which made the nobler souls among them
melancholy with a morbid egotism and an intense despair.

In their worst degeneracies Stoicism became the apotheosis

of suicide, and Epicureanism the glorification of lust.*

1 Cf. Eccles. V. 18; Wisd. u. 7—9.

2 " There never was philosopher

Who yet could bear the toothache patiently."

^ The ancient philosophers in the days of the Roman Empire (tV irdiyaivos

<To<po\, Phoenicides ap. Memeke, Com. Ft: iv. 511 ; Lucian, Eun. 8 ; Lact.

Instt iii. 25 ; Badroperitae, Jer. in Matt. xi. 10, &c.) had as a body sunk to

much the same position as the lazy monks and hegging friars of the Middle

Ages (see Sen. Ep. Mor. v. 1, 2 ; Tae. Ann. xvi. 32 ; Juv. iii. 116; Hor. Sat.

i. 3, 35, 133). The reproaches addressed to them by the Roman satirists

bear a close resemblance to those with which Chaucer lashed the mendicant

preachers, and Ulric von Hutteu scathed the degenerate monks.
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How Paul dealt with the views and arguments of

these rival sects—respectively the Pharisees and the Sad-

ducees of the pagan workU—we do not know. Perhaps

th-ese philosophers considered it useless to discuss philo-

sophical distinctions with one whose formal logic was as

unhke that of Aristotle as it is possible to imagine

—

who had not the least acquaintance with the techni-

calities of philosophy, and whom they would despise as

a mere barbarous and untrained Jew. Perhaps he was

himself so eager to introduce to their notice the good

news of the Kingdom of Heaven, that with him all ques-

tions as to the moral standpoint were subordinate to the

religious truth from which he was convinced that morality

alone could spring. They may have wanted to argue about

the summiim honum ; but he wanted to preach Christ. At
any rate, when he came to address them he makes no

allusion to the more popularly known points of contrast

between the schools of philosophy, but is entirely occupied

with the differences between their views and his own as

to the nature and attributes of the Divine. Even to the

philosophers who talked with him in the market-place^ the

subject-matter of his conversation had been neither plea-

sure nor virtue, but Jesus and the Eesurrection.^ The

^ Josephus e-\dcleutly saw the analogy between the Pharisees and the

Stoics (Jos. Antt. xiii. 1,5; xviii. 1,2; B.J. ii. 8, §2—14); and "Epicureans"
is a constant name for heretics, &c., in the Talmud.

' When A'pollonius landed at the Peiraeus he is represented as finding

Athens very crowded and intensely hot. On his way to the city he met many
philosophers, some reading, some perorating, and some arguing, aU of whom
greeted him. iraptja 5e ovSels avThi/, aWa TiKixt]pa.ij.ivoi travTis ois ftr) 'AiroWdvios

o-vvaveffTpt<povT6 re kiI T](Tira.(ovTO x^ipovTes (Philostr. Vit. iv. 17).

3 Acts xvii. 18. The word " virtue " occurs but once in St. Paul (Phil,

iv. 8), and riSov}), in the classic sense only in Tit. iii. 3. The notion that the

philosophers took " the Resurrection " to be a new goddess Anastasis, though
adopted by Chrysostom, Theophylact, (Ecumenius, &e., and even in modern
times by Renan (" Plusieurs h ce qu'il parait, prirent Anastasis pour un nom
de deesse, ot crurent que Jesus et Anastasis etaient quelque nouveau couple
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only result had been to create a certain amount of curio-

sity—a desire to hear a more connected statement of what

he had to say. But this curiosity barely emerged beyond

the stage of contempt. To some he was " apparently a

j)roclaimer of strange deities;"^ to others he was a mere
" sparrow," a mere " seed-pecker "^—a " picker-up of

learning's crumbs," a victim of unoriginal hallucinations,

a retailer of second-hand scraps. The view of the majority

of these frivolous sciolists respecting one whose signifi-

cance for the world transcended that of all their schools

would have coincided nearly with that of

*' Cleon the poet from tlie sprinkled isles,"

which our poet gives in the following words :

—

" And for the rest

I cannot tell thy messenger aiight,

Where to deliver what he bears of thine,

To one called Paulus—we have heard his fame

Indeed, if Christus be not one with him

—

I know not nor am ti-oiibled much to know.

Thou canst not think a mere barbarian Jew,

As Paulus proves to be, one circumcised,

Hath access to a secret shut from vis ]

Thou wrongest our philosophy, O King,

In stooi^ing to enquire of such an one,

As if his answer could impose at all.

divin que ces reveurs orientaux venaient prccher," St. Paul, p. 190), seems to

ine almost absurd. It would ai-gue, as has been well said, either utter

obscurity iu the preaching of St. Paul, or the most incredible stupidity in liis

hearers.

1 It is almost impossible to suppose that St. Luke is not mentally referring

to the charge against Socrates, a5i/c«r 'SaiKpar^s . . . Kaivh. Sai/udvja tl(T<pep(»v

(Ken. Mem. I. i.).

2 -^.TTipixoKiyos, a seed-pecking bird, applied as a contemptuous nickname

to Athenian shoplifters and area sneaks (Eustath. ad Od. v. 490), and then to

babblers Avlio talked of tilings which they did not understand. It was the

very opprobrium which Demosthenes had launched against ^schines {Pro

Corona, p. 269, ed. Beishe), Compare the terms gobemouche, engouleveut, &c
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He vmteth, doth lie ] well, and lie may write !

O, the Jew findeth scholars ! certain slaves,

Who touched on this same isle, preached him and Christ

;

And (as I gathered from a bystander)

Their doctrines could be held by no sane man."

'

Witli some hearers, however, amusement and curiosity

won the day. So far as they could understand him

he seemed to be announcing a new religion. The

crowd on the level space of the Agora rendered it

difficult for all to hear him, and as the Areopagus

would both furnish a convenient area for an harangue,

and as it was there that the court met which had the

cognizance of all matters affecting the State religion,

it was perhaps with some sense of burlesque that

they led him up the rock-hewn steps—which still exist

—

to the level summit, and placed him on the " Stone of

Impudence," from which the defendants before the Areo-

pagus were wont to plead their cause. ^ Then, with a

politeness that sounds ironical, and was, perhaps, meant

by the volatile rmgleaders of the scene as a sort of parody

of the judicial preliminaries, they began to question him

as in old daj'^s their ancestors had tried and condemned

Anaxagoras, Diagoras, Protagoras, and Socrates, on similar

accusations.^ They said to him, " May we ascertain from

1 Browning, Men and Women.
^ Acts xvii. 19, iiri\afi6fj.evoi ai/Tov. It is quite a mistake to suppose that

any violeuce is inteuded. Of. ix. 27. Pausanias {Attic, i. 28, 5) is our

authority for the xidos 'AvaiStias-

^ It was the express function of the Areopagus to take cognizance of the

inti'oduction of iirldera Upi. Many writers hold that this was a judicial pro-

ceeding, and Wordsworth that it might have been an Anakrisis ; and our

translators, from their marginal note, " it was the highest court in Athens,"

probably shared the same view. The narrative, however, gives a very different

impression. The Athenians were far less in earnest about their religion

than Anytus and Mcletus had been in the days of Socrates, and if this was
meant for a trial it could only have been by way of conscious parody, as I

have suggested.
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you "what is this new doctrine about which you have been

talking ? You are introducing some strange topic to our

hearing. We should like, then, to ascertain what these

things might mean? " And so the audience, keenly curious,

but brimming over with ill-suppressed contempt and mirth,

arranged themselves on the stone steps, and wherever they

could best hear what sort of novelties could be announced

by this strange preacher of a new faith.

But it w^as in no answering mood of levity that St.

Paul met their Hght inquiries. The " ugly little Jew,"

who was the noblest of all Jews, was, perhaps, standing on

the very stone where had once stood the ugly Greek

who was the noblest of all Greeks, and was answering

the very same charge. And Socrates could jest even in

immediate peril of his life ; but St. Paul, though secure

in the tolerance of indifference, had all the solemnity of

his race, and was httle inclined to share in any jest.

His was one of those temperaments which are too sad

and too serious for light humour ; one of those charac-

ters which are alwaj^s and overwhelmingly in earnest. To
meet badinage by badinage was for him a thing im-

possible. A modern writer is probably correct when
he says that in ordinary society St. Paul w^ould certainly

not have been regarded as an interesting companion.

On the other hand, he was too deeply convinced of his

own position as one to which he had been called by

the very voice and vision of his Saviour to be in the

least wounded by frivolous innuendos or disdainful

sneers. He was not overawed by the dignity of his

judicial listeners, or by the reputation of his philosophic

critics, or by the stern associations of the scene in the

midst of which he stood. Above him, to the height of one

hundred feet, towered the rock of the Acropolis like the

vast altar of Hellas—that Acropolis which was to the
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Greek wliat Mount Sion was to the Hebrew, the sj^lendid

boss of the shield ringed by the concentric circles of

Athens, Attica, Hellas, and the world.^ Beneath him was

that temple of the awful goddesses whose presence was

specially supposed to overshadow this solemn spot, and

the dread of whose name had been sufficient to prevent

Nero, stained as he was with the guilt of parricide, from

setting foot within the famous city.^ But Paul was as

little daunted by the terrors and splendour of Polytheism

in the seat of its grandest memorials and the court of its

most imposing jurisdiction, as he was by the fame of the

intellectual philosophy by whose living representatives he

was encompassed. He knew, and his listeners knew, that

their faith in these gay idolatries had vanished.^ He
knew, and his listeners knew, that their yearning after the

unseen was not to be satisfied either by the foreign super-

stitions which looked for their votaries in the ignorance

of the gynseceum, or by those hollow systems which

wholly failed to give peace even to the few. He was

standinij under the blue dome of heaven,* a vaster and

diviner temple than any which man could rear. And,

therefore, it was with the deepest seriousness, as well as

with the most undaunted composure, that he addressed

them: "Athenians!"® he said, standing forth amongst

them, with the earnest gaze and outstretched hand which

was his attitude when addressing a multitude, " I observe

1 Aristid. Panathen. I 99 ; 0. and H. i. 383.

' The Semnae, or Eumenides. Suet. Ner. 34.

' It is hard to conceive the reality of a devotion which laughed at

the infamous gibes of Aristophanes against the national religion {Lysistr.

750).

* 'Tiraidptot eStfca^oi/TO (Pollux, viii. 118).

« "Aj/Spes 'KQ-qvaioL, &c. It was the ordinary mode of beginning a speech,

and it seems to be strangely regarded by the author of Supernatural Reli-

gion, iii. 82, as a sign that these speeches are not genuine
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that in every respect you are unusually religious."^ Tlieir

attention would naturally be won, and even a certain

amount of personal kindliness towards the orator be en-

listed, by an exordium so courteous and so entirely in ac-

cordance with the favourable testimony which many writers

had borne to their city as the common altar and shrine

of Greece.^ " For," he continued, " in wandering through

youi' city, and gazing about me on the objects of your

devotion,^ I found among them * an altar on which had

been carved an inscription, " To the Unknown God." ®

That, then, which ye unconsciously^ adore, that am I

* Acts XYU. 22, S€iiTLSatfj.ovf<TTfpovs. "Quasi superstitiores," Vulg. ; "some-

way religious," Hooker ; "very devoiit," Lardner; " very mucli disposed to

the worship of divine Beiugs," Wluiteley ;
" Le plus religieux de peuples,"

Renan; "exceedingly scrupulous in your religion," Humi)hry. The word is

used five times by Joscphus, and always in a respectful sense, as it is in

Acts XXV. 19. Of the many unfortunate translations in this chapter "too

superstitious" {allzu abergldubisch, Luth.) is the most to be regi-etted. It at

ouce alters the key-note of the speech, which is one of entire conciliatoriness.

The value of it as a model for courtooiis polemics—a model quite as necessary

in these days as at any past ijeriod—is greatly impaired in the E. V. It is

possible to be " uncompromising " in opinious, without being violent in

language or uncharitable in temper. St. Paul, however, would not have

been likely to act contrary to the caution which struck Apollonius as neces-

sary

—

ffaxppoviffTtpov KoX rh irepl tzolvtoiv Qewv fO Keyttv Kol toGto 'Adrivpcri ov KoX

ayvdxTTCDV dai/xovocv Poijxol 'ISpvvrai (Philostr. Vit. vi. 3).

2 gArj $aiixhs, oKv Ovfia Qeo7s koI avadrifjia (Xen. Be Rep. Allien. ; Alcib. ii. p. 97;

Pausan. Attic. 24). robs (iKrePeaToiTovs tSiv "E\%.-ljvajv (Jos. c. Ap. ii. 11 ; Isocr.

Paneg. 33; Tliuc. ii. 38; ^lian, Var. Hist. v. 17; Pausan. xxiv. 3). When
Apollonius landed at Athens Philostratus says, tV nev 5r) irpuiTriv SiaKe^if iireiSii

if>i\o6vTas rovs 'Adrjvaiovs tlSfv, vtrtp Upwv 5j6A.e'|oTo {Vit. vi. 2). <pi\6Q60i fiaXurra

iravTuv elffi (Jul. Misopogon).

3 Not, as in E.V., "your devotions " (cf. Philostr. Fif. Apollon. iv. 19, p. 156).

* KOI. For avaOfutptav D reads Siioropa;', perspiciens, d. The itrfyeypavro

implies permanence, and perhaps antiquity,

» 2 . . . TovTo, N, A, B, D, with Origen and Jerome. Cf. Hor. Epod. v. 1.

"At Deorum quicqixid in caelo regit;" and the frequent piacular inscription,

" Sei Deo Sei Deae." The vague expression "the Di\nne" is common in

Greek writers.

® Ver. 23, ayvoovvra, not " igiiorantly," which would have been unlike

Paul's urbanity, but " tvithout Jcnotving Who He is," with reference to ayviarcfi

(cf. Rom. i. 20). The word (v<r(Pe7T( also implies genuine piety.
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declaring unto you. The God who made the universe and

all things in it, He being the natural^ Lord of heaven and

earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands,^ nor is

He in need of anything^ so as to receive service^ from

human hands, seeing that He is Himself the giver to all

of life and breath and all things ; and He made of one

blood^ every nation of men to dwell on the whole face of

the earth, ordaining the immutable limits to the times

and extents of their habitation,^ inspiring them thereby to

seek Grod, if after all they might grope in their darkness ^

and find Him, though, in reality,^ He is not far from

each one of us ; for in Him we live, and move, and are,

as some^ also of your own poets have said

—

" (We need Him all,)

For we are e'en His offspring."

' An obvious reminiscence of the speech of Stephen (vii. 48 ; cf . Eurip.

Fragm. ap Clem. Alex. Strom. V. ii. 76).

^ A proposition to which the Epicureans would heartily assent.

* eepawevfTai, " is served," not " is worshipped," which is meaningless when
applied to "hands." It means by offerings at the altar, &c. (cf. II. i. 39,
el: TTore toi X'tp'*'"'* S'n'i v^hv fpe<]/a).

6 al/iaros is, to say the least, dubious, being omitted in « A, B, the Coptic,

and Sahidic versions, &c. On the other hand, as Meyer truly observes,

av0pd>Trov would have been a more natural gloss than a'ifiaros ; and the Jews
used to say that Adam was nby b© im, " the blood of the world."

6 Job xii. 23.

' \\ir)\a(pav, to fumble, like a blind man, or one in the dark (Arist. Pax.

691 ; Gen. xxvii. 21 ; Isa. lix. 10 ; cf. Eom. i. 21, x. 6—8) :—

" I stretch lame hands of faith, and grope

And gather dust and chaff, and call

To what I feel is Lord of all.

And faintly trust the larger hope."

—

Tennyson.

* He means to imply that the necessity for this groping was their own
fault—was due to their withdrawal to a distance from God, not His withdrawal

from them.
^ The poet actually quoted is Aratus of Cilicia, perhaps of Tarsus, and

the line comes from the beginning of his *aiv6fi(ya -.
—

irdvTri 5e Aihs /cexp^Mf^* trdi'TfS

Tov yap Kal ytvos e'T/itv.

But ho says nvfs, because the same sentiment, in almost the same words, is
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Since, tlien, we are the offspring of God, we ought not to

think that the Divine is like gold or silver or brass, the

graving of art and of man's genius."^

Condensed as this speech evidently is, let us pause for

an instant, before we give its conclusion, to notice the

consummate skill with which it was framed, the pregnant

meanings infused into its noble and powerful sentences.

Such skill was eminently necessary in addressing an

audience which attached a primary importance to rhetoric,

nor was it less necessary to utilise every moment during

which he could hope to retain the fugitive attention of

that versatile and superficial mob. To plunge into any

statements of the peculiar doctrines of Christianity, or

to deal in that sort of defiance which is the weapon of

ignorant fanaticism, would have been to ensure instant

failure ; and since his sole desire was to win his listeners

by reason and love, he aims at becoming as a heathen to

the heathen, as one without law to them without law, and

speaks at once with a large-hearted liberality which would

have horrified the Jews, and a classic grace which

charmed the Gentiles. In expressions markedly courteous,

and with arguments exquisitely conciliatory, recognising

their piety towards their gods, and enforcing his views

by an appeal to their own poets, he yet manages, with

the readiest power of adaptation, to indicate the funda-

mental errors of every class of his listeners. While

seeming to dwell only on points of agreement, he yet

found in Kleanthes, Hymn in Jov. 5, ^k <tov yap yeyos iffixev, and it was, not

improbably, a noble common-place of other sacred and liturgical poems. Of.

Virg. Georg. iv. 221—225. Bentley remarked that this chapter alone proves

" that St. Paul was a great master in all the learning of the Greeks " (Boyle

Lectures, iii.). This is a very great exaggeration. See Exc. III., p. 630 sq.

' " Judaea gens Deum sine simulacro colit " (VaiTo, Fr. p. 229). Hence

the "Nil praetor nubes et caeli numen adorat" of Juv. xiv. 97 and " Dodita

sacris Incerti Judaea Dei " of Luc. ii. 592 ; Tac. H. v. 6.
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practically rebukes in every direction their natural and

intellectual self-complacency.-^ The happy Providence

—

others, but not St. Paul, might have said the happy

accidenf^—which had called his attention to the inscription

on the nameless altar, enabled him at once to claim them

as at least partial sharers in the opinions which he was

striving to enunciate. His Epicurean auditors believed

that the universe had resulted from a chance combination

of atoms ; he tells them that it was then' Unknown Grod

who by His fiat had created the universe and all therein.

They believed that there were many gods, but that they

sat far away beside their thunder, careless of mankind ; he

told them that there was but one God, Lord of heaven and

earth. Around them arose a circle of temples as purely

beautiful as hands could make them—yet there, under the

very shadow of the Propylsea and the Parthenon, and with

all those shrines of a hundred divinities in full view with

their pillared vestibules and their Pentelic marble, he tells

the multitude that this God who was One, not many,

dwelt not in their toil-wrought temples,^ but in the

eternal temple of His own creation. But while he thus

denies the Polytheism of the multitude, his words tell

with equal force -against the Pantheism of the Stoic, and

* Paul had that beautiful spirit of charity which sees the soul of good

even in things evil. Hostile as he was to selfish hedonism, and to hard
" apathy," he may yet have seen that there was a good side to the philosophy

both of Epicurus and Zeuo, in so far as Epicurus taught " the happiness of a

cultivated and self-contented mind," and Zeno contributed to diffuse a lofty

morality. "Encore que les philosophes soient les protecteurs de I'erreur

toutefois ils out frappe a la porte de la verite. (Veritatis fores piJsant. Tert.)

S'Us ne sont pas entres dans son sanctuaire, s'ils n'ont pas eu le bonheur de le

voir et de I'adorer dans son temple, Us se sont quelquefois presentes a ses

portiques, et lui ont rendu de loin quelque hommage " (Bossuet, Paneg. de St.

Catherine).

2 The word T^x'? does not occur in the N.T.
^ 2 Chron. vi. 32, 33. vo7os 5' &«» oIkus rfKr6v(tiP -irXaffOels vvo Affxas rb ddov

irfptfid\ot rolxuy irTi;x««s ;
(Eur. ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. Y. xi. 76).

J J
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the practical Atheism of the Epicurean. While he thus

de-consecrated, as it were, the countless temples, the Stoics

would go thoroughly with him ;
^ when he said that God

needeth not our ritualisms, the Epicurean would almost

recognise the language of his own school ;
^ but, on the

other hand, he laid the axe at the root of their most

cherished convictions when he added that Matter was no

eternal entity, and God no impersonal abstraction, and

Providence no mere stream of tendency without us, which,

like a flow of atoms, makes for this or that ; but that He
was at once the Creator and the Preserver, the living and

loving Lord of the material universe, and of all His children

in the great family of man, and of all the nations, alike

Jew and Gentile, alike Greek and barbarian, which had

received from His decrees the limits of their endurance and

of their domains. In this one pregnant sentence he also

showed the falsity of all autochthonous pretensions, and

national self-glorifications, at the expense of others, as well

as of all ancient notions about the local limitations of special

deities. The afflicted Jew at whom they were scoffing

belonged to a race as dear to Him as the beautiful Greek

;

and the barbarian was equall}^ His care, as from His throne

He beholds all the dwellers upon earth. And when he

told them that God had given them the power to find Him,

and that they had but dimty groped after Him in the dark-

ness—and when he clenched by the well-known hemistich

of Aratus and Cleanthes (perhaps famihar to them at their

solemn festivals) the truth that we are near and dear to

Him, the peoj^le of His pasture and the sheej) of His hand,

' Seneca ap. Lact. Instt. vi. 25, and Ep. Mor. xxxi. 11.

2 "Omnis enim per se Divom natura necesse est

Immortali aevo summa ciim pace fruatur . . .

Ipsa suis pollens opibus, nihil indiga nostri."—Lucr. ii. 650.

Of. Sen. Ep. 95, 47. St. Paul, however, more probably derived the sentiment

if from any source, from 2 Mace. xiv. 35, or from Ps. 1. 11, 12 ; Job. xli. 11.
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they would be prepared for the conclusion that all these

cunning effigies—at which he pointed as he spoke—all

these carved and molten and fictile images, were not and

could not be semblances of Him, and ought not to be wor-

shipped^ were they even as venerable as the " heaven-fallen

image "—the Jto7reTe9 dyaX/jba—of their patron-goddess, or

glorious as the chryselephantine statue on which Phidias

had expended his best genius and Athens her richest

gifts.

Thus far, then, with a considerateness which avoided

all offence, and a power of reasoning and eloquence

to which they could not be insensible, he had demon-

strated the errors of his listeners mainly by contrasting

them with the counter-truths which it was his mission to

announce.^ But lest the mere demonstration of error

should end only in indifference or despair, he desired to

teach the Stoic to substitute sympathy for apathy, and

humility for pride, and the confession of a weakness that

relied on Grod for the assertion of a self-dependence which

denied all need of Him; and to lead the Epicurean to

prefer a spiritual peace to a sensual pleasure, and a living

Saviour to distant and indifferent gods. He proceeded,

therefore, to tell them that during^ lons^ centuries of their

history Grod had overlooked or condoned^ this ignorance,

but that now the kingdom of heaven had come to them

—

now He called them to repentance—now the day of judg-

^ See for the Pagan view Cic. de Nat. Deor. i. 18.

2 Tlie Epicurean notion of happiness as the result of coarser atoms was as

material as Paley's, who considers it to be " a certain state of the nervous

system in that part of the system in which we feel joy and grief . . . which

may be the upper region of the stomach or the fine net-work lining the whole

region of the praecordia" {Moral Philos. ch. vi.).

^ Yer. 30, v-nepi^wv. "Winked at" is a somewhat unhappy colloquialism of

the E.V. (cf. Rom. i. 24). It also occurs in Ecclus. xxx. 11. " Times of igno-

rance " is a half-technical term, like the Avahic jahiliijrja for the time before

Mahomet.

J J 2
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ment was proclaimed, a day in which the world should be

judged in righteousness by One whom Grod had thereto

appointed, even by that Jesus to whose work God had set

His seal by raising Hira from the dead

That was enough. A burst of coarse derision inter-

rupted his words.^ The Grreeks, the philosophers them-

selves, could listen with pleasure, even with something of

conviction, while he demonstrated the nullity of those

gods of the Acropolis at which even their fathers, four

centuries earlier, had not been afraid to jeer. But now
that he had got to a point at which he mixed up mere

Jewish matters and miracles with his predication—now
that he began to tell them of that Cross which was

to them foolishness, and of that Resurrection from the

dead which was inconceivably alien to their habits of

belief—all interest was for them at an end. It was

as when a lunatic suddenly introduces a wild delusion

into the midst of otherwise sane and sensible remarks.

The " strange gods " whom they fancied that he was

preaching became too fantastic even to justify any further

inquiry. They did not deign to waste on such a topic

the leisure which was important for less extraordinary

gossip.^ They were not nearly serious enough in their

' Acts xvii. 32, " The moment tliey heard the words ' resurrection of the

dead,' some began to jeor." 'Ex^fva^ov, which occurs here only in the N.T., is a

vei-y strong word. It means the expression of contempt by the lips, as

fivKT-npl(a} by the nostrils. It is used by Aquila in Prov. xiv. 9, for " Fools make
a mock at sin." Not that the ancients found anything hidicrous in the notion

of the resurrection of the soul ; it was the resurrection of tlie body which seemed

so childish to them. See Plin. N. II. vii. 55 ; Lucian, Be Mort. Peregr. 13. The
heathen Caecilius in Minucius Felix (oct. 11, 34), says, "Oracidis fabulas

adstruunt. Renasci se femnt post mortem et cineres et favillas, et nescio

qua fiducid viendaciis invicem credmit." See Orig. c. Cels. v. 14 ; Arnob. ii.

13; Athenag. De Besurr. iii. 4; Tert. De Cam. Christi, 15; &c,

^ There is a sort of happy play of words in the evKaipouu of Acts xvii. 21.

It is not a classical word, but implies tliat they were too busy to spare time

from the important occupation of gossiping.
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own belief, nor did they consider this feeble wanderer

a sufficiently important person to make them care to

enforce against St. Paul that decree of the Areopagus

which had brought Socrates to the hemlock draught

in the prison almost in sight of them ; but they in-

stantly offered to the great missionary a contemptuous

toleration more fatal to progress than any antagonism.

As they began to stream away, some broke into open

mockery, w^hiie others, with polite irony, feeling that such

a speaker deserved at least a show of urbanity, said to him,

" Enough for one day. Perhaps some other time we will

listen to you again about Him.'' But even if they were

in earnest, the convenient season for their curiosity recurred

no more to them than it did afterwards to Felix. -^ On that

hill of Ares, before that throng, Paul spoke no more. He
went from the midst of them, sorry, it may be, for their

jeers, seeing through their spiritual incapacity, but con-

scious that in that city his public work, at least, was over.

He could brave opposition ; he was discouraged by indif-

ference. One dignified adherent, indeed, he found—but

one only^—in Dionysius the Areopagite ;^ and one more in

a woman—possibly a Jewess—whose very name is un-

certain:* but at Athens he founded no church, to Athens

he wrote no epistle, and in Athens, often as he passed

its neighbourhood, he never set foot again. St. Luke has

* Acts xxiv. 25.

' "Le pedagogue est le moins convertissable des hommes" (Renan, p. 199).

" C'est qu'il faut plus d'un miracle pour couvertir a I'humilite de la croix un
sage du siecle " (Quesnel).

3 Christian tradition makes him a bishop and martyr (Euseb. If. ^. iii. 4

;

iv. 23; Niceph. iii. 11), and he is gradually developed into St. Denys of

France. The books attributed to him, On Die Heavenly Hierarchy, On
the Divine Names, &c., are not earlier than the fifth century.

* Ac»Va\is, " heifer," would be a name analogous to Dorcas, &c. ; Damai-is

occurs nowhere else, and is probably a mere difference of pronunciation. It

can have nothing to do mth dd^ap, and has led to the conjecture that she

was a Syrian metic. Absolutely nothing is known about her.
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no pompous falsehoods to tell us. St. Paul was despised and

ridiculed, and lie does not for a moment attempt to repre-

sent it otlierwise ; St. Paul's speech, so far as any immediate

effects were concerned, was an all but total failure, and St.

Luke does not conceal its ineffectiveness.^ He shows us

that the Apostle was exposed to the ridicule of indifferen-

tism, no less than to the persecutions of exasperated bigotry.

And yet his visit was not in vain. It had been to

him a very sad one. Even when Timotheus had come

to cheer his depression and brighten his solitude, he felt

so deep a yearning for his true and tried converts at

Thessalonica, that, since they were still obliged to face

the storm of persecution, he had sacrificed his own feelings,

and sent him back to support and comfort that struggHng

Church.^ He left Athens as he had lived in it, a

despised and lonely man. And jei, as I have said,

his visit was not in vain. Many a deep thought in the

Epistle to the Romans may have risen from the Apostle's

reflections over the apparent failure at Athens. The

wave is flung back, and streams away in broken foam,

but the tide advances with irresistible majesty and

might. Little did those philosophers, in their self-

satisfied superiority, suppose that the trivial incident in

wdiich they had condescended to take part was for

them the beginning of the end.^ Xerxes and his

* Yet we are constantly asked to believe, by the very acnte aqid impartial

criticism of sceptics, that St. Luke is given to inventing the naraeb of illustrious

converts to do credit to St. Paul. If any one will compare Philostratus's

Life of Apollonius with the Acts of the Apostles he will soon leai-n to

appreciate the difference between the cloudy romance of a panegyrist and the

plain narrative of a truthful biographer.

" As may be inferred from 1 Thess. ill. 2. Did Silas also join him at

Athens, and was he also sent back (to Beroea) ? The v/jlus is in favour of the

supposition, the fj.6yoi is against it.

'* Reuan alludes to the Edict of Justinian suppressing the Athenian chair

of Philosophy 474 years after.
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Persians had encamped on the Areopagus, and devoted

to the flames the temples on the Acropohs on the very

grounds ui'ged by St. Paul, " that the gods could not be

shut within walls, and that the whole universe was their

home and temple."^ Yet the sword and fire of Xerxes, and

all the millions of his vast host, have been utterly im-

potent in their effects, if we compare them to the results

which followed from the apparent failure of this poor and

insulted tent-maker. Of all who visit Athens, myriads

connect it with the name of Paul who never so much as

remember that, since the epoch of its glory, it has been

trodden by the feet of poets and conquerors and kings.

They think not of Cicero, or Virgil, or Grermanicus, but of

the wandering tent-maker. In all his seeming defeats

lay the hidden germ of certain victory. He founded no

church at Athens, but there— it may be under the

fostering charge of the converted Areopagite—a church

grew up. In the next century it furnished to the cause

of Christianity its martyr bishops and its eloquent

apologists.^ In the third century it flom'ished in peace

and purity. In the fourth century it was represented

at Nicaea, and the noble rhetoric of the two great

Christian friends St. Basil and St. Grregory of Nazianzus

was trained in its Christian schools. Nor were many
centuries to elapse ere, unable to confront the pierced

hands which held a wooden Cross, its myriads of deities

had fled into the dimness of outworn creeds, and its

tutelary goddess, in spite of the flashing eyes which

Homer had commemorated, and the mighty spear which

had been moulded out of the trophies of Marathon,

resigned her maiden chamber to the honour of that

^ Cic. Ticgg. ii. 10.

= Publins. A.D. 179; Quadi-atus, Euseb. R.B. iv. 23; Aiistides, A.D.

126 ; Athenagoras, circ. A.D. 177.
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meek Galilsean maiden who had lived under the roof

of the carpenter of Nazareth—the virgin mother of the

Lord.i

^ It Tvas probably in the sixth ceutui-y, when Justinian closed the schools

of philosoiihy, that the Parthenon was dedicated to the Yirgin Mary, and the

Theseum to St. George of Cappadociix,



CHAPTEE XXVIII.

ST. PAUL AT CORINTH.

" Men, women, rich and poor, in the cool hours

Shuffled their feet along the pavement white,

Companioned or alone ; while many a light

Flared here and there from wealthy festivals,

And threw their moving shadows on the walls,

Or found them clustered in the corniced shade

Of some arched temple-door or dusky colonnade."

Keats, Lamia.

** Ecclesia Dei in Corintho : laetum et ingens paradoxon.''

Bengel, in 1 Cor. i. 2.

Unnoticed as lie had entered it—^nay, even more unno-

ticed, for he was now alone—St. Paul left Athens. So

little had this visit impressed him, that he only once

alludes to it, and though from the Acrocorinthus he might

often have heheld its famed Acropolis, he never felt the

smallest inclination to enter it again. This was his only

recorded experience of intercourse with the Gentile Phari-

saism of a pompous philosophy. There was more hope of

raging Jews, more hope of ignorant harbarians, more hope

of degraded slaves, than of those who had become fools

because in their own conceit they were exceptionally wise

;

who were alienated by a spiritual ignorance born of moral

bHndness; who, because conscience had lost its power

over them, had become vain in their imaginations, and

their foolish heart was darkened.

He sailed to Corinth, the then capital of Southern

Greece, which formed the Eoman province of Achaia.
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The poverty of his condition, the desire to waste no time,

the greatness of his own infirmities, render it nearly-

certain that he did not make his way over those forty

miles of road which separate Athens from Corinth, and

which would have led him through Eleusis and Megara,

but that he sailed direct, in about five hours, across the

Saronic bay, and dropped anchor under the low green

hills and pine-woods of Cenchrese. Thence he made his

way on foot along the valley of Hexamili, a distance of

some eight miles, to the city nestling under the huge

mass of its rocky citadel. Under the shadow of that

Acrocorinthus, which darkened alternately its double seas,^

it was destined that St. Paul should spend nearly two busy

years of his eventful life.

It was not the ancient Corinth—the Corinth of Peri-

ander, or of Thucydides, or of Timoleon—that he was

now entering, but Colonia Julia, or Laus Juli Corinthus,

which had risen out of the desolate ruins of the older

city. When the Hegemony had passed from Sparta and

Athens, Corinth occupied their place, and as the leader

of the Achaean league she was regarded as the light and

glory of Grreece. Flamininus, when the battle of Cynos-

cephalae had destroyed the hopes of Philip, proclaimed at

Corinth the independence of Hellas.^ But when the city

was taken by L. Mummius, B.C. 146, its inhabitants had

been massacred, its treasures carried off to adorn the

triumph of the conqueror, and the city itself devastated

and destroyed. For a hundred years it lay in total ruin,

and then Julius Caesar, keenly alive to the beauty and

importance of its position, and desiring to call attention

to the goddess for whose worship it had been famous, and

whose descendant he professed to be, rebuilt it from its

> Stat. Theb. vil 106. " B.C. 196.
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foundations, and peopled it with a colony of veterans and

freedmen.^

It sprang almost instantly into fame and wealth.

Standing on the bridge of the double sea, its two

harbours—Lechseum on the Corinthian and Cenchrese on

the Saronic Gulf—instantly attracted the commerce of the

east and west. The Diolkos, or land-channel, over which

ships could be dragged across the Isthmus, was in constant

use, because it saved voyagers from the circumnavigation

of the dreaded promontory of Malea.^ Jews with a keen

eye to the profits of merchandise, Greeks attracted by

the reputation of the site and the glory of the great

Isthmian games, flocked to the protection of the Eoman
colony. The classic antiquities found amid the debris

of the conflagration, and the successful imitations to

which they led, were among the earliest branches of the

trade of the tow^n. Splendid buildings, enriched with

ancient pillars of marble and porphyry, and adorned with

gold and silver, soon began to rise side by side with the

wretched huts of wood and straw which sheltered the

mass of the poorer population.^ Commerce became more

and more active. Objects of luxury soon found their way
to the marts, which were visited by every nation of the

civilised world—Arabian balsam, Egyptian papyrus, Phoe-

nician dates, Libyan ivory, Babylonian carpets, Cilician

goats-hair, Lycaonian wool, Phrygian slaves. With riches

came superficial refinement and literary tastes. The life

of the wealthier inhabitants was marked by self-indulgence

and intellectual restlessness, and the mass of the people,

even down to the slaves, were more or less affected by the

' B.C. 44 Pausan. ii. 1, 3 ; Pint. Caes. 57 ; Strabo, viii. 6.

" Cape Matapan. The Greeks bad a proverb, MaAeas vipitrxioiv iiriXdOov

Twy ofKiiSe—as \\e might say, " Before sailing round Malea, make your will
"

(Strab. viii. p. 368). " Formidatura Maleae caput" (Stat. Theb. ii. 33).

3 1 Cor. iii. 12; Hausratb, p. 317.
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prevailing tendency. Corinth was the Vanity Fair of

the Eoman Empire, at once the London and the Paris of

the first century after Christ.

It was into the midst of this mongrel and hetero-

geneous population of Greek adventurers and Eoman
bourgeois, with a tainting infusion of Phoenicians—this

mass of Jews, ex-soldiers, philosophers, merchants, sailors,

freedmen,^ slaves, tradespeople, hucksters, and agents

of every form of vice—a colony " without aristocracy,

without traditions, without well-established citizens"

—

that the toilworn Jewish wanderer made his way. He
entered it as he had entered Athens—a stricken and lonely

worker ; but here he was lost even more entirely in the

low and careless crowd. Yet this was the city from

which and to whose inhabitants he was to write those

memorable letters which were to influence the latest

history of the world. How little we understand what is

going on around us ! How little did the wealthy

magnates of Corinth suspect that the main historic

significance of their city during this epoch would be

centred in the disputes conducted in a petty synagogue,

and the thoughts written in a tent-maker's cell by that

bent and weary Jew, so solitary and so wretched, so

stained with the dust of travel, so worn with the attacks

of sickness and persecution ! How true it is that the

living world often knows nothing of its greatest men !

For when we turn to the Epistles to the Thessa-

lonians and Corinthians, and trace the emotions which

during this period agitated the mind of the Apostle, we

find him still suffering from weakness^ and anxiety, from

outward opposition and inward agonies. He reminds the

Thessalonians that he had prepared them for his tribula-

^ 'EttoIkovs tov airehevOtpiKov yevovs irXeiffTovs (Strab. viii. 6).

' Probably auotlier attack of his malady (1 Cor. ii. 3),
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tions and their own, and speaks toucliingly of the comfort

which he had received from the news of their faith in

the midst of his afflictions.-^ Had he possessed the

modern temperament he might often have been helped

to peace and calm as he climbed the steep Acrocorinthus

and gazed from its lofty summit on the two seas studded

with the white sails of many lands, or watched the glow

of sunset bathing in its soft lustre the widespread pageant

of islands and mountains, and groves of cypress and

pine. But all his interest lay in those crowded streets

where his Lord had much people, • and in the varied

human surroundings of his daily life. How deeply he was

impressed by these may be seen in th€ Corinthian Epistles.

His illustrations are there chiefly drawn from Gentile

customs—the wild-beast fights,^ which Athens would never

admit while she had an Altar to Pity ; the lovely stadium,

in which he had looked with sympathy on the grace and

strength and swiftness of many a youthful athlete; the

race^ and the boxing-matches,^ the insulting vanity of

Eoman triumph,^ the long hair of effeminate dandies,^

the tribunal of the Proconsul,'^ the shows of the theatre,**

the fadins: g-arland of Isthmian
'fc> & pme.

But there was one characteristic of heathen life which

would come home to him at Corinth with overwhelming

force, and fill his pure soul with infinite pain. It was
the gross immorality of a city conspicuous for its depravity

even amid the depraved cities of a dying heathenism.^^

Its very name had become a synonym for reckless de-

» 1 Thess. iii. 4, 7.

2 1 Cor. XV. 32 ; Lucian Demonax, 57 ; Pliilostr. Apollon. iv. 22.

3 1 Cor. ix. 24.

* Id. ver. 27. « 1 Cor. xi. 14. « i Cor. iv. 9.

» 2 Cor. ii. 14—16. ? 2 Cor. v. 10, «• 1 Cor. ix. 25.
'" Hesych. s. v. KopweidCio-eai. Wetstein (the great source of classical

quotations in illustration of the New Testament, whose stores have been
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bauclieiy. This abysmal profligacy of Corinth was due

partly to the influx of sailors, who made it a trysting-

place for the vices of every land, and partly to the vast

numerical superiority of the slaves, of which, two cen-

turies later, the city was said to contain many myriads.^

And so far from acting as a check upon this headlong

immorality, religion had there taken under its immediate

protection the very pollutions which it was its highest

function to suppress. A thousand Hierodouloi were conse-

crated to the service of Impurity in the infamous Temple

of Aphrodite Pandemos. The Lais of old daj^s, whose

tomb at Corinth had been marked by a sphinx with a

human head between her claws, had many shameless and

rapacious representatives. East and west mingled their

dresrs of foulness in the new Gomorrah of classic culture,^

and the orgies of the Paphian goddess were as notorious

as those of Isis or of Asherah. It was from this city and

amid its abandoned proletariate that the Apostle dictated

his frightful sketch of Paganism.^ It was to the converts

of this city that he addressed most frequently, and with

most solemn warning and burning indignation, his stern

prohibitions of sensual crime.* It was to converts drawn

from the reeking haunts of its slaves and artisans that

he writes that they too had once been sunk in the lowest

depths of sin and sliame.^ It is of this city that we

freely rifled by later authors) and others refer to Ar. Plut. 149 ; Her. Upp.

I. xvii. 36 ;
Athen. vii. 13 ; xiii. 21, 32, 54 ; Strabo, viii. 6, 20—21 ; xu. 3, 36 ;

Cic. Be Bep. ii. 4 ; and Aristid. Or. III., p. 39, &c.

> On the numbers of slaves in ancient days, see Athenseus vi. p. 275 (ed.

Casaubon).
2 Juv. viii. 112 ; Hor. Ep. I. xvii. 36 ; Strabo, viii. 6 ; Athen. xiii. p. 573,

ed. Casaubon. A reference to the immorality of ilae city may still be

heard in the use of the word " Corinthians " for profligate idlers.

3 Rom. i. 21—32.
* 1 Cor. V. 1 ; vi. 9-20; x. 7, 8; 2 Cor. vi. 14; vii. 1.

6 1 Cor. vi. 9-11 ; 2 Cor. xii. 21.
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hear tlie sorrowful admission that in the world of heathen-

dom a pure life and an honest life was a thing well-nigh

unknown.^ All sins are bound together by subtle links

of affinity. Impurity was by no means the only vice for

which Corinth ^vas notorious. It was a city of drunkards;^

it w^as a city of extortioners and cheats. But the worse

the city, the deeper was the need for his labours, and

the greater was the probability that many in it would be

yearning for delivery from the bondage of corruption into

the glorious liberty of the children of God,

In such a place it was more than ever necessary that

St. Paul should not only set an example absolutely blame-

less, but that he should even abstain from things which

were perfectly admissible, if they should furnish a handle

to the enemies of Christ. And therefore, lest these

covetous shopkeepers and traders should be able to charge

him with seeking his own gain, he determined to accept

nothing at their hands. There seemed to be a fair chance

that he w^ould be able to earn his bread by tent-making in

a port so universally frequented. In this respect he was

unusually fortunate. He found a Jew of Pontus, named

Aquila,^ who worked at this trade with his wife Priscilla.

» 1 Cor. T. 9, 10.

' Corinthians were usually introduced drank on the stage (^lian. V. H.
iii. 15 ; Athen. x. 438, iv. 137 ; 1 Cor. xi. 21 ; Hausrath, p. 323).

' The Aquila, a Jew of Pontus, who translated the Old Testament into

Greek more literally than the LXX., lived more than half a century later, and

may conceivably have been a grandson of this Aquila. Pontius Aquila was a

noble Roman name (Cic. ad Fam. x. 33 ; Suet. Jul. 78) ; but that Aquila may
have been a freedman of that house, and that Luke has made a mistake in con-

necting him with Pontus, is without the shadow of probability (cf. Acts ii. 9;

1 Pet. i. 1). His i-eal name viay have been Onlcelos (Deutsch, Lit. Rem.,

p. 336), Hebraiscd from 'AkvAus, or may have been "i^^, Latinised into Aquila

;

but these are mere valueless conjectures. He was a tent-maker, married to

an active and kindly wife, who lived sometimes at Rome, sometimes at

Corinth, and sometimes at Ephesus (Acts xviii. 26 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 19 ; Rom.
xvi. 3 ; 2 Tim. iv. 19) ; and they were much beloved by St. Paul, and rendered
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As nothing is said either of their baptism or their conver-

sion, it is probable that they were already Christians, and

Pan! formed with them a lifelong friendship, to which

he owed many happy hours. This excellent couple were

at present living in Corinth in consequence of the decree

of Claudius, expelling all Jews from Eome.^ Tyrannous as

the measure was, it soon became a dead letter, and probably

caused but little inconvenience to these exiles, because the

nature of their trade seems to have made it desirable for

extraordinary services to the cause of Christianity. Priscilla was probably

the more energetic of the two, or she would not be mentioned first in Acts

xviii. 18, 26 ; Rom. xvi. 3 ; 2 Tim; iv. 19 (Ewald, vi., p. 489 ; Plumptre, Bibl.

Studies, p. 417).

' In A.D. 52 the relations of Judaea to Rome began to be extremely

unsettled (Tac. Ann. xii. 54), and just as the Gauls and Celts were expelled

from Rome (A.D. 9) on receipt of the news about the loss of Varus and his

legions, so the Jews were now ordered to quit Rome. Suetonius says,

" Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit " (Claud. 25).

Wliether Chrestos was some unknown ringleader of tumult among the

immense Jewish population of Rome—so immense, that from their Ghetto

across the Tiber no less than 8,000 had petitioned against the succession of

Archelaus (Jos. Antt. xvii. 11, § 1)—or an ignorant misreading of the name of

Christ, cannot be ascertained. We know that Christianity was very early

introduced into Rome (Rom. xvi. 7; Acts xxviii. 14), and we know that

wherever it was introduced, Jewish tumults followed (Acts xvii. 13, xiv. 19

;

xiii. 50), and that tlie Romans never took the trouble to draw any distinction

between Jews and Christians. It is, therefore, quite possible that these

incessant riots may have arisen in disputes about the Messiah. Dion Cassius,

indeed, corrects Suetonius, and says that the Jews were so numerous that

they could not be expelled without danger, and that Claudius therefore con-

tented himself with closing their synagogues (Dion, Ix. 6). Perhaps the

decree was passed, but never really enforced ; and Aquila may have been

One of the Jews who obeyed it without difficulty for the reasons suggested in

the text. Nay, more, ho may have been selected for special banishment as

a ringleader in the agitation, if, as some suppose, he and his wife were the

founders of Christianity at Rome. In any case its operation was brief, for

shortly afterwards we again find the Jews in vast numbers at Rome (Rom.

x\a. 3 ; Acts xxviii. 17). It is not at all impossible that the edict may have

been identical with, or a part of, that De Maihematicis Italia pellendis which

Tacitus mentions as atrox et irritum. Certainly that decree was passed

at this very period (Tac. Ann. xii. 52), and many of the Jews, addicted as

they were to all kinds of iniquities (Jos. Antt. xviii. 1), may easily have been

classed with the Mathematici. (See Lewin, Fasti Sao-i, 1774, 5.)
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them to move from place to place. At Corintli, as subse-

quently at Ephesus, Paul worked in tlieir employ, and

shared in their profits. Those profits, unhappily, were

scant}^ It was a time of general pressure, and though

the Apostle toiled night and day, all his exertions were

unable to keep the wolf from the door.^ He knew what

it was to suffer, even from the pangs of hunger, but

not even when he was thus starving would he accept

assistance from his Achaian converts. He had come to

an absolute determination that, while willing to receive

necessary aid from churches which loved him, and which

he loved, he would forego at Corinth the support which he

considered to be the plain right of an Apostle, lest any

should say that he too, like the mass of traffickers around

him, did but seek his own gain.^ Contentedlj^, therefore

—nay, even gladly, did he become a fellow-labourer with

the worthy pair who were both compatriots and brethren
;

and even when he was working hardest, he could still be

giving instruction to all who sought him. But now, as

ever, the rest of the Sabbath furnished him with his chief

opportunity. On that day he was always to be found in

the Jewish synagogue, and his weekly discourses produced

a deep impression both on Jews and Greeks.

But when the period of his solitude was ended by the

arrival of Silas from Beroea, and Timotheus from Thessa-

lonica, he was enabled to employ a yet more intense

activity. Not only did he find their presence a support,

but they also cheered him by favourable intelligence, and

brought him a contribution from the Philippians,^ which

alleviated his most pressing needs. Accordingly, their

arrival was followed by a fresh outburst of missionary

1 2 Cor. xl 9; 1 Cor. iv. 11, 12; k. 4.

2 See Acts xx. 34 ; 1 Cor. ix. 12 ; 2 Cor. vil 2 ; 1 Thcss. ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8.

» PliU. iv. 15 ; 2 Cor. xi. 9.
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zeal, and lie bore witness with a yet more impassioned

earnestness to his Master's cause.^ At this period

his preaching was mainly addressed to the Jews, and

the one object of it was to prove from Scripture the

Messiahship of Jesus. ^ But with them he made no

further progress. Crispus, indeed, the governor of the

s}Tiagogue, had been converted with all his house ; and

—

perhaps during the absence of his companions— Paul

abandoned his usual rule by baptising him with his own

hands. ^ But, as a body, the Jews met him with an oppo-

sition which at last found expression in the sort of language

of which the Talmud furnishes some terrible specimens.*

No further object could be served by endeavouring to con-

vince them, and at last he shook off the dust of his

garments, and calling them to witness that he was innocent

of their blood,* he announced that from that day forth he

should preach only to the Grentiles.

Already he had converted some Gentiles of humble

and probably of slavish origin, the first among these being

the household of Stephanas.^ With Crispus and these

^ The undoubted reading of Acts xviii. 5 is ewfixero r^ ^^hv^ " was being

constrained by the word " (m, A, B, D, E, G), not t^J Trceu/ian, as in E. V., " was
pressed in spirit." Of. for the word (ruj/eixero, Luke xii. 50 ; 2 Cor. v. 14.

De Wette, &c., make it mean " was engrossed " (Vulg., instabat verho), but

less correctly. " Sensus est, majore vehementia fuisse impulsum ut'libere

palamque de Christo dissereret" (Calvin).

2 1 Cor. XV. 3.

3 1 Cor. i. 14.

* Acts xviii. 6, avriTaffcxoixtvuv . . . koI fiKaffcprifioipTuv. See Life of

Christ, ii. 452.

5 Ezek. xxxiii. 4.

* 1 Cor. xvi. 15, " the firstfruits of Achaia " (in Rom. xvi. 6 the true

reading is "of Asia"). Fortunatus and Achaicus were probably slaves or

freedmen, as were " Chloe's household "
; Quartus and Tertius—who had the

high honour of being the amanuensis of the Epistle to the Romans—were
probably descendants of the Roman veterans who were the first colonists,

and may have been younger brothers of Secundus. Lucius, Jason, and
Sosipater were Jews (Rom. xvi. 21).
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faitMul converts, lie migrated from the synagogue to a

room close by, which was placed at his disposal by a pro-

selyte of the name of Justus.^ In this room he continued

to preach for many months. The entire numbers of

the Corinthian converts were probably small— to be

counted rather by scores than by hundi-eds. This is

certain, because otherwise they could not have met in a

single room in the small houses of the ancients, nor could

they have been all present at common meals. The minute

regulations about married women, widows, and virgins

seem to show that the female element of the little congre-

gation was large in proportion to the men, and it was even

necessary to lay down the rule that women were not to

teach or preach among them, though Priscilla and Phoebe

had been conspicuous for their services.^ And yet, small

as was the congregation, low as was the position of most

of them, vile as had been the antecedents of some, the

method and the topics of the Apostle's preaching had been

adopted with much anxiety. He was by no means at

home among these eager, intellectual, disputatious,

rhetoric-loving, sophisticated Greeks. They had. none

of the frank simplicity of his Thessalonians, none of the

tender sympathy of his Philippians, none of the emotional

susceptibility of his Galatian converts. They were more
like the scoffing and self-satisfied Athenians. At Athens

he had adopted a poetic and finished style, and it had

almost wholly failed to make any deep impression. At
Corinth, accordingly, he adopted a wholly different method.

Ill and timid, and so nervous that he sometimes trembled

while addressing them^—conscious that his bodily presence

^ There is no sufficient ground for calliug him Titius Justus on the

strength of E and one or two versions ; it seems to be simply due to the

homcBoteleuton in ovufjiaTi. There is stiU less ground for identifying him
with Titus.

2 Rom. xvi. 1, 2. » 1 Cor. ii. 3.

K K 2
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was mean in the judgment of these connoisseurs in beauty,

and his speech contemptible in the estimation of these

judges of eloquence^—thinking, too, that he had little in

the way of earthly endowment, unless it were in bis infir-

mities,^ he yet deliberately decided not to avoid, as he had

done at Athens, the topic of the Cross.^ From Corintb he

could see the snowy summits of Parnassus and Helicon

;

but he determined never again to adorn his teaching

with poetic quotations or persuasive words of human
wisdom,^ but to trust solely to the simple and unadorned

grandeur of his message, and to the outpouring of the

Spirit by which he was sure that it would be accompanied.

There was, indeed, a wisdom in his words, but it was not

the wisdom of this world, nor the kind of wisdom after

which the Grreeks sought. It was a spiritual wisdom of

which he could merely reveal to them the elements—not

strong meat for the perfect, but milk as for babes in Christ.

He aimed at nothing but the clear, simple enuncia-

tion of the doctrine of Christ crucified.^ But what was

lacking in formal syllogism or powerful declamation was

more than supplied by power from on high. Paul had

determined that, if converts were won, they should be won,

not by human eloquence, but by Divine love. Nor was

he disappointed in thus trusting in Grod alone. Amid

all the sufferings which marked his stay among the

Achaians, he appeals to their personal knowledge that,

whatever they may have thought or said among themselves

about the weakness of his words, they could not at least

1 2 Cor. X. 1, 10. Luther, who seems to have entered into the very life of

St. Paul, calls him " Ein armes diirres Mannlein wie unser Philippus

"

(Melancthon).

2 2 Cor. xii. 5, 9.

3 1 Cor. i. 23 ; ii. 2.

* 1 Cor. ii. 1—5. avOpeairlurjs is a good explanatory gloss of A, C, J, &c.

* 1 Cor. i. 17; ii. 2; 2 Cor. i. 18.
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deny the " signs, and wonders, and powers" ^ wliicli, by the

aid of the Spirit, were conspicuous in his acts. They must

have recalled many a scene in which, under the humble

roof of Justus, the fountains of the great deep of religious

feeling were broken up, the strange accents of "the

tongues" echoed through the thrilled assembly, and deeds

w^ere wi'ought which showed to that little gathering of

believers that a Power higher than that of man was visibly

at work to convince and comfort them. And thus many
Corinthians—the Grentiles largely exceeding the Jews in

number—were admitted by baptism into the Church.^

The majority of them were of the lowest rank, yet they

could number among them some of the wealthier inhabi-

tants, such as Gains, and perhaps Chloe, and even Erastus,

the chamberlain of the city. Nor was it in Corinth only

that Christians began to be converted. Paul, like Wesley,
" regarded all the world as his parish," and it is little likely

that his restless zeal would have made him stay for nearly

two 3^ears mthin the city walls. We know that there w^as

a church at Cenchrese, whose deaconess afterwards "carried

under the folds of her robe the whole future of Christian

theology;"^ and saints were scattered in small commu-
nities throughout all Achaia.*

And yet, though God was thus giving the increase,

it must have required no small courage in such a city

to preach such a doctrine, and the very vicinity of the

synagogue to the house of Justus must have caused fre-

quent and painful collisions between the Jews and the

little Christian community. Among all the sorrows to

which St. Paul alludes whenever he refers to this long

1 2 Cor. xii. 12.

2 Acts xviii. 8.

3 Renan, p. 219.

'• 2 Cor. i. 1 ; Rom. xvi. 1. The nearest Achaian towns would be Leehseum»

ScLcenus, Cenchrese, Crommyon, Sicyon, Argos.
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stay at Corlntli, there is none that finds more bitter ex-

pression than his complaint of his fellow-countrymen.

He speaks of them to the Thessalonians in words of un-

usual exasperation, saying that they pleased not God, and

were contrary to all men, and that by their attempts to

hinder the preaching to the Gentiles of the Christ whom
they had murdered, they had now filled up the measure

of their sins.-^ The rupture was open and decisive. If

they had excommunicated him, and he was filled with

such anger and despair when he thought of them, it is

certain that the struggle between them must have been

a constant source of anxiety and peril. This might even

have ended in Paul's withdrawal to new fields of labour

in utter despondency but for the support which again, as

often at his utmost need, he received from a heavenly

vision. The Lord whom he had seen on the road to

Damascus appeared to him at night, and said to him

:

" Fear not, but speak, and hold not thy peace ; for I am
with thee, and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee ; for

I have much people in this city."

But at last the contest between the Jews and the

Christians came to a head. The Proconsul of Achaia^

ended his term of office, and the Proconsul appointed by

the emperor was Marcus Annseus Novatus, who, having been

adopted by the friendly rhetorician Lucius Junius Gallio,

had taken the name of Lucius Junius Anna^us Gallio, by

which he is generally known. Yery different was the

estimate of Gallio by his contemporaries from the mis-

» 1 Thess. ii. 14—16.
2 The term Proconsul is historically exact. The Government of Achaia

had been so incessantly changed that a mistake would have been excusable.

Achaia had been Proconsular under Augustus ; imperial, for a time, under

Tiberius (Tac. Ann. i. 76) ; Proconsular, after A.D. 44, under Claudius (Suet.

Claud. XXV.) ; free under Nero (Suet. Ner. 24) ; and again Proconsular under

Vespasian (Suet. Vesp. viii.). See supra, p. 351, and Excursus XVI.
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taken one wliicli lias made his name proverbial for indif-

ferentism in tlie Christian world. To the friends among

whom he habitually moved he was the most genial, the

most loveable of men. The brother of Seneca, and the

uncle of Lncan, he was the most universally popular

member of that distinguished family. He was pre-emi-

nently endowed with that light and sweetness which are

signs of the utmost refinement, and " the sweet Grallio
"

is the epithet by which he alone of the ancients is con-

stantly designated.^ " No mortal man is so sweet to any

single person as he is to all mankind,"^ wrote Seneca of

him. " Even those who love my brother Grallio to the

very utmost of their power yet do not love him enough,"^

he says in another place. He was the very flower of

pagan courtesy and pagan culture—a Roman with all a

Roman's dignity^ and seriousness, and yet with all the

grace and versatility of a polished Grreek.^

Such was the man on whose decision the fortunes of

Paul were to depend. Wlioever the former Proconsul had

been, he had not been one with whom the Jews could

venture to trifle, nor had they once attempted to get rid

of their opponent by handing him over to the secular arm.

» " Dulcis GaUio" (Stat. Sylv. ii. 7, 32). See Seehers after God, 16—21.

I need not here recur to tlie foolish notion that Gallio sent some of St. Paul's

writings to his brother Seneca. On this see Auhertin, Seneque et St. Paul,

p. 117. Nor need 1 recur to the resemblance between the Roman philosopher

and the Apostle, which I have examined in Seekers after God, 174—183, and

which is fully treated by Dr. Lightfoot (Phil. pp. 268—331).
2 " Nemo mortalium uni tam dulcis est quam hie omnibus " (Sen. Quaest.

Nat. iv. praef. § 11). He dedicates to him his De Ira and De Vita Beatd, and

alludes to him in J?;?, civ. Consol. ad Helv. 16.

2 " Galliouem, fratiem meum, quem nemo non parum amat etiam qui amare

plus non potest" (Nat. Qu. iv. praef. § 10).

* Seneca {Ep. 104), in allusion to his high rank, playfully calls him "my
Lord GaUio." He committed suicide after the ruin of his family in the plot

against Nero, though his life had been spared (Tac, Ann. xv, 73 ; Dion Cass.

kii. 25 ; Euseb. Chron. ad A.U.C. 818).

* Dion Cass. Lx. 35.
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But now tliat a new Proconsul liad arrived, who was perhaps

unfamiliar with the duties of his office, and whose desire

for popularity at the beginning of his government might

have made him complaisant to prosperous Jews, they

thought that they could with impunity excite a tumult.

They rose in a body, seized Paul, and dragged him before

the tesselated pavement on which was set the curule chair of

the Proconsul. It was evident that they had presumed

on his probable inexperience, and on his reputation for

mildness; and, with all the turbulent clamour of their

race, they charged Paul with " persuading men to worship

God contrary to the Law." Though Claudius had ex-

pelled them from Eome, their religion was a religio

licita— i.e., it was licensed by the State; but the

religion of " this fellow," they urged, though it might

pass itself off under the name of Judaism, was not Judaism

at all—it was a spurious counterfeit of Judaism, which

had become a religio illicita by running counter to its

Mosaic Law.-^ Such was the charge urged by a hubbub

of voices, and, as soon as it had become intelligible, Paul

was on the point of making his defence. But Gallio was

not going to trouble himself by listening to any defence.

He took no notice whatever of Paul, and, disregarding

him as completely as though he had been non-existent,

replied to the Jews by a contemjDtuous dismissal of them

and their charge. With a thorough knowledge of,

and respect for, the established laws, but with a

genuinely Roman indifference for conciliatory language,

and a more than Roman haughtiness of demeanour

towards a people whom, like his brother, he probably

despised and detested, he stopped the proceedings with

^ Hence though vaph. -rbv v&^xov, ver. 13, means " contrary to the Jewish
law " (of. ver. 15), it might in this way come under the cognisance of the

Homan law.
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the remark that their accusation against St. Paul, as a

violator of any law, Mosaic or otherwise, vv^hich he could

recognise, was utterly baseless. " Had this been a matter

of civil wrong or moral outrage^ it would have been but

right for me to put up with you, and listen to these

charges of yours ; but if it be a number of questions^ about

an opinion, and about mere names, and your law, see to

it yourselves ; for a judge of these matters I do not choose

to be." Having thus, as we should say, quashed the in-

dictment, "my Lord Gallio" ordered his lictors to clear the

court. We may be sure they made short work of eject-

ing the frustrated but muttering mob, on whose disap-

pointed malignity, if his countenance at all reflected the

feelings expressed by his words, he must have been look-

ing down from his lofty tribunal with undisguised con-

tempt.^ It took the Eomans nearly two centuries to learn

that Christianity was something infinitely more important

than the Jewish sect which they mistook it to be. It

would have been better for them and for the world if they

had tried to get rid of this disdain, and to learn wherein

lay the secret power of a religion which they could

neither eradicate nor suppress. But while we regret this

unphilosophic disregard, let us at least do justice to Eoman

* Ver. 14, a.UKi\ix.a, a legal injury
;

^(f^ioipyrt/jia, a moral offence.

2 (rir-fifjiara infr. A, B, D^, E, Coptic, Sahidic, Armenian, &c. " My lord's
"

Roman disdain for the gens sceleratissima is beard in every accent.

' Perliaps no passage of the ancient authors, full as they are of dislike to

the Je^vs (see infra, Excursus XIV.), expresses so undisguised a bitterness, or is

60 thorouglily expressive of the way in which tlie Romans regarded this singular

peojile, as that in which Tacitus relates how Tiberius banished 4,000 freed-

men " infected with that superstition" into Sardinia, to keep down the brigands

of that island, with the distinct hope that the unhealthy climate might help to

get rid of them—" et si, ob gravitatem caeli interissent, vile damnum " {Ann.

ii. 85). Suetonius tells us, with yet more brutal indifference, that Tiberius, on

pretext of military service, scattered them among all the unhealthicst provinces,

banishing the rest on pain of being reduced to slavery (Suet. Tib. 36 ; Jos.

Antt. xviii. 3, § 5).
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impartiality. In Gallic, in Lysias, in Felix, in Festus,

in the centurion Julius, even in Pilate,^ different as were

their degrees of rectitude, we cannot but admire the

trained judicial insight with which they at once saw
through the subterranean injustice and virulent animosity

of the Jews in bringing false charges against innocent

men. Deep as was his ignorance of the issues which were

at stake, the conduct of Gallio was in accordance with

the strictest justice when "he drave them from his

judgment-seat."

But the scene did not end here. The volatile Greeks,^

though they had not dared to interfere until the decision

of the Proconsul had been announced, were now keenly

delighted to see how completely the malice of the Jews
had been foiled ; and since the highest authority had pro-

nounced the charge against St. Paul to be frivolous, they

seized the opportunity of executing a little Lynch law.

The ringleader of the Jewish faction had been a certain

Sosthenes, who may have succeeded Crispus in the func-

tion of Ruler of the Synagogue, and whose zeal may have

been all the more violently stimulated by the defection of his

predecessor.^ Whether the Corinthians knew that St. Paul

was a Eoman citizen or not, they must at least have been

aware that he had separated from the synagogue, and that

many Gentiles espoused his views. They thought it in-

tolerable that Jews should try to trump up charges against

one who in some measure belonged to themselves. The

^ Acts xxiii. 29 ; xxv. 19. The ignorant provincialism of the justices at

Philippi was of too low a type to understand Roman law.

^ Acts xviii. 17, irdvTes. The oi "eaxtj^cs of D, E is a gloss, though a

correct one. If this Sosthenes is identical with the Sosthenes of 1 Coi*. i. 1,

he must have been subsequently converted ; but the name is a common one,

and it is hardly likely that two rulers of the synagogue would be converted in

succession.

^ I give the view which seems to me the most probable, passing over masses

of idle conjectures.
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opportunity to show tliese Jews wliat the}'' tlionglit of

them, and give them a lesson as to the way in which

they should behave in the future, was too tempting.

Accordingly they seized Sosthenes, and gave him a

beating in the actual basilica in front of the tribunal, and

under the very eyes of the Proconsul. An ancient gloss

says that he pretended not to see what they were doing,^

but the text implies that he looked on at the entire pro-

ceeding with unfeigned indifference. So long as they were

not guilty of any serious infraction of the peace, it was

nothing to him how they amused themselves. He had

been familiar with similar disturbances in Eome. The

Jews were everywhere a turbulent, fanatical race. What
was it to him if the Greek gamins liked to inflict a little

richly-deserved castigation ? It would be so much the

better if they taught this Sosthenes and any number more

of these Jews a severe lesson. They would be more

likely (he thought) to keep order in future, and less

likely to trouble him again with their meanness and

their malevolence, their riots and their rancours.^

There is one thing that we cannot but deeply regret.

It is that Gallio's impatient sense of justice has deprived

us of another speech by St. Paul which, delivered under

such circumstances, and before such a judge, would have

been of the deepest interest. But Gallio dismissed the

whole scene from his mind as supremely unimportant.

Had he ever thought it worth alluding to, in any letter

to his brother Seneca, it would have been in some such

terms as these:—"Jk^had scarcely arrived when the Jews

* "Tunc Gallio fingebat enim non videre " (MS. d).

' Paley {llor. Paxil.) points out the honesty with which St. Luke narrates

the supercilious indifference of great men to the circumstances which affected

the life of the Apostle. The " things," however, for which Gallio " did not

care " were not " the things of the kingdom of heaven," but the beating of a

Jew by Greeks.
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ti'ied to play on my inexperience by dragging before me
one Paulus, who seems to be an adherent of Chrestus, or

Christus, of whom we heard something at Rome. I was

not going to be troubled with their malefic superstitions,

and ordered them to be turned out. The Greeks ac-

cordingly, who were favourable to Paulus, beat one of the

Jews in revensre for their malice. You w^ould have

smiled, if you had been present, at these follies of the turha

forensis. Sed haec hactenus."

But the superficiality which judges only by externals

always brings its o^vn retribution. It adores the mortal

and scorns the divinity; it welcomes the impostor and

turns the angel from its door. It forms its judgment

on trivial accidents, and ignores eternal realities. The

haughty, distinguished, and cultivated Gallio, brother of

Seneca, Proconsul of Achaia, the most popular man and

the most eminent litterateur of his day, would have been to

the last degree amazed had any one told him that so paltry

an occurrence would be for ever recorded in history ; that

it would be the only scene in his life in which posterity

would feel a moment's interest ; that he would owe to it

any immortality he possesses ; that he would for all time

be mainly judged of by the glimpse we get of him on that

particular morning ; that he had flung away the greatest

opportunity of his life when he closed the lips of the

haggard Jewish prisoner whom his decision rescued from

the clutches of his countrymen; that a correspondence

between that Jew Shaul, or Paulus, and his great brother

Seneca, would be forged and would go down to posterity;^

' No one in these days doubts that tlie letters of St. Paul and Seneca

(Fleury, St. Paul and Seneque, ii. 300 ; Axibertin, Senhque et St. Paul, 409

;

Lightfoot, Phil. 327 ; Boissier, La Beligion Bumaine, ii. 52—104) are

spurious. On the real explanation of the resemblances between the two, see

Seekers after God, p. 270, sq., and passim. It will there be seen how small

ground there is for Tertullian's expression " Seneca sae^e noster."
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that it would be believed for centuries that that wretched

prisoner had converted the splendid philosopher to his

own "execrable superstition," and that Seneca had borrowed

from him the finest sentiments of his writings ; that for

all future ages that bent, ophthalmic, nervous, unknown

Jew, against whom all other Jews seemed for some incon-

ceivably foolish reason to be so infuriated, would be

regarded as transcendently more important than his deified

Emperors and immortal Stoics; that the "parcel of ques-

tions " about a mere opinion, and names, and a matter of

Jewish law, which he had so disdainfully refused to hear,

should hereafter become the most prominent of all ques-

tions to the whole civilised world.

And Paul may have suspected many of these facts as

little as "the sweet Gallio " did. Sick at heart with this

fresh outrage, and perhaps musing sadly on the utterance

of his Master that He came not to send peace on earth

but a sword, he made his way back from the Bema of the

great Proconsul to the little congregation in the room of

Justus, or to his lodging in the squalid shop of Aquila

and Priscilla.



CHAPTEE XXIX.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESS ALON I ANS.

" Ergo latet ultimus dies ut observentur omnes dies."—Aua.

At some period during his stay in Corinth, and probably

before his arrest by the Jews early in the year 53, or at

the close of A.D. 52, an event had taken place of immense

significance in the life of the Apostle and in the history of

the Christian faith. He had written to the Thessalonians

a letter which may possibly have been the first he

wrote to any Christian church,^ and which certainly is the

earliest of those that have come down to us. He had begun,

therefore, that new form of activity which has produced

effects so memorable to all generations of the Christian

world.

We have already seen that Paul had left Timotheus in

Macedonia, had been joined by him in Athens, and had

once more parted from him, though with deep reluctance

and at great self-sacrifice, because his heart yearned for

his Thessalonian converts, and he had been twice prevented

1 I only put this as a possibility. It wiU be seen hereafter (see 1 Cor.

V. 9 ; 2 Cor. X. 9) that I regard it as certain that St. Paul wrote other letters,

of which some—perhaps many—have perished ; aud it is difficult to believe that

(for instance) he wrote no word of thanks to the Philippians for the contribu-

tions which they had twice sent to him at Thessalonica, or that he wi'ote

nothing to the Thessalonians themselves when he sent Timothy to tliem from

Athens. Does not the whole style of these Epistles show that they could not

have been the first specimens of their kind ? "We cannot be surprised that,

amid the disorders of the times, letters wi-itten on fugitive materials should

have perished, especially as many of them may have been wholly undoctrinaL

In 2 Thess. iii. 17 could St. Paul say <i eVrt crri^iuov iv irao-jj iirta-roXf, if he had
only written une ?
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from carrying out his earnest desire to visit tliem once

more. After doing all that he could to comfort and

support them in their many trials, Timotheus had returned,

in company with Silas, to Corinth, and doubtless there the

Apostle had talked with them long and earnestly about

the friends and brethren who had been won to Christ in

the Macedonian city. There was deep cause for thank-

fulness in their general condition, but there was some need

for advice and consolation. Paul could not send Timothy

again. There was other work to be done. Other

Churches required his own personal services. Nor could

he spare the companions of his toils in the midst of a

city which demanded his whole energy and strength. But

since he could neither come to the Thessalonians him-

self, nor send them back his truest and dearest fellow-

workers, he would at least write to them, and let his letter

supply, as far as possible, the void created by his absence.

It was a very happy Providence which inspired him with

this thought. It would come quite naturally to him,

because it had been a custom in all ages for Jewish com-

munities to correspond with each other by means of

travelling deputations, and because the prodigious develop-

ment of intercourse between the chief cities of Italy,

Grreece, and Asia rendered it easy to send one or other of

the brethren as the bearer of his missives. And epistolary

correspondence was the very form which was of all others

the best adapted to the Apostle's individuality. It suited

the impetuosity of emotion which could not have been

fettered down to the composition of formal treatises. It

could be taken up or dropped according to the necessities

of the occasion or the feelings of the writer. It permitted

of a freedom of expression which was far more intense and

far more natural to the Apostle than the regular syllo-

gisms and rounded periods of a book. It admitted some-
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thing of tlie tenderness and sometliing of the familiarity

of personal intercourse. Into no other literary form could

he have infused that intensity which made a Christian

scholar truly say of him that he alone of writers seems to

have written, not with lingers and pen and ink, but with

his very heart, his very feelings, the unbared palpitations of

his inmost being ;
^ which made Jerome say that in his

writings the words were all so many thunders ;
^ which

made Luther say that his expressions were like living

creatures with hands and feet. The theological import-

ance of this consideration is immense, and has, to the deep

injury of the Church, been too much neglected. Theolo-

gians have treated the language of St. Paul as though he

wrote every word with the accuracy of a dialectician, with

the scrupulous precision of a school-man, with the rigid for-

mality of a philosophic dogmatist. His Epistles as a whole,

with their insoluble antinomies, resist this impossible and

injurious method of dealing with them as absolutely as

does the Sermon on the Mount. The epistolary form is

eminently spontaneous, personal, flexible, emotional. A
dictated epistle is like a conversation taken down in short-

hand. In one word, it best enabled Paul to be himself,

and to recall most vividly to the minds of his spiritual

children the tender, suffering, inspired, desponding, terrible,

impassioned, humble, uncompromising teacher, who had

first won them to become imitators^ of himself and of the

Lord, and to turn from hollow ritualisms or dead idols to

serve the living and true God, and to wait for His Son

from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, even Jesus

who delivereth us from the comino; wrath.

* Casaubon, Adversaria ap. Wolf. p. 135.

2 Jer. ad Pammach. Ep. 48.

3 1 Tliess. i. 6, M'MiTttl, not " followers," as in E.V, See Excursus Lj

The Style of St. Paul as Illustrative of his Character," p. 619, sq.
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And one cause o£ this vivid freshness of style which

he imparted to his Epistles was the fact that they were,

with few if any exceptions, not deeply premeditated, not

scholastically regular, but that they came fresh and

burning from the heart in all the passionate sincerity of

its most immediate feelings. He would even write a letter

in the glow of excited feeling, and then wait with intense

anxiety for news of the manner of its reception, half

regretting, or more than half regretting, that he had ever

sent it.^ Had he written more formally he would never

have moved as he has moved the heart of the world. Take

away from the Epistles of St. Paul the traces ^ of passion,

the invective, the yearning affection, the wrathful denun-

ciation, the bitter sarcasm, the distressful boasting, the

rapid interrogatives, the affectionate entreaties, the

frank colloquialisms, the personal details—those marks

of his own personality on ever}^ P^gG which have been

ignorantly and absurdly characterised as intense egotism

—and they would never have been, as they are, next

to the Psalms of David, the dearest treasures of Christian

devotion ;—next to the four Gospels the most cherished

text-books of Christian faith. We cannot but love a man
whose absolute sincerity enables us to feel the very beat-

ings of his heart ; who knows not how to wear that mask of

reticence and Pharisaism which enables others to use speech

only to conceal their thoughts ; who, if he smites under

the fifth rib, will smite openly and without a deceitful

kiss ; who has fair blows but no precious balms that

break the head ; who has the feelings of a man, the lan-

guage of a man, the love, the hate, the scorn, the indigna-

tion of a man ; who is no envious cynic, no calumnious

detractor, no ingenious polisher of plausible hypocrisies, no

» 2 Cor. vii. 8.

L L
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meclianical repeater of worn-out shibboleths, but who will,

if need be, seize his pen with a burst of tears to speak

out the very thing he thinks ;
^ who, in the accents of

utter truthfulness alike to friend and to enemy, can

argue, and denounce, and expose, and plead, and pity, and

forgive; to whose triumphant faith and transcendent

influence has been due in no small measure that fear-

less and glad enthusiasm which pervaded the life of the

early Church.

And thus, when Timothy had told him all that he had

observed among the brethren of Thessalonica, we may feel

quite sure that, while his heart was full of fresh solicitude,

he would write to guide and comfort them,^ and that

many days would not elapse before he had dictated the

opening words :

—

" Paul, and Silvanus, and Timotheus to the Church^ of

the Thessalonians in God the Father and our Lord

1 2 Cor. ii. 4.

2 That the external evidence to the genuineness of the Einstles to the

Thessalonians is amply siifEcient may be seen in Alford, iii., Prolegom.

;

Davidson, Introduct. i. 19—28 ; Westcott, On the Canon, 68, n., 168, &c. The
internal evidence derived from style, &c., is ovei-whelming (Jowett, i. 15—26).

The counter-arguments of Kern, Schrader, Baur, &c., founded, as usual,

alike on divergences and coincidences, on real similarities and supposed dis-

crepancies, on asserted references and imaginary contradiciions to the Acts,

are silently met in the text. They carry no cou-viction with them, and have

found few followers; Baur {Paul, ii. 85— 97), to a great extent, furnishing

positive arguments against his own conclusion. (See Liinemaun, Br. an die

Thessal. 10—15.) Grotius, Ewald, Baur, Bunsen, Davidson, &c., consider

that the First Epistle is really I he second ; but the hypothesis is against external

and internal e\adeuce, is wholly needless, and creates obvious difficulties. It

would require many volumes to enter into all these discussions for every

Epistle ; but though I have no space for that here, I have respeclfuUy and
impartially considered the difficulties raised, and in many cases shown inci-

dentally my grounds for disregarding them. One most inimitable mark of

genuineness is the general resemblance of tone between the Epistle and that

written ten years later to the other chief Macedonian Church—Philippi. (See

Lightfoot in Smith's Bibl. Did.)
3 So in 1, 2 Thess., 1, 2 Cor., and Gal. But in the other Epistles to«j

aylois.
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Jesus Christ, grace to yon, and peace [from God our

Father and the Lord Jesus Christ^].
"

This opening address is in itself an interesting illus-

tration of St. Paul's character. Though his letters are

absolutely his own, yet with that shrinking from personal

prominence which we often trace in him, he associates

with himself in the introduction not only the dignified

Silas,^ but even the youthful Timothy ;
^ and in these his

earlier, though not in his later Epistles, constantly uses

" we " for " I." By " we " he does not mean to imply

that the words are conjointly those of his two fellow-

labourers, since he adopts the expression even when he

can only be speaking of his individual self;* but he is

actuated by that sort of modesty, traceable in the lan-

guage and literature of all nations, which dislikes the

needlessly frequent prominence of the first personal pro-

noun.^ In his letters to all other Churches, except to

the Philippians, to whom the designation was needless,

he calls himself Paul an Apostle, but he does not use the

title directly ^ to the Thessalonians, because his claim to

it in its more special sense had not yet been challenged by

insidious Judaisers.'^ In his five earlier Epistles he always

^ This a<idition is probably spiirious. It belongs to 2 Tliess. i. 2, and was
added because the greeting is so short. As we have now reached St. Paul's

first Epistle I must refer the reader to the Excursus which gives the Uncial

Manuscripts of the Epistles, infra. Excursus II.

2 Acts XV. 22, 32, 34.

' Silas and Timothy are associated with Mm in 2 Thess. ; Sosthenes in

1 Cor.; Timothy in 2 Cor., Phil., Col., and Philem. Paul writes in his own
name only to the Romans and Laodiceans, which Churches he had not personally

visited. Origen says that the concurrence of Paul and Silas flashed out the

lightning of these Epistles {Horn. v. in Jerem. 588 b).

• In 1 Thess. iii. 2, 6, and in Phil. ii. 19, Timothy is spoken of, though
associated with Paul in the greeting. 1 Thess. ii. 18, " we . . even I Paul."

* " We " is chiefly charactei-istic of 1, 2 Thess. In 2 Thess. the only

passage which relapses into " I " is ii. 5.

6 See 1 Thess. ii. 6.

' It would have been inappropriate in the private note to Philemon.

L L 2
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addresses " the Churcli
;

" in his later Epistles " the

Saints," and the reason for this is not clear ; ^ but to all

Churches alike he repeats this opening salutation, " Grace

and peace." ^ It is a beautiful and remarkable blending

of the salutations of the Jew and the Greek, the East

and the West, with their predominant ideals of calm

and brightness. The solemn greeting of the Jew was

Shalom, " Peace be to you
;

" the lighter greeting

of the Greek was xa'pety, " Eejoice
;

" the Church of

Christ—possessed of a joy that defied tribulation, heir to

a Peace that passeth understanding—not only combined

the two salutations, but infused into both a deeper and

more spiritual significance.^

After this salutation* he opens his letter with that

* Auother slight pecxTliarity is that in his first tAvo Epistles he says " the

Church of the Thessalonians ;" whereas in the next three he prefers the expres-

sion " the Church iu" such and sixch a city. This may be a mere trifle.

2 In his Pastoral Epistles he adds the word f\eos, " mercy." We may thus

sum up the peculiarities of the salutations :—
^i.

" An Apostle," in all except

Philem. and Phil. ii. " To the Church," in 1, 2 Thess., 1, 2 Cor., Gal.

iii. "To the Church o/ the," 1,, 2 Thess.; but " to the Church which is tw,"

1, 2 Cor., Gal. In all other Epistles, " To the saints." iv. " Grace and

peace," in all but the Pastoral Epistles, which have " Grace, mercy, and peace."

3 xdpts, quae est principium omnis boni ; dp'fivn, quae est finale bonorum
omnium (Thos. Aquin.).

* The Epistle, which is mainly personal and practical, may be analysed as

follows :—I. i.—iii. Historical ; II. iv.—v. Hortatory ; each ending with a

prayer. (I.) i. I. Brief greeting, i. 2—10. Thanksgiving for their conver-

sion and holiness, ii. 1—12. Appeal to them as to the character of his

ministry, ii. 13—16. Renewed expression of thanksgiving for their constancy

under persecutions, and bitter complaint of the Jews. ii. 17—iii. 10. His

personal feelings towards them, and the visit of Timothy, iii. 11—13. His

prayer for them. (II.) iv. 1—8. Warning against impurity, iv. 9—10. Ex-

hortation to brotherly love ; and 11, 12, honourable diligence, iv. 13—v. 11.

The only doctrinal part of the Epistle, iv. 13—18. Consolation about the

dead. v. 1—11. Duty of watchfulness, since the Lord's advent is near, and

the time uncertain, v. 12—15. Their duties to one another. 16—22. Spiritual

exhortations. 23, 24. His prayer for them. 25—28. Last words and blessing.

The Epistle is characterised by simplicity of style, and the absence of con-

troversy and of developed doctrine. Its keynote is " hope," as the keynote of

the Epistle to the Philippians is "joy."
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expression of thankfulness on their behalf which he ad-

dresses even to the Corinthians, whose deeds were so sad

a contrast to their ideal title of saints, and which is never

wanting, except in the burning letter to the apostatising

Galatians. So invariable is this characteristic of his mind

and style that it has acquired a technical description, and

German writers call it the Danki^agung of the Epistles.^

It was no mere insincere compliment or rhetorical artilice.

Those to whom he wrote, however much they might sink

below their true ideal, were still converts, were a Church,

were saints, were brethren. There might be weak, there

might be false, there might be sinful members among
them, but as a body they were washed and sanctified

and justified, and the life of even those who were un-

worthy of their high vocation yet presented a favoui-able

contrast to the lives of the heathen around them. But

the expression of thankfulness on behalf of the Thessa-

lonians is peculiarly full and earnest. It is an overflow

of heartfelt gratitude, as indeed the special characteristic

of the letter is its sweetness.^ St. Paul tells them that

he is always giving thanks to God for them all, men-

tioning them in his prayers, filled with the ever-present

memory of the activity of their faith, the energy of their

love, the patience of their hope.^ He reminds them of

the power and fulness and spiritual unction which had

^ Ewald, Die Sendschreiben des Ap. Paulus, 19, 39, &c. It may perhaps

be urged that some of these peculiarities may be due to the ordinary stereo-

typed formula of correspondence in the humbler classes. Thus, in papyrus

rolls of the British Museum (edited for the Trustees by J. Forshall), we find

such phrases as etrj &f ais to7s 6to7s (vxa/xevn SiaTeAcS, and even, apparently, (tov

5ia navThs fivdav irotov/xivoi. But St. Paul's incessant variations show how little

he was inclined to mere formulae.

2 " Habet haec Epistola meram quandam dulcedinem " (Bengel).

^ Cf. Gal. V. 6. Thus in the very first lines which we possess from his

pen we meet with his fundamental trilogy of Christian virtues—faith, hope,

love. Cf. V. 8 ; Col. i. 4; Eph. i. 15, 18 ; iii. 17, 18, 20, &c. See Reuss, Theol.

Chret. ii. 240.
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accompanied his preaching of the Grospel, and how they

had become^ imitators^ of him and of Christ with such

spiritual gladness in the midst of such deep affliction^

that they had hecome models to all the Churches of

Northern and Southern Grreece, and their faith had been

as a trumpet-blast"* through all the Mediterranean coasts.

So universally was their belief in God known and spread

abroad, that there was no need for St. Paul or his com-

panions to tell how they had worked at Thessalonica,

because every one had heard of their conversion from

idolatry to belief in the very and living God,^ and to

the waiting for the return of that risen Saviour who
delivereth us from the coming wrath.^

^ St. Paul, like many emotional and impressible writers, is constantly

haunted by the same word, which he then repeats again and again

—

'/ins

cLKovovTiffffi veivT&TTi hfj.(p ITT f\ijTat aKovovTiffai. He uses the verb yivofxai no less

than eight times, although, as Bishop Ellicott points out, it only occurs twelve

times in all the rest of the New Testament, except in quotations from the

LXX. " Un mot I'obsede, il le ramene dans une page a tout propos. Ce n'est

pas de la sterilite : c'est de la contention de I'esprit et une complete insouciance

de la correction du style " (Reuan, p. 233).

2 fjiiix-qToL, E.V. "followers."

3 i. 6. The reader will notice the exquisite originality of conception in the

words iv e\i^ei TToAAj) yuera xap«j nvtv/xaTos 'Ayiou. It is no rhetorical oxymoron,

but the sign of a new aeon in the world's history.

* i. 8, ii-hxi)"^"-^- ^^ «'^' aaXiriyyos Aafi-n-phv 7]xovffr)s (Theoph.). Admitting for

the warmth of feeling which dictated the expression, it suggests no difficulty

when we remember that a year may have elapsed since his visit, and that

Thessalonica was "posita in gremio imperii Romaui" (Oic), and stood " on a

level with Corinth and Ephesus in its share of the commerce of the Levant."

^
i. 10, 'A\7ieivi^ (1 John V. 20). ZwfTt as contrasted with dead men and

idols (Wisd. xiv. 15; Gal. iv. 8), which are mere elilim, " nullities" (Lev. xix. 4),

and habhtilim, " vapours." The expression shows that the Thessalonian Clmrch

was mainly composed of Gentiles, which accords with Acts xvii. 4, if we read

Kol 'EWrjvuv (supra, p. 509). If we omit koI there is still no contradiction, for

<)bviously many Gentiles, especially women, were converted, and even the

proselytes had once been idolaters.

•* Not as in E. V., " who delivered (pvSfjKvov) us from the wrath to come "

{ipxaixtyris, not fjif\Kova-ns). The deliverance is continuous (" Christus nos

semel iAvrpwa-aro semper (/verai

"

—Bengel) ; the wrath works as a normal law

(i. 1-10).
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He appeals to tliem, therefore, as to unimpeacliable

witnesses of tlie earnestness of his visit to them, and of

the boldness with which he had faced the dangers of

Thessalonica, after such recent and painful experience

of the outrages of Philippi. It has been evident, even

through these opening sentences of thanksgiving, that

there is in his words an undercurrent of allusion to some

who would, if they could, have given a very different

account of his conduct and motives.^ These appeals to

their knowledge of the life and character and behaviour

of Paul and his two fellow-missionaries would have been

needless if they had never been impugned. But it is easy

to understand that alike the Jews in their eagerness to

win back the few members of the synagogue who had

joined the brethren, and the Gentiles vexed at the silent

rebuke against their own sins, would whisper calumnies

about the new teachers, and try to infuse into others their

own suspicions. The cities of that age swarmed with

every kind and denomination of quack and impostor.

Might not these three poor Jews—that silent and digni-

fied elder, the shy, gentle youth, and the short enthusiast of

mean aspect—might they not be only a new variety of the

genus goes—like the wandering Galli and worshippers

of Isis, or Chaldaei, or Mathematici, or priests of

Mithras ? ^ Were they not a somewhat suspicious-look-

ing trio? What was their secret object? Was it with

sinister motives that they gathered into their communities

these widows and maidens ? Were they not surreptitiously

1 1 Thess. ii. 5, 9. These phrases are not a<^connted for by contrast with

heathen deceptions. The ifi'iv roh irKTTivovinv of verse 10 means " though
others did not so regard our conduct."

2 Hausrath, p. 300; nayn koX yo-nrts (Theoph.); ii. 3, eV UK(f (2 Cor. ii. 17 ;

iv. 2 ; xi. 13). cLKadapaia may only mean " impure motives " (e.g., covetousness

;

cf. 2 Cor. xi. 8; 1 Tim. iii. 8; Titus i. 7); " Unlauterkeit, Beiniischung men-
schlicher Begehmisse " (Ewald) ; verso 5, 7rA.eoff|/a (Acts xx. 33; I Cor. ix. 15;

2 Cor. xii. 14).
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trying to get hold of money? or might it not be their

own exaltation at which they were aiming ?—Now there

were some charges and attacks which, in after days, as

we shall see, filled Paul with bitter indignation; but

insinuations of this nature he can afford to answer very

calmly. Such calumnies were too preposterous to be

harmful ; such innuendos too malevolent to be believed.

In order to disjDrove them he had but to appeal at once

to notorious facts ; and, indeed, no elaborate disproof was

needed, for his Thessalonian friends knew, and God was

witness,^ that there had been no deceit, no uncleanness,

no base motives, no secret avarice, no desire to win

favour, no fawning flattery in the exhortations of the

missionaries. They had come, not for selfishness, but for

sacrifice ; not for glory, but to pour out their hearts' ten-

derness, and spend their very lives for the sake of their

converts,^ cherishing them as tenderly^ as a nursing mother

fosters her children in her warm bosom,* yet waiving their

own rights, and taking nothing whatever from them, nor

laying the smallest burden upon them.^ The brethren

knew that while they were preaching they regarded their

mission as a glorious privilege ;
^ and because their one

desire was to please Grod, they endured and laboured''

night and day ^ to win their own bread, setting blameless

» 1 Thess. ii. 5.

^ ii. 8, leg. d/xeipiifievoi, K, A, B, 0, D, E, F, G, "clinging to you;"
vpoffStSefj.fvoi (Tlieopli.) ; avrex^fj-fvoi v/xwv ((Ecumen.).

3 ii. 7, J?7r.o<, found also in 2 Tim. ii. 24. The yij-Tioi of h, B, C, D, F, G, is

an obvious instance of mere homoeotelcuton.

* ii. 7, diXirri.

° iv /Sapej i'lvai, " oneri esse " (Vulg.). It may mean to be dictatorial

(7ro\A7")s dTToAaCo-ai Ti/i^s—Chrys.), but see verse 9 ; 2 Cor. xi. 9 ; xii. 16

;

2 Thoss. iii. 8.

® ii. 4, 5($OKi/xdtrfie0a.

''

ii. 9, k6wos, " active toil
;

" /j-ix^os, " steady endurance of toil."

* St. Paul uses the ordinary Hebrew expression (iii. 10; 2 Tliess. iii. 8, &c.),

which aruso from the notion, found in an old border oath, that " God made
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examples of holiness towards God, and rigliteousness

towards men, and all the while exhorting their followers

one by one^ to live lives worthy of Grod and of the

kingdom of His Christ.^

And this was why, thank God, the Thessalonians had

accepted their preaching for what it was—a divine and

not a human message ; and had borne suffering at the

hands of their Gentile neighbours with the same exem-

plary courage as the Churches of Judaea, who in like

manner had been persecuted by the Jews. And here Paul,

as he so constantly does, "goes off at a loord." The mere

incidental mention of Jews makes him digress to denounce

them, writing as he did in the very heat of those conflicts

which ended in his indignant withdrawal from their syna-

gogue at Corinth, and recalling the manner in which these

murderers of the Lord and of the Prophets,^ displeasing"^ to

God and the common enemies of man,^ chased him from city

the earth in six days and seven nights." Hence too the term yvx^vf^^poy. St.

Luke, writing in his own person, says " day and night " (Acts ix. 24). The
fact tliat there were wealthy and distinguished women among the proselytes

(Acts xvii. 4) made this self-denial the more striking.

^ ii. 11, eVa iKaffrov vfj-icv. Chrysostom says, /8a/3at eV tocto^tw 7r\i)9ei UTjSeVa

wapoAtrreiV ; but probably the Chi-istians in Thessalonica would have made an

exceedingly small modem parish.

2 ii. 1—12.
3 Omit iSiovs, K, A, B, D, &c. " Suos adjectio est haeretici " {i.e., of

Marcion)—Tert. adv. Marc. v. 15.

* yUTj apecTKSvTwv. Tlie fih, though " the prevailing New Testament combina-

tion with the participle " (EUicott), is sUghtly less severe than if he had used

* The momentary exacerbation against the Jews in the mind of St. Paul

must have been unusually intense to wring from him such words as these.

We almost seem to catch the echo of the strong condemnation uttered against

them by Gentiles as a God-detested race, who hated all men (" odium generis

humani"—Tac. H. v. 5 ; Juv. Sat. xiv. 100), and such a view of them (which

Liinemann here fails to overthrow) must have caused a deep pang to one who
remained at heart a genuine patriot. (See Eom. ix. 1—5.) But the triumph

of tlie Jews over the impious attempts of Caligula had caused a great recru-

descence of fanaticism among them.
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to city, and tried to prevent liis mission to the Gentiles.

And it is tlius, he says, that they are always filling np

the measure of guilt, and the wrath came upon them

to the end—potentially overtook them—in that sudden

consummation of their sins. Their very sin, he seems to

sa}^ in hindering the proclamation of the Grospel, was itself

their punishment; their wrath against Christ was Grod's

"v\Tath against them ; their dementation would be, and was,

their doom.-^

And having been thus diverted by his feeling of indig-

nation against them from the topic of self-defence—on

which, indeed, nothing more was necessary to be said—he

goes on to tell them that regarding them as his glory

and joy and crown of boasting^ at the coming of Christ

—

feeling, in his absence from them, like a father bereaved of

his children^—he had twice purposed to come to them, and

had twice been hindered by Satan.* He had, however,

^ ii. 14—16. Baiir, in argiiing tLat tliis could only have been wi-itten

after the destruction of Jerusalem, makes a double mistake. First, he takes

ecpBaa-ev in the sense of 'i<p6aKey (like the E. Y. " has come "), which is the

erroneous gloss of B, D ; and secondly, he does not see the ethical conception

which I have here tried to bring out. The wrath of God found its full con-

summation in the fulness of their criminality (Matt, xxvii. 25) ; the fiat of

their doom had then gone forth. It was not finally consummated till the fall

of Jerusalem, eighteen years later, but signs were already obvious that its

execution would not long be delayed. To the prescient eye of St. Paul the

commencing troubles in Palestine—and the recent expulsion of the Jews

from Rome—would be ample to justify his expression. In the true prophetic

spirit he regards the inevitable as the actual. It is possible, too, that St. Paul

may be alluding to the great discourse of Christ (Matt, xxiii. 37—39 ; xxiv.

6, 16 ; cf . Rom. i. 18 ; Dan. ix. 2-1).

.
2 Ezek. xvi. 12 (LXX.).
^ ii. 17, a.TTOp(pavi(r0(VTes a<p' v/nwy.

* Once apparently at Bercea, once at Athens. The Satanic hindrance may
have been in Bercea Jewish persecutions, in Athens feeble health. (Cf. Rom.
XV. 22.) He is writing to Grentile converts, to whom it will be observed that he

does not adduce, in either Epistle, a single quotation from the Old Testament,

with wliich they could have been as yet but little familiar ; but the immediate

reference of trials, sickness, and hindrances to Satan is found to this day in
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done the next best thing he could. He had parted from

Timothy in Athens, and sent him to prevent them from

succumbing^ to those fierce afflictions, of the certainty of

which they had been faithfully forewarned; and to ascertain

their faith, as shown by the dubious result of too definite

temptations.^ AVhen Timothy rejoined him at Corinth,

the news which he had brought back was so reassuring

—

he was able to give so good an account of their faith, and

love, and steadfastness, and affection—that it had cheered

the Apostle in the midst of his own heavy afflictions, and

been to him like a fresh spring of life. No thanks to

God could be too hearty for this blessing, and it added

intensity to his prayer that God would yet enable him to

come and see them, and to perfect all deficiencies of their

faith. He concludes this historic or personal section of

his Epistle with the fervent prayer that God would

deepen the spirit of love which already prevailed among
them, and so enable them to stand before Him in blameless

holiness at the coming of our Lord Jesus with all His saints.^

all Oriental forms of speech. Even in the Bible the term Satan is sometimes

applied to " any adversary " or " opposing influence " (cf. ] Chron. xxi. 1 with

2 Sam. xxiv. 1). " The devil," ^ SiajSoAos, as distingviished from unclean spirits,

SatfiSvia, is only used by St. Paul in Eph. iv. 27 ; vi. 11 ; and three times in

the letters to Timothy. Where he regarded the hindrance as Satanic he

carries out his purpose another time, but where it is a divine prohibition

(Acts xvi. 6, 7) he finally gives it up. Acts xxi. 4 is only au apparent

exception.

> He here uses the metaphor o-aiVeo-Soi, derived from the fawning cowardice

of frightened animals ; elsewhere he uses the metaphor a-reWfadai, " to furl

the sails in a high wind." He calls Timothy " a fellow-worker with God "

{(Tvvfpyhv Tov Otov, D), au expression only altered in the MSS. because of its

boldness (1 Cor. iii. 9 ; 2 Cor. vi. 1).

* iii. 5, fi-h ircas i-irdpafftv . . . koL els Kevhv y4vrirai.

^ ii. 17—iii. 13. Parousia occurs six times in these two Epistles, and only

besides in 1 Cor. xv. 23. The word *' advent " is said to occur first in Tert.

De Besurrect. 24. The " saints " seems to be a reference, not to angels

(Ps. Ixxxix. 7 ; Matt. xvi. 27 ; Jude 14, &c.), because St, Paul does not use

this term of angels {hedoshhn, Ps. cxxxix. 7), but to those mentioned in iv. 16

;

1 Cor. vi. 2.
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From these earnest and loving messages he turns to

the practical part of his letter. He beseeches^ and exhorts

them not to be stationary, but to advance more and more

in that Christian course which he had marked out for

them. And then he enters on those special injunctions

which he knew to be most needful. First and foremost

he puts the high virtue of purity. These converts had

but recently been called out of a heathenism which looked

very lightly on the sins of the flesh. The mastery over

lifelong habits of corruption was not to be won in a day.

They were still in danger of relapsing into sensual crime.

It was necessary to remind them that, however small

might be the censure which Grentiles attached to forni-

cation,- and even to yet darker and deadlier sins,^ they were

in direct opposition to the command, and would immediately

deserve the retribution of that Grod whose will was their

sanctification, and who laid on them the duty, however

difficult, of acquiring a secure and tranquil mastery over

their body and its lusts.* If then any one among them

1 iporwfifv, as in V. 12 ; 2 Tltess. ii. 1 ; only elsewhere to his other Mace-

donian Church (Phil. iv. 3).

2 Cicero Caelio,48; Hor. /Sa^. L ii. 32 ; Ter. ^cZeZp/i. I. ii. 21 ; Jer.Ep.77;

Aug. De Civ. Dei. xiv. 18.

^ Ver. 7 , ov , , . 4ttI aKaQapcla dw' ^v aytaar/j.^.

* iv. 4. The exact meaning of elSeuat iKacrrov vfiuv rh eauroC (XKevos KTuffOai,

k.tA., must remain uncertain. It is wrongly translated in the E.Y. "that

eveiy one of you should know how to possess his vessel," &c., for Kraadai is " to

acquire." I have given what would be a very fine and forcible meaning of the

words, but it cannot be regarded as certain that tr/ceCos means " body "(cf . 2 Cor.

iv. 7, Chrys., Theoph, (Ecumen., Theod., Tert., and most moderns). I regard

it, however, as by far the most probable interpretation (cf. 1 Sara. xxi. 5

;

2 Cor. iv. 7). So ayytlov is used for " body " in Philo, and vas in Latin writers

(see Cic. T. Disp. i. 22 ; Lucr. iii. 44). Theodore of Mopsuestia and Augustine

make it mean "his own wife;" and then it would be a recommendation to

the spirit of chastity at once preserved and continued in a holy mari'iage (Heb.

iii. 4). This view has been recently adopted by De Wette, Schott, &c., as it was

by Aquinas and Estius. In favour of it are the Hebrew '"?? for wife (see

Rabbinic instances in Schoettgen, Hor. Hebr., ad loc), and the phi-ase KTuffdai

7i/vor«a (Ecclus. xxxvi. 29 ; cf. Eph. v. 28; 1 Cor. vii. 2; 1 Pet. iii. 7). But
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professed to despise these precepts as tliougli they were

merely those of the Apostle, he must now be reminded

that he was thereby despising, not any human teacher, but

God, who called them, not for uncleanliness, but in sancti-

fication,^ and by giving them His Holy Spirit, not only

deepened the duty, but also inspired them with the power

to sanctify His Temple in their hearts.^

The next Christian virtue of which he speaks is

brotherly love. He feels it unnecessary to do so,^ for God
Himself had taught them both to recognise that duty and

to put it in practice, not only towards the members of their

own church, but towards all Macedonian Christians (vs.

9, 10).

Further, they should make it their ambition to be

quiet,* working with their own hands, ^ and not to meddle

with others, and not to rely on the assistance of others,

but to present to the outer world a spectacle of honourable

and active independence (vs. 11, 12).

would tlie Thessalonians, whose women held a much higher and freer position

than' Oiiental women, have been aware of this somewhat repulsive Orien-

talism ? Would the use of it have been worthy of St. Paul's refinement P

and is he not, as Theodoret observes, speaking to celibates and to women as

well as to men ?

1 Leg. SiSopra, h, B, D, E, P, G.
' iv. 1—8. The dark warning of iv. 6 is lost in the E. V., because, though

it would be but too intelligible to Pagan converts, St. Paul veils it under the

delicate euphemisms, the honesta aposiopesis, familiar to his sensitive refine-

ment (of. 1 Cor. V. 1, 2 ; 2 Cor. vii. 11, &c. ; Eph. v. 3, 12). At any rate,

the Greek commentators, who would here be most likely to see his meaning,

take him to mean not only adidtery, but yet deeper abysses of wickedness.

It cannot be " business," which would be to7s vpdyfiaa-iy. (See Dollinger,

Judenth. u. Heiclenth.)

2 This sort of irapdKeitpis (or praeteritio), noticed here by Theophylact, is a

rhetorical figure characteiistic of St. Paul's kindliness (see v. 1 ; 2 Cor. ix. 1

.

Philem. 19). But the phrase also implies that it is easier to teach Christian

virtue than to eradicate habitual vice.

* One of St. Paid's happy turns of expression (oxymoron, Rom. xii. 11

;

cf. Isa. XXX. 7).

* This shows that the Thessalonian converts were mainly artisans.
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And now, by these moral exhortations, by thus recall-

ing them from over-eschatological excitement to the quiet

fulfilment of the personal duties which lay nearest at hand,

he has prepared the way for the removal of a serious doubt

which had troubled some of them. Since he left them

there had been deaths in the little community, and these

deaths had been regarded by some of the survivors with a

peculiar despondency. They had been taught again and

again to hope for, to look unto, the coming of Christ.

That blessed Presence was to be for them the solution of all

perplexities, the righting of all wrongs, the consolation for

all sufferings. What the hopes of the birth of the Messiah

had been to the Jew, that the hope of His return with

all His saints was to the early Christian. And it was

natural that such a topic should be prominent in the

addresses to a church which, from its very foundation, had

been, and for years continued to be, peculiarly afflicted.*

What, then, was to be said about those who had died, and

therefore had not seen the promise of Christ's coming?

What could be said of those whose life had ended like

the common life of men—no wrongs righted, no miseries

consoled ? Had not they been beguiled of their promise,

disappointed in their hope, deceived, even, as to the event

on which they had fixed their faith? And if they, why
not others? If the dead were thus frustrated in their

expectation, why might not the living be ? St. Paul has

already given them the advice which would prevent them

from brooding too much on that one uncertain moment of

Christ's coming. He has bidden them be pure, and loving,

and diligent, and live their daily lives in simple honour

and faithfulness. He would have eminently approved the

quiet good sense of that president of the Puritan assembly,

» 2 Cor. vil 5.
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who, when a dense darkness came on, and some one pro-

posed that they should adjourn because it might be the

beginning of the Day of Judgment, proposed rather that

candles should be lighted, because if it loas to be the

Day of Judgment, they could not be found better employed

than in the quiet transaction of duty. But Paul does not

leave his converts in their perplexity about their departed

friends. He tells them, in words which have comforted

millions of*mourners since, not to sorrow as those that

have no hope,^ for that " if we believe that Jesus died and

rose again, even so them also which had been laid asleep

by Jesus will God bring with Him."^ He even enters into

details. He tells them " by the word of the Lord"^ that

death would practicall}^ make no difference whatever be-

tween the living and the dead, for that in the tremendous
" now" of the Day of Judgment* the Lord Himself should

descend from heaven with a cry of summons, w^ith the voice

of the archangel,^ and with the trump of God,^ and that

* That the Gentiles were at this time, as a rule, desiwndent in their views

of death, in spite of dim hopes and splendid guesses, is certain. " Moi-tuus

nee ad Decs, nee ad homines acceptus est " {Corp. Inscr. i. 118 ; Boissier,

La Rel. Bom. i. 304, seq.). See, for the more ancient Greek view, ^sch.
Eumen. 648, &c. The shade of Achilles says to Ulysses in Hades :

—

•* ' Talk not of reigning in this dolorous gloom,

Nor think vain words,' he cried, ' can ease my doom ;

Better by far laboriously to bear

A weight of woes, and breathe the vital air,

Slave to the meanest hind that begs his bread,

Than reign the sceptred monarch of the dead.' "

* iv. 14. If the Sio rod 'iTjffoD be taken with Koifi-ndevras, " laid asleep by

Jesus." Cf. Acts iii. 16; Rom. i. 8 ; v. 11 ; 2 Cor. i. 5, &c.

3 " Quasi Eo ipso loquente " (Beza). As this can hardly be referred to

Matt. xxiv. 31, and must be compared with the Hebrew phrase (1 Kings xx. 35,

&c.), we can only understand it either of a traditional utterance of Christ or

a special revelation to the Apostle. Ewald, however, says (Sendschr. 48),

" Aus Christusworten die ihnen gewiss auch schriftlich vorlagen."

* Luther.

* Archangel only here and in Jud. 9.

* The imagery is borrowed from Ex. xix. 16.
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then tlie dead in Christ should rise first, and we who are

alive and remain^ be caught up to meet the Lord in the

air, and so be for ever with Him. " Wherefore," he

says, " comfort one another with these words." ^

But ichen should this be ?—after what period, at what

critical moment ? ^ That was a question which he need not

answer, because they themselves knew precisely'^ the only

answer which could be given, which was that the day of

the Lord should come as a thief in the night, overwhelm-

ing those that chose darkness with sudden destruction.

But tliey were not of the darkness, but children of light

;

so that, however suddenly it came, that day could not find

them unprepared.^ For which puipose let them be sober

and vigilant, like soldiers, armed with faith and love for a

breastplate, and the hope of salvation for a helmet;^ since

God had not appointed them for wrath, but to obtain sal-

vation through Him who had died in order that they,

whether in life or in death, might live with Him for ever.'''

The Thessalonians are bidden to continue edifying and

comforting one another with these words. Did none of

them ask, " But what will become of the Jews ? of the

heathen? of the sinners and backsliders among ourselves?"

Possibly they did. But here, and in the Romans, and in

the Corinthians, St. Paul either did not anticipate such

questions, or refused to answer them. Perhaps he had

1 These words will be explained infra.

' iv. 13—18. These verses furnish one leading motive of the Epistle.

' T. 1, "epi Se rwv xp^^vcov «aj toiv Kcupuv.

* V. 2, aKpifiws.

* T. 4, A, B, read KKfinas, which would be a slight change of metaphor.
" Weil der Dieb nur in und mit der Nacht kommt, vom Tage aber iibeiTascht

wird " (Ewald). Cf. Matt. xxiv. 37 ; Rom. xiii. 11—14.
" The germ of the powerful and beautiful figure of the Christian's panoply

which is elaborated in Eph. vi. 13—17; Rom. xiii. 12. (Cf. Wisd. v. 18;
Barnch. v. 12).

? V. 1—IL
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heard tlie admirable Hebrew apophthegm, " Learn to say,

*7 do not hioio' " This at least is certain, that with him

the idea of the resurrection is so closely connected with

that of faith, and hope, and moral regeneration, that when

he speaks of it he will speak of it mainly, indeed all but

exclusively, in connection with the resurrection of the

saints.-^

To the thoughts suggested by St. Paul's treatment of

this weighty topic we shall revert immediately. He
ends the epistle with moral exhortations—all, doubtless,

suggestedbythe needs ofthe Church—of extraordinary fresh-

ness, force, and beauty. There were traces of insubordina-

tion among them, and he bids them duly respect and love,

for their work's sake, the spiritual labourers and leaders of

their community,^ and to be at peace among themselves.

He further tells them—perhaps in these last verses

especially addressing the presbyters—to warn those unruly

brethren who would not obey. There was desjjondency at

work among them, and he bids them " comfort the feeble-

minded, take the weak by the hand, be patient towards

all men." They were to avoid all retaliations, and seek

after all kindness^ (vs. 12—15). Then follow little arrow-

flights of inestimably precious exhortation. Was dej)res-

sion stealing into their hearts? Let them meet it by

remembering- that God's will for them in Christ Jesus waso
perpetual joy, unceasing prayer, universal thanksgiving.

Had there been any collisions of practice, and differences

of opinion, among the excited enthusiasts whose absorp-

tion in the expected return of Christ left them neither

energy nor wish to do their daily duties, while it made

1 Pfleiderer, i. 275 ; Rom. vi. 23 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22, &c. See Reuss, TUol. Chret.

ii. 214.

' These vap;ue terms seem to show that the ecclesiastical organisation of

the Church was as yet very flexible.

2 V. 15, contrast this with Soph. Philoct. 679.

M M
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them also set very little store by tlie calmer utterances of

moral exhortation? Then, besides the exhortation to

peace, and the noble general rule to avoid every kind of

evil,^ he warns them that they should neither quench the

Spirit nor despise prophesyings—that is, neither to stifle

an impassioned inspiration nor to undervalue a calm

address^—but to test all that was said to them, and hold

fast what was good.^

Then, once more, with the affirmation that God's faith-

fulness would grant the prayer, he prays that God w^ould

sanctify them wholly, and preserve their bodies, their

wills and affections, their inmost souls,* blamelessly till

that coming of the Lord to which he has so often alluded.

He asks their prayers for himself; bids them salute all the

brethren with a holy kiss;^ adjures them by the Lord^

» Not " every api^earance of evil " (E. V.), grand as sxicli an exliortation

undoubtedly is. It may perhaps be " from every evil appearance," everything

•which has an ill look : possibly it refers to bad yevri of spiritual teaching.

2 1 Cor. xiv. 39.

^ Yerses 16—21. What they needed was the SiuKpia-is irvevudrav (1 Cor. xii.

10 ; Heb. v. 14), and to be Soki/j-ol Tpairi(7Tai.

* V. 23, (TU)fj.a, "body;" ^vxh, the entire human life and faculties; irvev/xa

the divinely imbreathed spirit, the highest region of Ufa 6\oTe\f7s, 6\uK\ripoi

(James i. 4). Trench, Synon., p. 70.

* The Tovs aSe\(pohs iravras must mean "one another," as in Rom. xvi. 16 ;

1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12 ; 1 Pet. v. 14, unless these few concluding lines

are addressed specially to the elders. On the " kiss of charity "—an Oriental

custom—see Bingham, Antiq. iii. 3, 3; Hooker, Pref. iv. 4.

^ The very strong adjuration may have been rendered necessary by

some of the differences between the converts and the leading members of

the commiiuity, at which the Apostle hints in v. 12—15. Some influential

persons, to whom the letter was fii'st handed, might be inclined to suppress

any parts of it with which they disagreed, or which seemed to condemn

their views or conduct. Timothy may have brought the news that some

previous letter of the Apostle to this, or other churches, had not pro-

perly been made known. How easily such an interference was possible we

see from 3 John 9, " I wrote to the Church, but Diotrephes, who loveth to

have the pre-eminence among them, receiveth us not " (see Ewald, Sendschr.

p. 51). Dionysius of Corinth deplores the falsification of his own letters

(Euseb. H. E. iv. 23). St. Paul generally asked for a prayer himself towards

the close of a letter (Eph. vi. 19 ; Col. iv. 3 ; 2 Thess. iii. 1).
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tliat his letter be read to tlie entire community ; and so

concludes witli his usual ending, " The grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ be with you. Amen."^ These last three

verses were probably written in his own hand.

It may easily be imagined with what rapture the

arrival of such a letter would be hailed by a young, perse-

cuted, and perplexed community; how many griefs it

would console ; how many doubts it would resolve ; how
much joy, and hope, and fresh enthusiasm it would inspire.

It could not but have been delightful in any case to be

comforted amid the storm of outward opposition, and to

be inspirited amid the misgivings of inward faithlessness,

by the words of the beloved teacher whose gospel had

changed the whole current of their lives. It was much to

feel that, though absent from them in person, he was

present with them in heart,^ praying for them, yearning

over them, himself cheered by the tidings of their con-

stancy; but it was even more to receive words which

would tend to heal the incipient disagreements of that

small and loving, but inexperienced, and as yet but half-

organised community, and to hear the divinely authorita-

tive teaching which silenced their worst fears. And

^ This yvdpKTixa or badge of cognisance is found, with sliglit variations, at

the close of all St. Paul's Epistles. Thus :

—

(a) In 1 Thess. v. 28 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 23 we have, " The grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ be with you," to which the word " all " is added in 2 Thess. iii.

IS; Rom. xvi. 24; PhU. iv. 23.

(;8) In Philem. 25 ; Gal. vi. 18 we have, " The grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ be with your spirit" ("brethren," Gal.).

(7) In Col. iv. 18 ; 1 Tim. vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. iv. 22 we have the shortest form,

" Grace be with you " (thee), to which Titus iii. 15 adds " all."

(5) In Eph. vi. 24 we have the variation," Grace be with all them that lovo

the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity," and in 2 Cor. siii. 14 alone the full

" Apostolic benediction."

The subscriptions added to the Epistles at a much later period are mostly,

valueless (see Paley, Horae Paulinae, chap. xv.).

2 1 Thess. ii. 17.

M M 2
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furtlier than this, if tlie words of St. Paul sliine so

brightly to us tlirough the indurated dust of our long

familiarity, how must they have sparkled for them in their

fresh originality, and with heaven's own light shining on

those oracular gems !
" Having received the word in much

affliction loith joy of the Holy Ghost
""^—that was no mere

artificial OTymoron, but an utterance which came from a

new world, of which they were the happy lords. " Jesus

which delivereth us from the coming wrath ;"^ " Grod

who called you unto His kingdom and glory ;"^ "This is

the will of God, even your sanctification ;"* "So shall

we ever be with the Lord ;"^ " Ye are all the children of

the light and the children of the day;"^ "See that none

render evil for evil unto any;"^ "Rejoice evermore."^

What illimitable hopes, what holy obligations, what golden

promises, what glorious responsibilities, what lofty ideals,

what reaches of morality beyond any which their greatest

writers had attained, what strange renovation of the whole

spirit and meaning of life, lay hidden for them in those

simple words !
^ The brief Epistle brought home to them

M. 6. 3 ii, 12. 6 iv, 17^ 7 V. 15.

2 i. 10. 4 iv. 3. '^ \.h. 8 y 16,

9 Baur {Taul. ii.), Kern {Tvh. Zeitschr. 1839), Van cler Vaier {Die beiclen

Briefen aan de Thessal.), De Wette {Einleit.), Volkmar, Zeller, Sec, and

the Tubingen school generally, except Hilgeufeld [Die Thessalonichei-briefe),

reject both Epistles to the Thessalonians as ungenuine, and Baur calls the

first Epistle a " mattes Nachwerk." I have carefully studied their arguments,

but they seem to me so sliglit as to bo scarcely deserving of serious

refutation. The difficulties which would be created by rejecting these

Epistles are ten times as formidable as any which they suggest. If an un-
biassed scholar, familiar with the subject, cannot /ee? the heart of St. Paul
throbbing through every sentence of these Epistles, it is hardly likely tliat

argument will convince him. External evidence (Iren. Haei: v. 6,1; Clem.
Alex. Paednrj. i. p. 109, ed. Potter ; Tert. De Resurrect. Carnis, cap. 24),
though sufficiently strong, is scarcely even required. Not only Bunsen,
Ewald, &c., but even Hilgenfcld {I. c), Holtzmaun (Thossalon. in Schenkel,
Bihel-lexiTcon), Pfleiderer {Faulinism, 29), Hausrath, Weisse, Schmidt, &c.,

accept the first.
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tlie glad trutli tliat tliey could use, for their daily wear,

that glory of thought which had only been attained by the

fewest and greatest spirits of their nation at their rarest

moments of inspiration ; and therewith that grandeur of

life which, in its perfect innocence towards God and man,

was even to these unknown.

It is a remarkable fact that in this Epistle St. Paul

alludes no less than four times to the coming of Christ,^

and uses, to describe it, the wovd. paivusi

a

—"presence"

—

which also occurs in this sense in the second Epistle,^ but

in only one other passage of all his other Epistles.^

"Whether, after the erroneous conclusions which the Thes-

salonians drew from this letter, and the injurious effects

which this incessant prominence of eschatology produced

in their characters, he subsequently made it a less salient

feature of his own teaching, we cannot tell. Certain,

however, it is that the misinterpretation of his first letter,

and the reprehensible excitement and restlessness which

that misinterpretation produced,* necessitated the writing

of a second veiy shortly after he had received tidings of

these results.^ It is equally certain that, from this

time forward, the visible personal return of Christ and the

nearness of the end, which are the predominant topics in

the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, sink into a far more

subordinate topic of reference ; and that, although St,

Paul's language in the letter was misunderstood, yet the

» ii. 19; iii. 13; iv. 15; V. 23.

» 2 Thess. ii. 1, 8.

3 1 Cor. XV. 23.

* "We find in St. Paul's own words abundant proof that his teaching was

distorted and slandered, and St. Peter gives us direct positive assurance that

such was the case (2 Pet. iii. 16).

* Tradition should have some weight, and irphs &i(r(Ta\ovtKus ff is the read,

ing of A, B, D, E, F, G. The internal evidences also, to some of which I

have called attention, seem to me decisive.
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misunderstanding was not a wilful but a perfectly natural

one; and that in his later letters he anticipates his own
death, rather than the second Advent, as his mode of

meeting Christ. The divine and steady light of history

first made clear to the Church that our Lord's prophetic

warnings as to His return applied primarily to the close

of the Jewish dispensation, and the winding up of all the

past, and the inauguration of the last great aeon of God's

dealings with mankind.



CHAPTEE XXX.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

"Ae7yiip ravra yevecrdai irpwrov, oAA* ovk ivdeus rh Ti\os."—Luke xxi. 9.

Many months could not have elapsed before the Apostle

heard that the Thessalonians, with all their merits and

virtues, were still, and even more than previously, hindered

in moral growth by eschatological enthusiasms. When he

wrote to them before, they were tempted to despond about

the death of friends, whom they supposed likely to be thus

deprived of part at least of the precious hopes which were

their main, almost their sole, support in the fiery furnace

of affliction. The Apostle's clear assurance seems to have

removed all anxiety on this topic, but now they regarded

the immediate coming of Christ as a thing so certain

that some of them were tempted to neglect his ex-

hortations, and to spend their lives in aimless religious

excitement.^ St. Paul felt how fatal would be such a

temperament to all Christian progress, and the main object

of his second letter was to control into calm, and shame

into diligence, the gossiping enthusiasm which fatally

tended towards irregularity and sloth. They were not to

desert the hard road of the present for the mirage which

^ The reader will be struck with the close analogy of this temptation to

that which did so much mischief among the Anabaptists and other sects in

the days of the Reformation. The Tliessalonian Church may have had its

Carlstadts whom St. Paul felt it necessary to warn, just as Luther fought,

with all the force of his manly sense, against the cradities of the religious

errors which had derived their impulse from a perversion of his own teaching.
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seemed to bring so close to them the green Edens of the

future ; they were not to sacrifice the sacredness of im-

mediate duty for the dreamy sweetness of unrealised ex-

pectations. The Advent of Christ might be near at

hand; but it was not so instant as they had been led to

imagine from an erroneous view of what he had said, and

by mistaken reports—possibly even by written forgeries

—

which ascribed to him words which he had never used,

and opinions which he had never held.

The expression on which the Apocalyptic fanaticism

of the less sensible Thessalonians seems to have fastened

was that which occurs in 1 Thess. iv. 15

—

"We, which

are alive and remain to the presence of the Lord, shall

certainly not anticipate those that have fallen asleep." It

was not unnatural that they should interpret this to mean

that their teacher himself expected to survive until the

Epiphany of their Lord's presence.^ If so, it must be

very close at hand ; and again, if so, of what use were

the petty details of daily routine, the petty energies of

daily effort ? Was it not enough to keep themselves alive

anyhow until the dawn of that near day, or the shadows

of that rapidly approaching night, which might be any

day or any night, on which all earthly interests should

be dissipated for ever as soon as the voice of God and the

trumpet of the dead should sound ?

Now, we ask, had this been the real meaning of the

words of St. Paul ? The question has been voluminously

and angrily debated. It has been made, in fact (and very

needlessly), the battle-ground as to the question of verbal

inspiration. Some have tried to maintain the desperate

and scarcely honest position that neither St. Paul nor the

Apostles generally had any expectation of the near visible

* 'Eiri(^a»'eio r^y irapovalas
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advent of Christ; others that they were absolutely convinced

that it would take place in their own generation, and even

in their own lifetime.

Not in the interests of controversy, but in those of

truth, I will endeavour to prove that neither of these

extreme theses can be maintained. If the view of the

Thessalonians had been absolutely groundless, it would

have been easy for St. Paul to say to them, as modern

commentators have said for him, " You mistook my
general expression for a specific and individual one. When
I said ' loe which are alive and remain ' at the presence of

Christ, I did not mean either myself, or you, in particular,

but merely ' the living '—the class to which we at pre-

sent belong—as opposed to the dead, about whose case I

was speaking to you.^ You are mistaken in supposing

that I meant to imply a conviction that before my own

death the Lord would reappear." Now, he does not

say this at all ;
^ he only tells them not to be drifted from

their moorings, not, as he expresses it, to be tossed from

their sound sense ^ by the supposition that he had spoken

of the actual instancy* of the day of the Lord. He tells

them plainly that certain events must occur before that

day came ; and these as certainly are events which pre-

cluded all possibility of the Second Advent taking place

for them to-morrow or the next day. But, on the other

hand, he does not tell them that the day of the Lord was

not near {iyyv^). If he had done so he would have

robbed of their meaning the exhortations which had

formed the staple of his preaching at Thessalonica, as

' 1 Thess. iv. 15. ^/uet's . . . . ov irtpl eavrov <pr]<Tiv—aXKa rohs irtffTOvs Xf'ye*

(Chrys).

' It is never bis method to explain away Lis views because they have been

perverted, but merely to biing them out in their full and proi^er meaning.

3 fiT) Taxfcas <ra\fvdrjvai anh rov vohs (2 Thess. U. 2).
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they constituted the only prominent doctrinal statement

of his First Epistle.-^ If we are to judge of St. Paul's

views by his own language, and not by the preconceptions

of scholasticism, we can divine what would have been his

answer to the plain question, " Do you personally expect

to live till the return of Christ?" At t/ns period of his

life his answer would have been, " I cannot speak posi-

tively on the matter. I see clearly that, before His

return, certain things must take place ; but, on the whole,

I do expect it. But at a later period of his life he

would have said in substance, " It may be so ; I cannot

tell. On the whole, however, I no longer hope to

survive till that day ; nor does it seem to me of any im-

portance whether I do or not. At that day the quick

will have no advantage over the dead. What I now look

forward to, what I sometimes even yearn for, is my own

death. I know that when I die I shall be with Christ,

and it is for that pathway into His presence that I am
now watching. In the earlier years of my conversion we

all anticipated a speedier development of Antichrist, a

speedier removal of the restraining power, a speedier

brightening of the clouds about the flaming feet of our

Saviour. That for which I now look is far more the

spiritual union with my Lord than His visible manifes-

tation. It may be, too, that He cometh in many ways.

If we ever mistook the nearer for the farther horizons of

His prophecy, it is but a part of that ignorance which, as

He Himself warned us, should, as regards the details of

this subject, be absolute and final. For said He not when

He was yet with us, ' 0/ that day and that hour knoweth

^ As Baur riglitly observes {Pauhts, ii. 94) : but to assume that therefore

the Epistle cannot be St. Paul's is to tlie last degree uncritical. Moreover,

though there are no other " dogmatic ideas " brought forward with very

special prominence, there are " dogmatic ideas " assumed in every line.
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no man; no, not the angels lohich are in heaven, neither the

Son, but the Father ' ? But whether He come so soon

as we have expected, or not, yet in one form or another

assuredly now and ever ' the Lord is at hand
;

' and the

lesson of His coming is that which He also taught us,

and which we have taught from Him—'Take ye heed,

watch and pray, for ye know not when the time is.'

"

That these were the views of St. Paul and of other

Apostles on ''the crises and the periods" respecting

which, if they ventured to hold any definite opinion at

all, they could not but, according to their Lord's own

warning, be liable to be mistaken, will, I think, be evi-

dent to all who will candidly weigh and compare with

themselves the passages to which I here refer.^

Now so far as the fall of Jerusalem and the passing of

doom upon the Jewish race was " a day of the Lord," so

far even the most literal acceptation of their words is in

close accordance mth the actual results. Nor should this

remarkable coincidence be overlooked. On December 19th,

A.D. 69, the Capitoline Temple was burnt down in the

war between Yitellius and Vespasian, which Tacitus calls

the saddest and most shameful blow, and a sign of the

anger of the gods. On August 10, A.D. 70, a Eoman soldier

flung a brand within the Temple of Jerusalem. " Thus,"

* Allusions to a near Advent, 1 Thess. i. 9, 10, " ye turned to God ....
to wait for His Son from heaven ;" 1 Cor. i. 7, " To wait for tlie coming of the

Lord Jesus" (cf. 2 Thess. iii. 5) ; 1 Cor. xv. 51, " We shall not aU sleep, but

we shall aU be changed " (cf. 1 Thess. iv. 15—17) ; James v. 8, 9, " The
coming of the Lord draweth nigh The judge standeth before the

door; " 1 Pet. iv. 7, " The end of aU things is at hand ;
" 1 John ii. 18, " Even

now are there many antichrists, whereby we know that it is the last time ;

"

Rev. xxii. 20, " Surely I come quickly." On the sayings of our Lord, on

which the expectation was perhaps founded (Matt. xxiv. 29, 30, 34), see my
"Life of Christ, ii. 257 sq. On the other hand, if St. Paul contemplated the

possibility of being alive at the Day of the Lord, he also was aware that though

near, it would not be immediate (2 Cor. iv. 14 ; 2 Thess. ii. ; Rom. xi. 24—27),

and at a later period looked forward to his own death (Phil. i. 20—23).
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says Dollinger/ " within a few months the national sanc-

tuary of Eome and the Temple of God, the two most

important places of worship in the old world, owed their

destruction to Eoman soldiers—thoughtless instruments

of the decrees and judgment of a higher power. Grround

was to be cleared for the worship of God in spirit

and in truth. The heirs of the two temples, the Capito-

line and the Jewish—a handful of artisans, beggars, slaves,

and women—were dwelling at the time in some of the

obscure lanes and alleys of Eome ; and only two years

before, when they had first drawn pubKc attention to

themselves, a number of them were sentenced to be burnt

alive in the imperial gardens, and others to be torn in

pieces by wild beasts."

We may, then, say briefly that the object of the Second

Epistle to the Thessalonians was partly to assure them that,

though St. Paul believed the day of the Lord to be near

—

though he did not at all exclude the possibility of their

living to witness it—yet it was not so instantaneous as in

the least to justify a disruption of the ordinary duties of

life.^ He had as little meant positively to assert that he

would survive to the Advent when he said " we that are

alive," than he meant positively to assert that he should

die before it occurred, when, years afterwards, he wrote,

" He which raised up the Lord Jesus shall raise up us also

by Jesus."^ That the "we" in these instances was generic

is obvious from the fact that he uses it of the dead and of

the living in the same Epistle, saying in one place, " We

1 Judenth. u. Heidenth. ix. adf.
' The dread of some immment world catastrophe, preluded by prodigies,

was at this time universal (Tac. Ann. vi. 28; xii. 43, 64; xiv. 12, 22 ; xv. 22;

Hist. i. 3 ; Suet. Nero, 36, 39 ; Dion Cass. Ix. 35 ; Ixi. 16—18, &c.). Hausrath,

N. Zeitgesch. ii. 108. Renan, L'Antechrist, p. 35 :
" On ne parlait que de

prodigcs et do malheurs."

8 2 Cor. iv. 14
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shall not all sleep," -^ and in another, *' God will also raise up

us by His own power." ^

On the nearness of the final Messianic Advent, the

Jewish and the Christian world were at one ; and even

the Heathen were in a state of restless anticipation. The

trials of the Apostle had naturally led him to dwell

on this topic both in his preaching at Thessalonica,

and in his earlier Epistle. His Second Epistle follows

the general outlines of the First, which indeed formed

a model for all the others. Nothing is more remark-

able than the way in which the Epistles combine a

singular uniformity of method with a rich e"xuberance of

detail.^ In this respect they are the reflex of a life in-

finitely varied in its adventures, yet swayed by one simple

and supremely dominant idea. Except when special cir-

cumstances, as in the Epistles to the Corinthians, modify

his ordinary plan, his letters consist, as a rule, of six

parts, viz. :—i. a solemn salutation ; ii. an expression of

^ 1 Cor. XV. 51, on the reading, v. infra, ii.

^ 1 Cor. vi. 14. Here, as in so many cases, a passage of the Talmud
throws most vahiable light on the opinions of St. Paul, which, on such a

subject—where all special illumination was deliberately withdrawn—were
inevitably coloured by the tone of opinion prevalent in his own nation :

—

" ' When will Messiah come ?
' asked R. Joshua Ben Laive of Elijah the

Tishbite. ' Go and ask Himself.' ' Where is He ?
' 'At the gateway of

Rome.' ' How shalll know Him ?
' 'He sits among the diseased poor.' (Rashi

quotes Isa. liii. 5.) ' All the others change the bandages of their sores simul-

taneously, but He changes them successively, lest, if called, His coming should
be delayed.' R. Joshua Ben Laive went to Him, and saluted Him with the

words ' Peace be to thee, my Rabbi, my teacher.' ' Peace be unto thee, Son
of Laive,' was the answer of Messiah. ' When will the Master come ?

'

asked the Rabbi. ' To-day,' was the answer. By the time the Rabbi had
finished telling the story to Elijah, the sun had set. ' How ?

' said the
Rabbi ;

' He has not come ! Has He lied unto me ?
'

' No,' said Elijah, ' He
meant " To-DAY, IF ye will hear His voick "

' (Ps. xcv. 7)." Sanhedrin,
i. 98. 1. This involves the same truth as the famous remark of St. Augustine,
" Ergo latet ultimus dies, ut observentur omnes dies," which was also said by
R. Eliezer.

3 See Reuss, Theol. Chret. ii. 11.
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thankfulness to God for His work among those to whom
he is writing ; iii. a section devoted to rehgious doc-

trine ; iv. a section devoted to practical exhortation ; v. a

section composed of personal details and greetings ; and, vi.

the final autograph benediction which served to mark the

authenticity of the Epistle. We have already noticed that

this is the general structure of the First Epistle, and it

will be observed no less in the subjoined outline of the

Second.-^

After the greeting, in which, as in the last Epistle, he

associates Silas and Timothy with himself,^ he thanks Grod

once more for the exceeding increase^ of their faith, and

the abounding love which united thepi with one another,

which enabled him as well as others* to hold them up in

the Churches of Grod^ as a model of faith and patience, and

1 i. Tlie greetiug, 2 Thess. i. 1, 2. ii. The thanksgiving, or Eucharistic

section, mingled with topics of consolation derived from the coming of Christ,

i. 3—12. iii. The dogmatic portion, which, in this instance, is the remarkable

and indeed unique section about the Man of Sin, ii. 1—] 2 ; the thanksgiving

renewed with exhortations and ending in a prayer, ii. 13—17. iv. The
practical part, consisting of a request for their prayers (iii. 1—5). v. Exhorta-

tions, and messages, also ended by a prayer, iii. 6—16. vi. The autograph con-

clusion and benediction, iii. 17, 18. These divisions, however, are not rigid and

formal ; one section flows naturally into another, with no marked separation.

Each of the prayers (ii. 16 ; iii. 16) begins with the same words, Aiirhs Se 6

Kvptos.

2 This accurately marks the date of the letter, as having been written at

Corinth shortly after the former. Silas ceases to be a fellow-worker with

Paid, and apparently joins Peter, after the visit to Jerusalem at the close of

the two years' sojourn at Coriuth. It is probable that the mental and religious

affinities of Silas were more closely in accordance with the old Apostles who
had sent him to Antioch than with St. Paul.

3 {/vepavlivet. It is a part of St. Paid's emphatic style that he delights in

compounds of v-Ttp, as vinpoxh) inrepXlav, vwepfidWcc, {nrepeKtrepKraov, «fec.

* 2 Thess. i. 4, r/fi«s avTovs.

* This is a strong argument against Ewald's view that the Epistle was
written from Beroea; but it does not prove, as Chrysostom says, that a

considerable time must have elapsed. Writing from Coriuth, there were
Churches both in Macedonia and Achaia to which St. Paul alludes. There

can be little doubt that the Epistle was written late in A.D. 53 or early in

A.D.54.
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that, too, under special tribulations. Those tribulations,

he tells them, are an evidence that the present state of

things cannot be final ; that a time is coming when their

persecutors will be punished, and themselves have relaxa-

tion from endurance^—which time will be at the Epiphany,

in Sinaitic splendour,^ of the Lord Jesus with his mighty

angels, to inflict retribution on the Gentile ignorance which

will not know God, and the disobedient obstinacy which

rejects the Gospel. That retribution shall be eternal cutting

off from the presence and glorious power of Christ^ when

He shall come to be glorified in His saints and to be wondered

at in all that believed in Him.^ And that they may attain

to this glory, he prayed that God may count them worthy

of their calling, and bring to fulfihnent the goodness in

which they delight,^ and the activity of their faith, both

^ Hveffiv.

« Ex. iii. 2 ; xix. 18 ; xxiv. 17 ; 2 Olir. vii. 1, &c. k, A, K, L, have Trvpl

<p\oy6i. The comma should be after fire, not, as in E. V., after "angels."

' i. 9. It is clear that anb here means " separation from," not " imme-

diately after," or " by." This is the oidy passage in all St. Paul's Epistles

where his eschatology even seems to touch on the future of the impenitent.

When Chrysostom triumphantly asks, " Where, then, are the Origeuists ?

He calls the destruction alwviov ,-
" his own remarks in other places show that

lie could hardly have been unaware that this rhetoric of " ceconomy " might

sound convincing to the ignorant and the superficial, but had no bearing what-

ever on the serious views of Origen. Observe, i. SiSoj'ot iKSiK-na-iv (cf . 2 Sam.

xxii. 48, LXX.) does not mean " take vengeance." ii. The fii-e is not penal fire,

but is the Shechinah-glory of Advent (Dan. vii. 9 ; Ex. iii. 2). iii. Those

spoken of are not sinners in general, but wilful enemies and persecutors, iv.

The retribution is not " destruction," but " destruction-from-the-Presence of

the Lord," i.e., a cutting off from Beatific Yision. v. The " seonian exclu-

sion " of this passage takes place at Christ's First Advent, not at the

fijial Judgment Day.
* They will inspire wonder, because thiay'will in that day reflect His

brightness.

^ i. 11, irK-nptio-T) evSoKiav ayaB<i>(rvvy)S. Not as in E.Y., " fulfil all the good

pleasure of his goodness," but " honestatis dulcedinem "

—

i.e., " houestatem,

qua recreemini." EuSoKia, indeed, is often referred to God (Ei)li. i. 5, 9, &c.)

;

but ayaBwavvr], used four times in St. Paul, is " moral and human goodness,"

the classic xp'J'^'^'^ttjs. It is borrowed from the LXX. (See Eccl. ix. 18.)
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to the glory of their Lord and to their own glory, as

granted by His grace.^

Then follows the most remarkable section of the letter,

and the one for the sake of which it was evidently written.

He had, in his first letter, urged them to calmness and

diligence, but the eagerness of expectation, unwittingly

increased by his own words, had prevailed over his exhor-

tations, and it was now his wish to give them further and

more definite instruction on this great subject. This was

rendered more necessary by the fact that their hopes

had been fanned into vivid glow, partly by prophecies

which claimed to be inspired, and partly by words or

letters which professed to be stamped with his authority.

He writes, therefore, in language of which I have at-

tempted to preserve something of the obvious mystery

and reticence.^

" Now we beseech yoti, brethren, touching^ the presence of our Lord

Jesv;s Christ and our gathering'* to meet Him, that ye be not quickly

tossed from your state of mind,^ nor even be troubled either by spirit,®

or by word, or by letter purporting to come from us,^ as though the

1 2 Thess. i. 3—12.
2 Neither this nor any other passage which I translate apart from the E.V.

is intended as a specinieu of desirable translation. I merely try to translate

in such terms as shall most easily explain themselves to the modern reader,

while they reproduce as closely as possible the form of the orignal.

3 wep, not an adjuration in the New Testament, yet a little stronger

than trepi.

* An obvious allusion to 1 Thess. iv. 17. The substantive iiriawaywyi} only

occurs in Heb. x. 25, but the verb in Matt, xxiii. 37 ; xxiv. 31, " as a hen
gathereth her chickens under her wings " (cf. John xi. 62).

6 " Pro youre witte " (Wicl.) ;
" from your sense " (Ehemish version).

8 i.e., by utterance professing to be inspired. The " discerning of spirits,"

or testing of what utterances were, and what were not, inspired, was one of

the most important xap^cM^To in the early Church.

^ The commentators from Chrysostom and Theodoret downwards are almost

unanimous in taking this to mean that a letter on these subjects had been

forged in St. Paid's name, and had increased the excitement of the Tliessa-

lonians. It seems to me that the requirements of the expression are fulfilled
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day of the Lord is here.' Let no one deceive you in any yv-Aj,

because 2—unless the apostasy ^ come first, and the man of sin be revealed/

the son of destruction/ who opposeth/ and exalteth himself above and

against every one who is called God/ or is an object of worship, so that

he enters and seats himself in the shrine of God,^ displaying himself

that he is God. Do you not recall that, while I was still with you, I

used to tell you this? And now the restraining power—you know what

it is—which px-events his appearing—that he may appear in his own

due time [and not before]. For the mystery of the lawlessness is already

working, only he who restrains now—until he be got out of the way.'

And then shall be revealed the la^dess one, whom the Lord Jesus shall

destroy with the breath of His mouth, and shall annihilate with the

Epiphany of His presence ;
^^ whose presence is in accordance with the

energy of Satan ia all power, and signs, and prodigies of falsehood,

and in all deceitfulness of iniquity for the ruin of those who are

perishing," because they received not the love of the truth that they

if we make the surely more probable supposition that some letter had been

circulated among them—perhaps anonymous, perhaps with perfectly honest

intentions—which professed to report his exact opinions, whUe in reality it

misunderstood them.
' This, rather tban " is immediately imminent," seems to be the meaning

of ivfa-TrjKev (Rom. viii. 38 ; Gal. i. 4, &C.). Tiyes yap irpo<prjTday viroKpivSixevoi

iirKavwv rhv \ahv iis ^Stj irap6vros rov Kvpiov (Theod.). At any rate, the word

implies the closest possible proximity. t4 tyiffTura means " things present."

(See Rom. viii. 38 ; 1 Cor. iii. 22.)

^ He purposely suppresses the discouraging words "the Lord wUl not

' Certainly not " the revolt of the Jews."

* The apocalypse of the Antichrist.

• Whose end is destruction (Phil. iii. 19 ; John xvii. 12).

' A human Satan or adversary (Renan, p. 255).

' vTrepaipSfxivos . . . eiri, perhaps " exceedingly exalteth himself against."

Dan. xi. 36, speaking of Antiochus Epiphanes.

8 KaOiarai . . . els. A constructio praegnans. (See my Brief Greek

Syntax, § 89.) Omit i>s ee6v, n, A, B, D, &c. vat>v stronger than lep6v, and

could only be naturally understood of the Jewish Temple.
' " Tantum qui nunc tenet (teneat) donee de medio fiat " (Tert. Be Besur.

Cam. 25). I have attempted to preserve the unfinished clauses (anakolutha)

of the original, Avhioh are full of meaning. The 6 Karixf^" may, however, be

merely mi.splaced by hyperbaton.
'" Isa. xi. 4 ; Wisd. xi. 20, 21. A rabbinic expression. " Prima adventus

ipsius emicatio (Bengel).

•' I so render roh a-noWvfievois because it is the dative of " disadvantage."

The is probably spurious, being omitted in k, A, B, D, F, G..

N N
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might be saved. And, because of this, God is sending ^ them an

energy of error, so that they should believe the lie ^ that all may be judged

who believed not the truth, but took pleasure in unrighteousness." *

Of this strange but unquestionably genuine passage,

whicb is nevertheless so unlike anything else in St. Paul's

Epistles, I shall speak immediately. He proceeds to tell

them that their case, thank God, was very different from

that of these doomed dupes of Antichrist, seeing that God
had chosen and called them from the beginning* to sancti-

fication and salvation and glory.^ He exhorts them there-

fore, to stand fast, and hold the teaching which they had

received from his words and his genuine letter, and prays

that our Lord Jesus Christ and God our Father may
comfort them and stablish them in all goodness.^

Beginning the practical section of the Epistle, he

asks their prayers that the Gospel may have free course

1 Leq., TTfW., K, A, B, D, F, G. The "strong delusion " of the E.Y. is

a happy expression ; it is penal blindness, judicial infatuation, the dementa-

tion before doom.
2 1 Tim. iv. 1, 2.

3 2 Thess. ii. 1—12. In the E.Y. there are the following five or six

obvious errors, which I have corrected :—Ver. 1, uire^ T17S napuvaia.s, " by the

coming ; " ver. 2, airb rod vohs, " in mind ;

" iueffT7]Ke, " is at hand " (which is

not strong enough, and contradicts " Maraiiatha," 6 Kvptos eyybs)
; ver. 3,

fi airoa-raffia, "a falling away;" ver. 4, ^irl -navTa, k. t. A., " ofeove all, &c.,"

instead of " against every one," though this is perhaps defeusible

—

ais Qehv,

" as God," is probably spurious, not being found in n, A, B, D ; ver. 5, (Kcyoy,

" I told ; " ver. 11, t<^ yptvSet, " a lie ; " ver. 12, Kpiddai, " be damned." There

are also minor inaccuracies. But while calling attention to these, let me not

be su])posod to speak with any feeling but admiration and gi-atitude of our

English version. It needs the reA-ision which it is recei^^ug, but it is magni-

ficent with all its defects ; and while those defects are far fewer than might

have been reasonably expected, there is incomparable merit in its incessant

felicity and noble rhythm.
* air' apxn^ (Eph. i. 4). B, F, G have airapx^v, " as a firstfruit ;

" but this

was not a fact (Acts xvi.).

5 tls irfpnro'nj<Tiv 5(i|7js, "to the obtaining of glory;" cf. 1 Thess. v. 9;

Heb. X. 39.

« 2 Thess. ii. 13—17.
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among otliers as among them, and that he may be de-

livered from perverse and wicked men ;
^ and expressing

his trust in God, and his confidence in them, prays that

the Lord may guide their hearts into the love of Grod and

the patience of Christ.^ That patience was lacking to

some of them who, he had been told, were walking dis-

orderly, not following the precepts he had given, or the

example he had set. The rule he had given was that a

man who would not Avork had no right to eat, and the

example he had set, as they well knew, had been one of

order, manly self-dependence, strenuous diligence, in that

he had voluntarily abandoned even the plain right of

maintenance at their hands.

^

He therefore commands and exhorts* in the name of

Christ those who were irregular, and whose sole business was

to be busybodies,^ to be quiet and diligent, and earn their

own living ; and if, after the receipt of this letter, any one

refused obedience to his advdce, they were to mark that man
by avoiding his company that he might be ashamed ; not,

however, considering him as an enemy, but admonishing

him as a brother. As for the rest, let them not be weary

in fair-doing;^ and he again concludes with a prayer that

' An allusion to his struggles -vvitli the Jews at Corinth. "Syuagogas
Judaeorum fontes persecutionum " {Tert. Scorp. 10). ^tottos only in Luke
xxiii. 41, and Acts xxviii. 6.

2 i.e., a patience like His patience. The " patient waiting for Christ,"

of the E.V., though partially sanctioned by Chrysostom and Theophylact, can
hardly be tenable, and they prefer the meaning here given.

3 iii. 1—11.
* Tliese injunctions are more emphatic, authoritative, and precise

than those of the First Epistle; another sign that this followed it.

irapayyeWo), so much stronger than epurw, occurs four times in this Epistle

(iii. 4, 6, 10, 12), and only elsewhere, of his Epistles, in 1 Thess. iv. 11;

1 Tim. \i. 13; 1 Cor. vii. 10; xi. 17.

* 2 Thess. iii. 11, ovk (pya(o/x4vovs aWa irepiepya^ofxevovs (see infra, p. 629,
" Tlie Rliotoric of St. Paul ").

" KaKoTToiovvTes, " beautiful conduct;" not exactly ayadon, "well-doing" (cf.

2 Cor. ^-iii. 21).

N N 2
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the Lord of Peace Himself may give them peace per-

petually, and in every way. The Lord be with them

all!^

And having dictated so far—probably to his faithful

Timothy—the Apostle himself takes the pen, for the use of

which his weak sight so little fitted him, and bending over

the papyrus, writes :

—

" The salutation of me Paul with my own hand, which

autograph salutation is the proof of genuineness in every

Epistle.^ This is how I write. The Grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ be with you all."^

Valuable to us, and to all time, as are the practical

exhortations of this brief Epistle, the distinctive cause for

its being written was the desire to dispel delusions about

the instantaneous appearance of Christ, which prevented

the weak and excitable from a due performance of their

duties, and so tended to diminish that respect for them

among the heathen which the blamelessness of the early

Christians was well calculated to inspire. To the Thes-

salonians the paragraph on this subject would have had

the profoundest interest. To us it is less immediately

profitable, because no one has yet discovered, or ever will

discover, what was St. Paul's precise meaning; or, in

other words, because neither in his time, nor since, have

any events as yet occurred which Christians have unani-

' iii. 12—16.
^ iii. 17, 18. Tliis emphatic autograph signature, not necessary in the

first letter, had been rendered necessary since that letter was written by the

credence given to the unauthorised communication alluded to in ii. 2. The
" every Epistle " shows that St. Paul meant henceforth to write to Churches

not unfrequently. Of course, Epistles sent by accredited messengers {e.g.,

2 Cor. and Phil.) would not need authentication. The ordinary conclusion of

letters was e^pooaQt, " farewell." On this authenticating signature see Cic. ad

Att. viii. 1 ; Suet. Tih. 21, 32.

3 The " all" is only found in 2 Cor., Rom., and Tit. (cf. Eph. vi. 24 and

Heb. xiii. 25), but was peculiarly impressive here, because his last words have

been mainly those of censure.
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mously been able to regard as fulfilling the conditions

which he lays down. We need not, however, be dis-

tressed if this passage must be ranked with the very few

others in the New Testament which must remain to us in

the condition of insoluble enigmas. It was most impor-

tant for the Thessalonians to know that they did not need

to get up every morning with the aw^e-inspiring expecta-

tion that the sun might be darkened before it set, and the

air shattered by the archangelic trumpet, and all earthly

interests smitten into indistinguishable ruin. So far St.

Paul's assurance was perfectly distinct. Nor, indeed, is

there any want of clearness in his language. ~ The diffi-

culties of the passage arise exclusively from our inability

to explain it by subsequent events. But these one or two

obscure passages in no wise affect the value of St. Paul's

writings.^ Since his one object is always edification, we
may be sure that subjects which are with him purely inci-

dental, which are obscurely hinted at, or only partially

worked out, and to which he scarcely ever afterwards recurs,

are non-essential parts of the central truths, to the dissemi-

nation of which he devoted his life. To the Messianic

surroundings of a Second personal Advent he barely again

alludes. He dwells more and more on the mystic oneness

with Christ, less and less on His personal return. He
speaks repeatedly of the indwelling presence of Christ,

and the believer's incorporation with Him, and hardly at

all of that visible meeting in the air which at this epoch

was most prominent in his thoughts.^

"We may assume it as a canon of ordinary criticism that

a writer intends to be understood,^ and, as a rule, so writes

1 See Reuss, Theol. Chret. ii., p. 10.

2 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Gal. iii. 28; Eph. iv. 6, &c.

^ " No man writes unintelligibly on purpose " (Paley, Hor. Paulinae). He
acutely points out liow the very obsciu-ity of this passage furnishes one strong
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as to be actually understood by those wbom he addresses.

We have no difficulty in seeing that what St. Paul here

says to the Thessalonians is that Christ's return, however

near, was not so instantaneous as they thought, because,

before it could occur, there must come "the apostasy,"

which will find its personal and final development in the

apocalypse of "the man of sin"—a human Satan who
thrust himself into the temple of Grod and into rivalry

with Him. Then, with an air of mystery and secrecy

which reminds us of the Book of Daniel and the Revela-

tion of St. John,^ and with a certain involved embarrass-

ment of language, he reminds them of his repeated oral

teachings about something, and some person,^ whose power

must first be removed before this mystery of iniquity could

achieve its personal and final development. They knew,

he says, what was "the check" to the full development of

this opposing iniquity, which was already working, and

would work, until the removal of " the checker." After

that removal, with power and lying portents winning the

adherence of those who were doomed to penal delusion,

the Lawless One should be manifested in a power which

the breath and brightness of Christ's Presence should

utterly annihilate. Between the saved, therefore, and the

Second Advent there lay two events—"the removal of the

restrainer," and the appearance of the Lawless One. The

argument for the geuuiueness of the Epistle, which I note by way of curiosity

that Hilgenfeld regards as " a little Paulrue Apocalypse of the last year of

Trajau " (Einleit. 642).

' These secrets and dim allusions (cf . Dan. xii. 10) current among the early

Christians (like the greeting and symbol Ix^vs), and the riddles of the number

of the beast (666=-\Di7 pn:, Nero Osesar : cf . Jos. B. J. \ti. 5, 1 ; Suet. Ner. 40,

Vesp. 4; Tac. -ff. V. 13) in Eev. xiii. 18, and in the Sibylline books, were

necessitated by the dangers wliich surrounded them on every side. The

years which elapsed between the Epistle and the Apocalypse had made

the views of the Christians as to Antichrist much more definite (Renan

L'Antechrist, p. 157, &c.).

' 2 Thess. ii. 6, 7, 6 /caTe'xcw*'— rh KOTcxoy.
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destruction of the latter would be simultaneous with the

event which they had so often been bidden to await with

longing expectation.

This is what St. Paul plainly says ; but how is it to be

explained ? and why is it so enigmatically expressed ?

The second question is easily answered. It is enigma-

tically expressed for two reasons—first, because all that is

enigmatical in it for us had been orally explained to the

Thessalonians, who would therefore clearly understand it

;

and secondly, because there was some obvious danger in

committing it to writing. This is in itself a sufficient

proof that he is referring to the Eoman Empire and

Emperor. The tone of St. Paul is exactly the same as

that of Josephus, when he explains the prophecy of

Daniel. All Jews regarded the Fourth Empire as the

Eoman ; but when Josephus comes to the stone which is

to dash the image to pieces, he stops short, and says

that " he does not think proper to explain it," ^—for the

obvious reason that it would have been politically dan-

gerous for him to do so.

Now thi-s reason for reticence at once does away with

the conjecture that "the check," or "the checker," was

some distant power or person which did not for centuries

come on the horizon, even if we could otherwise adopt

the notion that St. Paul was uttering some far-off

vaticination of events which, though they might find their

fulfilment in distant centuries, could have no meaning for

the Thessalonians to whom he wrote. "When a few Eoman

Catholic commentators say that the Eeformation was the

Apostasy, and Luther the Man of Sin, and the German

Empire " the check;" or when a mass of Protestant writers

unhesitatingly identify the Pope with the Man of Sin—one

^ See the instructive passage, Jos, Antt. x. 10, § 4.
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can only ask whether, apart from traditional exegesis, they

have really brought themselves to hold such a view ? If,

as we have seen, St. Paul undoubtedly held that the day

of the Lord was at hand, though not immediate, do they

really suppose, on the one hand, that St. Paul had any

conception of Luther? or, on the other, that the main

development of lawlessness, the main human representative

of the power of Satan, is the succession of the Popes?

Can any sane man of competent education seriously argue

that it is the Papacy which pre-eminently arrays itself in

superiority to, and antagonism against, every one who is

called Grod, or every object of worship ? ^ that its essential

characteristic marks are lawlessness, lying wonders, and

blasphemous self-exaltation? or that the annihilation of

the Papacy—which has long been so physically and politi-

cally weak—" by the breath of His mouth and the bright-

ness of His coming," is to be one main result of Christ's

return ? Again, do they suppose that St. Paul had, during

his first visit, repeatedly revealed anything analogous to

the development of the Papacy—an event which, in their

sense of the word, can only be regarded as having taken

place many centuries afterwards—to the Thessalonians

who believed that the coming of Christ might take place

on any day, and who required two epistles to undeceive

them in the notion? If these suppositions do not sink

under the weight of their own intrinsic unreasonableness

let them in the name of calm sense and Christian charity

be consigned henceforth to the vast limbo of hypotheses

' St. Paul's " Lawless One," and " Man of Sin," who is to be destroyed by

the advent of Christ must have some chronological analogy to St. John's Anti-

christ. Now St. John's Antichrist in the Epistles is mainly Gnostic lieresy

("omuis haereticus Antichristus "—Lutlier), and the denial that Jesus Christ

is come in the flesh (1 John iv. 3). In the Apocalyi^se it is Nero. In the

Old Testament Antichrist is Antiochus Epiphanes. What has this to do

either with the Papacy or with the Reformation ?
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whicli time, by accumulated proofs, has shown to be

utterly untenable.^

To that vast limbo of exploded exegesis—the vastest

and the dreariest that human imagination has con-

ceived—I have no intention of adding a fresh conjecture.

That *' the check " was the Eoman Empire, and " the

checker " the Eoman Emperor, may be regarded as

reasonably certain ; beyond this, all is uncertain con-

jecture. In the Excursus I shall merely mention, in the

briefest possible manner, as altogether doubtful, and most

of them as utterly valueless, the attempts hitherto made to

furnish a definite explanation of the expressions used ; and

shall then content mj^self with pointing out, no less briefly,

the regions in which we must look for illustrations to throw

such light as is possible on the meaning of St. Paul.^ As
to the precise details, considering the utter want of

unanimity among Christian interpreters, I am content to

say, with St. Augustine, " I confess that I am entirely

ignorant what the Apostle meant."

^ If it be urged that this was tlie view o£ Jewell and Hooker, Andrewes
and Sanderson, &c., the answer is that the knowledge of the Church is not

stationary or stereotyped. The Spirit of God is with her, and is ever leading

her to wider and fuller knowledge of the truth. Had those great men been

living now, they too would have enlarged many of their views in accordance

with the advance now made in the interpretation of the Scripture. Few
can have less sympathy than I have with the distinctive specialities of the

Church of Rome ; but in spite of what we hold to be her many and most
serious errors she is, by the free acknowledgment of our own formularies,

a Church, and a Christian Church, and has been pre-eminently a mother of

saints, and many of her Popes have been good, and noble, and holy men, and
vast benefactors of the world, and splendid maintainers of the Faith of Clunst

;

and I refuse to regard them as " sons of perdition," or representatives of

blasphemy and lawlessness, or to consider the destruction of their line with

everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord as the one thing to be

looked forward to with joy at the coming of Him who we believe will welcome
many of them, and myriads of those who accept their rule, into the blessed

company of His redeemed.
2 See infra, Excursus I., vol. ii., " The Man of Sin." For the symbols em-

ployed, see Ezek. xxxviii. 16, 17 ; Dan. vii. 10, 11, 23—26 ; xi. 31, 36.





APPENDIX.

EXCURSUS I. (p. 26).

The Style of St. Paul as Illustrative of his Character.

The reader may be interested to see collected a very few of the varying

estimates of the style of the great Apostle :

—

LoNGiNUS [Paul as master of the dogmatic style]

—

Kopcavls S' €(rT« \6yov Travrhs Kol (ppovfi/xaTos

'EWtjvikov ATj/jLOsdevris k.t-\. irphs rSvrots TlavXos 6 Tapffehs

'6yrtva Kal irpuToy <pTi/J.i irpoicTTdfievov Soyfiaros avviroSeiKTOv.

St. Chrysostom [Paul a champion, and his Epistles a wall of

adamant round the Church]

—

S>inrep 706 reTxos «| aBdfxavTos KaraaK^vaffdlv ovru ras

iravraxov ttjs oiKov/xfy-ris eKK^rjfflas to rovTOvreix'iC^t ypd/x/j.ara' Kal

KaOairep ris apicrnvs yivvai6TaTos '4(TTi\Ke K. r. A. (quoting 2 Cor. x. 5).

De Sacerdotio, 1, iv. 7.

St. Jerome [Paul's words thunders].—"Paulum proferam quern

quotiescunque lego, video mihi non verba audire sed tonitrua . . .

Videntur quidem verba simplicis et quasi innocentis hominis et rusti-

cani et qui nee facere nee declinare noverit insidias, sed quocunqtte

respexeris fulmina sunt. Haeret in causa ; capit omne quod tetigerit

;

tergum vertit ut superet ; fugam simulat ut occidat " {Ep. ad Famniach,

68, 13).

Dante—
" Vidi due vecchi in abito dispaii

Ma pari in atto, ognuno onesto e sodo.

L' un ' si monstrava alcun de famigliari

Di quel sommo Ippocrate, che natura

Agli animali fe' ch' ella ha piu cari.

Monstrava 1' altro ^ la contraria cura

St. Luke, " the beloved i?Aysictaw." * St. PauL
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Con una spada lucida ed acuta ^

Tal che di qua dal rio mi fe' paura.

Furgatorio, xxix. 134.

Andovvi poi lo vas d' elezione ^

Per recarno conforto a quella Fede

Cli' e principio alia via di salvazione.

Inferno, ii. 28.

Luther.—" Paulus meras flammas loquitur tamque veliementer

ardet ut incipiat etiam quasi Angelis maledicere" (in Gal. i.).

" In S. Paulo und Johanne ist eine sonderliche fiirtreffliche

Gewissheit und Pleroj)horia ; sie reden davon als sey es schon allbereit

vor Augen" {Tischreden, iv. 399; ed. Forstemann).

Bishop Herbert de Losinga.—" Certe, fratres, verba Pauli, non

verba liominis, sed aetheris tonitrua esse videntur " {Life and Serm(yti8^

ii. 309).

Erasmus [Paul's style like a thunderstorm].—"Non est cujusvis

hominis Paulinum pectus effingere; tonat, fulgurat, meras flammas

loquitur Paulus " [ad Col. iv. 1 6).

And again [Paul's rhetorical skill like the course of a stream]

—

" Sudatur ab eruditissimis viris in explicandis poetarum ac rhetorum

coiisiliis, at in hoc rhetore longe plus sudoris est ut deprehendas quid agat,

quo tendat, quid velit; adeo stropharum plenus est undique, absit

invidia verbis. Tanta vafrities est, non credas eundem hominem loqui.

Nunc ut turbidus quidam fons sensim ebullit, mox torrentis in morem

ingenti fragore devolvitur, multa obiter secum rapiens, nunc placide

leniterque fluit, nunc late velut in lacum diffusus exspatiatur. Rursum

alicubi se condit ac diverso loco subitus emicat ; cum visum est miris

maeandris nunc has nunc illas lambit ripas, aliquoties procul digressus,

reciprocate flexu in sese redit " (Id. Paraph. Dedicat.).

Casaubon.—"Ille solus ex omnibus scriptoribus non mihi videtur

digitis, calamo, et atramento scripsisse, verum ipso corde, ipso afiectu,

et denudatis visceribus " [Adversaria, ap. Wolf., p. 135).

On the other hand, Calvin, after alluding to his anakolutha,

ellipses, &c., adds—" Quae sunt quidem orationis vitia sed quibus nihil

majestati decedit caelestis sapientise quae nobis per apostolum traditur.

Quin potius singulari Dei providentia factvim est, ut suh contemptibili

verborum humilitate altissima haec mysteria nobis traderentur, ut

1 The Epistles.

* iTKevos iKKoyrjs (Acts ix. 15). For other allusions see Farad, xviii. 131, xxi. 119-
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non humanae eloquentiae potentia, seel sola spiritus efficacia niteretur

nostra fides."

Hemsterhusius [Characterof St. Paul's flowers of speech].—"Eloquen-

tia ejus non in flosculis verborum et rationis calamistratae pigmentis . . .

sed indolis excelsae notis et pondere rex'um. . . . In ejus epistolis nullae

non exstant oratorum figurae, non illae quidem e rhetorum loculis et myro-

theciis depromptae . . . Verum aflectus animi coelesti ardore inflam-

matus haec scriptionis lumina sponte sub manum praevenientia

pergignebat." ^

E.EUSS.—" Ordinairement il debute par des phrases on ne peut plus

embarrassees. . . . Mais d^s qu'il a trouve la bonne veine, combien son

style n'est il pas le fidele miroir de son individualite ! II est ni correct,

ni classique ; il lui manque la cadence sonore. Des antitheses paradox-

ales, des gradations pleines d'efFet, des questions pressantes, des ex-

clamations passionnees, des ironies qui terrassent I'opposition, una vivacity,

eufin, qui ne permet aucun repos au lecteur, tout cela alterne avec des

epanchements naifs et touchants, qui ach^vent de gagner le coeur"

{Thiol Chret. ii. 11).

R. H. HuTTON'.—" Who that has studied St. Paul at all has not

noticed the bold soaring dialectic with which he rises from the forms of our

finite and earthly thought to the infinite and the spiritual life embodied in

them. What ease and swiftness and power of wing in this indignant

upward flight from the petty conflicts of the Corinthian Church ; the

upward flight which does not cease till the poor subjects of contention,

though he himself was one of them, seem lost like gi-ains of sand beneath

the bending sky ! . . . The all but reckless prodigality of nature which

made St. Paul now and then use a stratagem, and now and then launch a

thunderbolt, in the fervour of his preaching, is the spring of all his finest

touches, as when he wishes himself accursed from Christ if it could save

his Jewish brethren " {Essays, 321—330).

Tlie Author of " Saul of Tarsus."—" If he staggers under the gi-eat-

ness of his subject, if he is distracted by the infinity of the interests

which he treats, if every word which rises to his lips suggests a host of

profound and large associations, if the care of all the Churches, gives

all the facts a varied but a real significance. . . Human speech must
be blamed for its poverty ; human experience, which has developed

speech, for its narrowness. His life was ever in his hand, his heart

was on his lips. The heart was often too gi-eat for the speech" (p. 229).

Martineau.—" What can be more free and buoyant, with all their

variety, than his writiags ] Brilliant, broken, impetuous as the moxm-

^ See next Excursus.
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tain torrent freslily filled, never smooth and calm bnt on the eve of some

bold leap, never vehement but to fill some receptacle of clearest peace,

they present everywhere the image of a vigorous joy. Beneath the forms

of their theosophic reasonings, and their hints of deep philosophy, there

may be heard a secret lyric strain of glorious praise, bursting at times

into open utterance, and asking others to join the chorus. . . . His

life was a battle from which in intervals of the good fight, his words

arose as the song of victory " [Hours of Thought, p. 156).

Prof. Jowett speaks of him as teaching his great doctrines "in

broken words and hesitating form of speech, with no beauty or comeliness

of style."

Baur, after pointing out how the style is filled to overflowing

with the forms and elements of thought, and that thoughts not only

follow hard on thoughts, but that those thoughts succeed each other as

determinations and momenta of some one conception that is greater than

all of them, so that the thought unfolds itself, as it wei-e, out of its own
depths, and determines itself by taking up its own momenta, adds :

—

" Hence the peculiar stamp of the Apostle's language : it is distinguished

on the one hand for precision and compression ; on the other hand it is

marked by a harshness and roughness which suggests that the thought

is far too weighty for the language, and can scarcely find fit form for

the superabundant matter it would fairly express" [Paul. ii. 281).

Hausrath.—"Es est schwer diese Individualitat zu charakterisiren

in der sich Christliche Liebesfiille, rabbinischer Scharfsinn, und antike

Willenskraft so wunderbar mischen, Wie wogt, stromt, drangt A lies

in Seinen Briefen. "Welch ein Wechsel gliihender Ergiisse und spitzer

Beweisfiihrungen ! Hier iiberwindet er das Heidenthum mit der

Liebesfiille Jesu. Dort knebelt er das Judenthum, mit dessen

Eigenen Giirtel rabbinischer Scriftbeiwise. Am wenigsten hat die

Phantasie Antheil an Seiner Innern Welt. Die Sprache ist oft hart und

herb weil nur die Gedanke sie geboren hat. Die Bilder die er braucht

sind meistens farblos. . . Das est die Schranke seines Geisteslebens.

Darin blieb er stets ein Babbi " [Der Apostel Paulus, 502).

Renan [Paul's style like a conversation].—" Le style epistolaire de

Paul est le plus personnel qu'il y ait jamais eu ; la langue y est si j'ose le

dire, broyee
;
pas une phrase suivie. II est impossible de violer plus

audacieusement, je ne dis pas le gdnie de la langue grecque, mais la

logique du langage humain ; on dirait une rapide conversation st6no-

graphiee et reproduite sans con-ections. . . . Un mot I'obs^de. . . .

Ce n'est pas de la st6rilite ; c'est de la contention de I'esprit et une

complete insouciance de la correction du style " {St. Paul, p. 232).
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The less favourable of tlie above estimates shelter themselves in part

under the assertion that St. Paul recognised the popular and vulgar

character of his o^vn style. But such passages as 2 Cor. xi. 6 do not bear

out these remarks. His language "was not indeed of a class which would
have gained applause from pedantic purists and Atticising professors ; it

bears about the same relation to the Greek of Plato as the Latin of

Milton does to that of Cicero. But this fact constitutes its very life.

It is a style far too vivid, far too swayed and penetrated by personal

emotion, to have admitted of being polished into conformity with the

artificial standards and accuracies of the schools. It more closely

resembles the style of Thucydides than that of any other great writer of

antiquity.^ That many defects in it can be pointed out is certain
; but

then in one important point of view these defects are better than any

beauties, because they are due to Paul's individuality. In whole sec-

tions of his Epistle his veiy want of style is his style. His style, like

that of every great man, has the defects of its qualities. " Le style,"

said BufFon, not {as he is usually quoted) cest I'honime, but " c'est de

I'homme."^ He has, as every great writer has, " le style de sa pensee :"

he has the style of genius, if he has not the genius of style.^

After quoting such remarkable and varied testimonies, it is needless

for me to write an essay on the Apostle's style. That he could when
he chose wield a style of remarkable finish and eloquence without

diminishing his natural intensity, is proved by the incessant assonances

and balances of clauses and expressions (parechesis, parisosis, paro-

moiosis) in such passages as 2 Cor, vi. 3—IL And yet such is his

noble carelessness of outward graces of style, and his complete subordi-

nation of mere elegance of expression to the purjjose of expressing his

exact thought, that he never shrinks, even in his grandest outbursts of

rhythmic eloquence, from the use of a word, however colloquial, which

expresses his exact shade of meaning.*

All that has been written of the peculiarities of St. Paul's style may,

^ See some good remarks of Baur :—"Such passages as 1 Cor. iv. 12, 13;

vii. 29— 31 ; 2 Cor. -vi. 9, 10, have the true ring of Thucydides, not only in expres-

sion, but in the style of the thought. The genuine dialectic spirit appears in both,

in the love of antithesis and contrast, rising not unfrequently to paradox With
both these men the ties of national particularism give way before the generalifiing

tendency of their thought, and cosmopoUtanism takes the place of nationalism"

{Paul. n. 281). He refers to Bauer's Philologia Thucydideo-Paulina, 1773, which I

have not seen.

2 D'Alembert, (Euvres vi. 13. The "de" in Buffon's phrase occurs in later

editions.

8 Grimm, Corresp., 1788.

* E.g., \(/aiij.i(TOD and irepirepeifTcu in 1 Cor. xiii. 3, 4 ; KarevdpKriaa, 2 Cor. xi. 8

;

i,iroK6rpovrat, Gal. v. 12.
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I tliink, be summed up in two words—Intense Individuality. His

style is himself. His natural temperament, and the circumstances

under which that temperament found its daily sphere of action ; his

training, both Judaic and Hellenistic ; his conversion and sanctification,

permeating his whole life and thovights—these united make up the

Paul we know. And each of these has exercised a marked influence on

his style.

1. The absorption in the one thought before him, which makes him

state without any qualification truths which, taken in the whole extent

of his words, seem mutually irreconcilable ; the dramatic, raj^id, over-

whelming series of questions, which show that in his controversial

passages he is always mentally face to face with an objection;^ the

centrifugal force of mental activity, which drives him into incessant

digressions and goings off at a word, due to his vivid power of realisation

;

the centripetal force of imagination, which keeps all these digressions

under the control of one dominant thought;" the grand confusions of

metaphor ;^ the vehemence which makes him love the most emphatic

compounds ;
* the irony ^ and sarcasm ;

^ the chivalrously delicate cour-

tesy ;
'' the overflowing sympathy with the Jew, the Pagan, the bar-

barian—with saint and sinner, king and slave, man and woman, young

and old ; s the passion, which now makes his voice ring with indigna-

tion 9 and now break with sobs -^^ the accumulation and variation of

words, from a desire to set foi'th the truths which he is proclaiming in

every possible light ; '' the emotional emphasis and personal references

of his style ;
'^ the depressed humility passing into boundless exulta-

tion ;
'^—all these are due to his natural temj^rament, and the atmosphere

of controversy and opposition on the one hand, and deep affection on the

other, in which he worked.

2. The rhetorical figures, play of words, assonances, oxymora, anti-

theses, of his style, which are fully examined in the next Excursus ; the

^ Rom. X.; 2 Cor. vi., xi., ecadi passim.

2 2 Cor. ii. 14—16 ; xii. 1—3, 12—16 ; Eph. iv. 8—11 ; v. 12—15 ; and Paley,

Hor. Paulinae, vi. 3.

3 2 Cor. iii. 1 ; Col. ii. 6.

* Especially compounds in virep. Supra, p. 606

" 1 Cor. iv. 8 ; 2 Cor. xi. 16—20, and passim.

6 Phil. iii. 2 ; Gal. iv. 17 ; v. 12, and passim.

I 1 Cor. i.—iii. ; Philem. and Phil, passim ; Acts xxvi. 29, &0.
8 Pom. i. iv., and all the Epistles passim.

* Galatians, Corinthians, Phil., 2 Tun., passim.

^<* All the Epistles passim.

II All the Epistles passim.

12 AH the Epistles passim.

i» 2 Cor. ii. 14 ; Rom. vii. 25, &0,
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constant widening of liis horizon ;
i the traceable influence of cities, and

even of personal companions, vipon his vocabulary; 2 the references to

Hellenic life ;
^ the method of quoting Scripture ; the Rabbinic style of

exegesis, which have been already examined ''—these are due to his

training at Tarsus and Jerusalem, his life at Corinth, Ephesus, and

Rome.

3. The daring faith which never dreads a difficulty; » the un-

solved antinomies, which, though unsolved, do not trouble him ;
* " the

bold soaring dialectics with which he rises from the forms of one finite

and earthly thought to the infinite and spiritual life embodied in

them ;
" the " language of ecstasy," which was to him, as he meant it

to be to his converts, the language of the work-day world ; that " trans-

cendental-absurd," as it seems to the world, which was the very life

both of his conscience and intellect, and made him what he was ; the

way in which, as with one powerful sweep of the wing, he passes from

the pettiest earthly contentions to the spii-itual and the infinite ; the

" shrinking infirmity and self-contempt, hidden in a sort of aureole of

revelation, abundant beyond measure " ^—this was due to the fact that

his citizenship was in heaven, his life hid with Christ in God.

EXCURSUS II. (p. 26).

Rhetoric of St. Paul.

M. Renan, in describing the Greek of St. Paul as Hellenistic Greek

charged with Hebraisms and Syriacisms which would be scarcely

intelligible to a cultivated reader of that period, says that if the Apostle

had ever received even elementary lessons in grammar or rhetoiic at

Tarsus, it is inconceivable that he would have written in the bizarre,

incorrect, and non-Hellenic style of his letters.

Now, I do not think that St. Paul would have made about his own

1 " Eo (ordine Epistolarmn chronologico) constituto . . . incrementum Apostoli

Bpirituale) cognoscitiir " (Bengel, ad Rom. i. 1).

2 V. supra, pp. 481, 623.

8 See Exciirsus III,

* See Excursus IV.
5 See Ep. to Romans, passim.

6 Sec vol. ii., Excursus, " The Antmomies of St. Paul."

7 See 2 Cor. x.—xiii. passim, and soma excellent remarks in Hutton's Essays, i.

325—330.

O O
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knowledge of Greek tlie same remarks as Joseplius does, wko tells us

that he had taken great pains to master the learning of the Greeks and

the elements of the Greek language. St. Paul had picked up Greek

quite naturally in a Gi-eek city, and I think that I have decisively

proved that he could not have possessed more than a partial and super-

ficial acquaintance with Greek literature. But I have little doubt that

he, like Josephus, would have said that he had so long accustomed him-

self to speak Syriac that he could not pronounce Greek with sufficient

exactness, and that the Jews did not encourage the careful endeavour

to obtain a polished Greek style, which they looked on as an accom-

plishment of slaves and freedmen.' Yet, after reading the subjoined

list of specimens from the syntaxis ornata of St. Paul, few, I think,

will be able to resist the conviction that he had attended, while at

Tarsus, some elementary class of Greek rhetoric. I will here content

myself with brief references ; if the reader should feel interested in the

subject, I have gone further into it in the Expositor for 1879.

Figures (trx^/iaTo) are divided by Greek and Latin rhetoricians into

Figures of Language [Jigurae verhorum, elocutionis, Ae^eoos), and Figures

of Thought {sententiae, Siavoias). They drew this distinction between

them—that figures of language disappear, for the most part, when the

words and their order are changed ; whereas figui-es of thought still

survive. 2 The distinction is superficial and unsatisfactory, and it woiild

perhaps be more to the point to divide figures into :—L Those of colour,

dependent on the imagination ; as metajihor, simile, allegory, personifi-

cations, metonyms, catachresis, &c. 2. Those of form, ranging over an

immense field, from the natural expression of passions, such as irony,

aposiopesis, erotesis, &c., down to mere elegancies of verbal ornament, and

variations of style (such as zeugma, &c.) or of order (such as chiasmos,

hysteron-proteron, &c. ). 3. Those of sound, dependent on analogies of

words, resemblance of sounds, unconscious associations of ideas, &c., such

as alliteration, parisosis, paromoiosis, parechesis, paronomasia, oxymoron,

plays on names, &c.

1. On figures of Colour I have already touched.^ As specimens of

the two other classes in St. Paul's Epistles we may take the following

—

referring to my Brief Greek Syntax, or to other books, for an explanation

of the technical terms :

—

2. Figures of Form.

Chiasmus—a crosswise arrangement of words tor clauses, as in

> Jos. Antt. XX. 11, § 2.

2 So Aquila, Rutilius, &c., following Cic. De Orat. 3. See Voss, Imtt. Orat.

V. 1 ; Glass, Philologia Sacra, p. 953, &c.

' Supra, i., pp. 17—21.
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Born. ii. 6, 10. (This figure is much more common in the Epistle to

the Hebrews.) A good instance is

—

1 Cor. iii 17, d ns rhv yahv rod &(ov (pdeipei, (pQtpu ahrhv 6 BeSs.

Eu2:)hemism.

1 Cor. V. 1, 2, ex^"' . • • ^ tJ) ipyov tovto iroiT](ras.

2 Cor. vii. 11, iv T(fi irpayfj.aTi.

1 Thess. iv. 6, sujyra, p. 589.

Litotes.

Rom. i. 28, troieiv ra fx)) Ka6-f]KoyTa.

Eph. v. 4, Tct ovK av-fiKovra.

1 Cor. xi. 22, eiraiveffO) vfxas iv Tovrcp ; oiiK iwatvZ.

Philem. 18, el S4 n ^St/crjo-e (re ^ 6<p€l\ei.

Philem. 11, tSv irore coi &xpr](rTOV.

Meiosis.^ Rom. iii. 9, oh ndvrws (comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 12).

1 Cor. i. 29, Sircas fj.r] KavxviTTiTai iracra (Tap^.

Rom. Ul. 20, e'l epyuy v6fji0v oh SiKaiw67]<T€Tai iraffa ffap^.

Antithesis, Parisosis, Paromoiosis,^ Paradox, Alliteration, Erotesis,

Epexergasia—all exhibited in such passages of deep emotion as 2 Cor.

vi 3—16; xl 22—28; 1 Cor. iv. 8—11.

Epanaphora.

Phil. iv. 8, cfcra . . . cfo-a . . . k. t. X. eX ris, k. t. K
Phil. ii. 1, fXris . . . itn . . . K. T. \,

2 Cor. vii. 11, aWa .... aWa . . . k. t. X.

2 Thess. ii., vide supra, p. 609.

ProjJaraitesis, Prothei'apeia, Captatio, Benevolentiae, &c.

The Thanksgiving at the beginning of everj Epistle except the
" Galatians."

Rom. ix. 1—5.

Acts xxiv. 10 (before Felix), and xxvi. 2, 3, before Agi-ippa.

Paraleipsis {praeterita).

Philem. 19, 'Iva /x^ Xiyai ffot.

1 Thess. iv. 9, oh xpeiav exere vfiiv ypdcpftrOat (cf. V. 1 ; 2 Cor. ix. 1).

Intentional Anakoluthon.

Gal. iL 6, aTrh 5e rwv Sokovvtwu tlval ri . . ,

2 Thess. ii. 3, '6ri tav ^^ e\6r) r] airotTTaala irpwrov . • •

2 Thess. iL 7, ix6vov & Karix'»^ ^P'''^ • • •

* Those usages are, however, idiomatic (Winer, § 26).

« See Arist. Ehet. iii, 9, 9.

o o 2
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(Tlie Anakolutha of mere inadvertence, due to the eager rapidity of

tliouglit, are incessant in St. Paul, as in E,om. ii 17—21 ; xvi. 25—27,

&c. &c.)

Climax.

Rom. V. 3—5.

Rom. viii. 29, 30.

Rom. X. 14, 15, &c.

Zeugma.

1 Cor. iii. 2, yAxa v/xas iir6Ti(ra Kol ov fipCofia.

1 Tim!, iv, 3, K(i)\v6yT0)V yafiew, aire'xeff^ai ^pw^druv,

OxT/moron.

2 Cor. vi. 9, ewaToifievot Koi iSoii ('•'M-^y (being slain, yet behol^

we live).

1 Tim. V. 6, (wtra T4evr)Kiv (living she is dead).

Rom. i. 20, TO aSparc, avTov . . . KaQoparai (His unseen things are

clearly seen).

Rom. xii. 11, rj? ff^^ov^ fx)) oKvr]po\ (in liaste not sluggish).

1 Thess. iv. 11, <t>iKoTifj.e7<Tdai fia-vxa-Cii" (be ambitious to be quiet),

1 Thess. i. 6, iv 9\f<j/€i nowfj fifTo, xap«J (j^yous afHiction),

1 Cor. viii. 10, oiKodo/xrierifferai (ruinous edification).

Rom. 1. 22, (pdffKovres etvai <ro!po\ ^ix(i)pdv6r)crav.

Eph. vi. 1 5, Gospel of peace part of panoply of war.

2 Cor. viii. 2, deep poverty abounding to ivealth of liberality.

2 Cor. xii. 10, " When I am weak, then I am strong."

It will be sufficient to make the merest reference to Anadiplosis

(Rom. ix. 30; Phil. ii. 8) ; Epanodos (Gal. ii. 16); jEjmnorthosis (Rom.

viii. 34 ; Gal. ii. 20; iii. 4, &c.) ; Asyndeton (1 Cor. xv. 43 ; 1 Tim. i. 17

;

2 Tim. iii. 2—5, 10, 11, &c.) ; Antiptosis (Col. iv. 17 ; Gal. vi. 1 ; iv. 11) ;

Hyperhaton (2 Thess. ii. 5, &c.) ; Alliteration (1 Cor. ii. 13; 2 Cor.

viii. 22 ; ix. 8, &c.) ; Constructio praegnans (2 Thess. ii. 4, etc.) ; and

many minor figures.

3. Coming to figures of the third division

—

Sound—we find that

St. Paul makes most remarkable and frequent use of paronomasia.

E.g. (o) Paronomasia, dependent on the change of one or two letters':

—

Rom. i. 29, iropveia TTOvrtpicf. . . . <pd6vov, ^6vov.

Rom. i. 30, affvVfTovs, affvvBfTOvs.

Rom. xi. 1 7, rivfs Twv Kkddaiv i^€K\d<Tdr}aay.

Cf. Heb. V. 8, fftaOfv a<^' wv (Tradiv.

1 See Cic. Be Oral. ii. 63 ; Auct. ad Herenn, iv. 24 ; Quint. Instt. Oral. ix.

3, 6C), &c. An instance in our Prayer Book is—"among all the changes and
chances of this mortal life."
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(fi)
Paronomasia, dependent on a play of words of similar sound or

derivation.^ This is St. Paul's most frequent rhetorical figure :—

2 Cor. iii. 2, ytvuffKonivrj /col avayivaxTKOixevT].''

Eom. i. 28, oi>K iSoKlfia<rav (they refused) . . . hUKifxov voZu (a

refuse mind).

Phil. iii. 2, 3, Kararoixii (concision) . . . irepirofxi) [circumcision).

Rom. ii. 1, KpiVsis . . . KaraKpivus.

1 Cor. xi. 29, seq., SiaKpicris . . . Kplfia . . . KaraKpi/xa.

Rom. xii. 3, " Not to be high-minded {yirtpippovitv) above what we

ought to be minded {(ppoveiv), but to be minded so as to be

sober-minded " (crox^poj'erj'). Cf. Thuc. ii. 62, oh (ppovfuj-an fxovou

oAAct Koi Ka.ra<ppov{]fiaTi.

1 Cor. vii. 31, xP'^MfO' • • • KaTaxp<^M-^foi.

2 Cor. vi. 10, ex*"'"''** . . . Korexoi'Tej.

2 Cor. IV. 8, a,Tropov/j.eyoi . , . f^airopov/xfvot,

2 Tim- iii. 4, <pt\-^Sovoi . . . <pi\69eoi.

2 Thess. iii. H, not bust/ (ipjaCoixivovs) but busybodies (wept

epya(oij.tvovs).^

1 Tim, V. 13, ov (xovov 5e hpyal, aWh Kal irepUpyoi (female toilers in

the school of idleness).'

Cornelius a Lapide and others have imagined a latent paronomasia

in 1 Cor. i. 23, 24. If St. Paul thought in Syriac it might be "To the

Jews a micsol, and to the Greeks a mashcal^ but to those that are called

— Christ the secel of God." But this is probably a mere ingenious fancy.*

(7) A third class of paronomasias consists in plays on names, of which

we find thi-ee in St. Paul :

—

Philem. II, 'Ovfiarifioy . . . &XP''><^'''0^''

PhUem. 20, Nat, iyd ffov ovaliATiv.

Phil. iv. 3, 'Xv^vye yv{](n€, *' yoke-fellow by name and yoke-fellow

by nature."*

St,. Jerome imagines another in Gal. L 6, where he thinks that " ye are

being removed" (neTaTideadi) is a play on the name Galatse and the

Hebrew Galal, "to roll."

Since, then, we find upwards of fifty specimens of upwards of thirty

* A curious instance occurs in our E. V. of James i. 6, " He that wavereth is like

a xvave of the sea," where it does not occur in the original.

2 Compare Acts viii. 30, and Basil's remark to the Emperor Julian, a»'e7»'«s ovk

iyvus, (I yap eyvus oiiK hv Kareyvus.

3 So Domitius Afer, "Non agentes sed satagentes" (Qmnt. vi. 3, 54).

* Glass, Fhilolog. Sacra, p. 959.

5 V. infra, vol. ii., ad loc, where I have noticed the possihle second paronomasia
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Greek rhetorical figures in St. Paul, and since they are far more

abundant in his Epistles than in other parts of the New Testament, and

some are found in him alone, may we not conclude that as a boy in

Tarsus he had attended some elementary class in Greek rhetoric,

perhaps as a part of his education in the grammatical knowledge of the

language 1 Professional rhetoricians abounded in Tarsus, and if Paul's

father, seeing the brilliant capacity of his son, meant him for the school

of Gamaliel, he may have thought that an elementary initiation into

Greek rhetoric might help to pave the way for his future distinction

among the Hillelites of Jerusalem ; since, as we see from the Talmud,

this kind of knowledge opened to some Rabbis a career of ambition.

If so, the lessons which the young Saul learnt were not thrown away,

though they were turned to very different objects than had been dreamt

of by one who intended his boy to be, like himself, a Pharisee of

Pharisees and a Hebrew of Hebrews.

EXCURSUS III. (p. 39).

The Classic Quotations and Allusions op St. Paul.

1. Those who maintain the advanced classic culture of St. Paul, rely on

the fact that he quotes from and alludes to Greek and Roman wi-iters.

Three quotations are incessantly adduced. One is the hexameter

written by the Cretan poet Epimenides in such stern and contemptuous

depreciation of the character of his own countrymen

—

KprJTes ael xpfvffTui, /co/ca dripla, yaffrfpes apyal.^

("Liars the Cretans aye, ill monsters, gluttonous idlers.")

Another is the half-hexameter in which he reminds his audience, in

the speech on the Areopagus, that certain also of their native poets had

said

—

Tov yap Ka\ yevos efffiiv.^

(" For we are also his offspring.")

A third is the moral warning to the Corinthians—

^delpovffiv 1j6r) XPV<^'^°' V'^^«' Koxi;*

(" Evil communications corrupt good manners;")

or it may, perhaps, be more correctly rendered, " Evil associations

destroy excellent characters."

1 Tit. i. 12. ' Acts xvii. 28. • 1 Cor. xv. 38.
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Now, if we look a little closer at these quotations, we shall see how
very little proof they furnish of anything more than the most superficial

acquaintance with Greek writers. The first of them is just such a

current national characterisation ' as might pass everywhere from mouth

to mouth, and which St. Paul might very well repeat without having

read a line of the poem of Epimenides on Oracles, or Callimachus's

Hymn to Zeus, in both of which it occurs.^ The second is a recognised

commonplace of heathen insight, to which many parallels might be

quoted, but which is found in Cleanthes ^ nearly in the form in which

St. Paul quotes it. The actual quotation is from one of those tedious

poems which were most in vogue at this period, the Phcenomena of

Aratus.'* "With the writings of this poet St. Paul may have become

acquainted, both because they are entirely harmless—which is more

than can be said of almost any other Pagan production which was

popular at that time—and because Aratus was a Cilician, and very

pi'obably a Tarsian.^ The third was one of those common sententious

pieces of morality which had passed into a proverb, and which in all

probability Menander, in his Thais, had appropriated from some lost

tragedy of Euripides. St. Paul is far more likely to have heard it used

in common parlance, or to have seen it inscribed on one of the Hermse

at Tarsus or Athens, than to have read it in Menander, or even—as

Socrates' and Chrysostom seem to think—in one of the Greek

tragedians. It is further remarkable about these quotations, first, that

all three of them were so current, they are found in at least two poets

each ; and next, that two of them occur at the very beginning of liymiis

to Zeus. If any collection of Hymns to Zexis was to be found on any

bookstall at Athens, it is exactly the kind of book into which St. Paul's

human sympathies may have induced him to dip in support of his

^ See, as to the Cretans, Leonidas, ^m^Ao^. iii., p. 369 ; Polyb. vi. 47; Diod. Sic,

xxxi. Fr. ; Westst. ad loc.

^ Callim. Hymn, in Jov., 8. Kpnrfs o«l ^pevtrrai, koI yap, Tdipiv S) &va <Te7o Kp^rfs
ireKT-^vavTo. See Chrysostom and Jerome ad Tit. i. 12. Moreover, the line had
originated one of the commonest syllogistic puzzles, called " the Liars." " Epi-

menides said that the Cretans were liars ; but Epimenides was a Cretan ; therefore

Epimenides was a liar ; therefore the Cretans were not liars ; therefore Epimenides
was not a liar," &c. &c. (Diog. Laert. ii. 108.) It was invented by Eubulides; cf.

Cic. Biv. ii. 4, " mentiens."

3 Cleanthes, Hymn, in Jov., 5.

* Aratus floiunshed about B.C. 270. His poems, considering that they only bear

a sort of dull resemblance to Thomson's Seasons, acquired astonishing popularity.

They were translated, among others, by Cicero, and by Cissar Germanicus.
6 Buhle, Aratus, ii. 429.

' Hist. Ecc. iii. 16.
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liberal and enlightened view that God had revealed Himself even to

the heathen, to a degree sufficient for their happiness and their salvation,

had they chosen to make use of the light they had.^ A third very

remarkable point is that in the quotation from Menander or Euripides,

whichever it may have been, the great majority of the best MSS. read

Xprjo-Tct, not xp^<^^'
^—^ reading which may therefore be regarded as

certainly genuine, since no one would have dreamt of altering the

correct metre, if it had been given in the original manuscript. Now if

such be the case, it seems to indicate that the ear of St. Paul was

unfamiliar with—or, which comes to the same thing, was indifferent to

—even so common a rhythm as that of the iambic verse. Our conclusion,

therefore, is that St. Paul's isolated quotations no more prove a study

of Greek literature than the quotation of such a national epigram as

" Inglese italianato, Diavolo incamato,"

or of such a line as

" Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch' entrate,"

would necessarily prove that an English writer was a proficient in the

literature of Italy, or had read the poems of Dante. St. Paul was a

man of remax'kable receptivity, and, as we have seen, an habitual

quoter. Except in Epistles intended for readers to whom Old Testa-

ment quotations would have been unintelligible, he can hardly wiite

five sentences in succession without a Biblical reference. The utter

absence of any similar use of even the noblest of the classic writers, is a

proof either that he had intentionally neglected them, or that, at any

rate, they had left little or no mark on an intellect so sensitive to every

cognate influence. For that it was not only the Scriptures of the

Jewish canon which thus clung to his retentive memory, is apparent

from the free use which he makes of the Book of "Wisdom, and perhaps

of other books of the Jewish Apocrypha.^ It is also traceable in the

^ Acts xiv. 17 ; xvii. 27 ; Rom. i. 20.

2 ^, A, B, D, E, F, G, &c., iaij.fifl(f rpayiK^. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 14, 69

;

Meineke, Fr. Com., p. 75.

* See Hausrath, p. 23. He compares 1 Cor. vi. 2 with Wisd. iii. 8, the image of

the Christian armour with Wisd. v. 17, the metaphor of the potter making one

vessel to honour and another to dishonour with Wisd. xv. 7. The memorable

thrice-repeated saying, "Neither circumcision is anything, nor uncircumcision

"

(Gal. V. 6 ; vi. 15 ; 1 Cor. vii. 19), is by Photius, Syncellus; and others said to be a

quotation from " Revelation of Moses." Dr. Lightfoot (on Gal. vi. 17) shows that

there is some reason to doubt this, and says that " a sentiment which is the very

foundation of St. Paul's teaching was most unlikely to have been expressed in any

earlier Jewish writing ; and if it really occurred in the apocryphal work ia
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extent to which he is constantly haunted by a woixl/ and in the new

and often rare expressions which are found in every one of the Epistles,^

and which show us a mind keenly susceptible to impressions derived

from the circumstances around him, and from the intercourse of those

among whom he was habitually thrown,

2. But though the Greek culture of Tarsus had little or no influence

on the current of the Apostle's thoughts, it would be a mistake to

suppose that it produced no influence at all on his life or on his style.

Besides the direct quotations, there is more than one isolated passage

which may be the distant echo of classical reminiscences. Such, for

instance, is the apologue of the self-asserting members in 1 Cor. xii.,

which I'eminds us at once of the ingenious fable of Menenius Agrippa ;^

and the fearful metaphor of E.om. vii. 24, which has less probably been

held to refer to a true stoiy of the family of Regulus.'' And it is far

from improbable that it was in some " class of rhetoric " at Tarsus that

the Apostle acquired the germs, at any rate, of that argumentative

habit of mind, that gift of ready extempore utterance, and that fond-

ness for chiasmus, paronomasia, paraleipsis, oxymoron, litotes, and other

rhetorical figures, which characterise his style.* It was there, too, that

he may have learnt that ready versatility, that social courtesy, that

large comprehensiveness, that wide experience and capacity for dealing

with varied interests and intricate matters of business, which made him,

in the high and good sense of the word, a true gentleman, a Christian

man of the world. He was, in heart and feeling, an ideal specimen of

what the Greeks called the Ka\hs Kayados—" fair and good "—and his

intercourse with polished Greeks may have tended to brighten that

spirit of " entirely genuine Attic urbanity "«—a spirit more flexible

question, this work must have been either written or interpolated after St. Paul's

time (See Liicke, Offenb. d. Johan. i., p. 232)." The same must be said of the Book
of Wisdom on the ingenious hypoth(*sis that it was written by Apollos (Plumptre,

Expositor, i. 422, sq.).

1 e.g. yivofiai in 1 Thess. i. ; to. iirovpdvia in Eph. i.
; ;taipco and x«/"s hi Phil.

;

fxTi yevoiro in Rom. ; <pvcri6u in 1 Cor. iv. ; Kavxaadai in 2 Cor. xi. ; irapaKoXew in

2 Cor. i. ; Kvizt) in 2 Cor. ii., &c.

2 As, for instance, KaTavapKdeo and rifi^pa in 1 Cor. ; iT\7ipco/j.a in the Epistles of

the Captivity ; vytT)s in the Pastoral Epistles, &c.

* Liv. ii. 32. There is also a remarkable parallel in Sen. Dc Ira, ii. 31.

* The E/c is against this supposed reference. On the other hand, the "peri/ca-

tkannata" and peripsema of 1 Cor. iv. 13 may be an allusion to ancient piacular

oiferings {v. infra ad loc).

5 E.g., Chiasmus, Rom. ii. 7—10; Paronomasia, 2 Thess. ui. 11 (iiifr. ad loc.) .

Paraleipsis, 1 Thess. iv. 9, v. 1 ; Oxymoron, Rom. i. 20, PhUem. 11 ; litotes, 1 Cor_

xL 22, &c. (See Excursus II., " The Rhetoric of St. Paul.")

6 Krenkel, p. 12. See Arist. M. Mor. ii. 9, 2.
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and more charming than natural Semitic dignity—which breathes in

every line of the Epistle to Philemon.

3. It is a remarkable proof of this natural liberality that, in spite

of the burning hatred of idolatry which we have ah-eady noticed, he is

yet capable of looking with sympathy, and even admiration, on some

of those nobler and more innocent aspects of heathen life which his

countrymen indiscriminately condemned. ^ The hallowing of heathen

symbols, the use of metaphors derived from heathen life for the illus-

tration of Christian truths and Christian duties, is a very remarkable

feature of the style of St. Paul. There were few of the crimes of

Herod which the strict Pharisees had regarded with more undisguised

horror and hatred than his construction of a theatre at C^esarea
;
yet

St. Paul quite freely, and without misgiving, adopting a metaphor

which would have caused a shudder to any Palestinian Pharisee, com-

pares the transient fashion of the world to the passing scene of a

theatrical display, and in other places turns the whole Universe into a

theatre, on the stage of which were displayed the sufferings of the

Apostles as a spectacle to angels and to men.^ We recognise, too, the

more liberal son of the Dispersion—the man whose thoughts have been

enlarged by travel and by intei'course with men of other training and

other race—in the apparently vivid sympathy with which St. Paul

di'aws some of his favourite metaphors from the vigorous contests of

the Gi-ecian games. ^ Those games constituted the brightest, the most

innocently attractive feature of Hellenic life. During his long stay at

Ephesus and at Corinth he had doubtless witnessed those wrestling

bouts, those highly-skilled encounters of pugilism, those swift races to

win the fading garlands of laurel or pine, which, for some of his

heathen converts, and particularly for the younger among them, could

not at once have lost their charm. We can well imagine how some

young Ephesian or Corinthian might .have pressed St. Paul to come

^ The Talmud abounds in passages which utter nothing but unmixed scorn of

the Gentiles, even of their very virtues. In Babha Bathra, f. 10, 2, there is a

notable discussion on Prov. xiv. 34. It is rendered, " Righteousness exalteth a

nation, and the goodness of nations is sin.'" R. Eleazar explained it to mean,
" Righteousness exalts Israel ; but the goodness of other nations is sin, being only

due to their self-exaltation." Rabban Gamaliel said, " They were only good in

order to heap reproach on the shortcomings of Israel ;
" and Rabbi Nechunya Ben

Hakanah punctuated the verse, " Righteousness exalteth a nation (Israel) and

goodness: but the nations, a sin-offering." This explanation was adopted by
Eabban Johanan Ben Zakkai.

^ 1 Cor. vii. 31, irapdyfi rh (TX^M* '''"^ k6(T/^.ov. 1 Cor. iv, 9, Oiarpov e'yii)V7)Qr)fiiV.

(Cf. Heb. X. 33, eiUTpiCofievoi.)

1 1 Cor. ix. 24 ; Phil. iii. 14 ; 1 Tim. vi. 12 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8 ; ii. 5 ; 1 Thess. ii. 19.
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with him and see the struggle and the race ; and how, for one whose

sympathies were so vividly human, there would have been a thrilling

interest in the spectacle of those many myriads assembled in the vast

stadium—in the straining eyes and eager countenances and beating

hearts—in the breathless hush with which they listened to the pro-

clamations of the herald—in the wild-eyed charioteers bending over

their steeds, with the hair blown back from their glowing faces—in

the resounding acclamations with which they greeted the youthful

victor as he stepped forward with a blush to receive his prize. Would
these fair youths do so much, and suffer so much, to win a poor wither-

ing chaplet of pine and parsley, whose greenness had feded before the

sun had set, and would they use no effort, make no struggle, to win a

crown of amaranth, a crown of righteousness which could not fade

away ? Ajid that, too, when here the victory of one was the shame

and disappointment of all the rest, while, in that other contest, each

and all might equally be victors, and the victory of each be a fresh

glory to all who were striving for the same high prize ?^ And as such

thoughts passed through his mind there was no Judaic narrowness,

but a genial sympathy in his soul, and a readiness to admire whatever

was innocent and beautiful in human customs, when he wrote to his

converts of Corinth—" Know ye not that they which run in a stadium

run all, but one receiveth the prize 1 So rvin that ye may grasp. ^

Now every one that striveth is temperate in all things ; they, however,

that they may receive a corruptible crown, but we an incorruptible.

I, then, so run, not as uncertainly ; so box I, as one who beateth not

the air ; but I bruise my body with blows and enslave it, lest per-

chance, after making proclamation to others, I myself should prove to

be a rejected combatant."^

4. But it was not only with Greek customs tRat St. Paul became

familiar during his residence at Tarsus. It is clear that he must also

have possessed some knowledge of Roman law. His thoughts often

have a juridical form. He speaks of the "earnest-money" of the

Spirit ; of the laws of inheritance ; of legal minority ; of the rights of

wives and daughters.'' The privileges and the prestige conferred upon

1 See a close parallel in Sen. Ep. Mor. Ixxviii. 16.

* KaTaA.oj3TjT6. Cf. Phil. iii. 12— 14, koto ffKoirhv . . . iirX rh $pa0€7ov.

' 1 Cor. i.x. 24—27. aSoKifios, vocabulum affonisticum (Beng. ; Philo, <fe Cherub.

§22). On the temperate training of competitors, see Hor. A. P. 412; Epict.

Enchir. 35; Dissert, iii. 15; Tert. ad Mart. 3. aepa Stpeiv is to fight a crKiafMaxia

{i.e., make mere feints), (Eustath, ad II. xx. 446; Athen. 154, A, &c.; Virg. JEn.

V. 376). K7?pb|as, perhaps " heralding the laws of the contest" {^sch. Eum. 56G).

* Gal. iii. 17, 18 ; iv. 1, 2 ; Rom. vii. 2, &c.
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liim by his rights of Civltas would have inevitably turned his thoughts

in this direction. The Laws of the Twelve Tables had defined the

authority which might be exercised by fathers over sons even after

they have come of age (patria potestas) in a manner wtich Gains tells

us was peculiar to Roman jurisprudence, with the single exception that

it also existed among the Galatea. If this means the Galatians it would

give peculiar significance to the illustration in Gal. iv. 1, which in any

case proves St. Paul's familiarity with Roman institutions which had

no existence among the Jews. So, too, we are told by Sir H. Maine

that " a true power of testation " was nowhere provided for in the

Jewish Code of Laws, and that the Romans " invented the will." Yet

to the rules of testamentary bequests, and their irrevocability in certain

cases, St. Paul seems to make an express allusion (Gal. iii. 15). Again,

he gives prominence to the Roman idea of artificial " adoption," even

to the extent of making an apparent reference to the fact that a son,

fully adopted, abandoned the domestic rites (sacra) of his own family,

and attached himself to those of his new parent (Gal. iv. 5 ; Ejih. i. 5).^

5. We may select one more passage—though in this case it involves

no admiration or sympathy—to show how accurately the customs of

the Pagan life had been observed by St. Paul in that varied experience

which made him, in the best sense, a citizen of the world. It is a

passage which, from the absence of this knowledge, has often been

entirely misunderstood. It occurs in 2 Cor. ii. 14—16 : "Now thanks

be to God, who always leadeth us everywhere in triumph - in Christ,

and who by us maketh manifest the odour of the knowledge of Him
in every place. For we are to God a sweet odour of Christ among

those who are being saved, and among those who are perishing. To
the latter we are an odoui- of death to death, to the former an odour

of life to life."

Here, though the details of the metaphor are intricately involved

the general conception which was in the thoughts of the Apostle, and

swayed his expression, is derived from the customs of a Roman triumph.

^ These instances are pointed out by Dean Merivale, JBoijle lectures, and in Si.

Paul at Home, pp. 172—180. The passages of Gaius referred to are Instt. i. 65 (cf.

Ctesar, B. G. vi. 19) and 189 ; Digests, xxvi. 3 ; but I cannot pretend to say that

the conclusions formed are indisputable.

2 The rendering of the E. V., " which always causes us to triumph in Christ," is

both philologically impossible (cf. Col. ii. 15), and confuses the metaphor to such

an extent as to render it entirely unintelligible. St. Paul may well have hoard of

the famous triumph of Claudius over the Britons a few years before (A.D. 51), in

which Caractacus had walked as a prisoner {OpiafifitvOeis), but " had passed from

the ranks of the ' lost ' to those of the ' saved ' " (Tac. Ann. xiii. 36). (See Dr.

Plumptre, ad loc.) Cleopatra had proudly said, oi Opianfievdijaoixai.
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It "was one main feature of such " insulting vanities " that the chief

captives were paraded before the victor's path, and sweet odours were

burnt in the streets while his car climbed the Capitol.^ But when he

reached the foot of the Capitoline hill there was a fatal halt, which, in

the utter deadness of all sense of pity, might be a moment of fresh

exultation to the conqueror, but which was death to the captive ; for at

that spot the captives ceased to form any part of the procession, but

were led aside into the rocky vaults of the Tullianum, and strangled by

the executioner in those black and fetid depths. And thus the sweet

odours, which to the victor—a Marius or a Julius Caesar—and to the

spectators were a symbol of glory and success and happiness, were to

the wretched victims—a Jugurtha or a Yercingetorix—an odour of

death. Reminded of this by his use of the words " leadeth us in

triumph," St. Paul for an instant fancies himself a captive before the

chariot of God—a captive in connexion with Christ ; and then another

passing fancy strikes him. The preachers of Christ are like that

burning incense whose perfume filled the triumphant streets,^ but they

were not an odour of life and hope to all. As light is light yet pains

the diseased eye, as honey is honey yet palls on the sated taste,^ so the

odour retained its natural fragrance, although to many—through their

own sins and wilfulness—it might only breathe of death. The tidings

of salvation were glad tidings, but to the guiltily hardened and

the wilfully impenitent they might prove to be tidings of wrath

and doom."*

Little, perhaps, did it occur to St. Paul as he wrote those words,

that the triumph of God, in which lie was being led along from place to

place as a willing victim, might end for him also in the vaults of that

very Tullianum*—the description of which must have been mingled

in his thoughts with the other details of the Roman pomp—and that if

not from the Mamertine, yet from some other Roman prison he would

only be dragged forth to die.

1 Dio Cass. Ixxiv. ; Hor. Od. iv. 2, 50 ; Plut. JEmil. p. 272.

2 St. Paul rises superior to the vulgar prejudice of the Rabbis, who said that " a
man is a sinner who while walking in a part of a town inhabited by idolaters inhalea

purposely the odour of incense offered up by them" {Bcrachoth, f. 53, 1).

'^ See Theophyl. ad loc.

* Similarly the Rabbis spoke of the law as an " aroma of life to those who walk
on the right, an " aroma of death " to those on the left {Shabhath, f. 88, 2).

^ The Tullianum is, according to old tradition, the scene of the last imprisonment,
before martyrdom, both of St. Peter and St. Paul. It was the rock-hewn lower
dungeon added by Servius Tullius to the career of Ancus Martins. Excavations
within the last few months prove that it was much larger than has been hitherto

supposed.
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EXCURSUS lY. (p. 58).

St. Paul a Hagadist : St. Paul and Philo.

There are two large divisions of Rabbinic lore, which may be classed

under the heads of Hagadoth, or unrecorded legends, and Halachoth, or

rules and precedents in explanation of dubious or undefined points of

legal observance.^ It is natui-al that there should be but few traces of

the latter in the writings of one whose express object it was to deliver

the Gentiles from the intolerable burden of legal Judaism. But though

there is little trace of them in his writings, he himself expressly tells us

that he had once been enthusiastic in their observance.- " I was

making," he says to the Galatians, " continuous advance in Judaism

above many who were my equals in age in my own race, being very

exceedingly a zealot for the traditions handed down from my fathers." '

And there are in the Epistles abundant signs that with the Hagadoth

he was extremely familiar, and that he constantly refers to them in

thought. Thus in 2 Tim. iii 8 he traditionally names Jannes and

Jambres, two of the Egyptian magicians who withstood Moses. He
adopted the current Jewish chronologies in Acts xiii. 20, 21. He
alludes to the notion that the Adam of Gen. i is the ideal or spiritual,

the Adam of Gen. ii. the concrete and sinful Adam.* The conception

of the last trumpet,^ of the giving of the Law at Sinai by angels,^ of

Satan as the god of this world and the prince of the power of the air/

and of the celestial and infernal hierarchies,® are all recurrent in

Talmudic writings. When, in 1 Cor. xi. 10, he says that "a woman

1 1 have tried fully to explain the nature of the Halachah and the Sagadah in

the Expositor, October, 1877. The former dealt mainly with the Pentateuch, the

latter with the Hag-iographa. Dr. Deutsch (Smith's Diet. a. v. " Versions " says,

" If the Halachah used the Scriptural word as a last and most awful resort against

which there was no further appeal, the Hagadah used it as the golden nail on which

to hang its gorgeous tapestiy. If the former was the iron bulwark round the

nationality of Israel, the latter was a maze of flowery walks within those fortress

•walls."

2 Gal. i. U.
3 The -irapaSotris did not mean the written Law, but the Oral Law, the irdrpia

607? of which Josephus speaks so much ; the germ, in fact, of the Ealach6th of the

Mishna and Gemara.
4 1 Cor. XV. 47. This is also found in Philo, De Opif. Mund. i. 32.

s 1 Cor. XV. 52 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16.

6 Gal. iii. 19.

7 Eph. ii. 2.

8 Eph. i. 21 , iii. 10 ; vi. 12 ; CoL i. 16 ; ii. 16.
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ought to have a veil ^ on her head because of the angels," there can, I

think, be no shadow of doubt in the unprejudiced mind of any reader

who is familiar with those Jewish views of the siibject in which St. Paul

had been trained, that he is referring to the common Rabbinic interpre-

tations of Gen. vi. 2 (LXX. Cod. A, " the angels"), where the Targum, and,

indeed, all Jewish authorities down to the author of the Book of Enoch
(quoted in the Epistle of Jude),^ attribute the Fall of the Angels to their

guilty love for earthly women. St. Paul could not have been unaware

of a notion which for many ages seems to have been engrained in the

Jewish mind 3—a notion which is found over and over again in the

Talmud, and which is still so prevalent among Oriental Jews, as also

among Mohammedans,* that they never allow their women to be

unveiled in public lest the Shecltm, or evil spii'its, should injure them
and others.* To this very day, for this very reason, Jewish women in

^ Such, however arrived at, or whatever be the special shade of thought about

the use of the word—which may be a mere provincialism—is the ob^^ous meaning
of e^ovaia in 1 Cor. xi. 10. St. Paul gives three reasons for his rule— (1) our

instinctive sense that an uncovered head, like a shaven head, is a dishonour to

a woman, whose hair is a gloiy to her
; (2) the fact that woman's hair indicates her

subordinate position towards man, as man's covered head denotes his subordination

to God ; (3) " because of the angels."

2 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6, 14.

3 The argument that ol &yye\oi is never used in the New Testament except for

good angels is quite valueless, for the fallen angels were supposed to have been good

angels until they fell, and, if they had fallen thus, there was nothing to show the

imposfsibility that others might similarly fall. This interpretation is given quite

unhesitatingly by TertuUian, de Virg. Vel. 7, "propter angelos, scilicet quos

legimus a Deo et coelo excidisse ob concupiscentiam feminarum." I have

thoroughly examined this point in a paper in the Homilctic Quarterly of 1878, and
quoted many Rabbinic illustrations. {Tanchuma, f. 61, 4 ; Abhoth of Rabbi

Nathan, c. 34.)

* See the very remarkable story of Khadijah, who discovers that it is really

Gabriel who has appeared to Mohammed by his flying away directly she takes oflE her

veil, " knowing from Waraka that a good angel must fly before the face of an
unveiled woman " ("Weil, Mohamed, 48). (See Dean Stanley's exhaustive note,

Cor. p. 187.)

* See Bcrachoth, f. 6, 1 : " Abba Benjamin says that if we had been suffered to

see them, no one would stand before the hurtful demons. Rav Huna that each of

us has 1,000 at his left and 10,000 at his right hand (Ps. xci. 7)," &c. &c. The
reason why Solomon's bed was guarded by sixty valiant men with drawn swords

was " because of fear in the night " (Cant. iii. 7, 8). '• Walk not alone at night,

because Egrath, daughter of Machlath, -walks about—she and 180,000 destroying

angels, and every one of them individually has permission to destroy" {Tesackiin,

112, 2). They are called ruchin, shedim., lilin, tiharim, &c. (Hamburger, s.v.

" Gespenstcr"). The only other view of the passage which seems to me even
possible (historically) is that of St. Chrysostom, " because good angels present at

Christian worship rejoice to see aU things done decently and in good order.

'
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some Eastern cities wear an inconceivably liideoiis' headdress, called the

Jchalehi, so managed as to entirely conceal the hair. It exposes them to

derision and inconvenience, bnt is worn as a religious duty, " because of

the spirits."

Again, in Rom. iv. 5, 13, Paul evidently accepts the tradition, also

referred to by St. Stephen, that Abraham had been an uncircumcised

idolater when he first obeyed the call of God, and that he then received

a promise—unknown to the text of Scripture—" that he should be the

heir of the world." ^ In Rom. ix. 9 it has been supposed, from the form

of his quotation, that he is alluding to the Rabbinic notion that Isaac

was created in the womb by a fiat of God ; in Gal. iv. 29 to the

Hagadah that Ishmael not only laughed, but jeered, insulted, and mis-

treated Isaac ;^ and in 2 Cor. xi. 14 to the notion that the angel who
wrestled with Jacob was an evil angel assuming the semblance of an

Angel of Light. These three latter instances are slight and dubious

;

but there is a remarkable allusion to the smitten rock in the wilderness,

which in 1 Cor. x. 4 is called "a spiritual following rock." The
expression can have but one meaning. Among the many marvellous

fancies which have been evolved from the thoughts of Jewish teachers,

occupied for centuries in the adoring and exclusive study of their sacred

books, was one to which they repeatedly recur, that the rock, from

which the water flowed, was round and like a swarm of bees, and rolled

itself up and went with them in their journeys. When the Tabernacle

was pitched, the rock came and settled in its vestibule. Then came the

princes, and standing near it exclaimed, " Spring up, O well ; sing ye

unto it,"^ and it sprang up. How are we to regard these strange

legends ? Can we suppose that wise and sensible Rabbis like Hillel and

Gamaliel took them literally 1, There is no ground whatever for sup-

posing—indeed, it is essentially impossible—that any one could have

accepted, au pied de la lettre, all the fables of the Talmud, which are in

many instances both senseless and coiitradictoiy. INIany of them were

doubtless regarded as mere plays of jjious fancy— mere ingenious

exercises of loving inference. Others were only an Oriental way of

suggesting mystic truths—were, in fact, intentional allegories. Others,

in their broad outlines, were national traditions, which may often have

corresponded with fact, and which, at any rate, had passed into general

and unquestioned credence in ages little troubled by the spirit of

historical criticism.* Though St. Paul might quite naturally glance at,

1 Rom. iv. 13. Cf. Josh. xxiv. 15.

2 Sanhedr. f. 89, 2.

3 Num. xxi. 17.

* The Rabbis themselves draw a distinction between passages which are to be

accei<ted literally (lacBn 'cb) and those which are meant to be " hyperbolical," in
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allude to, or even make use of some of these latter, it would be an utter

mistake to assume that he necessarily attached to them any objective

importance. If he alludes to the simplest and most reasonable of them,

he does so ornamentally, incidentally, illustratively, and might in all

probability have attributed to them no value beyond their connexion

with loving reminiscences of the things which he had learnt in the

lecture-hall of Gamaliel, or in his old paternal home. In this very

passage of the Corinthians the word " following " (^a.Ko\oveova-ris) is only a

graceful allusion to the least fantastic element of a legend capable of a

spiritual meaning ; and St. Paul, in the instant addition of the words
" and this rock was Christ," shows how slight and casual is the reference

to the purely Ilagadistic elements which, in the national consciousness,

had got mingled up with the great story of the wanderings in the

wilderness.^ Meanwhile—since it is the spiritual and not the material

rock which is prominent in the thoughts of St. Paul—is there any one

who holds so slavish and unscriptural a view of inspiration as to think

that such a transient allusion either demands our literal acceptance of

the fact alluded to, or, if we reject it, weakens the weight of apostolic

authority 1 If a modern religious writer glanced allusively at some

current legend of om- own or of ancient history, would it be at once

assumed that he meant to support its historical certainty ? If he quotes

Milton's line about Aaron's breastplate " ardent with gems oracular," is

lie held to pledge himself to the Rabbinic theory of the light which moved
upon them ] Does any one think himself bound to a literal belief in seven

heavens, because St. Paul, in direct accoixlance with Jewish notions, tells

us that he was caught- iip into Paradise as far as the third 1
^

There is one i*espect in which these traces of Judaic training are

specially interesting. They'show the masterly good sense of the Apostle,

and they show his inspired superioiity to the influences of his training.

That he should sometimes resort to allegory is reasonable and interesting;

but when we study the use which he makes of the allegorising method

ordinary Oriental fashion ('w^n yd}), (Reland, Antt. Sebr., p. 140). It must further

be remembered that much of the Talmud consists of crj'ptographs which designedly

concealed meanings (paivavra ffvveroiffiv from " persecutors " and " heretics." Space
prevents any further treatment of these subjects here, but I may refer those who
are interested in them to my papers on the Halacha and the Hagada, Talmudic
cryptograiAs, &c., in the Expositor for 1877.

^ Seven such current national traditions are aUuded to in St. Stephen's speech.

(See supra, p. 163.)

2 2 Cor. xii. 2, 4 ; Eph. iv. 10. Many other passages and expressions of St. Paul
find their illustration from the Talmud

—

e.g., 1 Cor. xv. 37, 45, yvfivoy kSkkov ; Eph.
ii. 14 (the Chel)

; 1 Cor. v. 2 (ardtsdth, " other lands"); 2 Cor. ii. 16, ocjulj eavdTov;

2 Cor. V. 2, eVevSuo-ao-^oi, &c. (See Meyer on these passages.)

P P
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in the case of Sarah and Hagar, we see at once its immense superiority

to the fantastic handling of the same facts by the learned Philo. How
much moi-e soberly does St. Paul deal with the human and histoi-io

elements of the story ; and how far more simple and natural are the con-

clusions which he derives from it ! Again, when he alludes to the

legends and traditions of his nation, how rational and how purely inci-

dental is his way of treating them ! Compare St. Paul with Philo, with

the Talmudists, with any of the Fathers in the first three centuries, and

we can then more clearly recognise the chasm which separates the Apostle

from the very gi-eatest writers both of his own nation and of tl^e early

Christian Church.

The question as to whether St. Paul had or had not read Philo is not

easy to answer. Gfrbrer's work on Philo might seem a decisive proof

that he had done so. Undoubtedly many passages may be adduced

from the voluminous pamphlets of the eloquent Alexandrian which

might lead us to repeat the old remark that " either Paul Philonises, or

Philo is a Christian." Philo, like St. Paul, speaks of the Word of God

as the antitype of the manna, and the smitten rock, and the pillar of

cloud and fire ; and as a Mediator, and as begotten before the worlds,

and as the Heavenly Man. He speaks of the strife between the fleshly

and the rational soul ; of the assisting grace of God ; of the milk of

doctrine ; of seeing God as through a mirror ; of the true riches ; and of

the faith of Abraham. And, besides agreement in isolated phrases,

Philo resembles St. Paul in his appeal to overwhelming revelations,^ in

modes of citing and interpreting Scripture, in his use of allegory, in the

impoi'tance which he attaches to the spiritual over the carnal meaning

of ordinances, and in many other particulars. But when we look closer

we see that many of these expressions and points of view were not

peculiar to Philo. They were, so to speak, in the air. They fall under

the same categoiy as the resemblances to Christian sentiments which may

be adduced from the writings of Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus

Aurelius, and may therefore be explained as having been due rather to

the prevalent currents of moral and religious sentiment, than to any

imitation or conscious interchange of thought. And side by side with

these resemblances, the differences between Paul and Philo are immense.

The cardinal conception of Philo is that of the Logos, and it is one

which, in this sense, is never used by St. Paul. St. Paul makes but one

or two distant and slighting allusions to the ancient Greek philosophy,

which Philo regarded as of transcendent importance. St. Paul makes

but the most subordinate use of the allegoric method, which with Philo

1 De Cherubim, i. 443.
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is all in all. To Pliilo the Pati'iarclis become mere idealised virtues ; to

St. Paul they are living men. Philo addresses his esoteric eclecticism

to the illuminated few ; St. Paul regards all alike as the equal children

of a God who is no respecter of persons. Philo clings to the Jewish

ritualisms, though he gives them a mystic significance ; St. Paul regards

them as abrogated for Gentiles, and non-essential even for Jews. Philo

still holds to the absolute superiority of the Jew over the Gentile ; St.

Paul teaches that in Christ Jesus there is neither Jew nor Gentile. In

Philo we see the im];)otence of Hellenising rationalism ; in St. Paul the

power of spii'itual truth. Philo explains and philosophises in every

direction ; St. Paul never recoils before a paradox, and leaves anti-

nomies unsolved side by side. Philo, like St. Paul, speaks much of

faith ; but the " faith " of Philo is something far short of a transforming

principle,^ while that of St. Paul is a regeneration of the whole nature

through mystic iinion with Christ. The writings of Philo are a collec-

tion of cold abstractions, those of St. Paul a living spring of spiritual

wisdom. "Philo," says Professor Jowett, "was a Jew, St. Paul a

Christian. Philo an eclectic, St. Paul spoke as the Spirit gave him

utterance. Philo was an Eastern mystic, St. Paul preached the

resurrection of the body. Philo was an idealiser, St. Paul a spiritiial-

iser of the Old Testament. Philo was a philosopher, St. Paul a

preacher ; the one taught a system for the Jews, the other a universal

religion. The one may have guided a few more solitaries to the rocks

of the Nile, the other has changed the world. The one is a dead, un-

meaning literature, lingei'ing amid the progress of mankind ; the other

has been a principle of life to the intellect as well as to the heart. While

the one has ceased to exist, the other has survived, without decay, the

changes in government and the revolutions in thovight of 1,800 years." ^

Of the Apocryphal books there was one at least with which St. Paul

was almost certainly acquainted—namely, the Book of Wisdom. No
one, I thmk, will question this who compares his views of idolatry,

and the manner in. which he expresses them, with the chapters in which

that eloquent book pursues the worship of heathenism with a concen-

trated scorn hardly inferior to that of Isaiah ; or who will compare

together the passages to which I have referred in a former note. If

the books for which St. Paul wrote from his last imprisonment were

any but sacred books, we may feel a tolerable confidence that the Book
of Wisdom was among their number.'

^ Philo's highest definition of faith is " a bettering in all things of the soul,

which has cast itself for support on the Author of all things " (Be Abraham, ii. 39).

2 Eomaris, i. 416.

3 Comp. Eom. v. 12; xi. 32; 1 Cor. vi. 2; 2 Cor. v. 4, &c., respectively, with

Wisd. ii. 24 ; xi. 23—26 ; iii. 8 ; ix. 15, &c. But see supra, p. 633.

p p 2
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EXCURSUS Y. (p. 114).

Gamaliel and the School of Tubingen.

I SHALL not often turn aside to meet what seem to me to be baseless

objections ; but as the name of Gamaliel will always be associated with

that of St. Paul, it may be worth while to do so for a moment in this

instance. It seems, then, to me that this accusation of St. Luke is

founded on a mass of errors.^ Gamaliel, like St. Paul, was a Pharisee,

the son of Pharisees, and it was doubtless his nobleness and candour of

disposition which impressed the Apostle with the better elements of

Pharisaism. The fiery zeal of a youthful Tarsian may have led him for

a time to adopt the more violent tone of the school of Shammai, and yet

might have been very far from obliterating the effects of previous

teaching. But, in point of fact, even a Hillel and a Gamaliel, in spite

of their general mildness, would have described themselves without

hesitation as " exceedingly zealous for the traditions of the fathers."

Their concessions to expediency were either concessions in their conduct

to the heathen, or concessions to necessity and the general interest.^

The difference between the two Pharisaic schools was not nearly so wide

as that between the two great Jewish sects. The Pharisees were beyond

all question allied to the Zealots in political sympathies, while the

Sadducees had natural affinities with the Herodians. In what we know
of Gamaliel, we trace a spirit, a tone, a point of view, wliich eminently

resembles that of his far greater pupil. His decision that soldiers in

war time, and all people engaged in works of mercy, duty, or necessity,

might be exempted from the more stringent Sabbatical traditions ; his

concession of rights of gleaning to the poorer brethi'en ;
' his direction

that the " Peace be with you " should be addressed even to pagans on

their feast days *—are all exactly analogous to the known sentiments of

^ The precept of Gamaliel, " Get thee a teacher, eschew that which is douhtful,

and do not multiply uncertain tithes" {Pirke Aboth, 1, 15), might have emanated

from Shammai himself. In fact, the difference between the two schools existed far

more in infinitesimal details than in fundamental principles.

2 obwn pp^n ':gd, " for the good order of the world," Gittin, v. 5. (Derenbourg,

Palestine, p. 189.) It is difficult, however, to account for Gamaliel I. having a

figiu^e engraved on his seal if that story belongs to him.

3 See Dr. Ginsburg, s. v., in Kitto's Ci/cL, and Gratz, Gesch. d. Juden, iii. 274,

Bq. ; Jost, Gesch. d. Judotthums, i. 281; Frankel, Hodegetica in Mischnam, 57;

Derenbourg, Palestine, 239, sq.

* In Jer. Berachoth, ix. (Schwab, p. 159), there is a story that meeting a beautiful

Pagan woman he uttered to her the Shalom alaikh. " Is it possible ? " is the amazed

remark of the Gemara. " Did not R. Zeira say, on the authority of R. Jose bar
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the Apostle ; wliile the just, humane, and liberal regulations which he

laid down to prevent the unfairness of husbands towards divorced wives,

and of disobedient children towards their mothei'S, are identical in spirit

to those which St. Paul applies to similar subjects. The story that he

bathed in a bath at Ptolemais which was adorned with a statue of

Aphrodite, and answered the reproaches of a min with the remark that

the statue had evidently been made for the bath, and not the bath for

the statue, belongs not to him but to his grandson, with whom he is

perpetually confused.^ To the latter is also due the wise and kindly

rule of burying the dead in simple white linen, instead of in costly

robes. Yet so close was the unity of doctrine which bound together

the successive hereditary presidents of the school of Hillel, that we may
look on any anecdote of the younger Gamaliel as fairly illusti-ative of

the views of the elder; and the argument of Gamaliel ,11., that, if he

were to be excluded from the enjoyment of every place which had been

defiled by the rights of idolatry, he would not be able to find any place

to live in at all, reminds us of more than one passage in Sfc. Paul's

argument about meats ofTered to idols. We may therefore regard it as

a significant fact that, in spite of these liberal principles, Gamaliel of

Jabne sanctioned the use of the " curse against heretics," ^ which is given

twelfth in order in the Shemone Ezre? It is probable that his graud-

R. Hanina, and E. Ba or R. Hiya, on the authority of R. Jochanan, that one ought

not to express ackniration for Pagans';^" (a rule based on a sort oi jeu des mots

derived from Dout. vii. 3). The answer is that Gamaliel only admired her as he

might have admired a heautiful horse or camel, exclaiming that Jehovah had made

beautiful things in the universe. The Talmudist then proceeds to excuse Gamaliel

for the enormity of looking at a woman, on the ground that it could only have been

unexpectedly in a naiTow street.

^ Abhoda Zara, f. 44, 2. Conybeare and Howson, Krenkel, Lewin, and others,

confuse the anecdotes of this Gamaliel {Ha-zaken, or " the Elder ") and Gamaliel

II., as also does Otho, Lex. Eabb., s. v. (Etheridge, Hebr. Lit., p. 45).

^ D'S'on n3"\l, Berachoth, f . 28, 2. Its first sentence is, " Let there be no hope to

them that apostatize from the true religion ; and let heretics {minim), how many
soever they be, aU perish as in a moment." The actual author of this prayer \^a8

Samuel the Little {TIa-katon). (Gratz, iv. 105, 434.) The notion that this Samuel

the Less (for his name is, perhaps, given to distinguish him from the prophet

Samuel: of. b fj-tyas, as the title of Herod, Life of Christ, i., p. 48, n.) has anything

to do with Saul (Shaul being a contraction of Shamuel, and Paulus being supposed

to mean the little; Alting, Schilo, iv. 28; Basnage, Bk. III. i., pp. 12, 13) is an

absurdity hardly worthy of passing notice. (Eisenmeng. Entd. Judenth., ii. 107
;

Buxtorf, Lex. Talm., 1,201, 2,662; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr., i. 1,119.)

3 In point of fact, there is a considerable amount of obscurity about this prayer.

The Shemone-ezre or amida is a prayer recited after the Shema. It is named from

the " eighteen blessings," or sections, of which it is composed, and is recited three

times a day, or oftener on feast days. It actually contains nineteen sections, the
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father, who was equally liberal in many of his sentiments, would yet

have been perfectly willing to authorise a similar prayer. His sense of

expediency was so little identical with any indifference to pure Mosaism,

that when he died it was said that the purity and righteousness of

Pharisaism was removed, and the glory of the Law ceased.^ Neither,

then, in St. Paul's original zeal for the oral and written Law, nor in the

libei-ality of his subsequent views and decisions about Mosaic observ-

ances, do we find any reason whatever to doubt the statement of his

relation to Gamaliel, but on the contrary we find it confirmed by many

miinite and, at first sight, counter indications. And as far as the

speech of Gamaliel is concerned, it seems probable that his toleration

would have had decided limits. As it is by no means clear that he did

not afterwards sanction the attempt to suppress the Christians, so it is

by no means improbable that up to this time even Saul of Tarsus, had

he been present at the debate, might have coincided with the half-

tolerant, but also half-contemptuous, views of his great teacher.

Although the Pharisees, in their deadly opposition to the Sadducees,

were always ready to look with satisfaction on that one part of

Christianity which rested on the belief in the Resurrection, the events

of the next few months greatly altered the general relations of the

Church, not only towards them, but also towards the entii-e body of

the Jewish people, of whom, up to this time, a great multitude had

welcomed its early manifestations with astonishment and joy.

12th, which is numbered 11 bis, being the celebrated Birkath ha-Minim, or praj-er

against the minim, or heretics. Now, in Jer. Berachoth, ch. iv., § 3, we are

expressly told that this prayer was added to the Amida at Jabne, and therefore by

Gamaliel II. in the second century, long after the destruction of JerusAic'm (Cahen,

Hist, de la Priire, p. 30, sq. ; and Mcgillah, f. 17, 2). How this can be reconciled

with the asserted death of Samuel the Little, before the destruction of Jerusalem, is

only one of the confusions and contradictions which meet us in every stage of

Tabnudic literature. HaUel (quoted by Schwab) says that the prayer is sometimes

called "the blessing (by euphemism) of the Sadducees," and is intended as a protest

of the Pharisees against the mixture of temporising and severity by which the

Sadducees ruined their country. Chronology shows this to be futile.

1 Sotah, f. 49, 1. He, or his grandson, are cited with high respect for various

minute decisions in the Berachdth. (See Schwab's Trait6 des Bcrachdth, pp. 1,

11, 12, &c.)
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EXCURSUS YI. (p. 165).

Capital Punishments : The Stoning of St. Stephen.

Generally speaking tlie Sanhedrin were not a sanguinary tribunal.

They shuddei-ed at the necessity of bloodshed, and tried to obviate its

necessity by innumerable regulations. So great was their horror at

putting an Israelite to death, that any means of avoiding it seemed

desu-able. Simeon Ben Shatach is the only conspicuous Rabbi who^ for

his cruelty in deciding causes, is said "to have had hot hands."

Josephus expressly marks it as disgraceful to the Sadducees that, unlike

the rest of their nation, they were savage in their punishments. We
are told that if even once in seven years—Rabbi Eleazar Ben Azariah

went so far as to say that if once in seventy years—a Sanhedrin

inflicted capital punishment it deserved the oj)probrious title of "san-

guinary." ^ The migration of the Sanhedrin forty years before the

destruction of Jeinisalem, from their " Hall of Squares," which was

beside the great Coui-t of the Temple to the Chanujoth or " shops

"

which were under two cedars on the Mount of Olives, is expressly

stated to have been due to their desire to get to a greater distance from

the sacred precincts, in order that they might not feel it so sternly

incumbent xipon them to inflict the strict punishments of the Law.^

But if, after strict and solemn voting, a man was condemned to any of

the four capital punishments, the utmost care was taken to remove from

the punishment all semblance of vindictive haste. In the case of a

convicted blasphemer the death assigned by the Law was stoning, and

in Leviticus it is ordained that the witnesses should lay their hands

upon his head, and all the congregation should stone him.^ In Deutero-

nomy we read the further regulations that the hand of the witnesses

was first to be upon him*—and this horrible duty was one of the

deterrents from false or frivolous accusation. But if we may accept the

authority of the Mishna, the process was an elaborate one. On pronun-

ciation of the sentence the condemned was handed over to the Shotertm

or Lictors of the Sanhedrin, and led to the place of execution. An

^ n''3bnn, Maccoth, f. 7, 1 ; Derenbourg, p. 201.

* The Dini Kemsoth or punitive decisions {Abhnda Zara, f. 8, 2; Shabbath,i. 15,

1). Rashi inferred from Deut. xvii. 10, that minor Sanhedrins outside Jerusalem

could not pronounce capital sentences {Bini Xcpkashoth) unless the greater Sanhedrin

was seated on the Temple Mount.
* Lev. xxiv. 14.

* Deut. xvii. 7.
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official stood at the door of tlie Judgment HalP holding in his hand a

handkerchief; a second on horseback was stationed just in sight of the

fii'st, and if, even at the last moment, any witness could testify to the

innocence of the condemned, the first shook his handkerchief, and the

second galloped at fuU speed to bring back the accused, who was himself

allowed to be led back as many as four or five times if he could adduce

a single solid proof in his own favour. Failing this he was led on with

a herald preceding him, who proclaimed his name, his crime, and the

witnesses on whose testimony he had been condemned. At ten paces'

distance from the place of death he was bidden to confess, because

Jewish no less than Roman law valued the certainty derived from the

" confitentem reum," and the Jews deduced from the story of Achan

that his punishment would be, as regards the futui-e world, a sufficiently

complete expiation of his crime.^ A bitter draught containing a grain

of frankincense was then given him to stupefy his senses and take away

the edge of terror. At four cubits' distance from the fatal spot he was

stripped bare of his upper garments, and according to the older and

simpler plan of procedure was then stoned, the witnesses simultaneously

hurling the first stones.^ But the later custom seems to have been more

elaborate. The place of execution * was twelve feet high, and one of the

witnesses flung the criminal down, back foremost, from the top, the

other immediately hurling a heavy stone iipon his chest. If this failed to

produce death, all who were present joined in stoning him, and his body

was subsequently hung by the hands on a tree until the fall of evening. *

We may be quite sure that none of these elaborate prescriptions

were followed in the martyrdom of Stephen. He was mui-dered in one

of those sudden outbursts of fury to which on more than one occasion

the life of our Lord had been neai'ly saci-ificed.

EXCURSUS VII. (p. 166).

The Power of the Sanhedrin to Inflict Death.

A question has often been raised how the Sanhedrin at this time

had the power of inflicting death at all 1 The well-known passage of

^ All these particulars, except when otherwise stated, I derive from the tract

Sanhedrin of the Mishna, cap. vi. (Surenhua. ii., p. 234, seqq.)

« Tanchuma, f . 39, § 3 ; Schottg. Hor. Kebr. ad Acts vii. 68.

8 Tanchuma, ubi supr. ; Deut. xvii. 7.

* Called nVpon nu.

5 Deut. xxi. 22, 23.
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St. John, " It is not la\vfiil for us to put any man to death," has been

asserted to be in direct contradiction to the narrative. The explanation

of that passage to mean "it is not lawful at tlie time of the feast " is

both philologically and historically untenable, and thei-e seems to be

little doubt that there is truth in the statement of the Talmud that

about forty years—a well-known vague term in Jewish writers—before

the fall of Jerusalem, the Sanliedrin had relinquished—^it would be

truer to say, had been deprived of—the power of death. ^ That depri-

vation was due to the direct interference of the Romans, who would not

extend the highest judicial functions to men so likely to abuse them for

seditious ends. It is, perhaps, only an attempt of the Rabbis to veil

their national humiliation, when they attribute the diminished glories

of their " House of Judgment " to their own leniency ; to their re-

luctance to shed the blood of a descendant of Abraham ; to the con-

sequent increase of crimes ; and to the migration from the Hall of

Squares to the " Shops " of the Beni Hanan. But, on the other hand, we
know the astute connivance which the Romans were always ready to

extend to acts which were due to religious excitement and not to civil

rebellion. 2 They rarely interfered with national superstitions. Even

Pilate, though by no means void of a sense of justice, had been quite

willing to hand over Jesus to any extreme of ecclesiastical vengeance,

provided only that the direct responsibility did not fall upon himself.

Further than this, there is every reason to believe that St. Stephen's

martyrdom finds its counterpart in the murder of James, the Lord's

brother. That was brought about by the younger Hanan dui'ing a High

Priesthood of only three months' duration, in which he seized his

opportunity, and availed himself of a brief interregnum which followed

on the death of Festus, and preceded the arrival of his successor

Albinus. It was at just such an interregnum that the death of Stephen

is believed to have taken place. Pontius Pilate had been sent to Rome
by his ofiicial chief, Vitellius, the Prsefect of Syria, to answer to the

Emperor for the complamts of cruelty and insult brought against him

by the uihabitants of every division of his Procuratorship. Before his

ai'rival the Emperor Tiberius died. An event of this magnitude re-

laxed the sternness of government in every province of the Empii-e,^

1 Abhodah Zara, f. 8, 2.

2 The policy of Rome towards her Oriental subjects was a policy of contemptuous

tolerance in all matters that affected the local cult.

8 That there was at this very time a special desire to conciliate the Jews, who

had been so much exasperated by the cruelties of Pilate, is clear from the circum-

stance that Vitellius, after a magnificent reception at Jerusalem, had just restored

to the Jews the custody of the pontifical vestments, which since the days of Herod
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and though Yitellius appointed Marcelhis as a brief temporary locum

tenens until the arrival of Marullus, who was appointed Procurator by

Gaius,^ the Sanhedx-in may have met while there was no Procurator at

all, and in any case would have found it easy to persuade a substitute

like Marcellus, or a new-comer like Marullus, that it would be useless to

inquire into a mere riot which had ended in the richly deserved punish-

ment of a blaspheming Hellenist. In short, we find that the possibility

of tumultuous outbreaks which might end in a death by stoning is

constantly recognised in the New Testament ; ^ and it would have been

easy for the Sanhedrin to represent the stoning of St. Stephen in such a

light.

EXCURSUS YIII. (p. 179).

Damascus under Hareth.

Hareth was the father-in-law of Herod Antipas, and from the day

when the weakness of that miserable prince had beguiled him into

his connexion, at once adulterous and incestuous, with Herodias,

his brother Philip's wife, Hareth had been the implacable foe of the

Tetrarch of GalUee. Their quarrel had ended in a battle, in which

the troops of Hareth won a signal victory. After this defeat, in

which the Jews saw a retribution for the murder of John the Baptist,*

Antipas applied to the Empei'or Tiberius, who sent Yitelliiis to chastise

the audacious Emir who had dared to defeat an ally of Rome.

But when Vitellius had reached Jerusalem, he heard the news of the

death of Tiberius. The death of a Roman emperor often involved so

immense a change of policy, that Vitellius did not venture, without

fresh instructions, to renew the war. The details of what followed

have not been preserved. That Hareth ventured to seize Damascus is

improbable. "Vitellius was too vigorous a legate, and the Arab had

too wholesome a di-ead of imperial Rome, to venture on so daring an

tlie Great had been kept in the Tower of Antonia (Jos. Antt. xv. 11, 4 ; xviii. 4, 2).

The privilege was again forfeited, and again restored to them by Claudius, at the

request of Agrippa II. (id. xx. 1, 2). The power of inflicting minor punishments

seems always to have rested with the Jews, as it does with many religious communi-

ties of ra'ias, even under the tyranny of Turkish misrule (Renan, Les Apotres, p. 144).

1 Jos. Antt. xviii. 6, 10 (cf. 4, 2).

2 John viii. 59 ; x. 31—33; Matt, xxiii. 37 ; Acts v. 26. See Orig. ad African,

§ 14, apud Wordsworth.
3 Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, § 1.
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act of rebellion. On the other hand, it is not impossible that the

Emperor Gains—who was fond of distributing kingdoms among princes

whom he favoured, and whose mind was poisoned against Antipas by

his friend and minion Agrippa I.—should have given back to Hareth a

town which in old days had belonged to the Nabathsean dynasty.^ The

conjecture receives some independent confirmation. Coins of Damascus

are found which bear the image of Augustus, of Tiberius, and again of

Nero, but none which bear that of Gaius or of Claudius. This would

lead us to infer that during these reigns Damascus was subject to a local

sway.3

EXCURSUS IX. (p. 213).

Saul in Arabia.

Few geographical terms are moi-e vaguely used by ancient wiiters

than " Arabia," and some have seen the explanation of St. Luke's

silence about the retirement of St. Paul, in the possibility that he may
scarcely have gone beyond the immediate region of Damascus. Justin

Martyr challenges Tryplio to deny that Damascus "belongs and did

belong to Arabia, though now it has been assigned to what is called

Syrophcenicia." Some shadow of probability may be, perhaps, given to

the view that St. Paul did not travel far from Syria, because the Arabic

translator of the Epistle to the Galatians renders the clause in Gal. i. 17,

&c., "Immediately I went to El Belka ; " and in Gal. iv. 25, mistaking

the meaning of the word avaroix^l (which means " answers to," " cor-

responds with," " falls under the same row with"), he .says that " Mount
Sinai or El Belka is contiguous to Jerusalem." * But since Sinai is

certainly not in the El Belka with which alone we have any acquaintance

—namely, the region to the north and east of the Dead Sea—this

cm-ious version does not seem worthy of any further notice. Doubtless,

1 Thus in A.D. 38 he gave Iturasa to Sohejin ; Lesser Armenia to Cotys
;
part

of Thrace to Rhasmetalces ; Pontius, &c., to Polemo II. (Dio Cass. lix. 12). Keim
thinks that Aretas may have had a sort of partial jurisdiction in Damascus.

2 Jos. Antt. xiii. 5, §^ 2, 3; Wieseler, Chron. des Apost. Zeitalt. 174.

' Wieseler, in his article on Aretas in Herzog's Encycl., refers to Mionnet, p. 204,

as his authority for the existence of a coin of Aretas, which hears the date 101 (.A.D).

Now, if this date refer to the Pompeian era, the coin would helong to A.D. 37—38,

about the very time in which Saul's mission to Damascus toolt plu(;o.

* Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 81.
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in the then disturbed and fluctuating relations between the Roman
Empire and the various Eastern principalities, St. Paul might have

found himself far beyond the range of interruption by taking but a

short journey from the neighbourhood of Damascus.

But is it not more probable that when St. Paul speaks of his visit

to Arabia, he means Arabia in that Hebrew sense in which the word
would be understood by the majority of his readers'? We cannot,

indeed, accept the proof of his familiarity with these regions which is

derived from the reading of our Received text, "for this Hagar is

Mount Sinai in Arabia," and from the supposition that Hagar was a

local name for the mountain itself. ^ For the true reading of that

verse seems to be, "for Sinai is a mountaia in Arabia; " and, as Dr.

Lightfoot has shown, there is no adequate authority for the assertion

—

perhaps originally a mistake of St. Chrysostom—that Mount Sinai was

ever called Hagar. Moreover, it is doubtful whether, even by way of

allegox-ic paronomasia, St. Paul would have identified Hagar, " a wan-

derer," with chaxljar, " a stone ;
" especially since Pliilo, who also has an

allegory about Hagar and Sarah, had already extracted a moral meaning

from the correct derivation. But setting this ancient argument aside,

nothing can seem more natural than that St. Paul, possibly already

something of a fugitive, almost certainly a sufferer in health and mind,

driven by an impex'ious instinct to seek for solitude, should have turned

his lonely steps to a region where he would at once be safe, and

unburdened, and alone with God.

EXCURSUS X. (p. 221>

St. Paul's " Stake in the Flesh."

There are two main passages on which our inferences about the " stake

in the flesh" must be founded, and the impression which they leave is only

strengthened by more isolated allusions. These two passages, to give

them in their chronological order, are : 2 Cor. xii. 1—10^ and Gal. iv. ;'

and I translate them in all their ruggedness, and the interchanges of

thought which render it almost impossible to explain the rapid transition

of their causal connexions.

» Gal. iv. 25,

' Written not earlier than the autumn of A.D. 57.

' Written perhaps in the spring of A.D. 58.
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i. The first of them runs as follows :—After showing that, however

weak and unworthy he may be, he has yet laboured and suffered more

than "the super-pre-eminent Apostles,"—a boastfulness the very sem-

blance of which he loathes, but which, again and again, he says has been

forced upon him by the intrigues and slanders of interested opponents

—

he mentions his pei-ilous escape from Damascus, which had made a deep

impression on his memory, and then continues :
" Boasting, evidently,

is not expedient for me ; for I will come to visions and revelations of

the Lord.^ I know a man in Christ fourteen years ago—(whether in

the body I know not, or whether out of the body I know not : God
knoweth)—caught up, such a one as far as the third heaven. And
I know such a man—(whether in the body, or apart ^ from the body,

I know not : God knoweth)—that he was caught up into Paradise

and heard unutterable things which it is not lawful for man to speak.

About such a one I will boast; but about myself I will not boast

except in mine infirmities. For if I should wish to boast, I shall not

be a fool, for I shall speak the truth ; but I forbear, that no one

may reckon about me more than what he seeth me or heareth any-

thing from me. And, that I may not be pufied up by this abundance of

revelations, there was given me a stake in the fiesh an angel of Satan,^

that it may bufiet me that I may not be puffed up. For this, thrice did

I entreat the Lord that it might depart from me. And He hath said

to me : My grace sufficeth for thee ; for power is being perfected in

weakness.* Most gladly, then, rather will I boast in my infirmities*

that the power of Christ may spread its tent over me. Therefore, I am
content in infix'mities, in insults, in necessities, in persecutions, in dis-

tresses, for Christ's sake, for when I am weak then I am powerful."'

ii. The other passage is Gal. iv. 12—16. St. Paul has been

vehemently urging the Galatians not to sink to the low level of their

previous bondage from the freedom of the Gospel, and in the midst of

his reasonings and exhortations he inserts this tender appeal :

—

" Become as I am, for I too have become as you, brethren, I beseech

you. In no respect did ye wrong me. Yea, ye know that because of

infii'mity of the flesh I preached to you the first time, and your tempta-

tion in my fiesh * ye despised not nor loathed, but as an angel of God

^ The reading of this verse is extremely doubtful ; v. infra, ad he.

2
X"P^*> ^y ^t ^) which is more likely to have been altered into the ewrbs of the

previous verse (>*, F, G).

8 Cf. 1 Cor. V. 5.

4 Omit iKOM (m, a, B, D, F, G),

» 2 Cor. xii. 1—10.
* The true reading is -rhv irnpavixhv vfiwif iv rr} ffapxl /iOUt
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ye received me, as Christ Jesus. What, then, was your self-congratula-

tion 1 For I bear you witness that, if possible, ye dug out your eyes ^

and gave them me. So, have I become your enemy by telling you the

truth ]

"

iii. The most prominent allusions to the same bodily affliction are

—

Gal. vi. 17 :
" Henceforth let no man trouble me, for I carry in my

body the brands of Jesus ;"^ 2 Cor. iv. 10 :
" Always bearing about in

the body the putting to death of the Loi-d Jesus
;
" and perhaps

indirectly, Col. i. 24 :
" Now I rejoice^ in my sufferings for you, and I

supplement in Christ's stead the deficiences of the afflictions of Christ in

my flesh for His body which is the Church." "When, too, we remember that

the word for " stake " is only a more contemptuous form of the word

for " cross," ^ there may be a further allusion to this special trial in the

words, "I have been crucified with Christ." &

o. Now, from the fii'st of these passages we see that St. Paul, so far

from boasting of exceptional revelations, will only mention them because

they are connected Avith infirmities so painful as to render it ridiculous

as well as sinful for him to boast at all, unless he might boast that his

very weakness was but a more signal proof of that strength of Christ

which had enabled him to do and to suffer more than the very chiefest

Apostles.

j3- We gather that his trial was something agonising, or it would not be

called a stake in the flesh ;
« mysterious in its nature, or it woidd not be

described as an angel of Satan ; intermittent, as is implied in the

word " buffet," and as is also apparent from various special paroxysms

to which St. Paul alludes ; and a direct consequence of, or at any rate

intimately connected with, his most exalted moments of revelation and

ecstasy.

7- From the second passage, we have the additional particulars, that it

was in consequence of some sharp attack of his malady that he had

been detained in Galatia ; that this malady was of such a nature as to

^ The omission of the &v (cf. John xix. 11 ; Matt. xxvi. 28) gives far more vivid-

ness to the expression. (See my Brief Greek Syntax, § 137.)

2 Leg. Tov 'Irjo-ov (all but Uncials)

,

' Leg. NDc xa'P'^ (-A-) S> C).

* Lipsius De Crvxe, i. 4. Hence ffKoXoirl^w= <rTavp6oD (cf. stipes).

5 Gal. ii. 20, Xpia-r^ crwe(yTavpcap.m. This epistle is full of the " cross," and

was written with vivid reminiscence (at least) of the " stake." The allusion of

1 Thess. ii. 18, "but Satan hindered us," is too vague to be referred with any

special probability to this affliction.

^ "hKavQai Koi (rKi\oir(s oSvvas a-nfiaivovffi Sict rh 6|u {Artemid. iii. 33, Meyer);

(cf. Num. xxxiiL 55; Josh, xxiii. 13; Ezek. xxviii. 24; aK6\o^ viKpia.s,^os. ii. 6;

LXX.). Hence perhaps the rendering " thorn."
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form an actual trial to the Galatians, and naturally dispose them to look

on him with contempt, if not with positive loathing ; but that they had
so completely triumphed over this feeling as to receive him with almost

divine respect, and that they had so congi-atulated themselves on his

visit as to have been ready, had it been possible, to dig out their very

eyes and give them to their suffering teacher.

5. The other references confirm these conclusions. In one of them we
learn that St. Paul looked on his physical infirmities as sacred stigmata

by which Jesus had marked him out as His slave, that he might be

seciared from molestation;^ and in the others that he regarded his

living death as a sort of continuation of his Lord's crucifixion, and a

supplement to those sufferings for the sake of His Church, in which

Christ allowed His servants to participate by taking up their cross and

following after Him for the service of mankind. ^

Now these passages at once exclude nine-tenths of the conjectures

which have been so freely hazarded, and which could not have been

hazarded at all by those who had carefully considered the conditions of

the question. Many of these conjectures would not have even deserved

a passing mention if they had not, on the one hand, possessed a certain

archaeological interest as belonging to the history of exegesis, and on the

other brought to light some fragments of old tradition, or pointed to

certain featvires in the character of the Apostle.

1. It is, for instance, abundantly clear that the stake in the flesh

was nothing of a spiritual nature. If we find such men as Jean

Gerson,^ and Luther, and Calvin more or less confidently deciding that

the expression alludes to high spiritual temptations, such as shi-inking

from his duties as an Apostle, tormenting doubts, and stings of con-

science for the past, the decision is only interesting as a proof that these

great and holy men could so well sympathise with these painful hin-

drances. Yet such an explanation is wholly impossible. It is excluded

at once by the references to the infirmity as being of a physical de-

scription. It is exchuled also by St. Paul's character, and by the

circumstances of his life. There is much in his Epistles about weariness

and sorrow, about fightings without and fears within, but there is not

the faintest trace that the fire of zeal burnt low, even at his moments of

deepest discouragement, on the altar of his heart. Nor could tor-

menting doubts have had much reality in the soul of one who had seen

1 Gal. vi. 17.

2 2 Cor. iv. 10 ; Col. i. 24 ; Phil. iii. 10 ; Gal. ii. 20.

* Perhaps the author, or part author, of the Imitatio Christi. (See Companions o/

the Devout Life, p. 8, sq.)
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the risen Christ, and to whom were constantly vouchsafed the vivid

revelations which not only solved the problems, but even guided the

movements of his life.^

2. And while we reject this view of some great Reformers, we must
reject quite as decidedly the fixed ojiinion of the most eminent Roman
Catholics. Yague expressions in St. Jerome, St. Augustine, and

Gregory the Great seem to have led to an opinion that the stake in the

flesh was some form of carnal temptation.^ This view, repeated by the

Venerable Bede, has been continued through Aquinas, Bellarmine,

Cornelius k Lapide, and other Roman Catholic writers down to Van
Est in the sixteenth century, till it has become almost a stereotyped

part of the exegesis of the Roman Catholic Church. It is due to the

ambiguous rendering of " stake in the flesh," by stimulus carnis in the

Vulgate translation. Now, in this case also—though we may observe

with sorrowful interest that the struggles of ascetics to subdue by
unwise methods their carnal passions made them glad to believe that

even in the case of St. Paul such an infirmity was never wholly

removed—we are nevertheless obliged on every ground to reject the

explanation. It in no way satisfies the general tenor of St. Paul's

expressions. It is not an infirmity of which by any possibility he could

boast. We cannot conceive so revolting a stain on the character of the

Apostle as that which would be involved in the supposition that such

tendencies, if he had been cursed with them, should have so manifested

themselves as to be a hindrance to his ministry, and a source of loathing

to those who heard him. It is still more outrageous to imagine that

such criminal concupiscence would have been implanted or strengthened

in him as a counterpoise to the spiritual piide which might otherwise

have resulted from special revelations. But besides all this, it fixes on

the memory of the Aj)ostle a weakness from which we may well believe

that he was most exceptionally free. It is true that in the Epistle to

the Romans he describes, in language of intense emotion, the struggle

in the soul between the good and the evil impulse—the Yetser ha-tdbh

and Yetser lia-rd of which he had heard so much in the Beth Midrash

of his education. But it is idle to imagine that a strife so multiform

must be referred to one only of its manifestations. And we judge that

St. Paul had very early subdued every motion of rebellious sensuality,

not only because no man who ever lived has uttered words of loftier

pui-ity ; not only because upon his principles more than upon those of

any human moralist have been founded the very bases of Christian

abstinence ; not only because, to an extent unparalleled in literature, he

1 See Acts xvi. 7 ; xxi. 4 ; xxii. 17 ; Gal. ii. 2, &c.

2 Greg. Moral, x. 8, 316, See the authorities in Tillemont, i. 222 (ed. 1693).
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has the higli gift of being able to brand the sliamelessness of impurity

•without wounding the delicacy of Christian thouglit ;
^ but more than

this, because he is able to appeal to others that they should learn by

Lis example how possible it was to live by the rule of a holy contmence.

Admitting as he does to the Corinthians that it is better once for all to

marry than to be consumed by the slow inward fires of concupiscence,^

he yet says to the unmarried, " it is good for them to abide even as I,"

and that "he would that all men were even as he himself."^ There

would be hypocrisy, and something worse than hypocrisy, in such lan-

guage if the " stake in the flesh," which was still unremoved when he

wrote the Second Epistle, were that which this long succession of

commentators have supposed it to be.*

3. It may, then, be regarded as certain that the stake in the flesh

was some physical malady ; for the fancy first mentioned by Chrysostom

and adopted by the Greek fathers, as well as by Hilaiy and Augustine,

that it means the opjiosition and persecution with which St. Paul met at

the hands of Judaists, and perhaps especially of one leader among them

who was "a thorn in his side,"* is too entirely at variance with the

conditions of the question to deserve further notice. But when, in our

anxiety to understand and sympathise as far as possible with the

Apostle's personality, we still ask what was this malady, we are left in

uncertainty. To omit the more futile conjectures, neither attacks of

headache nor earache mentioned traditionally by Tertullian and Jerome,

nor the stone which is the conjecture of Aquinas, present those features

of external repulsiveness to which the Apostle evidently alludes as the

concomitants of his trial. The only conjectiires which have much in-

trinsic probability are those which suppose him to have sufiered from

epilepsy or from ophthalmia.

4. There is something to be said in favour of the view that it was
Epilepsy. It is painful ; it is recurrent ; it opposes an immense difficulty

to all exertion ; it may at any time cause a temporary suspension of

1 Rom. i. ; Eph. v. , &c.

2 1 Cor. vii. 9, Kpua<roy yafirj<rai ^ irvpov(r$ai.

* 1 Cor. vii. 7, 8.

* It is difficult to believe that 2 Cor. vii. 2 ; xi. 8 ; and 1 Thess. ii. 3 are intended

to refute charges which had been even brought against Paul himself. They may be

intended to contrast his own conduct with that of other teachers, and indeed the

first two passages do not necessarily refer to unchastity at all. The dKadupa-ia

1 Thess. ii. 3 is explained, even by Chrysostom, of vile and juggling arts ; and
Olshausen, Liinemann, Alford, Ellicott, and others all suppose it to refei- primarily

to alffxpoicipSfia and similar impure motives.
** A special person may be indicated in 2 Cor. x. 7, 10, 11, 18 ; xi. 4, 20 ; and in

Gal. i. 9; iii. 1; vi 7, 12.

Q Q
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work ; it is intensely humiliating to the person who suffers from it ; it

exercises a repellent effect on those who witness its distressing manifes-

tations. Moreover, it was regai-clod in ancient days as siipei'natural in

its character, was surrounded with su^perstitious fancies, and was

directly connected by the Jews with demoniacal -vpossession.' Further,

St. Paul himself connects his infirmity with his trances and visions, and

the soul of man is so constituted that any direct intercourse with the

unseen world—even, in a lower order, any deep absorption in religious

thought, or paroxysms of religious feeling—does tend to a violent dis-

turbance of the nervous oi'ganism.^ It would be specially certain to act

in this way in the case of one whose temperament was so emotional as

was that of St, Paul. It is not impossible that the prostration which

followed his conversion may have been induced by the shock which

his system received from his miraculous conversion on the road

to Damascus ; and that the recurrence of this shock, involving a

chronic liability to its attacks, accompanied that second trance in the

Temple, which determined his future career as the Apostle of the

Gentiles. His third ecstasy happened fourteen years ^ before he wi'ote

the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, and therefore at some period

dviring his second residence in Tai'sus. If we take the words, " thrice I

besought the Lord," literally, we may then further believe that it was at

each of these recurrences of anguish vipon the renewals of special reve-

lations that he had made his most earnest entreaty to be delivered from

the buffets of this angel of Satan ; and that it was only during, or after,

his third and most memorable vision that his Lord pointed out to him

the meaning of the trial, and told him that, though it could not be

removed, he should be strengthened with grace sufficient to enable him

to bear it.*

1 Morbus Comit talis, Dio Cass. xlvi. 33 ; GeU. xix. 2. In Welsh it is called

gwialen Christi, "the rod of Christ," and eledyt bercdigaid, "blessed disease." A
curious Celtic tradition to this effect is preserved in the old Irish name for epilepsy,

in galar Foil (Stokes, Old Irish Glossary, p. 120; Anc. Latvs of Ireland, iii. 506).

Krenkel, in Hilgenfeld's Zvitschr. xvi. (ii.) 233—244, notices the curious fact that the

evil omen of epilepsy was averted by spitting. Hence Plautus calls it the " morbus

qui sputatur''' [Captiv. i\i. 4, 15 ; cf. Plin. H. N. x. 23, 33; xxviii. 4, 7). He connects

this with iliirrxiffare (as though it meant "neither did ye spit") of Gal. iv. 14.

2 The trances of Sokrates, the fits of IMohammed, accompanied by foaming at

the mouth, and followed by the sleep of exhaustion, the faintings and ecstasies of

St. Bernard, St. Francis, and St. Catherine of Siena, have been adduced as parallels

(Hausrath, pp. 52—56). We may add the cases of George Fox, of Jacob Boehme,

of Swedenborg, &c.

3 The " about " in the E. V. is interpolated.

* Compare the interesting parallels of AKred and of St. Bernard,
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5. But even if this was the actual " stake in the flesh," there is the

strongest reason to believe that St. Paul suffered further from acute

Ophthalmia, which also fulfils in every particular the conditions of the

problem. This, too, would have the advantage of following the analogy

of God's dealings, by being a trial not arbitrarily inflicted, but one which

might have resulted naturally—or, to use the more exact term, let us

say, providentially—from the circumstances through which Paul had

passed. We know that he was physically blinded by the glare of light

which surrounded him when he saw the risen Lord. The whole cir-

cumstances of that event—the noonday journey under the fierce Syrian

sun, the blaze of light which outshone even that noonday brightness,

and the blindness which followed it—would have been most likely to

leave his eyes inflamed and weak. His stay in the desert and in

Damascus—regions notorious for the prevalence of this disease—would
have tended to develop the mischief when it had once been set up

;

and though we are never told in so many words that the Apostle

suffered from defective sight, there are yet so many undesigned coin-

cidences of allusion all pointing in this direction, that we may regard it as

an ascertained fact. Apart from the initial probability that eyes which had

once been so seriously affected would be liable to subsequent attacks of

disease, we have the following indications :—(i.) "When speaking of his

infirmity to the Galatians, St. Paul implies that it might well have

rendered him an object of loathing ; and this is pre-eminently the case

with acute ophthalmia. The most distressing objects, next to the

lepers, which the traveller will ever see in the East—those who will

most make him inclined to turn away his face with a shudder of pity

and almost involuntary disgust—are precisely those who are the victims

of this disease.^ (ii.) And this would give a deeper pathos and

meaning to the Apostle's testimony that the Galatians in the first flush

of their Gospel joy, when they looked on the preacher of those good

tidings as an angel of God, would, had it been possible, have dug out

tlteir eyes in order to place them at the sufferer's service, (iii.) The
term, "a stake in the flesh," would be most appropriate to such a

malady, because all who have been attacked with it know that the

image which it recalls most naturally is that of a sharp splinter run into

the eye.'' (iv.) Moreover, it would be extremely likely to cause

1 When Dr. Lightfoot, who rejects this theory, says that " St. Paul's language

implies some more striking complaint," he is probably thinking of the milder forms

of ophthalmia with which alone we are familiar in England, and not of those

virulent attacks which are but too common in Syria, and which make such terrible

havoc of the human countenance.

- Alford's remark that ophthalmic disorders are not usually painful is singularly

mistaken.

Q Q 2
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epileptic or other symptoms, since in severe attacks it is often accom-

panied by cerebral distui-bance. (v.) In spite of the doubt wbicli has

been recently thrown on the commonly accepted meaning of the ex-

pression which St. Paul uses to the Galatians, " Ye see in what large

letters I write to you with my own hand," it must at any rate be

admitted that it suits well with the hypothesis of a condition which

rendered it painful and difficult to write at all. That this was St.

Paul's normal condition seems to result from his almost invariable

practice of employing an amanuensis, and only adding in autograph the

few last words of greeting or blessing, which were necessary for the

identification of his letters in an age in which religious forgeries were by

no means unknown, (vi.) It is obvioxis, too, that an ocular deformity,

caused as this had been, might well be compared to the brand fixed by a

master on his slave. (vii.) Lastly, there is no other reasonable ex-

planation of the circumstance that, when St. Paul had uttex-ed an in-

dignant answer to the High Priest, and had been rebuked for it, he at

once frankly offered his apology by saying that " he had not recognised

the speaker to have been the High Priest." Now, considering the

position of the High Priest as Nasi of the Sanhedrin, seated at the end

of the hall, with the Ah Beth Bin on one side of him, and the Chacham

on the other,^ it is almost inconceivable that Paul should not have been

aware of his rank if he had not suflered from defective sight. All

that his blurred vision took in was a white figure, nor did he see this

figure with sufiicient clearness to be able to distinguish that the over-

bearing tyrant was no less a person than the High Priest himself.'^

But if these conjectures are correct—and to me they seem to be

almost certain—how immensely do they add to our conception of Paul's

heroism ; how much do they heighten the astonishment and admii-ation

which we feel at all that he endured and all that he accomj^lished

This man, who almost single-handed carried the Gospel of Christ from

Damascus to Rome, was so great a sufferer from inflammation of the

eyes that he was often pitiable to look upon ; was unable to write

except with pain, and in large letters ; was liable to attacks of severe

ag ny, accompanied at times with loss of conscioxisness. He was so

1 Acts xxiii. 5. It is possible that the presence of Roman officials disturbed this

order.

2 The expression " fixing an earnest gaze '' (hnviaas) has often been adduced as

yet another sign that St. Paul's eyesight was weak, and therefore that he had

acquired the intent stare so common in short-sighted people. This argument is,

however, untenable, since the word is a favourite one with St. Luke (Acts xiii. 9

;

xxiii. 1) and is applied not only to St. Paul, but also to St. Peter, St. Stephen, and

even to whole bodies of men (Luke iv. 20 xxi. 66 ; Acts i. 10 ; iii. 2—i ; vi. 16

;

vii. 55).
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weak and ailing that under circumstances of danger he was personally

helpless ; that he had to be passively conducted from place to place
;

that it was almost impossible for him, I will not say only to preach, but

even to get through the ordinary routine of life without companions to

guide, and protect, and lead him by the hand.^ We can then see how
indispensable it was that St. Paul should have some " that ministered

unto him ;
" how strongly he would feel the necessity of being always

accompanied upon his missions by faithful friends ;
^ how much anguish

might lie in his remark that in his strong afiection for the Thessalonians

he was even ready for their sakes to part with his beloved Timotheus,

and to be left at Athens alone.^ How close, then, and how tender

would be the bond of mutual gratitude and affection which would

inevitably grow up under such circumstances between himself and the

little band of disciples by whom he was usvially accomjKinied ! With

what deepei},ed bitterness would he feel the cruelty of neglect and

ingratitude when, at his fii'st answer, no man stood with him, but all

forsook him 1
*

EXCURSUS XL (p. 226).

On Jewish Scourgings.

Even a single Jewish scourging might well entitle any man to be

regarded as a martyi'. Tlm-ty-nine blows were inflicted, unless, indeed,

it was found that the strength of the patient was too much exliausted to

admit of his receiving the full number. Both of his hands were tied to

what is sometimes called a column, but which was in reality a stake a

cubit and a half high.' The public officer then tore down his I'obe until

^ Acts xvii. 14, rhv TlavXov e^aTretXTfiKav ol a5e\(pol ; 15, ol Se Kadia-rdvovrts

{Ka6i(rTwi>Tes, E, G, H) rhv UavKov ijyayof eus ^Mi)vSiv. These phrases seem more

Bpecific than those in Gen. xviii. 16 ; Rom. xv. 24 {irpoireix<p6rii'ai).

2 Mr. Lewin {St. Paul, i. 189, third edition) was, I believe, the earliest to point

out that these passages bear on the question. They are not in themselves conclu-

sive ; but when we find the same words used in Acts ix. 30 (to which Mr. Lewin

does not refer), when we may well suppose that a fresh attack had followed a fresh

revelation, they not improbably point to some such state of things as that which I

have infened.

3 1 Thess. iii. 1.

* 2 Tim. iv. 16.

" Marble " columns," traditionally assigned to this purpose, are shown among

the relics of Eoman Catholic churches; e.r/.,the column of the flagellation in the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre ; that of the scourging of St. Paul in S. Faolofuori

eW Muri at Rome, &c.
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his breast was laid bare. The executioner stood on a stone behind the

criminal. The scourge consisted of two thongs, one of which was com-
posed of four strands of calf-skin, and one of two strands of ass's-skin,

which passed through a hole in a handle. The executioner, who was
ordinarily the Chazzan of the synagogue, could thus shorten or lengthen

them at will, so as not to strike too low.^ The prisoner bent to receive

the blows, which were inflicted with one hand, but with all the force o£

the striker, thii-teen on the breast, thirteen on the right, and thii-teen on
the left shoulder. While the punishment was going on, the chief judge
read aloud Deut. xxviii. 58, 59, " If thou wilt not observe to do all the

words of this law that are written in this book, that thou mayest fear

this glorious and fearful name, the Lord thy God ; then the Lord will

make thy jjlagues wonderful, and the plagues of thy seed." He then

read Deut. xxix. 9, " Keep therefore the words of this covenant, and do
them, that ye may prosper in all ye do ;

" and lastly, Ps. Ixxviii. 38, 39,

" But He, being full of compassion, forgave theii- iniquity, and destroyed

them not : yea, many a time turned He His anger away, and did not

stir xip all His wrath." If the punishment was not over by the time that

these three passages were read, they were again repeated, and so timed

as to end exactly with the punishment itself. Meanwhile a second

judge numbered the blows, and a third before each blow exclaimed
*^ Hakkehu " (strike him). All these particulars I take from the Treatise

on Punishments (mso, Makkuth) in the Mishna.^ The severity of the

pain may best be estimated by the brief addition :
'' If the criminal die

under the infliction, the executioner is not accounted guilty unless he

gives by mistake a single blow too many, in which case he is banished."

These facts have an interest far deeper than archaeological. They

not only show how awful were the trials which St. Paul had to endure,

if such as these were hardly counted worthy of nax-ration amongst them,

but also they illustrate to a singular degree the minute scrupulosity

which reigned through all Jewish observances. If, for instance, only

thirty-nine blows were inflicted instead of forty, it was not only, as is

usually stated, to avoid the possibility of error in the counting, but also

(such at least is the reason assigned by Maimonides^) because the Law
says, "in number, forty,"* not " forty in number;" whence they con-

cluded that they might assign a smaller but not a larger number ; and,

pei-haps, also because the word " thy brother " (vnn) stands by Gematria

1 This was not strictly in accordance with Deut. xxv. 2 ; but it is strange to see

how traditional laxity was mingled by the Jews with unintelligent literalism.

2 See Surenhusius, Mishna, vol. iv., p. 286, seqq.

3 ]\Iaimon. Sanhedr. 17
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for thirty-nine. ^ Another assigned reason is that the passage of the

Psahn (Ixxviii. 38, 39) which was recited on the occasion ends at verse

39. The scourge was made partly of ox-hide, partly of ass's-hide, for

the astounding reasons that immediately after the passage in Deutero-

nomy which orders the infliction of scourging follows the verse, " Thou

shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the corn ;"^ and that in

Isa. i. 3 we find, " The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's

crib; but Israel doth not know, my people doth not consider," And
thus it was thought right that those who do know should punish him

who does not know [^ The criminal was to receive only thirteen blows

on his breast, but twenty-six on his shoulders, because it was inferred

from Dent. xxv. 2 that it was only on the back that he was to be beaten,

" according to his fault," so that the back received a double number of

blows. The duty of reading aloud while the scourging continued was

also a minute inference from the words of Scripture.^

A person was liable to this penalty if he wilfully violated any of the

negative precepts of the Law, and inadvertently any of those which, if

deliberately transgressed, involved the threat of excision from among

the people,*^ or "death by the visitation of God."^ Under which of the

numerous offences for which this punishment was assigned Paul five

times suflfered, is by no means easy to say. Looking through them all

as enumerated in the treatise Makkoth,^ and as expanded by Mai-

monides,^ I cannot find any of which the Apostle could possibly have

been guilty. Where, however, the will to punish him existed, the

^ Gematria (Geomatria) was one of the Kabbalistic methods of drawing inter-

pretations from the numerical value of letters. I have given many instances in

Eabbinie Exegesis {Expositor, May, 1877). Thus because hoth. 3Iashiach and nachash,

" serpent," niunerically represent 358, they inferred that it was the Messiah who

would bruise the serpent's head, &c.

2 Deut. xxv. 4.

3 So jNIaimonides and R. Ob. de Bartenora, ap. Surenhus. I. e.

* Buxtorf, Synag., p. 523. See also Fracf. Libr. de Abbreviatiiris. This was

one of the numerous instances in which the Jews were more legal than the Law
itself. Similarly they extended the Sabbath into a Little Sabbath, an hour before

and an hour after the true Sabbath. They were forbidden to have leaven in their

houses diuing the Passover, and they abstained from even using the word. Being

forbidden swine's flesh, they avoid the word pig altogether, and call the pig "(n^ ^31,

dabhar achcer, " the other thing," &c. (Godwyn, Moses and Aaron, viii. 12.) These

are specimens of the ^' hedge of the Law."
5 Deut. xxv. 4, n^nn nipi, "hinc coUigimus plagas infigi debere inter legendum"

(R. Ob. do Bartenora, ap. Surenhus. JfisAwa, iv. 290).

6 n-iD.

8 III., 1, 2, 3, 4.

9 Eilkoth Sanhedr. xviii., xix.
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pretext would not long be wanting. His flagellation must have been

that minoi' but still terrible punishment which was called " the legal

scourging" or the "scourging of forty ,"^ because the yet deadlier

flagellation with rods, which was called the Rabbinic, or the flagellation

of contumacy,^ yvas never inflicted within the limits of the Holy Land,

and is expressly stated to have been a beating to death.

When once an ofiender had been scourged this punishment was

considered to remove the danger of " cutting ofi"," ^ and not only so, but

it was regarded as leaving no ignominy behind it. The humane expres-

sion of Moses that forty strijies were not to be exceeded " lest thy

brother seem vile unto thee," was interpreted to mean that when the

punishment was over the sufierer was " restored to his integrity." So

completely was this the case that even the High Priest himself might

be thus scourged, and aftei-wards be " restored to his majesty." But
although it was assumed that he would sufier no ulterior injury, but

rather be sure to win an inheritance in the future, yet, of course, if he

again ofiended he was again scourged.^ It was even possible that for

one ofience, if it involved the disobedience to several negative precepts,

he might incur several consecutive scourgings, care being only taken

that he had sulficiently recovered from the first before the next was

inflicted. It is, therefore, by no means impossible, or even improbable,

that during those " many days " which Paul spent in Damascus in

trying to convince these passionate disputants, he may have incurred

this torture several times.

To have refused to undergo it by sheltering himself under the pri-

vilege of his Roman citizenship would have been to incur excommu-

nication, and finally to have cut himself oS from admission into the

synagogues.

EXCURSUS XII. (p. 250).

Apotheosis op Roman Emperoks.

The early Emperors rather discouraged than stimulated this ten-

dency to flatter them by a premature apotheosis. If temples had been

built to them in theii' lifetime, they had always been to their " genius,"

1 Malkooth, nn'mxi, or CT?21N.

2 irniD. Sec Carpzov. App. Crit., p. 589. The Greek Tvfnravi(rn6s.

» 2 Mace. iii. 35.

* They quoted Lev, xviii. 29 ; 2 Mace. iii. 15.
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or had at least been associated—as at Athens—with the divinity of

Rome.^ Augustus, with these restrictions, had yielded to the earnest

entreaties of the people of Pergamos and Nicomedia, but had expressly

forbidden the Romans to take any part in this new cult. The base ex-

ample spread radidly in the provinces, and though it is pi'obable that in

secret Augustus was not displeased at so astonishing a proof of his own
power, he afiected to smile at it as a man of the world.^ In the frenzy

of flattery, which is the disease of despotisms, it was but too likely that

this deification of a living man would creep from the provinces into

Italy, and, in spite of the assex-tion of Dion Cassius, that in Italy ^o one

ventured to worship Augustus, it is certain from the Corpus In-

scrijytionum that at his death there had sprung up, either by his per-

mission or without his interference, priests of Augustus at Pompeii,

flamens at Prseneste, an Augusteum at Pisa, and a Cajsareum at

Puteoli ; and this—though it was due far more to the religious degra-

dation of the age than to the phrenetic pride of the autocrat—was made
a source of bitter blame against him when he was dead. Even at

Rome,^ though no temple rose to him till he was dead, yet we need go

no further than the poetry of Virgil, Horace, and Ovid,'* to show that

he was commonly addressed as a deity (numen) and a god, and that

sacrifices were ofiered either to him or in his name ; and, as appears

from inscriptions, even at Rome, if they did not worship him directly,

they did so indii-ectly, by rearing altars to his virtues and his laws, and

by inserting his name among those of ancient deities in the songs of the

Arval brothers. After his death the worship was extended without

limit. He was known universally as the Divine Augustus, a phrase

which became as common as/ew le roi.^

^ Dion. li. 20 ; Suet. Aug. 52. Though he knew that even Proconsuls had in

the provinces been honom-cd with temples, yet in "nulla, provincia, nisi communi sua

Eomaeqn^ nomine recepit." See the excellent chapter on " L'Apoth^ose Imperiale,"

in Boissier, La Eeligion Romaine, i. 123—205.

2 Quintil. Instt. Orat. \i. 3, 77.

* Tac. Ann. i. 10, "Nihil deorum honoribus relictum, cum se templis et effigie

numinum per flamines et sacerdotes coli vellet ;
" Aurel. Vict, de Ccesar. 1,

" Huicque, uti Deo, Romae provinciisque omnibus, per urbes celeberrimas vivo

mortuoque tcmpla sacerdotes et collegia sacravere." This seems, however, to be a
positive mistake, though Pliny, Nat. Mist. xii. 19, mentions a temple which Livia

erected to him after his death (Divo) on the Palatine. Suetonius, a very high
authority on such a subject, says that he most obstinately refused this honour

Kome when it was pressed upon him {Aug. 52, " In lurbe quidem pertinacissime

abstinuit hoc honore").

* See Bentley's note on Hor. Epp. II. i. 16 ; Virg. Eccl. i. 7 ; Gcorg. i. 42 ; Hor.

Od. i. 2, 41 ; iii. 5, 1 ; iv. 5, 16 ; Ov. Trist. ii. 8, 9 ; iv. 9, HI. (Boissier, i. 153.)

* Tac. Ann. 1, 73, " Caelum decretum."
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Tiberius, for political reasons, patronised, and even to a certain

extent enforced, this new woi'ship, but he also discouraged the ex-

travagance which endeavoured to extend divine honours to his living

self, and by doing so he at once gratified his undisguised cynicism and

showed his strong good sense. But the tendency to apotheosis was in

his time firmly established. He was, as a matter of course, deified

aioer his death, and his panegyrist, Velleius Paterculus, tells us a story

that when he was in the midst of a campaign among the Chauci, a

barbarian chief obtained permission to see him, and after crossing the

river in order to do so, gazed at him for a long time in silence, and

exclaiming that he had now seen the gods,^ asked to touch his hand,

and then pushed off" his boat towards the opposite shore, gazing to the

last on the living deity. So rapidly did the disease of adulation grow

that, accoi'ding to Suetonius, Domitian actually used to begin his letters

with the words " Dominus et Deus noster sic fieri jubet "—" Thus

orders our Lord and God, Domitian !
"^

EXCURSUS XIII. (p. 329).

Burdens laid on Proselytes.

We are told in the Talmud that if a Gentile wished to become a pro-

selyte he was asked his reasons for the wish, and informed that Israel is

now afflicted, persecuted, and cast down with all kinds of sufferings. If

he replies that he knows it, and is not worthy to share in their suf-

ferings, he is admitted, but is told enough of the " light " and the

*' heavy " precepts to warn him to desist in time if he is not sincere,

since, as Eabh Chelbo said, " proselytes are as injurious to Israel as a

scab." He is told about the rules respecting gleaning, and tithes, and

the penalties attached to any transgression of the Law, and is informed

that henceforth if he desecrates the Sabbath he is liable to death by
stoning. If he submits he is circumcised, and even circumcised a second

time, if there were any neglect or carelessness in the first performance

of the rite. After his recoveiy he is immersed without delay by way of

baptism, and two " disciples of the wise " stand by him, repeating some

of the "light" and "heavy" precepts.^ In fact, a Gentile could only

1 Yell. Patcrc. ii. 107, " Quos ante audiebam hodio vidi deos."

2 Suet. Lomit. 13. » Yebhamoth, f. 47, 1.
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become a proselyte by submitting himself to the whole yoke of Rab-

binism, the tyranny of archaic, puerile, and wearisome halachuth which

year by year was laid more heavily on Jewish shoulders by the pedantry

of their theologic schools. It was the fault of the Jews that the

Gentiles usually concentrated their attention on mere transient Jewish

rites, and not on the eternal princijdes which God had revealed to them.

Can we be surprised at this when we find R. Eleazar Ben Chasmah

saying that the rules about birds' nests (kinim), and the " uncleanli-

ness " of women (niddah) are essentials of the Law 1
^

EXCURSUS XIY. (p. 330).

Hatred of the Jews in Classical Antiquity.

It is at once curious and painful to perceive how strange was the mix-

ture of curiosity, disgust, and coiitempt, with which the Jews were re-

garded in pagan antiquity. From Manetho the Egyptian priest, with

whom seems to have originated the calumny that they were a nation

of lepers,^ down to Annfeus Florus, who brands them as an impious

race,^ the references to them in secular literature are a tissue of

absurd calumnies or biting sarcasms. Chseremon alludes to them as

unclean and polluted ;* Lysimachus, as diseased and vmsocial f Diodorus

Siculus, as addicted to strange rites, and hostile to strangers f Apol-

lonius Molon, a Greek rhetorician of the time of Cicero, as "godless and

misanthropical ;

"
'' Cicero heaps scorn and indignation upon them in his

Oration for the extortionate and tyrannous Flaccus,® and in that on the

1 Firle Abhoth, iii. 28. In partial defence of the Jews it may be said that

some were inclined to hecome proselytes to avoid military service (Tac. Ann. ii.

35; Suet. Tib. 36; Jos. Antt. xviii. 3, 5), others were Shechcmite proselytes

—i.e., to marry rich Jewesses {id. xvi., 7, 5 ; xx. 7, 2, 3), others were " lion-

proselytes "—i.e., out of fear (2 Kings xvii. 26 ; Jos. B. J., ii. 17, 10). Herzog.

Eeal. Enc, s. v.

2 Ap. Jos. c. Ap. i. 26.

8 Speaking of Pompey, Florus says, "Et vidit illud grande impiae gentis

arcanum.
* Jos. c. Ap. i. 32.

» Id. i. 34.

• Diod. Sic. xl.

' Jos. c. Ap. ii. 14.

8 Cic. pro. Flacco, xxviii.
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consular provinces calls tliem " a race bom for slavery ;
"^ Horace sneers

at their proselytism, and their circumcision, and their Sabbaths f Seneca

calls them " a most abandoned race ;
" ^ Martial, besides odious allusions

to their national rite, pours his contempt on their poverty, their mendi-

cancy, their religion, and their low trade of selling sulphur matches and

buying broken glass, and he seems to be the first to originate the

slander repeated by Sir Thomas Browne in his "Popular Errors;"*

Quintilian, gentle as he was, yet admits a very bitter remark against

the Jews and Moses ; * Lucan alludes to their " uncertain Deity ;
" '

Petronius Arbiter seems to think, as did many of the ancients, that the

Jews did not abhor, but actually worshipped the pig ; ^ Tacitus, in his

History, reproaches them with gross sensuality, low cunning, and strong

hatred of all nations but their own, and gives at full length, and with all

gi-avity, the preposterous story about their veneration for the ass.^ In

his Amials he speaks with equal horror and equal ignorance of Jews

and Christians, and considers that if the thousands of Jews who were

deported to Sardinia died it would be a cheap loss ;
' Juvenal flings

scornful allusion at their squalor, beggary, turbulence, superstition,

cheatery, and idleness ;
^^ Celsus abused them as jugglers and vaga-

bonds ;
" Ammianus Marcellinus as " disgusting and noisy ;

" ^^ Rutilius

Numatianus closes the long line of angry slanderers by a burst of abuse,

in which he characterises Judaea as a " lying slave-cage." ^^ Jeremiah

had bidden the Jews to seek the peace of, and to pray for, the city

* Be Prov. Cons. v.

2 Her. Sat. i. iv. 143 ; v. 100 ; ix. 69.

3 Ap. Aug. I)e Civ. Dei. vii. 36, " Usque eo sceleratissimae gentis consuetudo

convaluit [the Sabbath] ut," &c.

4 Mart. Ep. i. 42 ; xii. 30, 35, 67 ; iv. 4 ; vii, 82 ; xi. 94, i. 4. Cf. Stat. Silv.

i. 6. The relation of the Herods to the Caesars had attracted a large share of

attention to the Jews in the Imperial epoch. Pers. v. 179—184 ; Juv. vi, 157.

5 De Instt. Orat. iii. 7.

^ Fharsal. ii. 593, "incerti Judaea Dei."

' Satiric. Biichler, p. 221, " Judaeus licet et porcinum numen, adoret," &c,

(Cf. Plut. Synop. iv. 5.)

8 Tac. Hist. V. 2—5 ; Diod. Sic. i. 28 ; Plut. Synop. iv. 5. On this story see

Geiger, Judcn und Judenthum, Illiistr. 3Ionatschd. Judcnth, Oct., 1865.

® Ann. XV. 44 ; ii. 85, " si ob gravitatem caeli interissent, vile damnum." (Cf.

Suet. Tib. 36 ; Jos. Antt. xviii. 3, 5 ; Philo, Leg. 24.) ^
10 Sat. vi. 542—547, 156—160 ; xiv. 96—107. See, for other allusions, id. iii.

13, 296.

" Ap. Orig. c. Cels. i. 33, yo'i)Twv.

12 Ammian. Marc. xxii. 5, " fctentcs Judaei." (See "Gentiles" in Kitto.)

13 Jtinerar. i. 3, 89. In the above quotations and references I have made free

use (with certain additions) of Dr. GUI's Notices of the Jacs hy Classic Authors see

also Meier's Judaiea, and the article of Geiger, above quoted).
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of tLeir captivity, *' for in the peace thereof shall ye have peace. "^

Better had it been for the ancient Jews if they had lived in the spirit

of that large advice. But the Gentiles were well aware that in the

Jewish synagogues there was an exception to the dead uniformity of the

Komish Empire, and that they and their customs were there treated with

open and bitter scorn, which they repaid tenfold.^

EXCURSUS XV. (p. 330).

Judgments of Early Pagan Writers on Christianity.

Suetonius (died circ. A.D. 110).

" Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit

"

ClaiuJ. 2oy
"AJflicti suppliciis Christiani genus hominum superstitiouis novae

et maleficae " (^i^^ero, 1 6).

" Percrebuerat Oriente toto vetus et constans opinio, esse in fatis,

ut eo tempore, Judaea profecti reiiim potirentur "
(
Vesj). 4).

Tacitus (Consul suffectus, A.D. 97).

" Ergo abolendo rumori Nero subdidit reos, et quaesitissimis poenis

affecit, quos per flagitia invisos vulgus Christianos appellabat. Auctor

ejus nominis Christus Tiberio imperitante per procuratorem Pont. Pilatum

supplicio affectus est ; repressaque in praesens exitiabilis suj^erstitio

rursum erumpebat non modo per Judaeam originem ejus mali, sed per

urbem etiam quo cuncta undique atrocia aut pudenda confluunt cele-

branturque. Igitur primum correpti qui fatebantur, deinde indicio

eorum multitudo ingens, hand perinde in crimine incendii quam odio

generis humani convicti sunt. Et pereuntibus addita ludibria, ut

feranira tergis contecti laniatu canum interirent, aut crucibus affixi

aut flammandi, atque ubi defecisset dies, in usum nocturni luminis

urerentur . . . unde quamqtiam adversus sontes et novissima exempla

1 Jer. xxix. 7.

* Pa. Heraclit. Ej). vii. ; Hausrath, iV. T. Gesch. ii. 79. Specimens of this scorn

may be seen in Jos. c. Ap. ii. 34, 35.

8 According to Sulpic. Sevcrus {Uxst. Sacr. ii. 30), Titus decided that the Temple

should be destroyed that Christianity and Judaism might be eradicated together.

" Quippe has religiones, licet contrarias sibi, iisdem tamen auctoribus profectas
;

Christianos ex Judaeis cxstitisse; radice sublati, stirpem facile perituram." This is

believed by Bemays to be a quotation from Tacitus.
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meritos miseratio oriebatiir tamquam non utilitate publico, sed in

saevitiam unius absumerentur " (Ann. xv. 44).

Gentiles in the Letter of the Churches of Vienna and Lyons com-

plain, iiVV -riya Kod Kaiviiv Tifuv ii(Ta.you(Ti BprtffKeiav (ap. Euseb. ff. E. V. 1).

Pliny the Younger (died circ. A.D. 117).

His famous letter to Trajan is too long for insertion. He asVg

whether he is to punish persons for simply bemg Christians, or for

crimes involved in the charge of being so ((nomen ipsum, si Jlagitiis

careat, an Jlagitia cohaerentia nomini). He says that he has punished

those who, after threat of punishment, still declared themselves Chris-

tians, because he considers that in any case theii" " inflexible obstinacy
"

should be punished. Others equally infatuated (similis amentiae) he

determined to send to Rome, being Roman citizens. Having received

an anonymous accusation which inculpated many, he tested them, if they

denied the charge of being Christians, by making them call on the gods,

and ofier incense and wine to the Emperor's image, and curse Christ.

If they did this he dismissed them, because he was told that no true

Christian would ever do it. Some said that they had long abjured

Christianity, but declared that the head and front of their " fault " or

" error " had simply been the custom of meeting before dawn, and

singing antiphons to Christ as a God, and binding themselves with

an oath ^ not to steal, rob, commit adultery, break their word, or deny

the trust committed to them ; after which they separated, meeting

again for a harndess meal—a custom which they had dropped after

Pliny's edict forbidding guilds. Scarcely crediting this strange account

of their innocent life, he had put two deaconesses (ex duabus ancillis

quae ministrae dicebantur) to the torture, but discovered nothing beyond

perverted and immoderate superstition (pravam, immodicam). He
therefore consults Trajan, because of the multitude of the accused,

who were of every age, rank, and sex, both in the city and in the

country. So widely had " the contagion of that wretched superstition
"

spi'ead that the temples were almost deserted, and there was scarcely

any one to buy the victims (Fp. x. 97).

To this letter Trajan briefly replies that the Christians are to be

punished if convicted, but not to be sought out ; to be pardoned if they

sacrifice, and not to be tried on anonymous accusations.

Epictetus (died A.D, 117).

"Then through madness it is possible for a man to be so disposed

towards these things" {i.e., to be indifferent to the world), "and the

Galilfeans through habit " (Dissert, iv. 7).

1 Interesting as the earliest Christian application of the word "Sacrament"

(Waterland 0» the JSucharist, i.).
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M. AuRELius Antoxinus (died A.D. 180).

Speaking of readiness to die, he says that it is noble, " so that it

comes from a man's own judgment, not from mere obstinacy (5ia \|/t\^j/

irapj£To|iv), as with the Christians, but considerately, and with dignity
"

(Uuchei?'. xi. 3).

LuciAN (died circ. A.D. 200).

His sneers and parodies of what he calls the Bavfiaa-rT) (To<pia of the

Chxnstians are to be found in the Ver. Historia, I. 12, 30; II. 4, 11—12

(Alexand. (Pseudomantis) xxv. 38). The Philopatris is not by Lucian,

but a hundred years later.

Galen, the great writer on Physic (died A.D. 200).

In his book, De different, pulsuum, he alludes twice to the obstinacy

of Christians.

EXCURSUS XYI. (p. 351).

The Proconsulate op Seegius Paulus.

The title of " Proconsul "^ given to this insular governor is one of

those minute touches of accuracy which occur on every page of the Acts

of the Apostles.

It might have been a serious difficulty that the name of Sergius

Paulus does not occur in the Fasti of the Consuls till long after this

period,- but the difficulty vanishes when we find that the title of Pi'O-

consul was given to the Governor of a senatorial province, whatever

may have been his previous rank.* But another and more serious diffi-

culty was once urged. There were two kinds of provinces, the imperial

and the senatorial, both of which were called Eparchies (eVapx^a'). The
imperial were those to which the governors were sent by the Emperor,

because their circumstances involved the necessity of military command.

Augustus, under pretence of relieving the Senate from the burden of

the more disturbed provinces, had astutely reserved for his personal ad-

ministration those regiotis of the empire where the presence of an army
was required. As the title Praetor (in Greek, 2TpoTr;7^y, or general)

still retained some shadow of its old military significance, the Governors

1 E. V. " Deputy."
2 Serg. Paulus, cousul sufloctus, A.D. 21, and another. Consul, A.D. 168.

8 Die Caas. liii. 13, koX avdvirirovs KaXficrQat /ur; 6'ti tovs Svo rovs uTrareu/c^Tas

(ex-Consulfl) dWd /col tows &\\ou.s tuv iffrpaTijyriKdTuu (ex-Practors) k. t. A.
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of tliese provinces were called Propraetors, or 'AvTio-TpaTTj-yot, for wMch,

in the New Testament, the more general term 'Hyefidv is often used.

This Greek word for " Governor " serves as an equivalent both for

" Procurator " and also for Fraeses or Legdtus, which was, for instance,

the ordinary designation of the Governor of Syria. These Fraesides,

Legati, or Fropraetors held their commands at the Emperor's pleasure,

and, especially in the reign of Tiberius, were often left for years undis-

turbed in their tenure of office. The Proconsuls, or 'Kveviraroi, on the

other hand, who were appointed by the Senate, only held their posts for

a single year. Now it appears from Strabo that when, in B.C. 27,

Augustus divided the provinces between himself and the Senate, Cyprus

was reserved as one of the imperial districts (o-rpaTriyiKTi eirapxia^, and with

this Dion Cassius agrees.^ Consequently even eminent writers like

Grotius thought that St. Luke had here fallen into an error; and

Baronius supposes that Cyprus must at this time have been an honorary

adjunct to the Proconsulship of Cilicia, while Grotius suggests that Greek

flattery might have often given to a Propraetor the more distinguished

title of Proconsul, and that St. Luke might have used it in accordance

with the common parlance. But a little more research has resulted in the

discovery that though Cyprus originally was an imperial province, and

ultimately reverted to the same condition, yet Augustus restored both it

and Gallia Narbonensis to the Senate in exchange for Dalmatia, because

he found that they did not need the presence of many soldiers.^ And
to set the matter finally at rest, copper coins and inscriptions of this

very epoch have been found at Curium and Citium in which the title of

Proconsul is given to Cominius Proclus, Julius Cordus, and L. Annus

Bassus, who must have been immediate predecessors or successors of

Sergius Paulus.^

The name Sergius Paulus is itself interesting. Of this particular

Proconsul, indeed, we know nothing beyond the eulogy of the sacred

historian that he was a man of sense,^ and that he was deeply impressed

by the teaching of St. Paul. But Pliny the Elder, in his Natural His-

toiy, three times refers to a Sergius Paulus as a person interested in

intelligent researches ; and it is not impossible that this Sergius Paulus

may be none other than our Cyprian Proconsul.^ If so, the character

1 Dio Cass. liii. 12 ; Strato, xiv. 685 ; Suet. Aiiff. 47.

2 Dio Cass. liii. 13, t^v Kvirpov . . . rf Siij^y diriSwKey ; liv. 4, <col o6t«

dvdv-naroi koI is iKiiva to iSvt] irffj-irfcrdai i]p^avTO.

8 Eckhel, iii. 84 ; Akerman, Nimism. Ilhistr., pp. 39, 42; Boeckli, Corp. Inscr.

2631, 2632.

* Acts xiii. 7, avSpl (TvvfTS. The name of a Procimsul Paulus has been found on

an inscription at Soli (Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 495).

5 Plin. II. N. i. Pliny is writing only twenty years after this period.
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given him in ons passing word by St. Luke will be confirmed, and we
feel additional pleasure in tracing similar characteristics in others of the

same name who may well have been his descendants ; for instance, in

the Sergius Paulus who, more than a hundred years afterwards, receives

the encomium of the physician Galen for his eminence both as a theoretic

and a practical philosopher.^

EXCURSUS XVII. (p. 440).

St. John and St. Paul.

Of the three " seeming pillars," John appears to have taken no part

in the synod at Jerusalem, or if he did it was not sufficiently decisive to

be recorded. He belonged, it is clear, at this time to the Church of the

Cu'cumcision, and, so far as we know, this was the only occasion on

which he was thrown into the society of St. Paul. But we have St.

Paul's express testimony—in the only passage in which he is mentioned

in the Epistles—that he recognised his apostolate ; and the Apocalypse,

his earliest "writing, so far from showing that irreconcilable hatred to the

doctrines of St. Paul which has been assumed on grounds inconceivaltly

frivolous, and repeated subsequently with extraordinary recklessness,

oifers a close parallelism to St. Paul's Epistles in thovights and principles,

which is all the more striking from the marked differences of tone and

expression. We are calmly assured, without even the condescension of

an attempted proof, that the "false Jew," the "false Apostle," the

" false prophet," the " Balaam," the " Jezebel," the " Nicolas," the " chief

of the synagogue of Satan," alluded to in the Apocalypse,^ are as indu-

bitably intended for St. Paul as are the savage allusions covertly made

to him under the name of Simon the Magician in the Pseudo-Clementines.

Now, on what basis is this conclusion founded 1 Simply on the resem-

blance in tone of a spurious Ebionite romance (the Clementines) to the

phi-ases; " those which say they are Apostles and are not," " those which

say they are Jews and are not," and the allusions to some who held the

1 Eenan, St. Paul, p. 15, who refers to Orelli, 2414, 4938. Galen, DeAnatom. 1

(aj9M<f Wetstein), avSphs ra irdyra irpwrevovTOs epyois rt koI \6yois to7s iv <t)t\o<ro(pta.

2 Rev. ii. 2, 6, 9, 14, 15, 20, 24 ; iii. 9. (See Rerian, -S'^ -P., 302—305. who quietly

asserts this as if it were indisputable.) Yet St. Paul himself was the first to use this

very comparison -nath Balaam (1 Cor. x. 7, 8), and to denounce the extreme wicked-

ness of putting a stumbling-block before others (liom. xiv. 21 ; 2 Cor. xi. 29).

R R
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doctrine of Balaam, and of " that woman Jezebel," wlio taught people

" to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols." It is

true that there were Judaisers who attacked St. Paul's claim to be an

Apostle ; but to assert that St. John was one of them is to give the

direct lie to St. Paul, while to class St. Paul with them "that say they

are Jews and are not " is to falsify the most notorious facts concerning

one who was a Pharisee of Pharisees, and a Hebrew of the Hebrews.

Again, to assert boldly that St. Paul ever taught people to eat things

offered to idols, or anything which could be so described without the

grossest calumny, is a distinct contradiction of his own words, since he

expressly warned his converts not to do this, and assigns for his warning

the very reason that to do so would be " to cast a stumbling-block before

the children of Israel."^ In fact, though St. Paul would have denied

that to eat them was wromj in itself, his concessions on this point went

very little beyond those which are sanctioned in the Talmud itself.^ Once

more, what conceivable excuse could there be for saying that St. Paul

ever taught men " to commit fornication'?"—a sin against which, whether

literally or metaphorically understood, he has urged considerations more

deeply seated, more likely to touch the heart, more likely to bind the

conscience, than all the other writers in the New Testament put together.

That even in earliest days there did spring up antinomian sects which

were guilty of such accursed teaching, we know from Church history,

and find traces even in the sacred writers ; and it is therefore probable

that the allusions of the Apocalypse are as literal as the Old Testament

analogies to which St. John no less than St. Paul refers.'' That

"the fornication" of the Apocalypse means "mixed marriages" there

is not even a shadow of reason to believe, nor if it did would thei-e

be any gi^ound for saying that St. Paul encouraged them. Though he

used, on that as on all such topics, the language of wisdom and of

charity, the whole tendency of his teaching is to discourage them.*

Moreover, if Paul had been aimed at, and if St. John, the Apostle of

Love, really had been the slanderous and rabid Judaiser which these

alkisions would then imply, it is inconceivable that no word should be

said about the points respecting which, to a Judaiser, he must have

1 1 Cor. viii. 13 (cf. x. 32).

2 Ketubhoth, f. 15, 1, which, almost in the very language of St. Paul, lays down

the rule that if a man has hought meat, and is doubtful whether it is legally clean,

he must not eat it ; hut if he lights upon it accidentally, he may cat it without

further inquiry. Meat declared to be legally clean (tdhor) is stamped with a leaden

seal, on which is the word /irasAar (" lawful," Kadaphv). (I. Disraeli, Genius of

Judaism, p. 154.)

^ 1 Cor. X. 7, 8. (See some excellent remarks in Lightfoot's Gal., pp. 290, 335.)

* See especially 2 Cor. vi. U.
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seemed infinitely more assailable—namely, St. Paul's very low estimate

of circumcision, and his declared conviction that by the works of the

Law no man can be justified ia God's sight. Now, in the Apocalypse

neither circumcision, nor the Law, nor JNIoses, nor oral tradition are

once so much as mentioned or alluded to, while redemption by tlie

blood of the Lamb, and the universality of that redemption as extend-

ing to "every kindred and tongue and people and nation,"^ are

asserted as absolutely and unconditionally as they could have been

by Paul himself. Further, it needs but a casual study of St. John and

St. Paul to see that "Jesus Chi'ist" is in both of them the divine secret

and the fundamental conception of all Christianity. St. John at this

time was the more contemplative, the less prominently active, St. John

of the Gospels. "The hidden fires of his nature" had not yet "burst

out into a flame." Two incidents preserved for us in the Gospels had

indeed shown that those fii-es were there ;^ but it was not till James the

Ijord's brother, and Peter, and Paul himself had passed away that he

became the bold and uncompromising leader whose counsels were as

oracles to the Asian Church. Nevertheless, we may be sure that St.

John was not found among the opponents of St. Paul. That opposition

is always connected with the adherents and the influence of James.

During the lifetime of Jesus James had not fully accepted His mission,

and seems only to have been converted by the Resurrection. He had

not therefore lived, as the other Apostles had lived, in daily contact with

the mind and influence of Jesus, and was in consequence more deeply

imbued with the beliefs of his early Jewish training, and less entirely

permeated in intellect by the bi-eath of the new life. But Peter and

John, more than any living men, must have known what was the mind
of Christ. We know that they were one in heart, and we may be sure

that they who had gone together to visit and confirm the detested

Samaritans and witness their participation in the gifts of the Holy
Ghost, would be little likely to look with i-abid jealousy on the equal

freedom of a yet wider extension of the Kingdom of God.

EXCURSUS XVIII. (p. 448).

The Attacks on St. Paul in the Clementines.

That Paul, in consequence of the death-blow which he gave to Jewish

Pharisaism, was pursued by a particular section of the Jud;eo-Christian

1 Eev. V. 9 ; vii. 9. « Luke ix. 54 ; ilatt. xx. 21
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Clnirch witli imrelenting opposition, is a matter of histoiy. It needs

no further proof than the large sections in his Epistles which are

occupied with arguments against Pharisaic or Gnostic Judaism, such

as had invaded the Churches of Corinth, Galatia, Colossse, and Crete.

But true though it is that he was obliged to contend in lifelong

struggle with a parti/, it is not true that he remained long unrecognised

by the Church at large. The supposition that he was, has merely

originated from the exceptional literary activity of a single section

of Christian Ebionites. Dr. Lightfoot, in his essay on " St. Paul

and the Three," has shown, by patient and entirely candid in-

vestigation, that even the Chiirch of Juda3a was not exclusively anti-

Pauline, and that the anti-Pauline faction within it, so far from repre-

senting the tendencies of the whole Christian Chui'ch, did not even

represent the Christians of Palestine. The Christian Jews of the Holy
Land naturally continued, as a body, to observe the Mosaic Law—as

was done by St. Paul himself so far as he could do so without compro-

mising the emancipation of the Gentiles—until the fall of Jerasalem

rendered all such observance a mere mockery and sham.* If the

Passover, the very central ordinance of Mosaism, was rendered simply

impossible, God had Himself demonstrated that the aeon of the Law
was closed. The withdrawal of the Church to Pella, caused by a

recollection of the warnings of Jesus, would look to the Jews like an

unpatriotic desertion of their cause ; and the frantic denunciations of

the Mins, which date from this epoch, were but signs of the gathering

detestation of Jew for Christian which culminated in the savage massacres

by Bar-cochba of those Christians who refused to apostatise and

blaspheme. When the name of Jerusalem had given way to that of

^lia Capitolina, and Christians were allowed to live where no Jew
might set his foot, the Church of the new city became predominantly

Gentile, and was for the first time governed by a Gentile bishop.^ It is

not till after this period that we hear of two sects distinct from each

other, but often confused. These were the Nazarenes and the Ebionites.

The NAZARENES were not in any way hostile to the work and memory
of Paul, and they differed from other Christians only in holding that the

Law was still binding on Jewish converts. " The Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs "—a book which, whether written by a Nazarene or

not, expresses their general tenets so far as we can gather them—not

only does not oppose the doctrines of St. Paul, but, though written

from the Jud;eo-Christian standpoint, puts into the mouth of Ben-

jamin a splendid eulogy of Paul, as one who is to arise from that

^ Griilz, Gcsch. d. .Tudcn, iv. 112.

a Marcus, B.C. 132. Just. Mart. Apol. i. 31, p. 72.
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tribe " beloved of the Lord, listening to His voice, enlightening all the

Gentiles with new knowledge." The EBIONITES, on the other hand—

a

powerful and zealous sect—breathed the exact spirit of Paul's

Jndaising enemies, and the views of many of them became deeply-

tinged with the Gnostic tendencies of the more advanced Essenes. To

this section of the Ebionites we owe the forgeries known as the

Clementine Homilies, the Clementine Recognitions, extant in a Latin

paraphi-ase of Rufinus,^ and a spurious letter of Peter to James. In

the Homilies St. Paul is surreptitiously attacked in the guise of Simon

Magus.' The allusion to his rejiroof of St. Peter at Antioch is too

plain to be overlooked, and discredit is thrown on his doctrine, his

revelations, and his independent attitude towards James. In the letter

of St. Peter he is still more severely, though still covertly slandered,

as " the enemy " whose teaching was antinomian and absurd, and who
calumniously asserted that St. Peter held one view and sanctioned

another. In the Recognitions these attacks do not appear, but " the

enemy " sent by Caiaphas to arrest St. Peter at Antioch, and who
throws ^t. James down the Temple steps, is evidently meant for St.

Paul, and this notable story is believed to have been borrowed from a

prating fiction called the " Ascents of James," which is also the source

of the venomous calumny that Paul was a Gentile wJio had accepted

circumcision in hopes of marrying the High Priest's daughter, and

had only apostatised from Mosaism when his hopes were disappointed.''

It is on trash of this kind, at once feeble and virulent, at once

baseless and malignant, that some have based the belief that there was

deadly opposition between Paul and the Twelve, and that his woi-k was

not fully recognised till the close of the second century. The fact, how-

ever, is that these Ebionite slanders and forgeries are representative

of none but an isolated sect. Justin lived in Samaria in the earlier half

of the second century, and shows no trace of these views. Hegesippus

was a Jewish Christian who travelled to Rome in the middle of the

second century, visiting many Christian Churches ; and Eusebius, who
knew his writings, vouches for his perfect orthodoxy.* Such being the

case, it is hardly even necessary to prove that the other churches of the

second century were in no sense anti-Paiiline. It may be trtie that for

^ And partly in SjTiac.

2 The English reader may see these passages translated in Baui-'s First Three

Centuries, i. pp. 89—08.
* Epiphan. Haeres, xxx. 16. Rcnan also refers to Masscchta, Gerim, 1, cd.

Earchheim.

* It is no disproof of this that he borrows the Ebionite account of St. James

;

and his supposed condemnation of St. Paul for using the expression "Eye hath

not seen," &c., seems to rest on an entire misapprehension (Lightfoot, Gal., p. 311).
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a short time there were two sections—a Jewish and a Gentile—in the

Church of Rome, and even that each section had its own bishop, the

possible successors respectively of the Apostles of the circumcision and

of the uncircumcision.^ But if so, these two sections were, at the close

of the first century, united under the gentle and orthodox Clement ; and

even on the doubtful hypothesis that the Clementines had a Roman
origin, their indirectness—the cautiovis, subterranean, timid sort of way
in which they attack the great Apostle—is alone a decisive proof that

the forger could hy no means rely on the general sympathy of the

readers into whose hands his ivritings fell. And yet on this very

attenuated apex is built the huge inverted pyramid of inference, which

finally declares the Epistle of St. Jude to be a specimen of one of the

letters, breathing sanguinary hatred and atrocious falsehood, which are

supposed to have been despatched from Jerusalem in the name of the

Apostles, and in the composition of which, " since James and Jude

probably could not speak Greek," they probably employed Greek secre-

taries !^ Let any one read the Epistle of St. Jude, and consider, verse

by verse, how it could be possibly applied to St. Paul, and how absokxtely

such a theory contradicts every really authentic fact of his relation to

the Apostles, as well as the character and bearing of the Apostles them-

selves, and he will be able to estimate the validity of the criticism which

calmly represents as reasonable history this darkening fume of inferences

from the narrow aperture of a worthless forgery.

• Some such fact may lie behind the remark of Tertullian that Clement was

ordained bishop by St. Peter, whereas Irenaeus places Linus and Anencletus

before him.

- Kenan, St. Paul, p. 300. " En quittant. Antioche les agents du parti hicrosolo-

mj-te jurerent de bouleverser les fondations de Paul, de dctruire les Egliscs, de

renverser ce qu'il avait cdifie avec tant de labours. II semble qu'a cette occasion

de nouvelles Icttres furent expediees de Jerusalem, au nom dcs apotres. II se peut

meme qu'un exemplaire de ces lettres haineuses nous ait ete conserve dans I'Epitre

de Jude, frere de Jacques, et comme lui ' frere du Seigneur,' qui fait partie du

canon," &c. The apparent array of authorities quoted in support of such inferences

has no real bearing on them, and upon examination dwindles into the narrow limits

indicated below. Nor docs M. Kenan adduce a single proof, or anything remotely

resembling a proof, that by iropveia the Apocalypse and the Epistle of Jude imply

the doctrine of St. Paul {id. p. 300), or that the relative moderation of Michael

(Jude 9) is contrasted with the impertinence of St. Paul (!), or, in fact, any other of

the utterly wild conclusions into which he has exaggerated the perverted ingenuity

of Tiibingen theorists. See further the Excursus on St. John and St. Paul.
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